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PEEPATOEY NOTICE.

The Translator must once more remind his readers that he is

not responsible for the opinions of his author. Tliere will be

found in the present volume, as in the last, passages (in his judg-

ment) either erroneous or of erroneous tendency : such, for

instance, as the germs of speculation about the intermediate state

which are to be detected in the exposition of Lu. xvi., and the

sacramental theories deduced from the third and sixth chapters

of St John. It is sufficient to say that the author is a Lutheran

divine, and vindicates on all occasions the higher ecclesiastical

views of his communion ; but this does not, in the Transla-

tor's judgment, impair the value of the work, as a whole, to the

thoughtful and catholic reader who keeps that fact always in

view.

For himself he may add, that while it would have been much

more satisfactory to his own mind to send forth his labours with-

out any such caution, the profound study of our Lord's words

which such a translation requires and assists, has been to him a

blessing for which he is deeply thankful.

Hull, 1856.
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THE GOSPEL OF ST JOHN,

CONVERSATION WITH THE WOMAN OF SAMARIA ; THE WATER
OF LIFE ; WORSHIP IN SPIRIT AND TRUTH ; THE MESSIAH

COME.

(Ch. iv. 7-26.)

Immediately after his prologue, the Evangelist gave, first of

all, the witness of John the Baptist ; then followed the com-

mencement of the revelation of Jesus on the reception of His

first disciples ; then the manifestation of His glory in its grace

at Cana, and in its severity of truth at Jerusalem, in mutually

supplementing contrast. He then introduces two testimonies of

Jesus concerning Himself, similarly connected together, in which

He committed Himself to two very difierent persons—Nicode-

mus and the woman of Samaria. The introduction to these is

found in chap. ii. 23-25, by way of antithesis. He did not

commit Himself to these, but to others He did, as He knew what

was in them :—to Nicodemus, a ruler of Jerusalem, the only

one of his order till now ; to the Samaritan woman, who had

many like herself.

Before, however, the counterpart to Nicodemus is entered

upon, the Evangelist inserts a supplementary illustration of the

relation of Jesus to the Baptist, in a final testimony of the lat-

ter, which remarkably accords with the testimony given to Nico-

demus.^ The literal expressions may in individual cases have

1 "We prefer this distribution to Luthardt's threefold arrangement (Lut.

i. 271). The scheme which he has drawn out at such length does not ex>

elude other views of the order of the discourse.

VOL V A
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been here and there departed from/ but as a whole we have the

authentic words of the Baptist from the 27th verse to the end of

the chapter. As Jesus, before His redeeming death, was a pro-

phet for Himself, so did He connect His own ministry with the

function of the Baptist which closed all prophecy ; but he bap-

tizes only through His disciples, the least in the kingdom of

heaven being greater than the greatest without. Thus do the

preparation for Jesus, and His actual coming, continue to run

side by side, even after He had actually come. The Baptist's

position was acknowledged by Jesus Himself, and gives a key to

the history of His church. Generally speaking, chaps, ii.-v. of

St John's Gospel contain the record of the transition time, in

which Jesus in conjunction with John, in part baptizes, in part

akeady bears witness like him. He does not as yet preach ;

that commenced only when John retired.

What follows ver. 31 in the third chapter is clearly a continua-

tion of the former discourse. The Baptist testified in the first

part—I, who must decrease, have, as man, my measure and de-

gree. In the second, he continues—But He, as the Son of God,

receives everything without measure, takes nothing from heaven,

is Himself come down from above ! Thus it was very neces-

sary, not only that John should send away men from himself,

but that he should strongly affirm the dignity of Him who had

been misunderstood, and point all men to Him. He now knew
full well all that he witnessed : he knew Him as the Lamb, and

as the Bridegroom,^ and, indeed, since the revelation at the bap-

tism, as the Son of God, chap. i. 34. What he adds, ver. 34-36,

was received at that revelation, to which the 'bzbof/jivov of ver. 27

already alluded. The " phraseology" about which the learned

have so many objections, is first that of the Spirit and the matter

itself, and only thus the Evangelist's. The names of Christ sig-

^ "We should not, however, dare to translate back again from the

Evangelist's into the Baptist's manner of speaking, as Ebrard does, p. 335.

Comp. Luthardt i. 173, etc., who sees, with myself, only a faint trace of

the subjectivity of the Evangelist in the expression given to the Baptist's

thoughts.

2 Luthardt's coincidence " Baptistae verba in memoriam nobis revocant

nuptias Canenses" (De Compos, p. 27), we must leave undetermined

;

especially as the Baptist certainly had Scriptural authority for his repre-

eentation.
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nificantly advance in dignity, in contrast with the avdpco'Trog with

which the whole began. In ver. 8 6 "Kpiffrog, but still a man,

to whom God giveth the Spirit ; in ver. 29, the vvf/jipiog who
will unite Himself with us ; in ver. 31, the avajdsv, Iz rov oupos-

vov £p%o/>osvo?, and in ver. 34, oV axgcrs/Xsv o &i6g in an emi-

nent and special sense, down from and out fr'om Himself;--

then in ver. 35, the Son of God. He who receives this testi-

mony sets to his seal, that God is true ; as he himself receives

the seal and assurance of this, so is he a seal also to others.

(2 Cor. iii. 2, 3.) The Baptist, and every one who stood with-

out with him, could not give the epistle and seal of the Spirit

:

it was for them to appeal to another—He will bring it ! All the

prophets spoke upon earth with their expectant eyes fixed upon
heaven ; he that believeth on Him who came down from heaven,

hath the witness of God in himself, as the seal of the fulfilment

of all, and can consequently give testimony to others from this

inward experience. (Comp. 1 Cor. ix. 2.) The Son indeed

speaheth h ofjjOiotjybaTi of men and prophets (ver. 34), but His

"kaXziv alone is, at the same time, a perfect [jbaprvpslv in the

highest sense. He does not speak merely iz 70v ovpca/ov, ex. rov

0SOV, but ra pfjfjbccTcc rov hov ; that is, the Son speaketh all the

words which the Godhead hath for us (ch. i. 18).^ Thus hath

the Father given all things into His hand, w^ho is ever I'Trdvco

'Trdvroov : this being neuter in ver. 31, as the concrete idea of

oupocvog, Dh». In that the Father giveth His beloved Son to

us. He gives His Fatherly love to the Son also to us. Christ is

the redeeming arm of God's power, but also the bestowing hand

of God's love ; He is Himself both gift and Giver to faith.

Hence faith or unbelief towards Him decides for life or death.

It is with this final word of promise and word of terror from the

Old Testament, that John, as Lange says (iii. 578), closes his

prophetic function to bear testimony to Christ.

The Lord now bears the same witness to the unlearned woman
at Sychar, which he had borne to the Master in Israel : the

same to the ignorant schismatic and sinner, as to the sanctified

Pharisee. The object of His testimony is to reveal Himself as

^ The eame was signified of old in Deut. xviii. 18, 19 ;
in the pre-emi-

nent sense of a final, most special fulfilment.
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the gift of God (or the medium and giver of that gift). The
great theme is

—

the gift of God, eh. iii. 16. More particularly

the true gift of God is this, that I, as the Messiah now come, give

to all who ask it the true water of life, in order to bring in the

time of the worship of the Father in spirit and in truth.

The conversation divides itself into two main parts : one more

general, and one more particular. The more general portion is

preparatory andfigurative : the more special is then drawn out m
detail and in plain expressions. The former sets out with the

paradoxical and awakening testimony" :

—

The7'e is a water of life !

and this is the true gift of God through Me ! We must observe

here the point of connection, and the transition. The connection

is with the present, earthly gift of God, the water which supplies

the figure. Ver. 7. (First turning-point :—the woman becomes

attentive to the speaker, and enters into conversation with Him.)

Then follows the transition to the true or spiritual gift of God

—

the same in its source, contrasted in its worth : not without

allusion to the end of the whole colloquy

—

He Himself ivJio was

speaking I (Second turning-point : the woman does not under-

stand, and opposes.) Then follows a plain designation, though

as yet in figurative, preparatory words, of the spiritual gift ; and
its worth is shown in relation to the permanence of its satisfac-

tion, vers. 13, 14. There is first another antithesis—He who
drinketh tliis water shall never thirst : then comes the plain

declaration

—

Springhig up into everlasting life ! (Third turning-

point : the woman begins to understand, but her notion being

obscure, she can only speak evasively.)

The Lord now commences the second part of His discourse ;

speaks plainly to her and without figm'e, though only pursuing

into detail what the former part had prepared for. Salvation

Cometh to sinners by Me, the Messiah of the Jews, whose design

is to establish the universal worship of the Father in spirit and

in truth. Here, again, there is first the evidence of her own
need, which is brought home personally to her conscience, and

admits no evasion ; and then the most plain and ample exhibi-

tion and offer of the gift of God. The woman is at once appre-

hended, by the bringing to her conscience of her present sin,

ver. 16. (Fourth turning-point :—she is more keenly smitten,

and already makes a half-confession.) Her confession is with
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gracious severity dwelt upon, and the sin of the whole life made

manifest to her by its last sin, vers. 17, 18. i^Fifth turning-point

:

•—she silently confesses ; discerns, finally, the Prophet ; and then,

after her own manner, asks concerning true worship.)

Now, finally, comes the explicit and full offer ! First, as

necessarily opposing the error of the questioner—the one great

end of the great Future now beginning (ver. 21), and the origi-

nal point of difference in the present relations of Jews and

Samaritans (ver. 22). Hereupon is indicated and ofiered us the

gift of Jesus

—

the Spirit given in order to the true worship of the

Father

—

this is the water of life : the Messiah (the Son of the

Father, though the Samaritan woman knew not this as yet), who
brings and imparts that Spirit, is

—

Myself ! The necessity

wherefore only such are the true worshippers whom the Father

seeketh to worship Him, ver. 23. Its ground in the nature of

God, with at the same time an intimation that that Spirit can be

a gift from God alone, ver. 24. (The sixth critical moment in the

colloquy :—the w^oman thinks now of the promised Giver and

Mediator of this gift—almost regards Jesus as being He.) The
Lord then concludes with a seventh saying, returning back to

the first :—Now recognise the gift of God, know who it is that

speaketh wath thee, that thou mayest make thy petition to Him—
'Ey^j ilfjji ! ver. 26.^

Before we enter upon the detailed exposition of this most mar-

^ In the first collection of my " Andeutungen " I showed how in this

most distinctly historical presentation the process of conversion in many-

souls is reflected ; and may repeat it from a work now laid aside. First,

there is imparted an obscure, indefinite, and general knowledge of the

need of sustenance for the soul. This is at first a figure, in the begin-

ning not understood ; then are we constrained to mark it well, but

%\all not. God comes closer and more keenly with the discovery of personal

sin : then follows the haK-denial, yet half-submission to the authority of

God's omniscience ; and, finally, repentance ! Now comes the inquiry for

the true service of God, confused as we are concerning it by the tradition

of vain " worship " from our fathers. Then follows the right understand-

ing of worship in spirit and in truth, with earnest desire after Him who
brings light and power required in order to offer it. He now places Him-

self openly before us, the pitcher of earthly pleasure is left stanchng, and

we go at once to magnify the great Giver to our brethren.
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vellous conversation/ thus preparatorily sketched, we must

spend a glance upon its scene, as the Evangelist, vers. 1-6, ex-

hibits it to us. After the parenthesis of John's words, he takes

up the thread of ver. 26 again. He himself terms Jesus the

Lord (here for the first time, when he is retreating before the

Pharisees !) and then introduces, with the names Jesus and John,

what the Pharisees had heard. The more gracious of these two

was the more attractive to the people ; and, besides this, John

with constant earnestness directed all to Him : hence naturally

the concourse around Him, in which, however, according to

chap. iii. 32, there was but little true faith exhibited. To the

Pharisees, on the contrary, the legal John was more acceptable

or more tolerable : their enmity began to rage against the Lord,

who penetrates, and perceives it without being informed concern-

ing it in any human way. (The 'iyvao rises somewhat above

the TJzovffav.) In connection with the baptizing, the Evangelist

interposes the important circumstance that Jesus did not Him-
self baptize,^—and this, as being a manifold presumption of com-

mon people, provoked the Pharisees still more. Suffice it that

the Lord, avoiding these Pharisees, left Jud^a, and turned to-

wards the chosen and predicted sphere of His main activity,

towards the more susceptible Galilee. He went naturally by the

shortest way, for it would have been a sanction of Pharisaism in

Him to have avoided the Samaritans, which only the most bigoted

Jews were in the habit of doing. But St John adds an g$g/

which has still deeper significance : not that it refers to any special

circumstances constraining Him (such as the presence of Herod
in Persea?) ; or any extraordinary /ias^e on His part (with which

^ How many such colloquies may have occurred in the life of Jesus,

which are not written down !

2 Not because He could not baptize into Himself, for this was not as yet

a baptism into His name. And not directly for the reason which von
Gerlach suggests—to render impossible any future self-exaltation over

others on account of being baptized by the Lord. But rather, as Schleier-

macher says, because much baptizing would have withdrawn Him from that

high work of preaching in which the disciples could not have been His re-

presentatives. Sacrament is still less than the Word (comp. 1 Cor. i. 17

;

Acts X. 48)—especially this preparatory baptism of repentance. At the

same time He laid the deep foundation for the recognition of the services

of others as valid under His commission (as Rieger remarks) ; and (as

Bengel) caused His disciples to begin their ministry first as deacons.
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ver. 40 afterwards does not accord),—for Jesus was under no

constraint at all in going the way which He might purpose ;—nor

is it a mere geographical note that Samaria lay between, for such

a degree of information might assuredly be presumed in his read-

ers ;—what then does it signify ? We think that it means rather

He should than He must ; that is, it was an inward call, it was
according to the counsel of God, that this preparatory salvation

should now take place in Samaria. The other interpretation,

viz., that He could not do other than take the directest road on
this occasion, is inharmonious, because it rests on the assumption

that Jesus would have otherwise avoided Samaria. This no
Gahlaean would be anxious to do, and no Jew indeed under
ordinary circumstances, as we have said before. Whether this

inward voice was connected with any internal, conscious impulse

of Christ's will, is another question ; and Luthardt may have

some ground for saying that the expression excludes anything

like a designed visitation of Samaria, in order to exert His energy

there. It is enough that the Evangelist uses this 'ihu of Divine

providence, in a manner which must awaken attention and
thought, in order to introduce his narrative of that memorable
circumstance which took place in the passage through Samaria,

and which was a prophetic allusion to the second transitional

stage of evangelical preaching,—the preaching to Samaria, as it

is impressively announced in Acts i. 8.

The Lord now came into the neighbourhood of a city (either

g/V is prope ; or toX/^, according to Grotius, is equivalent to civi-

tatis tenntoriuin) : that one, namely, which in the time of Alex-

ander the Great had become the capital

—

^v/j^p ov 2/%ap,

according to the correct reading, though Jerome would correct

it to 1,vx^(Jj. (Acts vii. 16.) That Sichem is meant which was
in the neighbourhood of Mount Gerizim, Josh. xx. 7 ; Judg.

ix. 7. We can scarcely regard it a merely Greek termination, but

very probably an opprobrious change introduced byJewish scorn.^

This phraseology was not simply " harmlessly retained " by St

^ On account of their Idolatry, after "^Z^,^ Hab. ii. 18, which Sir. 1. 27

(28) may have had in view. Or it may have been from "s"^, drunken,

taken from Isa. xxviii. 1. The reference of Hug, which Wieseler, Lange,

and Sepp sanction, to "'S.^o or "aiD burying-place, is more far-fetched, since

there could be no desire to change the name of a place with a memorial and
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John ; still less (as Hengstenberg thinks) now first introduced

by him; but it was an intentional intimation of the relation and

position of things between Judsea and Samaria, designed for in-

telligent readers, like other such premonitory hints which we

shall find. The topography is given with the immediate object

of laying the foundation for the woman's saying in ver. 12, but

the mention of Jacob's well was enough for that ; the notice of

the xoopiov which Jacob gave to Joseph as a portion before his

brethren (Gen. xlviii. 22, comp. xxxiii. 19 and Josh. xxiv. 82)

should, as we think, awaken yet further thoughts, such as John

and probably also our Saviour Himself would entertain in the

stillness of this locality. As Pfenninger (jiid. Briefe) puts into

the mouth of the disciples, and the allusion in all its force applies

to the Lord Himself—" Joseph obtained a better resting-place

than his brothers were disposed to give him." In connection

with which one may reflect further upon the typical significance

of Joseph ! St John assuredly designs to fix our thoughts upon

the holiness of the place/ and to remind us of the former conse-

cration of a scene now so dishonoured :—Sichem was the very

first place of which Abraham gained possession (Gen. xii. 6),

and it was further consecrated by an altar which Jacob raised,

see Gen. xxxiii. 18-20. Jacob's well (t;;/^ equiv. to (ppgap ver.

11, but not a mere cistern) is, lastly, a pleasing figure or type

of such ancient consecration, fi:om the remembrance and blessing

of which may be again drawn edification. It was a quarter of

an hour south from the city, is still called by the Ai'abs Bir-Jacob,

and by the Christians the Well of the Samaritan woman. Thus

(as Baumgarten-Crusius referring to Lightfoot, and with him

other expositors, perceive) Gen. xlix. 22 had a distant allusion,

and with a symbolical meaning Deut. xxxiii. 28 a yet more direct

allusion, to this Jacob's well in the good portion of Joseph.

Jesus now, weary with this wandering, sat thus by or upon

the well; comp. Ex. ii. 15, It/ tov <ppearog. The ovrcogj though

hallowing intention. Luthardt's view, however, who regards it with Hug
as a place distinguished from Sichem, appears to be altogether doubtful.

We will say nothing of Bengel's reference from Hiller's Onomasticon to

"^yo^ reward (spoil of victory, Gen. xlviii. 22), to which the Lord is after-

wards supposed to allude in ver. 36 ! !

* Which Nonnus has well
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omitted by the Syriac, is not plane otiosum et illafivum, but to

be taken as an emphatic anaijhora of the participle KizoTncczug.

Erasmus has it

—

fjbtfJbTjrt/CMgy ut gestus exprimat hominis lassi,

vel sic nempe, quia fatigatus. The illative anaplwra may, in-

deed, as Fritzsche objects, put an enclitic ovTcog before the temp,

fin.; but as certainly may it have a stronger signification in

this, and in the two places of the Acts. We need not, therefore, be

content with that other exposition,—" Tims, without any further

ado, upon the first seat that He found" (Euthym. and Chrysos.

a'Tfkojg zcii A>g iTvyj.^ Grot, incuriose, ut se locus obtulerat)

—

which would indicate the cLrv(pov of Christ, His humility and

lowliness in lower things.-^ The weariness which is expressly

mentioned, has more importance to the context, being closely

connected with the intimation that it was noon. We cannot

turn this sixth hour, with Rettig, into early morning (after a

night's travelling); nor with Ebrard into evening: for the whole

hypothesis of the Roman measurement of the day, as used by St

John, is quite repugnant to our views.^ The time of the year

permitted travelling till towards noon, for it was at the end of

December. Why the woman (whom Neander makes a " poor

woman," we know not why) came just at that critical time to

the well, is an idle question, which might have endless answers

:

but the question as applied to the Lord is full of significance.

He does not go Himself into the town, for the time was not yet

come for Him to ofiend the Jews by such free intercourse with

Samaritans ; and He would be quite alone, also, and rest awhile.

It was mid-day : therefore He is weary ; therefore the disciples go

for bread ; and there is no reason to apprehend any concourse

near the well at that hour. There comes, however, a Samaritan

woman (^ocfjjccpsic&g does not signify the town itself, so much as

the land mentioned in ver. 4 ; and thus the description is equi-

valent to liCCfJijCcpeTTtg, ver. 9) ; and as He was prepared for

Nicodemus in the dark night, so is He now prepared to disturb

His mid-day rest : see afterwards ver. 34. In this particular, also,

the two narratives are counterparts. As soon as a soul to be

won comes near Him, His thirst becomes the opportunity for

1 Berlenb. Bib. : heut zu Tage miissen die Herreii fahren

!

2 See Liicke S. 580, and Lange S. 473.
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calling the wanderer to Himself. The woman does not observe

or greet Him, being in fear of the contemptuous regards, per-

haps the mockery, of this Jew :
^ but the Lord is not deterred

by her external expression ; He begins immediately that con-

versation with this common woman, which has been so useful to

the salvation of multitudes.

Ver. 7. As this whole narrative is a complete example of

mission-wisdom, so in particular is this commencement, which

not obviously but surely, leads to the designed end. He who
lives in the Spirit of Christ should never be at a loss for some

point of introduction, should ever know how in simple brevity to

hit the right mark. The woman might have naturally thought

—This traveller desires to drink, water would be welcome to him

;

but she was no accommodating Rebekah, at least towards Jews.

She draws water quietly for herself. After she has drawn,^ the

Lord asks her to give Him to drink ; thus naturally, unostenta-

tiously, does He begin His words to her, expressing His own
most natural and human feelings, for He was sitting at noon-

tide on the well very weary and thirsty. But by this very

means He has approximated to the human sympathies of this

Samaritan woman ; He has obviated her prejudice and mistrust,

and awakened her attention. A request (and the Lord did speak

the language of request, as the aWitg afterwards testifies) always

appeals to the existing good-will of the person requested ; we
despise not him whose service \ve ask. This is the external

sense of the word ; it, however, contains figurative and awakening

antithesis—Here is water, as the gift of God, and I have a better

gift for thee ! The Lord addresses this woman specially in con-

trasts. By this He at once applies to her a test, as when (Gen.

xxiv. 45) one was similarly to be invited out of Nahor's family to

Abraham. For it is to be understood that the Lord's design

goes further from the very beginning; that, seeing this soul

^ Lightfoot and Witsius in the Dekaphylon, and Sepp also, ii. 450, give

examples of similar conversations of Jews passing through Samaria.

2 Which Nonniis forgets not to insert. It is not so written, but it

cannot be supposed that the Lord would otherwise have so abruptly-

put the question. He addresses the woman who had come before, whom
He had attentively observed and watched for a while—just as she was

coming.
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presenting herself at so apt a time for private conversation, He
immediately laid His plan to secure it. He experiences in

human weakness thirst, but He is far from being confined to

that consideration; He yields, even thus oppressed, to the

longing to do His Father's work. This slight word is thus

no less than the truest utterance of His own spiritual desire

—

Refresh My soul's love, thou poor sinner ; I am seeking thee,

be found of Me

!

The Evangelist tells us parenthetically that the disciples had
gone away ; and thus explains how it was that the Lord asked

for His own refreshment, and the reason, generally, of His hold-

ing this intercourse with the woman.^ Schleiermacher's obser-

vation here is strangely out of place :
—"We cannot suppose that

they would leave Him altogether alone ; doubtless one or other

of the disciples was with Him." This is a strange method of

reading what is so plainly written. The astonished woman
recognised the Jew, rather by his clothing (after the manner of

the Rabbies), than by His softer dialect ; which would scarcely

have betrayed itself in so few words.^ Such intercourse as

necessary purchase of food in travelling was expressly excepted

fi'om the general prohibition ;
^ but to ask to drink, and then to

drink out of her pitcher, transgressed this limit, and approached

very near to the forbidden avyyj^oLC&oLi. The artless woman,
whose thoughts are already upon her lips, puts the question

which follows, not merely out of curiosity (according to Nonnus),

but from the slight feeling of elevation which such a woman

—

not held in very high honoui' in the town ! would naturally feel on

being thus humbly requested by a stranger, and a Jew. Though

^ Not, however, signifying that they would otherwise have drawn for

Him: certainly not "that they had taken the ccur7^-/ificc vfith. them!" If

we did think about their baggage at all, we should not suppose that they

would carry it hither and thither. The disciples were not so forgetful

of their Master's earthly need: if they had had this olvr'hYjfix {kxIou

sT^Kvarvipoc Nonn.) He would have asked them.

^ If the Samaritans, like the Ephraimites of old (Judg. xii. 6), were

stiU distinguished by lack of the sibilant in their pronunciation, the words

which were probably spoken S3 ^3-^p'i"n or n-.P'i7 15 "^rn would have been

enough.

^ If Jesus had sent the disciples into the town, contrary to custom, in

order to break doAvn prejudice, why did He not go Himself ?
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Lange's words, " Her national feeling is flattered by being thus

appealed to for help," may be too strong, yet we cannot but

agree with Liicke and Klee that there is something of proud or

capricious bantering in her answer, which seems, instead of

bestowing the favour, to protest against it. Her curiosity must

first know why He, contrary to Jewish custom, put such a re-

quest to her; she defers till He has explained that. (Thus

Luthardt excellently.) And Klee adds, " If the good-natured

woman had not been somewhat satirical in her disposition, she

would have granted a thirsty man the water which he longed for

at once ; but she must at all costs gratify her humoursome spirit."

Instead, that is, of doing what was so naturally to be expected,

and reaching out the pitcher to the traveller (Nonnus

—

^stV7]'iov

vhcop, hospitalis aqua) ! The Lord, who penetrated her natural

disposition, foresaw this. Wondering, as she did, what manner

of Jew He could be. He had yet more astonishment in store for

her. The water is untouched, however, at least till the end of

the conversation, when the pitcher remains behind ; He thinks

not of that, does not say—Let me drink first—but goes on to

answer her.

Ver. 10. The Lord's words hasten, without any pause, to the

mystery of the spiritual gift which He offers. The critical point

of exposition here is to ascertain what is now meant by the gift

of God ; but expositors will never satisfactorily deal with it, while

they refuse to admit the essential and natural fulness of meaning

which this wonderful word suggests. It is therefore unwise and

injudicious to say, as even some of the best of them do, that the

Lord's own person cannot be meant, because this is referred to

afterwards in the zou rig \ariv ! More properly, the Lord ad-

vances and develops the deep and comprehensive meaning of this

first word, step by step, up to the vhoj^ Z^jv. That gift is, first

of all, the water itself which was asked for refreshment : and this

water is seized by Divine wisdom, and made a similitude and

point of connection for the discourse of higher blessings. This

has been strangely overlooked by most expositors, with the excep-

tion, however, of Pfenninger, who interprets the Lord—" this

water is the gift of God to all who thirst." The words convey

a slight repioach that she should for a moment have denied to

Him a gift of God which was intenckd for Him and for all : but
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its immediate effect would be to raise her thoughts out of the

narrow and customary circle, to the contemplation of God as the

Giver of everything needful for bodily life. It is the same point

of connection as in Acts xiv. 17. Man receives his bread and

rain and earthly good of every kind as the " gift of God ;" but

does not tldnk of it as such, till it is brought solemnly and

impressively before his thoughts.

It is, therefore, primarily this water which is the gift of God :

but the woman must acknowledge it as such, that is, understand

it still further in its limitation, ver. 13, and its true significance,

ver. 14. Discerning God's love in such gifts, we should be led

in thankful uplifting of our hearts to seek His higher salvation.

We should be deeply sensible both of what these earthly gifts can

supply, and what they cannot ; should be led to expect that the

gracious Giver ofthese may also have supplies for the soul's neces-

sity, and thus come to regard all perishable good as being but a

similitude and type of something higher. He who does not thus

rise from the gift to the Giver, discerns not the gift itself, knoivs

not wherefore it was given. Coming and going to draw water,

reflect upon the deeper thirst ofthy spirit !^ Wherefore, indeed, do

we thus eat and drink ? Simply that we may live awhile in con-

stant alternation of desire and its transient gratification; and then?

What is the design of this life, which God by meat and drink is

constantly renewing, and what should be its aim ? To know Him,

who giveth all things ; and whose will is to give Himself to the

soul which sprang from Him, and in its deepest principle thirsts

for Him again. Then we might have expected His words to

continue—" And who that God is, whom thou ignorantly wor-

shippest, what His will is, and what thou mightest receive from

Him." But instead of this, the Son of man who was speaking

to her most impressively and significantly puts Himself in the

place of the great, unacknowledged Giver I This, then, is the

second stage in His meaning

—

And Who it is ! She may well

have already perceived that this Person, who expressed His need

in so uncustomary and illegal a manner, was no ordinary lovhalog

or dv^pcoTTog, and thus have heard the answer to her own question.

But still further, thirdly : That saith to thee, give Me to drink !

^ " Man is full of liunger and thirst : in this is the element of his heaven,

and also ^f his hell.''

—

Rieger
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Let it be noted here how the Lord in His dignity elevates her

expression airs7g into Xsyco ffot ; in order to put the octrstv more
appropriately into her own lips. It already anticipates His sub-

sequent XocXmv Goi, ver. 26. It seems to signify—Who hath yet

more both to give and to say to thee. Thus then the gift of God
is properly enough made to signify this " opportunity of hearing,

and deriving good from Jesus :" but this is neither the first nor

the last meaning, as the 'ihcozsp av Goi attached to the hoopzd

evidently shows. Jesus has not merely somewhat to say, but

somewhat thereby and therein to give ; and emphatically because

He Himself is the Gift of all gifts for us. This innermost point

of the meaning is well seized by Brandt's SchuUehrerbibel

—

" What God's will is to give thee now," but it fails to say

—

through Me I Hadst thou before known what I will now tell

thee, thou wouldst have anticipated my asking {-ijrjjffocg, Vulg.

forsitan petisses, Winer § 43)—and He, who is now a petitioner

to thee, and whose request thou mistrustest and dost hesitate to

grant, would have given thee living water I Here then is, in con-

clusion, the full meaning of the gift of God ; comprehending in

one the two sayings of the Lord, vers. 5 and 16, in His conversa-

tion with Nicodemus. Let the designed double meaning of this

word, as used by our Saviour, be observed : He knows, for it is

indeed His design, that she who hears Him will understand His

words according to the ordinary usage of D"'>n D^D for spring-

water. (Gen. xxvi. 19 ; Lev. xiv. 5 ; Cant. iv. 15.) His mean-

ing is that which in the prophets is often expressed by this figure :

but He cannot appeal to them in speaking to a Samaritan ; and

aims therefore to excite her desire by an enigmatical word, which

itself is afterwaras to be explained. He completes all, and ren-

ders His testimony applicable to all future times, by laying

down the condition oiprayer in order to His gift. Ej the sup-

position that she would have asked, if she had known, He gra-

ciously softens the reproach of her ignorance. It is in infinite

love that He expresses His desire to make Himself known.

(Luke xix. 42.)

But she knows not nor understands as yet. Her second re-

joinder, which seems to have a more diffuse character, bubbling

up more in the style of women's talk at the well, as exhibited

1 Sam. ix. 12, 13, carries on the former thus :—How should I, a
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Samaritan, ask from Thee, a Jew, water which could be better

than that which our own Jacob's well gives us ? Her words are

incomparably picturesque in their echo of His. The first im-

pression of the marvellous stranger, and His mysterious words,

extorted from her the Kyp/s, which was more than the ' lovhcaoi

cov with which her suspicion had previously measured Him, and

seemed to flow immediately out of His own riq \ariv. For

though that word might have been the ordinary appellation of

any dignified stranger, and used modestly even to one unknown

(eh. XX. 15), yet this woman had been by no means so complai-

sant, her first word to the supposed " Jew" was the bare and

simple av. Now, however, in the unconscious depths of her

feeling there is doubtless some presentiment which corresponds

with what Euthymius rather too hastily infers

—

vo(Jbisci(Jcc [jJiyav

sheet riua. But instead of proceeding onwards from this impres-

sion, and improving upon it, she sinks back into the ordinary

level of mere common remark again : she does not follow it up

by saying— Kyp/s, y^oCkojg {iTrag^ ovk oBa, civdyyikT^i [JjOI. She

looks fixedly at this H,vpiog, and with increased boldness alleges

to Him the folly, and, as it appears to her, impossibility of His

promise. (The stages of her thoughts as they progress, are

marked by the anomalous ;sa/ after ovrs.) Thou hast nothing to

draw with, as I have :^—indeed, it was by reason of this that He
had first asked water of her, afterwards speaking of some other

water. But this otJier—it must be water, and therefore she adds

—And the well is deep :^—Thou canst not penetrate to the spring

below ; if Thou meanest water difierent from mine, it being im-

mediately fresh from the deep fountain : whence then Jiast thou

that " living water" (mark the double article !) so as that thou

wouldst have given it to me, as thou sayest ? Or dost thou refer

to some better well, ignorantly holding this for a mere cistern ?

This leads to what now follows, the proud vindication of Jacob's

1 It was not the common public -well of tte city, whicli was at some

distance, hence no mechanical provision for dra-^-ing the water was made.

It was only honoured as Jacob's well—and the woman did not necessarily

come from the city direct. So Eobinson.

2 According to recent travellers, one hundred and five feet deep, with

only five feet of water now in it. Moreover, there were many springs

round Mount Gerizim, the holy mount of the Samaritans, besides this,

—

according to the popular saying three hundred and sixty-five.
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well, so that the whole of what she says appears more and

more, especially at the last, zealously and warmly spoken.

Thus only can we rightly apprehend her rejoinder. It is

impossible to ascribe, with Schleiermacher, any spiritual concep-

tion of the subject to the woman as yet. This actually misleads

him in his preaching to interpret as if the woman only wondered,

in the Old Testament sense, at the fact of the better water which

Jesus brought being attainable without trouble and without any

direct instrumentality, and only through prayer ! That makes a

very beautiful application, but fails to hit the exact meaning of

the words. The woman does not suspect as yet (as Klee also

thinks) that water essentially different was signified in the pro-

mise ; the increasing contradiction of ver. 12 is quite inconsistent

with such a thouorht.o
Dost Thou throw scorn upon us Samaritans and our Jacob's

well ? Hast Thou joined Thyself to me as a Jew to reproach and

mock only ? Lange speaks strongly his idea, " it probably was

essential to the orthodoxy of the Samaritans, that the water of

this well should be better than that of all other springs." Cer-

tainly it is not without something of contradicting pride that she

assumes a right, equal to that of the Jews, to say

—

oii7' father

Jacob. And indeed here where he dwelt, with yet stricter right/

The Samaritans, called by the Lord Himself, Luke xvii. 18, aXko-

rysmg (if not aXX6(pvXot, Acts x. 28), and designated by Jose-

phus ccXXoedmgj claimed nevertheless (according to Joseph.

Ant. ix. 14, xi. 8) to have sprung especially from Joseph—hence

she says gave us, because he gave this X'^ptov to Joseph. (Robin-

son—He dug the well, though there were other springs in the

neighbourhood, in order to show his proprietorship?) This

already explains the shaozsV) unusual concerning a well, but it

contains also something like an antithesis to the previous " gift

of God," though vaguely, as was necessary in such speaking.

As soon as the customary language concerning the gift of God
is used earnestly, and further instruction begins to be founded

upon it, the protest is uttered and the discourse is lowered to

subordinate givers. Our father Jacob was a skilful shepherd

and agriculturist, and knew well the value of good water. His

^ Lange :—She claims the father Jacob so strictly for the Samaritans, as

almost to deny him to the Jews.
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well has ever given wholesome water, and sufficient for man and
beast. He himself was contented with it— and his children and
his cattle !^ Marvellous simplicity which provokes the question

—Can such water, then, be the sufficing, adequate gift of God
for men ? Here is reflected the wretched contentedness of the

natural man," who takes offence at the offer of anything better,

and "resents it as if he lacked nothing." (Berlenb. Bib.) Let
this

—

art thou better f be compared with that other in chap. viii.

53. And let it be further applied to the evidence of similar

complacency in derived advantages from ancestry, which is

everywhere so common.^ Finally, let it be borne in mind that

the dulness and lack of comprehension in this poor Samaritan
woman, is by far less guilty than the same blindness of under-

standing in the rulers of Israel.

Ver. 13. The Lord does not blame and reprove in return
;

He wisely and graciously does not commit Himself to any
discussion of the interjected question fjuTJ cv (J^ziZpov si, " to any
comparison of His own person with the patriarch Jacob's dig-

nity ;"^ but He adheres closely to the matter itself, and continues

to impress the claims of the great gift offered to man's need.

The second question concerning the person rested upon the first

as to what kind of water it could be ; that again was founded

upon a total lack of comprehension, and the Lord reveals this,

in order to give her full explanation. He embraces the whole of

the woman's hasty and enforced thoughts in one, seizing and
firmly holding her mind, which already began to discern the

difference, almost amounting to a contrast, between the one

water and the other, and had been constrained to apply the

marvelling Trohv to this marvellous other water. Just so did

^ Qp{u^urcc^ "Vulg. pecora, similarly Syr. and Nonnus. The interpre-

tation " domestics" admits of no clear demonstration ; for the general

alunmi see Lampe after Majus, but this indefinite generality does not suit

the woman's language, as Lampe himself thinks. On the other hand, it

does seem to be a falling off in her lofty language, to descend from father

Jacob's sacred person to his cattle.

2 Hiller in Leben Jesu :—^yet Samaria remained no more than Samaria,

though Jacob dwelt, and Joseph was buried, there. What avails it to have

the mere relics of saints ?

^ Although Lampe, without any true propriety, says of what follows

—

demonstrat, se revera majorem Jacobo esse !

VOL. V. B
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the Lord desire to lead onward her thoughts, and therefore says

emphatically first

—

This water which is also for the cattle, this

water does not satisfy you men! 'Whosoever drinketh of this

water shall thirst again—this is the most simple and certain

experience, which every man admits, without reflecting upon

that which is latently confessed with it ! This first sentence

already hints at the following, and prepares the way for the full

and absolute contrast. For this common experience assuredly

gives its intimation, and bears its witness, that this water is in

reality only the water of death, that is, that it cannot avail to

hinder death and after it an eternal thirst or famishing. This

the Lord expressly declares afterwards in connection with the

manna, which could never be the true b^-ead of life, chap. vi. 49,

58. The word which the Lord here utters to the woman of

Samaria is a very apt superscription for the well ;—and for

every other place which the people frequent to draw fi:*om, every

other merely human school, with all its fulness of application.

For the Lord, in speaking thus concerning this water, only re-

gards it as a symbol and similitude of every human satisfaction

of every human need both in body and soul

;

—else would the

contrast, which the Lord continues to expand, fail of being all-

Comprehensive. Human language generally has adopted thirst

as the common expression for desire of every kind—hence we

find it in holy writ, e.g,, Prov. v. 15, ix. 17. All carnal pleasure,

such as this woman lived in ; all that fleshly and unfruitful

knowledge which so many men pursue ; all delights and all

enjoyments which the earth, this world may offer, can satisfy

our thirst with a brief and transitory gratification alone, such

as only in reality increases the thirst-sickness which it professes

to allay.^

Yer. 14. Our Lord's word here has nothing to do with the

Rabbinical phrases, " to drink water out of any man's well," that

is, to be His disciple : but it does coincide fundamentally with

all those references to a heavenly and real water, to which we

alluded on ch. iii. 5. The water which the Lord gives, is spirit

and life ; yet apprehended under a material form, for the exhi-

^ Lampe quotes a Jewisli provorl) to that end :

—

*^^'' o^^ '^IJ^'] ^^??, ^3
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bition of which we may refer to ch. vii. 37, 38. No earthly well

supplies this, no Father Jacob or Father Luther, no Doctor or

Professor—but the Lord, who again offers it at the close of

Scripture, Rev. xxii. 17, graciously promises it here by a repeated

hooaco, a future tense which involves, however, the before-imposed

condition of prayer. ''O? 5' a^v 'Triri—not merely, who drinks

thereof a little, but a continual, earnest, full and thorough drink-

ing is signified. (Hence Wesley says rightly—provided he con-

tinue to drink thereof.) It is to such drinking that the super-

abounding promise is given, of never thirsting again for ever

;

comp. ch. vi. 35. It is in the highest degree probable that the

Lord's thoughts refer—though not to the woman's apprehension

—to an apocryphal utterance of the son of Sirach in ch. xxiv.

ver. 19 of which (in von Meyer, ver. 21, Luther, ver. 25) is

echoed in Matt. xi. 28. In ver. 21 of that chapter (von Meyer,

ver. 23 ; Luther, 28, 29), wisdom promises

—

oila&iovrig fjbs 'in

'TTStvccaovo't, Kcci 01 'TTivovTig (JjZ iTi hi-^prjffovatv ; but that has its

truth in the Old Testament more imperfect expression and mean-
ing, which the Lord very significantly intensifies and reverses.

For what the Old Testament exhibits and points to in the dis-

tance, for the inexhaustible excitement of an unceasing seeking

and endeavour, becomes now in the present fulfilment of the new
covenant, an immediate satisfaction, pouring already into time

the satisfaction of eternity.^ But he only is for ever satisfied,

who has perfectly and to the end drunk of this water. That

water is near and at hand, it is with the man and in himself, but

the drawing and drinking must nevertheless still continue. Ubi
sitis recurrit, hominis non aquae defectus—says Bengel very

beautifully. For it must be ever remembered that we ourselves

are not the spring, but the gift of God within us. We must

add that this thirst is not a painful, uneasy impulse, but the

serene and contented receiving from grace to grace. So that

the most direct and literal meaning of ov (Jbrj ht-^rjarj is—He
shall never more thirst for earthly water, shall never know the

delusive vicissitudes of apparent satisfaction ; but has attained

and enjoys, though in progressive degrees, the unexhausted

and full satisfaction of the true life. If the emphasis be laid

1 See upon this Ullmann in the Stud. u. Krit. 1828 iv. S. 791.
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upon g/V Tov citcuvcc, it runs—He shall one day thirst no more for

ever.

Thus has the Lord clearly explained how He will have the

figurative vhcup Zfiijv understood, comp. Ps. xxxvi. 10; Jer. ii.

13, xvii. 13. Water, which produces and imparts eternal life !

But we may doubt whether in this figurative discourse, which in

its relations must not be too strictly interpreted, He designed

to distinguish (as Luthardt thinks) the ZfijYi as a property and

energy from the independent, substantial vhoop itself: we may
perceive this distinction in the words, but it could scarcely be

intended by the Lord on such an occasion for such a hearer.

Spiritual life out of God who is spirit, is a Trriyri a fountain in

the most distinctive sense, in contrast with which all the foun-

tains of earth are no better than (ppiarcc : the true spring-wsLter

is only that which is spiritual, and which becomes itself a perma-

nent fountain. The streaming forth of spiritual life from be-

lievers towards others is not here immediately spoken of : the

emphasis lies upon the fact that he who drinks has truly the

spring \v iavT^. "T$a;p aXXofjjSvoi^ is Z^oJv in the frst meaning
of the figure, according to Hesych. as/ pzop 7} ^XvZpVj that is,

not drying up, but as a permanent fountain springing or bubbling

up (with a verbum arncenum, as Bengel says, without Latinism)
;

the addition of tig Z^coriv aluviov first of all strengthens the pre-

vious g/V Tov ccIoJvcc (altogether perennial, and never more diying

up), and then opens up the second, and most internal meaning
of the word Z^Zv, that is, Z^ooo'TTotovv. (Nonnus : (pvaiZpov vboop,)

" The word life is one by which man's conscience may ever be

convinced" (Berlenb. Bib.). All the fountains of worldly plea-

sure and worldly wisdom, however vigorously and joyously they

may spring, flow only in this life, in this transitory and mortal

life, and thirst in death must inevitably ensue. Oh that men
would take note in time of the manifest signs of approaching

failure in the sources of their joy, before the end comes when to

them the great cistern will be broken, and they shall find out to

their own bitter sorrow that they have only been swallowing its

draughts unto eternal woe ! But he who has received in him-

self the Hving fountain shall enter with it into the fulness of

eternal life, into that boundless ocean, from which is derived

and to which returns the spring within his soul. Thus it is not
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merely (as Luthardt thinks, comparing ch. vi. 27) dg Zju);*^

aicuviov as a spring which flows towards eternal life, and finally

leads to its bestowment, but that life is in z^— the eternal flows

back to the eternal again !

He who would discern nothing more in the next rejoinder of

the woman than an inconsiderate desire to put an end to a matter

which becomes more and more incomprehensible to her,^ does her

great injustice, and can scarcely harmonize with such a notion

her subsequent undoubted conversion. How stands it then?

She has either attained now a spiritual apprehension ofthe Lord's

meaning, or she has so much misunderstood it as to suppose Him
to mean a miraculous, and as it were, magical water for physical

thirst. Let us investigate this dilemma. In the former case

two things are possible. If she had altogether understood Him,
then she must be considered as either entering into the Lord's

figurative meaning, and using similarly figurative language ; on

which supposition her words fjbrjhl gp;^a;^a/ IMh avrXsiv would

signify—that I may no more foolishly and vainly seek my satis-

faction in earthly things. But this seems to us evidently beyond

her capacity at that time ! And then the new reference to her

sin in ver. 16 would be unnecessary, and even incomprehensible.

Or she spoke the latter strange words because she would feign

herself not to have understood, falling however into a strange

contradiction in her words. But this is not admissible, for it

opposes the artless character of all her sayings (ver. 17 is only a

half-untruth, a timid half-confession). There remains the second

supposition of an entire misapprehension, as if the Lord possessed

some supernatural water which would for ever quench all bodily

thirst. But we think this also quite inadmissible, for the Lord
had already spoken of eternal life, and she has a consciousness of

His meaning which appears presently to be deeply stirred.

Hence we cannot escape from the solution which ascribes to her

the same internal position of mind which was detected in the ob-

jection of Nicodemus, chap. iii. 4 : She does not clearly know
what she says or would say, she wavers between the dawning

1 J. G. Miiller (vom Glauben der Christen, i. 136) gives the climax of

this:—"The woman cannot comprehend the matter at all, and answers

petulantly : she seems to have been but little disposed to know the true

meaning of His words."
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apprehension of the higher meaning, and the clinging of her

mind to the lower. Just, in the same way, we think, the natural

man commonly acts in similar circumstances, when the testi-

mony concerning spiritual blessings is brought home to his

conscience. Tovro to vhoop testifies that she had apprehended

the difference between this water and the ordinary water which

any clvr'kf]fJUoc might anywhere draw ; however dull of under-

standing she had been when the Lord first spoke, His second

saying had effectually opened her ears. Thus she now asks—
hog f/jot—as the Lord had desired. But as to the addition con-

cerning not coming thither again to draw ? In this we perceive

an intermixture of the former mind, which cannot yet detach

itself from the earthly and visible : behind it there lurks, though

without any conscious dissimulation on her part, an imperfect

apprehension which was not yet perfectly accessible to the Lord's

influence ; and her words are strictly parallel with that equally

strange request for the bread in eating which man should not

die, chap. vi. 34.—There is much well-meant aspiration for

spiritual comfort, yea much application disertis verbis for " the

Holy Spirit " among Christian men, which very httle differs from

this ; he who offers it often knows as little what it imports as

this woman, having only a vague and carnal notion of an indefi-

nite and mysterious good, as it is well expressed by the Berlenb.

Bible—"If Thou canst set me free fi'om all the harassing

conditions of this life, so that I have no longer to labour and toil,

it will content me well." Yea, verily, they would be glad

enough to have such bread and such water without trouble, and

without the uneasiness of recurring desire, but they do not truly

know what is signified by the words, and how the intended bless-

ings are to be made theirs. Schweizer is right in saying that

there is a glimmering of doubt in the paradoxical conclusion of

her words, and we can scarcely deny the faint appearance of

something akin to it like iro7iy:^ but we must protest against any

1 Lampe : sarcasticum quid subeese videtur—^which he then expounds,

—^ad minimum tentare voluit audacula, quomodo Jesus prasstita petitionis

conditione promissum suum executioni daturus esset. According to Non-

nus, whose apt and striking thoughts must not be overlooked in his tumid

diction, the woman speaks as a.yKv7<6f/,yirig concerning the promised (iiorviaiov

iJlap in opposition to the common jSs/iiYi/xhov vlcop.
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imputation of frivolity or bantering as such.^ All this is past

with her. She would fain apprehend the Lord's meaning, but

she cannot ; hence she diverges into gross misapprehension, falls

back into carnal ideas and expectations, just as the natural man
ever does when beginning in his own way to understand the

promise of evangelical gifts and grace. This divergence, how-

ever ingeniously it expresses itself, takes place without any

design and calculation. The first gracious presentation of the

Gospel which only offers a positive comfort and salvation, finds

no fit place in the heart of man until the conviction of sin is pro-

duced. Yet it is not in vain that the promise leads the way, for

it loosens and softens the ground of the heart, and prevents the

gracious severity which follows from being proudly repelled.

Ver. 16. The remark of Grotius upon this passage—non satis

decorum est, nuptse beneficium conferre marito inconscio—of

course refers to the apparent connection which these abrupt

words might be thought to have w^th the previous remark : he

does not intend to deny the obvious and only design of our Lord

to penetrate by them into the secret and sinful life of the woman.

Every sincere reader and expositor has been contented with this

view from the beginning ; no other has ever been sought. Baum-
garten-Crusius with his objectivity, which is often laudable

enough, while he gives us to understand that he does not lay

much stress upon the minute historical accuracy of these ac-

counts, yet appeals to a simple feeling shared by all, when he

says, " it is evident that, according to the Evangelist's design,

this (puvriGOV rov dvhpcc gov must be regarded as a concealed

question put to the woman." So, indeed, it is evident, but also

evident that such as the Evangelist exhibits it was the Lord's

design.^ Bretschneider has been very severe upon this "dis-

guised question ;" we cannot, however, perceive in such a hu-

man, and as it were ironical, turn to the conversation, any the

slightest disparagement to the Lord's dignity : but we do perceive

^ Luthardt discerns sucli a tone in her request, as if slie would then

think herself well provided for ; it may appear in the form of her words,

which conceal nothing that is in her heart, even the most secret thing

:

but if so it must be assumed with design, for in her heart there is now no

trifling !

* Euthymius

—

'Trpoff'Trotovfitvog on %p^ kuksIvou KOivuvi^axi rxurtj tovZojoov.
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much that is quite inharmonious in every other view of the train

of thought which would regard Him as intending in simple

earnest to have the husband called. He has already broken

through the Jewish and Rabbinical rules for conversation with

women, and continues to break through them by calmly pursu-

ing His colloquy with this woman without her husband. What
Lange has lately advanced concerning the crisis having occurred,

which would require the presence of the presumed husband, is

in the highest degree forced and unnatural. " Now first she

has shown herself inclined to become a disciple of Jesus, and to

enter into a nearer relation with Him"—but this is a strange

interpretation of ver. 15. "It is according to the highest and

most scrupulous sense of social propriety, that just at this crisis

the woman should call her husband"—and Lange finds force in

this, notwithstanding his presupposing the Lord's knowledge of

the relation in which this " husband" stood. But then rises the

much more harsh necessity of assuming that the Lord for a

single moment acknowledged him as her true husband: He
would then have spoken with less propriety than the woman
herself.^ Apart from the inappropriateness of applying such

human proprieties to our Saviour in His redeeming work, so

dissonant from His sacred freedom, and dignity, and purity ; we
must assume that the Son of God in the flesh would act as God
has ever acted, teaching and converting to Himself w^omen

without any constrained reference to their husbands. Such

decorum as would not permit this, is in the highest degree op-

posed to His higher and Divine propriety !
^ If it is supposed

that the Lord did in reality bid her summon her husband, we
must be driven to the notion which Liicke, appealing to some of

^ WMcli objection is not refuted by Lange's reply (iii. 581). His example

from the minors being made Roman Catholics without the knowledge and
consent of their parents is not to the point, inasmuch as a woman in matters

of ecclesiastical and spiritual right is not under the authority of a husband,

as a minor. No evangelical preacher would first seek the concurrence of

her husband, before the conversion of the wife.

2 The hmits which propriety draws, on account of our Hability to temp-

tation, if any such are worth considering, have no place here. This flashes

upon us immediately when we read Hezel's coarse and bold remark—'' um
ihr auch die schwache Yermuthung, als habe er auf sie als Frau Absichten,

zu benehmen !

"
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the fathers, openly espouses—that the woman s answer first

awakened His prophetical gift, and came unexpected to Himself.

But this, as Lange felt, is most unsuitable, and not to be thought

of: that would be a most erroneous supposition after such long

and testing spiritual intercourse with this woman ! We shall in

vain look in the Gospels for any similar example of mistake : He
may indeed be regarded as not knowing some things external, and

inquiring concerning them (as Mark v. 30) ; but it was utterly

impossible that He should thinh anything to stand differently from

the reaHty, or that He should strangely presume the woman to

have a husband when she had none, as it was not necessary that

she should be supposed married at all. And this too in the midst

of the most vital communion with her penetrated soul :—for we
find in general that His prophetic glance through the spirits of

men, and all the circumstances of their life, is not first excited

by critical and abrupt conjunctures, but goes parallel and is one

with the spiritual conviction which He works in them. Thus

He has progressively been seizing upon the conscience, and

piercing the spirit of this woman, from the very beginning ; and

we cannot tolerate the thought that He could err at this point

in any thing concerning her life. When the time has come to

detect and reveal it, He knows everything full well.

As it regards the ability of the pure Son of man, in whom
dwells the word and light of God, to penetrate, independently of

the Divine omniscience, the secrets of the human heart, espe-

cially in the case of humanity standing in His presence, we have

often already expressed our views : on this point we almost

entirely agree with Lange, apart from his strange, materialising

notion that the woman exhibited to the Lord traces which He
could decipher of the individual influence of each of the five

husbands upon her spirit, just as the circles of the tree betray its

age to the forester !
^—Enough that the Lord knows—and fi:-om

this point he proceeds anew—that the woman has now no proper

husband. Under the appearance, assumed for a moment only at

the furthest, that He knows not this, and would for propriety's

' Pelt also takes exception (in Reuter's Repertorimn 1849. Jan. S. 32)

to these wood-marks—and Lange defends himself again in the Preface to

his Dogmatik.
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sake have the husband present/ He connects in a strming man-

ner His 1X01 IvMh witli her fjuyjU ^X'^^^i bddche, and seemed

to say, as she might have understood Him—" Now must thou

first truly come hither, to Me, to draw the water of life ; but in

order to that go at once, as thou wert until now, and come back

other than thou wert

—

bring with thee thy sin, that we may then

proceed to speak further together
!

" Just so does He ensure to

her her request, and opens a free path to her endless satisfaction

even while He is reproving and drawing her to a full confession.

How graciously does He dispense with the long " preaching of

condemnation," and yet how directly does He seize and disclose

her guilt ! " He lays His finger on the wound, but with so

tender a touch as if He feared to aggravate her woe." (Berlenb.

Bib.)

Vers. 17, 18. "Husband"—no one else probably had ever

thus designated to herself him with whom she now lived.^ So

that she contradicts it ; not however with a bold denial, but with

a smitten conscience, suddenly and unexpectedly awakened. Her

rejoinder slowly echoes and emphasises this aV5po5, half in the

tone of confession, as if she had said—" I have indeed some one,

but not as a husband." We are not only required by the psycho-

logical view of the whole so to interpret it, but we presently find

that the Lord (certainly not contrary to the truth) so interprets

it. Indeed He goes further; He only gently intimates and

with the slightest possible irony, by the Jirst " zccXSJg " in con-

nection with which the ambiguous avhpa, is placed first, that He
perceives the hesitating falseness of her half-confession ; but He
then instantly proceeds, and thereby gives us an example for all

similar cases, to draw out affectionately into the light the inward

self-condemnation which lay concealed in her diffident words,

and accepts the half-acknowledgment as if it lacked nothing.

1 No more than this ! For He might have uttered the word with such

a look and tone as to convict the woman at once, and this is to us more

probable. There lay also in the background of this ostensible request a

requirement, which would echo afterwards from it in the woman's ears, to

call also her lover to the mercy of Christ.

2 Although the Lord so spake, using only for the moment the careless

language of sinners, in order to her condemnation ; and ver. 18 sufficiently

vindicates His meaning.
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Hence the two-fold xakoog ei'^ragy oCkri6\g s'ip'/jKocg ; although tovto

in the second case has in it something of reproof

—

This ^methou
hast told the truth/ thou hast not always. With this there was

associated that most gracious look, which plainly told her that

His design was not that of simple and continual condemnation

of her offence, and which encouraged her to the further ques-

tioning of vers. 19, 20.^

But now as to the five husbands—what is their relation to the

history, and what do they signify ? They are mentioned first

of all for the sake of bringing them into plain contrast with him
who was not her husband. But then the number five (not

merely several or many already) would show her that the pene-

trating eye of the Searcher of hearts reached to all the specialities

of her past manner of life, and all the detail of her sins :—

I

know thee and everything connected with thee, all that thy

commerce with these five husbands involves—God knoweth the

whole ! For that the question is here of manifold guilt on her

own side, is made very plain by her own word and open confes-

sion—g/TS fjijoi Trdvroc oVa S'TTOirjaoc, ver. 39. Even if the men
had all died by their special misfortune, we could not avoid

imputing evil to a widow so often re-married. But this is the

least probable supposition among all that may be made; ^ it is

likely that many methods of dissolving the nuptial bond had
concurred here ; in any case there is indicated an immoderate

passion in this woman which could not be extinguished by any
repetition of separation or widowhood. " Thou hast had five

husbands already; thou wilt know my meaning, I will speak no

further of that—although thou seest that I know all—how thou

hast loosed thyself from the one, and bound thyself to the

other
!

" We think immediately " through divorce, death, im-

propriety" (Meyer's note)—other and worse suppositions are

indeed possible; not merely that one or another could not per-

^ Properly

—

this word as a truth, for rovro is object, and dM^ig pre-

dicate.

2 "Ou ix^ig^ which is only taken from her sx"^ is groundlessly pressed to

mean that she held him to herseK, as it were, through unbridled desire

!

See the note in Lampe from Pseudo-Athanasius.
3 Chrysostom's strange notion (in Psalm xiii.) that she had lived vnXh

the five in similar ilKcit intercourse, is altogether out of the question, since

the Lord opposes the five, externally at least lawful husbands, to the sixth.
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mauentlj remain with her, that she gave just cause for divorce,

or was guihy of living in connection with more than one, and

so on. For the remark is not unimportant, that while according

to the Jewish law a woman might, without any personal fault

(apart from the continual re-marriage) be put away by five

consecutive despotic husbands, the Samaritans did not entertain

the Pharisaic extension of the Mosaic law of divorce ; as we find

it expressly laid down in the Tract. Kidduschim in relation to

the " Cuthites." ^

Thus, after one lightning-glance through her whole life which

lighted up to her all its evil, the Lord seizes the sinner's con-

science by her last, then existing, and current sin ; laying hold

upon it as the crown and consummation of all former sins.

So far had she gone, that after five marriages she could live in

carnal intercourse altogether without marriage. For even if the

obz in ovK 'iffri aov ai'7]p might be made to stand for nondum,^

there yet remains in 'i^^iv the guilty anticipation of intercourse.

But ovz c&VTjp itself is strongly condemnatory ; and the o-oD which

precedes might even be regarded as signifying—he is not tJwie,

but another's husband! It does, however, and this is all we
can say, distinguish this poor woman from a 'Tropvyj vulgivaga

;

she adhered to one man, as if he were her husband. But the

connection is that of the flesh, and there does not enter into

it any love of the soul ; for, when converted she avoids at first

this companion of her sin, and says nothing, ver. 28, to this

"husband" whom the Lord's word, ver. 16, had thus associated

with her.^

^ "We unhesitatingly protest, with Liicke and Lange, resting upon the

historical simplicity and truth of the whole narrative, against the allegorical

reference to the fivefold idolatry of Samaria, and its present half-worship

of Jehovah (so that the woman becomes a representative of her land, as

Sepp asserts again of the adulteress in Jerusalem, Jno. \'iii.)—an allegori-

cal reference which Hengstenberg first broached, and which Dr Bauer and
Strauss have made a bad use of. There is nothing allegorical here (although

both Origen and Augustine have mystified the number five), no Jewish

proverb concerning the Samaritans referred to the woman, but a simple

concurrence of circumstances without anything peculiarly remarkable in

themselves.

^ Witthof Opusc. the first treatise de muhere Samaritana, sexto viro

desponsatd.

* Hence Pfenninger has improperly interwoven this.
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We have already intimated how it came to pass that she

could abruptly change the theme, and proceed to further ques-

tioning. Most expositors discern here nothing more than an

insusceptible, yea even recalcitrating repulsion and evasion of the

subject. According to J. G. Miiller it is with woman's dexterity

and cunning that she passes from the shameful subject to a

politico-theological discussion ; but this would indicate too much
wickedness, and then her first words, " Sir, I perceive that Thou
art a prophet" would involve such a degree of hardness of heart,

and capricious thoughtlessness, as is quite at variance with the

result of the whole colloquy. But we do not find, in the most

modified sense, anything like diversion or evasion} Supposing

her to be the subject of an impulse of true repentance—and we
cannot suppose it otherwise after such a piercing revelation—she

could not have voluntarily and deliberately broken off the matter

at that very point. If she had, as we believe, already uttered a

half-confession, why should we be loth to admit that she designs to

complete it now ? She herself indicates to us afterwards, ver.

29, the mighty force of this critical moment as having awakened

her to faith. The strong ^sa;p^ which she declares is proof suf-

ficient of the earnestness with which she beheld in this Jew,

whom she had never before seen, but who nevertheless knew so

well her own, a Samaritan's, life and family history, and who
had spoken such marvellous words to her, a man of God, a Pro^

phet; but who could trifle immediately with a prophet thus

solemnly acknowledged, who could put petulant controversial

questions to such an one, or harshly lay before him sudden

" scruples of conscience!" Consequently we must regard her

question about the true place of prayer, as equally earnest with

her declaration that she perceived Jesus to be a prophet. To
Nathanael the Lord disclosed his secret prayer, to this woman
her sin. Without having recourse to any supposition of designed

1 Ebrard: "Profoundly ashamed, and brought to a piercing sense of

sin, she is disposed, in the natural whirl of her thoughts, to break off the

present subject." Hase :
" She seeks by her question as to the rehgious

differences between Samaria and Judah, to divert His penetrating inquisi-

tion into the abhorred relations of her life." Braune :
" She at once, "ttith

great tact, diverted the conversation from herself, and turned it to the

question of, etc." De Wette :
" For she woidd, with the customarj- skill of

woman, avoid an unpleasant disquisition."
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evasion, we may take it for granted that her thoughts, after no

shght pause during which the Lord's wonderful word would
exert its operation upon her soul, would revert to the Person of

Him who had spoken ; for from the first rig lariv this must have

been the leading idea of her mind, influencing all others,—Who
and what is this man ? " Yea, Lord, I am a sinful woman," is

the solemn undertone of the avowal that Jesus was a prophet

;

and that she does not utter it outright, is " perfectly in harmony
M'ith the character of such a woman." It is confession enough

that she does not contradict, especially in matters upon which

shame would instantly arise to set a seal upon her lips. The
whole previous conversation warrants her confidence that the

Lord's design is not her utter condemnation, but that He will

help her to the attainment of eternal life ; and she equally well

knew that it was not His purpose then to push the examination

and inculpation further. What, then, is His immediate design ?

To bring her back to God, to transform her from a sinner to

a true worshipper of God ! This being so, reverence and the

beginning obedience of faith would almost compel her to turn

the subject whither her words actually led it. But it arises

directly and spontaneously from her heart. " The question with

her is confession of sin and forgiveness." (Luthardt.) The un-

certainty of her soul as to the vain conversation of the past, and

as to her hereditary rehgion (ver. 12), is the first fruit of her con-

trition and repentance ;—and well for those who have only come

so far as to ask with such earnestness as this woman now shows

!

Now she begins in very deed to tliirst for the water of life ! How
often had she gone, thoughtlessly content, to the mountain of

her fathers, joining in their 'Trpoffzvveii/, notwithstanding all her

sins, jnst as she drank of their well,—but this is past, all over at

a single stroke ! She marks the true difference. She is very-

far from encountering Him again with—Art Thou greater than

our fathers ? She begins to discern in this Jewish Prophet argu-

ment of the truth lying on the side of the Jews ; their cause is

justified in Him, and she is constrained to yield. Till now, her

'7rpO(T%,vvs7Vf as she still speaks, had been a neuter verb with-

out an accusative case; she knew not, nor reflected, what or

who was concerned in it (o ovx, othccre, ver. 22)—but now she

begins to perceive that it signified the drawing water from the
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fountain of God, the Holy Spirit. There is something of her

ancient ignorance, indeed (and here Hes the invokintary diver-

sion), in the inquiry as to the place ; she asks about the external

where instead of the internal how: yet is she in this partly

justified, as the Lord's subsequent declarations show ; since in

the first coming of salvation, all depends upon whence it comes,

in what chosen and sanctified place His holy waters may by us

be drawn.

This mountain is Gerizim, concerning which we can give only

a few brief remarks—copious learned disquisition may be found

elsewhere. The son of the high priest Joiada (Neh. xiii. 28),

whom Josephus calls Manasseh, and whom Nehemiah had chased

from him because of his marriage with a strange woman, was

received into the protection of Sanballat, his father-in-law, the

Persian deputy over Samaria, who also built for him in contempt

of the Jews a temple upon this mountain (2 Mace. vi. 2).

Alexander the Great (according to Josephus, though the state-

ment and the chronology are contested) gave permission, by a

decree and its confirmation, for the establishment of a high-

priesthood in connection with it. When John Hyrcanus after-

wards destroyed this temple, the Samaritans still regarded the

mountain with veneration as the place of sacrifice and prayer in

opposition to the claims of Jerusalem ; and the most embittered

enmity continued ever after between them and the Jews. In

the passage of Moses, Deut. xxvii. 4, the one read Ebal, the other

Gerizim, and alleged mutually against each other falsification : it

is now sufficiently plain that the Samaritans were guilty of the

corruption. They further appealed to the most ancient places

of the Patriarch's sojourn lying in their country, as we have above

seen. This latter fact the woman seems here to have in view in

speaking of the fathers :—our fathers, that is, our common an-

cestors, Abraham and Jacob, worshipped on this mountain.

Although this does not seem to be exclusively intended ; the

expression passes over into the more general signification—the

ancients whom ive follow. " And ye (already something of a

frank confidence towards the Jewish Prophet) maintain, on the

contrary (as it appears to my people, without foundation, against

the custom of the fathers), that in Jerusalem is the place^ or-

* ToVof, aip^sn, the term used in the law, concerning the unity of the
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dained:—which of the two Is right, and where shall I from this

time turn ?" This is the question which she designs to put, but

St John does not expressly mention it : either for brevity, be-

cause it was self-understood, or more probably because the

woman herself left it unfinished ; being suddenly silent before

the Lord's countenance, penetrated by a profounder feeling, and

stirred by returning shame,—-just at the moment when she was

about to relapse into a more superficial tone,—to a deeper ques-

tion than that concerning the place. The Lord gave her time

to say all that she had to say, before He gave her His far-reach-

ing and sublime reply.

Ver. 21. New and tumultuous thoughts began now to arise in

the mind of this woman, excited as she was by the impulses of

that good thing which now possessed her mind and soul. This

was the question which she now prepared to propose, or which

stirred in her heart :—Assuredly the Jews, who have the pro-

phets, must be right in their Jerusalem, but must I therefore go

over to them ? Can I only thus obtain help ?—In the midst of

these unexpressed presentiments the Lord now apprehends her

secret thought, and enchains her mind by His next words. First

of all, He graciously responds to her confidential " 3/e" by His
" Believe Me /" the only time recorded as thus falling from His

lips. This condescending form of speech, how^ever, here occu-

pies the place of His " Yerily I say unto thee!" since no pro-

phet had ever thus introduced his utterances. It is not

—

believe us, that we worship in the right place I O no, the

'^ Prophet" at once passes far beyond this, in a revelation for

which this poor Samaritan woman was more susceptible than

any one in Judea. The time cometh, or the hour, or the days,

—the customary formula of prophetic announcement, which

in St John's gospel we often find recurring in the Lord's

mouth. Neither in this mountain, nor at Jerusalem ; that is,

obviously, the same as if He had said

—

Both in one and the other.

For it is only the exclusiveness which is revoked, so that the hit

'7rpo(T/Cvmv shall no longer be bound to any particular ro'Trog.

place to be chosen for the service of God, Deut. xii. 6. No place was de-

termined there by name, and the Samaritans adhered only to the Penta-

teuch. But that there must be a definite place was taken for granted by

Jews and Samaritans alike, on Old Testament principles.
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What an instructive contrast to that exacting zeal for the yet

standing and yet acknowledged house of the Father, which the

disciples might have expected, most assuredly in Samaria, when
the question should arise ! The Lord has indeed in view the

great, and equally free prediction of Mai. i. 11 (Dip^"^nn), after

which His word, proceeding from Gerizim and Jerusalem,

stretches out to embrace the whole earth. Ye shall worship

—

that is, not merely the Samaritans,^ but all mankind is before

His view, all people after the exclusiveness of an external elec-

tion is withdrawn. Thus does He break down the contention of

the woman's ye and icCy while He reconciles them in passing far

beyond them both. Every one mu3t feel that He could not in-

tercommunicatively say

—

We Jews and Samaritans together,

we of the human race ; but it is necessary to press this again

and again against all Rationalism, and ask how it comes to pass

that He never thus spake, but everywhere when speaking of

man's relation to God, maintained His own dignified distinction

from all humanity. The same unity and separation of His own

person lies also in that great word, quite new to the Samaritan

woman

—

tm Trczrpi. He is the true Father, not father Jacob,

ver. 12, or the fathers, ver. 20. (Which tacita oppositio Calvin

also remarked.) Here for the first time the general expression

is well-nigh equivalent to My father ; but it then passes over

into the wider meaning which is developed in ver. 23.

Yer. 22, When, and not until, His far-sweeping glance has

gone forward to the demolition of the partition-walls of a pre-

paratory dispensation, there follows that assertion of the priority

of the Jews, with which every other but He would have rigorously

begun ! We must supply for the connection an interpolated and

retrospective timly or although ; since it is His intention to obviate

all misunderstanding by giving the true decision upon the con-

tested question. He cannot disguise it from the Samaritans, that

they are Samaritans and living in the error of their own self-

chosen deception, and that their worship of God rests upon no

sure foundation in the Divine choice and appointment. The

^ Briicker, the respectable, though in many instances not very penetrat-

ing, editor of De Wette, maintains this against Baumgarten-Crusius ; as if

the Lord here specially predicted the conversion of the Samaritans ! But

the comprehensive '' neither—nor" clearly decides against him. .

VOL. V. G
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TTpoffzwiTrs ovTC oiho(,rz—inverted, alas, in Luther's transla-

tion—may indeed rightly be termed a mos loquendi plane singu-

laris, and has given great trouble to expositors. As the Lord

retained this expression as used in the woman's saying, in order

to elevate it to its right meaning. He at first carries her indefi-

nite 'TT^oczvmv without an object a little further in the mere

dative roo ^rargi (twice, again in ver. 23), until he finally intro-

duces the only correct and conformable manner of speaking in

the twice-repeated avrov of vers. 23, 24 (comp. Matt. iv. 10).

Are we then to take o ovz di^ari as the object of their prayer ?

As the neuter does not seem suitable for this, many have been

disposed to imderstand it more generally : either as referring to

the worship itself—ye worship as ignorant, since ye do not under-

stand what the significance and meaning of this your worsJiip is

{and exercise yourselves, therefore, in what ye know not) ; or as

instead of zccd' o, in a manner, and with circumstances, which

show that ye do not understand the right hoiv und where. We
do not think that this is a sufficient explanation of the paradoxi-

cal formula, which assuredly refers to the significant want of an

object in the woman's words, and aims convincingly to detect

this to her apprehension. The neuter then signifies to her that

the living reference to a personal God, and the well-grounded

consciousness of His acceptance, was wanting to their worship ;

and that, indeed, because they had failed, in their self-chosen

place and ceremonial of prayer, to stand in the obedience of His

hitherto-uttered will. It is then said all the more plainly con-

cerning the Jews

—

ov o'ihocfjjiV) but only as continuing the pre-

vious formula by way of contrast.^ The Lord here most impres-

sively draws the character of every form of departure from the

appointment and institution of God, which was pretypified in

this Samaritan worship ; of every since-existing lapse of the

church through IhXo^p'/^ffzita. It is the obscuration of all clear

perception, of all sure consciousness concerning the way and

manner which God Himself has shown and commanded, whence

^ Lnthardt gives the meaning otherwise, and perhaps better. " The

neuter is used here of God, because it is not that the Samaritans, in contra

-

,
distinction to the Jews, knew not God in and of Himself ; but they knew
not what man may Jiope from Him^ namely, that He is a God of salvation,

a God of Redemption."
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there must practically follow the ever-increasing darkness and

emptiness of so-called worship ; for the real blessing of the living

God is withdrawn in punishment from the self-imagined moun-
tain of blessing to which these self-willed worshippers pertina-

ciously repair. All Heathenism itself is on a parallel with this

apostate Samaritanism. But, again, this extends, as does the

gentle word which immediately follows (reminding us of ver. 10),

to the individual who is involved in such apostasy as a sort of

excuse, in as far as the 'Tpoazumi' which yet remains in him
intends and seeks, in the sincerity of a sense of need, the true

God. (Hence in Acts xvii. 23, the aypoovi^reg, and in ver. 30

the (iyvoia winked at.)

Previously, when contemplating the New Testament futurity,

the Redeemer, who as the Son come in the flesh, revealeth the

Father, necessarily preserved the distinction between Himself

and mankind, and could only say Ye ; but now when He speaks

as sprung from the Jews, as their Representative, maintaining

their rights, and fulfilling the promises made to the chosen

Israel, it is befitting that He should say We. All this is ex-

plained and consummated in the last 'Ey^ sifjji, ver. 26, It is

not appropriate to regard this ^fjjs7g (with Semler and Henke),

as embracing the Lord and His disciples, being the only present

true worshippers ; for the position laid down immediately after-

wards in proof mentions the Jews, Such a special collocation of

Himself and His disciples would be unseemly, while the avowal

retained its deep truth as it regards the people of God, from

whom He sprang, and whose essential heart He Himself only

was. Let it be observed here, how the Lord, who well knew to

reprove and correct the apostasy and blindness of Israel when

standing in their midst, nevertheless to those without makes

Himself their representative, as far as they were the elect

people of God, and entrusted with the treasures of His revela-

tion ! In this o'lhccf/jSv the Lord acknowledges all the truth

of the orthodox doctrine which might lie in any Pharisaic

o'lhufJAv, Having then the genuine prophetic word, from which

every one who would might have learned and known the truth

;

and their temple having been really consecrated by the glory of

God, having been in truth the Father's house during all the ages

of preparation ; so much greater was their guilt in going no
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further than an empty, blind, and proud " saying, that this is the

place" in enmity to all Samaritans and Gentiles.

The oTi which follows is assuredly, as Baumgarten-Crusius

rightly remarks, not simply a consequence (therefore can the

Messiah only come from among these who know aright, who
abide in the true sphere of revelation), but the cause of their

better knowledge. Salvation, here an abundantly pregnant ex-

pression, equivalent to the salvation of God among the prophets

(let the appeal of the dying Jacob be brought to mind. Gen.

xlix. 18, which in the deepest sense refers back to ver. 10)

;

thus it is, even as the Samaritans afterwards, ver. 42, rightly

term Him o (Tcorfip, the manifestation of the promised Messiah,

who testified of Himself even as the prophets had done, that He
would bring in the powers of the Father's universal worship.

This is the understanding-point of the Old Testament in which

the Samaritans w^ere wanting, for they held not the prophecy

which came after Moses. Only those w^ho have Moses and the

prophets attain unto it ; they only know the true foundation of

worship, the aim and the spirit of the service of God. The idea

itself, to which the Lord here gives utterance, is already found

most clearly and simply expressed in Ps. ex. 2, 1. 2 : Isa. ii. 3.

Oh that all to whom in our day the offence of Judaism is almost,

as it was to Celsus and Julian, become the offence of the Cross,

would humbly hearken to this one great Jew, who, while so

spiritually asserting the w^orship of all nations in spirit and in

truth, yet stedfastly maintains the Divine appointment of this

Jewish people, as the issuing-point of this salvation for the entire

world !^ Would they but learn to bow down before this ex, rcJv

'lovhawu hffrtVj which the great fact, immediately proceeding

from the Divine counsel, and incontrovertibly fulfilled for now
eighteen hundred years, attests.^ This gcr/i^ in the present,

^ Dieffenbach and Schulthess, indeed, would have the entire ver. 22 to

be an interpolation which disturbs the connection—this, however, is nothing

but the mischievous folly of a so-called criticism. Balu-dt has delivered

himself from the obnoxious verse in another fashion, and thus expounds

—

We Jews know now, that God is the Father, since Providence has brought

it to light by Me I

2 God's will is so firmly fixed to assert His election of the fathers, that

yet once again in the coming futurity the full salvation of the Gentiles will

proceed from the Jews. Rom. xi. 12, 15 ; Zech. viii. 23.
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announced to the Samaritan woman the then beginning

commencement ; in order to obviate the orccv sX^yj of ver.

25, and to prepare the way for the immediately following fcc/J

vvv \ariv.

Yer 23. After this careful distinction between the rights of

the Jews and the Samaritans (which, however, was nothing

"transitory," but altogether an essential point), the discourse

goes back to ver. 21, more plainly expounds the " neither—nor,"

and turns, with the revelation of the coming, or rather already

come, salvation, to the true worship of the future age. Thou, a

woman of Samaria, needest not to go to Jerusalem, for behold

the new time is opening through Me, with whom thou now
speakest. The open vision does not merely extend wider and

further, but pierces ever deeper also ; the veil of shadows falls

away, the sanctuary and reality of the New Covenant is opened.

The true people of God are gathered from all nations ;—those,

namely, who are the akri&ivo) TrpoapcvpriTcci, the true and genuine

worshippers ; according to the requirement of the word, now first

finding its complete meaning, the jFa^Aer-worshippers, for such

is the character in which the Father will be sought by those who

are '7rpo(T;cvpovvrccg ccvrov. This repeated avrov must receive

the strongest emphasis, as it now takes the place of the indefi-

nite o; and then it is that real and consummate worship which

receives its perfect expression in the closing words of ver. 24,

where all is included that was lacking in ver. 20. To; srarp/

—

noiv designates the common Father of these Trpoffxvvrjrcit, equally

near to all who worship Him, in the freedom of His spmt and

of His truth ; but this is something very different from the

rationalist " universal Father " of Nature, and without any

qualification. That God is our Father, rests here, as in the

whole New Testament, upon a presupposed new birth through

faith in Him, whose Father He is in the only proper and essen-

tial sense. Thus before Christ came, faith in Him as coming,

faith obscure in its perception, but the same in heartfelt experi-

ence, and exciting the yearning for a future fully revealed

salvation, was the kernel and spirit of all genuine worship ; in

proportion as this was found in any sincere worshipper, was his

worship that of 'Trfzvfjbcc zoci ccXrj0Sicc, the anticipating presenti-

ment, if not the full knowledge, of the Father. When the Son
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now comes and reveals the 7iame of the Father, all wlio are sin-

cere fall down—sooner or later—before Him, to receive out of

His newlj-opened fulness. All others show by their unbelief

that they are not, and never were, TpoazvvrjTUi.

In spirit and in truth I In order to seize the meaning, in any

approximate sense, of this amazing and inexhaustible expression,^

which admits not of easy paraphrase in any dry form of words,

we must of course set out with the antithesis to the Samaritan,

and even Jewish Trpoffzwiiv in any one particular TO'TTog, which

is first of all indicated. That 7rpo(Tzvps7v considered God as

having a limited dwelling-place (but see, on the other hand, at

the consecration of the Temple, 1 Kings viii. 27, and in the

prophets also, Isa. Ixvi. 1, 2), and, according to the fundamental

meaning of the word itself, was limited to a mere T]))r\F\^p, a

bowing down, prostration, and offering of certain ceremonies.

Consequently, ev Trvsvfjjccri is, first of all, internally ; see the

prayer of Manasseh, ver. 11. But the two- fold expression must

not be resolved with Storr by a gV 5/a hvolv into Iv 'TrvevfjjUTi

ah^&ivuj that is, h aX'/jdii/ri zaphia, Heb. x. 22, according to

which it would amount after all to no more than the Mosaic ey

oXrj rf, ;caphio(, aov. But at the very first the profounder idea

arises—that the worship must be offered in the inner being of

man's God-related spirit; comp. Rom. i. 9. Ar\(\. from that fol-

lovjs the h uX'/^dsia, which in itself is deeply significant. He
only who approaches God in his inmost being, and from his

inmost spirit offers Him acknowledgment, prayer, supphcation,

praise, and thanksgiving, worships Him sincerely and in truth

{akrt&ivoi has already hinted at this)—see Ps. cxlv. 18 T\'q^2

Sept. h ccXrjhtcc, for which Luther has translated correctly with

earnestness. For it is only in the spirit that there can be the

earnestness and the truth of a being corresponsive to the Su-

preme. At this stage of our comprehension we may safely

paraphrase the formula by 'TrnvfJjaTiySjg z,od oCk'/i^Mg, inwardly

and sincerely ; and this gives us a necessary protest against

every system of mere shcj and the -i^zvhog which invaria1)Iy

^ So little understood by some of the fathers, that they did not even

retain the unity of the whole, but ^ve 'iu Trvivy.a.ii to the Jews, h (ky^i^-ia,

to the Samaritans.
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lurks ill it. This is manifestly here, at ver. 23, the first and

most obvious meaning;* a wider and deeper one will be opened

up in the repetition of ver. 24, which gives the foundation and

reason of the whole.

Such does the Father seek to worship Him. To translate,

howe\'er, this ZtiTzI (with Luther's " will hahen^^), as if it simply

meant that God requires, and according to His essential nature

will tolerate no other worship than this,—is too definitely to

anticipate the words which follow. It does, indeed, involve a

preparatory transition to the final h7 of ver. 24 ; but here there

is evident reference to a direct, and self-manifesting search after

such worshippers, and our German Bible lets slip a point of

critical moment in not literally preserving the expression of this.

For the x,ai obviously points to that meaning, constraining us to

put the question—Who then seeks as well as the Father'^^ Who
but He that is now speaking, and who thus gently announces

Himself to her as the Sent of God, yea, as the Son of this

Father in the essential equality of nature and of operation. The
whole conversation had, indeed, more and more powerfully ex-

cited the conviction in the soul of the woman—This marvellous

man, this man 6f God, this prophet is seeking me, is seizing my
inmost conscience and heart, for God ! To this conviction the

Lord now attaches His word—Even as I, in the name of the

Father, first Mine^ and then through Me thy Father also, am
seeking thee now.^ But what the great God seeks first and fore-

most among men,—Samaritans even, icorshipping after their

manner, and Jews going up to worship at Jerusalem—is but

seldom and not at once to be found ; and this is the further sig-

^ Lampe cites the strikingly analogous words of the heathen Cato : Si

Deus est animus, nobis ut carmina dicunt, hie tibi prsecipue sit pura mente

colendus.

2 My critic Miinchmeyer thinks it more simple to understand that the

Father seeks ^ requires us to do this—as if kccI were to be construed with

^3rr£/. But then the two words would be more closely connected ;
in the

text the xa/, preceding as it does, has evidently a pecuhar emphasis.

2 Eoos, who indeed translates " not only I, but the Father also," adds

too strongly, " without doubt the Samaritan woman felt, while He was

speaking, that He who spoke was equal with the Father I" Yet there is

something of truth in this as far as concerns the interpretation on the part

of our Lord who thus confidently speaks of tlie Father.
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nificance of His impressive saying. " The aX7]dim 'Trpofffcvvrjrai

are at the present time but few, they must be sought out and

brought to light and collected. This great work of God begins

now through Me, and will go on gloriously in the days which

have now begun : though even now the few whom He has found

are far from being all."

Yer. 24. And now, finally, comes, thus prepared for, the last

and conclusive word, in which TTPSVfJtja zcci akrikia are seized in

their yet profounder meaning, and placed upon their deep foun-

dation. Such words and such sentences as this are never to be

understood in their ample significance by that exegesis which

refuses to recognise the 'progressive unfolding of their fulness of

meaning, but insists upon always restricting the same expression

to the same unalterable formula. It was assumed in the former

passage, as the foundation of the Lord's declaration, that Trpsvfjboc

ydip IcTiv 6 clvdpcij'Trog; thence, if man will pray aKri&Sjgj it can

only be by his praying h TVivyban ccvrov. But now the Lord's

meaning reaches higher when He utters His sublime Ylviv^jO, o

&iog^—before the absolute emphasis of which the yap which our

thoughts would supply disappears and is lost. From that great

position there arises a strict and peremptory Zsi, which is set

over against that external one in ver. 20. Herder says very

aptly on this passage—" according to His own nature, the na-

ture of prayer, and the nature of humanity, God can only have

spiritual worshippers." And Job. v. Miiller as well—" With-

out the shadows of ceremony, without hypocritical observance of

merely external things ; a connection is established in worship

analogous to their reciprocal nature,"^

In chap. iii. 8 the most general and material fundamental idea

of TVivt/jO, was set out with, but now we have its most profound

and final meaning at the opposite extreme, the keystone of all its

other significations.—In Ackermann's Tabelle (Studien u. Kriti-

ken 1839. 4) this TvwfJbcc 6 hog is strangely absent after 'TTVsvfJtjOc

hov, although the author very exhaustively discusses the whole

in his treatise. And on this point we do well to begin with the

^ The Lord, with this design in view, could not have gone on to say (as

Eoos well reminds us)—The Father is spirit.

2 In the remarks of his brother Joh. Geor. at the close of his " Bhcke

in die Bibel" communicated by Kirchhofer.
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negative side : God is an aaoo[jjarov and afjjOp(povy as was ex-

pressly declared by the prohibition of images in Israel, in oppo-

sition to all the gross idolatry of heathens generally, and all the

refined idolatry of their philosophers. Hence no mere external

'TT^OGX.vviiv, as was said before, can correspond with His nature,

and be acceptable to Him. But what is the positive meaning of

this the profoundest word in human language, when it is used to

express the nature of God? Invisibility (the consequence of

incorporeity), omnipresence (that is, again, only illimitableness),

even eternity (that is, the negation of time), like unity and un-

changeableness, are themselves only negations and abstractions,

and can carry us no further than the notorious nothing and void

of a certain philosophy. In all our cognitions of faith we must

set out from ourselves, from our own God-derived and God-

related nature ; and hence we protest against Ackermann's

axiom—^' ^ovg is an anthropological, 'Trvsvf/ja a cosmical idea ;

that is, in the former is ruling intelligence, in the latter energy.'^

Rather we think (though there is this much truth in it that it

makes the energy of life come before and in the intellect), that it

is nevertheless an anthropological idea, inasmuch as no idea of

God is possible to us, which does not take its rise in ourselves

His creatures and similitude. Assuredly our Lord's TmvfjjO, 6

diog is more than Cicero's mens soluta et libera, than Seneca's

mens nniversi, or even totius ratio—for all else that language

means by xi'siJ/^a is here comprehended, by way of similitude,

according to its full completeness in man} We may simply say,

for catechumens, that the German expression "ei?i geist—

a

spirit" does not befit the idea, but is rather misleading ; inas-

much as, taken in its plain sense, it would class God among

spirits, just as we say— a man, an angel, an animal. Thus it is

otherwise than as creatures are spirits that w^e are to understand

it^—God is, in His single, incomparable being, absolute, perfect,

the only pure Spirit, that is, energy, life, understanding, will,

^ Lutz says correctly (Bibl. Dogmatik S. 45) first
—"We must proceed

from man in defining the nature of God"—but lie presses and restricts

(S. 46) this rather critically as it regards Truivf/.x, and reckons this also

among customary anthropomorphisms. The case is not thus,

2 Compare the early work ascribed to Xovatian, de Trinitate, in Kahnis,

Lehre vom heil. Geist. 1. 307.
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and activity.^ Enei^gy, the impulse Avliich can move another

object from a principle in itself, is the lowest and most general

analogon in nature, and points already to an original almicditi-

ness ; it then manifests itself still higher in organic nature as life ;

as undersfa?idmg life in man, to whom, therefore, is ascribed

spirit in a limited sense ; life conscious of the I and the Not-I

;

and from this result the will and the action. Thus God is in

the higliest sense living in and of Himself; the principle of all

othei' life, unlimited in knowledge and unrestricted in will,

to which all limited analogies point. It is only by contem-
plating our own spirit (Eccles. xii. 7) that we can in any degree

discern what that means—God is altogether and only pure

Spirit.^

And now for the consequence from all this ? Those who

^ As \;q have given the gradation in our catechism, Fr. 162 (in the

shorter Leitfaden Fr. 34).

2 R. Eothe in the beginning of his theolog. Ethik has Scripturally shown
how, in the idea "spirit," the absolute self-demonstration and self-sufficiency

of God finds its highest expression, and thus that our rryiv^oc 6 ki^ is only

the nearest exphcation of that first ground-formula of all speculation -"-s

~.^V? ^?^- -^^^ ^^ prefer, instead of the lonely methods of speculation, to

advance upwards by the idea of " being, energy, life, perception," with

reference to the corresponding stages in the universe wMch images God
forth (existence, matter, organism, I) ; and, far from all obscurity of

absolute thought and conception concerning God's being, to remain humbly

content with the consciousness of our dependence upon creaturely images in

all our perception and definition of God. To this Jesus points by His

'TTDivy.a, (as Moses in the beginning by his s-^rips iji-), that fundamental

and wonderful word of human language, which embraces in one the first

perception of an invisible, incomprehensible, and yet energizing presence

which yet chngs to material ideas, and the absolute feeHng of a God which

is in the ground of our own being. God breathes upon us, as generally in

all natiird areata the natura creans demonstrates its energy (the ui'dio;

lvya.y.t; kxI hiornC)^ and then the most internal self-consciousness in our

o'^ni soul is also only a breath of God Himself. In this 'Tzuivf/.oe. there is

thus the absolute substantiality (corporeity) which lies at the foundation

of aU cosmical reality, as the absolute ideahty which is postulated in all

thinking. This Trvivy.ct embraces actually " being, nature, andpersonahty,"

and that with an iariv independently of, above and before all lyhtTo of

creation; so that we have notliing to do with that abhorred and m-

comprehensible phantom to which the universal sj^irit of Hegel has been

likened.
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really are 'TrpoffKVVOvvng abrov can worship Him in a manner

worthy of Himself only when they acknowledge and perceive

Him to be Spirit. By this we are driven in to the centre of our

being, where His omnipresent energy, nearness, and influence,

are felt and experienced. He dwelleth in us, who live and move

and have our being in Him, even in our fallen nature ; full and

perfect worship can consist alone in recovering this truth, in the

abolition of that sin which opposes it and estranges the soul

from the life of God, in reinstating the indwelling of God in us,

so that our 'TrnviJM shall only know itself and live in the Tvsy-

IJMTi hco. Augustine has incomparably expressed this, so that

no expositor should omit to quote his words : Foras ieramus,

intro missi sumus. Intus age totum. Et si forte quasris aliquem

locum altum, aliquem locum sanctum, intus exhibe te templum

Deo. In templo vis orare, in te ora. Sed prius esto templum

Dei, quia ille in templo suo exaudiet orantem. This is the

Holiest of all, here must the veil be rent.

The spirituality of God was assuredly the fundamental prin-

ciple of the Old-Testament revelation, the ground-truth which

not seldom has direct expression (comp. upon this Hofmann

Schriftbeweis i. 66 ff.); but this truth earnestly maintained

against heathenism is yet bound up with externality, and in

some sense concealed; not until the veil was done away was it

revealed in all its immediate fulness and simplicity. Neander's

words, written in the spirit of Augustine's, no less forcibly

and with equally classic precision expressing the spirit of the

entire Scripture, are as follows—" Man is not horn as a temple

of God, 7ior can he make himself one, but can only be restored

to that eminence by the Spirit, luhom the Son of God communi-

cates to his souV ^ Luthardt also most truly says : Spirit, this

objective, real element, in which the praying man moves, is de-

scribed as new ; consequently it is not the human spirit of itself,

the Divine in man, but the Spirit which proceeded first from

1 The same Neander says again :
'^ We must have recognised the personal

God as Spirit, as He liatli revealed Himself in Christ, and have entered

into the fellowship of Christ's all-pervading reverence of God in spirit and

in truth, in order to be able to worship Him aright." (Deutsche Zeitsch.

1850. S. 203.) This is, indeed, not so clear and expressive as the above

extract.
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Jesus. Thus does the Lord here finally refer to that need, to

which He in the beginning promised His gift ; and the TrvsvfJbK,

in which alone we should, and in which alone we can, pray,

stands in the same opposition to our (Tccp^ as in ch. iii. A new

birth is required, of God the Spirit ; only as His children can

we worship the Father h Trpevfjjccri ayUj. (Jude ver. 20 ; Eph.

vi. 17, 18.) As the 6 hog aycc'Trri sarlv (the correlative of the

Lord's words to the Samaritan woman) presupposes that lovmg

can proceed and have its beginning only from Him, not from

ourselves ; even so can the Spirit which makes the truth of our

worship come to us only from God. Thus the beginning and

the end of the conversation with Nicodemus are here combined

once more. God again communicates Himself to men sunken

through sin into flesh ; because He is Spirit, He can do this,

and because He is love. He will. " If they are Spirit born of

the Spirit, then do they the truth ; and hence can they w^orship

their God in spirit and in truth." (Von Gerlach.)

See then, how philosophy, with its empty, lying babbling about

spirit, must submit to be put to shame before the truth as the

Spirit of God imparts it; see it here plainly revealed that

humanity must have a Son of God in heaven, if humanity

would return to God again ! The simple and edifying Gossner

says :
" Let men spiritualise their theology a hundred fold, let

them refine their religion to the highest point, and put away

every shadow of an image of God, let their worship be conceived

as ever so intensely spiritual, after all there is no spirit to be

derived from human nature, and in all the most spiritual service

of God all would remain flesh notwithstanding. The only

means of obtaining that spirit was—God became flesh, and who-

soever is united to Him, becomes with Him one Spirit." Yea,

verily ; without the gift of a new life, which now in the fulness

of time He who was made flesh hath brought to us—He who
not only testifies of the Spirit, but purposes to bestow Him

—

this cheerless Ss? must ever stand for the repulsion and despair

of all Tr^ioazvvrirai, who will never find, either in their own in-

dependent thinking, or by going to any Gerizim or even Jerusa-

lem, that (AKTi&iia of Tr^ocTKVviiv which will realise all their longing

aspirations or fulfil all the promises made to man. The Nico-

demuses tarry without, like the women of Samaria, until He,
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who has come to unite both in one^ shall open to them the door,

and remove the veil.^

His gift to us is TVivf/jCc for the reawakening of our Trpzvfjja ;

not merely in order to the ak'^hicc of our worship,—it is also

itself at the same time the ccXfj^Bia, the reality of our worship of

the Father. The b aK'/j^'ncc in connection with si> TPSviJjCCTi

referred in the deepest sense to the spirit in us as connected with

the soul ; for the spirit is one with the soul and pervades it

throughout ; that constitutes the truth of the whole man in his

act. (" Spirit and truth are as much as spirit and sense : they

are only distinguished by internal notes " Oetinger's Worterb.).

We thus reach the deep and full contrast w^ith all that was be-

fore and independent of Christ, all tliat appertained to the old

economy, and all that belonged to heathenism, in worship ; that

is, preserving the dichotomy of the expression, with all that is

merely rite as well as all that in the rite is ti/2:>e,^ Ylvivfjja is

opposed to the external, sensible, bodily rite; the aXyj&iici of

fulfilment to the prophetic, preparatory type which stimulates

anticipation of the reality and dimly points forward to it.

(Comp. John i. 17.) Liicke's antithesis

—

\v crccpzi zai cfTcioL

meets the case precisely ; since every restricted and limited

service of God in the Old Testament, apart from the kernel

of spirit preformed within it,^ falls back in its externality

and transitoriness into <7ap§ ;—upon this let the Epistle to the

Hebrews be well studied, and compare Phil. iii. 3 with our text.

And wonderfully does the theme yet further change its applica-

tion :—the fleshly and bodily form appears as the empty shadow,

and that which is spirit becomes the true aaJiJjCi of that shadow.

^ So also our speculatives remain -without and worship, instead of the

true wi/, whom their thinking cannot find out, only an 6V, o ovk ol'lxot.

An impersonal "^as Gott "—as Jacobi says, and Jul. Miiller quotes him
;

an original principle, into which they sink and lose themselves, and become

nothing, instead of abiding for ever in His presence, worshipping before

His /ace. that they would humble themselves to the way marked out

—

Salvation is of the Jews !

2 Nonnus : ovKht (/.varihi rex'-'fi^ with significance, and further : (Mi/,rfKr,'j

^ " All sensible worship, even that which God Himself has appointed,

is but typical, and only reaches its full truth and meaning in spiritual wor-

sliip : without this it is no other than false." V. Gerlach.
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For it is to be understood that the service of God does not,

through its spiritiiaHty and inwardness, reject all externality, all

material, bodily presentation of worship, and transform the New
Testament congregation into a meeting of Quakers, where spirits

wait for the Spirit, or into that worse than Qaakerisra, w^here

the influences of the Spirit are never even uttered at all. " The

very nature of man imperatively demands that in all this the

body should be used "—says Roos. And what is still more em-

phatic—let us once more impress it upon our minds—it is He
Avho was made flesh that possesses and imparts the Spirit. From
Him, and in Him is reproduced for the Spirit in the church the

sanctified body of w^orship, filled with the truth, in which the

creating Spirit, according to His nature, ever strives to invest

Himself, and clothe His operation. He alone who bows the

knees of his heart, will first bow the knees of his body also aright;

and this will penetrate everything external, so that all shall show

itself to be, in deed and in truth, a colere, a Trpocrzvmu of the

creature. While the solemn words of our Lord, with their re-

buking, exhorting, promising ^s7 ever remain a standing correc-

tive of the tendency, wdiich we find even in the New Testament,

to reduce worship to the '^ly^vhog of a mere edog.

Thus this superabundantly mystical statement

—

^rvsvfjja 6 hog,

(which Fichte declared to be altogether useless as a positive

dogma, for the definition of the nature of God !) was not uttered

to the woman of Samaria, with any design to direct her specu-

lative perception;^ yet it secures even to the speculatives the

true and deep foundation for their principles, inasmuch as the

conscience and awakening spirit of every man who seeks his God,

and would worship Him aright, cannot be considered as being

independent of his immediately living and practical understand-

ing. The latter may be securely attributed to the former. For

the Father seeketh rovg Tpofffcvvovprccg ccvtov, that is, all who
worship Him, as roiovrovg ; and is able, if they yield to be

found, to make them such. Let us observe here the hmts con-

stantly thrown out, to attract, and guide, and secure the Samari-

^ Neander ; " In uttering this sublime truth to an uneducated woman
of an ignorant people, Christ overturns the aristocracy of culture, and the

one-sided intellectualism of tlie ancient world. It is from life that the

highest must spring, and for all men ahke."
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tan's soul : "Woman, believe Me—tlie Jiour cometJi—it now is—
tlie Father in heaven (whose fallen child every man's instinct

feels himself to be) even He seeketh thee ! And in effect He had

found her. Alkired onwards from that first zvpn, further and

further, towards and into the mystery of the person of Jesus—

•

how can we now regard her, when she refers again to the Messiah,

as desiring to elude and escape from Him, the Prophet, who had

announced the Father to her soul ? We therefore regard her

last word, which paves the immediate way for Christ's, notwith-

standing its apparent digression and evasion, as no other than

the most gently expressed question of her spontaneous presenti-

ment

—

Ai't Thou the Messiah Thyself^

Her oT5a involuntarily returns back to that first zl fiheig which

it almost echoes ; thus giving to the whole a rounded conclusion.

She now produces and exhibits all that she, in common with the

Samaritans, knows of religious things,—the best that she had :

that wdiich had lain unseen and unused now wakens up to life.

"His words had quickened the miserable germ of Samaritan

Messiah-hope into life," Lange. It is as if she had said, " Lord,

I understand not fully that which Thou now sayest : but Thou
speakest of a future which is dawning ; when a better and more

immediate knowledge of God will be vouchsafed, in order to the

true worship of God ;

—

this I as a Samaritan can comprehend,

for we also with you expect the Messiah." (For her -/jfjjiv is now
as comprehensive as in ver. 21, thus much has she already

learned.) Her gp)/sra/, which has a future in its signification,

seizes the Lord's gp^^sra/ ; in adding the orccp 'i^Jri, which points

to a near futurity, she gives involuntary expression to the influ-

ence of the Lord's Kcct vvv kcrriv. All things—that great far-

reaching truth to which thou directest me, and all that I need in

order to my apprehension of it—will the Messiah when He is

come tell us :—^just as Thou now tellest me, and as Thou almost

appearest to me to be One who can tell me all things. (Matt,

vii. 29.) This last lies in the background of her presentiment,

and she cannot yet rise high enough to give it expression ; she

seems rather to " take refuge in delay from the stern necessity of

an all-comprehending decision," but this final procrastinating

evasion is almost without the slightest tincture of earnest evil.

It is with her, generally speaking, as it was with Nicodemus ;
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the folly of the past will not allow the present right meanmg to

betray itself, but draws over it a veil worse than the reality.

Thus we are to understand the avciyyiXu which she obtrudes

instead of saying as she ought

—

^^uzi TJijSiv TrvivfJja, za) akri&iiav,

T'/ju ha)psoii> rov 6zov.

Most assuredly she is not now for the first time passing over

to the Jewish expectation of a Messiah, and admitting that she

now believed in that wdiich he and the Jews hoped for and taught;

in that case the oI5a ^vould be inappropriate and untrue, she

would have used 'Triarivo) instead of it ; in that case the Lord

could fiot have reckoned upon her ability to understand the

(TojTyjfiicc ; ver. 22, and ver. 42 would be quite incomprehensible.

We know nothing certain concerning the Messiah-idea of the

Samaritans in the time ofJesus (this history shows us very plainly

that they possessed it in some way) ; but we may assume that

with their pretensions to be the people of God, and with the

Jews so near them, they would less and less restrict themselves

to the revelations of their Pentateuch. With the same confused

mixing up of truths here and there appropriated (which had been

their fundamental character from the beginning) they would lay

claim now to the Messiah, even as their forefathers did to the

temple structure—His name and presentation generally were

derived by them from the Jews, and then, if they w^ished to find

any such warrant, they would inlay it into the promises of Moses.

It is to be observed that the woman herself uses the expression

"Msffffiocg, W'hich the Evangelist translates Xp/o'ro^ ; and does not,

as Sepp very arbitrarily thinks, speak of the mere Samaritan

Restorer (Dnnn), in wdiich it was John who discerned the

Jew^ish Messiah, As among the Jews the notion of the Prophet

—as 1 Mace. iv. 46, xiv. 41 rightly interpreted show^—some-

times took precedence of that of the King, so that the people

could use such language as we find in Jno. vi. 14, vii. 40 (comp.

Matt. xvi. 14), so we find it quite natural here that the Samari-

tan woman also, at a time when she is speaking of her own
future apprehension of the truth, should make prominent this

avccyysKkiiv 'Proivrcc in the character of Him who was waited for.^

^ See Bergquist—^An idea Messiaj in Apoc, V. I. sit obvia. Limdse 1826,

pag. 30, 31.

- The later, mucli contested notions of the Samaritans about the Messiah,
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Yer. 2G. We know no reason whatever for supposing that the

Lord hastened (as Bencrel thinks) his revelation to the woman,

before the arrival of the disciples ; for the avowal of the men, ver.

42, was public enough, and the Lord could not have been very

anxiously solicitous to conceal His lya; zl[X,ij and to prevent their

hearing Him utter it with His own lips. We read in the g-r/

70VT0J, ver. 27, first of all, thus much, that the disciples had

already actually come at the close of the conversation ; and not

merely that the period of His being alone with the woman
extended so long. We must accept, on the other hand, Bengel's

other word, in the Harmony ; "His first saying had a very

£!;eneral tone—Give me to drink ! And the seventh was—I am
Christ!" Nothing was more natural than that He should not

710W keep back, one instant longer, this declaration. The predi-

cate must by a Hebraism be included in the slfjjij as in the

Plebrew conversely i^^n ""JS already contains the verb substan-

tive in the ''^ij|. / that speak unto thee—thus does the Lord con-

firm with great condescension her expectation of the avccyyiX-

Xsiv. which in itself was quite correct :—thou hast well appre-

hended that I was engaged in one work of the Messiah.-^ This

loving, devoted seeking of a well-nigh found soul, impels the

Lord forward to the utterance of this open declaration " which

He thus almost for the first time promulges to a poor, sin-laden

woman." (Lange ii. 1, 234.) That which He forbade His dis-

ciples in a later time to declare. He now publishes without any

prudential restraint, for He cannot deny and withhold Himself

fi'om her. There is some truth in the common remark that

there was not so much danger of His being proclaimed king in

can have no value in connection with our history : they are decisive, how-

ever (as Gesenius maintained at last, see Baumgarten-Crusius) for the

long continuance of such a tradition. And Deut. xviii. 15 must necessarily

have made the notion of the Prophet in the Messiah prominent to the

Samaritans. Luthardt, opposing my view, thinks this very uncertain

;

but I am convinced that just as the Samaritans hghtly esteemed all other

prophets, so their acknowledgment of Moses would all the more impress

upon them the expectation of tlie Prophet in the highest and fullest sense.

Compare my remarks in the second volume, on Matt. xxii. 31, 32.

1 But if she could only discern the first work, the prophetic office of the

Messiah, we can go further, and reflect—Yes, verily. He is the s^'/iyyir'^g rou

hw the 'Koyoz of the ttv-v (/,«,.

VOL. V. D
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Samaria, and therefore not so much necessity for obviating the

enmity of His foes ; but it ought not to be forgotten that the

scandal of the report, which indeed was laid hold of in the end,

—that He had proclaimed Himself Messiah in Sychar ! might

have been productive of much luorse consequences. Suffice it,

that the Lord now takes counsel of nothing but the simplicity of

His love ; He is intent only upon drawing the folds round a

human soul that He has secured, so that He may not lose it

again

—

Ask now^ and tah the livijig w^ater, expectation is needed

no more ! Remarkable contrast ! The dignity of His Messiah-

ship, which He does not proclaim in Jerusalem, He confidentially

discloses to this poor Samaritan woman at the w^ell. Most

aifecting earnest and prelude of that fast-approaching time of

grace, in which He would cry to all people upon earth

—

Behold

Me ! Behold Me ! (Isa. Ixv. 1.)

ENIGMATICAL WOEDS TO THE APOSTLES. THE HIGHER FOOD :

THE sower's labour FOE THE REAPERS «ENT FORTH, AND
THEIR JOY TOGETHER.

(Ch. iv. 32-38.)

The disciples, who not till afterwards learned to estimate

our Lord's freedom in attracting and recognising the oppressed

female sex, marvel greatly now^ at His con'fidential intercourse

—

first, with a looman alone at a public w^ell, contrary to all Rabbi-

nical propriety ;^ then, with a Samaritan w^oman ; and finally,

in a conversation altogether spiritual. Did they hear and un-

derstand the last word and rejoinder concerning the Messiah

(liow impressively must this word alone have fallen upon their

ears !) ? I think not ; their minds being preoccupied with

thoughts of food, they hear not distinctly at once ; the fact of the

woman's being with the Lord had altogether confused their

apprehension of the character of the conversation. Otherwise

^ Ne miiltiplices colloquium cum foesmina—Tract. Erubliin. fol. 53. 2.

Ke coUoquatur quis -cum foemina in platea, imo ne cum propria quidera

uxore—Joma fol. 204, 2.
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St John would not have represented the general [Mrd yvvc/jKog

\a\€iv as the ground of their surprise, and that they refrain

from asking the unknown subject of the conversation. The \yot)

ilfjji of itself might have told them more, but they go not beyond

the mere XaXsTv, as if they had caught just the last 6 XaXcov

GOi} But their accustomed reverence keeps back their curious

questioning concerning the unaccustomed sight—What seekest

thou of this woman ? What talkest thou with her ? Grotius :

Quid ab eo 2^oscis ? Cibum an potum ? This is their first

thought ; but then rises their still more wondering reference to

the \oCtSiv ; for His words had seemed to them the close of a

longer and more inward conversation—Or dost Thou teach her

aught? Baumgarten-Crusius, having XJriTTiaiq ch. iii. 25 in his

mind, connects [jat aiiTi^g with Z;y]Tiig also, and apprehends that

they were thinking of some possible dispute upon the national

question ; but in that case XaKuv w^ould certainly not have been

in the second member of the sentence ; indeed, the idea of the

disciples' thinking of a Jewish dispute with the best of Samaritan

women, is in itself hard to conceive. It is better to say with

Wesley, though in that there is an improbability, that no man
asked tlie icoman what she would have w^ith the Lord at first,

nor the Lord what He thereupon said to her. For the woman
goes immediately away, when the disciples had been there but a

very short time. The last word of the Lord did not induce her^

to depart, rather did it cause her to stand still in amazement

:

but now the confidential solitude is disturbed, the Jewish coun-

tenances are upon her, and she is thrown off the balance of her

gentle self-possession. Her hasty departure is at first a flight

;

and then afterwards follows the narration of all ; not, indeed,

designed when she left, but occasioned by her meeting with

others. We cannot, however, positively say with G. Miiller,

" that she forgets in her joy the object for which she had come ;"

but this at least we may say, that her leaving the waterpot, in

the fervent impulse of her spirit moved by the Spirit, is some-

what analogous to our Lord's own forgetting to eat. She thus

^ Kui IttI rovra notes tliis critical moment, lience the Pescliito has
—

"?^

'!;;? while He was speaking. The Lord did not break off abruptly because

of the disciples, but the disciples did not hear anythicg inteUigently.
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commits the apparent folly of undertaking the task of coming

and drawing, complained of before, for nothing. Scarcely, as

Richter's Hausbibel says, as a sign that she was coming again
;

for that would require her to have matured her plan at once,

and in the first confusion of her timidity. Least of all did she

reckon that the Lord and His disciples might drink the water

drawn therein when she had gone ! All this is unreal ; but it is

quite natural to suppose that in her natural and remarkable

frankness of manner she would go to the first and best avdpctj'roig

in the city, with invitations and solicitations telling them of that

av^p^yror, who declared Himself to be o ILpiffrog. Come, see I

That is her first word, as in ch. i. 39, 46. The well-known

sinner needed not to specify to the people more particularly^ the

TTUvra 0(Ta, lTor/;(TK of her past life. " All that ye know—

a

stranger Jew without the city has told me all that ever I did !

(For her conscience had heard all things disclosed in the dis-

closure of one). Come, see ; that is, search into it, test, and

experience, and hear like myself, whether this man be like other

men, whether He be not what He declares Himself to be—the

Messiah !*' The spiritual impulse which could induce this noto-

rious woman to make so honest a confession (in which, as ever,

the commanding power of her testimony, ver. 39, lay, and the

wonderful paradox that the Messiah should announce Himself

here in Gerizim (which no Samaritan could sincerely expect),

both concurred in impelling the people to follow such a woman
to see such a man,—a man who could tell them all their sins,

and yet make them so happy as they already see this woman to

be. At an unseasonable hour, many probably hurrying from

their mid-day meal, they go out and in no small numbers (to>l-

Ao/, ver. 36). The woman has not provoked their contradiction

by too bold an assertion, but with all her emotion has only

summoned them to see for themselves ; only intimating that He
Himself had told her all this, and that she was constrained to

believe. It is doing her great injustice to make this an example

—

as Braune does, pointing his condemnation against it—of a false

way to faith, as if she required the judgment of her fellow-

1 Yery properly says Sclileierinacher :
" We see in what good estimation

she was held by the men of the city from this, that they immediately went
out at a simple word of hers."
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citizens to confirm her supposition. Oh no, there is no more
supposition in her case, she knows that the Messiah is come. It

IS, on the one hand, a gratuitous requirement that she should

instantly betake herself to the company of the women who fol-

lowed Jesus ; and, on the other, it is equally incorrect to say (with

Braune on ver. 42), that " she herself appears to have been no

longer troubled about Jesus in Sichem !" Oh no, the Aivrs,

ver. 29, means to say—Come ye with me out of the city to

Him ! She herself assuredly comes again with the people, vers.

30, 40 :—to think otherwise is unnatural, disturbs the whole

narrative, the fruit of which is just the winning of the woman,
and then through her means, of the others also. Scarcely has

she received a small measure herself, when, like a female apostle,

she begins to invite others also, publishing her own shame before

all the people to the honour of the Lord ! And here, as in all

New-Testament preaching, the great essential point is His Per-

son—He is Christ, the Saviour !

In the meanivhile a very unseasonable interjection of the dis-

ciples, offering their earthly bread, gave occasion to the Lord
for a second conversation with them ; which, as it perfectly suits

his plan, the Evangelist cannot pass over. As he subjoined,

previously, to the conversation with Nicodemus, an " explana-

tory appendix on the relation of Jesus to the Baptist," so here

a parallel offers itself on the relation of Jesus to His dis-

ciples. Thus is the Lord most significantly placed, at the

commencement of the Gospel, between His forerunner and His

Apostles ; according to a plan and purpose which the sacred

narrator follows only in obedience to the development of the

history itself, and springing directly from the facts which he

related.^

Ver. 32. Though it said of the Lord Himself only that He
rejected food, we may suppose that neither did He drink of the

waterpot left there ; hunger and thirst had gone from Him ; and

the body of the second Adam lived and was nourished by the

refreshing of the Spirit in the performance of the will of God.

But the disciples, to whom the buying in a Samaritan city

^ And we adhere to this, without being led astray by Luthardt's contra-

diction, who denies to the deeply-significant conversation with the disciples

anything like an " independent signification
"
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liad been of itself clistastefal, see with ever-increasing astonish-

ment His neglect of the provision which they had brought.

" Master, eat Thou—if only that we also may eat ! Art Thou

then not hungry, hke ourselves?" And His sublime answer

is ordered with deep precision ; since He does not uncondition-

ally repel the thought of this kind of eating (the time for it also

came afterwards), but for the present, by His dignified 'Eyo;

and a general gp^^^y, discovers to them that He in this matter was

altogether different from them, possessed of diflPerent feelings,

and under different relations. His words sound marvellously

like those of the angel in the Apocrypha, Tob. xii. 19—yet they

are not uttered with the same meaning, but with a designed and

exciting tone of mysterij, which would prepare the way for a

further disclosure. As in the case of the Samaritan woman, He
provokes their attention by figure and striking contrast. "Hv

v(Mlg ohx, diharz—contains in it no blame; it does not reproach

them because generally they knew nothing or had experienced

nothing of that spiritual sustenance which also invigorates the

body (for that would not have been the truth) ; nor does it im-

pute to them the fault of not thinking upon it in His case, for

how could they have attributed such influence to spiritual inter-

course of the subject of which they had known nothing ? But

it is graciously spoken, like the former d :J'5s;^, and means

—

" Ah, that ye knew what sustains Me now, that ye knew My
meat, for then would ye also forget the bread ! Now, since ye

know it not, I will tell you what it is." (Properly speaking,

Qpcoffig is rather the present nourishment for the time being ; and

|3p^/A« i\\Q food itself, the means of that nourishment.) As the

following words of our Lord point from the beginnings of God's

work in the souls of men to its consummation ; as it is the glance

which he now throws into the harvest following the seed-time

—

the ground-thought of the following discourse—that satisfies

His soul with joy, we must attribute to the ovx, o'ihccrB an under-

tone of meaning which the SchuHehrerbibel of Brandt has well

expressed—" This great end and aim was not yet recognised

even by those who should be instruments in effecting it." Not

sensual and fleshly-minded men generally are opposed to the

Lord's 'Y.'/M in this vfjusTg ; but rather these labourers in the har-

vest themselves who were already called and sent, but knew so
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little of the joy of seed-time and of harvest rejoicing in hope,

that He must now reveal it to their minds.

Yer. 34. His transition to this takes its rise from His own
Person, but He immediately connects with that the work also,

in which they themselves should be His ministers and co-opera-

tors. The natural man must first receive the gift, the power, the

food of the Spirit, in order to do the Divine will ; the Son of God
in humanity hath already in doing it the energy which goes forth

in new and continuous works. For He alone can say in the

fullest sense what in Ps. xl. 9, 10 was prophesied concerning

Him.^ His daily bread is, that the will of God should be done,

His kingdom come. His name be hallowed. The repeated in-

terlocution of the disciples—which, though they only venture to

speak one to another, does not escape Him—^hangs still upon
this, that if He had had food (as if Pie had not said ly^co only),

there must have been some one, even if it were an angel,^ who
brought it to Him, hungry as He assuredly was—and it is to

meet this that He proceeds to speak plainly. Olshausen re-

marks that the ha cannot, in this passage, be taken reXizcog ;

but we agree with Liicke in the critical distinction which he

draws. " The sentence with on would say, that Jesus found

His sustentation in this, in actually doing the will of God ; the

hcc includes the yet more subtle thought, that His sustentation

consisted even in the endeavour to be ever doing the will of

God." Only that we should seize the idea better by another

word than the ordinary " endeavour." The fundamental thought

is the joy which is experienced in doing with prospect of con-

stantly doing , the looking forward from the beginning and at

every step to the consummation of all labour: it is from this

^ The new man in Clirist Jesus participates through the new birth in

this possession and invigoration of the Spirit, and that according to the

measure of faith
; to this point forward all celebrations of spiritual satisfac-

tion in the Old Testament, and of a joy which is insensible to hunger and

thirst; But in the application of the text to ourselves, we ought not to

forget the sole prerogative which is arrogated for Christ's own person in

vers. 32 and 34. This Steinmeyer's Predigt in the Beitrage zum Schrift-

verstandniss i. 185—which with all its beauty, contains much that is

artificial—seems to us to do.

^ For it was in the highest degree improbable that an sTrt'^'/jfiiog dv/ift

out of the city (as Nonnus says) had brought Him food.
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deep feeling that the \va^ 'pointing onwards, flows ; and the

Evangelist's fine feeling of its force retained it.-^ The preaching of

the word was, in the Lord's first meaning, the will ofthe Father

(Mark i. 38)—but from this time onwards His glance goes

further; for to regard the ''
'Troizlv and tbXsiovv as standing

together ^Yithout any express significance," is a very false expo-

sition. We cannot so easily exhaust the profound contempla-

tion and intuition which are contained in such large and

pregnant words as these. As in chap. xvii. 4 the redeeming

death is included in the work by a sublime prolepsis, so here

the meaning stretches still farther, inasmuch as the seedtime is

here viewed as preparatory to the full and complete harvest at

the distant end. We almost always find in the words of our

Lord Jesus that the consciousness of what is to follow pervades

His reference to that which is passing. He now terms His

meat what he will presently term His joy, a joy which He will

participate with His reapers ; for He Himself, in His work of

seeking, and calling, and sowing the seed, the first principles of

the living word, already anticipates and rejoices in the joy of the

future.^ He thereby gives also an answer to the suppressed

question of the disciples as to what He was saying to the woman

—What other than that for which I am sent of the Father ? And
thus He inspires them with boldness to put further questions in

the future about this definition of His work, and to expect to

share it with Him. And thus, finally, He places Himself before

them as a type and pattern of the true Missionary zeal, which

always and everywhere is engaged upon that which will speed

on the great work towards its glorious maturity.

Ver. 35. Luther's : saget ihr nicht selbst f say ye not 7/our-

selves ? disturbs the sense, since the words do not simply involve

a comparison, but a contrast also. The Lord has before His eyes

^ Miinclimeyer rejects this remark of mine, with allusion to the Winer

philology; but he does not seem to understand it, and not seldom do

subtilties and fine shades of meaning elude his perception.

2 The Berlenb. Bibel is this time much too limited and narrow in its

interpretation—" This then now is My meat, that I interrupt not the work

of God in the soul of the Samaritan woman by My eating, for she will

instantly return. My natural eating must give place, till I am ready for

it. This great matter must be waited for and completed "
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the '/j^^sag between the well and the city ; and this gives Him the

comparison, prepared for by TiXiii^ao)^ between the work of God
and that husbandry which requires the seed-time first before the

harvest can be reaped. Besides this, the ordinary exposition from

antiquity downward has assumed that the Samaritans were seen

flocking towards the Lord : Ebrard allows this to be " not im-

possible ;" but to us the [Mra^v seems to indicate too short a time,

and St John does 7iot connect ver. 40 immediately with the con-

versation, but seems to imply an interval during which the meal

was partaken of at the w^ell. We think ^ that the cUsaples see

merely the fields recently sown, and far from being vet white

unto the harvest ; but the LorcVs clear view goes beyond, and
sees in anticipation the people whom the woman would brino-

with her. Then would the requirement

—

lift up your eyes, be-

come another mysterious enigma, which would soon find its

solution in His w^ords. " Behold, I say unto you, I have now
been sowing the word, and already behold a sudden harvest up-

springing and ready—should not this be My meat and My joy?"

We may regard the four months' waiting-time as very probably

a proverbial expression, and that because of the Xsysrs which

introduces it ; for in ver. 37 w^e have another Xoyog quoted, and

its correctness this time, and, as it were, in contradistinction, ap-

proved of. Proverbs generally are to be taken w^ith a free inter-

pretation, and the meaning of this proverb indicates the utmost

possible shortening of the time, as it is used for the encourage-

ment of the waiting sower. Only so much longer ! The Lord
goes beyond the proverb in the same direction, but with a different

application. " Ye are accustomed to say

—

in any case only so

long ; but I assure you that the harvest in this instance (of

that seed of Mine to ichich I refei^ will instantly follow, as an

encouraging type and earnest to you." It necessarily follows

also from the unqualified g'r/ and r\^ri{' that it must have been

then the actual seed-time, that is, according to our chronology,

the beginning of January before the harvest of the winter-seed

^ As de Wette Avitli great propriety: "We miist not assume, with

Chrysostom and almost all expositors, that Jesus pointed to the Samaritans

as they hastened towards Him. The harvest was not so very obviously

near as this
; but in the hope of prophetic contemplation."

^ On the position of '^-n at the close of verse 35, see Iviicke.
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in Mcay. (Not, as Bengel thinks, that the Lord was speaking

in Nisan, before the second or main harvest, absolutely so called.)

Now the disciples saw no harvest-field ; they said and they

thought assuredly—There must at least be four months yet

!

But the Lord sets before them a mystery and an enigma, and

therebv would teach them to lift up aright the eyes of their

faith.i'

That the presupposed saying of the disciples already referred

to the sowing of the word, as Schleiermacher, and Hezel before

him, thought, appears to us altogether out of the question. The

disciples had not apprehended that one word, ver. 34, with such

clearness and largeness of view, as to be capable of thinking

—

" But it will be long yet before any result will be seen from this

day's announcement of the kingdom of God, or at least before

any harvest will spring up among these Samaritan citizens
!

"

All this was far from their eyes of sense, and therefore the Lord,

when He bids them look in another meaning, raises them to a

higher and spiritual contemplation. He alone sees in anticipa-

tion the harvest, not only the present typical and restricted one,

but that great and universal harvest which He contemplated in

it, wdiich was now drawing near ; that harvest, of the final con-

summation of which Ps. Ixxii. 16 prophesies, where it stands

thick upon the tops of all mountains, and the people of all cities

flourish like grass of the earth ; when apostate Samaria shall be

brought back, and the salvation which goeth forth from Jerusa-

lem shall return back to the same renewed Jerusalem; when in

the rich plenitude of the blessing poured forth, the ploughman

shall overtake the reaper, and the treader of grasses him that

ioweth seed, seed-time and harvest being blended in one. (Amos

ix. 13.) It is His purpose to teach them " how great a difference

there is between tlie eye of faith and the eye of common experi-

ence" in the great husbandry of God; to make them partakers

of the joy of His hope, if they can only embrace it, for their con-

solation in their future apostleship. And so far it is as if He

^ If this chronology must be given up as impossible (as Miinchmeyer

contends), then this antithesis of the spiritual harvest, and the harvest not

yet near in the fields, as the essential 6^v{/,upou^ would be disturbed. The

longer continuance in Judea which I have assumed (see the tables in Vol.

iii.), is justified throughout the whole harmony.
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had said, for their subsequent understanding, in prophetic words

—probably an alkision to Isa. xhx. 18, Ix. 4—" look upon the

lands, into which ye will be sent forth; could ye but behold

them, as I do, icitli the right eyes, ye would see that they are

already white unto the harvest." (Berlenb. Bib.) We also

should receive the same words and apply them to all cases in

which the proverb is applicable. They will teach us, on the one

hand, to wait humbly and patiently; but they will teach us, on

the other, to keep the joy of harvest in our view in the midst of

the toil of sowing, for our invigoration and refreshment, that so

we may be able to regard every exception of swiftly-ripening

blessing as a promise and a type of full success.

Yer. 36. The second figure, to which the former paved the

way, is at length altogether released from the present, and pur-

sued as a pregnant similitude applicable to the whole period of

man's labour in the kingdom of God. The Lord now looks

beyond this preliminary and scanty harvest in Sichar, and con-

templates in futurity all His harvest-men yet to come, whose

representatives He beholds in these Apostles, and to whom He
promises joy. Baumgarten-Crusius thinks that the three verses

36-38 should, strictly speaking, have followed each other in an

inverted order; and as far as it regards mere logical sequence he

is right. Bat the profound, prophetic words with yet higher

propriety reverse the natural order; in order to go backward

step by step deeper and deeper into the fundamental principle

of the whole matter. The first great idea is the reward of the

labourer; that is, obviously, not the meting out of recompense

for work done in the ordinary sense, but the reaping itself is the

reward appropriate to the previous sowing. Therefore he who

himself has sown (and in ihQ figure from which the Lord's words

take their rise this is ordinarily the case) does not reckon it a

toil to gather in his recompense. But in the second clause the

words reach further, and indicate that He is noiu speaking only

of the reapers in God's field. There it is far from true that

every one who reaps has also sown ; there he who reaps is not

always the sower himself. Yet he who reaps receiveth as such

what comes to his hand as prepared by Divine grace, not having

liimself made or procured it, and that is his first rejoicing. But

then the higher joy is in his discerning the glorious design and
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destination of this precious fruit—He gatlieretli fruit, into the

kingdom and church of Christ, unto eternal life, for that great

consummation of God's great mercy to man, the fellowship of

His redeemed and glorified ! For we cannot think the meaning
to be—He labours and reaps unto his own salvation; the etc in

connection with the avvdyiiv is too significant for this. In the

fruit-gathering of this world the produce is nourishment unto a

'Z'poc^caipog Z,aj'/] ; in gathering souls it is unto the true, eternal

life} The perception and assurance of this is thus the reward

of the labourer, his meat and his joy—so that we may regard

the zai before avvdya to be, as it were, a vau exegeticum : even

in tliis he receiveth his wages. This is the answer to Peter's

question. Matt. xix. 27; and a pregnant remembrancer in the

spirit of the Apostles, 2 Tim. ii. 6. Oh that all our co-operation

with the Lord's great work could bring us this rejoicing ! It is

this which is the greatest joy, that we are not gathering fruit /o?'

ourselves, but as ministers for the heaven of the One, great Lord
of the harvest ! It is this—as the Lord therefore proceeds to

say—which unites the sower and the reaper in one common joy,

all selfish contention being by this extinguished. " When we
reflect that neither did the sower sow^ in his own land, nor the

reaper reap his own fields, but that the field is the Lord's "—we
add, and the issue pure blessedness with Him—" then all strife

is destroyed." (Gossner.) Thus must it be through the wdiole

period of our labour, in which endless sowing and reaping alter-

nate ; both kinds of labourers already rejoice together, for they

are but one in effect ;—he w'ho soweth anticipates in unselfish

hope the joy of the reaper who will follow, he who reapeth re-

sponds back to the sower's joy,—for all serve the One Lord, and
all that they do is only His. And what rejoicing will that be

when after the Pentecost feast of the first fruits (which the Lord
had before His mind, as well in the figure as in his own mean-
ing), the great feast of Tabernacles shall follow with the abun-

dant and consummate gathering together of the completed

harvest ! (Ex. xxxiv. 22). Then will many a church be the

joy and crown of rejoicing of many an Apostle (2 Thess. ii. 19)
-—but all only the participated joy of the Lord, who Himself in

^ Fortius is the meaning, and not here simply—"into the garner of

eternal life."
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reality sowed the whole ! It is to this last tJiougJit that the Lord

now turns: for in these words, the thoughts of which are so

marvellously and profoundly interwoven,—as they broke forth

from the deep fulness of His ever-widening contemplation—He
discloses progressively some new meaning in each saying as He
utters it. " Rejoice together, however, ivitJi Me, the Sower, O
ye My reapers; and forget ye also to eat

!"

Vers. 37, 38. " For in this husbandry, the fruit of which is

imto eternal life, and of which, as ye now mark, I speak, a

second proverb is true, even as the former was untrue and inap-

plicable." We retain most confidently the reading o oK'/j^ii'og,

and think, with Bengel, Winer, Meyer, Baumgarten-Crusius,

that SfjTiv is the only predicate

—

Ilei^e holds good, and that in

the loftiest and only sense of its deep truth, the common saying,

which (as Olshausen well adds) " is true, indeed, in many other

relations." Hie locum habet vox ilia vera. The form of speech

is precisely parallel with that of 2 Pet. ii. 22, avfjj^i^rizz to r?jg

ciXyjdovg Trapoifjjiag, Llicke's objection does not aflPect the

question; for it might possibly be that akrjdivog vvas used for

ccXrjd'/jg (see afterwards on chap. vii. 28); and if it is sought to

apply St John's ordinary meaning of the word in other cases,

the sense would then be very emphatic :— ^' This word, which

apjDroves its truth in the various distribution of the labour of

seed-time and harvest, maintains its truth in relation to Mine
and My Father's kingdom in the highest and only proper sense,

and it is therefore a genuine and true proverb, a similitude which

penetrates to the very depth of truth, as all proverbs should do,

but as they ofttimes do not."

What follows now gives us an explanation of this its highest

meaning, that in which the Lord now uses it.^ All is already

involved in the a-rgo'rg/Xa—"Thus shall it be in your future

apostolical office, corresponding with your present calling." For

the disciples had little or nothing to do directly with the harvest

in Sichar; their Master was, so to speak, preparatorily, both

1 This wdthout prejudice to applications of other kinds, for every figure

may bear various applications. Thus we find the sowing of man spoken

of 1 Cor. iii. 7, 8, ix. 11. So in Matt. ix. 37, 38, the Apostles are lahourers;

and in Matt. xiii. 37, 39, harvest and reapers have quite another signifi-

cation.
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so^Yer and reaper/ ^' / have sent you, as the Father hath sent

]\Ie/' ver. 34—that is neither a mere prophetic future, nor an

indefinite aorist (I send you). They were actually already

called, and appointed to be, His future messengers ; and they

assuredly understood this well, although the nanje ai^oarot.oi

(which here begins, as it were, to announce itself) had not been

expressly given to them. But the goal of their mission lay in

the future; and the Lord here tells them so, adding— '' In this

consists your d'TiroGTo'k'yi, that ye enter upon the harvest after the

preparatory work, the labour distinctively and pre-eminently,

has been already done.

That is a great and profound word. It may probably contain

an allusion to Josh. xxiv. 13 (as Alford confidently maintains);

but more certainly a general typological reference to the New
Testament field of grace, as a land not sown of itself. Yea it

might be said even to the Apostles, as the first labourers, " Lift

up your eyes and lift up your hands—^^^e are already in the

midst of a joyful harvest, instead of mourning over the sad toil

of sowing for a far distant harvest." Who, in that case, are the

aXXoi, who had laboured and sown before ? The common ex-

position among the ancients, which has been represented by

Grotius and Bengel, and defended by Lange,^ makes answer

:

The Old Testament is here to be regarded as the seed; the New
Testament, on the other hand, as the harvest. Many—such as

Klee (and earlier Lampe) and Luthardt—are disposed even to

class Jesus himself and the Baptist with the old prophets : this,

which is thought to be the best view, is in reality the worst.

We maintain with Baumgarten-Crusius, that to regard Moses

^ ScHeiermacher shows a lack of deep insight into the wide meaning of

this prophetic word, when he thinks it necessary to assume that the Apostles

were thus appointed to strengthen and confirm the beginning faith of the

Samaritans, and to take an active part in securing the faith which had

been excited in Sichar. Hezel imagines that the Lord imposed upon the

AjDostles the task of baptizing the Samaritans ! But baptism cannot have

any place here, for this would have been prematurely to place Samaria on a

level with Israel.

2 Ingeniously expanded thus : John, who had lighted up anew the hope

of Messiah in Samaria, might have this consolation in his imprisonment

;

for that Divine seed sown in Samaria, the sower of which no man knew,

which seemed to be lost and dead, now suddenly springs up.
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and the Prophets as sowers, ivould derange and disjoint tlte wJiole

saying ! "We may add that it is fundamentally and radically

incorrect; for, tlie relation of the preparatory Old Testament

dispensation to the grace and gift of Christ revealed in the last

days, is essentially different from that between seed and fruit.'^

That would require, as Olshausen rightly says,

—

kou rifjuslg

si(TiA'/;}.v0ociJj5V—and we instantly resent the impropriety of such

words put into our Lord's lips. But Olshausen's escape from

the difficulty by making Christ the Lord of the harvest, and not

included either with sowers or reapers, is still less tolerable. Is

He not to be classed among them who utters His 'Ey^j here

with such emphasis, who had just been speaking of His own
spyov, and who elsewhere exhibits Himself as zur l^oyjiv the

Sower?—Ever since I first read the Scriptures with opened eyes,

and without ever having consulted any commentary, I have found

Christ alone in the Sower of this passage ; and I now find that

such men as Herder, Tholuck, Liicke, Baumgarten-Crusius

agree with me. The ct/Xoi is used simply to pursue the proverb

(with the same humble concealment of the lyoo which we often

find in connection with its strongest and most impressive pro-

minence in reality); the contrast is ^et forth in the plural, just

as for the same reason o hplZ^cov, ver. 37, is in the singular. Li

the application, however, there is but one sower, the others all

reaped ; for it is He only who sendeth them all, and appointeth

them their labour. Previously in ver. 36 the various sowers

and reapers are embraced in one in the kingdom of God, but

that is only the first application to what had preceded; the same

relation is now interpreted more profoundly, though such pro-

gressive deepening of the same figure Lange very unjustly terms

a medley of various figures.

Clirist Himself and alone is in truth not only the sower, but

1 I cannot retract this, notwithstanding Luthardt's express opposition,

and must once more put it to him whether the general notion of '* prepara-

tion " can possibly square with the profound conception here given of seed

sown for a harvest. Even Sepp, though he does not forget to press the

text into the ser^dce of his Catholicism—" The Mosaic economy is here re-

presented as the school of Christianity, so that its priests are now merged

in the priests of the new covenant "—vet abolishes his own exposition by

his avowal—" yet that only prepared the soil, but Christ Himself was the

sower.'^
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also the seed which yieldeth much fruit, the glorious corn of

reheat, ch. xii. 24—to which passage Tholuck very properly

refers, and Schleiermacher also, led to it probably by the passion-

season in which he was preaching. As the Lord had already

included in rikmjffoi), ver. 34, a prospective glance at His com-

ing ^:)ass/o??, the decisive crisis of His work; so now it is of deep

significance that it is even this agony of preparatory labour

—

the bloody seed-time of the future great harvest—that is the

object of His anticipating joy. Schleiermacher says correctly

:

^' We may say, not only that He was sown, but, as He volun-

tarily gave up His life, that He did Himself sow Himself; and

of Him only, in the fullest sense of the word, we may say that

He sowed" How otherwise would the final consummation be

His own, if all that w^e can do had not sprung from His perfect

sacrifice of Himself? Yes, He alone had the great labour to

achieve—the essential, and untransferable, andunmatched labour.

KoTTog and epyov are closely connected together in this discourse,

as end and beginning—as they often are. Here we have the

]3reparatory work fcccr l^oyjiv, before which every other similar

relation vanishes away. The more profoundly we carry back

our investigations into the history of the spread of the Christian

church, the more certainly are we convinced of a preparatory

foundation of grace upon which every work has been built, and

which alone has rendered it possible to be accomphshed ; and

the ultimate foundation of all this grace is the one great gift of

grace which Christ has sown in humanity. And here there is

another and final antithesis in the figure : it would seem to be

true conversely that it is ourselves who would have the labour

of sowing, but assuredly there must have been fruit, harvest-

recompense of the Lord's great sowing, in order that Apostles

might be able to sow: the simplest prayer of a child—Thy
kingdom come ! is no less than the production of His Spirit.

From the time that His work was accomplished, there has been

nothing but increase of the joy ; they have joyed before Him
according to the joy in harvest, and as men rejoice when they

divide the spoil, Isa. ix. 3. All this will manifestly come to an

end at the great rejoicing together in eternal life. Before tJds

transcendent sense of the words, which embraces in the Apostles

all future reapers, and extends over the whole period of the
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kingdom of God into the depths of eternity, that restricted appli-

cation of them almost disappears—however true in itself—which

refers the prophecy to Samaria, and that later and richer harvest

in Acts viii.

Let us now glance over the whole, and dispose it in order.

The subject of the testimon}^ here uttered is the true gift of

Christ to those whom He sends forth, or the labour of the Sower

for His after-reapers, who will finally rejoice together with Him.

This is pursued by two figures (meat—seed and harvest), and

through three antitheses.

First : Christ's meat as the Sower, springing from the food

wdiich had been offered Him, and which he instantly turns to a

figure. This leads to the enigmatical, and awakening contrast

or antithesis of ver. 32. Then the explanation, ver. 34, which

thus paves the way for what follows :—This meat is My joy, to

sow for an eternal harvest—now the word, hereafter My life

itself. Eejoice ye (My companions in this work) with Me I

Secondly : The joy of those whom He sends with Himself, as

the joy of the reapers ivith the sower : with the wider glance over

the fields, which present an image as well as an antithesis of the

great reality. Transitional starting-point, which has the imme-

diate present, the coming Samaritans, only in the foreground

:

Lift up your eyes aright, it is other than it seems ! ver. 35.

Then the solution of the mystery in that universal glance over

the whole futurity visible to His eye—So shall every reaper one

day rejoice with the Sower ! ver. 36—and that holds good in

the highest sense between Me and you, vers. 37, 38 (third

antithesis with the sowing-labour of His sent Apostles, which

though it is real labour, yet turns into no other than the joy of

harvest
!)
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THE TWO SAYINGS TO THE NOBLEMAN. THE DESIRE FOR SIGNS

AND WONDERS BLAMED. ASSURANCE, NEVERTHELESS, OP

THE MIRACLE WROUGHT.

(Jno. iv. 48, 50.)

The section of the Gospel which begins at chap. ii. 23, finds

its appropriate general close when the faith of the Samaritans is

exhibited as an example of true faith, in contrast with that of

those who believed at Jerusalem on account of the miracles.

This brings out a point of view in which Nicodemus (chap. ill.

2) and the Samaritan woman are opposed one to the other.

The preparatory faith on tJw testimony of another'^ is somewhat

nobler and more spiritual, it leads immediately to the Lord

Himself; hence St John, ch. iv. 39, anticipates zlg avTOV as the

result, and describes emphatically the (jjccprvpstv of the woman,

just as in ch. i. 7, 15. These put faith in a sinful woman, the

Jews believe not even the Baptist ! That faith in the word of

man as such (first, ver. 39, koyog, but then recurring as XaXid,

before the Koyog avrov, vers. 41, 42) could only exist for the

interim; and in 1 Kings x. 7 we find a certain wholesome

impulse of unbelief derived from it.^ The first fruit of it was

the coming to Jesus Himself, to whom the testimony pointed;

then follows, in the case of these sincere Samaritans (who appear,

like guileless Nathanael, Israelites indeed) the true experimental

faith in the Saviour of the world. This object of faith they did

not so much derive from their books of Moses (Gen. xlix. 10,

according to Grotius), as from the words of Jesus to themselves

which are not recorded. The addition o Xpiarog is to be re-

jected fi'om the text, according to Lachmann and Tischendorff:

^ As St Augustine very justly laid claim to Jno. iv. 39, 42, on behalf of

instruction from autliority.

2 Thus much is true of the distinction between 7,otKioc and "Koyog. But

Braune certainly goes too far when he understands the former as a word of

depreciation, as if the woman's words were described as talk without con-

nection, mere gossip! For they confess themselves to have believed her

words, which is very different from disregard. The woman " disappears

from the evangelical history," but only as all other subordinate persons dis-

appear. Her conversion is not thereby denied.
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the Samaritans did not utter this word at once, although the

woman's testimony had included it. The Lord Himself had

given them his own greater and deeper lyu sif/tji, reserving, how-

ever, the actual name of Messiah.

Another, and a new section follows in the Gospel, extending

to the close of the sixth chapter. Jesus as the Son, who is equal

with the Father, is Himself life, and gives life to all who believe

on Him ! This is testified by three miracles, and their accom-

panying discourses. In connection with the first (and building

immediately upon the foundation already laid) the mere desire

of seeing wonders, in opposition to the heartfelt impulse of need,

and missing the real purpose of the signs which flows from that

sense of need, is strongly condemned. In relation to the second

miracle, the Lord Himself interprets the miracle as a sign, an-

nounces the spiritual quickening influence of the Son in the

unity and likeness of the Father, and refers to the testimony of

His works to this in unison with other testimonies in themselves

amply sufficient to faith. With the third miracle, finally, the

seeking of mere wonders (misunderstood signs !) is sharply con-

trasted with the inward need of 7naiis heart, and its satisfaction

in Christ; testified in the declaration that He is the bi^ead of

life, which the Father gives to the world from heaven.^

Thus much we may at least premise for this general glance,

which will shed its confirming light upon the exposition of the

individual discourses. Jesus came once more out of Judea,

where He had performed the miracles at the feast, into Galilee,

where He had changed the water into wine at Cana. The

Galilseans who had seen what, scarcely a year ago. He had done,

receive Him with hospitality and with some sort of faith : this

gives the point of view in which the Evangelist places what

follows, the contrast, namely, between the Galilsean faith through

miracles and the Samaritan faith of the heart. In Cana, where

the Lord probably visited the wedded pair. He might be sup-

posed to gather the harvest of the seed sown, but it is a very

limited one. There comes to him a man, who painfully repre-

^ "We do not give up this self-justifying arrangement on account of

Luthardt's, according to which ch. iv. should close the first great section,

and our carrying on the last narrative to the following appears an entire

misapprehension—^but we will not earnestly dispute about this.
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sents to liim the Galilsean generally, and in addition to that, the

man of eminence, the Herodian. 'BocaiXifcog, in the most com-

mon signification and its usage in Josephus, is a royal official

(Syr. t<:)?D "iny), in all probability of Herod who was styled

^afTtXsvg.^ He has a son, probably his only heir (Bengel—ut

articulus videtur inferre), whose malady, according to all appear-

ance unto death, drives him to the miracle-worker whose pre-

sence in Cana had come to his ears. This is assuredly a germ

of faith, though a very unsatisfactory one; and now we perceive

how the wisdom and the love of our Lord aid this man to the

attainment of a true and perfect faith. We read two ivords

addressed to him : first, the preparatory ivord of instruction, on

account of which St John records the incident ; then the accom-

pUshing, miraculous ivord of power,

Ver. 48. The Lord now, as ever, responds to the inward dis-

position of mind which He instantly penetrated ; and, as often

happened, under the appearance of severity in reality made the

applicant susceptible of much better things than he came to

desire. We need not estimate von Gerlach's question whether

the Lord was not now justified, after a longer manifestation of

His power, in seeking and requiring a purer faith as the fruit of

the signs which he had wrought; for, however applicable this

might be in general, it would scarcely apply to this courtier, who
must be supposed to have been a stranger to our Lord's wonder-

ful works. The most immediate ground of His reply must be

sought, as His words indicate, in the sad perception He had of

the diflFerence between these Jews, especially Galikeans, and the

Samaritans from whom he had just come.^ To these latter the

one GTiybilov of the word of a prophet disclosing the secrets of

their heart and life had been enough ; but in Galilee there must

be rspara also. I freely concede to my recent critic Miinch-

meyer that the miracle is not to be despised, and that there is a

relative necessity for it in order to our faith, since the Lprd

^ The regulus of the Vulg. which does not presuppose, but has occasioned,

the reading /Sxai'KiaKog, appears to mean a royal prince. Why Nonnus has

i&vum (TTpxTiTiv in his paraphrase, does not appear.

2 Pfenninger invents the circumstance of some sick having been healed at

Sychar, but very unnecessarily, and in express contradiction to the enume-

ration in ver. 54.
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acknowledged this by working the miracles. But I cannot

admit, as he contends, that there is an absolute necessity ; for,

the Lord Himself speaks elsewhere (ch. x. 38, xiv. 11) of a

higher order of faith w^iich rests not upon the demonstration of

miracles, and gave the preference to that. I do think, indeed,

til at the word to the woman which so marvellously unlocked the

secrets of her heart, was also a miracle—but it was no rspug.

The conjunction of ayi(/j{ici pccci riparu, which in St John is only

found here, and in St Matthew and St Mark only once (Matt.

xxiv. 24; Mark xiii. 22; and in both cases very noteworthily of

the deceivers!)^ is in the same sense to be understood as we find

from Deut. xiii. 1 downwards in many passages of the Old
Testament nit? and nsiD combined yet significantly distinguished:

it is here and not in profane writers that the usage is to be sought

and explained. We must refer, as Gesenius properly says, DDiD

to the external side of the wonder—splendide, pulchre factum,

portentum. The distinction which Klee cites from Origen very

aptly hits the point : repug being the extraordinary manifestation

in itself, but ffTjfMlov pointing to its internal significance ; with

which it well consists that things not in themselves miraculous

may by the word of God become signs. We are astonished at

Tiparu and marvel only, but when the wonder becomes a sign

we believe. Yet this believincp as the result of seeino; is an im-

pure and undesirable faith, instead of which the Lord every-

where desired the faith of the sinner as springing from heartfelt

need, and resting on His word without the necessity of miracles.

This is the profound truth which the saying now uttered dis-

closes, a saying which of itself and alone indicates the true

meaning and the right position of the miracle. That the man
who receives this word is a Jew, follows necessarily from the Ye

in w^hich he is classed and included. Ye Jews generally, ye

Galilseans in particular, thou and all thy fellows, and more than

this as E-ieger preaches—" Ye men of the w^orld," or with Oetin-

ger—" ye courtiers and politicians ! " The Jews require a sign

^ As Luthardt mentions against Schweizer's criticism of the " unjohan-

nean" expression. We add, that ripetg or ri peer a, alone, never occurs in

the whole of the Gospels, and only in the New Testament at Acts ii. 19 as

a quotation.
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(1 Cor. i. 22), as we see that they did at Jerusalem (ch. ii. 18)

,

and a condemnation of this seeJdng after miracles is evidently the

general and primary starting-point of our Lord's word (in Non-
nus (jjv^og vzijactyiUjoov) ; nor can we succeed in evading this, though

the more direct application to the case of this f^cccriXiPcoc pene-

trates deeper. Ebrard says that " Jesus did tzo^ condemn his

desiring a sign, but onli/ that he did not believe on Himself be-

fore he came to the point of being constrained to ask it;" but we
must be permitted to say instead of not and o)il^—that Jesus

not merely condemned the former, but also the latter in addition.

For where else would be the included reference to the others;

who must be the Galilasans as opposed to the Samaritans ? And
indeed the Lord does not at first concede to the slight and need-

enforced faith with which the man sought the last Physician and

demanded a sign, the character of faith at all; for He says

—

ov

Ubfj 7n(7reu(T7]rs. There was something like this in the nobleman's

meaning—" If thou restorest my son to health, theti will I be-

lieve in Thee!" Thus without a sign he would not—And even

when they saw signs and wonders, even then the Jews believed

not ! chap. xii. 37. Hence Schleiermacher keenly remarks that

the Lord took care not positively to say, contrary to experience—" Signs and wonders will draw you to faith." We note the

progress of the sense thus— ^' Unless ye have signs, and even

wonders, and even these to be seen by yourselves." For there

are other signs than wonders, and other wonders than visible.

Thus this word in the beginning is similar to that final word to

Thomas, chap. xx. 29.

It confuses these plain words, unnecessarily to understand the

word as blaming this man's supposition of a necessity on the

Lord's part to come down in person in order to the healing of

his son.-^ Mary and Martha even thought that if the Lord had

been there. He would have helped; and Jesus wondered at and

celebrated the peculiar faith of the centurion. Matt. viii. 8. We
cannot therefore suppose that He blamed what He afterwards

yielded to; for He goes down as requested. A " rebuke of the

^ Pfennioger— "Unless I stand before you, to perform signs and

wonders before your very eyes!" So Luther in his sermon—"His
faith does not reach so far as to believe that Jesus could give heahng, not

present."
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unbelief whicli distrusted His healing at a distance/'^ cannot be

reconciled with the Lord's benignity, which never too soon re-

quired too much. It is quite another thing to interpret the

thought, not actually expressed in the words but lying at their

foundation,—And if ilioxij in particular, hadst not been driven

by need to seek the last aid, which might possibly be granted,

from Me, the worker of miracles, even thou wouldst hardly have

asked it of Me ! We may take it for granted that this man re-

quired this earnest saying ; that with all his right feeling he

took it ill, not that he found the Lord so disposed to look back

upon the conduct of the Samaritans, but that knowing his heart

so well, He should, notwithstanding, not suppress these w^ords.

Lange's view is altogether too harsh— ^' He certainly could not

place Himself at the command of great rulers, who might sup-

pose that in their necessity they could employ Him as a wonderful

Healer, w^ithout declaring themselves in His favour and submit-

ting to His influence." For such folly as this could hardly have

entered the mind of any man; and if that had been the thought

of this ruler, he would have been repelled with "Man, who
made Me your wonder-working physician?" AYhereas the Lord
can presently kindle the spark of his faith into a clear flame for

all his family. Lange's other remark is better, and has its value

for many similar incidents in the evangelical record, that the

Lord opposes to the precipitate excitement and haste of the man
His own supreme self-possession and tranquillity. Compare, on

this point. Matt. viii. 26, where He first replies to the cry for

help by words of tranquil instruction.

Let the folly for ever cease—wdiich even Sepp stigmatizes as

" Protestant "—of attempting to make this history and that of

Matt. viii. 5-13 only two several acco'mts of the same circum-

stance. If that centurion of Capernaum was strong in faith,

this nobleman's is so w^eak that the Lord at first speaks of him
as having none at all. But He does not forthwith extinguish

the glimmering flax (see Luther's translation of Isa. xlii. 4); He
rather unveils and condemns His unbelief in such a manner as

to provoke him to a more energetic and striving faith. He has

not denied absolutely the signs and w^onders for its help ; He

^ Seller, Uber die bewundernswurd. Thaten Jesu u. s. w. S. 42.
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purposes only to tranquillize and humble the petitioner, to aid

him to a proper consciousness of his position, and then to lead

him, by the ample and astounding help of His power, to a higher

and nobler faith. It might seem that at first His words did not

find access to his heart ; for the nobleman continues to urge his

impatient petition, conceaUng this time unbelief and doubt ; it

must be as he thinks, Jesus must be a physician on the spot,

else his child dies} But the influence of His word had seized

upon the centre of his soul ; not only will it recur in due time,

but it gives him at once an impression of the serene, heart-testing,

essentially heart-seeking might and majesty of the great worker

of miracles, very different from that scanty measure of hope and

trust which he had brought with him. The Lord's second word
would scarcely have been responded to by faith had it been the

first, but now the way is prepared for its effect.

Ver. 50. We cannot concur with Schleiermacher, that the

Lord would not go down with the nobleman according to his

wish, simply because it was contrary to His present plan, and

He would not be diverted from it by such a request. His plan

was no other than to be always ready to succour and to save,

wherever and withersoever he was desired ; many a time did He
give up His present purpose when a simple petition intervened.

It is not in Himself but in the petitioner that we are to seek

the reason of His thus and not otherwise responding to his

prayer for healing. Lange assumes, contrary to the evident

truth of the narrative and the analogy of all other such sayings

of our Lord, a critical pause between the '^ropsvov and the 6 vlog

GOV ^7j, so that the word falls into two words, the first of which

plunges the man into the abyss of the reflection—He rejects

me. He will not come down and help me ! Oh no, the Lord
has no other thought than to grant his desire. He does, indeed,

make his word correspond with the twofold cry of the nobleman,

but only that He may mightily stimulate and raise him to higher

faith. Go thy way—I come not down, that is not needed ! Thy
son liveth—not dies, as thou in thine anxiety didst think ! I

know this better than thou! The Lord repeats the word of

Elijah, 1 Kings xvii. 23, but without the behold of the then pre-

^ But that is a good token that he does not take ill the severe answer,

does not make a petulant reply.
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sent and visible accomplishment. Not in the imperative, Let

him live! for He meekly conceals His own might, as if it might

be interpreted—Thou deceivest thyself, I know that he will re-

cover. (Against which assumption, however, the Evangelist

protests in the whole record down to ver. 54.) Xor in the

future

—

He will live—for that might, on the one hand, have

sounded too much like deferring the assurance of the boon, and

on the other might have included too much in the promise for

the future.

The result attests the wisdom, love, and power of the Lord.

That the son at home is healed in the self-same hour in which

the great word Z^ is spoken at Cana is the hghter thing ; the

greater takes precedence, that the faith is secured before the

miracle is wrought ; the greatest of all, which crowns the whole,

is the faith, in the last and fullest sense of the word, which only

seldom is produced by any experience of miracles.^ The man
believed the word, it is said now as in ver. 41. The same words

which the Lord had spoken meet him from the lips of his ser-

vants, assuring him of their accomplishment, and before the

servants suspect the cause. The believing man asks another

question, though he does not doubt, and only that he might

enjoy all the more the assured reality—It was the self-same hour

of yesterday.^ A mere fulfilment of his request according to

his own meaning and will would have scarcely made this man
a disciple; but now and in the Lord's way he and all his family

with him are healed of their sins.

^ It is in order to pursue the process of unbelief overcome to its final

point, that the Evangelist narrates all this so carefully; while Strauss

only sees an anxiety to adjust the time " in order to establish the miracle."

2 This yesterday is not an indication of the delay of a night in returning,

but of the great speed of his going thither, since he had time enough left

on the same day for part of the journey back. That ^^ig is said merely

after sun-down (though BrUckner admits it) we cannot possibly consent to.
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THE THREE SAYINGS TO THE IMPOTENT MAN AT BETHESDA ?

AWAKENING, HELP, WARNING.

(Ch. V. G, 8, 14.)

The nameless feast was that of Purim, as we have before

asserted our conviction;^ the visit to the Pnrim-festival on our

Lord's part sprung from the same principle as the visit to the

pool of Bethesda, that is, must be understood by reference to

the same disposition of our Lord's mind. We are convinced

that if Hengstenberg had gone as deeply into the entire problem

of the evangelical harmony as he has into the seventy weeks, he

would not have so stoutly opposed the general consent of critics

in favour of this being the feast of Purim. Wieseler shows very

convincingly how contradictory it is to the established usage of

the Evangelist in indicating the festivals, to understand the

Passover here ;
^ we add, moreover, that we cannot see how the

Evangelist, after naming this indefinite Io^tti (for it remains at

least uncertain whether the certainly spurious article before it

may be found in the rcov which follows), could immediately

again in ch. vi. 4 mention the following passover. It was the

enmity which was excited against Him in the days of the Purim

that induced our Lord not to remain in Jerusalem until Pass-

over. But this omission of even one Passover shows us already

that we must not regard the Lord's attendance upon the feasts

in the external and legal point of view, and as part of the " ful-

^ The entire investigation is out of place here. Most of the ancients

thought it the Pentecost—Cyrill., Chrys., Euthym., Theophyl. Then

Erasm., Calv., Beza, Bengel, etc. Iren. assumed a second Passover, fol-

lowed by Luther and many, especially Scaliger, with more recently Siiskind,

Paulus, Tholuck, Baumgarten-Crusius, Hengstenberg. Not to mention

other suppositions, the Purim has been decided for by Keppler, Petavius,

Lamy, Hug (more lately Liicke), Olshausen, Anger, Winer, Wieseler,

Ebrard, Lange. It is out of the question, however, to leave the feast un-

decided.

2 Though Neander defends this " most ancient view " on grounds that

eeem at first sight tenable, and the mystical and confused Sepp maintains

it with great confidence.
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filling of all righteousness." He felt Himself under the con-

straint of pure love at some time to participate in every feast and

festival of the Jewish people; and it is more than probable that

the Pentecost was not left altoorether unregarded. Hence we
can very well understand in general—however "strange" it

may appear to Luthardt—that He should once (not by way of

'preference !) give His presence even to this feast, which Baum-
garten-Crusius rather too unscrupulously stigmatizes as " crude

in its idea and celebration." The position of the Book of Esther

in the canon warrants us in recognising a fundamental element

of good in its original foundation, notwithstanding all the coarse-

ness which gradually crept into its subsequent celebration. In

attending this feast our Lord did not manifest any peculiar

" respect and recognition " of the revengeful and extravagant

spirit which animated it, but merely a frank kindness for every-

thing that concerned the Jewish people as such. Yea even the

debauched manner in which these days of excess were spent,^

contrary as it was to His affectionate feeling, would dispose Him
once at least in His mercy, for compassionate intercession and

blessing, to visit this melancholy caricature of a holy festivity.^

Finally, it was nowhere to be altogether avoided, and in Jeru-

salem first miorht it be connected with its orimnal and true

foundation. It was regarded as a " festival of the poor;" hence

it is quite in keeping that the Lord especially seeks out the

place of the afflicted during the days of the feast ; and we may
safely say, in a typical reference, different from that according

to which Hengstenberg (following Apollinarius of old) inter-

prets the thirty and eight years of the impotent man like the

five husbands of the Samaritan woman, that His visit to the

Purim festival, and His visit to the pool of Bethesda, are strictly

connected together. Comp. Esth. ix. 22.

We will not, moreover, as we are hastening to the words of

1 We must not, however, attach too mucli weight, in that age, to the

saying of the Tahnud, that people were to drink till they could not dis-

tinguish any longer between the "(^^ ^rs and ^3":^ rj'^'? (Buxt. Synag. cap.

29, p. 559).

2 If not also the lofty opinion of the Jews concerning this feast, which

was afterwards thus expressed—the Thorah and the Megilleh of Esther

alone will not be abolished by the Messiah.
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our Lord, permit ourselves to be led into any diffuse investiga-

tions as to the pool itself, and its attendant angel. The Icrrt (as

Liicke has rightly acknowledged, comp. also Guericke's Introd.)

gives no sure ground for supposing that this Gospel was written

before the destruction of Jerusalem ; although it stands strik-

ingly enough between two preterites, contrasting with the

xocTB^cciviv, and yet seeming to say—The pool is still there,

but the angel comes no more.^ It does not affect the question,

whether we supply after 7rpo(^ccri%,r, (not reckoning the various

readings), according to Nehemiah x^Xfy, or ayopa, 'TrXareia,

Xoopoc; the omission of TrvXrj, however, seems harsh, and we

prefer to assume a market or open place, always connected with

the sheep-gate. But the addition of the angel we cannot per-

mit ourselves to give up, without far better proofs than any yet

brought forward.^ " This angel and his operation, which is

altogether unscriptural, because not induced by any particular

occasion, but fitful and capricious, w^e are happily rid of," says

even Ebrard rejoicingly; but we are disposed rather to rejoice

in a scriptural recognition of the profound doctrine of the in-

fluence and instrumentality of angels, fitful or not, in nature

;

a doctrine which Hofmann recently (Schriftbew^eis i. 283 ff.)

admits, with reference to this passage. We have only to refer,

in order to vindicate the scripturalness of our text, to the word

of Ehhu in the ancient book of Job, ch. xxxvi. 32 (see v. Meyer's

correction, and also his Bibeldeutungen S. 76, 77), as well as

to the angel of the w^aters. Rev. xvi. 5.^ A becoming reverence

for Scripture will never admit that St John wrote simply in

1 The iari scarcely indicates (as Lange thinks) a mucli later period, when

Jerusalem was in part restored again.

2 The Syriac, Latin, ^thiopic, and Arabic versions have it ; similarly

the Fathers, such as TertuUian, Ambrose, Chrysostom, C}Til, Augustin

;

and even Lachmann holds it firm. Not only does ver. 7 absolutely require

the whole addition ; but it alone makes the whole intelligible. De AVette's

reasons for its genuineness against many otherwise respected opponents,

Briickner confirms and strengthens; although, alas, he only makes the

Evangehst defer to a popiUar opinion.

3 Luthardt's protest (Ev. Joh. i. S. 13, 14) is nothing decisive; for he

only contends, through misapprehension, against the opinion (not main-

tained by me) that all individual impulses and energies of nature are con-

nected with angels.
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conformity with the popular faith ; this remarkable declaration

seems rather to be an incidental disclosure of that great mystery,

hidden from the people—the high power of the Son of God
over the powers and energies of God's ministers in nature,

themselves relatively miraculous (in Nonnus : hyyi\i'/.ou }ivva-

t^itg). A right discernment would probably, in many cases,

speak even now of a true genius of the healing waters, to which

multitudes resort, which could be detected by no chemical

analysis.-^ It is remarkable, too, that this water healed diseases of

eveyy kind, yet, again, only in the case of those who first stepped

in at the crisis of its bubbling forth ; similarly the /iara %.ciip6u

by no means indicates anything periodical, and which might

surely be anticipated,—else why the long lying and waiting of

the sick ? Thus there are strong and plain indications, in that

part of the text which is uncontested, of something uncommon
and profoundly mysterious.

The helping mercy of Christ, that working which like the

Father's is incessant, is limited to no particular time. This

Healer had visited the "house of mercy" in pure compassion;

but no man appeals to Him for aid, the report of Him had not

penetrated to this neglected place of mercy, or no one there yet

knew His person. Yet the All-merciful cannot go away without

leaving some icitness of His power and of His love. Whom
then does He choose out among so many? There are some

who think that the mystery of election is here shadowed forth

:

we only see that the most miserable and helpless is the selected

one. He was a man (this expression, since ch. ii. 25, we find

specific in St John) who had passed thirty years in sickness;

thoucrh he had not lain there so loner. Jesus hiew this as soon

as he saw him lie. Though St John leaves the thirty and eight

years (as St Luke, ch. xiii. 16, the eighteen) indefinite in the

simple 'TTo'kvv rilri yjiovov, yet, on the other hand (as in ch. vi.

15), he also connects the indefinite yvovg so closely with the

Ihojv as to leave no room for any information or detail of the

period in the interval. It cannot be that He " came to know,'*

^ This is not, however, mere "personified energy of nature," as ilarten-

Ben's Dogmatik has it ; against whose doctrine of angels we must be more

on our guard than his critic Schoberlein seems to be, who deals out his

praise with only slight ouaUfication.
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even if we dispense with the additon avrog or h Iccvrcj which

Liicke thinks necessary. For there were none others present, at

this feast-time, than those who cared for their sick,—the ox'^og^

ver. 13, had been called together by the rumour of the healincr.

Now, every sick man would have cried out for himselfj or his

friend for him; but this particular helpless one had to mourn

that nobody cared for him. But he himself could not have yet

told his own tale to Jesus; for St John gives us specifically the

beginning of the conversation. The unprejudiced reader can

find no place for information given to the Lord between these

I'hojv^ yvovg, Xeyzi all compacted together in one. The Evan-

gelist further connects this yi/oug so closely with the following

Ksyst, that we cannot but interpret it—Although he knew that,

He put the strange question ; for He knew something more

which afterwards became manifest ; He perceived in His spirit

his whole history, and the secret disposition of the man's mind.

We have now three words addressed to him by the Lord

—

the preparatory word which arouses his soul, ver. 6 ; the word

of His mighty power, ver. 8; the ensuing word of exhortation,

ver. 14, in which the Lord at the same time revealed Himself

as the worker of miracles on the Sabbath-day against whom the

Jews had protested.

Ver. 6. All who are here are waiting intently and longingly

for their healing ! Yet the Lord addresses to the man a ques-

tion such as never had been heard in this place before. It

could not be spoken in mockery, and therefore must have been

understood at first in its more obvious sense, afterwards disclos-

ing its deeper meaning. We take the word according to the

progressive stages of its meaning in His intention, just as we

must ever do in such pregnant and condensed words of our

Lord. First, in the ordinary sense of the appeal—Wouldst

thou not be, art thou not here with an earnest desire to be,

made whole, thou unhappy man ? So far it is simply analogous

with all those wondrous introductory words by which the Lord

brings to consciousness t'he sense of need, and awakens faith by

giving the presentiment of cure. But in connection with this,

whatever the frivolity of folly may say against it, there is the

aim to give beforehand all its importance to His help ; for Jesus,

in all healing whether of soul or body, must make His own per-
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S071 prominent, for His own honour as well as for man's salvation.

But here was a man, who in an especial manner needed to be

aroused ; and iJi his case, the three emphasized words which

follow, profoundly studied, acquire a specific meaning. First

—

Wilt thou in very deed ? For, although we may not agree with

Lange, who characteristically says that " the man bore in his

very aspect the stamp of a feeble will, of entire self-abandonment

and prostration of mind," yet we must think that such was his

character as penetrated by our Lord's glance. Hence Schleier-

macher (Homilien liber Joh. S. 323), sharply reproves him for

having remained so long inert, instead of wholesomely using

what little strength yet remained to him ; which reminds us of

the famous beggar of Woolston and Paulus, to whom the Lord
in anger restored his legs. We do not think that it is intended

to be intimated that our Lord rebuked his hopeless lying and

waiting : yet he was a sluggish and dull-minded man (Richter

—the opposite of that quick-witted one, ch. ix.), who, though he

has in ver. 11 for once an appropriate word in his own defence,

yet afterwards, ver. 15, deals in a manner half well-meaning,

half thankless. Thus it is with emphasis

—

Wilt thou? And
that now ? Hast thou always willed it ? Thi/ will was concerned

in thy becoming thus, thou hast long atoned for that—hast thou

now honestly done all that thou couldst ? That might also mean
—Hast thou sought help in penitent prayer to God, who giveth

this water? The answer seems to apprehend it all in an ex-

ternal sense, but it shows that the sting of conviction has been

planted.^—If we go further, and emphasize the second word—

•

whole, then does it awaken in the man, even if understood of

bodily healing, a deep sense of the full idea of what a restoration

from so long-standing a calamity must be ; and thus the point

of the question would be (though his dull mind might not ap-

prehend it)—Hast thou courage, confidence, and hope enough

to admit that thou mayest be actually once more a sound man ?

And strong faith in order to that help which is now not far from

thee ? Finally, we may be sure that the Lord Himself would

axso silently think of that spiritual soundness which was alone

worthy of the name ; and might well therefore be supposed to

^ "We are quite at one with Steinmeyer's excellent sermon on " Wilt ihou

be made whole ? " at least in its substance.
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emphasize also the last word ygi^sc^a/ (not /a<r^a/), just as His

final word closes the whole, ver. 14, pointedly referring to this.

The man, sunk into abject, despondent resignation to his fate,

is somewhat stimulated by the question; but *'his answer does

not amount to a categorical desire to be cured " (Lange). Yea,

not even to an expression of his presentiment—Wilt thou then

help me, by waiting here, and bearing me in, or in what other

way ? But he merely excuses himself, and that with complaints

against his neighbours, which though apparently not wanting

in right, are passed over by the Lord without any confirmation.

(Steinmeyer.) With depressed resignation he seems to say

—

Alas, with me it is all one, I can not be made whole. Every

one here thinks only of himself or of his sick charge, but, WTetch

that I am, I have no man, who will without special friendship,

and for nought but love and charity, take pity upon me !

^

Yer. 8. It is upon this utter helplessness of prostration, in the

faint expression of which we can assume no more than a mini-

mum of responding faith, that the thunder-cry of Divine power

suddenly bursts in from the mouth of Jesus ! A glorious type

and prelude of that great saying, afterwards uttered—The dead

shall hear the voice of the Son of God and live ! As in Matt,

ix. 6, the arising and taking up of the bed is commanded—as

an evidence to himself and to others of perfect cure, as a sym-

bolical expression of victory over sickness (which is thus made a

show of, as Ps. xli. 4, r\'2^'^ Sy^W'h'^)^ and, at the same time, in

this case as well as in that other, to intimate the propriety of

not all at once forgetting, in the midst of the highest joy, the

bed upon which he had so long lain, and on which he had en-

dured so much sorrow. Thus the Lord in this case suppresses

the leaping which, inappropriate here, was quite in place at Acts

iii. 8. Then, and only thus, is he to walh; ever mindful of his

bed, that he be no more cast down upon it. We feel that in

each of these three words there is a new element of secret ex-

hortation ; indeed without forcing the sense we may see the

three words, addressed to him at the first, reflected in these now

^ Teschendorff very inappropriately imagines that he was loathed and

avoided by all on account of the notorious punishment of his sin ! And
with still less probabihty he puts into his mouth the sobbing outcry

—

"Alas, I justly suffer?"
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spoken. Rise—corresponds with the first arousing of his will,

ver. 6. Tahe up thy bed—is the index and expression of the

present healing ; and walk already points forward to that exhor-

tation, for the time to come, which we find in ver. 14.

The Lord commandeth and it is done. But another conse-

quence of the miracle appears among the ill-disposed Jews who,

though they see the sign, yet will not believe. The 'lovhcdot

(in St John, as is well known, either ol apy^ovreg simply, or some-

thing similar), reflect upon the man that was healed the viola-

tion of the Sabbath ! Upon the man, however, who had been

most wonderfully enabled to rise up from a bed of long sickness,

as he himself and all the people attest,— else would they have

more sharply rebuked him than by the simple ovfc e^sart aoi.

Upon the man who had been healed by Jesus, as these reprovers

would easily suppose,—else would they very probably not have

reproved him at all. For prophets and workers of miracles had

from the beginning possessed a recognised command over the

Sabbath. Now although the healed man might not know the

precise ordinances which prescribed their immunity, he replies

to the unexpected objection and counter-command as if in the

high impulse given to his whole being his understanding had

seized it, and refers to a prophet's authority as a matter of course.

" He that made me wJiole (not who healed me—but who as the

further result of His mighty word made me a sound man again)

the same said unto me, and with the same command—Take up

thy bed and w^alk ! Tliis was the mighty w^ord which made me
whole; thus he commanded me to rise up; and should I con-

tinue to lie there ? Should I not hearken to such a worker of

wonders and witness to his work ? Is not that without further

ado account enough of it ? " The Jews feel how incontrovert-

ible the plain answer is, they desist from any further reflection

upon the healed man, and proceed to turn their attack upon the

original cause of this wrong. They assume to be quite unfamiliar

with His person, speaking of Him as o av^pcuTTog, whereas it was

perfectly well known to every one that no man but Jesus of

Nazareth performed such wonderful works. They malignantly

leave out the main point when they omit to say—What man is

that which made thee whole ? They knew very well who it was,

but the healed man knew not ; for as the oy}.og accumulated

VOL. V. F
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on occasion of the cure the Lord withdrew Himself; the man
was at the first moment busy about himself and his bed, so

that his helper did not meet his eye. None of those who stood

around would say—it was Jesus, as TeschendorfF this time well

observes.

Yer. 14. The Lord understands all this, and will not now
withdraw from the accusation ; it was for the sake of this public

acknowledgment of His spyccZ^itr^c/j, as well as for a retrospective

exhortation to the man himself, that He uttered His third word.

He findeth him in the temple, a circumstance which might indi-

cate that the man's mind was turned to God in gratitude
; yet

was this feeling not firmly rooted enough, it needed to be en-

couraged. Roos remarks very pertinently that Jesus could not

further reveal Himself to the healed man, inasmuch as He pei-

ceived in him none of that capacity and fitness for it which He
discerned in the blind man.; He therefore only gave him "the

general exhortation " which we read. We may observe, how-

ever, that this exhortation, when deeply studied, has 'nothing

" general " in it. The first word of i-t does not simply run as in

the German, siehe zu ! look to it ! so that a warning would be

sounded in the midst of his new happiness,—-in that sense we
find opci, opars, (^ki'Trsrs. But the '/5s points first, in the sense

of a graciously confirming nsn, to the healing which he had ex-

perienced; but then passes over presently into a warning, which

is spoken with a three-fold progression of profound, symbolical,

and far-reaching meaning. Thou art physically " made whole"

through great mercy, even as through earlier sinning it was thy

will to be sick ; sin no more, lest, in relapsing into bodily infir-

mity, a ivoi'se tiling come unto thee, that is, first of all, the

sharper, bitterer experience which a severer punishment of

heavier guilt would entail upon thee, after having tasted the

blessedness of health. The second punishment might be harder

than even the first to bear ! This is the first meaning, to which,

however, we cannot be content to restrict it, any more than the

man who heard the words afterwards did. " See, this is sound-

ness of body which thou now dost so joyfully experience ; thy

sickness came from thy sinning^ it is sin that makes sick, it is

itself the icorse sickness of the so2iL Guard then against that

;

that would be a much worse thing, even if thy body remained
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sound, especially the relapse into sin after so much discipline

and grace ! That would be much worse than thirty and eight

years' bodily suffering, which, indeed, thou canst not again

undergo!" And thus we arrive at the last meaning, which

makes the whole say, with its commencement included, a sym-

bolical word for every saved and converted sinner—like that to

the adulteress, ch. viii. 11. It graciously recognises the man's

thankfulness towards God, which prompted him to go to the

temple, as a spiritual cure, and confirms him in it ; but by that

critical yfi^ov ri (comp. Matt. xii. 45) it points to the frightful

relapse which must here be cautiously guarded against. Fur-

ther, observe these two things—That the Lord knows the man's

life of sin before the sad thirty and eight years began ; and also

the gentle lamentation in the (jbYiKiri (not (JjT} ttccXiv, hsvTS(iOv)

over his continuance in "sin" throughout his long sickness;^

thus showing that now first, in his unmerited physical cure, is

his soul made whole. (Then might it have been more appro-

priately said to this sick man—See, in and by this sickness thou

hast been made whole !)

TESTIMONY TO THE JEAVS : CONCERNING THE OPERATION OF

THE SON, IN THE UNITY OF THE FATHER, IN QUICKENING

AND IN JUDGMENT; THE PUNISHMENT OF UNBELIEF IN THE

father's TESTIMONY; APPEAL TO THE SCRIPTURES AND

MOSES.

(Ch. V. 17, 19-47.)

In vers. 15, 16 we see the harmlessness of a w^eak mind, and

the mahce of self-willed wickedness, set one against the other.

For it is a marvel to us how Schleiermacher can make his point-

ing out Jesus to the Jews an evidence of the man's " hardness

of heart and utter reprobation of mind." We cannot even

agree with the Berlenb. Bibel in thinking it a wqvj " suspicious

circumstance " that the man, instead of cleaving to his benefac-

1 Not, as Teschendorff prematurely interprets the Lord's meaning,—

What fruit these thirty-eight years might have borne

!
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tor, goes straightway to the Jews to curry favour with them.

We rather think it quite in harmony with his character, as ex-

hibited in the whole narrative, that he thus exhibits a combina-

tion of good intention and w^eakness of mind. The a7r?j}Jsv in-

timates some slight disapprobation of the inappropriateness and

inconsiderateness of the act, but nothing more. It is evident

from his indirect saying, that his intention was not to denounce

Jesus : it is not,—He that commanded me to take up my bed is

Jesus ; but—He that made me whole. He thus holds fast to

his first justification, ver. 11, but does not observe, in his short-

sightedness, the symptoms of lurking enmity which threatened

his benefactor : he now, as in his first answer to Jesus, has only

himself and his own justification in view^—Now they must settle

it with this Jesus ! And as soon as he openly declares wdiat

the questioners knew very w^ell already, the enmity already ex-

isting in their hearts bursts out in an actual hici'zsiv. It comes

in, as the issue and aim of the whole introductory historical

narration, and as the preface to the subsequent great testimony

of Jesus,—Therefore did the Jews persecute Jesus, and sought

to slay him, because he had done these things on the Sabbath

day.-^ The rccvTo, with the hioi rovro are set down by the

Evangelist not without ironical allusion to the folly and audacity

of the Jews in merging this most eminent and notorious miracle

into a mere 'ttoisIv h c>up>^drco : compare the rovTO in Acts iv.

7. But this only brings into' more glorious relief the sublime

wisdom and long-suffering love of our Lord, which does not

instantly chastise their perverseness, but entering into their

objection repays their malignity with w^ords of superabounding

grace, unfolding to them all that they needed to know in order

to their salvation (ver. 34), though He full well knows that they

will not yield to Him, and that they will not believe. May we
assume here any previous questioning of Jesus, or anything like

a judicial inquiry? Lange supposes some official forms, with a

probable summons before the lesser Sanhedrim ; and appeals to

the vfjjiig oLTnaraLzaTZ^ ver. 33, which however is not decisive,

for it might be said of the members of the Sanhedrim in their

^ Eoos thinks that they were disposed to deal gently with the healed

man, because of his imbecility of spirit ;—^but that is too strongly expressed,

for he had justified himself in his way with much intelligence.
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private capacity. We agree with Liicke that what follows does

not by any means favour the supposition that Jesus was stand-

ing before a tribunal. And the hic/jpcBiv, even if in the Greek it

occurs sensu forensi, w^ould be here when connected with the

fjM/J^ov Z;/]Ts7v kitOKruvoLi but a strange expression to designate a

judicial procedure; and, moreover, the Lord would scarcely, in

the presence of the official Rulers, have spoken in a style which

omitted all recognition of their office, with so much direct attack

upon their consciences and rebuke to their hearts as individuals

simply. Assuredly He stood and spoke here in statu confes-

sionis before the constituted authorities and representatives of

the Jew^s, but nothiiiv. more. Finally, we do not even think it

necessary to assume that these 'lovhaTot opened the conversation

by any direct challenge ; that they urged their questions and

complaints by referring to the rest of the Father Himself on the

Sabbath. If anything of this kind had preceded, w^hich would

explain the first clause of ver. 17, St John would not have

omitted to mention it ; according to our conviction the ccTrefcpi-

vocro only records an anticipatory commencement of the attack

on the part of Jesus.^

Ver. 17. This word at one stroke lays bare the inmost heart

of the question at issue, or to speak with Neander, " grasps the

very roots of the error." Yery far now, as ever, from opposing

the Sabbath as an institution, or giving the slightest hint of an

approaching abrogation of it, the Lord rather penetrates and

clearly exhibits the true, scriptural idea of the Sabbath, in

opposition to the blind externality of the Jewish interpretation

;

that, namely, which could give rise to the contention between

the schools of Hillel and Schammai—as to whether the sick

might be comforted on the Sabbath ! He goes up at once to

the foundation of the Sabbath, and the principle of it in God's

rest after creation, as given by Moses in the beginning of the

Scripture; but He is very far from correcting, much more from

contradicting, this Mosaic word—as some shortsighted expositors

have thought. We know with what respect He ever quoted

and expounded the holy words given at the beginning of things

1 See the second volume on Matt. xii. Whether this allegation of Sab-

bath-breaking was the first which had occurred, cannot be absolutely

settled, but it is scarcely probable
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— see for example Matt. xix. 4. But he corrects that childish

misapprehension which could imagine inactivity in God, and

thence adhere so rigidly and stiffly to entire inactivity in the

Sabbath of man, of wliich God's Sabbath was the exemplar.

The designedly chosen expression spyaZ,i(r0ai, undoubtedly,

first of all indicates "id quod sabbato vetitum;" but only, that

is, what the Jews had falsely forbidden, and therefore charged

against Jesus, by no means what God had expressly forbidden

to Israel. The first fundamental thought is rather a protest

against the folly which would absolutely exclude all spyccZeadai,

all activity or energy from the Sabbath. We must at the out-

set make a threeiold distinction, if we would penetrate the

Lord's w^ord thoroughly :—first is the Jewish Sabbath proper,

which as a portion of the types and shadows of the intermediate

ritual law, must cease ; the Sabbath of the decalogue, which with

the decalogue itself retains all its inviolability for all mankind,

and only in Christianity can find its full perfection as an external

ordinance working from within outwardly ; finally, the paradis-

aical Sabbath of man before the Fall, which was most directly

related to the archetypal rest of God, although appointed by the

Creator in conformity with man's nature even there, as a need-

ful alternation of the inward with the outward, and of rest with

labour. The first and second the Lord leaves untouched, for

their own domain and time : He only slightly connects His

words even with the third, in order to rise immediately to that

Sabbath of God wliich began with the end of creation, and from

then scog apTt has continued, in order to vindicate for it and with

the So7i^s right for Himself, an unbroken epyaZ^sa-dcci. For here

utterly disappears all antithesis of work and festival which held

good in creaturely life, whether under the labour-curse of sin or

in the time of grace ; here the Father keepeth His Sabbath by
His very energy in all His works—generally in conservation,

and after the Fall in saving and restoring. The rest of God is

no mere inactivity; but, to speak in the fashion of the Jews

(and thus to demonstrate their error by their own words). He
himself breaks continually His great Sabbath. Bengel : si non

operatur, ubi esset ipsum sabbatum ? Braune : If God had

rested as the Jews rested on the Sabbath—no sun would have

shone, no flowers would have bloomed, all creation would have
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languished, and the universe been dissolved. He " imparts to

nature her invigorating forces," as Herder expresses it, causes

the rain to fall and fruits to grow, yea even the waters of

Bethesda to bubble forth on the Sabbath, so that no Jew might

have been held unrighteous in descending for cure, yea, even

would have waited for it, on the Sabbath-day. And with more

immediate reference to the present case :—He doeth good and

maketh sound, else must the sick man whom God's help, sought

or experienced on the Sabbath, has healed, tarry upon his sick

couch still. And, in addition to all that we have already em-

braced, there arises the great thought which, though not ex-

pressed and only indicated, brings out the profoundest contrast

with the Jewish misconception, that this working of God does

not by any means break or disturb the Divine rest.-^ The in-

controvertible principle is thus established for our Sabbath, for

the Jewish in some sense, but much more for the Christian, that

a mere ovz epydZ^sa^at can never be the meaning and design of

the institution; but—as every copy must harmonize with its

exemplar—that the Sabbath is ordained for all kind of work

that man can do in imitation of God. For this is the goal to

which the saints must aspire, to enjoy in God the ceaseless rest

of worshipping festivity, and to do in God the unresting work

of goodness—like the four living creatures around the throne,

in Rev. iv. 8. The main pointy however, to which the Lord's

words hasten, through all these meanings, in the first clause, is

this alone:—that He marks Himself out as the Son from the

rest of mankind, who, relatively speaking, must yet rest ; and

with a transcendent and unshared right arrogates to Himself

alone for the present the deep, full truth of the Sabbath rest,

that sublime unity of a festal labour in God, which, while it

transfigures and glorifies, abolishes the Sabbath. This is the

azav^GCKov of His words, too high for their Jewish mind, but

which they must hear—My Father, and I also ! With equal

1 Thus much is true. But the favourite formula of pliilosopliy, that

"creation and preservation cannot be separated in God," following which

Bruch, for example (Stud. u. Krit. 1848. 3. S. 566), interprets the Lord's

words to mean that God's creation is an eternal work, is false, for in that

case the rest of God from and in His works, of which Heb. iv. 10 so pro-

foundly speaks, would have no reality. It is not a mere anthropomorphism,

but our great ax(5/2uTiaf4,6g is a copy of the Divine.
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right, in the same manner, unrestingly doing the works of God
in the world. (Chap. ix. 3, 4.) Teschendorff well says : " Can
the Sabbath be better sanctified than in doing the works of God?
and was it not proof of its being a work of God, that the healed

man took up his bed and walked ? " And because this work
already gave its testimony, sign, and proof, the Lord could,

though in the mildest form, administer reproof to his opponents

;

and then preserving silence concerning it, pass on to simple

assertion and maintenance of the truth. " Do ye not see that

I work even as the Father, that the Father in Me hath wrought

this work, and therefore that I am the Son ? " Thus does He
perseveringly connect His own great testimony with the con-

viction which was already wrought, and only opposed through

unbelief:—this man Jesus calleth God His Father, Pie is the

expected Messiah, the Son of God come among men ! By this

He once more lays down the tltema of the discourse which Pie

now enters upon, as of all His testimonies concerning His own
person ; if they yielded to this Tcayoj as flowing from the 'ttixtti^

UjOV, there would be no more contention about breaking the

Sabbath, but the question would be their own salvation, and all

would be won. The Father and tlie Son in personal distinction,

but in indivisible unity of nature—is the theme that runs through

the whole of the discourse thus occasioned by their enmity, and

the whole is but the continuation and expansion of the first

sentence. "The Father remaineth Father, and the Son His

Son; each maintains His dignity," but at the same time—The
working and the honour of the Father and of the Son are but

07ie, even as the Father and the Son are one.

The Jews—darkened as were their minds—understood this

luminous word full well ; infinitely better, indeed, than a certain

philosophy of our ov/n day which is for ever in vain spelling out

the mystery, or rather throwing disguises over it, and has never

yet discovered who Jesus was} They take their Targpa 'ihiov

(in the personal, incommunicable and unshared sense, as in Rom.
viii. 32) from His ^ar;/p (lov, their hov toj OiaJ rightly enough

^ In wliicli theology we do not class the orthodox Scripture-inter-

pretation of Hofmann, although in " Son of God," and hov ru 6iu in

this place, we would fain find very much more than he admits (Schrift-

beweis i. 116).
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from His Kdyoj} But now comes in their self-icilled and per-

verse misunderstanding ; for they begin with 5X272, but instead of

continuing with \iyojv they go on to say 'jtoimv—and it is in

this word that the pith of their contradiction is to be sought.

For, as the Lord sets out from the assumed testimony to the

truth of His Xiyziv, so they set out from that axiom which their

unbehef is bent upon holding fast

—

that He ivas only man. (Chap.

X. 33.) And under this determined prejudice everything that

He says rises or is perverted into a presumptive blasphemy, of

which stoning was the due penalty. The \andication of Himself

was to them incomparably worse than the original oifence, the

Xvuv ro cajS/Barov.^ They place in the iavTov a created man
in fiill antithesis with God ; they pass over altogether the viog

which sprung out of the 'TTccrrip ; they regard the 'iaov tm hoo, if

I may so speak, in a Swedenborgian sense, as it were a Deus-

homo ; and elevate the plain Xiysiv into a horrible and blasphe-

mous TTOisli^ iavTov. We must leave it undecided whether the

eZ^rjrovv h'XOKTiivai only indicates the rising of their murderous

desires, or whether with Teschendoi-fP we should supply some

outcry—" Stone Him ! stone Him !" We prefer the former

supposition ; since in the latter case the Evangelist would not

have omitted to mention it, as the taking up of stones in chs.

viii. 59 and x. 31. Amid such opposition and misunderstanding

the Lord proceeds to make His first word the text of a continu-

ous discourse, which, if not immediately depending upon it, yet

certainly followed immediately upon it as its development ; and

it is a marvellous circumstance " that the Lord could go through

so long a discourse, which would hardly be tolerated in the con-

sistorial courts of our day."^ Pfenninger makes his Kathanael

relate that " all, evil and good, were constrained to listen to Him,

and let Him go on uninterrupted. And yet they were so filled

with malice as to make us fear that they w^ould not suffer Him to

say a word !" That most venerable father in Christ, Inspector

^ In whicli the Lord did by no means merely " claim for Himself an

equal right over the Sabbath !

"

2 But we must not say that then " they let go the first charge quickly

enough"—for that would imply their acknowledgment of the justification

given.

^ As the Berlenb. Bibel remarks.
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Zeller/ calls this discourse " a testimony of Jesus to Himself

which is without parallel in the evangelical history," and then

goes on to bear his own testimony thus :
—" That which

Jesus knew in His most internal Divine self-consciousness,

and uttered thus out of His perfect knowledge, we must re-

ceive in our hearts and let ripen there into the ever-increasing

light and power of a living apprehension ; not by any develop-

ments of the ideas which our own understandings may elabo-

rate, but by receiving the living impressions of His single

works and of His entire working, the living impressions

produced by a believing perception of the full harmony be-

tween the testimony of God in Scripture and the whole

personality of Jesus; thus arriving at the great mystery of

blessedness—God manifest in the flesh." We take these noble

words of a theologian, who, though belonging to no academical

order, is yet taught of God, as the norm and limit of our humble

exposition. We rejoice that at least in a certain degree the time is

come for unbiassed hearing and reading the sayings of our Lord,

even in scientific theology, and that we are free in some degree

from rationalist and doo-matic tormenting of words alone. Yet

there is misunderstanding enough left ; and it is our endeavour to

remove this, and to lead hearts and consciences to experience,

through right understanding, the living l^ovaia of the testimony

which lies before us. We seek nothing more ; for, who could

think of exhausting a chapter like this, which gives us the whole

true dogmatic concerning the person of Christ, the full plan of

salvation for every individual soul, as well as the entire history

of the world and the church down to the last day, the confirming

aggregate of all the testimonies of the Father to the Son in

work, and word, and Scripture, the fundamental and radical

exposure and conviction of all unbelief?

Ver. 19. The Son who worketh in the unity of the Father,

this Son of man wdio before our eyes testifies of Himself as the

Son of God, doeth generally (in a continual Sabbath) no other

than the tvorks of God. Many signs like this last had He exhi-

bited to them, as and because the Father had shown and given

^ Monatshlatt von Beuggen, 1844, in which Numbers 11 and 12 expound
the whole discourse. TVould that our theologians gave more heed to the

exDositions of this Monatsblatt.
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them to Him. " But these preliminary signs are slight in com-
parison of those greater works, which should and will mdeed
excite your wonder." This is the commencement of His words,

provoking them to a wholesome marvelling and belief, arousing

their hearts and understandings by a most exciting, yet clear

and serene, declaration. But He allows no time for question-

ing; His answer prevents their thoughts, and overwhelms all

comparatives in one great superlative. " Do ye ask what are the

greater w^orks? They are those two greatest works of God,
strictly connected together for mankind, and which you look for

in the Messiah,

—

Resurrection and Judgment ! Otherwise, in-

deed, than your expectation thinks, each of them heralding

itself beforehand in bodily resurrection, but essentially and pre-

eminently preparing its way in spiritual quickenings—for the

raising of the dead even now goes on, and with it the judgment.

Finally, at the end of the days, the resurrection and the judg-

ment of the human race by My voice, that voice which ye should

now listen to in faith, in order now to receive life according to

My sayings which even now in mercy judge your unbeliefm Me."

This is the general outline of the former part of the discourse,

which is defensive in its immediate, and most mighty mainten-

ance and assertion ; until in ver. 32, taking a new commence-
ment, it expressly appeals to the testimonies which His words

had received and should receive.

With all His loftiness of assertion,—which, designed to excite

their astonishment, alas, w^ould only be an additional offence to

the unbelievers,—the humble Son of man softens the indispens-

able testimony as much as it was possible and right to do. He
does not set out by laying down, undisguisedly, and at the

outset, that most decisive h kfff/jSV with which He is constrained

to close His w^ords in ch. x. ; but He gives such a turn to this

introductory testimony to His own unity and equality with the

Father, as to make prominent first the most easily intelligible

side of the relation, that which was strictly analogous with mere

human doing of the works of God—the perfect subordination of

the Son, who carries on and continues that w^hich was given, or

shown to Him, of the Father. The contradiction of these

sinners—which He must contradict—had represented the essen-

tial nature and the highest climax of presumptuous sin to be
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—the desire to make itself equal with God ; and He now in strict

opposition to that Himself exhibits complete obedience. He thus

distinctly connects His words with ail that was correct in the

Jewish teachincr

—

'^ that the Messiah would do nothincp of His

own Will, but everything simply according to the w^ill of God." ^

But that it is only as the Son that He can do this, was concealed

from their darkened understanding, or perverted by it ; therefore

He must explicitly add this declaration ; thus He adheres witli

His 'Af/j'/jp 'Af/urjv to the great w^ord

—

The Son ! He never re-

tracts that ; but as far as they have been able to understand it.

He makes it a foundation ; from it He deduces all that He has

further to say. To do anything of Himself, in the sense in which

the Jews meant it, who even charged Him with ttohIv kavTov

'i(rov TOO 0SCU, would indeed have been sin and blasphemy. " In

this self lies the sting and venom (of their allegation) ; and it is

this which He gathers out and rejects"—as the Berlenb. Bib.

says. For He comes not to them in His own name, but the

Father's (ver. 43). He speaketh not a lie, o^ his own (ch. viii.

44), but the truth of God—otherwise He can not speak or act.

This is a most mighty ov hvvarat (to which afterwards, ver.

44, the 'TToJg hvi>u(jh Vfjusig corresponds), as it here stands at the

head before 6 vlog. Expositors vainly and needlessly perplex

themselves—whether orthodox or heterodox—with trifling dis-

cussions upon the plain truth of this expression. Assuredly

their meaning is first,—The Son can do nothing independently,

presumptuously, sinfully, in the manner of sinful men who have

fallen from God, because and in that He ivill not, because His

will as that of a personal man is entirely subject to the will of the

Father wdio sent Him, as we find in ver. 30. But the words

instantly demand another application; and, sinking deeper, we are

constrained to admit that this moral impossibility, so to speak,

has its root only in a natural, essential impossibility ; and the

expression is so far the true interpretation of that name of the

Messiah which the Jewish doctrine did not thus discern

—

the Son,

For every creature can as creature pervert its freedom into inde-

pendence against God ; even in the case ofthe angels who abode

faithful, and whose fidelity is confirmed, apostasy is possible and

1 Majus, theol. jud. p. 130.
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imaginable under one aspect ; but the Eternal Son standing in

unity of being with the Father, even now that He is become

man, can not as the Son sin, break the Sabbath, arrogate to

Himself anything unrighteously; He can only do such works

of power and love, as shall constrain every one to confess—He
could not do these things if God were not in Him !^ What He
doeth, that He seeth the Father do, by His perfect, most in-

wardly-contemplative knowledge of Plim and of His Divine

action ;
just as in some sense analogously sinful man may in

some slight sense see what the Father doeth in the world, in

nature, and in history ; may behold the incessant works of God
in quickening, healing, helping, blessing, as also in judging and

casting away. The concluding clause of the verse declares the

same thing positively which had been declared negatively ; it is

not, however, on that account tautological, but the ycip indicates

it as the ground of His reply to their contradiction, referring to

the Sabbath-work which they had just seen—" Is it not so, have

I then done anything different from what the Father doeth ?

An ap' socvTOv in your sense is impossible to Me ; My humanity,

in which I place myself

—

zdy^—on an equality with the Father

(yet only as Son, the express image of the archetypal Father) is

not an individualised humanity, having in it an independent self"

—therefore He adheres to the 6(Jj o ioo g to/s?." That was My mean
ing in My former w^ords—ver. 17—and that is the truth !" Their

opposition had seized and exhibited the head of the offence in

the 'TTccrspcc 'ihiov, and the Lord in His considerate condescension

omits this one expression now at the first, instead of pressing it

^ The other side of tlie question, that the Son of man as such could in

the nature of things sin (see my Hebraerbrief i. S. 51), may have its own
vindication

; but as that is not the point here we need not enter into the

discussion of it. The analogous relation in the regenerate (1 John iii.

9), is a problem wliich baffles our full comprehension ; it is a mystery

that, on the one hand, while we daily sin, the impossibility of sin in

the child of God is asserted, and yet that the possibihty of sin in the

Son of Man should be maintained. At a critical moment like this in

John V. the Lord speaks, with perfect correctness, of an imaginable cc(p'

ixvTov which is at the same time declared impossible ; not however speaking

with an "indistinct and one-sided reference to the hmnan," but with

perfect precision (See de Wette 4 Aufl.). In Gethsemane, again, there

rise out of His obscuration the rejected and resisted u; eyu de'hu, t/ eya &i'Ka,

TO diMy.K f^Qv with a marvellous positive-negative reahty.
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fui'ther, as He might have done and afterwards did, even to the

full gV ktjf/Ai^ ; He accommodates Himself to their pomt of under-

standing, without surrendering the full truth, in the softened

6[Jboia)g, "which might be perverted, as the Arians have per-

verted it, taking it merely for resemblance, in their down-hill

course" (Berlenb. Bib.). But the whole of the subsequent dis-

course takes care of the truth, and shows us most plainly that

full unity and equality of nature must be understood as under-

lying this expression. And so it is also a retrograde and false

restriction to understand here the ovhhj kdv fjuyj ri,—a ydp av,

TavTU as merely meaning— 0/i/y that which the Father doeth,

not all that the Father doeth. For if the former only is ex-

pressed by his condescending design, yet, in the unity of this

testimony with all the rest, the latter must also be included.

Listen to the next words, and in ver. 20 this rejected 'Trdvrcc is

plainly heard, just in the spirit of the Prologue :

—

mvTci hi'

abrov lyivsro, zai xojpig avrov ovhs sv.

Ver. 20. Stroke follows stroke, so that no Arian, whose ears

are disposed to hear, can deny the Athanasian confession of our

Lord. The present ttoisT, which in the previous verse connected

itself with the individual works, such as that which had then

taken place, now becomes the Present of the Divine eternity, in

which a//, all the works of God from the Creation to the Judg-

ment are exhibited at once. Li this lies a grand transition to

absolute universalit}', from which then naturally follow the pro-

mised yJiiCpya rovrm. That the eternal Father hath an eternal

Son, to whom He showeth all His works, gives Him to do them,

and through whom He doeth them, has its foundation in love, for

love is the essence of God. The common exposition only passes

rapidly over the middle term, with Bengel's qui amat, nil celat

;

but to us it seems more proper to pause upon this equally simple

and inexhaustible " o ^ar;5p (piXs7^ tov vloPy" which is once more

announced with yap ; and to dwell on it profoundly, until we

^ On the other hand, dyocTrx in ch. iii. 35, which hence is also a various

reading here. It is hard to say whether the two expressions in St John

are to be distinguished. The Greeks indeed distinguished them, simi-

larly as amare and diligere in the Latin ; but the Hellenists do not ap-

pear to have preserved the distinction. Yet the Syriac has here the mure

inward sn-».
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have discerned in it the most essential mysterium trinitatis. The

Berlenb. Bibel liere once more puts to shame our modern most

learned commentaries, for it does not pass by this depth of

meaning, " God cannot possibly be an unfruitful and sohtar}*

unity, because God is loye. Even if we had not been created

by God, God would still be a Fatlier ; this name depends not

upon the creature, but flows out of the eternal love of God. In

the Divine essence there is a Father; so there must be a Son;

so must there also be love,^ and a fellowship. The Father hath

nothing alone and for Himself but that He is Father ; but He
could not be that, were there not a Son. As the Son doeth

nothing ivithout the Father, no more is the Father secret to the Son,

or keepeth back ought from Him, but He showeth Him all

things that Himself doeth." ^ Yes, this is here the inmost kernel

of the word : passing far beyond the possible comprehension of

its first hearers, and giving a testimony to the church of all

futurity—an essentially supplementing correlative to that first

word concerning the love of God to the world, ch. iii. 16.

Whom did the Father love before, and independently of, the

world ? Himself in the Son, through whom and in whom alone

His entire (pikziv as all His 'ttoiuv flows forth. This helps us to

the profound meaning of the humanly-spoken ^nzvvziv'i which

we must not understand as if the Father had ever previously

performed a work of Himself alone, which he then set before

the Son, completely done, for imitation. Such a view draws

the expression downwards; instead of going up with it, as its

condescension to our need desiorned, to the heio-hts of its mean-

ing. The showing of what He doeth is manifestly the giving over

to Him to do; an essential participation, by which the Father

doeth nothing alone, but all things by the Son; a revealing in

the act. Assuredly, according to human ideas hnKvmiv may be

equivalent to hhdcrzsiv (as the Lord Himself, in chap. viii. 28,

speaks in a yet more accommodated sense, with regard to His

* Fr. v, Baader says :— " The idea of love is that ot the trias, that of unit-

ing distinction and distinguishing unity."

2 TTe pressingly recommend the exposition of the speculative portion of

St John's Gospel by a German mystical theologian of the fourteenth cen-

tury, edited by Engelhardt. Neustadt, 1839. See, for example, in pages

19 and 20, just what is said above.
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"kaXiiu)—hence it corresponds in 1 Sam. xii. 23, LXX., to the

Hebrew nnin ; and the teaching of antiquity, wiser and pro-

founder than our modern, may have introduced the learner to

the mysteries by symbols, and the gradual unveiling of hidden

things;^ but all this affords but a weak analogy with the mutu-

ally corresponding seeing of the Son and sliowing of the Father,

that uninterrupted fellowship of reciprocal contemplation which

the incarnated Son coming from the eternal bosom of the Father

hath brought with Him, and of which He now speaks. All the

works of God were, before their coming into act in time, exist-

ing as eternal ideas ; but as they took place in time, the Son of

man truly seeth them successively, as they are progressively sJiown

to Him in, and in order to, their being done ; yet always by

that same contemplation as the eternal Son, and as the Son of

man which is in heaven. Philo platonizes, upon the unpene-

trated ground of the Cabala, concerning the Logos :

—

fjbif/jOV'

fjAvog ra rov -rarpoV, o(Tcvg TTpog 'TrapKhiyyjOCTcc otp^sryra ra

irMvov (^XiTTSt, but this is far from reaching to the sublime depth

of that simple cpiXiiv kocI hsi^cvveiv, of which the Logos incarnate

Himself speaks. Here there is less room for speculative in-

terpretation than for penetrating contemplation :—if we thus

reverently contemplate this truth it may be shoivn to us also.

" Ye shall see greater things than those which I have already

done "—thus does the Lord speak to the Jews, as to the first

disciples, chap. i. 50. For the Father gives and shows to His Son

ever greater and greater things, even to the full consummation

of those two'greatest works ofGod—the final Quickening and the

Judgment, which all must most assuredly see at the last. We are

free to admit some truth in the view which Schleiermacher does

not omit to bring prominently forward, that there may be refer-

ence in these words, first of all, to the ever-increasing insight of

the Son ofman into the future development of His work, or rather

the future unfoldino; and manifestation of His own Person:^ but

1 As Schwarz, in his Jahrbuch (1825 Juli), remarked on Liicke's com-

mentary, at this passage.

2 For " the Work of Jesus is the unfolding of His Person." We cannot

be too earnest in carrying along with this fundamental axiom of Christo-

logy (by Ebrard v. Abendm. i. 203 so strongly maintained), the fact that

the inexhaustible consequences systematically unfold themselves.
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we shall feel it necessary to modify this, if we remember that

foresight of the future greater things, that prospective view of

His whole work which Jesus had from the beginning, and which

is testified in this saying itself. In the whole working of Jesus

before and after His Kesurrection there is manifestly a continual

upward progression; so that according to Acts i. 1, all that was

accomplished in the flesh and upon earth was but the beginning

with reference to the new commencement at Pentecost.

We must carefully mark, preparatorily to the whole discourse,

that spy 05 here passes far beyond the narrow notion of mere

arjf/jZicc zcci rspara. The miracles, in their more restricted sense,

are only the beginning and symbol of His proper works ; it is

not of the former that the Lord speaks merely, but His JVa vfjuetg

6a,v(/jdZ/jTZ extends onwards to the amazement of the judged at

the last day, the transport of those raised to eternal life ; in these

first sentences all is grandly summed up and announced, that is

to be pursued into subsequent detail in the discourse. Again.,

however, we may apply the words, their sense being so compre-

hensive, to the miracles themselves ; and then, without making

the ha to be Iz^anyJ)/, they seem to say:—This is the first

aim of the miracles, to excite in those who behold them a whole-

some marvelling, so that proceeding from them to the still

greater which are to come it may further be said

—

(juri 0ocvf/joiZ,ers

rovro, ver. 28. Comp. chap. vii. 21 ; Acts iii. 12.

Ver. 21. If, as is quite right, we hold fast the connection of

these words with the event which had just occurred, with the

ravra, proceeding from which the (jbiiZflvcc are pointed to, then

we have the very simple meaning at once—Not merely the heal-

ing of the sick, but the raising of the dead. When we go a verse

further, and find the judgment immediately following, it appears

plain that both these regalia Dei are in their most universal

comprehensiveness attributed to the Son. (God was called, in

the beginning, the Judge of all the earth, Gen. xviii. 25, comp.

Ps. cv. 7 ; and Jas. iv. 12 refers to Him alone all saving and

destroying. Similarly He alone can kill and make alive—see,

e.g., Deut. xxxii. 39 ; 1 Sam. ii. 6 ; 2 Kings v. 7.) It is most

pitiable, however, to find the best commentators interpolating

—

Greater works, as examples of the resurrection and judgment.

For these two works are not merely t\ie greatest simply, but they

VOL. V. G
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are in fact, tliough but faw observe it, the inclusive summary of

all Divine working. There is absolutely no work of God which

is not either a producing, sustaining, restoring Quichening,^ or

a deciding, rejecting, destroying Judgment ; and the goal of all

these works is the full manifestation of their great result at the

last day. The dualism corresponds immediately to omnipotence

and omniscience ; and then, more profoundly still, to Love which

works in omnipotence, and to Right which omnisciently tests

and decides the state of everything. This is indisputably true

;

and so far the word of Jesus concerning Z^ooOTroiziv includes in

its principle all quickening energy in nature and humanity, and,

indeed, in the whole world. But to expound it of this pi-e-

emine7itly is manifestly incorrect; for, the meaning which the

word would suggest first to those wdio heard it must be \hQ first

meaning. Proceeding from individual raisings of the dead

(according to our harmony the daugliter of tJairus, and the

widow's son at Nain, had both experienced this already, and

hence it is not Z^MOTTor/jaet), and promising more and more public

examples (as in the case of Lazarus), the Lord's word embraces

here in one the bodily and the spiritual sense, in order that He
may afterwards, vers. 25 and 28, separate them, and dwell upon

each of them individually. The Z^&)0'7ron7v after lyzi^nv is only

a progression in the significant expression ; it is not that the

former is negative ("to scare away death!"), and the latter

positive; for the quickening from death manifestly includes

abeady the impartation of life.

" The spiritual energy of the Son, as quickening, life-impart-

ing, and life-sustaining," or rather life-restoring, becomes special

subject of discourse first at ver. 24; it is so closely wrapped up
in our present passage that the Jews, who expected in their

Messiah the Raiser of the dead, would and could evidently think

of the physical miracle alone. But it is not correct to assign,

with Lange, a threefold progression to the discourse on this sub-

ject ; regarding this at first as referring only to the " miraculous

energy of Christ during His sojourn upon earth upon individual

cases "^—so that He preliminarily "quickens only some whom

^ Even the Creation falls under the same category, according to Rom.

iv. 17.

2 And above with a refinement of generality :—As the Father exerts a
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He chooses out, in restoring to them their soundness;"—then

afterwards that He quickens many by His preached Gospel;

and finally all men. For rovg vizpoug stands here at the very

beginning; and taking into account the full and absolute tone

of the hyBipetv rovg vsfcpovg as it primarily fell upon the ears of

those who heard it, we cannot put upon the following ovg ^sKet

anything like an electing or restricting meaning. Rather has

it a designed extensiveness of meaning, opposing (as Liicke

says) all Jewish exclusiveness—Not merely Israel, but Gentiles

throughout all the world. But the most simple sense which

the words bear is, to our feeling, that of a strong intimation

that the Son, like the Father^ in His own independent power,

quickens by a will which can never fail of its purpose.^ Because

He wall, and if He will. He also can ; and this, asserted at first

with such an emphatic generality, admits of a manifold applica-

tion and reference. It distinguishes between those isolated

quickenings of the dead which individual prophets obtained from

God in wrestling prayer, from the spontaneous and immediate
—/ say unto thee, arise ! Come forth ! which we find in the re-

surrections of the Son. We must understand His ovg diXei and

OTTOv 0sKu in relation to all His miraculous acts and working

generally, in the same sense as that in which He so speaks con-

cerning the Spirit, ch. iii. 8. He thereby majestically intimates

to us, as far as He is speaking of the bodily dead, that as it re-

garded His power, it were a light thing to Him to awaken all

the dead instead of any one individual—if His wisdom could have

willed it in harmony with His Father's will. And, finally, He
thereby tells us—if we may give a prospective application to the

spiritually dead—that He seeks indeed the salvation and life of

all, but that He wills only the life of those who believe on Him,

according to the sacred right and the fundamental nature of the

case. This is the only limitation which is to be found in the

expression ; it is not, however, the restriction of absolute decree

—but with Him as with the Father.—All that He wills He can,

manifold, endless energy in giving life to the dead throughout the world,

for example, by the fountain of Bethesda, so is it also the Son's delight to

quicken and diffuse life everywhere !

1 Bengal. Nunquam ejus voluntatem destUuit effectus. And tliis is also

predicated of God. (Ps. cxv. 3 ; Dan. iv. 32.)
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but He cannot will everything. Here we find the transitiqn

to judging, and the connection between quickening and judg-

ment.^

Ver. 22. For it is assuredly in the ^cptffig, as the yocp shows,

that we are to find the ground and the explanation of the ovg

3sXst. If, on the one hand, the visible quickenings of the dead

as signs of the power and dignity of the Son of man gave proof

that He was appointed to be Judge of the quick and dead, and

therefore that He might truly testify this of Himself; so, on the

other hand, moi^e profoundly understood, this proof approves it-

self as it points to the judgment which has already taken place

in the quickening itself. Only let us apprehend both these

pregnant ideas of the Divine working in their entire fulness and

depth, as they are intended to be understood here, and as is in-

dicated in the t^v z^iaiv Toicfav which introduces the latter of

them ! That is not merely the final judgment at the end of the

world, which comes forward afterwards in ver. 27, but the entire

deciding, separating, and excluding process which, as the pre-

paration for the great winding up, goes on in, and in connection

with, the beginnings of the process of quickening. The z^iffig

is not merely (according to Ebrard) the withholding of life (least

of all in the predestinarian sense) ; nor is it merely (according

to Schleiermacher) the distinguishing between the earlier and

the later, the selection of what shall now be quickened from what

shall be progressively quickened down to the 'TravTzg of ver. 28

;

but it is, at the same time, no other than the merciful judgment

of the Spirit, in order to the cutting off of sin, which cannot be

pretermitted even to believers for their salvation's sake. When
in ver. 24 the more restricted idea of spiritual quickening comes

forward, then, as the contrast, the xptatg also is referred, in a

more restricted sense, to condemnation and exclusion from life.

It is almost self-evident, further, that in this compressed dis-

course, which is not unfolded in a strictly logical form, the Lord

^ If we were, with many, to lay emphasis upon the connection of ovg

ffi'Kn with ^aoTToislu alone, and not with eysipni/, there might be found a

profound truth in such a position of the word. But this only holds good

in the deeper meaning of (^mTroiuu ; and it does not exclude the fact, that

even then the Lord raised from bodily death whom He would, and because

He would.
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does not design to say that the Father judgeth no man absolutely.

He is continuing His former manner of speech, and following

up His former ivords—" Even as He immediately quickeneth no

man ; but both, as all His works, only through the Son." Thus

we may translate ovhi—So also not, or, Even not. But it is wisely

and designedly so expressed, since it might be said that the

Father quickeneth the Son according to His humanity, but

judgeth Him in no sense at all. He hath committed to the Son
all judgment, that is (with Calvin), the entire icoi% the ruling

and ordering of His kingdom (so that in this sense even the rais-

ing and quickening are included in it), its whole prerogative and

power—which expression now fills up the meaning of the pre-

vious " showing," and probably contains an allusion to Ps. Ixxii.

1-4.

What is the end and aim of this committal to the Son—which

indeed involves no retirement on the part of the Father, but is

the most essential manifestation of Himself in His own express

image and likeness ? The honour of the Father in the Son ! As
the world was first created that the glory of the eternal Son
might be shown forth in it, so is the same end contemplated in

the entire redemption of fallen man. The ?caOojg, taken alone,

does not, indeed, constrain us to interpret this of a strict equality

of Divine honour—any more than the Icr/ in the institution of

the Lord's Supper proves the mystery—but it is most evident

throughout the whole discourse, from its beginning to its end,

that it speaks of nothing less. If the Father doeth nothing with-

out the Son, if the Son icorks in all things even as the Father,

then it follows in essential fitness that equality of honour must

be the consequence of equality of working, yea, that unity of

honour must be the consequence of unity ofworking.^ And this is

the very meaning ofthe next clause; which goes on to add that the

honour of the Son, severed from the honour of the Father, is not

to be thought of, just as if it should say—For the Father will

and can no otherwise be honoured. Pfenninger says that this

" holds good even of those who are sent by a King with full cre-

dentials ;" but this, though well intended, demands infinitely too

^ Reference tas been rightly made to Hos. iii. 5, where the term

of Divine honour ;s-n is used both of the Lord their God, and of David

their king.
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little, for liere there is more than the mission of a Representative

for a limited time. Baumgarten-Crnsius lets his Rationalism

appear in that most arbitrary saying—" but the honour of the

Son is not the honour paid to His person, but to His relation and

work ;" we who believe know, however, and not only we but the

Rationalists themselves know it well enough in their secret con-

science, that there is no relation and work of Jesus apart from
His Person, He has said it and He will make it good ; He will

so reign and rule that all shall finally be constrained to honour

Him as Lord, even those who till then have refused that honour

—either as the Lord who raiseth to eternal life, or as the Judge

who doometh to everlasting damnation. Even in the earlier Old-

Testament dispensation it was cared for and so ordered, that no

one could long conscientiously worship a God and Father of the

world, without acknowledging Him in the Jehovah, the God of

Israel, consequently also in Christ, the fulfilment of the old

covenant, the Son of the Father. The question is not here of

those who know Him not ; the (JjYi rtf/jcov rov vlov is only he who
denies his honour to Him who is sent to him, as the manifested

and attested Son. Sincere heathens unconsciously honour the

Son, whose light faintly shines into their darkness ; Christians

who oppose themselves to the living God, to Him who testifies

Himself as the Father of Jesus Christ, undermine the testimony

of the Son concerning Himselfand the Father by taking away the

Old Testament, and yet would retain the Father still—like the

modern Jews who have stolen that name from us ;—but the

progressive error of such doctrines of lies has been but too

often made manifest and mourned over, as it is described in 1

Jno. ii. 23 ; 2 Jno. 9.^ " They begin by opposing Jehovah, and

end with the systeme de la nature^^ (Joh. v. Miiller). Neither

do they succeed, finally, who, like Herder formerly, would

separate the eternal Son, idealistically understood, from Jesus

the Son of man ; against which Kleuker has well written :

" We cannot see how it is possible to bestow upon Jesus

Christ the Son of God, an honour which should not and may

1 And that which Origen (de princ. 1, 2, 10) expressed as the only pos-

sible trinitarian speculative knowledge of God— Pater non potest esse quis

si filius non sit.
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not be bestowed upon Him as the Son of man ; since in truth

neither this Son of man apart from the Son of God, nor the

Son of God apart from the Son of man, has to us any subsist-

ence." We shall in the process of the discourse which we now

enter upon find superabundant assurance of the inseparable

unity of the Son of God and the Son ofman. Jesus the Son of

man is no Saint, to whom we, like good Catholics, offer an invo-

catory worship, distinguished from prayer ; but God is manifest

in that flesh which His eternal Son has assumed, and the same

God who will not give His honour to another, nor His praise to

graven images (Isa. xlii. 8), has in fact and indeed in giving all

His works over as the Father to the Son given to Him all His

honour likewise—and He will require it ! He will make the

enemies of His Son His footstool

!

Ver. 24. In this second " Verily, verily, I say unto you"

—

out of which a third immediately afterwards springs—begins the

strengthening confirmation of the lofty assertions to which the

Son had given utterance, and the clear exhibition of the grounds

upon which they rested. From ver. 30 onwards the testimony

for the conviction of unbelief is made prominent ; but now a

demonstration is specifically promised in order to attract faith,

the experimental evidence to be enjoyed internally now and ex-

ternally hereafter. He who by faith gives to the Son, and so to

the Father in the Son, His honour, experiences in the full sense,

to his own salvation, the two greatest, all-comprehending and

distinctive works of the Son :—the dead live in the full meaning

of the word, having even now eternal life ; and they come not

into the judgment of condemnation, but ever stand in the judg-

merit of the So7i of man, in the full meaning of that word ; that is,

under the judgment of His mercy and grace.

Here could not have been substituted—He that beholdeth My
works. For although the works of Christ, Matt. xi. 2, 5, even

after the term of His manifestation in the flesh, are ever more

and more wonderfully exhibited in the history of the world and

of the church ; and although once afterwards, ch. vi. 40, the see-

ing of the Son stands for the recoi^nition and acknowledgment of

His personal dignity, it is nevertheless true that with respect to

the universal experience of believers from age to age, the hearing

of His woixl is the great test and condition. All the words which
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He spake, and which He has been pleased to transmit to us in

such a manner that in reading we may hear them, and much
more in hearing may read them, are one great word ; and every

individual word which I truly accept may be to my faith an

introduction to the whole fulness of His teaching. The azovnv
receives from the appended TiffTBusiv the pregnant sense of a

genuine hearing in the obedience of faith—and such also is the

meaning of ol aH,ov(Tccvrsg in ver. 25. " In. this hearing begins

man's agency in his awakening (that is, susceptibility for

aw^akening impression), in faith it ends," says Fikenscher half

truly ; for as it regards its ending with faith, it must never be

forgotten that the faith which must mature towards finished

fidelity never reaches its end below.* But it is observable that

our Lord does not use here the customary 'Tnarsvcov eig Ifjjz, but

instead thereof r<5 Tri^Jj-^avri f/jS. This is not to be merely re-

solved into—He who believeth that I am sent of the Father (ch.

xvi. 27, 28, xvii. 8), in my Mission, in God as having sent Me,

—but it once more brings into high prominence the complete

oneness between the Father and the Son, just as His final words

to the Jews declare it, ch. xii. 44;—He that believeth in Me,

believeth not on Me (as a man, independent of and another than

God), but on the Father in Me. Finally, it is in the utmost

condescension that the Father Himself, to be believed in Christ,

is placed i7i the dative, just as a man might be worthy to be

beheved ; for this is the majesty at once and the grace of the

testimony of God, that it is victoriously convincing, and yet

ranks itself only as if it were the highest of human testimonies.

See and mark attentively in relation to this, 1 Jno. v. 9, 10.

Here also, as in that chapter vers. 11-13, foUow-s the assured

inward witness confirming and sealing the faith which is put

forth ; the mighty power of God in the bestowment of a new
life, wdiich is itself a resurrection (Eph. i. 19, 20), yea, the true

and complete resurrection of man dead in sins ; whereas, with-

out this internal principle and beginning of life, the bodily

resurrection itself will but reveal and consummate the work of

^ With all honour to the word of the Apostle, 2 Tim. iv. 7 (which,

however, plainly hangs on ver. 6, and is not for our imitation), the

truth remains as we have set it forth on Lu. xviii. 8, in the fourth volume

of this work.
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death. The sy^^iv Z^co'/ji^ alojviov, without the artich.', already ap-

proaches the idea of ver. 26.

But what shall we say of the not coming into judgment?

We have already in a preparatory way of explanation given our

acceptation of the word. We might by various philological

means extract its meaning, not, however, without leaving some

kind of z^iffig remaining even for believers. Many liave laid

stress upon the 'ipy^scrdcii s;V, with allusion to the prayer against

temptation :—he comes not so deeply into condemnation as to

remain in it, and no more to come out. This is the most artificial

method, and quite inconsistent with the analogy of Scripture and

scriptural language. For the whole expression is ordered with

reference to human notions, as referring to the coming before a

tribunal where first the decision is made between right and wrong.

Thus Deut. xxv. 1 (TrpodiXdcoffiu sig zp.), Job ix. 32 (sX^MfJusv

ofjjO^vfjjuhop.) If it be said that we shall indeed all stand before the

judgment-seat for the revelation of our character (2 Cor. y. 10),

but that this is not a coming into judgment, since the decision is

not then first judicially made, but the ancient absolution only con-

firmed and rendered final;—then we can only reply that the phra-

seology here is directly opposed to this sense, and that the same

might be said of the damned, since the condemnation already

passed upon their unbelief, chap. iii. 18, is no more than con-

firmed and consummated. We would express the meaning thus :

—He Cometh not any more, any further, into any o^/ierjudgment

than that merciful judgment of the word and Spirit upon his sin,

under which he has already placed himself in hearing and be-

lieving the truth. Yer. 30. That is quite in harmony with the

matter itself; and, thus exhibited, we may found upon it the

•simple assumption that the Lord now as in chap. iii. 17, 18

takes zpfffig fi'om the comprehensive idea of it given in ver. 22,

and uses it in a more restricted sense (Erasmus : in condemna-

tionem). And this more restricted sense of the same phrase

occurs throughout the earlier Scriptures in those passages

which speak of the being brought to judgment, with guilt pre-

supposed and doom assured ; for instance in t^Q'v'P? i<nri"7K

Ps. cxliii. 2 (fju-^ emX0rjg), "^V^'y Eccles. xi. 9, although in

Eccles. xii. 14 it passes over into the more general signification

again. Thus the word^ coincide most impressively with the
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epexegesis which follows:—Because he hath life through believing

he Cometh naturally no more into that condemnation of death, in

which he lay, and from which he hath been drawn forth.^ The

present gp;^sra/ (which Nonnus has diluted into Tfsra/), with its

fulness of promise and encouragement, is followed by the ampler

fjbsrccl^2l^'/]ZrSV, which must not be perverted into the future

transiet of the Vulgate, but is no less than the full and pregnant

perfect, as we find it again in 1 John iii. 14. It is the transition

to tlie zai vvv kcrri of the following verse, and Qamrog obviously

means ex vi oppositi that inward, spiritual death of the sinful

soul, which is the true death in death, and without which the

mere physical dying were no death at all. Chap. xi. 25, 26.

When the one decisive step has been taken in faith, and the

great transition effected (that step, however, as the Berlenb. Bib.

remarks is not a leap), all the rest follows surely, with the resur-

rection of Hfe.^ These fjjSra^ej^yjzoTsg are the true "Hebrews"

—and this allusion to the mystical meaning of '•nny we would

rather accept with the child-like " triflers," whom the Lord con-

descends often thus to " trifle" with, than the allusio ad typum

hujus rei, i.e., pascha which Grotius after Augustine maintains,

or even Lampe's reference to the nnv between the two pieces in

the JT'in niD.

Yer. 25. Every believer at least, who looks at the connection

with what has preceded, must—having himself passed from

death unto life—apj^ly a spiritual signification to these words also,

and without hesitation regard them as describing an internal

resurrection. But the expressions here used being so similar to

those of vers. 28, 29, expositors have been much divided upon

this point ; and their divisions have made the exposition of this

chapter one of the most fruitful in warnings that the history of

exegesis furnishes. Men have rushed to both extremes with

needless contention, simply because they will not understand the

combination of the internal and external in the teaching of the

Holy Ghost : and it is hard to say which is the more arbi-

^ Wesley thinks it necessary to add—Unless he make shipwreck of the

faith. But this is needless here, since in 'Tviarivau the perseverance of faith

unto the end is presupposed.

2 Not vivificatio fidem antecedit (!), but ipse fides est transitio i.e. ac-

ccptio vivificationis.
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trarj, to understand in ver. 25 only a bodily resurrection, or in

vers. 28, 29 only the previous spiritual quickening of all believers.

The latter seems the worse, but the former is bad enough. As-

suredly, in ver. 21, the Lord had spoken to the Jews with such

plain reference to their Messiah-expectation, that they could not

otherwise than understand Him of a bodily resurrection ; but

how can we suppose that He would speak continually of the

External, without having in His thought the Internal whicli

lies at its foundation, and which in everything external is either

shadowed forth or plainly revealed ; and how can we suppose

that He would not lead His hearers in that direction ? Even the

Spirit in the prophets applies it thus (we find it so used in Isa.

xxix. 18, XXXV. 5, 6, Ixi. 1, 2) ;" in Ezek. xxxvii. the resurrec-

tion of Israel has this application ; and surely the Lord Himself

would still more distinctively bring it into prominence. Again,

as we cannot accept the great symbolical pledge in Ezek. xxxvii.

as figuring something actual by something unreal, and which

could not be literally possible ; but must regard it as pointing

to that real resurrection which is openly announced in Isa. xxvi.

19, and Dan. xii. 2 ; so shall we find it here—The real and ex-

ternal resurrection is not simply supposed in this most open testi-

mony, but is further expressly announced in the subsequent

declaration of vers. 28, 29.

" Yea verily, I am He whom ye W' ait for, the Son of God,

the Raiser of the dead—thus begins the Lord anew with His

third Amen, Amen—but I have told you before, and now tell

you again, that this quickening of the dead by the voice of My
word begins now in the souls of believers; and that is the true

Resurrection of life^ without which there can be none in any

future time." We cannot understand how Olshausen can make

good his assertion that " the formula gppt/sra/ ^ipa zcci vvv Igtiv

cannot be used concerning spiritual resurrection, for this is sup-

posed to be already effected and present;" it is as if he had never

read the strictly analogous w^ord of ch. iv. 23. Yet all the

quickening, and all the life of the few who believed in Jesus at

that time, was indeed only the faint beginning, it was scarcely

1 And it could not be otherwise, compare our observations upon Matt,

xi. Vol. ii.
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indeed the bursting germ of that full power of life which only

after Pentecost came and still comes into the death of all the

world, Jews and Gentiles alike (Eph. ii. 1; Ps. cxv. 8). The
article in ol vix-^ol attaches itself immediately to the previous

Tov Oavdrov, indeed all the expressions here are significantly

chosen differently from ver. 28. There is even some meaning

in the fact that here it is the voice of the Son of God which is

made emphatically prominent, while there in connection with

this it is the voice of the Son of man appearing for final judg-

ment; for it is only faith that can now discern the voice of the

Son of God who calleth. But more important, and indeed de-

cisive, is the za,] ol azovfravng which is added; for this brings

out that actual limitation and election which was dimly expressed

in ovg ^sXs/, that election which depends upon faith. (Almost

as if it had been said instead

—

ol ^zkovng comp. ver. 40.) To
understand this as a mere corroborating repetition—And as,

even as soon as, they hear, they shall all live^—is altogether in-

appropriate. Baumgarten-Crusius remarks here very acutely

and correctly that it is not zou azovffccvrsg, the article interven-

ing takes out a certain number of those who hear, those namely

who hear aright; so that the azovnv has a different meaning in

the two clauses—the voice is heard by all, some among them

accept and yield to its call. This was prepared for by azovojv

zat 'TTKmvcov, ver. 24, and in ch. x. 26, 27, we find the same

saying in the same sense. The mvng of ver. 28 afterwards is

something very different from this. That the \oyog is now
called a (poovrj is not the least bar to our understanding the pas-

sage of a spiritual resurrection, although Olshausen strangely

maintains that it should be: for (pojvy} is essentially distinguished

from koyog^ and is here, as ver. 29 shows, no other than the

creating voice which calls the dead to life ! Does not (poovri be-

long necessarily to the figure so-called (rather most absolute

reality), according to which the quickening of believers is termed

a resurrection ? Is not the Lord's word at least, when He calls

us into life, an awakening voice, the cry of omnipotent creation

^ Grotius Et illi, simul atque audierint, vivent, ne quis audientes a

non aiidientibus putet distingui ! Or as others : So suddenly do the dead

arise, that quickened in the twinkling of an eye, they may be said to he^r

the voice!
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to the inner man, lying in his death ? (Eph. v. 14.) Olshausen

artificially supplies

—

oi azovffavrzg, scil. 70V "koyov, those who
earlier in their life-time had heard, and thus are prepared and

capable of recognising the (pajvyj ; and in harmony with this in-

terpretation understands the zai vvv karip, with many others, of

a first resurrection of believers already beginning when Christ

appeared, and since secretly going on. But however true and

harmonious with Scripture this first resurrection may be, the

Lord is not speaking now publicly of such a mystery; a mystery

so essentially different from the expected resurrection of Israel

in the Messiah's reign : He cannot be supposed to have had

allusion to that, and His hearers could not have so understood

His reign. The first resurrection includes, on the one hand,

according to Matt, xxvii. 52, some who had nev^er heard the

word of Christ in life; and, on the other hand, not all who were

His believing people. But the expressions here used are inap-

plicable in either case. Finally, we cannot admit any reference

in these words to those preliminary, individual resurrections,

which took place as signs of the time that was coming. Yer.

21 did in some degree connect itself with them, and the TccvTBg

of ver. 28 points back to them again by way of contrast ; but

here between the two the oi pspcpoi stands prominently first,

—

not individual dead, surely, but all who were constrained out-

wardly to hear the voice, though only a few would rightly and
inwardly hear. The Lord appeals to this hea7ing and loilling,

which are followed by the internal experimental evidence of the

true resurrection ; and He further calls in order to produce

them ; and this is the kernel of His whole testimony—He that

hath ears to hear, let him hear ! All who suffer themselves to

hear the awakening voice, shall live: this future now taking the

place of the g^^s/;/ and [Jji7a^i^r,'/czvai is a necessary complement

of the sense, since the life received by believers at the outset is

to go on progressively even to the consummate Z^riaovrai of the

bodily resurrection also unto life—which is not to be excluded

liere as the ultimate goal. But what this ZpjT} in its ground and

principle really is, we learn from the following verse, which is

strictly connected with this :—the life in God and fi'om God
communicated by the Son.

Ver. 26. With God is the fountain of life, D"-*!! nipp, Ps. xxxvi.
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10; Jer. ii. 13. He hath life b socvroj and cc(p' iavrov. This

His Aseitas, Avroouffia, which is necessarily implied in the idea

of God, is not so much asserted here as presupposed in the

axT'TrBp, in order to tell us, that He communicates this His life

throusjh the Son, who hke the Father is the independent foun-

tain of hfe for us. Not as if we were obhged to translate simply

—
Z^M'/ji^, that is, the vivifying power, though the clause tends

also to that in its connection. It would not be proper here, aa

in the following sentence, to say

—

l^ovcriccv Zfiorjg 'ihcozs, for the life

ofGod is in itself already a vivifying power {l^ovffioc Z^cooyomv, as

Theophylact says), and it should be carefully emphasized that

the Son like the Father hath life Iv lavrSj^ is Himself the life.

(Ch. i. 4, xi. 25 ; 1 Jno. v. 20.) Notwithstanding, He hath

not as the Son life ap' socvrov like the Father, but from the

Father; this trinitarian relation ad intra is an immoveable

boundary of definition in the well-measured words. 'O vlog

is here as everywhere the Son of God and the Son of man in

the inseparable unity of both natures, and the 'ihcozB resolves

itself into a twofold sense :—it applies to the eternal Son before

time was, and He thereby most expressly declares Himself to be

the Firstborn before every creature, inasmuch as the creature

can have life only h 0scux and as it respects the Son of man it is

a yet more proper giving, as w^e find in Matt, xxviii. 18, but

that was only rendered possible by His being the Son of God.

The solution of the apparent contradiction between shcopcev and

h iavTM is to be sought in the incomprehensible mystery of the

Father and the Son: we shall not pause, however, to dwell

upon that, but proceed with the discourse, wdiich n<jw passes

over to our humanity, and speaks words pertaining to man's

salvation.

Ver. 27. In this verse is finally summed up all that the Lord

might say concerning the two great works of God, Quickening

and Judging, in the strict oneness of their twofold character.

The words are simple and plain for the first investigation of a

rightly disposed mind, but they involve the whole unfathomable

depth of the connection and relation between those two Divine

works from the Creation to the final Judgment, as they proceed

ever in and by the Son. Their entire consummation alone will

bring us to an adequate knowledge of their true harmony; now
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we can only study them in a very rudimentary way. Christ

gives life as the eternal Son of God, and .He was from the be-

ginning of things the principle and source of life to all creatures;

but He judgeth as the Son of man, that is the end of God's

dealings ^dth fallen man upon earth. It is clear from the an-

tithesis with ver. 26, that this most strikingly significant on
vlog ccvdpa)7rov lart^ without any article is designed to make
emphatic His humanity. Allowing that the expression may
contain a reference to Dan. vii. 13, 14, we must assume that

there also ^ii^^ "I2 is used with especial relation to His mediatorial

oneness with humanity, and there is no reason for understandincr

he7'e—" because He is the Messiah." This, in such a connec-

tion, would be a meaningless addition, instead of that very deep

thought which is in the expression, though short-sighted ex-

positors too often pass it over. Yon Meyer's note deserves

respectful consideration: "because man should be judged by

his fellow, by the most gracious and the meekest man, by man
who hath borne the sins of mankind, and can have compassion

upon his brethren—so that it is Mercy itself which judgeth."

This is, verily, the judgment of the Son of Man ! He has Him-
self fought, if not with sin in Himself, yet with the sin of the

world, and conquered ; He knows by the experience of His own
infirmity in the flesh, the precise boundary line between that

which is inseparable from humanity and sinless, and that which

is truly guilt ; He hath exercised the most perfect compassion

towards His brethren, the members of His own body, before the

judgment and in order to turn away its sentence ; and when the

last judgment comes He will consummate that mercy in His

believing people, by that final forgiveness without which even

then not one of them could stand. He will then be a merciful

and gracious Judge to His own, towards all whom He can re-

cognise in that character. But he to whom this normal and

central Man, in whom all the history of mankind is representatively

summed up, can then judicially say—" I know thee not, because

thou wouldst never know Me," will be with that purest justice

1 On tlie incorrect reference of this to ver. 28, see Liicke S. 61, 62,

and Lampe ad h. 1. Comp. also Bruckner on de Wette at this passage,

who allows force to the omission of the article, but then forgets it in a

weak and superficial interpretation.
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which love will still and ever retain, condemned} A Son of man
the Judge of all the world, as God ! This is the offence of

blinded minds ; hut the Lord's words go forth to prevent it

—

Rejoice ye rather that the Father hath committed to His. Son

as the Son of man the judgment of you all

!

This utterance reaches forward even to the great day when

the z()i(Tiv TTOiiiv will be finally accomplished; but ver. 30 will

teach us that, if w^e would then stand before this Son of man
with acceptance, w^e must submit ourselves to His merciful

judgment even now in this present time. All who believe,

hearing now His voice, know in their own experience that the

Son of God giveth eternal life, and that the Son of man com-

passionately judgeth—" I condemn thee not;" and both combine

in the beginning to give assurance which the glorious future

will confirm:—"A very different doom awaits the unbeliever!"

Vers. 28, 29. ^' Then did the Jews marvel at this unheard of

doctrine, and even the Scribes and Pharisees appeared to be

hurried away by the overpowering current of His w^ords, for-

getting for a while their hatred and their scorn, and standing in

amazement^ Teschendorff". But He seizes upon this their aston-

ishment, and goes on to utter that sublime and serene ^;j ^ccvf/ja.-

Z^ZTZ which was yet more wonderful than what He had said be-

fore. TovTO naturally means wdiat had just been said :—Marvel

not at this merely, rather believe, and thus experience unto salva-

tion how I, the Son, as Son of man, judge, and give from God the

life ofGod ; for every man who abides till that day in unbelieving

amazement, who hath been offended in Me, will then he con-

strained to experience that I have testified the truth. Few
among you now hear My voice aright ; but then shall all, those

too who have been long in their graves (what, and wheresoever

their graves unknown to man may be), be compelled to hear it

!

And then shall be the final and eternal decision, when all comi

forth and are revealed. Then shall there be to believers ajudg

ment also unto life, to unbelievers a new life unto judgment

^ Being HimseK the principle of life in humanity, He can in the

most perfect manner distinguish between men who are quickened to

eternal life, and those who are fallen into death. So Lange very truly,

but not sufficingly—the idea of judgment which it indicates being too

restricted.
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The unbelievers shall be aioakenedy but not to the life of the Son

of God; judged, but not with that merciful judgment of the Son of

man which had been offered in vain before. And then shall there

be the voice heard—Come forth ! as it was prophetically heard at

the grave of Lazarus. The Lord refers almost literally to DarL

xii. 2 ; but He extends, in Trdvrzg, what there more immediately

points by D''HT to a first resurrection, into a universality of final

resurrection. For avdfjracjig Z^oj^jg compare also ai^darccffig dg

Z^ooriv, 2 Mace. vii. 14. It is indeed true that He mentions the

works first of all as judicial signs of faith or unbelief, and so far

those who have done good are those who have persisted in faith

and in the new- life thereby received ; those who have done evil

are those who have persisted in unbeliefor relapsed into it. But

as the Lord Himself, in Matt. xxv. (see our exposition, Yol. iii.)

teaches us, and so also the rest of Scripture, that there will be

some who had never learned to know the name SLud person of

the Lord Jesus (although they experienced in themselves the

distinctive energy of the Logos), we are led to a profounder con-

sideration of the reason why the Lord here, as in Rev. xx. 12,

13, mentions the works instead of faith or unbelief.^ If those

who had been partakers of a first resurrection already enjoyed

the restoration also of physical life, so, on the other hand, the

heathens, mercifully accepted, receive by the first immediate

voice of the Lord which thei/ now hear, the full life of the inner

man :—the resurrection itself is their regeneration, just as to those

who mil be found alive and not come forth from their graves, their

change will be a resurrection. Thus does the sacred word, even

where it is not speaking.directly of these and such like mysteries,

yet leave room for them, if we collect together in one all that is

afterwards said. Thus it may be understood how, in this special

sense, the resurrection is to many a resurrection of life,—to

^ TTe do not too literally understand here a consciously developed

faith or unbelief in His person ! My critic, Miinchmeyer, who terms

this position a false one, has entirely misunderstood me, for I do not by

any means deny the value of works only as a proof of the internal

state. That, nevertheless, the performance of good works "is depen-

dent upon faith in the Redeemer," even where His word has not been

received, Schleiermacher has rightly perceived, however otherwise erroneous

his view of the last judgment may be. S. 360, 361 of his Homihes on St

John.

VOL. V. H
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convict and put to shame those to whom life was once offered in

vain, and to whom the resurrection is now of damnation alone.

Ao-ainst Schleiermacher's trifling remark—we cannot, in the face

of the solemn Scrijoture, find any better word for it—that there

cannot be a resurrection into eternal death, since all condition of

unbeliefmust pass away for ever, and that the resurrection, as the

great severance, is not yet the full accomplishment of all God's

will, every man, however much he may desire an Apocatastasis

eternally proceeding, or accomplished at the last day, may find

his defence in Matt. xxv. 46, and the current of the whole Scrip-

ture. The Lord does indeed mean in opposite a resurrection of

death, but He does not expressly so term it, partly because such

an o^vffjcopov would savour too much of the bitterness of contempt

in the lips of Him whose love is now bent only on winning all,

and is therefore withheld ;
partly because in the whole circle of

the ideas of this discourse life and judgment are uniformly anti-

thetical.-^

Ver. 30. Here begins the second part of this discourse. After

the Lord has, consistently with His own dignity, vindicated Him-

self, though by only stronger and stronger assertion of His Divine

works. He now proceeds, in a certain sense, to give evidence. It

is not so much, however, evidence, as a reproof of their unbelief

appended to it, their unbelief being condemned by the collected

body of witnesses in their progression and unity
;
just as the

self-evidencing worlcs were previously held forth for their con-

demnation, which thus themselves in reality coincide with the

testimonies. For in Divine things there is for man no other

evidence for conviction than this 'ikzyxog TpocyfJijCCTcov for the

opening of the eye of faith. We shall see that the several testi-

monies to which tlie Lord appeals are esteemed by Him to be

but one connected testimony of the Father, and that in conjunc-

tion with His own self-testimony.

We see this at once when our Lord, at the outset of the proving

part of His discourse (as it is improperly called), only repeats

this first assertion at ver. 19. We may exhibit the arrangement

of thought thus :—as He has hitherto defended the first matter

^ As also the Jews distinguish between m^^s? and ^'J'lpin, see Buxt. lex.

Rabb. p. 745.
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of accusation, the ravra 'zoiilv h (ju[DpoiT&f, the av:IV to

(7d(DjDurov^ His IpydZ^sa^ai, and that only by the Ksyni',

which is repeated against the second greater accusation, that

He was the Son of God—so He now defends this Xkystv itself

specifically, in still continuing it, now however placing His

Xoyo; in conjunction with evejy Xoyog of the Father, which the

Jews had already received (ver. 38). He has hitherto spoken

of the Son, the Son of man standing before them, in the third

person (with the exception of ver. 24, in connection with that

most central /Jy^y vyJi'^) ; He now begins and continues to give

full prominence to the Jii'st person of His ;cdyaj. Thus He re-

peats, first of all, in ver. 30, the declaration from which He set

out in ver. 19. But this second ov^iv now more distinctly em-

braces all that has preceded, from the Sabbath-work which they

had blamed to thejudgment ofthe last day; He retires back again,

as it were appeasingly after the great declaration of vers. 28, 29,

to the position of subordination to the Father, and connects

directly His now j^roceeding word and judgment with His final

judicial utterances. As I do nothing of Myself, so also I sjieak

nothing of Myself—that is the progress of the thought. But He
terms His speaking to the world a judging, in immediate con-

junction with the final judgment just mentioned (comp. after-

wards ch. viii. 25, 26) ; and thereby declares two things, confir-

matory of our previous exposition of the comprehensi^•e and

frequent zpiaig—not only that the judgment of unbelievers

akeady begins in His spoken word (ch. xii. 48), but also that

believers are similarly required to submit their sins to the pre-

sent judgment of His merciful word. Before it was—What I

see, I do ; now it is—As I hear, I judge and speak. That is—

I

hear of the Father, consequently always aright ; consequently

My judgment is always right, always just, yea it is the only

unerringly sm'e judgment of Divine truth, which is revealed in

My person to mankind. Let it be remembered that in Isa. xi.

3, 4, this judging in righteousness is exhibited as the first great

official work of the future Messiah. It is there negatively de-

clared that He shall not see and hear after the manner of men,^

^ Since the most upright judge, not being omniscient, can only judge

according to -what he hears and sees in the most unprejudiced manner
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and that is one and the same with this positive assertion that

He hears rightly from the Father. And here rises to us, when
we view it more generally, another twofold distinction :

—" If

I judge you, your sin, your unbelief, the pride of your hearts

(as then was to be the case), I judge you justly ; if I arrogate

to Myself the authority for this, that I am the Son, the Saviour,

and Judge of mankind, I do not unjustly appropriate anything

to Myself. For the Father Himself in Me commands Me, in My
inmost being, to declare to all the world that I am He'' This

is in sublime analogy with the humble appeal of the Apostles to

what the Lord and His Spirit had shown and testified to them,

Acts iv. 19, 20. Comp. John viii. 55.

This might have been enough. But the Lord yet more deeply

and graciously condescends to us, when He goes on to add

—

he-

cause I seek not Mine oivn ivill, hut the will of Him who hath sent

Me ! (Tccrpog is probably not the right reading). This sinless-

ness, this pure freedom from self, this living, moving, and having

His being in the love of God (vers. 41, 42) as the fulfilling of

the law, may and should be seen from without by the world

;

these are His gpya in the- highest sense of the word, wherein,

through the unity of His entire sacred action and life, all His

individual wonderful works attest their divinity. As He did no

sin, so was there no deceit found in His mouth—this is the great

conclusion which He sets before us here, as in ch. viii. 46 ;

though the Rationalists down to our own day have never under-

stood it. He asserts here, as in ch. viii. 28, 29, His perfect sin-

lessness, and appeals to that as evidence, that in this inseparable

unity of His whole Person, as He stands before us judging all

alike, all His miracles are attested to be Divine works, and the

sum of His declarations concerning Himself and us, hizcciov and

akrj&ig. For ocfjjapricc as sin and as error is essentially one. Sin

is the acting from self, error and lie the speaking from self, in

opposition to God ; and as the Son with perfect of/jO^sXyjcrig

seeketh nothing but the Father's will, that is, only lives for its

fulfilment (a condescending expression in antithesis with our-

possible. And the hearing is placed distinctively before the Koiuetv kxt

o-^iv (John vii. 24) in TrpoawTruy.yr^ia (which does not befit blind justice).

The Lord, however, needs not first to question and examine men, for He

hath heard all before of the Father.
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selves)—how could He speak any other than the pure truth of

God?^
Ver. 31. Teschendorff here interjects the interruption of a

contradicting— '•'Thou bearest witness of Thyself I" (of what value

is that ?) and there is nothing inappropriate in the supposition.

It is possible, though not probable, that the testimony which the

Evangelist gives as one was occasionally interrupted, and thus

broken up into parts ; it is not probable, for the Evangelist else-

where is accustomed to insert the interrupting rejoinders. It is

too universallly recognised that within the circle of fallible and

selfish humanity a man's own testimony in his own affairs is of

no avail, to render any resort to the Talmud or other learned

source necessary. But Tholuck quotes the Eabbinical DIS pf5

iDVy ^3 bv pXJ—Liicke, with others, Pomponius de testibus

—

nullus idoneus testis in re sua intelligitur, in connection with"

which the notes to a certain song involuntarily occur to my
mind.^ Such an allegation ao;ainst His testimony the Lord

might have answered in two ways :—by vindicating His true and

holy self in distinction from self as applied to us (as ch. viii.

14) ; or, as here, by speaking more accommodatingly, and in the

spmt of the allegation—" If I, in the sense in which ye understand

it, testified of Myself, then would My testimony be indeed

unworthy of credit. But such a solum 'Ey^y is, as I have

said, in My case impossihUr This is the immediate result

of taking vers. 19 and 30 together, as those who heard must

have felt.

Yer. 32. But another ! It is a melancholy exhibition of the

superficiality of much of the exposition both of ancient and

modern times, that this most sublime "AXkog, in which the

Lord distinguishes Himself from the Father without prejudice

to their essential Oneness, just as in chap. xiv. 16 He distin-

guishes the Holy Ghost, has been so generally misapprehended.

Assuredly the discourse does not in this disjointed way introduce

something quite new, the explanation of which we should have

to seek in the sequel, but it keeps still its relation to what had

1 Wimmer also, in the Stud, und Krix. 184:5. i. 118, thus rightly under-

stands the passage.

2 Wandsbecker Bote, third part, at the beginning.
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been said before, with a design to confirm it ; and from what had

])receded it must necessarily follow that this oKKog must be the

Iziivog of ver. 19, now set in opposition to the hypothetical false

'Y.yoj. Another in the distinction of persons, and yet not another

as He who ever worketh and testifieth in the Son Himself; just

as the vlog cci^dpojTov is ever one with the eternal Son of God.

How could the Son, indeed, after all that He had testified and

declared concerning Himself, receive witness from another, from

an actual ma?i, ver. 34? As it regards the formula aXkog lariv

we may compare those strictly similar in chap. viii. 50, 54,

and so also ver. 18 of the same chapter. The present in o

f/jOiprvpajv and /xaprypsT of itself forbids us to interpret it of the

Baptist, who is introduced in ver. 35 with rjv} In the zcct

olhcc appears again once more the self-consciousness of Him
•w^ho alone had heard and seen the Father, the stamp of which

m word and work of itself exhibits this testimony of the Father

^gp/ avrov as also a testimony hi' avrov. He who is repelled by

the supposition that zocl oi5a, on akrjQrjg Icrriv rj f/japrvpia avrov

are the words of the Son in relation to the Father, should com-

pare chap. iii. 33, vii. 28, viii. 26, bb, before he decides to reject

it. God is the true God emphatically, the Son, in whom He is,

liveth, and beareth witness, know^eth Him to be such imme-
diately—and in a manner quite different from man's knowledge

that God cannot lie.

Ver. 33. The Jews as pcudpot raig azoaig might indeed, as

they would understand the \<yoj of an individual man like them-

selves, so also pervert this dXkog into another man in the ordi-

nary sense, and consequently, as he was most likely to occur to

their minds, understand it of John the Baptist. The Lord had
foreseen this, and He would by it awaken their conscience^ for the

testimony of John was also a true testimony of the Father

;

afterwards making that lead the way to a higher and more imme-
diate testimony. So that TeschendorfFs interpolation is once

more not amiss—" Ah, thou meanest John the Baptist, who,

they say, testified concerning Thee !" The Lord hereupon

^ It is well known, however, that Chrys. Theophyl. EuthjTn. Nonnus
(who has olxho; ocutjo), Erasmus, etc., understand it of the Baptist : Grotius

called it facillimum (!)—while men like Hess echo it, and de Wette and
Baumgarten-Crusius maintain it vigorously.
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answers not simply—I mean not him ; but—" Not him as a man^

and not him alone !" For we must now assert, what almost all

expositors fail to discern, that all which follows is no more than a

development of the previous declaration

—

rj fjbccprvpla, ti'^ 6 TTccrrip

[jjccprvpu Trip] 1(JjOv ; that is, that the Lord now points out the

three testimonies, the Baptist's, that of the ivorks, and that of

Scripture, as one consistent and concerted testimony of God.

Here there is a most significantly developed gradation. When
the Father would send forth His Son, He gave His testimony by
the Forerunner whom He sent ; whose finger, pointed to Jesus,

concentrated in itself, and finally closed, the entire Old Testament

reference to Christ as contained in the preaching of repentance

in the law, and in the announcement of the kingdom in the pro-

phets. But this testimony appealed for its own value to the

mighty demonstration of the Fulfiller who came after him who
gave it. Now testifies in the middle place the Father Himself

(ver. 37) ; that is, He testifies most directly by the works of the

Son, who for us utters His voice and reveals His shape, as it

never else was seen or heard ; thus the word of John is essentially

confirmed by Christ, and the word of the last Prophet, as well

as of all who preceded him, becomes a f^s(^cii6rspog Xoyog for our

'iy^ofMv, through the coming of Him whose coming was foretold.

(2 Pet. i. 19.) And then, finally, the entire Old Testament

Scriptures (to which the new and apostolical were added to this

end) become illustrated in this light, and glorified into the third

and last testimony, to which alone, even after the manifestation

and works of the Son, unbelief can be referred through all the

ages of time. Not as if it could be in itself a greater witness be-

sides and above the Son Himself; but for our conviction—and

thus according to the essential idea of the word—the originally

given and abiding testimony of the ancient Scriptures is actually

the greatest. For, it is only in the right understanding of them,

in the comparison of Him who stands before us quickening and

judging us and the w^orld, with Him oV 'iypa-^z "NicovfTi^g zcct oi

'7rpo(prirai (ch. i. 46), that the works of the Son become under-

stood and appreciated, so that our evprjxaf/jev may follow.^ Such

^ So that this is the reason why Schleiermacher, rejecting the Old Tes-

tament, can never find anywhere the true Christ.
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is the progression of the three witnesses, according to which vers.

33 and 38 appear to be no other than a reproving reference and

appeal—" Ye sent unto John, and yet believed him not ;— Ye

see and hear Me, and in Me the Father, but je believe not ; but

then in ver. 39 arises the exhortation and direction—Now search

into the Scriptures better than you have hitherto done, and with

this one declaration alone can I dismiss you ! " Thus much pre-

paratorily upon the wide-spread controversy between the Indica-

tive and the Imperative in this passage.

In this second part the reproving vfjbeTg, taken from the Xiyo)

vfJbTf, is placed in sharply defined antithesis with the lyo^y for the

judicial detection of their unbelief. " Ye manifested, and indeed

possessed, when John came, the beginning of faith ; and acknow-

ledgment of the solemn truth of his plain words—though he

wrought no miracle^—was extorted from you." We know with

what convincing power our Lord elsewhere laid this fact upon

their consciences—see our exposition ofMatt. xii. Yol. ii. " Even
ye Pharisees desired to hear him, as did Herod when he was in

prison ; ye sent unto him with a certain measure of confidence

in him, to ask that man if he was himself the Messiah. But
when his answer came which pointed to Me, it was not accord-

ing to your mind, because ye would not come to Me ; and then

was the unbeliefofyour hearts made manifest. He bare witness

to the truth (Grotius : modeste dictum, non mihi), that is, he

confessed and denied not (chap. i. 20), he humbly declared what

was the truth, that he was not the Messiah, and pointed to Me,
coming after him." Thus the Lord, on the other side, confirms

and approves the vv'ord of His minister and forerunner, respond-

ing with kyoi sif/ji to his ovrog lari. The Lord is not here re-

minding the members of that mission to John of any single

testimony, personally pointing out Jesus, which they had sup-

pressed because of the people (as Lange thinks) ; it is not of any

other record not preserved that He here speaks, but of that

testimony which we read in St John, and which they had indeed

^ " God did not give John miracles to work, in order that no man might

say—John Avrought miracles as well as He ! How can we decide ? The
Jews would have had more difficulty in distinguishing between Christ and
John—^it would ever have been a cause of confusion to them." Berlenb.

Bibel.
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suppressed before Himself and the people alike, by not belie v-

incr it.

Ver. 34. The correct reading is undoubtedly o^vdpojTTov, and

this singular of itself points to the true sense in which we can

understand our Saviour to repel the ordained testimony of him
who witnessed of Christ that all men through Him might believe,

chap. i. 7. Now, although on the one hand, it is not John who
can pre\aouslyapprove Jesus as a higher authority, but John him-

self, who is first approved by all things that he spake of this man
being found to be true (chap. x. 41)—yet, on the other hand, he

was sent of God as the greatest prophet, and consequently his

witness was as certainly the voice and word of God from heaven,

as the voices at the Jordan and Mount Tabor. Our Lord's

meaning must be interpreted as an accommodation to their un-

believing want of understanding. As they held Himself to be a

mere man, so they denied the man of God in John ; and, in the

pure Rationalist style, might suppose that their mutual appeals

were the result of a concerted and secret plan. It is against this

that the word so keenly protests—" /, the Son of God, receive

not the testimony (with the article

—

the testimony, necessary to

me as in ver. 31 1 admitted to you) from John as from a man;^^

for, and now we quote Zeller, " where is the ambassador of Caesar

or King, who, instead of seeking his authentication directly

from his own sovereign himself, would appeal to the testimony

of the secretary to Ids embassy ?" " If it were merely human
testimony—though ye think so—I would either not mention it at

all, or absolutely reject it ; but I do mention it, and I do refer to

it, consequently ye perceive that I appeal to it as the testimony

of God, who also hath sent this man." T;Jv [Jjccprvpiav does not

go back generally to ver. 31, as we have already said (Bruckner
—ivhich Ineeded)—but hangs directly upon ver. 32, and includes,

as we pointed out, the words of the Baptist also under the testi-

mony of the Father. The Lord begins anew to teach here that

which Israel should long ago have known, and which the appeal

1 Aoifilitkviiv is, indeed, here not merely—^to allow the validity, to accept

(as eh. iii. 11, 32), but to appropriate, seek out, allege, urge as evidence
;

standing parallel with (^riruu in ver. 44. But the expression '''grasp aV is

too strong, for here as in ver. 41 we can only assign with propriety the

softer meaning to our Lord.
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afterwards to Scripture as the final testimony emphatically

decides—that Divine testimonies are given through men. And
as He now saith this that they might he saved, so also hath God
the Father from age to age for our salvation's sake condescend-

ingly given His word to man by the instrumentality of man.

First at the conclusion, ver. 36, do we perceive prominence given

to rrjv [jjccprvpicip ; thus expressing the contrast between the tes-

timony immediately given by the Father and that given mediately

through John the Baptist.

Ver. 35. The r^ indicates that John's course was now ful-

filled, that he was in prison, if not actually put to death. But

the article which must not be pretermitted in 6 yjjyjog has a

large signification as an attestation for John ; more particularly

in this twofold sense. It places him in opposition to the true

(tojg as a human instrument, a light being kindled in him for

his own age ; but it also points him out as the expected Fore-

runner, who was to come, the Elias before the Messiah. And
with this coincides the expression used concerning him, and

which is almost literally that of Ecclus. xlviii. 1 concerning Elias

:

—WzdTri '7rpo(p7jrrjg a)g Trvp, zai 6 Xoyog avTov ojc Xa/Jj^rccg \za tsro.

Now, whether the Lord consciously and designedly referred to

the words of Sirach's son (and we have most undeniable proofs

of such allusions to apocryphal passages in His discourses), or

whether this was a cun'ent proverb concerning Elias in those

daj'S, does not affect the question at all : the thing remains the

same, the reference is perfectly plain and obvious. We must,

however, inquire into the meaning of Kaio(Mvog zcci (paivcov,

which are certainly not tautological. The zaUd&OLi is obviously,

as in Ecclus., intended of that fiery zeal which was the essential

spirit of Elias (Lu. i. 17, ix. 55) ; and that in a twofold con-

trast :— first, with the peaceful and mild beaming of light and

truth in Christ ; and then with the childish folly—afterwards

alluded to—which desired only to take pleasure in the light,

without being consumed by the zeal. But the Lord indicates

a yet deeper meaning by the collocation of the two words :—that

man generally, even a prophet (as the Apostles Lu. xii. 35), can

1 Bengel, who assigns a later date to the embassy, strives to show that the

Ti'j places the Baptist in the past, because the Jews were weary of him, and
he himself already obscured by the greater light of Jesus.
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only give light by burning, like a lighted candle—until he is

burnt out, and his mission upon earth ceases. Thus did the

Baptist burn—brightly, but rapidly—he was upon the scene

only ';7pog ojpav. God had placed him, as St Augustine says,

upon the candlestick, " that men might, by his candle, seek the

da/'—but even this accommodation to their infirmity was in

vain, and was the occasion of a fearful perversion. A man like

this preacher of repentance was not sent to be rejoiced in, but for

the awakening of Xv-r; zard Qiov ; they, however, played with

him as children play with the light that comes into the room ;

they know not yet the use of the light, and only take pleasure in

its lustre, without ushig it to light them to duty and earnest em-

ployment. Although this implies an acknowledgment enforced

from them that in him there was tojg, the truth, yet it was no

more to them (as Luther's translation aptly expresses it) than a

mere schein or brightness, which led them to stream into the

desert without any spirit of obedience to the truth, without any

actual repentance or faith, and stand or sit before him like their

fathers before Ezekiel, see Ezek. xxxiii. 30-33. The first vrjAlg

had made prominent the actual representatives and rulers of

Israel ; but the second one includes more especially the mass

of the common people ; and this word is at the same time a

proof (in opposition to Lange's above-mentioned remark) that

the Lord was speaking publicly here, and not before any tri-

bunal. He could not thus have spoken before the greater or

lesser Sanhedrim ; but if He was comprehending together both

rulers and people, He might impute to each party, as in vers.

33 and 35, what the other had done. Just as in Matt. xvii. 12

He imputes by oW 7,&ujr,GCii> even Herod's act to the entire

people, see Yol. ii. The 7;0cK7;(TaTS is the language of sharp

reproof and irony, and discloses preparatorily the secret principle

of evil in their will, as it fully comes out in the ov ^s/.sts of ver.

40. Whatsoever tJiei/ either will or will not, is alike contrary to

the testimonies of God ! The light shineth upon them in vain,

and no fire from heaven can set them on fire! Lange and

Bengel (and Cyril and Chrysostom of old) refer the ^poV cjpocv

to the people's will (ne voluntas quidem vestra fuit diuturna),

but we hesitate to accept this : for we do not read that the people

had abandoned John the Baptist before his retirement, nor is it
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probable ; and the capriciousness of individual runners to and

fro,—of whom there were many, doubtless, who only paid heed to

him Trpog copccu,—still less suits a discourse so general as this. We
think the thought more striking, the declaration more convinc-

ing, if we take it thus :—As long as this light burned and shone,

ye were there to look at it—but now that he is gone, where is

the fruit of repentance towards God, and of faith towards Me ?

If we ask, finally, what was the kyaXKiocffdyji'oct in John which

the Lord allows the people to have felt, the answer is obvious

—They rejoiced to hear that the kingdom of heaven was at

hand and the Messiah come ; everything else they passed over,

and painted the Messiah to their own imaginations as they would

desire to have Him.

Ver. 36. We have already shown in what sense f/jSi%co is to be

imderstood, and have now only to remark that it gives us to see

the principle of the order of these three testimonies ; and hence

that the testimony of the Scriptures must be relatively the

greatest. For we can think of no other than a mere relative

sense for us, when we narrowly examine the subject. Just as

the works of the Son are in their foundation all alike great as the

works of God, the first faint commencement of judging and

quickening in the human heart being a power of God equally

with the last things of the last great day, while yet for our 0ccv-

(jjoZjiiv they are developed as ever increasing [/jSi%ovDi, greater and

greater things are spoken of ;—so, while all true testimonies of

God are equally great in themselves, they penetrate our unbelief

with a gradation of energy—at first more and more direct and

immediate, the strongest evidence is finally reached by falling

back upon the written medium again. Christ as the Sun needed

no longer the light of John, and then finally the prophetic-

apostolic word (once more to cite 2 Pet. i. 19) shone with the

brightest lustre of all, upon the dark places of unbelief. Toii

^IckJOLVVOv instead of Trjg [jjccprvpiccg rov'lcodvvov (Vulg. Johanne

—

Erasm. testimonio Johannis) is a breviloquence which, though

the philologist Winer counts it of no significance, has in it here

something emphatic ; for not merely is the Lord's lyoo, but the

Father Himself, thereby put in clear antithesis with the ai/dpcoTTog,

- -although this man, so to speak, was himself absolutely nothing

but a witness and a testimony.
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We have made it already sufficiently plain to our readers

that the ivorks to which the Lord here appeals, cannot possibly^

be merely signs and wonders in the narrow sense. The offence

which the older orthodoxy has given to liationahsm through

laying too great stress upon the evidence of miracles, must be

cancelled by a deeper insight. Let the first part of this discourse

be rightly understood, which, treating of the 'ipyoig, regards them

only as the exciting, teaching symbols of His inward operation

:

even the yJiyiarcc and zayjira at the last day being only the final

external manifestation of an internal resurrection and of an

internal condemnation. Let it be observed that in ver. 24 He
most distinctively points to the evidence of the experience of the

inner man, and in ver. 30 only appeals to the holiness of His

own life. Let the words spoken at the close of the Lord's public

life, John xii. 37, be well understood in their analogy with Ps.

xcv. 9 ; and it will be seen that the wonders displayed before

the eyes avail not unless the ears of the dead hear the voice of

the great awakening call. We do not indeed by this disparage

the miracles : they stand among His works, as in the Lord's

meaning here, so also in sucli passages as Matt. xi. 5, 21, 23.

Acts ii. 22 gives them their full importance ; but when the Lord

speaks in St John of His works, as here and chap. x. 36-38,

xiv. 10-12, He regards the miracles only in their connection

with His entire holy life and His whole faithful testimony (so

Lampe—totus operum ejus nexus), independently of which con-

nection the greatest portenta both in Scripture and the nature

of the case are regarded as valueless. " In Christ, whose entire

operation, in teaching and acting, consisted in the constant

exhibitions of an immanent, ever-present Divinity, all activity is

coincident with miracle : hence St John says simply gpya."

(Beck, Einleitung. S. 189.) With this view alone will /Vos

TiKziuact) ahruj harmonize, spoken with the same fulness of

meaning as in chap. iv. 34 and xvii. 4.^ All His gpya are one

great gpyof, which proceeds onwards towards its consummation

before our eyes in individual 'ipyotg. The Father hath given

^ Although Olsliausen and Storr, Flatt and Kuinoel, believe this !

2 For the explanation of this in the Schullehrerbibel of Brandt is very

flat—that I should do all that is appointed to me, even on the Sabbath,

whether ye will or not 1
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them to Him that He may do them, but at the same time it is

the Father who doeth them in Him (chap. xiv. 10), and thus hath

the Father, since His coming and work, ever borne witness

to Him ; there is no other more immediate self, no other exhi -

bition of the Father than in the Son and His works—that is,

His whole life and act, including His word, and in the -[peculiar

light of that His own w^ord, brightly shining and clearly speak-

ing to all. This is our anticipatory exposition of the following

verse.

Yers. 37, 38. There are not wanting, indeed, expositors (they

may be seen in Lampe) who interpolate here 2i fourth testimony,

to which the [Jbefjjcc()rvp7]%,s referred—namely, the voice from

heaven which bare witness to the Son at His baptism in the

Jordan. We can only say that, on the one hand, this testimony,

as pertaining only to the Son Himself, could not be appropriately

numbered among the testimonies for others who should, through

it, believe ; and, further, as it only became known through the

w^ords of the Baptist,^ it is already included in the first of our

three testimonies. We cannot by any means understand how

the Lord could lay the stronger emphasis upon a transaction so

mysterious as that wdiich was seen and heard only by John

and Himself,—after He had been appealing to the w^onderful

works which had been manifested to the world. And though in

that testimony the voice of the Father was heard, yet was not

His shape seen ; consequently we cannot think that the Lord, in

speaking here to these Jews, would incorporate in His words

His own secret reflections upon that mysterious assurance which

He had Himself received from the Father—as in chap. i. 51 we

discerned such a secret reference in His w^ords to the first

disciples. It remains, that He is still speaking of the testimony

of the works, that of the whole personal rvork of Jesus ; but now,

precisely as at ver. 35, the blindness and deafness of the unbe-

lieving Jews as it respects this testimony is most significantly

and impressively described.^

^ Since now no one believes that it took place in frequenti populi

confluxu.

^ Zeller in the Monatsblatt arranges three witnesses, in another

manner and apparently very ingenious, and with a typical application

of the revelation at the baptism to the Father's drawing to the Son

—
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Lange, follo^Yillg many of the Fathers/ discovers here an

antithesis between (jjifjjixpr'j^r,x,z and fjjCiprvpsT, as if between the

Old Testament and the Xew, and consequently supposes that the

reference to the entire Old Testament Scriptures (" the Father

doth not now begin His testimony concerning Me!") begins

already here in ver. 37 ; but in opposition to this we have only

to remark that the [jA[jjCipT'jp7jzs is strictly parallel with the

'iZojy.i. Nor are we to regard it directly as meaning " the

immediate Divine testimony in the inmost soul of believers,"

although the Lord presently afterwards goes on to lay bare the

truth, that icithout this all other testimony would ever be in-

effectual. He is most assuredly speaking here beforehand of

an objective testimony of the Father, and His meaning is—As
I have already done many works, and spoken many words, in

these the most immediate testimony of the Father hath been

long icith you, but ye have not yet heard or seen anything of

it ! And ivhy ? This is the right point in which to find the

transition to the preparatory testimony of the Old Testament—
Because ye have not received and appropriated that in faith, ye

remain deaf and blind to Me ! This thought is fully confirmed

by ver 47. But why does the Lord speak here thus of the voice

and the shape of God ? This expression is, first of all, based

upon the revelations of God in olden time, in which He either

spake to the prophets, or appeared to them—such must have been

t]ie immediate impression which it would make upon Jewish ears.

Fj^o? avTOv loopd/CUTi we are not to regard as merely " beheld

a sight of Him," but in the full meaning of Numb. xii. 8, nNirp

and nin^ n:^!:n (LXX. h s'ihsi, Tr,y lo^av zvpiov slhi), as es-

sentially and properly as the voice from Sinai, in connection

(1) the testimony of His worJcs^ which the Father hath given to Him

;

(2) the testimony of the immediate voice of the Father, by which He
calleth those who hear to His Son—Hear Him ! and (3) the testimony

of Scripture. But the testunony of the Baptist is here very improperly

omitted : this was hmnan and Divine, just as the prophetic Scripture is
;

and we may reasonably ask where the sliape of the Father is in this

interpretation, since it cannot of course be referred to the form of the

dove.

^ Cyril. Theophyl. Nonnus also makes prominent the prophetical Scrip-

ture :

—

(^dsyyou-vjoi; (nofioiriaai Gsoy'huffaa!^ Zix (^utuv y.upTVoinv ^iiot/cfltv
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with which there was no form visible to the people ; so that the

two expressions taken together embrace the Law and the'Pro-

phets, as they were ah'eady united in the person of Moses. If

we ask further, in what sense He could allege against the Jews
that they had not heard and seen God like the Fathers, Moses

and the Prophets, we are driven to a deeper interpretation by

thepa7'adox of these designedly mysterious words,—words which,

like many others which our Lord uttered, were intended to

arouse the conscience by baffling the understanding. First of

all He would say to them :
—" Ye are not such as the believing

men who received the former revelations, they would not and

could not have been vouchsafed to you ;" ^ and then further :

—

" For, although ye have these voices and appearances of God
in the Scrip)ture as having been afforded also for you, yet ye

have never understood them, never heard them or seen them

aright!" For all external revelation of God avails nothing

unless it is met by the susceptible hearing and seeing of

man. If, finally, we meditate profoundly upon this marvellous

word, we find another widerto7ie of meaning in them. It is

quite right to say that the Lord does not here deny, but rather

affirm, the reality of the (puvri and of the il^og of God (else

would the entire Old Testament be contradicted)
; yet we must

remember further, that He is speaking properly of the voice and

form of the 'Traryj^ avrog, and He finally does actually deny by

the striking 'TrooTorz that such ever did, or ever could exist for

men, independently ofHimself. Let ch. vi. 46 also be taken into

the account—a parallel so exact that we must necessarily inter-

pret our passage according to its analogy, as well as that of the

Prologue (ch. i. 18). He who appeared, and He who spake in

tlie Old Covenant, was never the Father Himself, but always

the self-same eternal Son who at last appeared in the flesh.

—

This is an axiom firmly established for all orthodox exposition of

Scripture. Thus the saying of our Lord is so ordered that He
does not declare with an indefinite generality, " Ye know not

God in any manner, have not seen Him or heard Plim" (Klee),

b.it—Ye have neither understood generally all the former voices

^ By wliich did He incidentally design their fables about the Vip t'z. ?

See afterwards on ch. xii. 28.
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and revelations wliicli have been transmitted to you ; nor do ye

now know that in all of them the same Son was heard and seen

who now standeth in your midst. Else would ye, and must ye

know and understand Me, whose word and whose person is now
the final (pmrj of the Father, and His only possible iihog ! The
Father Himself speaketh with you, shows Himself to you in Me,
as He never did before ; but ye have ears, and hear not, eyes

have ye, and see not ! (Deut. xxix. 4).

Why, finally, is this, and wherein does it lie ? The last clause

gives the solution. The loord of the Father (now comprising

both, for even His form would only speak to us) ye have not

dwelling in you, or rather abiding ; it hath never laid hold upon

you, and found firm lodgment in your liearts. (X^ypeTi/ h vytAV,

ch. viii. 37.) This 'koyog avrov, rov Trccrpog is assuredly not

an independently existing, other, first revelation in the con-

science (against this meaning of \oyog in Olshausen, Liicke

rightly protests) ; but it is that one Word of the Father, ever

tending from above and from without to the inner being of

man, ever seeking a place and lodgment in his heart, the pro-

foundest and most essential reality of which can be actually no

other than the eternal A.oyog of St John's prologue. But that

is not now speculatively introduced by our Lord : He now
rather refers by this Xoyog to that which He afterwards more

directly designates as rag ypa^dg ; here marking the transition

to the third and last testimony, the externally at least abiding

form. Ye have the word of God,—that is, not the Father's

immediate word, but as mediated by Me from the beginning in

every voice and manifestation

—

in your books ; but ye have it

only external, and are like the deaf and blind (Isa. xxix. 11, 12,

18) ; it has never laid hold upon your inmost souls. For ye

show this, it is made manifest by this (an on for ^lo as aTO~

^zizTiKOv as Lu. vii. 47), that ye believe not on Him, whom the

Father hath now sent, speaking in Him more loudly, and ap-

pearing more plainly, than ever before.^ Yea, ye do not even

believe tovtm—in the dative—as a Prophet, who testifieth of

^ Miinchmeyer teaches me that grammatically or; never could stand for

Oio. I know very well that formally it could not, but in its meaning it

might ; that is as oi6 d'Tzoonx.riKO'j—which on that account I expressly in-

serted above.

VOL. V I
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God as His Father, and thus of Himself. Learn here, that in

order to man's believing the testimony of Jesus, a preparation

is previously required:—among the covenant people of God
through the Scriptures, among the heathen (though they are

left out of the question in this discourse to the Jews) through

something analogous at least. But when this is w^anting, and

neither are the works of the Son seen nor His words heard,

what remains but to refer hack unbelief to the Scriptures, which

are in their totality the word which fully corresponds to the reve-

lation of God in the flesh ?

Yer. 39. We read in Bengel—Brentius magni judicH inter-

pretes esse ait, qui indicativum statuant ; let me be permitted

to add

—

majoris vero aio, qui tamen imperativum. For to take

unexamined ancient tradition or ecclesiastical translation is no

magnum judicium ; but to find our way back to the right, in

spite of a specious learned criticism, is something more than that

criticism, it is a higher potentiality into which criticism must

raise itself. The Peschito translates it in the imperative Xil ; so

did Chrys., Angus., Theophyl., Euthym., accept the word, and

generally most of the ancients, with Calvin, Beza, and Wetstein

;

so also does Olshausen, with Paulus, and Baumgarten-Crusius.

Lange also, to my satisfaction, seemed to lean that way—" hence

He exiiorts them, to go and study the ancient Scriptures more

profoundly ;" though, alas, in his third volume, p. 598, he returns

to a contradictory decision for the indicative. I myself, in the

first edition of Vol. ii., followed in this track, until I came to

study the passage more closely in St John himself. It does not

affect the matter at all that the formula since aTTidrockzarz runs

between simple indicatives, nor that on hozsirs and ov dsXsrz

follow these words—when ,the subject and its connection of

thought demand something different. And wie have already

prepared the way for the conviction that the whole context, taken

in its completeness, demands the change. If the testimony of

the Scriptures is actually the last and greatest, and if on that

account the Lord now first refers to them ; if, as we have seen,

the unbelief of the Jews towards Jesus was fundamentally based

upon their misunderstanding of those Scriptures, what could b^

more proper than the change and progression of the discourse

into an imperative ? We cannot but expect from Him who now
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speaks iVa (TajdaJat, that He would not dismiss them with nothing

but reproaches, rather that He would send them away with ex-

hortation and hope. It is to us as if He should say—Ye sent in

vain to John, who sent you back to Me ; I Myself stand before

you, but ye know Me not ; / now therefore send you back and

refer you to your own Scriptures again ! Did He not often do

the same, requiring them to go and to read and learn how it was

WTitten ? Would they not be constrained (as Hofmann, Schrift-

beweis i. 568 affirms) now first to investigate the Scriptures as

they never had before, in order to find Him of whom they

testify—actually to possess in them that which they thought they

possessed ?
^

Now let us go on to examine the word l^zvmv itself ! Some
one, whose name we have not noted, utters this warning :

—

Caveant sibi juvenes ab emphasi, quam multi, parum gr^ce

docti, in hoc verbo invenisse sibi visi sunt ; and Deyling

reckons this invenisse among the emphasibus fctis. Now we

w^ould not go with others to the opposite extreme (following

Chrys. comp. Prov. ii. 4), and call it a " thoroughly mining"

word
; yet it is clear enough to all gra^ce doctis that the expres-

sion refers to an investigation of the grounds and internal part

of things, that it is opposed to the superficial, and that it must

here consequently refer to the TPiuf/jCC and not to the ypdf/bc/joc

of the ypuipoct. We ask—Could there be imputed to the un-

believino; and blind Jews in anv admissible sense of the term

an epsvvciv rag ypcc^pdg'i^ Thoiuck after Cyril imposes a re-

buking sense upon the word as if directed against their cc?cpi(^iia

in the mere letter, and Teschendorff foUow^s in the same track

—

" Ye grovel in the Scriptures ;" but this is contrary to the

Greek usage,^ and the latter is obliged, though involuntarily,

1 See it excellently shown that tlirougli Christ alone the Old Testament

becomes truly Scripture^ in Petersen's v. d. Kirche i. 182.

2 The Berlenb. Bibel says
—" They were not so much investigators- as

rummagers and tearers of the Scripture," The true ^'' was wanting to

their 2''*f"~'? ; their '^^'y'^> were very far from the true "pM.

2 AH the places in the New Testament have the word in a good sense

—

see especially 1 Pet. i. 11 ; Rom. \'iii. 27 ; 1 Cor. ii. 10, and the tpivvriaov

Ka.\ Ui d Jno. vii. 52. So also the Sept. for rsn and yn. In a bad sense

it caniiot be found in Greek literature.
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to add his much too stringent imperative, when he continues

—

" Seeh only with honest minds, for it is this which testifies of

Me!" And so similarly Gossner shifts round:—"but if we

would rightly apply this text in our day, we must turn it into a

positive command ; that which was said to the Jews as a rebuke,

must become to us a precept of the Saviour !" We find in these

words a most decisive and important principle, w^hich we shall

not shrink from making still more emphatic. If in thy practi-

cal exegesis for the church of God thou canst not avoid adopt-

ing, or admitting the value of, any traditional and also obvious

interpretation of Scripture, be very confident that such and no

other is the mind of the Spirit in the word. Does the Lord

speak only in these words of St John to the Jews of that day,

or is He not speaking to us, and to all ages ? Is it not in the

highest possible degree probable, to speak guardedly, that He
Himself in the beginning, and afterwards the Holy Ghost in

the Evangelists, had in His eye His future congregation ? Now
is it not a truth which approves its certainty always and to this

day, that the Scripture remains the last testimony to which un-

belief may be referred, even as it was that which manifestly

contributed to the perfecting of the faith of the first disciples ?

Let it be observed that the Risen Onem Lu. xxiv. excited their

faith towards His resurrection by means of Moses and the Pro-

phets, before He revealed Himself to the eyes of His disciples

;

and then, after He had revealed Himself to their eyes, opened

their spiritual eyes fully to understand those Scriptures ? Let it

be remembered that very many Jews who heard and saw the

living Lord in the flesh to no purpose were afterwards convinced

by the Apostles' appeal to the ancient Scriptures ! Thus let

men learn to place these in their right place, even in that in

which Christ here places them. Nor should we hesitate to go

further and say, that although He at first, and for His then

present hearers, could have intended only the Old Testament,

He, with prophetic prevision, included for His future church

the New Testament writings afterwards to be written, in which

alone His voice should ever be heard, and His form ever be

seen. It is probable that He united in His meaning that

nin'' "iQD 7yp ^t^^^ of Isa. xxxiv. 16 (quite missed by the Sept.)

with Ps. xl. 8 ; but most assuredly He utters here a word for
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all fiiturity ; the loud imperative meaning will never cease to

hold good in its exliortation—Seek and investigate, not merely

in your hearts, in your understanding, but in the abiding writ-

ten word of God ! Without this word there is no intelligent

faith, no blessing in the worship of God, no power in the sacra-

ments, no Holy Spirit in the church ! Without Scripture there

is no church and no people of God !^ The way to Me, the first

coming as well as the constant and progressive communion with

Me, is only through these Scriptures, this originally given

Word I This is the fundamental principle of the great refor-

mation which now seeks to point the souls of men to Christ

Himself.

But here we must necessarily remember the warning wdiich

these words enforce, by the example of the blinded Jews, against

a false, self-willed, unbelieving, and proud dealing with the mere

letter ; and the frightful delusion that without the true l^zvvav

into its spiritual contents, in their mere dead letter,

—

to have life !^

Look, what the Jews have now left them in their synagogues

—

the chests with the Thorah instead of the living Christ for whom
Moses would have prepared their minds, and all their Talmudical

mystical folly ! Not to mention the fearful analogy of the taber-

nacle in the Romanist Mass

!

Hamann says very properly :
" The Jewish opinion^ that they

had in their Scriptures eternal life, was probably as prejudicial

as it was favourable to their duty of examining them ; and this

(the examination) is assuredly to be recommended to all ignorant

or thoughtless Theists" (iv. 260). But we must add to this, that

most assuredly the Jewish supposition, which led to a high esti-

mate of the Scriptures, is greatly to be preferred to that contempt

of the written word which has utterly lost the one and only way
marked out for inquiry. Israel, possessing still the Old Testa-

1 That is, taking all liistory into the account. For thongA m the begin-

ning (according to the well-known saying or Irenseus) barbarians with-

out paper and ink had the doctrine of the Spirit ^\Titten. upon their hearts

—yet this did not obviate the necessity of sending even to them the Holy

Scriptures. And as httle does the dogma of a Scripture-interpreting Church

follow from it (Mohler's Symbolik § 38).

2 Certainly so when it is said with the Jewish proverb "He who ac-

quires the words of the lau\ obtains the hfe of the future world ! " In strict

opposition to this, our Lord places Himself as the living Kedeemer.
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ment, will enter into the kingdom, when the despisers of Scrip-

ture in the final unbelief of Christendom will be judged and con-

demned. It is sufficiently clear that this ^ox,{iv of the Jews, that

they already had in the possession of the Scriptures and in their

manner of studying them, eternal life, is rejected and condemned

by the Lord as a presumptuous delusion against all knowledge

and conscience ; but He Himself extracts the deep truth upon

which that error was grafted, and clearly exhibits it, when He
connects the denouncing clause by on with His own Ipevi/ars,

and then gives His own correction by the conceding zai. For
it thus reads :

—

Although ye most improperly think that ye have

already in the Scriptures life, yet I assure you that they testifi/

most certainly of Me ! Ka/

—

and that is the undiscerned truth

in their imagining—the Scriptures will lead to the Messiah,

and / am Ilel^ Let us carefully observe the unconditional

warrant and confirmation which the rag ypacpdg gives to the

existing Jewish Canon. And further let us note the emphatic

izilvDci si(Tiv at fjuaprvpovaai which recognises the contribu-

tion of every individual ypa(pri to the great Whole— it is not

merely fjbaprvpomi. " From the first book of Moses down to

the last chapter of Malachi, the whole, yea almost every page,

is full of testimonies concerning that mysterious person, who is

there the Word of Jehovah, the speaking and appearing Jehovah,

who as the Word of Jehovah speaks, and as the face of Jehovah

appears, and who in the fulness of time exhibits Himself as God
manifest in the flesh, the same of whom the Apostle writes

—

The life was manifested !" Thus expresses Zeller the inmost

heart of our Lord's word ; for although the " testifying of Him"
embraces also all the more mediate allusions and references to

the future Fulfiller, yet the sublime expression Tspt Ifjjov ! when
taken in connection with ver. 37, cannot mean less than, /, the

^ Thus the ort^ which is so distinctively set against the imperative, does

not belong to the first clause so much as to the second, or rather to all

together. Here is the simple solution—in the right understanding of the

whole passage—of that tivo-sided position of the EvangeHst with regard to

the Old Testament, to which Hilgenfeld (Ev. Joh. S. 213) refers when he

says that their notion of the old Scriptures was in one sense false, inasmuch

as they contained not life ; in another true, inasmuch as they contained

testimonies to the Aoyog. Compare also Luthardt's remarks against

Schweizer. (Ev. John i. S. 6.)
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Son—no God or Father being besides Me and without Me

—

am the God of wliom the Scriptures testify. The testimony of

Scripture is also a self-testimony of Christ, the Witness in all

witnesses.

Yer. 40. But from the beginning ye w^ould not come to the

living and true God, hence ye have not hitherto found either

the Father or Me in the Scriptures, and your reading and learn-

ing have not been a true investigation of their kernel, but a

mere traffic with the shell ; hence ye want no such Mediator

and Redeemer as He to whom the wdiole Scriptures direct you,

therefore it is that ye perceive not the gathering together of all

the single rays of the past into the brightness of My glory, the

consentient reference of all former lio;hts to the full Light and

Life which are now- come, the concert and consummation of all

past words of God in the w^ords of My mouth. I should have

been to you the gladly accepted realisation of a long and fervent

w^aiting, and—/ am against you ! And although I now utter a

mighty and still awakening testimony, and cry in your hearing

and in your hearts—Ye ivill not come to Me, because and even

as ye would not come from the beginning to the God and Lord
to whom the Scriptures in their spiritual ground always bore

testimony. Ye would have life, ye imagine to yourselves that

ye have it, but ye tm'n away with abhorrence from the thought

of coming to Me in order to receive it in truth, notwithstanding

all My appeals to the weaiy and heavy laden, notwithstanding

My loud cries to the dead ; and your hearts have only responded

to the Yea and Amen of all the combined testimonies of God by

a fearful and a horrible No ! These are indeed words of sharp

condemnation as issuing from the lips which otherw^ise pourec^,

forth so much mercy : let us not, however, merely mourn over

the entirely unbelieving to whom they entirely apply, but receive

also their application to ourselves, as much or as little as they

concern our unbelief-infected faith in the Scriptures and in

Christ ! How often do some of us read ourselves into the Scrip-

tures and read ourselves out of them again ; how easily are we
unconsciously led to seek in them for something other than

Christ, thinking it Christ all the while, supposing that we
are daily and hourly coming to Him ! We think indeed that

we have come to Him and that we possess Him—h\xt where is,
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and how exhibits itself, the life which in that case we should

have ?—Many of my readers must pardon me, for the sake of

many others, that I sometimes find it impossible to expound

without preaching.

Vers. 41, 42. Third part of the whole. After the continuous

promising and threatening assertion, vers. 19-29, came the re-

moving appeal to the Father's testimony concerning His Son,

in whom they believed not ; now finally follows a warning based

upon the principle and results o^ unbelief, a real warning to others,

—and even to these unbelievers themselves as far as they might be

awakened—though couched in the form of most rigorous reproof.

There stands it before us in all its shame—Unbelief in the mighty

Son of God and merciful Son of man, unbelief in the truth of

God as uttered in all His words, in the love of God as exhibited

in every gesture and every voice ! Ye will not come to Me !

Thus mourns His love rebuking with truth which penetrated

the secret principle of their unbelief; love hoping yet to win

some of them to Himself, until the time comes when there will

only remain the lamentation—But ye would not

!

But that secret principle is not yet sufficiently detected. Once

more and again a Wherefore ! Wherefore would they not then

come to Him ? Because His selfless holiness contradicts their

inmost nature, and forces upon their consciences a judgment to

which they refuse to subject themselves. It was the humility of

Jesus, in which the Father alone is seen to work and His testi-

mony alone allowed to be heard, which repels their secret minds

estranged utterly from the love of God. His humility begins

the third time like vers. 19 and 30, but it now brings out what

was said in ver. 34 as a summary of all the previous appeal to

testimony—/ receive not honour from men I Ao|a instead of

yM^TV^ioL, however, advances a step further, in order to set over

against it the KZvobo^i(x> of This man. That which they find

wanting in the Messiah, despite all the glory of the only-be-

gotten shining from His person, was the '^ glorious manifesta-

tion" which would command the acknowledgment of men

—

that external exhibition of majesty which alone they could

regard and appreciate as honour and glory. But they wilfully

refuse to perceive that this contempt of such honour was

not only precisely in harmony with His Divine dignity, but also
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essential to His human holiness ; so that this hmnihtj itself,

through which He assigns to the Father all witness and all

honour, becomes the summary evidence and testimony of His

own true honour and dignity. Where is there a sinful man, who
otherwise than through the grace of Christ, can utter these words

after Him, without being belied by his conscience or his con-

duct ?

This declaration is so obviously connected with the preceding,

that we may regard it as an additional assurance of what had

Deen already said :—the testimony of the whole Scripture which

gives Him His honour and cries " This is He ! Go ye to Him /"

even as John's voice and finger-sign had done, is not a human
testimony. Whosoever had in any age testified of Him and

pointed to Him, the least as well as the greatest of the prophets,

must have previously received His own testimony and His

Father's through Him, that so it might be truly a Divine testi-

mony. Quite different is that acknowledgment, complacency,

and fame which come from men as natural and sinful men ; that

honour of the world which sinners only give to sinners, the proud

to those who are still prouder than themselves. It is of this that

He speaks, who sees through it all, and that with great gentle-

ness instead of rejecting it with abhorrence :

—

ov Xaf/j(^civco, such

is not for Me, I may not, I cannot receive that ! This KafJb(^dvsiv

is generally understood in a stronger sense (just like that of ver.

44), as if it signified an eager desire and seeking after it which

our Lord repudiated ; but it were below the dignity of the Lord

simply to deny that ; and the word has here, as in ver. 34, with

reference to Him a softer sense, and the meaning is—I cannot

receive it, even if it were given Me, which, however, as long as

I deny not Myself, is impossible. Yea, they would at one time

have clamoured Him their King ; but as soon as He began to rule

over them in truth and in righteousness, the cross and the crown

of thorns were prepared for Him instead, because their desire

and His are perfectly opposite. This Satan knew not, when he

offered to Him all the kingdoms of the world and the glory of

them : but He then at the very outset rejected them all. But,

once more, tJiis ho^a Tccpd ccvdpojTrm is something very different

from that ri(jjdLV which in ver. 23 He demands from all men, and

which He finally must receive ; this latter He desires for the
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honour of the Father, and for Himself in the Father's name (ver.

43), as well as for our salvation, ver. 34.

He who avows such a disposition in Himself, on that very

account hath long known and penetrated the hearts of these

sinners, among whom He now stood. That they sought and

received empty honour from men, from one another. He had

already asserted in the former clause, the emphasis of which was

—I not like you ! Thence He goes deeper at once into their

principles, and shows them their utter lack of that which, and

not the honour of men, should be man's highest good and most

desired honour. The love of God—which now takes the place of

life, ver. 40 ; not immediately love towards God, but (according

to the deep meaning of this word in the Scripture, in St Paul as

well as in St John) the love of God flowing towards us, to which

our love responds in return. It was not said in ver. 20—the

Son loveth the Father ; but as in the Son the love of the Father

dwelleth and liveth, so it dwelleth and liveth not in these men
estranged from God, and by persistent unbelief established in

their enmity against God. Because they, according to ver. 37,

had never seen and known God aright, they know and they pos-

sess nothing of His love ; that is the reason why they seek not

in return of love His honour alone, ver. 44.^

Vers. 43, 44. And now comes the conviction, showing them

how this fundamental evil in their hearts exhibits itself in

the rejection of Him, who is Himself the revealed Love of

God ! Jesus coming in the name of the Father is disowned

and rejected; another, like themselves, is received, though

to their own condemnation. Proceeding from this, and with

emphatic comprehensiveness, the principle and reason of their

conduct is further pointed to—How can ye otherwise ? How
can 3/<3—receive Me'^ This conclusion flows so simply from

1 "We may, indeed, in a certain sense say that—if any one had (which,

however, can never be true absolutely of any natural man) the love of

God in himself^ there would be no necessity of any external testimony

—

because generally no necessity of any aa(^ici&oe.t through the aarvip rov

y.oa^av. Nevertheless Bengel is not right in saying, that is the causa, cur

debeant remitti ad homines—for by that he misapprehends the testimony

of Scripture as if a human testimony, which indeed it is not, even in a

relative sense.
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all which had gone before that no explanation is needed, only

its enforcement upon the conscience. In the uS^.vda the Lord

once more proclaims Himself with the most customary and

easily intelligible expression as the l^yjouAvoc {q\\. iii. 2) promised

throughout all the Scriptures ; after whom, if they receive Him
not, no other can come. (Matt. xi. 3.) If He does nevertheless

speak of another, He must of course mean a false Messiah and

Saviour, a deceiver and destroyer. But the Lord does not seem

to speak h}^othetically—" There might indeed come one instead

of Me, whom ye would receive, as according to your mind;" but

the K'/j-d^zcrh passes over into actual prediction. But this pre-

diction was not fiilly and essentially accomplished in the false

prophets, who were only the prelude, for they did indeed pro-

phesy in the name of the Lord the deceit of their own heart

( Jer. xiv. 14) ; nor in the subsequent sixty-four false Messiahs

(whom Schuldt enumerates), for even these came in the name of

Christ (Matt. xxiv. 5), not openly in their own name, and bor-

rowed from truth the mask of their wickedness. The other in

the singular, of whom the Lord here prophesies with reference

to the entire wicked world adumbrated in wicked Israel, is

finally antichrist with his open and avowed denial of God and

of Christ, with his most daring I, before which all the proud

will humblv bow down, because they will fiiid themselves ao-ain

in him, and honour him as their true God. As the Father

reveals Himself in Christ, so will Satan manifest himself in

him (who is the father of these Jews, ch. viii. 38), and give him
all his work and witness, his own honour as the prince of this

world ; and the wicked will yield themselves to him, because

through unbelief they have already fallen into his nature, and

fitly belong to him. Thus this cuXoc is the sharp antithesis of

that one in ver. 32. Thus will the world finally judge and con-

demn itself, before it is utterly judged and condemned by God.

(2 Thess. ii. 9, 10.)

And what is that preparatory principle in their hearts which

ever more and more uninterruptedly will work onwards to that

dire result ? The Lord mentions it here once more, and it is

the same with which the Evangelist closes the history of the

first great stage of unbelief, ch. xii. 43. Pride, the root of all

sin, Satanic pride which dares to oppose God, is the great
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obstacle o^faith in Christ ; and makes that faith, as long as it is

present and rules, impossible. Faith or unbelief is the alterna-

tive which decides the salvation of men, but these are rooted

in a moral state of the heart (as the saying now is) ; and this

our Lord testifies much in the same manner as at ch. iii.

19-21. Unbelief makes its objection and appeal down to our

day, but that must not hinder us from stopping its mouth by

throwing its guilt on its own head, from maintaining the testi-

mony of pm'e truth which our Lord Himself hath here given us,

and from answering the alleged—I can not believe ! by—Alas no,

but only because thou wilt not ! Thus 'Trojg hvvaads v(M~ig here

follows close upon ov ^eXsre. Men approve of all the proposi-

tions of those menders of the world who come in their own
names,—but they elude and retire before the word of Him who
is the only restorer of the human heart, and which also invites

their test. They yield to the obligation which their lack of

understanding entails, and follow the guidance of critics without

end; but their hearts and consciences repel the x,pi(jig of the

Son of God. Instead of honouring Him with the honour which

is due to the merciful Father in Him from all the objects of His

mercy, they seek themselves to be and to be called something

;

and pitiable as is the sin and the delusion, they seek and receive

most willingly from others, whom in their cold, loveless, and

self-seeking hearts they respect not at all, the expressions of

supposed deserved huLOur ! There is a deep irony in Trapa

ccXX'/;Xcuv, which should be profoundly studied in relation to the

deception and the beggarliness of all honour among men :—

a

poor sinner receives praise from others, a liar rejoices to have his

lie confirmed by another ! A learned man (but not from God !)

hears himself with great complacency cited by others as a famous

and honourable doctor ; although both parties hold the truth of

the Socratic ignorance in unrighteousness, as their consciences

well know 1 For even in this craving for human honour there

lies a secret confession ofpoverty and of shame :—ifthou knewest

in truth thy own value, of what importance would be the voices

and proclamations of men ? But ye lust after ^ the vain appear-

ance and the lie : how can ye give its honour to the truth of

* AufA^KUiiu has a stronger meaning than in ver. 34—captare.
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God and become only helievers f^ As to the honour which cometh

from tJie only God, the true God before whom every creature must

bow,—ye have no mind, no will for that ! For your I is your

only God ; and therefore, though you know it not, that other, the

anti-God in his own name. Let us observe here the antithesis

which is intimated between the (Movog hog, to whom alone all

honour belongs, and who returneth honour to His true worship-

pers, and Satan who seeks only himself to be honoured ; and

further, the express testimony given to the oneness of the Father

and the Son, to obviate all misunderstanding, for it is not affected

by the circumstance that the Son here uses aXKog and szzTvog

concerning the Father ; and finally, the distant exhibition of the

true good as being the honour of God, which, despised of men,

is afterwards, ch. xii. 26, most gloriously promised by the Lord

as the portion of all His own.

Yer. 45. There remains to the unbelievers, who scorn this

honour, the everlasting infamy of condemnation, the assured

consequence of unbelief, proceeding from itself, since it wills

nothing else ; but the judgment is the utterance of justice over

the despisers of mercy. Christ as the Son of man is not come to

judge the world, but to save the world ; He judgeth in mercy

for the sake of conferring forgiveness, wherever His judgment
may avail ; He prayeth down to the last for all who, overcome

by the persevering grace of His longsuffering, come to God
through Him, that He may save their souls. His office and
work is now and to the end that of mediation and intercession ;

when this is exhausted He wdll judge. Yet even then—for the

future of this verse extends so far—it is not the Mediator of

grace who will be an accuser. Satan bears this name elsewhere,

as we know, but that rigid of Satan to his own for the fellowship

of damnation which will finally be admitted even by God, rests

upon the justice of God, whose expression is the laio in opposi-

tion to the rejected grace. It is this which the Lord refers to

here; He refers to it, however, not in the abstract, but by
Moses its representative, because that was most appropriate

on the present occasion, and because He would make pro-

^ For the Inf. aor. TriaTivacct indicates this factum of a beginning faith,

exhibiting itself by receiving testimony.
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minent the fact that that same Moses was a witness of the

Saviour and of salvation. By this means He w^ould allow

them no escape from the conviction that even their accuser

had in vain pointed them to the source of absolution ; and that

nothing remained but accusation since they would not have it

otherwise.

" The justification of Christ Himself has now passed into a

discourse of condemnation directed against His judges. He
whom they had brought before their tribunal, stands before them

almost as an accuser." Lange has well expressed this reference

of the closing words of Christ's protest ; but there is something

more in their meaning. He means, taking what had preceded

into the account—" Think Me not an excited preacher of punish-

ment; imagine not that I am like yourselves^ that in your sense

I seek My honour from you, and, therefore, complain of you

because you have denied it to Me !
^ I say unto you, on the

contrary,—oh that ye would understand it—not even as the Son,

which I am, having all requisite might and authoritj^, do I com-

plain of you to the Father ; nor will I ever, as part of My office

accuse you. Nor is there need of this— the gentleness of those

words now turns to necessary severity—for your accuser is

ready, he is the same Moses who speaketh to you before Me
that which God had spoken to him for all sinners ; Moses, whose

faithful disciples ye proclaim yourselves to be, and whom ye

oppose against Myself! chap. ix. 28, 29. The same Moses, in

whom ye have placed your idle hope. The riXTrrAvai is here

obviously a rather external idea of false confidence without

true TrKTrBvsfVy as it is said immediately afterwards ; just the

same as the l7rccvoc7rccvs(T0ai tco vofJbco of Rom. ii. 17. Moses

accuses them in a twofold manner ;—-in the name of the law

which they do not keep (chap. vii. 19) ; and even if that accusa-

tion, which, indeed, goes out against all sinners, might be sup-

posed to be nullified by atonement, it still remains in the case

of these Jews, and with deeper severity, in that, secondly, they

would not suffer themselves to be led by the same Moses unto

Christ.

It is not right to say at once that Moses is here set for the

^ As Dr Bauer and his fraternity slander the " Johannsean Christus."
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Scriptures generally;^ for, although in a wider development

of meaning all that the Lord here says would hold good of

the entire Scriptures already referred to, yet it is not without

reason that Closes, at once the lawgiver and prophet, is made

prominent ; for the Lord's words require a personal accuser

and testimony against them, and thus, in this last climax of

Plis discourse, the contrast is most keenly and impressively ex-

hibited between their perverted delusion and the truth which

had been with them from the beginning, but which they had

obstinately rejected. Compare the Song of Moses in Deut.

xxxi., wherein he predicts the unbelief of the people ; and which

was to be placed along with the entire book of the law in

the side of the ark of the covenant, for a witness against them :

see vers. 21-26 of that chapter. And we find it, moreover, as

the Talmudical formula in quoting his writings, ntJ^D 'i^n^^iD

)3. yri'2\^—Moses blames, condemns us, for it is thus written in

him. (Debarim rabba sect. 1 fol. 248, col. 2.) Oh that they

had indeed received his condemnation, and not perversely

handled his words, refusing to receive their conviction into their

consciences, but superstitiously founding upon their letter the

hope of eternal life !- The same may we say of the ethics de-

duced by human reason, wdiich are but a confused and corrupted

abstract of the law of God, even of the " morals" of a certain

class in the present day which makes them their Moses in oppo-

sition to Christ ;—they will accuse you, inasmuch as ye do not

in thought and act so live as to stand even their test, for then

would even these have led you to Christ.

Yers. 46, 47. Although this is a continuation of the con-

cluding words, an explanation of the great paradox just uttered,

yet does this last word also include one more reference to the

profoundest reason of their unbelief (ver. 42), and to that most

important testimony for faith, ver. 39. The weightiest circum-

stance in ail the Scripture testimonies to Christ, the essential

paedagogical principle in all the preparatory discipline for His

^ So von Gerlach, in the introduction to this discourse of Jesus, S. 399.

2 As the proverb before mentioned in Pirke Aboth runs—""=" ""' ";."?

8^r; n"^"o? ^^ V? -}p rr^r—and in Synopsis Zohar (cited in German by

Dopke S 27)—He who diligently studies the law in this life, will not come

into judgment in the next.
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coming, was this, that the law as such awakens the sense of

need and the desire for grace ; for without this influence of

the law^ the pi^omise which went before, accompanied, and

followed the giving of the commandments, could not be em-

braced, as the Israelites sadly testified. Consequently the last

reason of unbelief is

—

the want of true and sincere subjection to

the law I

Ye believe not Moses—what a paradox for these Jews ! And
yet unanswerably true, true in a sense which disclosed their

innermost guilt, as soon as they admitted the piercing words into

their consciences. Their not believing in Christ is the proof,

for true faith in Moses must necessarily be followed by faith also

in Christ.^ They believedhim not in his account of the Creation

and the Fall ; for, had they received those great facts as truth,

they would as sinful men have sought the living God, as Enoch
and Noah had done. They believed him not in his narratives

of the Patriarchs and their faith ; else would they have walked

in the steps of the faith of Abraham. They believed him not in

the sacred, heart-piercing severity of the law, which he handed

down ; or they would never have gone about to establish their

Pharisaical self-righteousness. They believed him not, finally,

in his economical dispensation, wherein the institution of priests

and offerings was designed to bring their sins constantly to

remembrance, and all the types and shadows of which pointed

ever to a future fulfilment in the great reality ; for, if they had,

they would have been made already by J/oses, what John the Bap-

tist long afterwards endeavoured to make them, a people prepared

for the Lord^ and ready, like Simeon, to embrace His salvation

with joy. And the same fulness and universahty of meaning may
be found, by a deep investigation, in the assertion which is brought

forward again from ver. 39—Moses wrote of Me : Moses the

First (Rom. x. 19), out of whose writings all the others were after-

wards developed, upon which they were all built, and without

which they could never be understood. Let our Old Testament

Theologians remember this, and apply their Ipzvvav (not that

pseudocritical inquiry which deals only with the shell) first of

^ Erasmus, Laur. Yalla, Glassius have earnestly followed Priscian in

maintaining, against the Vulg., that here and elsewhere (ch. viii. 19, Matt.

2d. 23, etc.) oiv is not forsitan.
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all to the Pentateuch itself.^ Moses wrote of Christ not oniv

in the single predictions of the Seed of the woman, the blessing

of Abraham, the Shiloh, the Prophet to come,—nor only when

(as some one dreams) he gives the tokens of a prophet. But,

as Bengel expresses it in his grand, laconic style

—

nusquam

noiiy throughout and in everything which he wrote, in the

same profound sense as that in which the entire extant Scrip-

ture testifies of Christ, leads and impels men's minds to Him.

This is assuredly the Lord's ultimate meaning;^ though for

His first hearers His obvious meaning was,—The Lawgiver

himself, that is, his law, if ye dealt earnestly with it, might

and should have prophesied to you concerning Me, and have

prepared your penitent hearts, hoping for God's love, to wel-

come Me.

Thus the " solemn and alarming note of interrogation" (to

use Zeller's expression) with which our Lord concludes this dis-

course, is strictly analogous with that which was put to Nicode-

mus, ch. iii. 12 :—Moses preaches the necessity, awakens the

sense of need of regeneration ; and how can he who has rejected

that believe the testimony of the Saviour 1 But He appends

something remarkable and peculiar to this by setting ypaf^f/jCCTCc

and pfjujocra, in opposition one to another—for even to the last

there is a manifold variety of references and applications accumu-

lating and pouring forth in His words. (And ypccfjufijaTcc for

ypaipoci yet further strengthens the contrast.) For although the

living word uttered face to face is in itself more than any writ-

ing which may become a dead letter, yet it is in the nature of

^ Moses did actually vm.te it (if not with all its glosses and supple-

ments)
; and Baumgarten-Crusius in vain attempts to invalidate tliis

testimony of our Lord against all pseudo-criticism by the already refuted

argument that Moses is put here for Scripture generally. Neander allows

its full weight to the hypothesis of a " negative and formal accommoda-

tion," according to which our Lord " adopted the ruling opinion as to the

authorship of these books," and yet says nothing to confirm it—^but this

is not in accordance with our theology generally, or our Christology in

particular

!

2 Luthardt rightly : Not this or that individual word alone, but all the

writings of Moses. And as Moses may be deemed the representative of the

Old Testament, the Lord's word may be extended so far as to assert that

Himself was the substantial contents of all Old Testament Scripture.

VOL. V. K
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distrustful man rather to believe the original, firmly settled

writings which have been handed down through ages ; therefore

it is genei'ally that the Divine condescension has given us holy

Scripture, therefore also it is, that though Christ Himself could

write down nothing, His word has been reproduced for us in a

ypdf/jfjbcc^ The question is not here about the respect which the

Jews bore to Moses, and their dependence upon the written

word (as de Wette says)—or as to their having been likely to

put more faith in the writings than in words (as von Gerlach)

—but Christ recognises here the universal requirement of

authentic documents which God has already satisfied, and will

yet further satisfy. He reproves them, as it were in passing,

that this psedagogical condescension of the Divine testimony had

been rendered vain by their perverseness ; while at the same

time He gives expression to His profound consciousness, that

even after these most mighty words filled with the Spirit had been

falling from His lips, they would be for men such as tliey were—
no more than pTjf/jOcrcc^ Even yet more marvellous is the humi-

lity with which, after such a testimony to Himself, He places

His own w^ords in a certain sense below the writings of Moses.

Only, however, in a certain sense ; for on the other hand it

bespeaks His sublime dignity, that He only speaks, and would

not and will not write ^—indeed more generally the relation of

the New Testament to the Old is here already intimated. Every-

thing legal and preparatory is better established, as it respects

us, in writing or in the letter. But the Gospel could at first

enter the human spirit only as a living word ; the New Testa-

ment ypdi/jf/jura are for ever in an impressive sense no other

than pTjf/jOcroc ; their letter as such can never hold the same place

as the letter of Moses and the prophetical books.

The discourse leaves its final sentence unexpressed, but it

involuntarily rises to our thought

:

—And if ye, radically unbe-

^ And he who believeth not these ypu/icficcai, would no more believe,

would even less believe, if the Lord Himself were to appear again, and

speak His own words, and perform His own works, as then !

2 Which is here incidentally declared : but essentially the words convey

an intimation both that He HimseK would not write immediately (which

Hase calls "an accidental matter!"), and yet that He would order His

words to be transmitted in writing.
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lieving from the outset, with your wills averse, believe not these

My words, how would you believe, if I were to heap miracle on

miracle, every new wonder surpassing the last in confirmation of

My words, instead of still speaking to you ? The Word of the

Son, as was said in ver. 34, is most distinctively that which

avails for the quickening of the dead ; the Father hath no

agency beyond that for Israel or the world. Oh let us believe

His words, as they are now written down for our good

!

Many of our readers will not be displeased if we analyze the

whole exposition, and arrange it systematically ; those who dis-

like such methodizing, or think it unnecessary, may pass it over.

Jesus hears witness to Himself with a lofty dignity, in which

is at the same time expressed His humility before the Father,

and His love to mankind :—He Himself testifies to His Divinity

of operation as the Son in the unity of the Father, as shown in

quickening and judgment being put into His hands. The great

position of ver. 17, involving in itself all that was afterwards

developed, is laid down with the foresight that explanation w^ould

be required by His hearers. Then follows with ver. 19 the tes-

timony which obviates and replies to all misunderstanding and

opposition, falling into three divisions :—a vindication of Himself

which corrects their error, passing into a continuous assertion of

His claims (ver. 19-29) ;—a reproving reference to the extant

testimonies of the Father, which they had not believed (vers.

30-40) ;—a warning resting upon the ground and consequence

of this unbelief.

The first part gives us :

1. The continuous corrective assertion, in itself:—The Son

doeth (now) only the works which have been shown and

given to Him of the Father (ver. 19)

—

for the Father

showeth Him all things, and yet greater things (ver. 20)

—even the two greatest, the first and last, all-compre-

hending works. Quickening and Judgment (vers. 21,

22)—in order that the Father's honour may rest upon

the Son. (Ver. 23.)

2. A more direct development of this in confirmation ; which

already passes over into the evidence for it, inasmuch as

it promises the experimental proof, now internal, and in

the future external. Yer. 24 stands at the head as the
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fundamental position, and this is then pursued into de-

tail—

A. For those who now believe—Already the dead live

through the Son of God (vers. 25, 26), through Him
to whom as the Son of man judgment is given (ver.

27), that is, for them the judgment of mercy ;—but also

B. For those who believe not, in contrast with them, in the

future ! The last, complete distinction and separation

between consummate life and the condenrmation which

remains. (Yers. 28-30.)

The second part embraces :

—

1. The general appeal to the testimony of the Father, attached

to the previous assertion now repeated. (Vers. 30-32.)

2. The particular exhibition of that testimony in its progres-

sive order

—

A. The Father testified, first of all, by John, who is not to

be regarded as man, but as sent from God for their

salvation, though he was met by unbelief only. (Vers.

33-35.)

B. The Father Himself testifies w^ith a greater witness, that

is, most immediately and essentially, by the wo7'ks of

the Son, which themselves confirm the word of John ;

but these works are not met by the hearing or seeing

of those who had never from the beginning received the

ivord—of all preceding testimonies. (Yers. 36-38.)

In this is the transition to the third witness.

C. The Father testifies, further, by that continuing testi-

mony of Scripture, the greatest witness for man (through

which alone the works of the Son can be fully appre-

hended and understood). It only remains to refer them

over to this witness, while it is confirmed, and the prin-

ciple of unbelief in it detected, which is the aversion of

the will. (Yers. 39, 40.)

Thus the way is paved to the thii^d p<2r^, in which :

—

1. The ground of unbelief is exhibited in its expression—the

rejection of Jesus (and the predicted acceptance of an-

other). (Yers. 41-44.)

2. Its consequence, the judgment and condemnation springing

from itself must be held up to their view. (Yer. 45.)
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3. Once more the Lord returns to the first and, inasmuch as

it lays the foundation for all which follows, the most im-

portant icitness of Scripture—Moses preeminent!}'', both

as lawgiver and prophet (ver. 46) ; and to the deepest

principle of unbelief—want of sincere submission to the

law (in a trusting acceptance of the promise which ever

accompanied it). (Ver. 47.)

TESTIMONY TO THE PEOPLE AFTER THE MIRACULOUS FEED-
ING. JESUS HATH THE BREAD OF LIFE ; THE EATING AND
DRINKING HIS FLESH AND HIS BLOOD.

(Ch. vi. 26-58.)

We have already expounded the historical introduction to this,

and the words which were spoken in connection with the narra-

tive, when treating the synoptical account in Matt. xiv.—see

vol. ii. We are not wilHng to commit ourselves to a minute

investigation of the transition, vers. 22-24, to the discourse in

which our Lord gave His instruction to the people who sought

Him after the miracle ;—for the account ofthe Evangelist is plain

enougU upon the main point. We hold to the reading Ihojv, and

understand itwith an emphasis—When the people were convinced

by the evidence of their eyes ; and regard org o\)v iUhzv as resum-

ing it after the parenthesis of ver. 23. The entire narration

with its prolixity (according to Baumgarten-Crusius, much in the

tone of the people who speak in it) bears upon it the un mistake-

able stamp of the most rigid historical truth ; and this should help

to justify the following discourse, so mercilessly debated over by

our modern frivolous criticism. It is not that the Evangelist is

in any sense unskilful in recording externals ; but he designedly

adopts this ordinary method of relating his story, in order to

give the firm historical framework (completed in ver. 59) to the

" hard saying" thus spoken to such a people. His expressions

are classical Greek, if we take the terms as in a representation

given from the people's point of view :—They saw that there had

been no other ship there, and certainly knew that Jesus had not

gone across in the same with the disciples. It was not till the

next morning that the other boats came for their transit.
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Wherefore did these people now seek out the Lord, and who

were they distinctively *? Certainly not the satiated five thou-

sand in mass, for a fleet would have been requisite for their

transport;^ but, according to the plain limitation in 6 larYizug.,

that portion only of the whole who would not submit to the kto-

Xvnv, Matt. xiv. 23, but still clung to the repelling bread-king.

Grotius : Qui substiterat in loco facti miraculi. Lange : The

people which held out on the other side of the sea. Yet not so

strongly defined as he would imply,—" only the fringe of the

great family at the feeding,^ the most elevated and importunate

of the ChiHasts." Eather do we gather from ver. 30 that in their

fruitless search " the first excitement which, after their abun-

dant supply of food, would take Him and make Him a King,

had cooled down, and they were now only curious to know how
andwhen He had crossed the sea." (Brandt Schullehrerb.) They

found Him on the other side, that is to say, already in the syna-

gogue ; for, from the first moment the colloquy goes on uninter-

ruptedly, and it is highly artificial to interpolate at vers. 41-43

a transition to the synagogue. In the 'ttotz of the question a

'TTOjg must be understood, for the land journey round the margin

of the lake would have been far too long for so short a time,

especially in the night : and this comes forward still more em-

phatically in the cjhz yiyovocg (since when art thou liere f) Thus

does their sensual curiosity and lust of marvels seek into that

miracle which had been secretly exhibited only to the disciples,

but the Lord in His wisdom and dignity leaves their question

unanswered (it was not for this people that He had gone over the

sea) ; instead thereof He Himself gives them the answer to a

counter-question which He might have put, and which would

have been much more appropriate and useful had He put it

—

Wherefore seek ye Me % He points their attention to the sign

^ What has been lately said, e.^r., by Sepp (iii. 16), of the multitude of

ships which trafficked on the sea of Galilee, may be true enough
;
yet

these thousands were not likely to find such a fleet ready for them on the

instant.

2 As it regards which Lange needs, for his interpretation of the " miracu-

lous frame of mind," a more spiritual frame than we find ; and no less

than an evening-meal as at Cana. But this is contradicted by the governor

of the feast there ; and here by this same select company itself.
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of the bread which they had eaten, and explains it—I Myself am
the bread of life ! In this fundamental idea the three great tes-

timonies, .chaps, iii.-vi., perfectly coincide with the present ; but

the progression appears in this, that now He who in His own
person was the bread of life come down from heaven, and present

among them, points nevertheless to a future (conditioned by His

death) when first He would truly give Himself;—and, at the

same time, in this, that now the susceptibility w^hich must meet

His oflfers, the hungering and thirsting sense of need in the heart,

comes most prominentlyand strongly forward as a great condition.

In chap. V. the discourse was chiefly addressed to the rulers and

leaders of the people ; now His words are pointed directly and

expressly to the people themselves. Hence the character of this

discourse coincides rather with chap. iv. than with chap. iii. But
there is, moreover, a great difference in the progression of this

present discourse. In the case of the more guiltlessly ignorant

Samaritan woman the Lord awakens the sense of need in her

heart ; and His testimony dwells rather upon the fact that He
can give icater which will satisfy the inmost longing of the human
desire. Here, however, He directly and with reason rebukes

from the very beginning the want of true desire ; and dogma-

tically represents Himself as the bread come down fi'om heaven,

in words which penetrate even to the deepest mysteries of the

communication of His incarnate life. In all these relative dif-

ferences we have pure witnesses to the historic truth of these

discourses ; the Evangelist, discerning the process of the Lord's

teaching, and the process of the mind of the Spirit in it, has

given them prominence as an essential abstract of the testimony

of Jesus to Himself.^

Ver. 26. By His ^ K^JjTiVj ^ KyjTiv the reproving Searcher of

hearts gives assurance at the very outset that He knows them

far better than they are willing to know themselves. The Evan-

gelist had rightly represented the seeing of the miracles—accord-

ing to the superficial phraseology and meaning of men— as the

^ "We have given our views already, in the preface to the first volume,

upon the treatise which Rauh has bestowed upon this chapter ; a treatise

written in the marvellous style of orthodox, apologetic criticism. It would

lead to wearisome prolixity if we were to attempt to unweave his hyper-

artificial confusion upon this simple history and discourse.
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cause of their following and attaching themselves to Jesus ; but

the Lord's word now penetrates more deeply into the matter :

He gives its right emphasis to the " signs" as in chap. iv. 48

He had given it to the " seeing^ " Ye have seen, yea even

eaten, but ye have not understood the significance of the

miracle, so as to derive from it the knowledge of Me, and thus

truly seeh, in order to believe on Me, ver. 29." Even that apTa-

Z^ziv to make Him a king was truly no evidence of faith, and such

coming to Him as the Lord requires ; rather was it at the root

a presumptuous and selfish aim—to make the Divine subservient

to the ends of their own earthly desire, resting upon a state of

central unbelief in His true majesty. Yet the Lord does not

say 071 s'ihrs G'r]fJbs7oVf but speaks in the plural ; not merely

meaning in addition the healing of the diseased mentioned in

ver. 2, but everything generally that had been done, or had

transpired, in connection with His work, as in ver. 36. For these

men the bread was not a sign ; but the sign was only

—

bi^ead !

The former signs were already forgotten ; this last, by reason of

the material utility which won their hearts, had not yet gone

out of mind. The Lord rebukes them that the eating and

being filled, in the most common sense, was the only thing of

which they were capable ; and says at the same time (against

Lange) that they had yesterday eaten His miraculous bread in no

better and higher disposition of mind. " I know well, that that

was according to your mind ; and that ye seek Me now if perad-

venture I may continue it !" They were like our modern men of

industry, utilitarians, as Lange himself so far well calls them, and

as Grotius had already said—in ipso miraculo utilitatem tantum

hujus vitse spectabant. And is it before such a people that the

Lord penetrates so deeply into the mysteries of truth, and pours

out those deep lessons over the interpretation of which even or-

thodox divines so often stumble and fall ; even then most deeply

falling when their misunderstanding or hyper-orthodoxy grows

most zealous in favour of the mysteries themselves ? Assuredly,

but it is not so much the result of a previous plan of His own

that the Lord thus speaks to such hearers, as that He is con-

strained by their ever-deepening contradiction to go on with His

deepening mysteries ; until He utters those hard sayings which

bring about a sifting even in the narrower circle of His own dis-
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ciples. He begins in a sufficiently conciliatory manner to speak

of faith in Himself who will give the true bread ; they then

object to Hhn the manna of Moses, and He may not retract or

retreat, must give up His truth to the contradiction of sinners

(even as Himself to their hands), and not shrink to vindicate

Himself as the true bread from heaven. To this also belongs

simply that word concerning His fiesh^ ver. 31, w^hich He still

hesitatingly surrenders to them ; and when they strive among
themselves over that saying, He pronounces His judgments upon

their proud minds, but yet in all humility and tenderness—for

He gives them the most gracious disclosures, apparently only in

vindication of Himself, or as if extorted from His humble and

gracious truthfulness, concerning that sacred mystery which was

afterwards to be sealed and confirmed to His friends and disciples

in the sacrament of the last Supper. How could the Lord

do otherwise than continue thus to yield up Himself and His

truth ? His love could never let the most perverse questioner

go away unanswered ; and, on the other hand. His wisdom fore-

knew to what purpose and use the despised w^ords of His mouth

in the synagogue of Capernaum would be put by the Father in

the future history of Christianity.

Olshausen speaks, in his w^onted manner, altogether too

humbly and flatly concerning the Lord of glory :
—" That He

might hope to be able, by disclosing the full truth, to stimulate

within them the germ of higher attainments ; or should they

remain impracticable, or should they become contentious, it

would doubtless be His wish to repel them, and oblige them to

go away! !" There is, however, some truth in this, when more

becomingly expressed. But much more will arise hereafter to

be considered, when we ask the question whether the " eating

the flesh of the Son of man and the drinking His blood," is to

be classed among the most intense, and highly-wrought figures

of speech, or as the

—

plain expression of a great truth lohich must

not even thus early be kept back from the world.

Yer. 27. The reproach which was spoken in the Indicative, as

laying bare their secret hearts, is followed by the hortatory

Imperative (which gives us another example, confirmatory of

chap. V. 39). In that most general expression (op^aig is the

transition first made to a spiritual meaning ; but there imme-
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diately rises, as the case of this people required, the contrast

between the two senses in all its strictness. The food of the

body perisheth or passeth away— in the use of it in man himself,

since the crreatest part of it must again, as dead excrement, be

rejected (Col. ii. 22 ; Matt. xv. 17) : consequently there is no-

thing in it livi72g or abiding ; and if not used, it perisheth by cor-

ruption, etc. But how can that which itself perisheth, preserve

the equally perishable and mortal bodily life of man from the

power of death, and give a Z^coj^ aluviog ! This passage must be

understood just as 1 Cor. vi. 13. The sp'/aZ^eff^cct which is here

chosen to correspond with Z;yjTB7v is first of all intended emphati-

cally for the first clause, from w^hich it then passes over to the

second.. Its meaning is originally to gain hy labour^ to get or

acquire by dihgence, see Lu. xix. 1 6 ; 2 Jno. 8, and in 1 Cor,

ix. 6 it stands absolutely, to work for bread. Thence the deriva-

tive meaning

—

to make a business of, to engage in anything as

a calling, mainly, that is, for the sustentation of life, as in Rev.

xviii. 17, rrjv ^ccKccffffav, 1 Cor. ix. 13, rd kpd (as ^ys with 2 in

Isa. xliv. 12). But neither of these meanings suits the idea

here : the former certainly has no application to the earthly

bread of this people, wdio would prefer to receive it without

labour from the hand of Christ ; and as it respects the heavenly

bread, that is promised in hooan. So that de Wette's transla-

tion, ericirket, is altogether false ! The word here passes over

into the general idea not merely of procuring, getting for them-

selves (Prov. xxi. 6 ?;y2 Theodotion), but— of seeking to get,

troubling themselves about, making that an anxious concern.

Yet must it not be reduced to a mere (pr^ovTiZ^iiv (as Euthymius

explains it) ; for it retains the idea of a w^earisome effort on

the part of man, a to/sTv and labour in order that it might be

given, which applies also to the eternal food.^ Schleiermacher

very appropriately obviates the misunderstanding of Ipya^sc^a;

rriv fipcuo'tv r^u (Xiivovaav to which Luther's translation might

lead, by saying " that they on the preceding day had not them-

selves laboured for the perishable food ; it was now their great

^ Steinmeyer's homiletical exposition, on the other hand, is very artifi-

cial, according to which the use which we on our part make of the bread

which is given^ may be understood as a work ! This must be in working

up, digesting the food, but how does the language here used agreo with it ?
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care and concern to get into their power and appropriate Iliin

from whom they had received it." Thus the Lord's meaning

is :

—

Be quite as earnestly eager to get for yourselves the true

bread, make that your main business ;
^ yea, seek Me,^ hold

Me fast, but not as a bread-king, rather as the Feeder of your

souls ! Thus does He lay hold upon the minds of this people

by this significant middle-term (de Wette—A word carefully

chosen in order to the development of the discourse) ; though

they afterwards might resent the reproof which had been ad-

ministered in His use of it and say (as Pfenninger makes

them say)—" What are we to mind in this world, if not our

breadr
His first address has, however, three divisions :—the reproach;

the exhortation which springs from it ; the promise, which shows

them the right method of the desired gpya^sc^a/, in the believing,

earnestly-anxious coming to Him who hath that better thing

which is needful for them, to Him who was marked out by what

He yesterday gave them as the Giver of the true gift. It is

clear that jjv does not refer to the Zfijriv (as has been supposed)

but to the ^pooffiv. The future houcrst points indeed in the Lord's

secret thoucrht to that future of ver. 51 in which He will first

fully give Himself by His death to be the life of the world ; but

now He generally invites those who hear Him, to eat of His

bread, as Wisdom does in the Proverbs of Solomon, ch. ix. 5.^

For while He names Himself the Son of man, He yet at the

same time calls God His Father ; this is the meaning of o kog

as following after, the emphasis thus being—If I speak of the

Father as My Father, hear it aright that He is God ! The God

from whom ye receive all good things, from whom ye should be

eager to receive all good things, is My Father, who hath sent

Me, the Son of man now standing in your presence, to give life

to the world.^ 2<ppay/^s/v, seal (rather erroneously in the

1 For that the strong ^ij—«A?i« does not literally forbid the working for

daily bread, is clear of itseK. Yet Epiphan. hser. 80 had to do with people

who so perverted the Lord's word.

2 As the Jewish phrase had the bread of doctrine ; and the Rabbinical

exegesis of such passages as Isa. iii. 1 points that way. Christ indeed m-

tended much more from the very beginning !

^ Thisview is more natural than that which makes 'ttoctvip and &i6g in connec->

tion with one another, stand for the designation of willing and being able t
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German Bible " versiegeln/' to seal up), that is, to confirm,

approve, must have been at that time a customary and well-

understood expression, as we here and at ch. iii. 33 observe.

The Father hath marked out Jesus (as it were stamped) ; or

authenticated and warranted Him by the testimony of works

(ch. V. 35). This, however, is here as there not to be under

stood merely of the mh^acles, but of the stamp of Divinity which

was impressed upon His whole life and working : comp. ch. x.

36 Tiyiaaz}

Ahhough they do not fully understand the words of Jesus,

yet those w^ords were plain enough to make them observe at

least whither they pointed. Those who answer Him are not ne-

cessaril}^, as has been said, the better portion of the multitude :

the Evangelist assuredly always lays hold of those expressions

of the individual speakers which most aptly represent the senti-

ments of the entire mass. But wdiat do they mean by the gpyo;g

70V hou, wdiich they so markedly substitute ? There are expo-

sitors, though not much to be thought of, who meet from very

different sides in one common and very strange interpretation.

Not merely does Stolz translate—" what can we do, to work
that which God alone should work?" but even Hess and Pfen-

ninger have understood it very much the same, and Schleier-

macher is persuaded that he must thus understand the words :

" they admit that it is a work of God to give the imperishable

bread, and ask Him how He could attribute to them the doing

of that which God only could do ; and what He could expect

them to do, in order to accomplish a task which belonged only

to God," which exposition, accepted by Meyer, Herder also re-

ceived, though with a mocking turn—" How are we to do this ?

This we leave to God !" Schmieder also accedes to this view,

though he somewhat modifies it when he paraphrases, " How are

we to procure the means of nourishment for our souls, which

God can only prepare f ^ Yet we cannot agree with this inter-

pretation ; and though most learned commentators pass it over

entirely, we think it of great moment to the meaning of the

^ The Lord bears on His breast the high-priest's seal

—

T\^r>'^'i -is-ip. Thus
does the fundamental truth of that ancient, but generally rejected exposi-

tion, which traced here the ;)t;«/?«;4r^|a TVig vTroaroiaiug^ find its justification.

2 Zeugniss von Christo in Predigten, S. 257.
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answer which the Lord connects with their question, to pay

attention to it and show its untenableness. Everythincf, when
we narrowly look into it, is against this view. They must then

have misunderstood the epydZ^effdoci as signifying to procure

or create, which could not well be possible in connection with

the bread in the desert ; they rather by ri TOicljfMV indicate a

better understanding than that the Lord had warned them

against what they could not have done. On the other hand,

they must have discerned the spiritual meaning of the (DpcofftCy

and its Divine origination, far better than we are at liberty to

suppose. Indeed, the whole saying so interpreted would have

been altogether too keen and ingenious for this people. Finally,

if such had been their meaning, they must naturally have

adopted the Lord's own word, and as He had spoken in the

singular they must have continued with ro 'ipyov. Assuredly,

the gpyci from the hps of Jews must be interpreted simply

according to the general phraseology of the time, as referring to

those " works" with which they were continually busy in the

exercise of their devotion, in the endeavour after their own
righteousness. Thus it is manifestly the genitivus heneplaciti, as

it is termed, which follows, Ps. li. 19 ; Jer. xlviii. 10 ; 1 Cor.

XV, 58.^ It is very characteristic that they pass over the pro-

mise altogether, and fasten on the requirement ; they understand

thus much, that the Lord requires from them a diligent labour

after righteousness, and express themselves consequently in the

way which was familiar to them—What dost thou require from

us with thy IpydZ^sa^ai f What are we to do then ? But

we doubt whether (as Liicke thinks) they mean actually and

properly the works of the law; Lange meets the case better

who says, " they now would see in Him a lawgiver^^—instead,

that is, of a Saviour bringing grace, they expect from Him
neio commandments. This alone is conformable with all that

follows, particularly their setting up Moses in opposition ; and

only thus can we understand the answer of our Lord, which has

been so often perplexed and perverted.^

^ Nonnus appends quite rightly horep'Trs'i' hauoK
2 It will not do to detect, as Luthardt does, in the hyct rov hov as spoken

by Jews^ the deep meaning of •jrotsh rviv dK^duuv ch. iii. 21.
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Yer. 29. We may confidently regard it as a misunderstand-

ing and a misuse of this saying, to make it prove that God
vvorketh faith in us. The Lord has been requiring from man an

ipyccZ,S(T0octy and such an interpretation is remote therefore from

His meaning ; nor would it be an answer to their question even

if that had so intended ra spycc rov 0bov. Even the arch-pre-

destinarian Lampe cannot avoid perceiving that spyov rov dsov

is intended in the sense of their question. It is very significant

that our Lord opposes a singular^ to their plural ; and faith to

their works as the one, true foundation-work, from w^hich all works

vsrell-pleasing to God must proceed (in its deepest sense quite in

harmony with Rom. iii. 27, 28) ;—He replies to their ri 'TTOiaif/jSv

by 'TTKTTSvsrs, just as His Apostle afterwards does. Schleier-

macher :
" I do not know that there can be found even in the

writings of the Apostle a passage which more plainly and ex-

pressly teaches us that the whole imperishable life of man's soul

proceeds from faith in Christ, and that nothing but this faith lies

at its foundation ; a faith, from which proceeds every other good

thing acceptable to GodV Yes, verily, this is the evangelical

answer to all legal questioning. But faith is itself called a work,

and that not catachrestically in deference to the question con-

cerning works : it is itselfno other than " the true, God-appointed

work, the substance of the first commandment, it is a law in

obedience."^ Comp. Jas. i. 25, TOirirrig spyov (not spycov) and

b ryj Tiroiyjnu ccvrov.

To those who imagine that the Lord, by implication, would

pass over to the genitivus causce also at the same time, we can

only say that whatever truth there is in that (Eph. i. 19 ; Col.

ii. 12 ; Phil. i. 6, etc.) belongs not to this passage ; for this

meaning the expression would be too strong, and the saying

would be here in the whole Scripture a oi'Tra^ Xsyofjbsvov—that

our faith is the w^ork of God in us ! In Eph. ii. 8 salvation is

the giftf but faith the instrument of its reception on the part of

^ The significance of which distinction Luthardt should not have denied

(Stud. u. Krit. 1852, 2) !

2 Mtzsch, die Gesammterscheinung des Antinomismus, Stud. u. Krit.

1846, 1, 69. Lange :
—" Faith is a work of man from God, in and tlirough

God, and for God ; and therefore it is as well God's work as it is the highest^

freest work ofman" (Leben Jesu iii. 603.)
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man ; according to 1 Jolin iii. 23 it is the commandment o^ God
to us that we beheve, and no otlier can be the design of 'iva

TriaTivciriTB in this passage. At most might it be said, as Hess

cautiously puts it, " that which God worketh in you can be ac-

comphshed only through your believing," or—" God is for that

always providing and working, and ye should enter into His

purpose by a reciprocal gpya^sc^a/." This latter view might be

in some sense justified by the iVa, if stress is laid upon it (to that

end God worketh, that) ; but it does not respond to the ques-

tion. The former scarcely can be reconciled with rovro eari.

Turning from all this let us rather mark in this saying the

theme of the whole discourse, as it connects believing and

eating ; not, indeed, identifying them, but plainly declaring that

he only who believes will be willing and able to eat of that meat

which is unto everlasting life. If we ask after our ttoiuv hcc—
it is absolutely no other than beheving, coming, receiving.

\^ we ask (which the Jews, however, on this occasion did not)

after the work of God in us, then we say that in another sense

this is His 'ipyovj to feed our souls with Christ, and on Christ,

His Son.

However perverse and to be condemned were the meaning

and spirit of these contradicters in the rejoinder which now
follows, yet it was so ordered under Divine guidance that their

folly should be the foundation upon which the Lord w^ould raise

a testimony thus extorted from Him by the false representatives

and adherents of the Old Testament. We may say, indeed, that

these Jews themselves gave to Jesus the most appropriate sub-

ject which the occasion required ; inasmuch as He now, as

opposed to Moses, can so much the more plainly and convincingly

testify of that bread of life for the world which, from this time

forward, w^as present among them—and in the form of simple

reply and vindication of Himself.

" Dost Thou assert Thyself to be sent of God after and above

Moses—how canst Thou prove that, w^hat sign showest Thou ?"

Here do these people show themselves to be no better than those

Pharisees who elsewhere desired the sign from heaven, after hav-

ing seen so many signs ; and we regard this as quite natm'al and

consistent with the narrative. It is quite unnecessary and in-

correct to refer this to others^ and not those who vesterdav would
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make Him a king if so He might be made further subservient to

their purposes} The entire account has nothing to do with any

others, from ver. 26 downwards. The Lord has now excited

them, given them offence, and pointed them to that better thing

wdiich they desired not; they remain wavering for a while,

vibrating between better and worse impulses, until, finally,

unbelief keeps the field. If, in ver. 28, there was something

responsive to our Lord's words, that has now passed away, and

in vers. 30, 31, they go to the opposite extreme. We cannot, with

many (Ebrard last of all), discover here a continuation, accord-

ing to which a request underlay the question—" Give us then that

better, everlasting bread ; give us this sign first, then will we
believe"—for this would be perversely to invert His requirement

that they should first believe. No, that does not come till ver.

34. Still less may their saying be explained, with Lange

—

" they confide in Him that He might take them under His

care, even as Moses had their fathers, but they are not willing

to expect anything less from Him than they received from Moses
;

He must continue in the same path and provide for them fully

and entirely. Such confidence and such expectation would

amount to the very TiffrevBtv avTCj which they declined ; but it

is the boldness of imbelief which speaks here most strongly in

the IpyccZ^'/j of unbelief, which, having seen much, will see more,

and which here gives back His own word to the Lord with a

clumsy perversion

—

^' What are the works of God which Thou
workest, to constrain us to accept from Thee Thy doctrine and

laws, to guide us in our works? We see not the sealing of

which Thou speakest, in anything that hath taken place yet!"^

The new sign must be from heaven, but naturally enough some-

thing good for them on earth—nothing else does this people

desire ; and as the matter in question is bread and feeding, the

^ So Neander :
" Thus others came forward ; for it is part of John's

manner not closely to distinguish individuals in his narrations, but to group

them in masses." But this cannot, thus absolutely and without qualifica-

tion, be maintained.

2 Berlenb. Bib. rightly thus—" so dull and so audacious is man !

"

Briickner opposes this emphasis, and says that the av which would justify

it is wanting ; but there is no force in this, as the antithesis is plain

enough in the connection, and the cv of the former clause passes on to the

second.
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manna given by Moses in the wilderness comes aptly to their

minds. And should He have given them manna too ? Signs

heaped upon signs, one approving the other, give no evidence to

the unbelief which is of the heart ; as had long ago been seen in

their fathers. The more God thus gratifies their love for wonders,

the more insatiably will they desire to see more.

We have here a normal passage for the distinction between

'TTKTTSvsiv sig and the mere TrKTrsveiv rivi. It was the former

which the Lord desired, but they will not even concede to Him
the latter. " If we are to attach ourselves to Thee as another

Moses, or to place Thee even above him, and devote ourselves

entirely to Thee according to Thy word—then perform some sign

as great as, or greater than those of Moses." This, from the point

of view of their hardness of heart, is not an altogether stupid

requirement, but the true philosophy which, in its opposition to

the revelation of God, is never wanting to unbelief.^ We may
imagine how highly the Jews thought of the Manna, the dsiov

jcai TTapdho^ov f^p&jfjja according to Josephus, the davfjuarovp-

yov(Jjivov zai Tipdriov spyov according to. Philo, when w^e find

that Aben Esra calls it the greatest of the miracles of Moses, and

read in the thoughtful book ofWisdom so romantic a diatribe upon

it, ch. xvi. 20, 21. (And Nonnus has

—

[jAvvo^ TrdKvzkriiaTOV.)

" Our fathers did eat manna in the desert, so many hundreds of

thousands so many long years daily"

—

against that fact the food

given by Jesus seems to them very insignificant, and especially

when it was taken into account that that bread of Moses came

from heaven I For this glorification of their Moses they have

even a text of Scripture, they think themselves quite justified

and impregnable. It is found (only that here Iz and (pays7v are

added to strengthen it) hterally in Ps. Ixxviii. 24, with which

may be compared Ex. xvi. 4, 15, and Ps. cv. 40. But these pre-

sumptuous quoters of Scripture forget, alas, or have never read

and known, that this very Ps. Ixxviii. is full of keen condemna-

tion of their fathers' unbelief, and that the manna is there only

coupled with the quails, in which their lust ate death I And they

now were acting no better with regard to the miraculous bread

^ Kleuker (Briefe liber Herder S. 74) reminds us very aptly of Men-

delssolm's requirement, that the law of Moses should be abolished in as

emphatic and glorious a manner as that in which it was given.

VOL. V. L
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of Jesus than their fathers had done, who were not contented

with the manna, but wanted flesh also, yea, longed after their

common bread and water again (Numb. xxl. 5). Their fathers

had indeed believed Moses, before the manna was given, when

he led them out of Egypt ; but, after the manna was given, they

believed him not. These wise ones know not what they say
;

and have only come to utter these words because the bread of

life offered to them had tlirown back their thoughts upon eating

again

—

'ipccyov and (pccyslv is the limit of their ideas.

Vers. 32, 33. Instead of such correction of their error, and

reproof of their perverseness, as would have been abundantly at

His disposal, if the Lord had been disposed fruitlessly to dispute

with them. He is contented with a calm and gentle denial that

the manna was the bread from heaven, and a renewed ofler of

the bread which He Himself brought. His ^AfJur^Py ^A[Jj'/]v is

opposed in the fulness of dignity to their unintelligent quotation

of the ysypai/ji/jifov. His declaration contains a threefold anti-

thesis--It was not Moses who gave it you then ; it was not that

essential hi^ead which I refer to ; because 7iot from heaven. The
last contrast is that wdiich comes into strong prominence ; the

second is only suggestively hinted in that ; but the third must

first claim our notice. For the Jews had not mentioned their

Moses, but the emphatic av shows that they intended him ; and

hence, as the Lord well knew, their cited 'ihcofczv was referred to

Moses, though in the Psalm, and in every passage of the Pen-

tateuch, the sending down of manna and every gift is always at-

tributed only to God ; see, e.^., Ex. xvi. 15. But this first oppos-

ing thought is immediately dismissed ; and the emphasis falls now
upon Tov ocprov, not simply of itself according to Erasmus ilium

panem ; but, as connected with -sx, rov ov()aPOU, we must under-

stand it as denying that that bread w^as from heaven in the higher

and true sense, as the following verse shows. Moreover, we shall

not take much time in proving to our readers that our Lord is

very far from contradicting the testimony of the Old Testament,

and from confirming the notion, now alas so prevalent, that the

manna was altogether earthly in its origin.^ If the manna had

^ Bahrdt could thus maliciously read it : Ye good people, that which ye

have said does indeed demand attestation. What if I asserted that that
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actually been no more than a natural product of the earth mar-

vellously increased every day (" the sap of an Arabian plant,"

says even Tholuck !), there would have been no meaning in its

being laid up in the ark of the covenant. But the entire history,

and especially the cited passage in the Psalm, maintains the

contrary. As the substitute for the fruit of the earth it is called

there DV^^'P/T ; and in Ps. cv. 40 n^r^^ Dn^, which Aben-Ezra

rightly interprets of the firmamental heaven

—

ihv "i''}S2 ''D.

But the parallel Q''1*'2S Dnp points certainly, as the ancients in-

terpreted, to the angels ; not, that is, as if it w^as food common
to men and angels, but, as this corn grew in heaven and not

upon earth, so w^as it prepared by the service of the strong

ministering spirits of God, and thus angel-bread, not bread of

the baker. Comp. Wisd. xvi. 20 STOtfJbou ocprov cczoTidrajg.^ It

was truly a U^12\^2 n^ir\ mv\ as R. Bechai savs, but this heaven

of the firmament and the angels is not the heaven of the Father,

from wdiich the Son brings down the true bread, w^hich endureth

unto everlasting life. But the manna stank through the dis-

obedience of the children of Israel, and preserved them not from

dying in their sins
;
just as the miraculous food of Jesus had

only satisfied the unbelievers as common food.

But w^hy does the Lord in His answer say " you," instead of

" your fathers T First of all, because His declaration embraces

that antithesis itself; but there is something more profound in-

dicated thereby, which it imports us to understand, though the

Jews when they heard it first w^ere not likely to understand it

aright. The Lord must necessarily in the deep workings of His

mind speak with a wide reach and fulness of meaning ; His

thought on this occasion does not limit itself to the manna, but

His design is to tell these contradicting disciples of Moses,

whether they could seize His meaning or not :—" Your Moses,

in giving manna to the fathers, and generally in giving you the

law, and all that it was in his power to give, neither gave you

bread, nor any liviiig power, nor any new remedy from heaven

against death, the wages of sin.^^ Therefore He makes prominent

the name of Moses first, and places the hshojzsv v(Jj1v and the

manna which the Jehovah of Moses (not my Father !) gave, was not from

heaven at all ?

^ See further in our comment, on Ps. Ixxviii.
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hihivfftv vfjb7v in such simple and compreliensive contrast. We
can scarcely doubt that some who retained this saying in their

minds, and pondered it well, would afterwards find this meaning

in it.

The true bread from heaven is a bread of God, the Father

;

preeminently bread which cometh doiun from heaven, and in a

much higher sense than that in which it is said of the typical

and unreal bread that, when the dew fell, the manna came

down upon it. (Numb. xi. 9 "i"}*;, LXX. pcccrs^atve.) This

parallel in contrast shows of itself that the descriptive adjective

Karot^aivoov belongs to a[>rog ; and that we must not (with von

Gerlach and Olshausen, who opposes Liicke on this point) make
it the subject of the proposition : He is the bread of God, who

cometh down from heaven, that is to say. Myself. That does

indeed lie in the background of the subject, but does not yet

shape itself into words ; for it is in ver. 35 that the new, great

utterance begins— lyo!) ilfjut ; see also in ver. 38 the zccra^sf^rj^ccy

and in ver. 41 the xocrccfidg which then the Jews rightly deduce

from our present zoirocfooitpafv ; and further in the Lord's w^ords,

vers. 50, 51, the significant distinction by which the zccrccf^cctmu

is attached to the aprog as descriptive, and to Himself the zccroc-

^ccg—all finally in ver. 58 coinciding and terminating in the

Kara^dg alone.

We cannot, indeed, strictly affirm it nowhere else to be said

that the Lord "is ever coming down" from heaven, but that He
hath once for all come down. He says H,a7a^ip>riH,a-, but never

what has no meaning

—

lyu za,Ta^(x.ivoo} But the middle term

zcx,Ta^aiva)V hangs on to the typical element in the manna, accord-

ing to which the zocTot^ocivziv ever continuing was certainly pre-

figurative. The fulfilment of the type, however, in the fjudvpcc

okTi&ivov goes beyond the type in every relation and point of

view :—Christ giveth life, does not merely sustain the temporal

life for a season, but brings anew eternal life ; and furthermore

He giveth it to the whole world, not to the one race in the wilder-

ness !^ That word was most assuredly spoken concerning Him-

^ Comp. Hofmann, Schriftbeweis i. 118.

2 Here and ch. xiv. 31 the worZcZ designates believers! (e.g., according to

Flacius). But life is ready /or all. More than that is not- said, only that

all the world, zybeheying and eating, might receive life.
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self as the ffcor^p rov Kofffjbov ; so that He might well proceed,

when the Jews lingered upon His giving {hojan, ver. 27), to say

to them—" Do ye not understand in what sense I speak this ? I

Myself am that bread ! I Myself, standing before you, am the

greatest sign from heaven, the wonder of all wonders ;—he who
believeth Me, and believeth on Me, will inwardly experience that

it is so I" Thus there is once more the appealing and urging

reference to that one and alone sufficing evidence of experience.

But where the craving of the heart's necessity is not found,

unbelief can behold the works of God and yet ask for more,

demands evermore new signs, understanding not those which

have been already abundantly given, neither the old nor the

new.

Thus was it with these Jews, who well knew that which they

did not want, but not that ivJiich they did require, in this their

demand. The word which they now interject, ver. 34, is quite

rightly placed in juxtaposition with the similar one of the Samari-

tan woman, chap. iv. 15 ; though there was probably much less

of the impulse of faith in their " Lord, evermore give us this

bread" than in her " Sir, give me this water." There is enforced

from them just so much apprehension and recognition of what

the Lord had spoken, that they remain in embarrassment, de-

sirous of saying something and not knowing what else to say.

We cannot, however, detect in their words any evil-minded

mochery—" Thou dost promise great things, but if we take Thee

at Thy word, Thou wouldst be fain to let alone giving us that

bread" ^—for the ^yp;g of itself (more than pa|3j8/, ver. 25)

opposes that notion ; a-nd in that case the Searcher of hearts

would not have entered into further colloquy with them, at least

such as we afterwards find. But still less is it a " childlike

expression ;" although the Evangelist thus symbolically sets it

before us, that we may, with full purpose and earnestness of

heart, pray in such terms for that which they lightly and wjth

perplexed minds demanded.

Vers. 35, 36. The Lord, who maintained throughout the

whole of this conversation the utmost forbearance of condescen-

1 Lampe cites some of the fathers for this view, which Baumgarten-

Crusius shows to be a mistake. Calvin, however, did so interpret it, and

others after him.
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sion, now speaks to them a word which at once gives them a

full explanation in answer to their request, just as if it had

been earnestly intended, and yet withholds not the assurance

that He well knows their unbelief. Just as in chap. v. 30 Ho
made the transition from the indirect form of speech to the

lyof, so He does also here ; for, from this point we find no less

than thirty-five times this lya;, or fjuov, [Jboi, [M. They hold fast

their misunderstood giving, but He can only give to those who
believe on Him, He therefore proceeds—" Yea, verily, I would

gladly give it to you, but in order to that ye must first re-

cognise that I personally am that bread which cometh, or

rather is come, from heaven, this bread of God for the life of

the world, this bread of lifeJ^ Here we perceive a threefold

gradation in the expression, the significant deepening of which

we may profitably ponder. In Z^oj^g is embraced the two ideas

that He is, and hath life, in Himself; and that He giveth it in

and from Himself (^oJv, ver. 51, and ^cu^v hhovg, vers. 33, 54).

Bread is the universal food, nourishment, sustentation of life

generally. We have already shown, upon chap. iv. 14, in what

sense the promise of no more hungering and thirsting holds

good. The TrajTors responds in gracious corroboration to their

'^dvroTB ; but that He, when speaking of bread, includes another

figure and refers to thirst, is not an empty tautology, but

founded upon more than one important principle.^ For, first

of all, hungering and thirsting embraces, as a phrase (as Rev.

vii. 16, after Isa. xlix. 10), all the individual needs and all the

unsatisfied desires of man, in their complex and manifold variety.

And then it is not w^ithout significance that the manna in Ex.

xvii. is said only to satisfy the hunger of the people, and not

the thirst which immediately was excited after eating the bread

from heaven ; for thus we understand that this true bread from

heaven far surpasses every preparatory and typical supply of

man's need. Finally, we acknowledge, for our own part, that

the Lord seems to us to have already in His secret thought that

meaning of "eating and drinking" which, in immediate con

1 Whether, as Braune thinks, there is a designed reference here to the

similar conversation with the woman of Samaria, we must leave undecided

:

the word must have its own appropriate meaning here in connection with

the hungering.
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nection with His own body and blood, lie is constrained after-

wards to dilate upon more fally. But that in the whole it is

only a spiritual satisfaction and supply of need that is intended,

is manifest from the imposition o^ faith as the sole condition.

According to ver. 30 they promised their faith when they should

see; to that He now proceeds to attach His words, but meets

them by an allusion to the true seeing, which differed from

theirs. The first ;ca/is an etsi, but the scupdzccrs does not simply

mean—Ye have seen signs (He disclaims this in relation to

them in ver. 26) ; for the fj/s is certainly the right reading. " Ye
have often and long enough seen Myself (which is more than

My individual miracles) ; the light of My life and work, the

light of My whole manifestation hath shone upon you, and yet

have ye not rightly seen, ye do not truly believe !'* This He
had said to them in effect, vers. 26 and 29—though Alford im-

properly regards this allusion as far-fetched. Any more distant

reference to what other hearers had heard (as ch. v. 37, 38)

is quite inappropriate; and so is any *^flaw in the narrative"

which (as Liicke says) would entail on the Evangelist the op-

probrium of connecting together as one discourse sayings uttered

at different times.

Yers. 37, 38. The most immediate connection of these words

with the preceding is to be sought in this, that the Lord, just as

in ch. v., proceeds to disclose the secret ground of their not be-

lievincr their disobedient resistance to the drawing; of the Father :

exhibiting this, however, in the most gracious manner, and

appending to the reproof a new and most benignant promise for

every one who yet might believe and come to Him. AYe may
also penetrate deeper and say with entire propriety, at the same

time, that the Lord is consoling His own spirit in the Father's

presence by the reflection that with all the unbelief which pre-

vailed there could not and would not fail to be some given unto

Him : He encourages His own soul to wait for every individual

who might come to Him. Yea we may further say—so widely

and luminously do these general expressions throw their beams
around—that He is speaking in a disclaiming tone at the same

time :
" I receive only what comes to Me as the gift of the Father

;

your trustless dependence upon Me, springing from the desire of

bread, your interested and carnal seeking, avails not with Me !"
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The neuter itoLV^ preceding as it does, is of great significance.

In its extent of meaning it refers back to the r/oayjoq of ver. 33

;

but more specifically embraces (as in ch. xvii. 2, comp. also 1

Jno. V. 4) the whole body of those who come to the Son as one

integral whole in itself, so contemplated and foreseen ; and,

at the same time, maintains a deep universal principle which

underlies the character of each individual of the chosen, and

makes all one—so far concurring with ch. iii. 6. The Saviour

of the world,—who, according to His humanity, must pour out,

like Isaiah His type. His appeals and invitations to a stifFnecked

people, with unwearied labours which might almost seem to be

experimented "in vain"—has yet as the 8on^ who is never in-

dependent of the Father, at the same time the clearest and most

serene contemplation of, or insight rather into, that problem,

the hardest of all to our theory and practice, of the mysterious

IzKoy?], He beholds even here already, with unveiled counte-

nance, the eternal counsel, even to its utmost goal in the salvation

of the ends of the earth (Isa. xlix. 3-6) ; but now in conformity

with His %,iv&j(Tig He beholds it, as it were, in the spirit of faith

and obedience. In general He has a fixed knowledge that all

must and ivill come to Him which the Father giveth to Him

;

but as it respects the individuals He receives each as he comes

as a new, and, as it were, unforeseen gift, the slight earnest

and first-fruits of His labour and toil. And that this hihcofri

is used, and not hihojfcs (differently from ch. xvii. which re-

gards all from the point of view of the consummation of all) of

itself secures us, if we rightly understand it, against any pre-

destinarian perversion of the meaning. This giving, when viewed

apart from the Divine knowledge of all His works from the

foundation of the world, embraces a work which even before

the Father is ever progressively going on to its consummation

through individual instances one after another. If we take into

account all other testimonies to the love of God and His willing-

ness to save all the world, it will be perceived that He who giveth

His Son to all, wills also to give all to the Son ; so that we are

to understand here—all which He can give. This is confirmed

past all doubt by the declaration which follows in ver. 44 ; for

the giving and the drawing of the Father are one, as is shown

once more in ver. Q5. (Comp. ch. xvii. 6, 9, 11.) " He giveth
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them over to the charge of the Redeemer" is saying too Httle,

for this expresses only the result of this preventing grace ; to

this also belongs all the paedagogic preparation to that end, and

indeed the latter is more especially signified. The voluntary

coming, at the same time, to the Son in faith (hence the fut.

T^ii), is now at the first the fruit of the Old Covenant gathered

in ; but the Son receiveth every one so won, and so given to

Him, with joy.^ Tov l^-^/fJiMvov now places the individual who
at any time comes more strongly and concretely over against

the TToiv ; and, in the promise of not casting out, there lies a

most gracious and affecting Litotes—How should I otherwise

than take him to My arms, and bear him rejoicingly on My
shoulders ? Tholuck and Liicke refer this to the elsewhere

mentioned exclusion from His kingdom, but this seems to us

scarcely to suit the present deeper circle of ideas ; nor does the

expression include any reference to that absolute preservation

of the soul so received, of which ver. 39— as also ch. x. 28

—

first speaks. The Lord's meaning exhibits here simply the

assurance that if, in the midst of so much unbelief, there comes

here and there one, the right one, given to Him of the Father,

He will assuredly not reject or cast him away—" even if he

comes ever so creepingly" (as the Berlenb. Bibel says). Thus
do we rightly hold fast that meaning of the word which the

Holy Spirit has impressed upon the souls of so many from age

to age for their full assurance in coming to Christ. As the Lord
prospectively comforts all who should come, and throws open

the door wide to their coming, so also, as we before said. He
encourages Himself to this persevering readiness to receive them

all. Schleiermacher says gracefully and well :
" He utters this

word Himself^ that, however long men may neglect it, however

long it may be that they see and hear, and yet believe Him not,

when they do finally come, He cannot, and will not, and must

not cast them away."

For how should He not receive what comes to Him as given

of the Father ? This is the corroboration of the thought which

the following words yet more expressly afford. As to the

general statement of ver. 38 in itself, compare chs. iv. 34, v.

1 Nonnus adds : aXKat. u6u )c»ipovT{ hoe^o/iioti.
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30. As to its relation to the context here, ver. 39 mast be

considered in connection with it. Pfenninger says— " How
should I cast any one out, when for the very purpose of re-

ceiving him I came down from heaven"—that is, of receiving,

preserving, and guiding to glory all who are thus given to

Me. " Not Mine oicn will—for My personal human will is

merged into the Divine will of the Father ; the love of God

is in Me, an impartial and universal love ; it is not in Me^ to

receive or reject, arbitrarily, or to make any difference between

those who come. I discern in the coming of every man, and

even in the slightest advances towards it, the being given Me of

the Father."

Vers. 39, 40. The will of the Father, the counsel of His re-

deeming grace through His Son, embracing all that are to be

saved, and therefore actually are saved, is now openly declared

and firmly attested ; in ver. 39 as it regards its final goal ; and

in ver. 40 as it regards, once more, the present beginning to-

wards that glorious consummation. We w^ould prefer, with

Griesbach, Knapp, and Lachmann, the reading yap instead of

the repetition of hk in ver. 40 ; and 'Trccrpog fjuov must stand for

'jTifjj'^ocvTog (Mf the Trccrpog being omitted in ver. 39. All and

every one that is given is, to the Son as to the Father, a pre-

cious and beloved possession to be kept most diligently ; there-

fore will He, according to the will of the Father, bestow the

most faithful care and solicitude that He lose nothing and not

one, ch. xvii. 12, xviii. 9. If we should be disposed to under-

stand ccproXsffct) here—" I will not destroy (but take care of, heal

and save)"—that would be indeed a strengthening of the pre-

vious Litotes
i/j?j

Iz^ako) 'i^a;, but its tone w^ould be too harsh to

be suitable here, and we cannot consent to that interpretation.

(The word as used in Lu. ix. 56 is something very different,

being addressed particularly to the disciples.) But to translate

it
—" I will not permit them to perish or be lost (ch. x. 28),"

embraces too much, and weakens the tender pathos of the

thought hitherto expressed, which has been simply this—that

the lost sheep now found, and led back by the drawing of the

Father to the good Shepherd, are His own, and that He could

^ Richter's Hausbibel—Christ hath no arbitrary, electing human will.
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not, nor would, lose them again, for His own sake ana His

Father's. Thus the [jy/i aTToy^zaco corresponds strictly with the

hshcu^s, and is the proper expression for the sense of cpv'kdaaziv,

comp. ch. xii. 25.

But the will of the Father is itself conditioned by faith ; and

the ground, beginning, and distinctive test of faith lies in the

true hearing, as it is said elsewhere, or, as it is said here with

the same meaning, in the true seeing, recognising, understand-

ing, and accepting the Son. It is clear enough that Gicogm (Syr.

N137 ^Thl) signifies much more now than the fruitless having

seen of ver. 36. It is itself the bemnningr of believincr, but is

not on that account one and the same w^ith it ; just as further

the receiving and enjoying of eternal life is only the consequence

and fruit of believing. Let us carefully distinguish those three

critical points,—the germ, and the fruit, of the Trianvziv in the

centre ; in order that we may have a key to the right under-

standing of the entire discourse, and not superficially attach

everything which the Lord says to simple " believing," without

any further qualification. Certainly, to cast our glance forwards

for a moment, believing in vers. 40 and 54 stands quite parallel

with eating and chinking, the same promise being attached to

both of 'f/^Biv Z^cu^v alcoviov ; but the eating is not on that account

the same thing with believing, or conversely,

—

tJie believing

mahes the soul capable of and ready for the eating, Roos said

most pertinently and clearly :
" He who cometh to Him in faith

will no more suffer hunger or thirst. Wherefore ? Because the

faith w^hich comes is a faith which enjoys, or because something

to eat and to drink is given to him w^ho comes. This eating and

drinking is just something which faith has to do, if it will obtain

satisfaction or the enjoyment of eternal life." We say once

more wdiat Avas said on chap. iii. in connection with the new
birth—Think not too hghtly of faith, it must lead to and be-

come the eating of Christ ! But think not too hardly of this

eating, it takes place through simple faith ! Or otherwise

—

Believing is our IpydZ^zadai and ttohIv, to wdiich the food which

God gives is apportioned. Augustin's celebrated expression (on

ver. 29 above) Crede et manducasti! does indeed properly enough

oppose the " parare dentes et ventrem ;" but, if rigorously taken,

would set aside the sacrament in itself, if not as found in John
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vi., as a Tapspyop. We would say instead—Crede et mandu-
cabis ; this alone is strictly true !

^

Let us go back, however, to the text, as far as we have yet

explored it. The raising up at the last day,^ twice emphatically

affirmed, points out to us the final goal of salvation and preserv-

ing power, after the attainment of which there is no more danger

of perishing, or losing again that eternal life which is now, the

body also being raised, consummate. The promise is in its true

meaning similar to that which is uttered in chap. xi. 25—He
shall live though He (apparently again) die ! Even death shall

not prevail against him !
" In the interview with the woman of

Samaria, Jesus did not proceed beyond the representation of

Himself as spiritual, living water, which refreshes and sustains

the soul ; here He already intimates that He is about to go fur-

ther, and to describe Himself as the Restorer and Transformer

of the entire man^ even of the body." (Olshausen.) We add,

even as He already went so far in chap. vi. ; and would entreat

every intelligent reader to take tliis as the first key to the under-

standing of the whole of the subsequent discourse concerning

the Lord's flesli and blood. He who does not recognise the

glorified corporeity of the resurrection as the goal of all God's

dealings with the children of men delivered from the bondage

of death,—he who does not see that in order to the victory of

grace over sin, the restitutio in integrum of fallen man, some-

thing would be eternally .wanting if bodily death was not also

vanquished, so that the avdaraaig alone consummates the Z^ojtj—
and further that this restoration can come to us only through the

body of the second Adam, the man fi'om heaven, first glorified

—

he who does not apprehend all this, will never understand either

the Lord's Supper itself, or the testimony which the Lord here

gives of its deep foundation and principle.

Inasmuch as avaarriaco forms the antithesis of h'TCOhkaoo^^ it in-

cludes, what indeed lies essentially in the word itself, the idea of

a full presentation. K any one, however, would therefore say

—

^ And Calvin comes near to this when lie protests against other exposi-

tors—nils manducatio est fides, mihi ex fide potius consequi videtur.

^ The keen-sighted Bamngarten-Crusius, like Hezel, makes this to be

the new Messianic time generally ;—Eeuss no less than the last day of

every believer

!
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'•' the ava(jrr,(joo does not mean / ivill raise them up from the

dead, but ivill present tliem as saved, without any diminution or

loss"^—that would be to err from the plain meaning of the word,

and the constant phraseology of Scripture. We may not how-

ever despise, in such a case, the Zugleich (at the same time) of

Meyer's note, offensive as it is to many of our School divines

;

we may contemplate the pregnant fulness of meaning without

instituting foolish contrasts ; and in the present instance agree

with Liicke's exposition—" Will present them fully in the glory

of the resurrection."

Let us learn, further, to observe how necessarily and naturally

the words of God, when put into human language, assume vari-

ous meanings in various relations. In ch. v. 29 an avdaTUGig is

predicated also of the evil ; but we saw there that this is only

asserted in their case by a kind of irony, since it is rather the

consummation of their death into eternal. Here, on the other

hand, the pure idea of a true resurrection unto fully restored life

exhibits itself in the avdaraaig, just as in ch. xi. 25 ; and it

would be exceedingly wrong on that account, either to deny to

the wicked that other resurrection in its kind in this word, or

to deduce from it that all will finally be saved, since all will

be finally raised up, and that the Lord intends here to assert

this.2

Yers. 41, 42. The Lord might now, humanly speaking, have

closed His testimony with these words, if a yet more far-reaching

and stimulating continuation of it had not been enforced from

Him. Though we might humanly say, with the same propriety,

^ Kleuker in the treatise—Jokannes, Petriis and Paulus als Christologen,

Riga 1785. S. 107.

2 Thus two very different men, one of them, however, scarcely in

exegetical earnest. Schleiermacher :
" What else can we infer from these

words but that He hath given all men to the Son ; since if only some
are raised up, the Father would not have given Him all, or if the Father

had not given Him all, all would not then be raised up !" Joh. v. Miiller

brings the same from ver. 37—" Ye will finally all come to Me, for the

Father hath given Me all, and therefore hath given Me you. Yer, 38 : I

would draw now even you to Me, but that is not in the Father's plan as

yet, your hour is not yet come ! " This is to forget the whole of the re-

maining Scripture in considering our passage, and to interpret even that

capriciously. For how is it said in ver. 37 that the Father hath given aU

to Him?
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that He had clearly foreseen this influence of His words and tlie

turn which they would give to the people's thoughts. The oi

^lovhaioi now first occurring has unnecessarily caused much hesi-

tation to expositors : simple readers will immediately understand

that the same persons are referred to who have been speaking

before. Lampe was prepared with his " facile mihi persuadeo "

for the opinion that another detachment had left the 0')(j\.Qg before

referred to ; and Lange accepts this with the qualification that a

specific "judaising orpharisaic party" among the people is now
indicated as having come forward. But what necessity is there

for this ? It seems to us in every case an artificial resource, and

to be contradicted here by the fact that St John reckons the

Galilseans also in mass w^ith the Jewish people opposing Jesus ;

see also later, ch. x. 19, 24. As their fathers inurmured in old

time, so do these Jews murmur now.-^ Their objection is not

taken so much against His calling Himselfthe bread of life in and

of itself, but against the zara^aivoov \z tov ov^avov asserted in

connection \Ai\i it, which in ver. 38 had been magnified into

KdTu^i^'/lza. Not now affected by any Jewish or Galilasan

notions about the Messiah generally, which indeed are involved

in ch. vii. 27 but not in this passage, they have to do only with

His asserted zccTa(is(i'/jza ; they understand this, and quite

rightly, of a mysterious origination of His humanity, different

from ordinary generation—in this being far more true and pro-

found in their apprehension than many of our recent divines.^

Against this they object a ready and dogmatic o'thccf/jSU—without

reflecting, however, that it was with them as with those others,

^ Baur and Hilgenfeld go very much too far when they say that'' lovluiot

in this Evangehst is just synonymous with—enemies of Christ

!

2 " As long as the ground of faith in Him and the ground of hope is

sought in anything external, in the manner in which His earthly life

began, or in any external circumstances in which He differed from other

men, so long are we not in the right way to beheve." This assertion

of Schleiermacher is half true^ but only half^ for as something external

the miraculous birth of Christ is not the ground of faith ; it is not,

moreover, anything external at all, and its truth follows from faith

in Him. Not merely—" the true and living faith will say to itself, it

is just so as it is written in our holy books, tut it might have heen other-

wise'''' (?)
—^but better with Nitzsch—" from the deepest ground of the testi-

mony that He came forth from the Father, and generally from faith in the
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ch. vii. 42, in their erroneous conclusion based upon the birth of

Christ in Bethlehem—the notorious fact, as they thought it, that

He was only a man born in the ordinary manner, whose dead

father and still surviving mother they knew. Uspi avrov was

regarded by Nonnus as in the masculine, and so also by Lampe

;

de Wette, Bengel, and the Berlenb. Bib. translate—They mur-

mured concerning Him. This appears to us correct, and seems

to suit well the reduplicated obrog afterwards, though the ^rgp;

Tovrov of ver. 61 makes us hesitate.

Vers. 43, 44. The Lord does not answer this TToog by any such

explanatory response as would be appropriate only to an existing

faith ; He no more enters into the mystery of His descent from

heaven now, than He had before solved the mystery of His

coming over the water from the other side. Could we suppose

Him to have surrendered up to sucli minds His great truth, and

said—Ye err, beloved people, I was conceived in the womb of

Mary my mother, through the power of the Holy Ghost !?—No,

His wisdom knoweth better how to speak to unbelievers so as at

once to indicate His own dignity, and administer instruction to

them. First of all, He endeavours to mitigate their murmuring

by the [jjri yoyyvZ^ZTZ which exhorts them to a reflecting tran-

quillity ; for no man is ever drawn of the Father to Him in such

a murmuring frame of mind. He then repeats with a more de-

finite development—first, the last great thought which had been

uttered, vers. 37-40, and then from ver. 48 onwards. His earlier

assertion concerning Himself as the true bread from heaven in

vers. 32-35.

For the giving of the Father He now, penetrating deeper,

substitutes a draiviiig ; an expression which is as profound in its

grasp as it is simple to be understood, but which has no strict

parallel in earlier phraseology. Meyer explains the word much
too superficially, when with a laudable intention to make it plain

he says, " like a father drawing or leading his child to the physi-

cian or the teacher." That would be " adducere," as Tertullian

renders it (adv. Praxeam), or the ohriyfiv of Chrysost. (which

he on another occasion exchanges for the flat and yet more

Saviour as the only-begotten and as the archetype, there emanates an

especial authority and credit for the original Chi'istian narratives which

directly aflEirm His miraculous conception."
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vague (Dorjhia) ; but iXpcvsiv expresses something more inwardly

operative, as ver. 45 presently shows. We may compare in the

Old Testament Cant. i. 4, ''J^K^O, Hos. xi. 3-5, D?f^«, Jer.

xxxi. 3, where the LXX. have sl'Xzvffci cs, although in this

ordinarily cited passage such an exposition of the Hebrew text

is uncertain.^ At a further distance comes the later Rabbinical

phraseology, which distinguishes those who come voluntarily,

from an internal impulse, as tractos, D"'"i3"ia Dnp ; see Buxt.

Lex. sub. "I1J pag. 484, where we find the false interpretation

scil. a se ipsis ; rather should it be, drawn by God Himself,

Abodah Sarah 24, 1. (Comp. also Winer Realworterb. sub. voce

Proselyten.) Yet these may serve in some degree for the ex-

planation of the obvious expression. The Father draweth to the

Son :—this is 7ioiv said especially for Israel concerning the Old

Testament Trat^aycijyioc zlg Xpiarov ; even as afterwards the ex-

alted Son Himself draweth all men in all the world, even the

Greeks and Heathens, to Himself, ch. xii. 32.^ Yet may we not,

in relation to this drawing of the Father (the analogy of which,

indeed, may be traced outside Israel), say with Ebrard, " by

means of the Imv through the Holy Spirit ;"—but it is the essen-

tial Fatherly attraction of love which is meant, the attraction

and invitation of mercy undei^ all discipline and preparation, for

which sense Hos. xi. and Jer. xxxi. are pertinently to be

quoted.^ Indeed, this idea of the !]t^*D in relation to the prose-

lytes is attested and confirmed by the place in Maimonides

1 We doubt, however, whether absolutely false, as Baumgarten-Crusius

thinks. Gesenius without further ado ranks this "5^: r'^^^^ under the

formula -on --''a, so that the suflax would be resolved into itibi. Thus R.

D. Kimchi expounds—^^sij ""; T?"i^^ ; the Chald., however, has with equal

propriety of grammaticarform ";=Vr, I'^r. ^^Zrl^ which is just parallel with

Hos. xi.—and we must leave the matter undecided.

2 There is a certain drawing of the Father to the Son, even in the case

of the heathen world, and natural humanity
;
yet ever to be regarded as

only the work of grace. To use this expression with regard to the longings

and susceptibilities yet inherent in our fallen nature (as Beck does, Stud,

u. Krit. 1847, 2, 355), is unjustifiable to our mind.

3 In His state of abasement, the Son doth not yet say—/ draw, be-

cause He hath not yet the full authority for that, being ever in subordina-

tion to the Father in this. Hence should we poor mortals arrogate to

ourselves nothing before the God-man, but deal kindly with all who are

coming. See Meyer Bl. fiir hohere Wahrheit, Y. 382.
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adduced by Lampe, in which the teachers are said to deal

mildly at first and only to draw— D''3']"i f^T) ^"1^11.

This much is certain, without any learned investigation, and

it is to our experience as manifest as it is mysterious, according

to the Lord's testimony—" that if a man longs after God, it

comes not from himself, but is the Father's drawing in Jesus

Christ His Son." (Jacob Boehme.) The awakening of this

longing to draw nigh is not in its deepest principle so much the

effect of the terrors of the law, as of the distant influence of

eternal love working in them : these are the cords and bands

by which God seizeth upon men and bringeth them to Him-
self. Luther's words, quoted by so many expositors, " the draw-

ing is not like that of the executioner, who draws the thief up

the ladder to the gallows ; but it is a gracious allurement, such

as that of the man whom everybody loves, and to whom every-

body willingly^ goes," may be supplemented by the equally quaint

language of the Berlenb. Bibel :
" He draweth not as a man

draweth to the block !"

Yer. 45. As the Jews had previously brought forward a ys-

ypafJb[/jZvov for their manna, so now does the Lord, though late,

yet not without reference thereto, bring forward a similar one

for that drawing of the Father to which He had alluded, from

the Prophets. The general h ro7g 7rpo(p7jrcitg might indeed be

taken for the customary form of citation, as in Acts xiii. 40, vii.

42 ; Mark i. 2 ; or, on the other hand, it may refer to that most

pertinent classical passage Isa. liv. 13 in connection with others

related to it (such as Jer. xxxi. 33, 34, to which even Schleier-

macher would specially refer it) ; but we think also, that the

Lord significantly thus spoke because He would collate, as it

were, and place in juxtaposition the promissory part of the Old

Testament in the prophets with Moses of whom mention had

been already made. (Fikenscher, with regard to this, has the

original remark, that " in the second portion of the Old Testa-

ment, which treats of the Divine Promise, God hath revealed

His merciful will towards those who seek salvation, and who

have already given heed to the voice of the LawT)
This drawing, as it is altogether Divine on the part of Him

who draweth, so it is " altogether spiritual on the part of him

who is drawn" (v. Meyer). It is an inward teaching of God

—

vol.. V. M
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an imvard teaehing, consequently not merely that preparation

and external guidance which comes through the outward call to

the fellowship of His people, and the possession of His word ; a

teacliing, consequently it does not consist simply in dim feelings

of dependence and superficial conviction, but in knowledge. It

is deserving of thoughtful remark that our Lord, for His own
secret consolation as He stands confronting unbelieving Israel,

selects the words appropriate to the present occasion from that

prophetic chapter which, following the description of the Mes-

siah's passion and rejection, comforts Him with a glorious pro-

spect of the great congregation of many children which should

be born to His church in the last times :—let the fifty-third

and fifty-fourth chapters of Isaiah be read in their contrasting

connection ! But that which there appears as the goal of con-

summation, is interpreted now, with strict propriety as on the

part of God, concerning the deep-laid beginnings from which

that consummation is to grow.-^ The free application of those

words on the present occasion dispenses with the '^)y2 which in

Isa. liv. 13 suited the connection, but retains the TavTig in a

yet more universal sense, /^ihazro] hovy as the Sept. also inter-

prets these (comp. hohihazTOt, 1 Thess. iv. 9), corresponds with

the Heb. nin^ '•'I'lli)? which signifies these well-taught scholars,

furnished with perfect knowledge
; yet at the same time points

to the way which leads to that result, the way of obedient hear-

ing and willingness to be taught, see Isa. 1. 4, 5. Now, since

God hath from the becvinnincp aimed at winnincr such D^^rD?,

and since the more proper fulfilment of that prophecy, the pre-

paring of a new church in Christ, heginneth more specifically in

the time of Christ, the Lord may well give the words such an

application as He here does—affording us a most instructive

example of His method of using Scripture, which brings into

prominence its most internal and spiritual meaning, that which

is of universal force, and passing by its more particular refer-

ence. The docti a Deo of Erasmus is more correct than the

docibiles Dei of the Vulg. ; yet this latter unusual expression

brings out the presupposition which lies in libazroi of that

^ " The subject here is the Divine voice in man, preceding faith, to lead

them to faith in Christ as a Saviour." Neander.
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voluntary learning and hearing which tlie Lord proceeds to

develop and enforce. This uzovziv za) (/jccv&dvziv (the learning

being ever essential and practical, or an experience) is the com-

plete explanation of hihua/csa^ai. Be only a docihilis Dei, and

thou wilt assuredly come to be a doctus a Deo !^

We may further take the 'Trdvng which the Lord makes so

prominent, in the sense of v. Meyer's note—" and the promise is

truly universal, so that no man can excuse himself." Miinch-

meyer's animadversion (upon the first edition) is, however, so

far right as, neither in the prophetic passage, nor in the con-

nection of our Saviour's discourse, is the absolute universality

of this call and teaching the immediate subject ; but neither

can the all (as he insists) be interpreted with the predestinarian

tinge as merely—" all, who actually icill become His disciples."

For those ivho hear and those ivho learn are manifestly in this

case a narrower circle

—

Not all whom the Father teacheth ac-

cept His teaching. And thus as the Son, according to chap,

xii. 32, draweth all men ; so certainly doth the Father also,

indeed, draw every man in his time, with manifold degrees and

in various manners. Thus, consequently, the universal promise

remains as an intimated fact, on account of which the Lord
adduces the quotation with an extended application. It is not

promised that all will learn and accept the teaching ; and hence

it remains certain, since immediately afterwards the matter is

made to rest with our acceptance of it, that " this passage

should abolish all predestinarian meaning in the previous k}\jcv-

za&mV The commencement—The Father draweth ; the middle-

point of calling and separation—Man yields to be drawn, heareth

and learneth ; the end of this economy of the Father—He who

is drawn cometh unto Christ, This coming presupposes indeed

a drawing of the Father, but also the hearing and learning.

And it is the Lord's design to say that it is this latter which is

in the decision of man ; and therefore He exhorts them to come,

and therefore He dissuades them from an unbelieving holding

back. Were it generally otherwise, how could then the Lord

^ Pfenninger's conceit is very pleasant (in the jiidisclien Briefen, etc.)

of the little boy who comes in among the miirmurers against the Lord

;

and, hearing how beautifully He taught, hoped when he grew older to un-

dei-stand it all, and himself to receive the bread of eternal life.
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always and everywhere cry—Come ye, hear, learn of Me ! and

that in the midst of such men as these Jews ? And if the

Father doth actually on His part draw- and teach all these Jews,

of whom so few actually became njn^ '•TOp—how should He not

generally draw all men ?^

Vers. 46, 47. And now a further explanation follows, in

order to obviate any misunderstanding as to a separation be-

tween the Father and the Son ; and in order that all who

might attain to see the manifested Son may nevertheless be

referred immediately to the Father as well ; this leading back

in ver. 47 to the first and fundamental assertion of vers. 35 and

40. Understand Me not, says the Lord, as if any man could

ever have heard and seen the Father, unless it were through

the mediation of Me, the Son ; and that having thus the

Father he cometh to Me as to another ! Here again are the

same trinitarian fundamental-ideas, which are only found fault

with by the dogged misapprehension of speculation wdiich goes

beyond the word of Scripture, but which as profoundly as

clearly pervade the entire Gospel of St John. Here have we
also proof, as testified by the universal r/j, that we rightly

expounded ch. v. 37 as declaring that no man hath ever imme-

diately seen the Father, in the sense in which the Son alone

hath seen Him. (Not even Moses, as Cyril remarks.) The

seeing is used interchangeably for the hearing, because it is the

more internal idea ; and it is here substituted because in the

same sense no man hath ever heard the Father, or learned any-

thing from Him, independently of the Son who is the mediator

of all Revelation. (Matt. xl. 27.)

Vers. 48—51. As we have already said, the Lord repeats , in

order to cast down all their murmuring by His mild benignity,

His first great assertion—I am the bread of life ; as the foun-

dation upon which He will then proceed (in the middle, ver. 51,

zotl 6 aprog k. r. X.) to append another great word, as to the

time and manner in which He will feed the world with Himself,

^ My critic MUncbmeyer in his animadversions has not entered into the

depth of the connection of thought as pointed at here (and which in the

first edition was only briefly hinted at for ready minds). And this is an

example, that the diffuseness of which many complain is yet very neces-

sary for many of my readers.
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give Himself to the world. Not My word, not My doctrine,

not anything of Mine, but I Myself am that bread, in My
heaven-originated humanity (begotten of the Holy Ghost) which

hath in it the Life of God—nothing but this. Your fathers—

not as the Apostles afterwards say

—

our fathers, in common ; the

Lord could not possibly have said this latter, though in His

human nature descended from those same fathers. There is at

the same time a reproving allusion in the word—Your unbe-

lieving fathers, whose genuine children, alas, ye approve your-

selves to be. (Matt, xxiii. 31, 32.) They did eat the manna

in the wilderness^ as it is written in Ex. xvi. 32, and ye your-

selves have said ; though without reflecting that that never

brouo-ht them out of the wilderness. And are dead—this has a

simple and gentle tone, but in the Lord's lips it means much

more than when said by the Jews themselves, ch. viii. 52, 53.

Throughout the entire discourse He never speaks merely of

bodily death, which indeed none of His own were exempted

from, and not even Himself. He reminds them that those

fathers, not entering the promised land, died in the wilderness

and in their sins ! (Ch. viii. 24 ; 1 Cor. x. 3-5.) The manna

saved them not from that—see on the same Ps. Ixxviii., to which

the Jews had appealed, especially vers. 31, 33. Again, since

bodily death is at the same time included in this a'TTS^avov, it

follows in vers. 50, 51 that the removal of that too is promised

through the ccvocffTccffig. Ovrog Icfriv^ ver. 50, is now fully one

with the lyoj stfM, which precedes and follows it ; and thus re-

sponds to that ovrog of the murmurers, ver. 42. 'O dprog 6 Z^mv

is afterwards explained, ver. 57, in its profoundest meaning

;

here however it has the direct meaning—I Myself am the liv-

ing bread, that is, a living^ personal bread, a living (in the life of

God) and life-imparting Man, who may therefore truly be called

such. Tliis is the proper and essential transition to the great

statement which now follows.

Ver. 51. Thrice had it been said—I am Myself the bread !

and now is it added, with a change,—The bread that I will give ?

Obviously, for how could He be the bread, if He could not give

Himself, or something of Himself, to eat ? Therefore He now

distinguishes, from Himself who is the bread, the bread ichich He
will give. And what should we expect to find here ? First, He
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saitli—I give ; then—I am Myself bread ; now If He again pro-

ceeds to speak of giving, what but Himself can He give? Again,

however, because indeed His spiritual person. His most essential

I and self, may not be eaten immediately and directly, the solu-

tion of the great mystery how a living Man may become bread

for other men requires a means andprepared vessel w^iich shall be

the more definite channel of this most wonderful impartation.^

Just as He stood in the presence of these Jews at Capernaum,

He could not give Himself to them to eat—and yet He has

hitherto preserved a careful distinction of ideas, between the

hearing of His word, the believing on Him, and the eating and

drinking of His food. An exposition which should be perfectly

unprejudiced and simple-minded, and which received these clear

words (containing purely human ideas, whose reference to His

Person is the only ^civyMarov in them) as hearers and readers

from the time they were spoken till now must have been almost

universally compelled to receive them—such an exposition would

now wait for something distinctive to follow, and not that blank

tautology, insufferable at this critical point in the discourse,

which would be involved in the interpretation—And the bread,

that is, which I will give, is no other than My Person and Mani-

festation, once more Myself

!

But what other than this insufferable tautology is involved in

the far-famed and much-loved exposition of the spiritualists who
recoil here from the flesh of Jesus, an exposition which first

started from the ever-critical o;nosis of the Alexandrians ?^ " The

bread is the entire living manifestation of the Logos in the flesh,

consecrated to the salvation of the world"—may seem to be

something different and more to the point, but is not in reality

so ; for, the Lord's 'Ey^y had already signified no other than His

Divine-human Personality and Presence, consequently all that

^ Kahnis : "A life to be communicated requires a medium of communi-

cation. Bread is for others only when, to use the Scripture expression, it

is broken for them. Thus He who is bread, must give bread."

^ For, what Ignatius, with a free and wide sphitual application, said

of the words " flesh and blood of Christ," which are, indeed, also sym-

bohcal (Dorner, Entwicklungsgeschichte i. 159), can scarcely be called

exegesis ; it was not intended to be so, and indeed latently recognised the

real sense.
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is contained in His manifestation in the flesh.^ This is very

obviously seen in Ebrard's remark

—

'^ the totahty of the Person

of Christ, the ^vhole Christ, is to be to us what bread is to the

body !" For we may put another question—How may this be ?

How does the giving enter into this % and if we are referred to

the " beheving" which, in us and because we beheve His plain

word, desires still the promised eating, this is only to lead us

round and round the pastureless and unsatisfying heath of

speculation, and to despatch us with a vague Crede et man-

ducasti in a very different sense from that which St Augustine

could have intended. Regarding the Lord's words in their in-

tegrity from beginning to end, and contemplating the mass of

such emptying and enfeebling exposition, in which the plain

words which He speaks are turned into mere figures revolving

round a nebulous nothing, we are compelled to exclaim—This

is a hard exegesis^ who can hear it?^

For, 7} capj [mov is not—My person. My power and influence,

My spirit, yea not even My body, but absolutely no other than

what it says

—

Isljflesh. Further, the \cfriv in connection with

it is exjjlanatory ; it forms the transition from iliQ figurative ex-

pression aprofto the expression projt?er ; just as we find it said in

the parable—The enemy is the Devil ; or. The harvest is the end

of the world. The Lord never explained—any more than any

reasonable man among ourseU^es—a figurative saying by a new

^ Klee's aim is good, but lie hits it unskilfully, when he says—" From
this purely spiritual and ideal eating and reception of Him, He now passes

to another eating and reception, to the true and actual reception of His

body in us." For this is not anotlier Editing distinguished from the former,

nor had the Lord been speaking of a purely spiritual and ideal eating at

all, neither the Saviour nor the Scripture generally knows anything of

this.

2 Petersen (v. d. Kirche i. 171), that the Lord is the bread of life " be-

cause He as absolute rehgion in Pe^on is for humanity its true substance"

(comp. S. 219), and this is not badly said, but this spiritual internalising

must not take away the reality of the "bread" which is the " flesh"—this

Petersen would not do. (Comp. S. 222.) Here let Thiersch speak—" The

necessity of recognising a mystery in the Lord's Supper has become apparent

to many of our recent theologians from a clear apprehension of the Lord's

words in St John : all attempts to estabHsh an unreal and spirituahst ex-

planation must be wrecked upon this discourse." (Yorlesungen iiber Kath.

u. Prot. 2 Aufl. ii. 252.)
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figure. Let the wliole discourse, moreover, be examined in its

progression :—first, the general fipcuffig derived from the occasion
;

then the oiprog which ah^eady promises a real, concrete significa-

tion ; now that interpretation in capj ; and finally the most

concrete and material capj zat alfjuoc. So that there is not here,

as Schulz animadverts, a sudden and unexpected leap in the

sense ; but only the express mention of that which had been per-

fectly prepared for, and intended throughout.

We leave Scheibel's altogether over-curious investigations as

to the presence or absence of the article in capf^ to rest upon

their own foundation ; they are not necessarily involved in the

establishment of the assured truth, that the flesh of Jesus is,

through the sanctity of His birth and of His being, with all its

6[jjOictj{jija in relation to our own, essentially distinguished from it.

We certainly have afterwards ^ (Toip^ simply (as in ver. 63), but

when the Lord says now— ?; o'C'pS fJ^ov, it must be understood in

the sense of that corporeity united with sinless holiness, tho-

roughly penetrated and filled with Divine life, which is to be

conceived of in the 6 Xoyog <rap5 lymro of the Prologue. Thus
it is actually a " special human nature which the Lord here

ascribes to Himself, and promises for man's sustenance."^ He
does not say—I will give My spirit to be your bread of life ; but

it is as afterwards explained in ver. 63

—

Mi/ flesh is spirit and

life. He does not, however, say as yet (rcof/jo, fjbov, as after-

wards at the supper ; for, that His flesh, as it was before

death, was to become a body extended into innumerable mem-
bers in the church, was only to be mediated and accomplished

through His death and resurrection ; He here means simply

and clearly that human corporeity, in which He stood before

His hearers, pointing at the same time to a future giving of

His bod}^, or its preparation for being made the bread of the

world.

It is acknowledged by most expositors that 9ii> \yoj ^uaoo^ speaks

1 The venerable old Glassius admitted : dubia et infirma ssepe esse, quae

ex articulorum emphasi desumuntur argumenta pro articulis Jidei compro-

bandis. And : ex curiosa et minus necessaria articuli consideratione falsse

hypotheses et errores facile oriri et invehi possunt.

^ Scheibel in his larger work on the Lord's Supper, p. 201.

^ Although this clause is wanting in the Yulg. and other Vers, and Codd.,
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of death and notliing else. Even Hezel could not regard it other-

wise, though he trifles upon it :
" His death ^Yas the slaying of

an animal body; animals are slaughtered for food, hence the

occasion for XhQ figure. It is not to our taste. But it is truly

oriental !" He then comes back from the historical and actual

slaughter of the paschal lamb to the oriental figure in our

paschal supper, and then with truly occidental abstraction in-

terprets— " He who eateth My hody^ that is, tasteth and relisheth,

doth not misunderstand. My whole life-history, with all and each

of its events, even the most paradoxical, regarding them from the

right point of view

;

—he to whom the whole series of my fates

upon earth is matter of delight and nourishment." No, such

exegesis as this has no relish for us even as such ; far less has

the food which it thus offers the nourishment which our hearts,

hungry for life, longing for spiritual life and refreshment, cry

out for. But we ask once more—Is that which our spiritualists

offer us in their prejudiced exegesis essentially different, in its

ground, from the poor theory of the savourless Hezel ? Can
then '• the manifestation of Christ as the Son of man in flesh

and blood" be matter of nourishment to our souls without any-

thing further ; and better and more essentially so after His

death than before, in spite of our absolute conviction that the

contrary must be the case ?

Schleiermacher, indeed, tells us that " the Divine and heavenly

in the Redeemer could not otherwise be communicated to us than

through His havino; taken flesh and blood and become Man ; in

His human life and influence and doctrine we must discern the

Divine and receive it into ourselves.'^ But that goes no further

than the incarnation, and does not include the mystery of its con-

summation in the death of the cross : if the Lord had spoken

of that^ and if that had been enough. He would have said—My
flesh, which I have assumed, instead of—My flesh, which I will

and is rejected by Lachinann and Tiscliendorf, yet it is undoubtedly

genuine. Liicke admits that it must be supplied from the first laaa which

is undisputed, but the short formula appears to us altogether inliarmonious

and strange. Neander, too, regards it as very harsh and unlike John's

phraseology, and says very properly that its omission would be occasioned

by the ov tya lima immediately preceding. Even de Wette perceives that

the excluded words are indispensable to the sense.
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give. And Schulz is complacent enough to add—"to eat His

flesh and drink His blood, means to make ourselves participants

of His blessed manifestations as the Son of man with flesh and

blood, and of the benefit of His sacrifice of His own life." But

in our text there is no room for this and^ the latter alone is the

thing in point. The question now involved is the communication

itself; and, in using capl in relation to it, the Lord can evidently

not mean simply the acceptance of the benefit of His death.

For He does not speak of a 'Triffrevsiv in the hovvai, but of

the (pa.y{iv of that capl which is given, and which only in and

after His death approves itself to be in the fullest sense living

and life-giving ; and further. He so speaks as to show that He is

explaining the previous figure by language which is now un-

fiD-urative. " Thus the flesh now becomes bread. The flesh has

to do with the obtaining for us, the bread with our enjoyment

and appropriation." (Berlen. Bib.) Liicke is partly right when

he says that " the giving up of His flesh is the condition and

appointed manner of the true and full enjoyment of Christ."

For the promised giving embraces in one word two ideas—He
wall so give it to death, that it may afterwards be given for the

life of the world. But yet it is only half-true, for there is a

fundamental point which cannot be reasoned away, which men's

blinded eyes and pusillanimous faith shrink from in dread, plainly

as it is written down, viz.—that this sacrificed flesh is itself the

only and true object of participation. Life is given to us through

His appropriated death, and the vehicle of that gift is akri^^g

His cc^pl K,(/A ai(jja, become for us 'TrvwfJba zal Z^m'/].

There, as He stood before the eyes of the people, of the

disciples, of the Apostles, He had the words of eternal life, as

the best among them felt even though they understood it not

;

He performed the works of Divine Omnipotence ; but with all

His works and words, with all the believing of those who believed

in Him He came not yet into their souls, so that even the

Apostles could only avow, standing as yet w^ithout, and as it

were over against Him,

—

Thou hast words of eternal life ! These

words could not yet become to them the bread of life, any more

than we now can receive, merely through the word, as only ivord,

that same life which is the implanted germ of the resurrection at

the last day. But after He had given up His flesh to death, He
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received it again glorified and Spirit-penetrated, and in this He
givetli us life. The excellent Lange, who, alas, has fallen into

the toils of the spiritualism of our perilous time, speaks in a very

strange way for a Christian man—" The world as a whole eats,

absorbs, Christ ; draws Him into its life of death ; but therehi/

His life-giving flesh, identical with spirit, His energising quick-

ening being, is communicated to the world, and gives it back its

lifeJ' Not so ! Not a single word is here said of the world's

receiving Christ into itself; and, to a Christian apprehension of

what the world is and what Christ is, this is a horrendum dictu.

Hence it is only

—

vttI^ rrjg rov Koayjov Z^coyjg, not

—

slg Z^ojr,v.

Yers. 53—58 speak of him ivlio truly eateth Christ, and is

nourished by Him.-*

It is as if the contention of the Jews, ver. 52, stood in the

gospel as a prelude and type of the warfare of commentators

over this discourse. Their endless variety of interpretations

betrays the same confusion. Yet it is with pain we must confess

that the Jews better apprehended the subject of the problem

than our volatilising expositors. That which the whole company

ofthese worse Nicodemuses contend about with their -r^j hvmrcct

is the incontestable and plain hovi^ai ttjv accpzcc.^ They add their

(paysTv, and w^ith a right apprehension; for, the Lord immedi-

.ately confirms and takes it up

—

sdu (jy/j (pdyrjTZ.^ He makes no

1 I.ange's answer to my observations (Leben Jesu iii. 613) does not

induce me, unprejudiced as I am and full of respect for him, to retract

them. He appeals to the fact that, according to ver. 33, life is given to

the world (?), but this must be very cautiously understood, for the C-Trkp of

ver. 51 brings in the appropriate interpretation of ver. 33 ; and in no case,

we must maintain it, does the world as a whole absorb and consume Christ.

This is an expression which, as being altogether improper and mdsleading, I

must denounce.

2 The objectors characteristically omit the a.vTov (which is only intro-

duced as a false reading), since they think not of the specific difference of

His flesh.

3 " The Jews thought that Jesus spoke of an actual partaking of

His body, and Jesus does not give them to understand by a single

syllable that they thought wrong: He maintains and repeats it. He
makes mention also of His blood, so that we can all the less doubt that

He intended to be understood in the literal sense." (Klee.) Consequently

in no such sense as that which Ebrard understands (i. 79), who thinks
" the Lord by a kind of oxymoron entered into the very words of the op-
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reply to the iroog^ and therefore we should not seek one ; certainly

should we not contend^ with imaginations of our own replying

to the 'TToog over the mystery of our eating unto eternal life.

But the more we contend, the more plainly and stringently

does He assure us that He means no other than what He has

literally said, and what He goes on still more literally to say.

Are we then to eat the flesh of man? was the question of a Ca-

pernaitical misunderstanding, which overlooked the future tense

of the saying, and all that might be involved in that. Has then

Christ even still His flesh for us to eat % This is the question and

contention of our Christians now, notwithstanding that He has

instituted for them the last Supper. Here stands His answer

for a testimony—He who believeth, and cometh and eateth, in

and out of the Sacrament, will become inwardly conscious of its

truth. Dost thou as a Christian assume its truth, but without

being able with entire and absolute simplicity to bow before the

word ; dost thou, with a pure intention to make it more intel-

ligible and apprehensible, seek to remove as much as possible

what is offensive to thy reason in the capl (as many must have

done then, else would there have been a much more general and

unanimous murmuring)—then be sure that the Lord is patient

with thee, and will continue to utter His plain word until thou

dost understand it, or until, even with a lack of perfect apprehen-

sion, thou dost experience its inmost truth in spite of thy under-

ponents, and assured them that He certainly would give them His flesh to

eat^ that is, in a spiritual sense," or, in other words, not actually Hisjiesh !

Nor as de Wette conceives, who regards the carnal language of the Jews as

being taken up and intensified by Him " through a love ofparadox peculiar

to Him in St John ! " All such shifts and turns deal falsely with the text

and pervert the meaning of Jesus^ to use the mildest words. Even Schul-

thess, who on his own authority has struck out the second clause of ver. 51

as foreign to John's style and inconceivable (and, in order to undermine

the whole effectually, with equal arbitrariness declared the words vjv—ouau

down to has to be patched in)—this same Schulthess admits that " if Jesus

actually said all that is here written^ it was no chicanery on the part of the

Jews, but they took the words in the only sense which they could hear^ even

if there were another meaning in them." What need have we of further

witnesses ? For that a Schulthess should strike out what did not suit him
is just as marvellous as that the Jews should only in chicanery deducef^om \yi)

ii^i 6 oiprog their lovvott t^u aa,px,cx, (potyilv ! ("Is it food, so must He give

HimseK to feed. And what else is there in Him to eat but His^/Zfs^ ?")
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standing. For, the contention about it is better than the mur-

murino; ; thoucrh there are cases in which murmurincr and con-

tradiction might be better, because more sincere, than disputation

out of a murmuring heart.

Yer. 53. Their unintelligent striving, with which indeed

much murmuring may have been mixed up, enforces from the

Lord His final afiirmation ; in which He pursues His testimony

to the utmost bounds of what He could reveal to them, thoucrh

retaining throughout the form of testimony Still. His sacred

dignity does not permit Him here to enter so far into the avZ/i-

T'/;(Tig as He afterwards in His condescension did (as this Gos-

pel attests) ;—let us take notice of this distinction, and follow

His example. Let us on our part take great care how we give

good reasons to those who dispute ; yet never overstepping those

limits, where mysteries demand only faith, and all fjjdy^iaOai as

well as all yoyyvZ^ziv can do no more than hinder the soul from

hearincT and learnino; the Father or the Son. Let us not, when
we reach that limit, qualify and dilute the interpretation of the

Lord's word, in order to make it plausible to human understand-

ing ; but imitate the Lord in this history, and give out our ex-

position as simply a testimony appealing to the ahrog g^a of our

Master, which should put an end to every dispute.

He who refuses to eat and to drink, will not live, or will not

be able to maintain life. Just so, does the Lord now say, ye

can have or obtain, without that nourishment of which I speak,

no life in yourselves ! Thus speaks He to living men, standing

before Him, whom He thus declares to be, according to their

nature, spiritually dead ; and the Zmjti \v kavrolg is their life in

its higher element and power, the internal and real life of the

Spirit of God. " By being certified of our utmost danger of

death must we be brought unto faith. But this way pleases

these inquisitive Jews as little as it pleased their forefathers."

(Rieger.) Moreover, it is obvious that our Lord does not in

this so rigidly worded utterance deny the beginnings of Divine

life in man, before the nourishment of His flesh and blood be-

came possible to them; but He mentions now the Zfiijr,v V/}iv

in that entire fulness of meaning which involves the consumma-

tion at the final resurrection ; in order to this. He solemnly

testifies, the fellowship of His Divine and living corporeity
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(glorified in death) is necessary. For certain assurance that

He means nothing else than the life dwelling in His flesh, and

through it communicated to us, not the flesh as flesh, nor yet

the TTUBVfJjCC aluviov of His Divinity in itself (Heb. ix. 14), but

that in union ^Yitll His human corporeity, He now further con-

nects with it the blood, in which is the life. (Lev. xvii. 11.)

But wdiat a new offence is this to Jewish ears ; since, from the

time of Noah, and more expressly after the promulgation of the

Levitical law (see again Lev. xvii.), the partaking of the blood

was an abomination forbidden under the penalty of entire ex-

cison ! Thus this is not simply a " strengthening" of the

'^ figure," but a very strong and newly iterated declaration that

in and with Himself an altogether neiu thing should come ; that

He would provide for the w^orld a Paschal sacrificial meal, in

which the entire old covenant should be surpassed and abo-

lished. At the same time the definite separation and juxtaposi-

tion of flesh and hlood^ speaks in the most significant manner

of that death of which ver. 51 testified, since only a perfect

death entirely separates the flesh and blood.^ The Peschito

uses everywhere here "i^S for capl, but this is essentially inex-

act, since it is not a cadaver which is spoken of here ; it de-

scribes simply the flesh as having passed through death, and

been emptied of the blood. The concomitantia of the body and

blood is not true of the Lord's Supper, any more than of Jesus

Himself as gone up into the heavens, as w^e may learn from

Heb. xii. 24.3

Thus we find our way to the answer to the last question

—

How receive w^e and partake of the flesh of Christ given to us

through death ? And what is this eating and drinking of which

the Lord here at length speaks ? How it takes place cannot be

told independently of experience ; and we poor mortals, who

^ The latter is therefore to be drunk ; not, as the prohibiting law speaks,

to be eaten ynth the flesh.

2 It is as if it were also said—Which I will pow out for the life of the

world.

^ That is, if an express word of Scripture is demanded, and allowed to

be vahd. Otherwise the severance of the blood from the risen and glorified

body is of itself a simple and necessary consequence. " Flesh and blood,"

in the connection which the pervasive circulation effects, is an idea appro-

priate only to the present mortal condition of corporeity.
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with all our philosophy and physiological researches have never

penetrated the lower mystery of our earthly nourishment, may
perfectly rest in that, if we only know by inward consciousness

that we have received life. But ivliat is it ? It is eating and

drinking : who can better state it, or more clearly define it ?

We repeat that this eating and drinking is not one and the same

with believing. Zwingli's reason may ever so flatly maintain

that Christ speaks of a kind, of profitable enjoyment of His

flesh and blood in which nothing corporeal finds place^ but he

says nothing in his opposition to the ' A/7^^v, ^ Ky/r^v of our Lord,

more than that he has not understood it, and indeed has not

heard it aright. Of still less account is that dangerous idealis-

ing of the plain word, evaporating its meaning, and resolving

Christ into the world, which w^e alas find in the pages of Lange.
" When man apprehends the icorld in its ideality, in the true

relations of its being, and thus in its highest relation, that is, in

its relation to Christ, it luill already in a sense become to him the

body and blood of Christ, and there he will enjoy the nourish-

ment for his true life. But more essentially he partakes of the

body and blood of Christ, when the whole Personality of Jesus,

all the acts of His life (even the most paradoxical, videatur

Hezel antea /), especially His death, become to him the pure,

spiritually quickening food of his essential nature. But then

finally he enjoys the body and blood of Christ in a distinctive

sense, when the word concerning the life and death of Christ

becomes to him one with the thus consecrated element of real

life-nourishment itself. As long as man partakes not the body

and blood of Christ, that is, does not live, move, breathe in the

real-ideal relations of the world to Christ and through Christ to

God, must his hunger after life (not his death f) continue, not-

withstanding all earthly nourishment, and his thirst for life

remain unassuaged, notwithstanding all earthly cups. It is

manifest that Jesus has here depicted in a symbolical form the

eternal ideal communion which begins with the beginning of the

Christian's life of faith," etc., etc. No, it is only manifest that

^ In the celebrated letter to Alber. Yult Cliristus, nisi carnem ejus

edamus, id est Jiisi credamus mortem emn pro nobis obiisse et sangninem

effudisse, vita nos carituros. Tunc editur corpus ejus, cum pro nobis cre-

ditur coesum. Fides ergo est, non manducatio, de qua Christus liic loquitur.
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tlie protest which was lifted up in Krammacher's Palmblattem

against Lange's falling away from the Scriptural Christ, if not

founded on altogether sound principles and misunderstanding

much that was true, was yet on the whole correct and neces-

sary, and tliat Kling's apology (in the Kheinischen Monat-

schrift) is altogether too complacent. For here we have the

x,o(j(Jjog becoming Christ, not an htja^zootrig of the 'koyog ; as if

the Lord had said—Unless all your eating and drinking is an

eating and drinking of Me ; or—As ye have in you the hun-

gering after life, that is, already life itself, so must ye also know
and experience that I Myself am everywhere and in all things

its appropriate nourishment ! ! It is quite characteristic that we
find here the body always substituted for the flesh,—a view alto-

gether unwarranted ; and equally jyervei^ting and profaning is

that view by which the most holy communion-table of the Lord
is changed into a table served at all places and for the whole

world, at wdiich in every enjoyment the "eternal ideal com-

munion" is celebrated, with the world opened up to us by

Christ and glorified in and by Him.-^ He who shall thought-

fully ponder all this, will perceive in such words the last ex-

treme of that exposition which recoils from the actual flesh and

blood of Christ, and will fly back with a far greater abhorrence

to the simple letter of the word of Christ.

But we are now pressed by the question which has excited

the contention of ages—Does the Lord here speak of the here-

after instituted Supper or not ? It is with the utmost modesty

that we would oppose high, even the highest authorities, of holy

men and ecclesiastical confessions ; but we feel ourselves con-

strained and warranted once more to stand in opposition, with all

the earnest emphasis of a conviction which has never stood alto-

gether alone in the true church of all ages. The fathers of the

church began very early to spiritualise the meaning here

;

Luther and Calvin were at one in this, that the discourse did

^ Literally we find in Lange afterwards :
" The entrance into the

Christological world, in which all sensual experience becomes an enjoyment

of the body and blood of Christ." Once more—" All gratification of fife

becomes a happy consciousness of incarnate being !

! " This would have a

more appropriate place in Leop. Schefer's Laienbrevier. Even though the

Cathari had said it before, whom Rothe (Ethik ii. 463) justifies.
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not treat of the sacrament ; the Formula Concordiae makes it a

testing article that John vi. only meant a spiritualis mandu-

catio ;^ Storr " willingly concedes that John vi. says nothing of

the sacramental ordinance ; and in general most were agreed in

this, till these later days when opinion has begun to turn. LUcke

quietly says, that " the historical relations of the discourse, as

well as the entire connection and expression of the thoughts,

forbid every reference to the Supper, whether mediate or imme-

diate"—and certainly this is saying too much. Baumgarten-

Crusius, the same :
" There can be no doubt left upon the point,

that this discourse contains no allusion to the Eucharist." Lange,

after his manner, says :
" This discourse cannot speak specifically

of the Lord's Supper, because it is treating of the entire christo-

logical relation of the world, out of which Christ at His death

deduced and made prominent the institution of the sacrament

(which in symbolical precision represents that great full truth,

and typifies the ideal participation of His life). Or the sacra-

ment is only spoken of in a similar way to that in which the

institution of Baptism may he referred to in the history of the

flood! 1^'' This is a melancholy corroboration of what Dav.

Schulz so presumptuously says—" John thinks of the Supper

in its right place"—which, in the case of St John, can scarcely

be thought of a priori

!

On the other side Lampe is obliged to confess : Negari nequif,

Patrum maximum numerum nostrum locum de sacramentali

manducatione intellexisse. As Roman Catholics have been here

and there found to deny it in opposition to their church, so also

have there even been Lutherans earnest in acknowledging and

maintaining the reference of this chapter to the sacrament.^

Bengel, with whom we almost entirely agree, declares himself

in very measured terms :
" Jesus framed His words so skilfully,

^ Duplex igitur est manducatio camis Christi. Una spiritualis, de qua

prsecipue Christus in Evangelista Johanne capite sexto agit, quae non alio

modo, quam spiritu et fide in prsedicatione et meditatione Evangelii fit. Ed.

Eechenb. pag. 743. Though one might find refuge here in some qualifying

and better interpretation forced upon the prsecipue.

2 Calvin. Instit. iv. 17, 4. Nam quod se panem vitae nuncupavit, non

earn a sacramento sumpsit appellationem, ut quidam perverse interpretantur.

These quidam are probably Lutherans, even at that time.

VOL. V. N
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that Immediately at the time, and at all times subsequently, they

would indeed apply in their strict literal sense to the spiritual

enjoyment of Himself; and yet that afterwards the same words

should by consequence be appropriate to express the most august

mystery of the Holy Supper when that should be instituted.

For, He applied to the Holy Supper the thing itself which is set

forth in this discoursed The arch-Lutheran Scheibel does not

hold in this matter with father Luther. (which in his work he

discreetly passes over), and must stand as a heretic before the

Formula Concordise. He is not ashamed, in company with

Knapp, to appeal to such men as Bretschneider (Probabilia S.

86-90), and Schott (Epit. theol. dogm. Ed. 2. p. 142), as un-

prejudiced witnesses for the application to the Eucharist. In

the Lutheran Zeitschrift (1847, 4) Oster, among others, has

maintained the truth against Luther and almost all Lutherans,

though with many strange things mixed up with his defence.

Even the recent work of Kahnis is unprejudiced enough, at

least in general, to admit what will not bear deniaL^ And
Calvin, we may add, could not avoid commencing the chapter

to which we have already alluded with the admission of some

kind of reference—Ecclesise suae sacramentum dedit, Spirituale

epulum scilicet, uhi se Christus vivificum esse panem testatur.^

How is it then ? And what must we say to a simple Chris-

tian who involuntarily thinks, when he reads this chapter, of the

Lord's Supper, in order to bring to bear upon him the opposi-

tion of theological wisdom ; which typus doctrine is it that we
must select to extract and remove the embodying element from

this " spiritual participation," out of all the various methods of

stating the subject, from those of Clemens Alex, and Origen,

down to the "excellent Schulz" or the ingenious and poetic

Lange? We think, would we say to him, that there have

always been theologians whose wisdom has been one and the

same with the simple intelligence of the church. " God's words

^ See the history of exposition on this subject in a short sketch of Kahnis,

p. 115-118.

2 The Reformed may make as good use of this ubi, as the Lutherans of

the prsecipue of the Formula Concordise. In another place Calvin says,

upon John vi.—Nihil hie dicitur, quod non in sacra coena figuretur ac vere

prsestetur fidehbus.
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alone throw the true Hght upon God's works "—this utterance

of Hasenkamp is just as true when inverted—God's works also

throw the true light upon His words.^ This twofold canon has

a most perfect application to the relation between John vi. and

the Institution of the Supper, under two aspects—the Sacrament

is to be understood according to this AVord, and this Word is to

be explained by the Sacrament. When the Lord, being about

to give His flesh for the life of the world, appointed His body

and blood to be eaten and drunk in the future—must He not

have thought of what had been said at Capernaum, and have

reminded His disciples of it likewise ? Was not this institution

a fulfilment of that previous discourse ? Were both without any

connection ? We think it impossible to affirm this. And can

we suppose that Christ, when He was speaking at Capernaum,

did not at all think of the future Sacrament ? We regard that

as equally impossible and unimaginable. Bengel :
" And of so

great moment is this sacrament, that it may readily be thought

that Jesus, as He foretold the treachery of Judas at ver. 71, and

His own death in this verse, so also foretold, one year before,

the institution of the Holy Supper, concerning luhichy He most

surely thought ivithin Himself whilst speaking these words : and

with this object, in order that the disciples might afterward re-

member His prediction. The whole of these words concerning

His flesh and blood have in view the passion of Jesus Christ,

and along with it the Holy Supper. Hence arises the separate

mention of the flesh and of the blood so invariably." Yea, verily,

to this also belongs what is said in the sixth verse of the same

chapter—He Himself well knew what He would do.

Almost all the lines of opposition to this truth meet in one

great misunderstanding, that the Lord is supposed here oiily

and exclusively to be speaking of the afterwards instituted sacra-

mental participation in bread and wine; now this we declare

as firmly as any to be entirely untrue, and such an exaggeration

of our meaning involves a grave offence in our opponents.^ We
may say at first with entire correctness—The Lord's Supper

^ As we said before in our Andeutimgen fiir glaub. Sckriftverst. S. 83.

2 As, for example, Baumgarten-Crusiiis speaks of the view contended

against, as if it made Jesus say—He who shall not partake of the Supper to

be instituted, etc., etc. But this is far from our meaning

!
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points back to this discourse as its foundation ; and then must

also perceive that this discourse points prospectively to the Lord's

Supper. The Jews had, like their fathers, miraculous food in

the wilderness, but they ate it only as common bread, on account

of their unbelief; the Lord anticipatingly grants to our faith

the assurance that to us even a morsel of common bread and a

few drops of the fruit of the vine shall become His flesh and

His blood.

Nothing is more simple than the old observation, that the

Evangelist John, who has historically recorded neither the ap-

pointment of Baptism nor the institution of the Lord's Supper,

has exhibited to us instead, how the Lord in ch. iii. propheti-

cally spoke of the essential nature of Christian Baptism, and

here in ch. vi. of the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper.-^ Yon
Gerlach admits this :

" As Baptism is the sacrament of regene-

ration of water and of the Spirit, so the Holy Supper is the

Sacrament of this quickening and renewal through the flesh and

blood of Christ, and therefore stands in the same relation to this

discourse which Baptism does to the conversation with Nicode-

mus." But this is saying very much and quite enough, for

Jesus " speaks, however, in both places (although of spiritual

baptism and of the spiritual supper), yet with reference to their

visible instrumentalities " (v. Meyer on ch. iii. 5). And Delitzsch

has lately avowed (Beicht-und Communionbuch S. 32) two

positions to be impregnable, that this discourse is not to be taken

as figurative, and that it is related to the Sacrament of the Lord's

Supper just as Jno. iii. 5 is to the institution of Baptism.

Thus, indeed, the Lord is not merely here speaking of an ex-

ternal eating and drinking exhibited and sealed through a symbol

elevated into a Sacrament. " The circumstance that the Lord

speaks freely of the participation of His body and of His blood he-

fore He had instituted the last Supper, shows that bread and w^ine

are not invariably or indispensably necessary in order to eat and

^ Liicke postulates that St Jolin must afterwards have narrated the in-

stitution of the Supper if his readers were to understand this chapter on

this supposition ; but he forgets entirely that Ms readers abeady enjoyed

the Lord's Supper when they obtained his Gospel ! De Wette thinks that

St John's not mentioning the institution of the Sacrament makes it im-

jprobdble that He refers to it in ch. vi.;—but the very contrary is true.
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to drink Him, or to be born again into a new creature througli the

impartation of His pervading incarnate nature."^ Thus the

institution of the Sacrament itself is not meant ; in which we
must, to avoid falHng into heathenish superstition, absolutely

distinguish between the external and the internal, with all their

unity. " The external participation signifies the internal, but,

in signifying it, effects it also." (v. Meyer.) Thence follows

what he has said elsewhere—" Is then this external participation

absolutely necessary to this effect of being united to Christ, so

that we become partakers of His glorified humanity ? The en-

tire sixth chapter of St John opposes such a notion, as well as the

true life which we discern to be enjoyed by people who from

erroneous principles reject altogether the external Sacrament,

only being the more eager on that account for the internal eat-

ing and drinking of Jesus Christ." Else they would have been

right who gave the Sacrament to little children that they might

not remain utterly without life ; but the Lord would not have

been right here and in Rev. iii. 20, where He in distinctive con-

trast with the external speaks of an internal Supper, enjoyed in

the heart of the believer opened to His entrance, and using also

language derived from the institution of the former.^ We will

now set over against the threefold method of enjoyment which

Lange gave us, another threefold method, but thus :—Man has

already a preparatory fellowship in the bread of God, not indeed

through Christ in the world, but by participation in the bodi/ of

the church, in which the energies and influences of Christ are

now working ; then, consummating this, he becomes personally

a partaker of Christ when He receives Him in faith, and through

faith by the Holy Ghost (without earthly medium) receives His

flesh and blood; finally, the Sacrament is the sealing of this

participation in critical and concentrated assurance and reahty,

helping many to its first enjoyment and strengthening all there-

^ In the admirable questions and answers on the Sacrament, v. Meyer's

Blatter f. h. "Wahrheit iii. 185. With which we may compare v. 136, x.

129, xi. 224, in order to be fiindamentally instructed in all that pertains to

the subject, or at least to be stimulated to obtain such instruction.

2 Thus when Kahnis (v. Abendm. S. 125) says that a reception of the

body and blood of our Lord independently of the Sacrament has no other

Scripture than this to rest upon, he forgets Kev. iii. 20.
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in. For here we may confidently agree with Petrus Martyr,

rightly understood :
—" Nor must we think that there is any dif-

ference between the spiritual manducation of John vi. and that

which our Lord instituted afterwards in the Holy Supper, save

that a symbol loas added in the Sacrament to the doctrine and

promise which had before been given." ^

The Lord, in sum—with the intention of afterwards establish-

ing the great truth in an external Sacrament for our weak faith

—speaks here beforehand of the essential, inward spiritual Sup-

per, of the essential res sacramenti ; so that we have here already

" the final leading back of the sacramental participation" to an

actually present, essential eating and drinking, to which Me-

lanchthon rather than Luther attached himself. (Nitzsch Ur-

kundenbuch der Union, S. 51.) This epithet " spiritual" {i.e.

unsacramental), however, which may well be admitted for the

sake of the above contrast, we must not understand of a spiri-

tualis fruitio or manducatio in the strictest sense as opposed to

corporeity, since other than in the Sacrament there yet remains

the actual capl zol) ou{h(/. which we receive ; consequently there

is an eating and drinking which the mouth of the inner man

effects. What other than this might be " the idea of the Supper"

—which many admit here % Consequently the words of institu-

tion are to he understood according to Jno. vi. ; and as Luther

rejects this because his exaggerated doctrine of the eating and

drinking even of unbelievers is overturned on this view by the

whole of the passage, vers. 54-57, we have only on that very

account to protest all the more strongly, with the Lord's plain

word in our favour, against Luther's doctrine.^ Not as the

Magdeburgers in their dispute reversed it, and would explain

the obscure words in St John by the plain words of institution !^

In such a dilemma is found the whole sacramental dispute. But

^ Plank, Geschichte des protest. Lehrbegriffs v. 2, 18.

2 Yea assuredly " every man who received the body and blood of Christ,

would^ according to Christ's words, receive eternal life"—consequently

the unworthy cannot receive His body and blood. Kahnis in vain en-

deavours to invahdate this consequence by His obscure words about the

idea of the Supper^ and thus about what the Supper was supposed to effect.

(S. 124.)

^ Plank, Geschichte des Lehrbegriffs, S. 94.
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we on the other side hold fast to this, that the discourse of Christ

here is to be appHed to the Sacrament ; and against the inter-

pretation which would forbid that we protest, as against one

which invalidates and destroys its essential spirit and meaning.
" Is it possible," cries Nitzsch (Urkundenb. S. 57) with incon-

trovertible force, " for a man so superficially to explain flesh

and blood in John vi. as Luther does, and then to understand

body and blood so profoundly as He does, when He interprets

the Sacrament !"

Let us ask, finally, and returning from our own time and its

contentions to the Jews who were then listening, whether these

latter would not be likely to think of something akin to what

afterwards was made prominent in the Lord's Supper. Pfennin-

ger's declaration that " neither Jew nor Gentile could have

understood tliatT is altogether incorrect as far at least as the

Jews are concerned. They could as Jews better understand

the real eating and drinking of a sacrificed flesh and blood than

they could have understood the ideal partaking of our speculat-

ists ; that is, if they had not been blinded by their offence against

His human person. The ^ojffoj y^gp spoke in well-known terms

of a sin-offering and atonement, as which the Lord would offer

Himself. But their contradicting and prejudiced will causes

them to pass over that ; and, instead of sympathizing with the

eatincp of that flesh as bread, which the connecting: middle-term

of the sacrificial meal shauld have rendered easy, they precipi-

tately take offence at the simple hovuai ryjv ffdpzcc (pocysTv. Kling

(Stud. u. Krit. 1836, i. 147) has very pertinently referred to the

passover-season, ver. 4, though without specifically enough de-

ducing the consequence,^ that at such a time the reference to the

Paschal Lamb must have been very obvious as well to those who
were hearing as to Him who spake. Moreover, we find again in

chap. vii. 37 just such a point of connection for the discourse in

the thoughts appropriate to the feast. And we heartily agree with

Kling (idem S. 148) when he replies to the sophistical question

—

" How could Jesus propose such a subject in this place and to such

hearers f by the counter-question—" How could St John pre-

sume to place his own thoughts, however conformable to truth, in

1 As Lindner does (Lehre v. Abendm. S. 42), and Knapp previously

(Glaubenslehre ii. 476).
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his Lord's lips ?" We say with him from our very heart—If the

EvangeHst has so arranged the discourses ofJesus in inappropriate

situations without historical truth, " tli^n his Gospel becomes

a mere romance (Poetry and Truth out of the life of Jesus, inex-

tricably interwoven), and it loses that character of fjbaprvpia

which its author so expressly vindicates for it."

Yer. 54. According to Calvin, these words render it indubi-

tably certain that—perperam de coena exponi totum hunc locum.

With this we cannot by any means agree ; but, on the other

hand, it is indubitably certain to us that an eating of the flesh,

and a drinking of the blood of Christ on the part of unbelievers

and reprobates, has been corruptly fastened on the manducatio

oralis, and introduced improperly into the notion of the Sacra-

ment. Not merely this utterance of our Lord, but the entire

New Testament, shows us that an actual participation of the

body and blood of our Lord, as not springing from and not lead-

ing to faith, is an unimaginable nothing, the assertion of which,

however, on the part of the Lutherans, was the cause of all this

unhappy strife.

The Lord now in these last five verses leads back His dis-

course, which has gone so far and so deeply into the plain reality

of the subject, to this general commencement concerning the

bread of heaven :—I am bread, food, nourishment in the fullest

and truest sense; man may and must partake of Me, eat and

drink Myself (vers. 54-56)—then I give to the eater life, that

life which I have/rom the Father, ver. 57—consequently this is

the true bread from heaveii which abolishes death, ver. 58.

Q. E. D.

Tp^ys/f, instead of (payiiv, is certainly, even if it introduces

no distinction of meaning, yet a strengthening of the expres-

sion, as Lange admits (though condemning himself) when he

says—" thus truly and properly to eat." On the other hand

we are unable to perceive how (as Tholuck thinks) the words

rpcuysiv and 'ximv, unless they are tropes, should prove too much
and lead to the Catholic doctrine. For laying aside the actual

mastication with the bodily mouth, there is the fervent and

eager reception into ourselves of the invisible, spiritual-corporeal

flesh and blood of Christ, which assuredly is an actual eating

and drinking on the part of the essential man which liveth not
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by bread alone. Moreover, there cannot be brought forward a

single parallel in which our Lord, especially when opposing pre-

judice and misunderstanding, has so peremptorily and pertina-

ciously pushed a mere figure to its uttermost extreme. If in the

Old Testament the typical character of Solomon's Song (to take

the strongest example) delineates and paints out the individuali-

ties of the figure, that we must consider as something quite

foreign from our present theme, and not to be drawn into analogy

with it. For there the word starts from the present realities of

earthly things, to which the prophetic and longing spirit attaches

the reflection of spiritual things ; but in the New Testament the

internal truth of reality comes first, and only borrows the gar-

ment of figure so far as is necessary for the assistance of the

apprehension. We protest again and again against all reference

to " figurative style of speaking" in considering these words of

our Lord. We think it quite unworthy both of Him and of His

sayings to " allege that all this heaped up and repeated imagery

will teach no more, after all, than a spiritual union with Him."^

And when Luther speaks of an " embellished discourse," we lose

our respect in a conviction of his prejudice. And whereas Hess

regards the Lord " as now first giving to His figure its perfect

round and finish," we cannot but think that He is pointing it

with repulsive angles^ if it was no more than a mere figure. It

sounds pompously enough when Lange says :
" The truth, in

opposing such a tone of mind on the part of the captious and

perverted critics of His words, who will not understand them,

adopts the strongest and proudest expression, in order to bring

the process of hopeless reciprocal excitement to a pure conclu-

sion ; the mystery conceals itself h^^ovQ those who scorn it, while

it confronts them in the richest array of symbolic language^ and

thus sunders itself entirely from them." But we must protest

—

O no ! far be it from us to allow this. Such a proud self-asser-t

tion is not to be thought of; there is, indeed, a mystery here, but

not a mystery which shrouds itself in concealment, rather is it as

plainly disclosed as human language, which cannot but speak of

internal processes in figures derived from the external, will per-

^ So J. V. Miiller, who even says

—

moral union, establishing this from

ver. 63

!
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mit. Here is no symbolism, no gorgeous array of imagery, but

an inexpressibly humble offering up of the sacred truth enforced

from Him who sjoeaks. Does not the Lord even now in the

holy Supper give up with equal lowliness His flesh and blood to

the rude hands of unbelief, just as He then gave up, as a type

of this, the word which foreannounced it ?

Ver. 55. The true reading is certainly ccXyj^ajg^ Vulg. ve^^e,

although the merely diplomatic criticism of Lachmann decides

for ak?i&'/ig} Liicke has shown that the connection would re-

quire aX'/}daJc, and that ccX'/;^7]C, if genuine, must be taken in the

same sense, that is with the meaning which, in chap. xv. 1, iv.

S3, i. 9, xvii. 3, is expressed by akridmg. Its interpretation is

not sensu proprio or literally, but more than that, inasmuch as

everything external is rather the shadow and figure of the essen-

tial and only true relations and things. In this sense the flesh

and blood of Christ are truly eaten and drunk, Christ is the

true Bread, Corn of Wheat, Vine—the true Foundation as the

true Light, the true Door, the essential Way—the true and real

Forerunner, Shepherd, Bishop, Physician, Master, Witness, etc.,

etc. Therefore, away from the presence of this aX?]dcug with

all your idealities and enfeebling abstractions in the place of

(^p^(Ttg and Toaig, (payCiv and -r/vs/i', and even of capl ; they pre-

tend to explain the truth of the words of Jesus, but they only

confuse and abate and mar their meaning. " The Lord was not

accustomed elsewhere to speak in this corporeal style ; when He
spoke of spiritual things He had spiritual w^ords for their con-

veyance. And when He spoke figuratively He took care that the

figure should never contain more than the reality intended
;

figure with Him is truth, just as His name is Truth. If He
would be understood of a spiritual receiving simply, why did He
not use the ordinary expressions which are plain and strong

enough elsewhere, and why did He not let the matter rest with

—bread of life % Wherefore did He go on to speak of flesh,

and even of blood % In the word bread there was figure enough

for the illustration of His meaning; the words ^es7i and Mood
could give no illustration as a figure. And as He well knew how
much the Jews and His own disciples were likely to stumble at

^ Compare against this, Scheibel das Abendmahl. S. 212-215.
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His words, would not His wisdom and His love as a Teacher

demand that He should obviate all misunderstanding by the

further declaration

—

as ye eat flesh and eat bread, therebv re-

ceiving them as food into yourselves, so should ye receive ]\Ie

into your hearts ! But He rebuffs all the doubts of the Jews by
uttering the words yet more strongly and distinctively, and
leaves them no option but to understand that they must eat His

flesh and drink His blood. Yea He says expressly—My flesh is

tridi/ food. My blood is truli/ drink—and that in a sense which
is expressly in contrast with figurative and unreaiy^ Yes, verily,

just as Lange sets out by saying—though he seems not to be

aware what a condemnation he prospectively passes upon his own
subsequent abstractions—" He uttered the truth so concretely, so

distinctively, that He was with His flesh and blood the essential

bread of life for the world," etc. ! Christ sublimely speaks, be-

yond all contradiction, of a true and actual partaking, which

must be as corporeally understood as His glorified flesh and

blood must be, and of course in no other sense. But on that

account not of a partaking with the mouth, as Kahnis asserts,

so that the fulfilment of these words can only be found in the

Sacrament, and the participation of His flesh must be limited to

that of the holy Supper. (S. 123, 126.) For exegesis leaves

the question untouched, whether with the bodily mouth or only

with the spiritual mouth of the inner man the glorified corporeity

of Christ may be, can be enjoyed : that is only a speculative-

dogmatic, theosophical question, for the answer of which we
must (as Nitzsch says) " enter deeper into the corporeity of

Christ generally, into the idea of a spiritual, glorified body,"

than the doctrine of the Church, on either side, has hitherto

done.

Yers. 56, 57. The former words signified—"Thus, My flesh and

blood being meat and drink, I am no other than a personal, living

Bread; according to the general figurative expression which

your reference to the Manna at first occasioned Me to use in re-

ply." The Lord now turns to the transitional assurance—" Such

partaking of Myself communicates life to those who partake,

through My inbeing in them, that life which I through the Father

^ KapfF, Communionljucli, S. 74, 75.
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have in Myself." Comp. cli. xv. 4, xvli. 3, v. 26. The hd with

Accus. (Vulg. propter) stands here as generally, and it is so

acknowledged by Winer, as the causa efficiens, the instrumental

means ; and for this change of the case in regard to the often

interchangeable ideas of " on account of" and " through or by,"

Winer cites sufficient examples from the classics.-^ We find

almost the same thing in the New Testament. Jno. iv. 41, 42,

XV. 3; Heb. v. 14 (but not Mark ii. 4). Tpaiy&ju fjus instead of

T^v (xdpfcoc f/bov comprehends both in one, in order to prepare for

the return to olprog.^ But it is far from tenable that (according

to Bruckner's note to de Wette) our Lord drops the 7m7v to

ccTf/jOC as only having been occasioned by the accidental circum-

stance of ver. 52. Oh no, it was with deep earnestness and rigid

meaning, without any inducement thereto from without, that He
spoke of flesh and blood as the interpretation of " bread," and it

is only because He is returning back to this original expression

that He now speaks only of eating, the drinking being obviously

included.

Yer. 58 closes calmly and propitiatingly with a simple repeti-

tion and summary of the whole discourse. The Lord has five

times said—My flesh ; four times, in addition to that. My blood

;

nine times before this has He spoken of bread, and now twice

more ; and, for the seventh time in the whole discourse, as coming

from heaven, Ovrog lariv means, with conclusive emphasis

—

This and of such a kind is the bread of which I have spoken ;

and the oy ;ia^^^ resolves itself thus—"Not a bread from heaven

in the manner in which ye spake of it, when I was constrained

to add }cai a-rg^avov." The appended to fjjdvva is the result of

some gloss which aims too accurately to sum up the w^hole
;

^ "A mediation of life which takes place through the Father in such a

manner as to make Christ live by the Father's will, because He hath the

Father in Himself as the ground of life," Beck, christl. Lehrwissenschaft 1,

460. But I confess that I do not understand what this means. Comp.
S. 518. Schulthess persists in interpreting—I live for His sake, uvrov

Zo^a^au—as if this was compatible with that idea of living which enters

into this whole discourse.

2 The Rabbinical rr^'^iw Vds, to which Liicke after Lightfoot refers,

is not pertinent here, as Baumgarten-Crusius remarks, for it is inter-

changeable with—eating, enjoying, partaking of the blessings of the Mes-

sianic age.
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it weakens the emphasis of what was designedly spoken without

it :—In regard to this bread there is no such thing as having

eaten and are dead ; but for every one who eateth it there is an

unlimited ^^cgra; zlg tov aloova, commencing with the first

eating, and going on for ever. Thus returning to vers. 47—50,

and ver. 32.

APPEAL TO THE OFFENDED DISCIPLES FOR TEST AND DECI-

SION. THE ASCENSION OF THE SON OF MAN : SPIRIT AND
LIFE.

(Ch. vi. 61-65.)

This separation between the false and the true disciples

through the public testimony which Jesus bore to the mysteries

of His Person, and its impartation for life, is not simply in the

scheme of the Evangelist a result of this great discourse of our

Lord ; but his plan, as exact and deeplaid as it is natural, makes

it a general conclusion of its first section. Between the people

and the twelve we find, since ch. iv. 1 (otherwise than as in ch.

ii. 2), a class of fjjCcdr^TOit in the widest sense—dependents, fol-

lowers. Among these there would naturally be many who would

be more than ever ofiended and repelled by our Lord's words,

traversing as they did every notion they had ever held. But the

Lord, who knew and had foreseen their murmurings, utters to

them especially, and not, as we might imagine the scene, to all

the people, a last word designed for their utmost possible instruc-

tion, and to bring them to a full decision. First comes the in-

troductory question joining issue with their thoughts, which

detects to them their offence—" I know it well ;" but this put

into the form of a question which points to something deeper

and beyond. Then comes immediately in ver. ^2 a position

(deeply to be pondered !) which forms the transition from this to

the removal, if possible, of the offence, and to their further in-

struction. But the most significant, and t^xo^qvIj fundamental

statement for their instruction is contained in ver. 63 ; and that

not laid down as a general ground-principle merely, but with
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express application to the contested and offending ivords which had

just been spoken. (This again is to be carefully noted at the

outset !) Finally, the repelling detection of their unbelief closes

all—of that unbelief which was the real ground of their offence

;

and the word uttered for full and entire decision, vers. 64, 65.

The principle of stumbling is unbelief, but the ground of unbe-

lief is resistance to the Father's drawing.

The rig hvvarai cczovsiv is the crisis, or worst result, espe-

cially in scholastic discussion, of the yroog hvi/ccrcci which at first

only contends about possible interpretation. In this connection

(j/c\y}^og is not simply—unintelligible ; nor is the cakovhv added

to it, simply—to understand, to grasp. But the discourse be-

comes to them, just because they only too well understood its

literally spoken conclusion, and can hope for no Maschal for its

interpretation, a contradictory, insufferable, hard, and as it

were indigestible morsel :—a Messiah, who gives Himself to

death—in order then to give His flesh and blood to be eaten and

drunk !
^ On that account avrou is not to be referred to Xoyoc

(as in ch. viii. 43), for then would aTtoviiv be rather intelligere

;

but—Who can longer listen to Him, and remain with Him as a

[jjOL^riTT^g ? The true parallel is ch. x. 20, and so Nonnus regards

it here.^ Ourog 6 "koyog embraces the whole discourse in the

Synagogue, which the Evangelist has just described as a }n^aa-

KZiv, but the offence seizes upon its final and keenest climax.

That which so mightily offends these disciples, is not so much,

or not alone (as Schleiermacher thinks), that the Lord had so

presumptuously placed Himself in a region above the gifts and

wonders of Moses and the Old Testament ; nor is it merely (as

Lange) that He had spoken of Himself as zccTCi(oDig 1%, rov

^ Liicke has illustrated this meaning of ajcT^yjpos by Old Testament pas-

sages, such as Gen. xlii. 7, xxi. 11, Prov. xv. 1, by the contrast in Eurip.

with /^ot'hdxKog, and especially the " dura vox " of Cicero. Lampe had
aheady given more copious citations, Prov. xviii. 23 ; Deut. i. 17 ; 1 Kin.

xii. 13 ; Isa. viii. 12 ; and especially in the New Testament, Jude 15,

according to which the expression non tarn absurditatem quam impietatem

designat. The interpretation which Chrys. and Eutliym. support by ^vaTrx-

pxliKTog^ by no means exhausts the meaning
; nor can we attach any value

to Sepp's notion that the Jews spoke after the later usage of Rabbinical

disputation. (See Buxt. Lex. s. v. nx-p^ the whole article.)

^ K«i Tig xKOviiu ccvrov (pdiyyoptivoio Ivuviasrott.
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ovpo^vov ; nor merely (according to Liicke and Ebrard, as Hase,

too, affirms) that He had spoken of His impending death in

defiance of all their notions of the Messiah. For, we saw in ver.

52 that it was the Zovvcci (payiiv which echoed finally in their

ears with offence, though the hovvcct sig &dvarov had previously

been heard. The offence did not rest upon " this preeminently,

that He had declared Himself to have come down from heaven"

(as Hess concisely says), but specifically upon His words con-

cerning the flesh and the blood. But here again not, with v.

Gerlach, " because they did not apprehend the spiritual sense of

His words, but stumbled precisely at that," for it is a presump-

tion as gratuitous as groundless to think that they should have

so marvellously spiritualized the interpretation, as our modern

expositors ; and then it would be quite unintelligible why the

Lord should first say to them—the flesh profiteth nothing ! Thus

it is almost, though not entirely, as Augustine says upon Ps.

xcviii. : Acceperunt enim stulte et carnaliter illud cogitaverunt,

putantes, quod pragcisurus esset Dominus particulas quasdam de

corpore suo et daturus illis. They well understood the literal

meaning of His words ;^ and that appeared to them so unintel-

ligent and unpalatable that they—to speak gently—" thought

that they could fasten upon Him a charge of fanaticism." This

must be firmly established in order to the understanding of the

TOVTO in our Lord's question, and of the whole discourse which

then follows.

Vers. 61, ^2. " Doth this offend you, that ye must oCkri&oog, in

order to have life, cat My flesh and drink My blood ? " He well

knew that it would be so with them, and nevertheless spoke pre-

cisely as He did. Just as He, on many other occasions, repelled

individuals who hastily approached Him by words of rigid test,

so also here it was His purpose, now, and yet more when they

afterwards gave Him occasion, to place them under " strict re-

view" and sift the whole company of these His professed disciples.

We say with Lange, "that it is by this tendency^ that the whole

character of these and such like discourses of our Lord is to be

explained"—leading, however, to a yet fuller explanation. And

1 Thus not as Pfenninger superficially says—" a hard saying, for He
attached to it eternal life, and no man can tell to what !

"

2 That is, in connection with the constraint which gave it strength.
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the words which now follow we must consequently accept in a

different sense from that of most of our recent expositors. It is

clear that an unexpressed proposition must be supplied before

sdv ouv in the second question, but the general and indefinite rt

psjsrs of Nonnus, or r/ hpstn of Euthjmius, do not help the

matter ; since the same question again recurs, as to how that is

intended. There are only two suppositions possible : either the

Lord would say—Will ye not then much more, and then first

really be offended ? or—Will not your offence be then removed,

will ye not then better understand My words ?

The former finds more general acceptation ; Olshausen, like

Tholuck, holds to it without giving any solid reason, Liicke sup-

ports it by what he thinks good grounds, and Schleiermacher

completes it

—

^' Then will ye be altogether in error concerning

Me !" Baumgarten-Crusius gives the most emphatic expression

to this interpretation—" If ye now, here in My presence, adhere

to your old delusion, how entirely without counsel and strength

will ye be when I am gone away?" But we must declare this

view to be most unconditionally false ; because it sets out with

the assumption, first, that the Lord refers in His ava^aiHiv

merely to His departure in death, and then that the offence did

not concern the eating and di'inking His flesh and blood. If it

concerned—allowing it for a moment—the death of the Messiah,

then would the Lord's word here be almost a meaningless tauto-

logy (as Meyer, de Wette, Ebrard, have it)—Doth it offend you

that I must die ? What will ye say wben that actually comes

to pass ? ^ But although we do not deny that " in a certain

sense death was the external side of His glorification, the return

to His Father the glorifying reality of His death," yet we cannot

but see that the Lord now, in order to the removal of their

stumbling-block, refers only to this other glorifying aspect or

consequence of His going away. In ver. 51, He spoke in con-

nection with the giving His flesh, properly of dying as such,

and He could not without further explanation speak of that

same death as an ascension to heaven where He was before.

The offence which commentators take against the bodily and

^ It seems, moreover, artificial to press the antithesis—^Ye are abeady

offended by the Ao'yo? concerning death, but ye shall actually see and find

it true, kupih.
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visible ascension to heaven which is here pointed to/ has for its

root, alas, a profound unbelief in the necessary actuality of this

occurrence, which, together with His miraculous birth itself,

would be firmly established in the minds of all who have a right

understanding of the entire earthly history of the Logos made

flesh, even independently of the sacred narratives which record

them. It is impossible that John should have, or present, in

his Gospel a " view or point of contemplation," which should

contradict the conviction of the church in what took place just

in the manner wdiich St Mark or St Luke relate. Li the case

of the Ascension it is as in the case of Baptism and the Lord's

Supper—he as&umes and takes for granted the historical fact ;,

and instead of narrating it, he records utterances of our Lord

which predict and bear testimony of it. (Besides this place, in

ch. iii. 13, and xx. 17; thus this is not "the ow^i/ mention of the

Ascension on our Lord's own part.") The plainest and most

obvious meaning of our Lord's words can be no other than that

which afterwards came to pass in accurate correspondence with

them. And if any one thinks it out of harmony with truth that

the disciples are represented as seeAng in the future the return

and final entrance of the Lord into heaven—an objection w^hich

is not met by Lampe's observation that there were probably

some there who would see even that—we reply that dscopsTi^ is to

be understood of a certain assurance, such as the testimony of

the Apostles and the Holy Ghost sent from heaven actually

gave to them all, and which was equivalent to the evidence of

their having themselves seen, Acts ii. 33. Kling (Stud. u.

Krit.) defends this most triumphantly, by the striking parallel

—" that lav kcoprirz is no more to be literally understood of a

beholding the ava^aimv^ than the o\^g<r^2 of Matt. xxvi. 64 is

to be taken literally."

But now, finally, for the main point in which we find the

perfect decision of the question I Ou^^ inmost conviction assures

us that our Lord must here have designed to say something

which would remove difficulty and propz^ia/^, and to dismiss

these departed disciples with some ray of hope for the future; it

1 "Wliicli, rcLi-'n are even bold enough to say, contradicts the character of

St John's view.

VOL. V. O
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must have been His aim, as we said before, as far as possible to

attempt their instruction.^ Now it is quite contradictory to this

ground-tone of our Saviour's present discourse to regard Him as

announcing that they should receive still greater offence in time

to come; that would have been indeed a azXrjpoTSpog Xoyog. We
cannot see (with Kling) that the ohv, which often merely takes

up and continues what precedes, decisively opposes the supple-

mented sense which we refer to ; and all the less, as it was

assuredly the general interpretation of the older church, which

accepted the ovv, though with a less rigorous meaning. Suffice

it, that the Lord signifies and promises here a future removal of

the offence^ a subsequent better knowledge, when His present

earthly manifestation should be finally withdrawn, just as in eh.

viii. 28.^ There, however, the allusion is only general ; here

there is special application to the ascension which takes Him up

as the Son of man, that is, even His fiesh and His blood, in the

likeness of common flesh and blood, in itself being without spirit

and life :—for this was the subject treated of here. He thus

mentions what might be understood of itself from ^the preceding

ix, Tov ovpccvov zura^i^riKU, and for the sake of comforting both

Himself and them, that they would after that be able better to

understand the -Trajg hvvocTUt of ver. 52. Foi^—-and this must be

carefully noted !—He speaks not as dismissing those who were

insincere only, whose return was not to be expected, but rather

to that better class of which many afterwards believed; and for

these He could not have intended to say

—

rovro vfjuag ov ttoKKm

[JbaXXou (TzuvhaXiasi ;^ If not put so forcibly as Chemnitz does :

Qui enim potest suam carnem contra carnis naturam coelestem

facere, idem etiam eam cibum hominum vivlficum efficere potest;

yet at least we may say—Then will ye find My words concern-

^ With which even Liicke agrees :
" That Jesus said nothing to remove

their offence, but what would have a tendency to increase it, is scarcely

imaginable." He then finds it removed in ver. 63, after being increased;

but we cannot understand ver. 63 itself without the transition in ver. 62

concerning the glorijication of His corporeity.

2 For which Kahnis decides (with Calvin, Grotius, Lampe now), and
with appeal to Stier.

^ Lamp 3 adduces this reason, when he says • In priori sensu (guanto magis;

verba haec nonnisi spuriis, in posteriori (an adhuc) etiam veris discipulis

Christi opponi poterant, unde Itunc potissimum amplectimur.
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ing tlie eating My flesh not so hard as ye do now. Yer. 62

continues in the same tone of reproving question as ver. 61, but

it crives also a doctrinal statement as a kev to the rio;ht under-

standing.

And what kind of a lesson is it? We do not add much to

our apprehension of it by supplying—AYill not then the offence

be weakened ? For this supplement is obviously to be under-

stood according to one of two opposite views Grotius repre-

sents the one : nam coi'pore meo procul in coelum amoto, nulla

spes erit ejus manducandi %,ccToi KvpioXs^iccv. But our whole

exposition has tended to overturn this view, which we shall again

have to do with upon ver. 63. We therefore apply it to the other

view, and expand it thus : Then ivill it he disclosed to you that,

and in ichat way, My human coiyoreity, become heavenly and

gloinjied, may he given to he eaten and to he drunk.

Does any one think that this is not yet plain enough, and feel

a necessity that Jesus should expressly say—" How, if I shall

institute the Supper, in which My flesh and My blood will be

offered under the emblems of bread and wine "—we can only

say that this is most marvellous folly. For Jesus has not, as we
have said before, spoken only, or even preeminently, of a sacra-

mental participation of Him ; He afterwards gives to His own
the Sacrament as a holy thing, the express description of which

in the hearing of these unbelievers would have been a profana-

tion as inappropriate as it would have been useless and con-

founding. Even the little company of His faithful ones under-

stood and truly received the Sacrament only after His ascension;

and, to obviate even in them every false notion of its nature, the

Lord must fully establish and plainly declare the great truth

whicli we shall now approach.

Ver. 63. Baumgarten-Crusius, an expositor whose view of the

entire discourse we are compelled most decidedly to protest

against, remarks nevertheless very properly—" That even the

first clause {ro Trvivf^a,—ovhip) is not designed to lay down a

general proposition, but has definite reference to the present

time and the subject in hand." But when we understand this

aright, how much follows from it ! The universal incontrovert-

ible axiom, which is laid down as fundamental, is conveved in

the great and widely-applicable utterance— It is the Spiint, who,
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or properly which, nivetli life or quickeneth. He who has un-

derstood the Lord's words to Nicodemus and the woman of

Samaria, will also understand this saying, which now is, as it

were, drawn out and brought forward from the central heart of

those discourses. Life, in that higher meaning in which the

Lord promises and brings it to us, has its original seat in spirit;

and in the highest sense it is only the Spirit, who proceedeth

from God whose nature is Spirit, and who cometh to us through

the Son, that can make alive our dead spirits. Thus far the

fundamental thought is perfectly the same with that which the

Apostle Paul afterwards so often utters ; but in this case there is

placed in antithesis to the Trvsvfjja something very different from

the fypdfjjf/jcc of 2 Cor. iii. 6 ; and in this w^e perceive a modifi-

cation of the general axiom to suit its special application to the

thing intended here. Here the antitliesis is ^ (Tccp^,—and what

is that? It cannot mean the general idea of the natural cor-

ruption of humanity, all that is born of the flesh, and is itself

flesh, or man's carnal condition of sin and death (although this

from Gen. vi. 3 down to Rom. viii. 2, 3, and through the entire

Scriptures, forms the most common antithesis to Tvevfjua); for

ovz d)(pik{l ovhkv intends to say 'jrpog to Z^ooOTTOiSiv,^ and the refer-

ence must be to something wliich can quicken the (rappcizovg. We
are not aware, however, that any one has ever sought to estab-

lish the application of this antithesis, without further qualificar

tion, to our present passage. But there have been many who
have declared themselves in favour of another very inapplicable

notion of the contrast, which we shall not be long occupied in

refuting. They understand in (xccpt, the carnal, externally literal

meaning of the words ;^ but none of them has ever attempted to

prove that either TTvevfJua or (rdp^ simply could bear such a

meaning as this antithesis assigns to each. But inasmuch as a

carnal or spiritual meaning of a discourse may at the same time

be taken as a carnal or spiritual apprehension of it, or capacity/ of

understanding it, this view passes over into another, which is

1 As Tertullian (though with a -^Tong apprehension of the whole)—ad

vivificandmn scihcet.

- Tertullian: the sensus carnalis, against the spirituahs
;
just so August.,

Chrys., Theophyl., etc. Wesley too—The spiritual meaning of these words

r—the bare, carnal, literal meaning.
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fitly expressed by the ro ffap?ciz&jg—'7rvsvfjjccri%,a)g ioziv of Eathy-

mias; and they who hold it talk in various ways of the earthly-

prejudiced, unspiritual minds of the disciples, of their carnal

notions; as, for example, Klee speaks of their "fleshly and

prejudiced acceptation of His words." But this altogether over-

looks the plain fact that simply and necessarily ex vi oppositi

the Lord is not speaking of what might be useless to the under-

standing and acceptance of His words, of what would never be

able to discover their truth,^ but of what could not quicken or

give life. Not to press, that then ovz aj(psXs7 ovhv would be

saying too little for the misunderstanding, perversion, and offence

which, according to this view, the <7ap| produces. It is of course

true that it was the carnal mind and apprehension of the dis-

ciples which only thought of the flesh when the Lord's words

fell on their ears; this was a consequence involved in His words

or was presupposed in them, but this could not possibly be the

immediate and essential meaning of His expression, for it says

nothincr about the flesh which should understand, but of that

icJiich was understood. Jesus brings graciously into full pro-

minence the fundamental truth which lay under their misunder-

standing and offence, in order to confirm it in the light of the

preceding great declaration concerning the Tri^sviJua Z^coottoiovp,

and thus to say—If I had intended the word which I spoke in

this sense, ye would have been right in repelling me with your

t/ oj'pSA'/jffSi rjfJj^g 7} creeps—hut in this sense I intended it not

!

Every view which refuses to entertain this immediate reference

of ;; ccipf to that (TxXrjpog \oyog Trspi Trjg aapzog, is out of har-

mony with the subject and the discourse f and it is remarkable

to observe, in connection w^ith this, how much violence is done

to the words in order to invalidate their meaning. Nothing is

more simply sure in this contrast between '^i^evfjjoc and frap| as

in relation to tlie promised Z^ooottoizIv through a a dp^ to be eaten,

than what the oft-misapprehended Calvin in his unbiassed and

acute words expresses—Caro, si a spiritu separetur ;
just as

1 As the Berlenb. Bibel this time so grossly misses the meaning—" The

flesh is of no avail /or true exposition, a spiiit must be there. Every car-

nal manner of treating the subject."

2 We may be excused from entering polemically into the great mass of

contradictory opinions.
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Augustin had also said—Accedat spiritus ad carnem, et prodest

plurimum ; and Bengel very clearly—" Caro mera nihil prodest,

qualem scilicet Jud^i jnitabant esse carnem illam, de qua loque-

batur Jesus, cf. 2 Cor. v. 16. Loquitur sub conditioner eaque

irapossibili, si sola caro esset, uti etiam loquitur v. 38 de sua volun-

tate."^ The flesh in itself as flesh, which should have no spirit,

as ye understood it.^ That can, indeed, most assuredly give no

life of God to those who are dead in sins, since itself in a lower

sense is only living through an indwelling Trvzvf/jcc.^ But we
have already unconditionally denied that our Lord could here

speak thus of His own flesh ; so that we might dare to add, e.g.^

with Grotius—ne mea quidem ; or assert boldly wnth Schul-

thess that Jesus in so speaking included His own flesh, yea, had

it especially in view ; or say superficially with Fikenscher—" in

My flesh itself your salvation does not lie, but in the spiritual

enjoyment of My flesh !" For if the flesh is to be spiritually

eaten, yet that which is to be eaten is a spiritual ^('^A.

Thus it was pure folly in Zwingli to use this r] capl cj^z7^ii

ovhiv for his continual, tenacious motto against the mystical

reality in the Sacrament, and to defend himself against the

objection by saying—Caro Christi omnino plurimum, immo im-

mensum prodest, sed ut diximus, cgesa non amhesa. Csesa nos

servavit a caede, sed ambesa penitus nihil prodest. Against

which, Lampe (who, however, otherwise only deals with the dis-

course in a dogmatically prejudiced and enfeebling way) has

well observed—Sed ita iterum pro una ellipsi duplex statuenda

erit. Non solum enim tum carnem in genere nominans suam

intelligit, verum etiam non simpliciter carnem suam, sed mandu-

cationem carnis suce inutilem declarat. It is very much to be

deplored that in our own day theologians follow in the steps of

Zwingli ; as, for example, Schenkel (against Alban Stolz, Ge-
setzeskirche und Glaubenskirche, S. 26), who professes to find

^ And with equal correctness before—^Non est sermo hoc loco de came
corrupta, de qua nemo dubitat, quin nihil prosit.

- This corresponds hterally with the riv aocpKu ver. 52, without the

ccvrov which here makes the great difference.

^ And this, with a sligJit touch at the lower analogy, Beza would impro-

perly make the only sense of this deep word. Yos sensus ipse docet, ne

hanc quidem vitam animalem manare a came,—^utpote quae ahundCj nempe
ab hominis spiritu, corpus vivijicante proficiscatur.
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in Cyril his own position, concerning the Capernaite error that

the substance of Christ was to be hodily eaten, not clearly under-

standing his 'TrvzvfjjCiTiySjg and aa^^KOpayia. We say with the

Hirschberger Bibel (which indeed afterwards holds only to the

^' carnal method and spirit")—" It cannot be thought, without

ascribing to the Lord a contradiction of His own previous words,

that in saying the flesh, not by any means My flesh, He could

have meant to utter anything which might be applied in any

measure to His own flesh, after He had again and again said that

His own most sacred flesh should be the true life-giving food for

man." We refer to Scheibel's often quoted work, who, in page

174, with well-grounded and holy zeal, asks—And is it that the

body of Jesus ovz upikzi ovhh ?^ Luther found it hard to defend

himself against Zwingli, because he had concealed from himself

the true meaning of the entire chapter. At first he incautiously

assented—It may be very true that even the flesh of Christ pro-

fited nothing, but yet it is in the Supper, where as being without

the Spirit, it truly profiteth nothing. He then retracted this

admission, and maintained confidently afterwards that in this

passage the flesh of Christ was not referred to, falling back upon

the exposition which we have rejected, of a " carnal interpre-

tation." Finally, he called it one of the flattest blasphemies,

that Zwingli and CEcolampadius should dare to maintain the

flesh of Christ to be of no profit, eaten carnally, jiist as if it were

mere empty flesli, in ivJiich no Divinity icas.^ And in this last he

was altogether right, for, as Bugenhagen once expressed himself

in a letter to Hess—" if Christ had in these words spoken of His

own flesh, He would have denied Himself, for He had said

shortly before that His flesh should be the life of the world."

From this right apprehension of the second clause a peculiar

light is shed back upon the first, so that the declaration " id quod

spiritus est, vivificans est" should be, properly speaking, inverted

for the application here

—

That which quickeneth, thus My flesh

1 Plank, indeed, thinks this rather an inprenioiis evasion.

2 In the Tischreden (Forstemann i. 74) we find it in the strongest man-

ner—God's flesh.—On another occasion, and without perceiving how far it

would carry him, his exposition makes Christ say—" Mij flesh and blood

hath the power and force which God hath, it makes Divine, and will fill you

with God."
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concerning wlilcli Iliave asserted this, is Ti'sufjua, not mera caro.

My flesh hath and giveth Spirit ! This almost coincides with

Storr's expression—" My higher, heavenly, and Divine nature

not the human flesh in itself; hut that penetrates this tlirough—

even unto ite icordsT Only that this last interpretation of the

following part of the verse, to which we are now led, we must

entirely reject.

That Spiritualism, which would escape from the Lord's flesh,

has found plentiful help in this statement ; it now rushes with

impetuous confidence to the next, altogether forgetting that in

this concluding clause there must lie an immediate application of

what is there said to the words which had give?i the offence. It

contrives so to generalise and etherialise the Lord's most decisive

declaration, as to find in it a most manifest confirmation of the

" spiritual sense" and "spiritual participation" which it had set

out with. But the Lord does not say, as Grotius reads, 'tti^bv-

(JbccTizd l(TTi ; or

—

TPSVfJijCiriKajg XsyofJbsm, as Schulthess expresses

it—The words which I have spoken are of a spiritual meaning,

of anagogical, mystical interpretation ; but He says something

very different.

What then are the p^fjbccra which He here means ? It is very

important for understanding this that the XiXdKTjzcc is estab-

lished by pretty general consent as the right reading, and not

hoXSJ. Thus it is not the words of the Lord, or His doctrine. His

testimony generally, as in ch. iii. 34, v. 47, xiv. 10, xv. 7, xvii.

8. A meaning may indeed be extracted from the XzXdXrizot sucli

as this—" The words which I have so long, so often, and so

much spoken to you already ;"^ but, taking into account the en-

tire development of the connection, according to wdiich the Lord

is aiming to give as much explanation as possible to take away

their offence, and at the same time to show the reason why He
had not spohen otherwise than He did, this XzkakTjxa^ especially

with the vi/AV, can only be regarded as referring to the object of

their offence (the rovro with which He began). The Lord never

said before His glorification—Receive ye the Spirit through My

1 Thus Lange, according to wliom our Lord makes His future operation

clear through His operation in the past ; so that it meant

—

thus have I long

hegun already to feed you with My flesh and blood. Against all this we

have only to insinuate our earnest note of interrogation.
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words ; ch. vii. 39 utters an earnest protest against this. Thus

He could not have here intended—" Ye receive tlds Spirit, in

order to partaking of My flesh in the right manner, out of My
words, which themselves are spirit and life !" (von Gerlach).

In the highest degree treacherous, as it regards the opposite fun-

damental scriptural view, is the remark of Liicke—" Death took

away the <rcip? of the Redeemer ; but there remained to them

His 7n/zv(Jt»a, that which was essential I '^ No, verily, it remcdned

ivith them not ; but came to them, even as He had promised, first

after His glorification. And does this in any way quarrel with

St John's point of contemplation ? With rather more caution

does Baumgarten-Crusius express himself, when he makes it

mean—" For the present the most spiritual thing to which they

could be referred, was His presence in His words ; for indeed in

them they might already have the Spirit for whom they hoped, and

the life which He had promised to them.*'

We are assuredly very far from detracting from the profound

truth and meaning of Peter's confession in ver. Q>^^ or from deny-

ing the living power of the Spirit-words of Jesus ; now that He
has gone up to His glory, we ourselves maintain in the strongest

manner that the words which come from Him to us with the

Holy Ghost, and which are accompanied and filled by His in-

fluence, however we may hear them or read them on paper,

bring to us (in the unity of His flesh and blood) spirit and life.^

But that the icords of Jesus as such could have been, before the

obtaining and outpouring of the Holy Spirit, actually Z^cuo-

'TTOiovvTU, we must decline to admit; moreover, we most in-

flexibly deny that nothing more than this was the meaning of

His words concerning (xapj kcc) aliJjU, and that He here gives

His explanation of these words.^ Then would everything come

back to His doctrine and teaching again, through which or in

^ Basil. M. adv. Eimom. libr. V. -^vrote with converse truth

—

hov 'hQy(>;

6 fi'or, ojJMflt Ss viou TO 'TrUiVU.OC.

2 Although, e.g.^ Petersen (i. 192) so expounds them. Steffens has put it

most strongly, "with an otherwise good intention (Wie ich wieder ein Luther-

aner wurde, u. s. w.)—" His words are Himself, are Spirit and Life !" But

we cannot allow even these more tolerable apphcations to stand as exegesis,

such, for instance, as Pfenninger's well-intentioned—^Yea, His words are

God's words, Spirit and quickening power (already) are in them
;
yea,

mnch more than that, Himself^ His whole being !
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which the Spirit could exert His energy ; and (rap? xui aJfjjOC

would be no more than—Jigwes, " I confess"—says the mild

Kling, with dignity opposing Liicke—" that I was altogether

astounded at seeing such an expositor consenting to this view of

the profound discourse of the Redeemer. How inappropriately

and perversely must Jesus then have expressed Himself in vers.

51, 53-56 ! Is He Himself, who offers Himself as living bread,

identical with the contents of His own utterance concerning His

person ? Is His flesh and blood, which men must receive into

themselves in order to obtain eternal life, no other than His

dogtrine ? ! If Jesus had so spoken, then would He truly not

have been the personal Wisdom, and His words would not have

heen spirit and life !" How does it rejoice one of us to be able

to speak, with even only not absolute agreement, in the words

of an academical theologian ! But that joy is a little disturbed,

when Kling's subsequent interpretation forbids my concurrence

:

—" The words which He had spoken, were pure spirit and life
;

Divine in their kind and in their original, and living words

throughout."

For my own part I am exegetically bound to maintain that

the Lord specially signifies by ra pyjfjjccrcc the great words capf

pcoct Ci7[/j0c. Liicke insists that if that distinctive former language

was now intended, rccvrcc ra prjfjjccra should have been used, as

in ch. viii. 20, x. 21. But, in these parallel passages, the subject

referred to was something immediately preceding ; now, some

interval and interruption had transpired, so that ravra, would

scarcely be in keeping, but a, XsX(x,Kr]X.a, VfJuTv, that is, " What I

spoke to you in my last sayings just before," would be precisely

so.-^ Seheibel :
" It is hermeneutica sui ipsius, and of the pre-

ceding saying—the words which I have spoken are to be under-

^ Bengel makes a critical distinction that He says not AaX^j—jam enim

aversi erant. Moreover, that here the quoting 'hct'hzi'j stands instead of 'hiyuu^

does not contradict what is said later upon ch. viii. 25. Even in ch. viii.

28 it stands rxvrix. T^ot'Koj. Here in ch. vi. the form of the expression is so

intended—thus and not otherwise have I spoken. Thus when Kahnis (v.

Abendm. S. 122) rejects my exposition that it refers to the contents of the

last-spoken words, on the ground of the " universal character of the de-

claration," we can only confidently ask—Where is tliis universal character ?

We read the opposite.
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stood of Him who Is spirit and life."^ In order to this it is not

absolutely necessary, with Bengel, to press (tTjfjjarcc into Ci''i.^n,

res verbis comprehensse : yet the kffrt, twice repeated with em-

phasis, and specially corresponding in each case, is a continuous

e.rpositiony just as that first o aproc r} capl [Jbov Sffrivy ver. 51.

So now again

—

r; (Tocp'i (JjOv Trvsvf/jci lari, zca to ai[Jjci (JjOV Z^ojrj

Igtiv. If I give My flesh in order to quicken, it is as a vessel of

the Trvivfjjcc ; My blood a vehiculum of the Zpori.^ This is said,

on the one hand, for an abiding protest against every carnal and

grovelling misunderstanding which "vvould cling to the capl ; but,

on the other, it will by no means abate in the very least the true,

though heavenly, corporeity of Him who is gone up with flesh

and blood. Indeed he who can say (like Schulthess, v. Abendm.

S. 57)—" The true body of Christ is related to the body which

was crucified and buried, as the true bread which He declared

Himself to be, is to perishable food," must refuse to hear and

read what He Himself has said—My flesh is this true bread !

He can have no clear idea of what the flesh of Christ is,

because either he is wanting in faith in the incarnation of the

Logos, or does not perceive clearly its consequences. The
great result is the receiving from Christ's corporeity His flesh

and blood ; not merely imperishableness, but much more than

that.

Where, then, may the flesh and blood of Christ have remained?

What did they become ? Did He to that end rise again bodily

—to give back His corporeity as " perishable" to the dust, to be

resolved into nothing ? As Dav. Schulz applies even to the flesh

of Christ (know^n to have risen, and to have been taken up into

1 The highly respectable English commentator Alford says of my inter-

pretation—It seems to me beyond question the right meaning.
2 That is also very different from the converse—" the true body of Christ

is thus aU which truly served as the veil and the instrument of His Spirit."

Rather would we maintain that all which now brings to us the Spirit and

Hfe of Christ participates in the outpourings and influences of His every-

where present flesh and blood. Even Bretschneider has discerned the exe-

getical truth from his point of view, when he says in his Probabilia

—

Corpus hoc, in se spectatum, non habet vim vivificantem, sed 'Trusvfzx, 'hiyog

'KuivuxriKog cum eo conjunctiis hanc vim communicat cum eo. Ssjof ergo

sola si comederetur, nemini daret vitam ; sed o-«pf cum ccelesti spiritu con-

juncta id efficit.
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heaven !), what 1 Pet. i. 24. predicts of ;ra<ra cap? I
?^ What

meant it then that the So7i of man shoukl come again ? The

ielf-same Person, which formerly was the Son of man, now as a

1 We have spoken in our exposition of the Epistle to the Hebrews, ch. i.

308, of the question what became of the poured out blood of Christ, though

in a manner very offensive to our modern theology. We cannot abate this

offence now, and least of all as it confronts us in the strange criticism of

Mlinchmeyer, who blames my opposition to the Lutheran doctrine, while

he himself understands Jno. vi. very unecclesiastically as meaning solely a

sacramental participation, and who would do well to study my other writ-

ings before he attacks one of them with an entire misunderstanding. His

protest against my doctrine concerning the blood ventures to aflBirm, in

plain opposition to the Lutheran doctrine of the Supper, and the words of

institution themselves, that—the blood wJdch icas shed (which yet we drink)

is as utterly lost as the wood of the cross ! We say nothing of the entire

ignorance of all Clu-istological anthropology which lies at the bottom of

such protests as these. We will now in this second edition condense for our

readers who may not possess the work on the Hebrews, what we have ad-

vanced there, on ch. ix. 13, 14. " Now arises a bold, yet obvious question

—

Whither went that blood of the God-man when it was shed, that blood con-

taining in itself bodily and really the spiritual energy of all quickening out

of the hfe of Christ ?—The Lord's spilt blood, one may suppose, could not

actually and bodily come into the hohest of all. Where did it then remain,

and what became of it ? we ask with all solemnity. Might this sacred blood

be lost, absorbed, and come to nothing in the soil of Gethsemane and Gol-

gotha ? Far be it from us to think so ! that contradicts the assured truth

of a Resurrection and glorification of all the corporeity of the God-man,

which once taken upon Him was never to be laid aside. If the Father

keepeth all the hones of His Holy One, so that not one of them should be

broken in the true Paschal Lamb (Ps. xxxiv. 20 ; John xix. 36) ; if also

the Jlesh of the Holy One of God lay in the grave secure from corruption

and waiting for new life and spiritualisation (Ps. xvi. 9, 10) ;—should the

blood be lost and perish ? Far be it, we say once more. (We may add

now—With us the blood is mere element of physical, mortal life, but the

blood in His case was also penetrated and pervaded by the izvivf/.u, cciuuiou.)

The treatment of this subject by earher theologians may have been con-

ducted in a very irreverent manner, repulsive even to the faithful, but there

IS a profound Truth and Light at its foundation. It is plain, at the outset,

that the blood of Chi^ist, as pertaining to His humanity, shared in His glo-

rification, since it is present and communicable, in the Sacrament. But if

you ask further—Are the outpourings of the blood of Christ, from the first

drops in His bloody sweat to the final stream from His side, which indeed

the Omnipotence of God could keep in permanent being, just as a similar

power works in the resurrection of every human body—^restored to His body

again, or do they exist independently of it ? The word of the Risen
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boliless spirit—and yet to appear, and be seen when He comes?

What are we to do with passages such as Phil. iii. 21 ; Col. ii. 9 ?

Saviour is the first answer, when He saiJ to His disciples—Handle Me and

see, for a spirit hath not Jiesh and hones^ as ye see Me have. (Luke xxiv.

39.) The Lord did not say, nor could He sslj—Jiesh and blood; for, as

another Scripture reveals to us, flesh and blood in that union and combina-

tion which belongs to this lower, earthly, mortal life of the body, cannot

inherit the kingdom of God, nor thus enter into incorruption. (1 Cor. xv.

50.) Did then the Ascension unite the blood, collected in the meanwhile

below, and preserved, with the hitherto bloodless resurrection body ? For

the same reason we answer, no. And what need we ask, when the distinc-

tive and decisive answer is plainly given in the Holy Sacrament ? His glo-

rified ^esA, which now is called His body of itself, and His shed Mood, both,

in conjunction one with the other, and independently one of the other,

still sundered as they had been separated at the Cross, the offered up body

and the poured out blood are given us by the Lord to be eaten and drunk.

Does not this give us to understand why, after John vi. and the Institution

of the Supper, the Xew Testament speaks so distinctively of the blood of

Christ? Moreover, let us read in the Epistle to the Hebrews, what is

written in chapter xii. 22-24 ! In connection with the enumerated reali-.

ties—^Ye are come to Mount Zion, to the city of God, to the multitude of

thousands of angels, to the congregation of the first-born, to the Judge and

God of all, to the spirits of perfected saints, to Jesus the Mediator of the

New Covenant—and then we read at the close, in connection with and after

the person of the glorified Saviour Himself—after the holy seven-number,

yet another and last reality

—

and to the hlood o/ sprinkling, which speaketh

better than that of Abel ! Then must this most holy blood exist as sepa-

rate in heaven."—Let it be observed hovv^ the so-called " Johannean Christ"

and the so -called " Author of the Epistle to the Hebrews" coincide, and

let us learn to apprehend the whole New Testament as one ypoe.(pvj with a

systematic connection. To acknowledge the authority of the already itself

apocalyptic epistle to the Hebrews, and to submit to be led by it onwards

to its TsAs/oT/;? (chap, vi. 1), is both the result and the test of a true under-

standing of Scripture, just as the Apocalj'pse itself is. Compare what Beck

has said, almost in accord with ourselves, concerning the blood of Chiist

(LehrT\dssenschaft, S. 626-629, in the note). He, however, protests against

Bengel and the " separated existence of the blood in heaven." For my own
part I did not derive this doctrine from Bengel, nor from Oetinger (who

holds it fuUy, see in Auberlen S. 272-276), but from the Scriptures alone,

—

not one word of which can be broken, however paradoxical they may appear

—nor from Materialism, as Lange insinuates (iii. 614). This latter thinks

that I need no more disturb myself about the shed blood of Clnist than

about the sweat or the tears !—but where then is the Scriptural " glory of

the Logos as the life of all things ? " Holy Writ surely speaks differently of

the hlood and of the tears I
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If we entertain such etliereal, spiritualising notions of the ascen-

sion of Christ, as would make the plain account of His actual,

bodily, visible presence at the end, a mere Docetic representation

or myth,^ then should we do better to consider with the German
Catholics (in my first edition—the late; in this—some time

since !) whether we had not better give up altogether the festival

of the Ascension. (As an article in one of their Synodal organs

then directed.) The Scripture, how^ever, tells us that the bodily

humanity of the 'iayj/.rog ' A5a//; is made and is become zlg '?mv[jjcc

Z^&JOTTOiovy. (1 Cor. xv. 45.) What the Lord told Nicodemus,

and what He afterwards spake at Capernaum, form together

mutually complementing truths. He brings down/or us through

His going up, spirit and life (chap. ill. 13)—but He hath already

the Spirit in Himself, though veiled in the flesh, and confined in

its out-beaming power. According to Acts ii. 33 He did not

then first receive on high the Holy Ghost from the Father, but

freedom and power to pour out upon us the fulfilment of His

promise. For in Jno. vii. 39 the glorification of His capl in

order to the streaming forth of the water of life /rom His body

(as we shall expound on ver. 38 there), must be taken in con-

nection with the Xoyog capl symro of His birth.

, A Capernaite xpBcv^(zyicc and al(JjCCTO'7roGia cannot assuredly

be the question here. Calvin penetrates with considerable clear-

ness into the mystery, when we find him once saying—Carnem

Christi sine ullis ambagibus fatemur esse vivificam, quia—eadem

ilia caro vitam in nos spirat—nam ex abscondito Deitatis fonte

in Christi carnem mirabiliter infusa est vita, ut inde ad nosflueret.

Quite right, but this indefluere Is not quite enough, it does not

amount to the eating, of which the Lord spoke. We must most

absolutely decide that in the glorified Christ first we are to dis-

cern the %,oimvt(z kou hojaig (rapH,og fccct 'Trvivfjjarogy of which

Irenseus speaks in relation to the Sacrament.^ We may, with

^ Or those wliich mil allow Liicke to say, " the thought of th.e glorified

flesh of Christ, seems to me to be quite strange to John even after the re-

surrection ! " as if he did not record the finger in the print of the nails,

and, at the same time, the coming through the closed doors. Was not that

indeed a beginning of the glorification? Not yet, assuredly, the perfect

glorification.

2 And indeed in a yet stronger sense in the glorijied Christ, than that

in which Ignatius ascribed it to the Person of the God-man generally.
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D. Schulz, admit a ffZf/jCx, 'Tn/svpuccrizov, but protest against a cap

5

Trvevf/jari^i'/], for, as Olshauson pertinently says, " it does not

appear what there could be pneumatic in the acof/ucc, but just the

capl itself." Thus there is the most perfect communicatio idio-

matum now (although not previously in the condition of KivajfTig) ;

thus also the rejected ubiquitas corporis (namely, that which, as

ever possible to the Lord's will, comes into fact in His church)

as it is almost literally declared in such passages as Eph. iv. 10

;

Col. ii. 9. Not indeed that absolute, and simply impossible

thing of exaggerated Lutheranism ! To these depths point,

and of these mysteries testifies the Word which we have now
expounded—mysteries wdiich shall be, when the Son of man,

remaining a Son of man, shall go back again to heaven where

before His becoming man He was. The lari of this saying is

partly prophetic, as it refers to the meaning and contents of the

words Avliich were spoken for futurity ; and it has also a well-

grounded truth in the concealed mystery of His Divine life for

the moment in which He uttered it.

Vers. 64, 65. These words are not so straitly connected with

the preceding as Kling thinks, wdio would on that account change

the punctuation ; but the second part of the discourse follows

here. The detected offence was first set aside, as far as it might

be, by instruction, explanation, and reference to the future ; but

now, as it is fit, the offence itself, or rather its disclosed principle,

unbelief in the Teacher come from heaven, is reproved and cor-

rected. Here first w^ould we refer, after this entire process of

thought, the carnal apprehension which it has been sought to

discover in capl- The Lord has previously been placing the ob-

ject of their misunderstanding in the clearest possible light ; but

now He predicts, in addition, that as the disciples through their

own deep guilt have not understood Him yet (have not remarked

the 'TTPSVf/jU of that capl which should Z^cuoTOiB7y),fiO they will not

for the same reason understand and accept the explanation which

He has just given. " But I may say what I will. My strongest

f/juprvpsh and plainest hihdcfKHv finds no entrance where it finds

no faith !" 'EJ vii,u)v rtvsg, although there were ttoXXoi,^—is the

^ Roos has it otherwise : Not all who murmured were thus unbelieving.

Many disciples mui-mured, but only some of them believed not. That might

pass if (as Eoos Ldmself mentions) thefii-st TroXXo/did not comeback in ver. G6.
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mild utterance of our Lord which confirms what we have just

said, that He directed His words not only to those who w^ere

entirely departing from Him. The s'lpTjza, Vfjjh should teach

us that the quite parallel XsXdX'/jZcc VfjjTv is just in the same

w^ay to be understood—The Lord refers, both in the one and in

the other, to His own previous words. But here the vfjjTu has

a yet narrower application—Even to you My disciples and not

merely to the mass of the people have I spoken and addressed

these words ! Even your hitherto kXhlv 'Trpog (ja and TipiTardv

[Mr' If/jov was not the right and actual coming, without the obe-

dience of faith responding to the drawing of the Father, without

the hearing of trust in order to learn.

The parenthetical observation of the Evangelist points at the

close of this section to its beginning, with which he closes the

whole ; hence g| ap%?? refers not simply to ipsum hujus sermonis

tempus, as the ccpy^'/j with relation to the future indicated in ver.

62, but it must be understood as in ch. ii. 24, 25—From the be-

ginning of His dealing with each He knew his character. At
the same time the Evangelist goes forward preparatorily and

transitionally to the following record ; for, he adds to the rmg
of the disciples generally, an allusion to the rig from among the

twelve in particular. And the g/V/'V oi fJUTJ TrKmbovTzg of the

former describes what was now passing in the present ; while

the iariv 6 'Ttapc/Mjacov of the latter points to the future as now
present to the Lord.^

The immediate result approved the truth of these last words.

The many turned away Ik rovrov, that is, from this critical

moment they also externally turned away, as they had never been

inwardly turned towards Him; and returned not back (so long

at least as the Lord was thus surrounded by following disciples,

no more is to be found in it than that) ; were of the same mind
till the ascension of the Son of man. That there were amono-

them such as fell away from the beginning of faith is very pos-

sible ; though it is almost denied by the
f/j^

'priffTSvovreg of our

Lord, and the ov/csn fJbBT avTOv 'TrspiSTTurovv of the Evan-

gelist.

^ And not as Tholuck says, " that Judas might from his tone of mind be-

come His betrayer."
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APPEAL TO THE TWELVE. WILL YE ALSO T ONE OF
'

YOU IS—

!

(Ch. vi. 67, TO).

The false disciple, found, alas, even in the narrowest circle of

the twelve,^ and patiently borne with by Jesus, goes not away

indeed, but even through his hypocritical remaining becomes a

hdi(ioXog—yet shall he not remain unwarned and unexhorted ;

the Lord reveals him to himself without revealing him, just as

far as it was wholesome and fitting. The first, testing question

was itself uttered pre-eminently on account of this Judas, though

it evoked a blessed confession of their faith from the others;

hence no commendation here responds to it (as in Matt. xvi. 17),

but only a second question, which scarcely retains its w^arning

tone to the lost one^ but only detects him, and as a warning to

his fellow-apostles, as one among them I

Ver. 67. According to strict rule the (jjT^in this question should

indicate—Ye will not then go away ?^ The rule, however, is not

quite so rigorous, as even Winer admits ; and we might accept

the question thus, conformably with our Lord's meaning—Will

ye, too, or any one among you ? This certainly must have been

the undertone to Judas, even if we conceive the tone and sense

of the question to have been quite negative—expecting neither

yes nor no. Li putting this inexpressibly affecting question to

His chosen twelve the Lord was not, indeed, in His inmost soul

indifferent ; but He did with design and self-repression propose

it calmly as an actual question, awaiting their reply. This must

then, as now, have been felt, though not perceptible in the few

words themselves. It cannot be the Lord's loill that any one

should ever turn away from Him, and these twelve He had in a

special manner chosen ! The decision, nevertheless. He ever and

1 In which designation, it must be remarked, St John speaks as taking it

jor granted.

2 Hence many understand, and we find it in de Wette, unaltered by

Briickner—" I hope not !" So that it is expoimded as a question of " sor-

row seeking consolation."

VOL. V. P
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in every case leaves to the icill of man. That was the principle

and reason of the withdrawal of the other disciples ; thus plainly

announced in order that we may beware of attributing to the

drawino- of the Father anything like compulsion, or of suppos-

ing in the lack of the Father's gift anything like a decree of

reprobation. It is altogether inconsistent with our Saviour's

dignity, especially in connection with this chapter, to understand

in the question an appeal of sorrow, demanding consolation—Ye,

My own twelve, w^ill not forsake Me too ? Eather does the Lord

speak thus to His Apostles—If it be your will, too, then leave

Me, ye are free to do so, I restrain you not—-just as Grod spake

in former times to Israel by Joshua, Josli. xxiv. 15. But it is

not less true that such an appeal to their own free-will is the

mightiest possible appeal to their hearts.

Peter instantly repHes in the name of tlie others ; as h^ thinks,

in the name of all. He first seizes on the going away^ and

strengthens the idea, so strange to him, in his h'7ti\ivuoii>iQcc.

^' Very sure it is that we cannot counsel or help ourselves ; to

wliom^ then, can we go, as our Master and guide % The Baptist

is no longer wath us,— are we then to go back to the Rabbis

again ?" The very thought of this was sore affliction to him.

No, we remain Thy disciples 1 He apprehends that which the

Lord had said in ver. 63, with the same general half-interpreta-

tion in wdiich so many remain at the present time, and which

has its truth in hearts like Peter's, though the Lord intended it

in another sense. Yet Peter's words mean something different,

and indeed more just, than if he had said—Thy words are spirit

and are life. He uses them with the genitive of their contents

—They s^eok of eternal life, they promise it to us ;—thus much
is clear to us with all their obscurity. And because oar desire

is set upon that, and not upon bread or anything else, we remain

v/ith Thee.^ His confession rises higher in the following w^ords,

since he knows thus much, and has just heard it repeated, that

faith in His own person is the essential matter in the Lord's

words. But he subjoins to his TreTTKTTSvx^ccfJbSP the eypcuzccfjijeu

^ And lie who thus purposes and thus remains, will go further than to

the woi'ds of the Lord : he will enter into actual participation of Himself.

It is matter of grief to us sometimes when we hear it boasted, with more than

exegetical error, that the words of Jesus are pure spirit and truth
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also, since his faith is matter of clear consciousness ; since he

knows in whom he believes, and wherefore. The order may be

found reversed elsewhere (as ch. x. 38 ; 1 Jno. iv. 16) ; but

Peter designs here to testify that through a preparatory belief

and reception of His words, even those which were full of

mystery, they had attained to the height of their present know-

ledge of Christ. (Comp. ch. iv. 42.) For this was the main

point in the contrast between them and those others, and this

was the first element of separation. If the Text. Rec. were

correct, the confession of Christ here uttered by Peter would

go beyond those others in ch. i. 49, iv. 42, xi. 27, and be quite

])arallel with Matt. xvi. 16, and Thomas' words alone in ch. xx.

28 of St John's Gospel would go beyond them ; we should then

trace in the connection a very manifest emphasis upon the rov

^iov Tov Z^ojVTog, with significant allusion to the Lord's previous

words in ^er. 57.^ Xot merely is this latter addition, however,

spurious, but most probably 6 Xp/croj, 6 vlog also ; at least

critics are almost unanimous in preferring 6 ayiog tov Oiov. We
cannot, indeed, regard this latter as perfectly suitable in this

place, where the sum and result of our Lord's words is given ;

and we may remark that neither Bengel nor Knapp decides for

aylog f but we must abstain from the difficult attempt either to

justify this ayiog by internal argument (which is not unnecessary,

notwithstanding the result of all mere criticism, as long as prob-

able various readings are on the other side), or to defend the

propriety of rejecting it as in itself impossible. Our object is

especially to unfold the words of Jesus.

Yer. 70. This heart-piercing question of the Redeemer, which

proceeded from the deepest mystery of the will of His love in

its condescending strife with the evil wall of sinners, appertains,

with all its tone of human gentleness and soft complaint, to the

most severe and rigorous utterances of His lips. Its warning

severity and force are surpassed only by its own intenser repeti-

tion at the last Supper— One ofyou ^vill betray Me ! When Peter

utters his impetuous and w^ell-meaning lue, the Lord points to a

1 Not, however, as Grotius supposed—Thou art the Son of God, and not,

as the people said, the son of Joseph

!

2 Xot Bengel, though he rejects the ^uvro; ; hut he thinks that the vlog

aptly corresponds with 'Trccrfcg y,ov of ver. 6o.
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fearful exception from it ; and that in the way of question^ just

as if the eleven might and should have known that all was not

right and secure in their own circle. In fact they might have

suspected it, at least, just as the Lord clearly saw it, if they

had themselves been altogether pure, and sincere, and deeply-

grounded in the truth. For that many a hypocritical evil-doer

conceals himself from our detection, is the effect of human weak-

ness in ourselves ; but this infirmity is even in our case closely

bound up with our sin, even though it be no sin itself; and even

while it imposes upon us the obligation of charitably thinking

the best of every one, until his iniquity become known to us.

The Holy One of God could not be deceived by any sinner

whatever ; His heart-searching inquisition into the secret soul of

man needed no miraculous intervention of Divine omniscience,

but only the pure gaze of His single eye. That, therefore, the

Apostles could have among them an undetected Judas, points of

itself to the common sinful humanity inherent in them all ; and

the Lord's troubled words are a common warning to the whole

circle, since in a certain sense He imputes the sin of one to the

whole brotherhood, and reckons for it with them all. No other

than this is the meaning of that awful, and still more piercing

repetition of the words In the final, most confidential circle of

love—One of you I It is as if the Lord should now say—Be ye

all careful and humble, believers though ye are ! It is not

enough to have believed, and to have known ; not enough to

have remained with Me when others departed ! The Betrayer

and Destroyer insinuates himself into the narrow^est circle, and

most immediate fellowship with My person !

But the most piercing and mysterious words of all are His

direct utterance, spoken after that which w^e have just mentioned

had led the way to it in their silent comment. Even My election

is not enough ! It is very obvious that this IzkiyscyOui has a dif-

ferent meaning from the same word in ch. xili. 18, where Judas

is specially indicated as not chosen ; but we should greatly mistake

if on that account we should here understand only the external

calling and election of the Apostleshlp. The Son knows, like

the Father, nothing of a mere external election unaccompanied

by the earnest reality of love, which designs to save and accom-

plish all the purposes of a spiritual calling. This distinctive will
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of His own, wliich manifested itself in the choice of Judas, the

Lord mournfully sets against the self-procured fall of the One,

the personal guilt of which that choice aggravated ; what else

does the connection indicate which binds the two sentences in

one question ? Is there not even among you twelve, all of whom
I have alike chosen. One, whom that I know I must now tell you

who know not, whose sin is only made worse by its opposition to

My grace ? Consequently—and this is the special purport of the

question—Is there not a most critical and fearful danger con-

nected with the keeping of the heart of man ? Had I not cause

to put the question to you all— Will ye also go away ?

Alas, that Judas had gone too ! This question mercifully

points to him the way of departure, in which he would at least

have been honest in his sin, like that prodigal in the parable,

and with the same hope of an eventual return. But the hypo-

crisy ofpresumption, pride, and covetousness, which induced him

to remain because he was one of the twelve, was a snare to

him in which he became fast involved. It is shown, neverthe-

less, in him, as the most palpable example of human ruin and

fall yet known in history, that there is in the Divine love, with-

out prejudice to its prescience, an election of the lost. That the

Lord can use, and does use the self-same word here and again

in ch. xiii. 18 in such different meanings, exhibits to us the two

aspects of a mystery, the dogmatic or speculative investigation

of which does not belong to strict exegesis.-' In protest against

an invalidating interpretation of this e^iXs^dfjjrjv we have only to

put in juxtaposition with it ch. xvii. 12, in which this same lost

Judas is at the same time enumerated among those who were

given hy the Father.

Finally, what is the signification of oidj^oXog here ? Does the

Lord actually term Judas a devil (as we read in Luther's Bible

with the Yulg., as the Peschito has it i^:\2D) as even Stolz was

obliged to translate it, and Seller, with the qualification—he has

devilish dispositions)—or are they right, who resolve the words

into the general sense ofa secret traducer and adversary P Euthy-

mius gives this latter as a second interpretation in connection with

^ The mystery lies yet further back, even in Satan, who in his very

creation was chosen.

^ In a sense, therefore, synonymous with 6 izocpoLomuv.
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the first, BTrifDOvXog ; and the later expositors, as we might have

expected, give it the preference. Neander, witii a most enfeebling

exposition, paraphrases, " He had chosen them, drawn them to

Himself, He says, and yet one of them had become possessed with

the heart of an enemv !" It is, indeed, certain that as pb^ in the

Heb. admits of this more general signification, hia^oXog is the

prevalent Sept. translation of it, and that this Greek word is fur-

ther used as the rendering of "i^* and iniv in Esth. vii. 4, viii. 1.

(Comp. 1 Mace. i. 36, ht(/.(^oXog 'TTovTjgog parallel with hih^og.)

But the usage of the Greek Testament is another question. The
Lexicograpliers must attach to the expression the additional idea

of a proper opponent (adversarius) ; for, the calumniator of other

passages is not altogether suitable here. We are ourselves of

opinion that even those passages, as a whole, are to be understood

not ivithout reference to the devil. In any case Eph. iv. 27 and

1 Tim. iii. 6 must be excepted ; there Satan proper is signified.

In 1 Tim. iii. 11 ; 2 Tim. iii. 3 ; Tit. ii. 3, the general Greek

signification com.es, indeed, into the foreground ; though not

without allusion, assuredly, to the arch-slanderer, who has ever

been so designated in the current language of Christians.-^ St

John, finally, in his writings (and stress is laid upon this in

other cases) uses the word hicc(BoXog only for Satan. But

Olshausen thinks this a decisive reason for translating it other-

wise here, since the word is always used for " the devil," and

never for "a devil." ^ I think otherwise. The passage must

be regarded, in any case, as a a^aj XsyofJbSVOVy contrary to

St John's usage, and that of the New Testament generally

;

whether the distinctive opponent be described with Wahl adver-

sarius ; or with Schottgen, homo diaboli similis. If the Lord,

not using the Greek, in all probability said Satan, He did not

mean what we should designate as "a devil" (huifJMV, Zai(JjOviov,

hence St John did not thus render His word) ; but as parallel

with such Old Testament passages as 2 Sam. xix. 22. He

^ And even in the passage of Maccabees before alluded to the same thing

is already found : see v. Meyer's corrected translation.

2 But the same Olshausen, in his last volume on 2 Thess. ii. 3, returns to

this passage, and says that Judas was among the disciples, what the devil is

among the children of God. Thus Jno. xvii. 12 was too powerful for liim,

and caused him to forget his own exposition.
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seemed to nave called Peter Satan on one occasion ; but we have

given (Vol. ii.) another interpretation of that passage. And
what a difference, at all events, between Peter's lapse into an

instrument or minister of Satan against Christ, one solitary, un-

designed instance, caused by the weakness o?flesh and bloody and

this attribution of a personal, persistent htd(^oX6g Iffn. St John,

who only once has 6 (Taravcig (ch. xiii. 27), reserved this most

personal expression for that consummation of the indwelling and

influence of Satan in Judas ; the word, accordino; to Greek usajje,

would here have involved too unqualified, and absolute an iden-

tification.^ As we understand our Lord's thoughts, He does not

mean merely what otherwise would be rizvov or vlog ^iot(^okov

(for that would be too slight and general for application to Judas,

who was the guide and head of those who took Jesus), nor does

He simply place him in parallel with any individual Zai(Jjoov or

haifjjoviov, but—One among you \sthe Satan or devil in relation to

Me, that is. Ids elect instrument, one who has fallen, through a

devilish spirit, into the ministry, and as it were, the representation

of the Devil. How could this be better expressed in Greek (by

St John or by Jesus Himself) than by this hid(^oKog, which,

while hinting strongly at the article, yet naturally leaves it out?^

This is the only interpretation which satisfies our feeling in a

passage where emotion is pressed to its extremest point ; to think

of a mere adversary without reference to Satan appears to us

insufferably bald. Liicke insists that " his relation to Jesus is

much more significantly indicated, than the character and cause

of the evil in him ;" we cannot but think, however, that both

are in the connection equally demanded in the exposition,

and that both therefore are designed in their deepest unity by

ha^okog. No other than Satanic counter-influence, that is, to

which the heart had given place, could have first neutralised and

then entirely overcome the grace of Christ ministered to one

who had been chosen to be an Apostle ; and then, again, one

who, as such, had yielded himself up to Satan could not be other-

wise than the most immediate instrument and representative of

^ For cocTuvoi; is a personal name, but liu/So'ho; at the same time a de-

signation of the office or spirit of that person.

2 For yivircct or iori f/.oi iig liocfioM-j or coctocvUu woukl be, on the other

hand, not personal enough.
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Satan in relation to CJirist ; and we think that the truth which

hes in Liicke's requirement as to the relation of Judas to Christ

in hicc(BoXog, comes out with its strongest force in our view of the

passage.-^ Only thus do we see the harmony between this first

word of our Lord, which already penetrates the depths of the

fulfilment of the fearful prophecy in Ps. cix., with the later ex-

pressions of the Apostles derived from this in Jno. xiii. 27 ; Lu.
xxii. 3, with the Lord's own saying, Lu. xxii. 31 (Simon, Simon,

Satan hath desired you all !), with the typical relation of Judas

to Antichrist which is intimated in the parallel of Jno. xvii. 12,

and 2 Thess. ii. 3. If we were to admit that the specific develop-

ment of the sin, and its actual exhibition, in the delivering Him
up to His enemies, came only before the Lord's actual contem-

plation with the approach of the time;^ yet even then we must

maintain, and ail the more emphatically on that account, that

the Holy One of God must have thus early most profoundly and

searchingly pierced the hidden secret ofJudas, the impending and

already uprising Satanity of this man.^ Not merely (as Neander
says) that ^' the disposition which made him afterwards a traitor,

betrayed itself to Him in its germ ;" but that He contemplated

beforehand in the germ and beginning the full consummation

of the evil. Thus was this Judas daily and hourly before His

eyes, a silent temptation—and in a very different sense from

that in which Peter was so for a moment—to fall from the

patience and enduring love of His appointed suffering for sin,

by casting him out of His presence and judging him at once,

whereas He was come to save and seek out with forgiving mercy

that which was lost. This also our Lord acknowledges and

^ Thus it might be translated, though not advisable, in the people's

Bible

—

is devil ; to be completed by—in My sight, and in relation to Me.
2 As Liicke suggests, the Lord Himself does not here term Judas -Tretpx-

oaaav^ but it is the reflection of the Evangelist ex eventu.

^ We discover here that there is such a thing possible to humanity, even

as there is a divinity possible (though not in the sense of the Graser Erzie-

hungsprinzips) ! Judas himself, indeed, was not yet " altogether satanized"

(as Boss in his Satanologie rightly remarks), for he was moved by a final

remorse ; but it is saying too much, though even Luther declares it, that

man may never become devil. The repentance of Judas was his last of

humanity, presently afterwards the devil in him was consummated by hia

daring self-murder.
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bewails in that fearful gf y^&Jv eig htccj3oX6g icr/;'—the profundity

of which we cannot deem exhausted by any exposition of a mere

insidiatoi' or adversariufi.

TO HIS UNBELIEVING BRETHEEN : MY TIME AND MY WAY
ARE NOT YOURS.

(Chap. vii. 6-8.)

An observation of Oetinger upon this place is as simple as it

is profound, and must not be lost sight of in any attempt to dis-

cern the system of St John's Gospel :—" I assuredly believe that

John wrote the first ten chapters of his gospel with reference to

his three fundamental points :—1. of word, 2. of life, and 3. of

light." -^ Nothing is more evident than that chaps, i.—iii., fol-

lowing the Prologue, continue the idiQ^o^ testimony, which turns

now from the Baptist altogether to Christ, see chap. iii. 11, 32.

The stages of this trichotomy, however, pass naturally one into

the other. 'O hiyuv aoi, chap. iv. 10, "kaJSjv aoi, ver. 26, as the

answer to the woman's kvoLyyiku riyAV mvra place distinctively

before our eyes the Xoyog (chap. i. 18, lyMvog s^^yf](Tccro), and

chap. V. then completes the idea of His witness to Himself: yet

these chapters iv. and v. pass over, as w^e have seen, into the

second idea—in Him is life. This again is superabundantly

brought out in the sixth chapter, where not only the words of

the Eternal Speaker discourse of eternal life, but the <rap| of the

Incarnate One is announced as 'Trvsvf/jcc zat Zporj- But Oetinger

overlooks what we have just hinted, when he says :
" Chaps, vi.

and vii. refer to the life, as is evident in every verse ; chaps, viii.,

ix., and x., passing then manifestly to the light" For chap. vii.

1 See Oetinger's Selbstbiographie, heraiisg. von Hamberger. Stuttg. 1845^

S. 52, and compare Auberlen, die Theosophie Oetingers, S. 409, as also

Oetinger's Tlieologie nacli der Idee des Lebens, herausg. von Hamberger, S.

106. The characteristically bold assertion of Baumgarten-Crusius "that

the Prologue is not echoed in the gospel itseK" (i. 368) must be entirely re-

versed. The Prologue is no other than a pre-intunation of the contents of

the whole Gospel.
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forms already, as before, the transition from life to light ; and that

by bringing into prominence the sufficiently prepared for require-

ment of faith in Him who manifests Himself to the world,

—

manifests Himself, however, now. His full v-^pcofftg and (pccpspucrtg

being yet in the future, in a manner which the darkness of the

world cannot apprehend, cog h pcpUTrroJ ver. 10. Let chap. vii.

33, 34 be compared with chap. xii. 35, 36. And once more let

note be taken of the reference made in chap. vii. 39, as through-

out all the stages of the entire Gospel, to the future consummate

glorification of Jesus.

In the whole of chaps, vii., viii., ix., x., Jesus (as the Light of

the world, chap. viii. 12) bears a testimony more and more

definite to Himself that He was sent from God His Father into

the world for its salvation, and that He Himself w^as one in dig-

nity with the Father who sent Him : bearing this testimony by

word and deed during the feasts of Tabernacles and of the

Dedication at Jerusalem, that is, in the very midst of His

enemies, who could not lay hands on Him before His hour was

come. As His discourse proceeds at the feast of Tabernacles,

faith or unbelief in Him as the Christ becomes more and more

sharply defined. Upon a following day, and occasioned by the

circumstance of the adulteress which put the Pharisees especially

to shame, a second discourse is appended to that of eh. vii., in

which He defends His testimony to Himself in all the depth and

fulness of its meaning, and most severely condemns His enemies'

sin and unbelief. The result of this light shining in the dark-

ness is—the attempt to stone Him ! (Ch. viii. 59.) Finally,

chaps, ix. and x. give together the last great testimony of Jesus

to Himself as the light, in which only they who are blind see,

those who see becoming blind : a testimony of icoi'd which hangs

upon that incontrovertible though rejected testimony of deed, in

the healing of the man born blind.

This main section of the Gospel thus viewed—a section to

wdiich Luthardt, upon his arrangement also, gives the title of

" conflict with unbelief"—is introduced by the record of the

desire on the part of His unbelieving and vain brethren that He
should prematurely and in their way shoio Himself to the world,

with His reply to them in word and act. We would have the

profound harmony and fitness of this circumstance in this place
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deeply pondered by those who understand the principle of true

criticism, that the more plainly in any historical \criting a plan of

the matter is evident, the more certaiDly is that writing legiti-

mated as true Jiistori/. And where should we expect this prin-

ciple to operate in its fullest degree, but in the history of our

Lord, which is throughout in its every incident full of signi-

licance, pervaded by a typical reference, and in its continuous

course most perfectly " real-ideal V
It ^vill be seen by a reference to our tabular harmony in the

third volume, in what way we arrange the Galilgean incidents and

discourses which St John passes over, and that we do not, with

many, identify this feast journey of our Evangelist with that of

Luke ix. 51. We find in the intimation here given of a persistent

and increasing enmity directed against Him, a hint for the inter-

pretation of all that follows. He Himself clearly knew from the

beginning His time, and goal, and course ; but—" none else can

comprehend Him, no man can apprehend His hour, neither His

brethren, nor the people." We have elsewhere asserted our view,

and cannot now of course reopen the question, that these brethren

are—contrary to all catholic tradition, and much Protestant

criticism—no other than brethren who belong to ^lary, being

always found in her company ; that is, her sons born aften\'ards

to her who continued in a not unblessed marriage with Joseph.^

^ The immature treatise in the first collection of my Andeutungen

—

written in my twenty-third year—^has been condensed in my Expos, of

the Ep. of Jude (Berlin W. Hertz. 1850), and the argument still more

«trongly enforced that they were the sons of Mary. We regard this re-

suit as established, after so many dissertations, specially through those

of Blom, Wieseler, and Schaff. The latter alone has done my treatise the

honour to refer to it, although he (S. 8 of his e^ay on James) has not

noticed the postscript in which I corrected the error in connection with

the fisrci of Hegesippus. Whether James was one of these brethren, does

not afiect the matter ; though I have not yet been convinced of the con-

trary, Thiersch still agrees with the Greek church that they were brethren

of Joseph's former marriage (as Xonnus, Jno. vii. 3 without scruple inter-

polates viec ' luay!:p) ; but in opposition to this I have only to repeat my
former words, that it is less disparagement to the divine dignity of the

whole procedure to assume the subsequent fniitfulness—^required, too, on

other grounds—of the marriage planned and confirmed of God between

Joseph and Mary, than to regard the holy virgin as espoused to a widower

with sons and daughters.-
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We must not, however, leave this subject without most earnestly

protesting against Lange's recent view that the brethren who

here appear as unbelievers w^ere even Apostles. In John ii. 12

these same brethren are with their mother, and distinguished

from the disciples, as they distinguish themselves here from the

OjCcdrjTcdg. Lange endeavours to invalidate the simple and plain

words of the Evangelist

—

Neither did his brethren believe in Him
(which are themselves the strongest argument against the signi-

fication " cousins," since one such GvyyiVTjg or auB-^wg was an

Apostle), by asserting that they are only to be " unbelieving in

a higher sense ;"^ but this w^e find it impossible to admit with

any regard to the context. For the unbelief of the brethren so

perfectly stamps their words, and, more than that, the Lord's

answer so sharply repels them, placing Himself in direct opposi-

tion to them, and classing them so clearly with the world, that

we cannot understand how any one—duly weighing the latter

fact especially—can think of Apostles in this case ! Assuredly,

if faith may be asserted of a mere conviction or sentiment of

the intellect (though St John never so represents it), then w^ere

these brethren not absolutely unbelievers, for they presuppose

in Jesus the power of ravrcc Troisiv and of (pavspovu iocvrov,

and only w^ish to impel Him to a public declaration of Him-
self. But inasmuch as they—whether disciples or not—would

make all depend upon an external exhibition to the world, and

a brilliant success among men, w^ithout any trust of the heart,

without any apprehension of the true, the divine in Him, and

without any respect for the sufficient demonstration He had

already given, they place themselves on a level with Gamaliel,

at least, as unbelievers. When, not without an admixture of

taunt, they challenge Him to make public proof of His claims,

their unbelief may fairly be denominated unfriendly and even

hostile. The w^ords which we find in the typical prophecy, Ps.

Ixix. 8, correspond with wonderful exactness to the relation be-

^ Dr Kuhn also, who maintains the argument against their being literal

brethren, attributes to the TzioTtvuv of our passage only a " special sense."

(Jahrb. fiir Theol. u. christl. Philos. 1834, 3.) Lange has allowed himself

m jre recently to speak of a transitionally expressed unbeUef , and of an ob-

scuration of mind and feeling, but most obviously in opposition to the plain

tenor of the text. (Leben Jesu iii. 567, 591, 610.^
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tween Jesus and these brethren—I am become a stranger unto

My brethren, and an alien unto My mother s children.

Jesus had not gone up to Jerusalem, either at the Passover or

at the Pentecost ; Galilee was the scene of His labour, Caper-

naum His Jerusalem : so now He makes no preparation to go up

to the feast of Tabernacles. They cannot understand this, any

more than the whole course of His general conduct. And they

speak to Him in their ancient familiar and confident tone—that

to which they had been accustomed in their family dwelhng

—

Now, O brother, if Thou art actually the Messiah (we wait to

know more about this, that we may understand the honour which

will thence ensue to us), be at length in good earnest, and show

Thyself! The impatience of their vanity impels them to utter the

challenge in a manner somewhat taunting, the tone of which can-

not fail to be caught by every unprejudiced mind. (Not, how-

ever, mockingly^ as Klee much too strongly asserts.) Their bold-

ness already breaks out in the unqualified imperative

—

fMTd(^'/j0i

IvTZv&sv : in such a style none assuredly would have ventured

to speak to Him, but those who had grown up with Him and

had been accustomed to use it. (It is altogether unimaginable

that this could have taken place in the circle of His Apostles

;

the saying of Peter, Matt. xvi. 22, admit of no comparison, and

we should be ashamed to waste words upon it.) Let Thy dis-

ciples (among whom ive do not yet reckon ourselves !) behold

the works which Thou doest—they mean especially the followers

whom our Lord had won in Judaea, and even in Jerusalem,

whom He should take care of in order that His interest might

advance, and independently of whom they esteemed His Gali-

laean followers of slight account. Their words, however, assume

at the same time that even these Galilsean dependents would

not be contented with His Galilgean exhibition, unless He could

legitimate His pretensions with becoming dignity in the great

capital. Their ideas of the Messiah had made the Nazarene

brothers of this presumptive Messiah so full of the lofty Jewish

feeling, that they despise their own Galilee in this brsvdsi', with

something of the same spirit in which the Rulers afterwards

spoke, ver. 52.

In ver. 4 rt before ttoisI has a certain emphasis ; it does not

here refer to any slight matter, but such things as their brcther
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contemplated and purposed to do ; this, however, lies in the sub-

ject itself, and it is not necessary that we should resort to any

special signification ofthe Greek rt in connection with sp^s/v, shai,

'TToisiv. The zai is certainly not a Hebraism (as Grotius has it)

for "lt^•^», but as a nevertheless expresses their sense of the self-

contradiction in which the conduct of Jesus seemed to them to be

involve'd—purposing and \^illing to do some great thing, and yet

keeping His 2^erson in the background, instead of going boldly

forward to the critical scene of accomplishment. A political

meaning their brethren do not seem to have, but they express

honestly the first and most obvious principle upon which this

vain world acts—He who will be anything must go forward

openly and boldly to dare it ! With such a measure do they mete

Him! The za) abrog^ although its meaning is otherwise ob-

vious enough, we do not regard with Liicke as merely idemque,

indicatincT the self-contradiction in the strongest manner , but

we agree wnth Kling and Baumgarten-Crusius that there is also

an opposition intended between the questionable rt Troiiiv and

the ijersonal appearance necessary in order to it. It thus fully

corresponds with the (pm^coaov aiavrov, in which the pith of

the wdiole finally lies. The g/ has obviously, as we have before

observed, an undertone in it of derision, or if that be too strong,

of hesitating doubt. For w^e cannot apprehend rocvra Troislg to

mean—Is that Thy design, wilt Thou be the light of the world ?

but they designate by this expression (as Liicke rightly says),

^' His then present operation in Galilee," the same which the}--

have already disparagingly referred to as h z^utttm TTOtsh, and

now again still more strongly doubt of and question by this g/.

Thus it is not

—

Siiice Thou doest such things (spyoc ver. 3), or

canst do such things ;^ but—//' what we hear concerning Thy
miracles be actually true.^ In this contrast Iv 'Trapp'/jff/a, answers

plainly enough to h zpVTTTM ; and it is quite unnecessary to

adduce the Rabbinical usage which, retaining the Greek word,

employed it in the sense of celebrity. The words here in con-

^ Grotius : ttoiuu He potestatem perpetuam faciendi significat. Si potes,

inquiunt, et ubi et quoties vis talia facere.

2 As we apprehend in Nonnus : d r»6s pi^ng 'TroiKiT^oe, 6xv[/.oirix,. The

Evangelist John thus presupposes in this ruvrot^ that Jesus had wrought

many wonderful works in Galilee^ which he has not recorded.
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iiectioii with avToc^ go beyond the ordinary idea, and express the

sense of the speakers to be, as Hezel puts it, " play a public

part," show Thyself unrestrainedly, place Thyself boldly forward

(not simply as yet hta(p'/j[jji%Z(j0ai). This is the mistaken preju-

dice which preoccupies their minds ; they apprehend the Mes-

siah's work after a worldly fashion, and would precipitate it in

the spirit of Isa. v. 19 ; for the same world which, according to

ch. iii. 20, hateth the light in the best sense, seeks it in another

and worse sense with ignorant hardihood, and lays the utmost

stress upon i^t^^/ici/^/. Kling remarks, with as much point as

truth, that the brethren use the expression roJ r^ouyM with a cer-

tain " appropriation of the language of the disciples ;" though

this appropriation is at the same time ironical and blind. Hence
the Lord must at once proceed to open their eyes that they

may know what the world properly is, and what is His relation

to it.

His answer is just as gentle as we might have expected it

would be to Hjs own peculiar brethren ; but it is also just as

severe as such persistent unbelief among those so near Him de-

manded. The gentleness consists in this, that He not only

meekly accepts the direction to depart, but condescends to justify

Himself by giving them information of His reasons ; the severity

further appears, in that He does this only by placing His own
manner of acting and theirs in direct and irreconcilable contrast.

They will not be His (jjC/JriTUi^ He therefore classes them with

the world of which they had ignorantly spoken. My time is

other than yours ; that is, at the same time. My manner of act-

ing, My whole relations. We see in the 'T^avTon of the contrast

that the Lord proceeds from the first sense of the appropriate,

appointed time of departure for the feast, to a more general and

absolute sense of the word zuipog. His brethren, like all men
of the world, as long as they remain such, have, alas, no higher

reference, no higher guidance, no great restrictions in their

'TTOislv and Z/itCiv, and therefore all that may be understood by

xoctpog in relation to their acts, is utterly indifferent to them

;

they may always do what their heart listeth in its folly, the folly

wherewith they imagine to themselves that they may make their

own time. But when, on the other hand, the Lord speaks of

His own time. He refers to that high Divine appointment and
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guidance which beforehand disposed of every single circumstance,

for the sake of the great, final object of His life. Just as in

chap. ii. 4, He passed, in a similar expression, from the imme-

diate and obvious matter before Him, to the great futurity, so is

it here. Indeed, in the present instance the reference is more

certain and more distinct, inasmuch as His brethren have de-

sired His departure to the feast as the means of bringing nearer

the object of His life. We may say in a certain sense with

Bengel, that in ver. 6 He is speaking more directly of the feast,

and in ver. 8 proceeds to refer it to His sufferings and death :

this requires qualification, however, inasmuch as the first already

passed over into the second. What is it that the brethren wish ?

That He should show Himself to the world ! Now in their sense

He came not for this ; the w^orld as such neither did nor should

know and acknowledge Him down to the end, see ch. xiv. 17,

21, 22. In order, however, that He may not utterly repel them,

but as far as possible give them instruction. He mysteriously

attaches His words to theirs, substitutes, however. His ow^n

sense, the only correct one, of the public exhibition w^hich they

demanded,—and according to that meaning His death in His

manifestation. His enemies may not lay hands upon Him until

His Father w'ills (see presently chap. vii. 30)—but He also for

Himself may not and will not receive the greetings of His fol-

lowers consequent upon His public, tumultuous, entrance into

Jerusalem ; He will not receive their Hosannahs as Messiah,

and deliver Himself into the power of His enemies, until His

Father should say to Him—The hour is come ! Consequently

His time for public procession to the feast, and His hour of pas-

sion, which here coincide, was not yet come ; though the brethren

in another sense imagined that the time had come for His en-'

trance on His glory and honour. In the second clause we should

at first have expected only—But your time, that is, the time which

you falsely suppose to be Mine. Instead of this, the Lord pro-

ceeds at once to a perfect separation between Himselfand them, as

a matter that would be immediately understood of itself. They

excluded themselves from the circle of discipleship, partly in irony

and partly as pledging their homage when His claims were au-

thenticated ; but He repels them from Him with the deep sor-

row of earnest truth—We have nothing now in common ! The
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expression srotf/jog, parallel with Tcipsffriv, is translated rightly

by Meyer

—

vorhanden, present, now.-^ Nothing hinders or limits

you ; for you haye not to measure your steps after the counsel

of God, and in the presence of an angry and persecuting world.

If it was in their desire to become celebrated with their brother,

His immediate intimation must have overturned all their foolish

speculations:—"From Me, as My disciples, ye have nothing to

expect but the hatred of the world; that is the law and the rule

of My kingdom. Ye spake of the world; and meant by that the

whole multitude of the people with their rulers : but I say unto

you that ye yet know not what the world is, though ye belong

to it, and are also its fast friends." It is a w^ord of keen con-

demnation, when the Lord says to any one—The world cannot

hate you, it leaves you in peace as you leave it ! And it was

with the deepest grief of heart that He felt Himself constrained

thus to speak to His own brethren after the flesh. When, on

the other hand. He described Himself as hated of the world, and

gave as a reason of it His testimony against its evil works. He
told them indirectly, though plainly enough, what it was that

He sought, ivhat He designed to do, and that (as Fikenscher

says) " faith in Him had nothing to do with the world's notoriety

and consideration." Thus He speaks as the Light which was

hated of the world (ch. iii. 20), as He whose aim was not so

much to come to the light Himself, as to shed His own light

upon the world for its revelation, to give His testimony as

graciously, and yet as prudently as might be, until the hour

should come when He should for the first time and finally suc-

cumb to its hatred.

The concluding verse, as a well-founded consequence, gives

them back for their ^srajS??^/ His vfMlg kvd^riTZ. The first

TGiVTriv may not be genuine, but that is of little significance- the

various reading ovTrco for ovx, is more important. The former

stands in Lachmann's text, but it can be scarcely regarded as

the true reading; it would not have been easily substituted by

ovz, whereas it was very natural to qualify the difficult and

harsh ovk^ by changing it for ovttoj. Porphyry could not have

alleged against the Lord the imputation, if not of falsehood yet

1 Bengel, on the contrary,—fitted for you, and Stolz—appointed; but

these are already involved in the Konpoi-

VOL. V. Q
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of inconstantia, if he had read ovttu. Nor is this latter so suit-

able to the words, which, with designed indefiniteness, repel the

brethren and send them on their way alone, as to the following

ov'TTO) 'TTiTrX'/jpajTai, which gives a reason for His ovz ccva^aivou.

This ovTTco '^cTAf/pcoTCCi docs not, as it were, intimate (according

to Lange) that He will presently follow; for in the prudent

design of the Lord His brethren were not to know this, that

they might not herald His coming and excite expectation. But

the '7rS'7rX'/]pcoTui rather points, according to the Lord's usual

language, more strongly than before to the sense in which He
speaks of His prescribed time and hour, and its coming. It is

altogether another thing, and quite consistent with it, that the

Lord in His own mind intended His ob/C for ou'ttci); which it has

been unskilfully sought to intimate by substituting this reading,

or by the addition of vvv, thus obviating every appearance of

untruthfulness in His words. But this appearance does not

exist in them, if we only allow the Lord to speak as a man
with the prudence with which we may and must ourselves often

speak in such circumstances.^ For the brethren it was perfectly

true, that He was not going to set forth with them, and, there-

fore, in the way which they desired; what He designed to do

afterwards was a matter for His own thoughts alone. His word

would have been untruthful then only if He had used, instead

of the observable civa^aivco^ the future avafirjfXCtj. Such mental

reservation as this is unavoidable, ifwe would speak to the world

wisely, according to Solomon's rule, Prov. xxix. 11. It is an

idle and unbecoming subtilty, to which the ancients, and Bengel,

and now again Lange resort, which would make a great dis-

tinction between the declaration—I go not with you upon the

Festal journey, and—I shall not during the feast go to Jerusalem.

For it is not true, that His going up might have been regarded

as subsequent to the feast, just as the Greeks might go; His secret

going up was after all, as the Evangelist himself says in ver. 10,

an ai^u^utveiv sic rrjV ioprriv tuvtj^v; and the more obviously so,

as He afterwards, in ver. 37, on the gr^at day of the feast, utters

'' " There is only one passage whicli has ever been adduced as bearing

the appearance of attributing untruth to our Saviour—Jno. vii. 8. But

an untruth cannot be detected here in any sense (even if ovk is the right

reading). Rothe, Ethik. iii. 575.
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His testimony with express allusion to the customs of the

feast.^

Enough, that Pie would not on this occasion go more (pccvspcog

in the procession, that is, not in the company of His unbelieving

and vain brethren; but He w^ent up dig \v zpuTTcj, by which St

John affirms the conduct blamed by the brethren as the wise

procedure of His counsel; and the ojg (a rather strengthening

than qualifying addition) intimates— that He had the appearance

as if He loere actually one wdio in distrust of His work must

withdraw His own person from observation ! The Gospel will

in due time abundantly explain the paradox of this temporary

incognito of the Lord of glory and the King of truth. Whether,

moreover, the Twelve, w^hom we find in ch. ix. 2 surrounding

Him as ever, went up with Him in secrecy, is a question which

we may ask without any certain answer; it might indeed have

been that at this time He sent them also forward before Him,

and that this fact is contained also in the ov (pavspcJg.

with the jews. my doctrine is from god; circumci-

sion and healing on the sabbath; ye know whence 1

am!

(Ch. vii. 16-29.)

Thus must we comprise together three discourses of our

Lord at the feast of Tabernacles, wdiich, proceeding through in-

terruptions, form one connected conversation, the Jir^st great col-

loquy with the Jews in the temple, both rulers and people. He
therein testifies, induced on each point by some especial circum-

stance, the Divine origin of His ivords and of His works; appeals,

in order to excite faith in the former, to that witness of inward

experience which will be afforded to every one who willeth to do

1 Another view (as we find it lately reproduced in Sepp) thus explains

it—that He did not at first actually purpose to go, but that He afterwards

subdued His own inclination in order to do His Father's will. Which,

nevertheless, is not intimated.
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the will of God, as well as to the external evidence which was

to be found in His humility; defends the propriety in particular

of His last Sabbath-miracle by analogy drawn from the law;

demands a right judgment; reproves the unbelievers while He
detects to them their wicked plots and their judicial ignorance

of God. All being clear confirmation of what He had before

said to His brethren concerning His own witness and the world's

hatred.

They seek Him, generally, at the feast in Jerusalem (as ch.

xi. 56)—though with very various spirit, for all minds are ex-

cited, whether for Him or against Him. Among the common
people there yet lingers at least some doubt, but the rulers are

decided and have decreed against Him. Hence there is no more

than a secret murmuring, for no one ventures to speak openly

and freely in His favour. The 'lovhouoi, ver. 13, might have

been the inhabitants of Judaea, ver. 1, or the Jewish people

generally as in ver. 2; we should tlien have to make the dis-

tinction afterwards between the people in general specially in-

tended in ver. 12, and the rulers in particular, ver. 13. Yet

certainly the Galilsean followers of our Lord, who have come to

the feast, are included in the o')(^Xoi; and after the phraseology of

the entire chapter we should more correctly regard the 'lovhoctovg

as the leaders and rulers of the people, the clpy^ovrsg, ver. 26,

as first in ver. 1, and again in ver. 13. Their Z^yjTSiv is con-

sequently an obviously unfriendly search, as in ver. 1; though

we must not press it so far as Hezel does—" they commanded

Him to be sought out, and sent spies to take Him, in order that

they might place Him in durance." For the public inquiry

'TTOv S(TTiv Izeiuog, seems to indicate something different from this.

By this expression the Evangelist, having set out with the mali-

cious question of the enemies, passes over to the more general

inquiry and curiosity concerning the accustomed chief stranger

at the feast. Thus the following verse is not to be regarded

with Lampe as " an effect of this inquiry," but as a continued

description of the state of things in the metropolis, that no man,

enemy or friend, remained indifferent, every one thought of

Him. Every one knew without mentioning His name who this

Izsivog was, and all miss Him, and feel His absence. Euthy-

mius took the word to be a scornful one (as in Matt, xxvii. 63),
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spoken hioc tg [Jbiffog; v;e cannot go so far, but think that, whether

in scorn or in pretence, the enemies themselves spoke in lofty

terms concerning Him—Where is the celebrated man, the great

Prophet, abiding ?
^

This simple question issuing from His enemies, awakens into

expression the doubts which existed concerning Him, among the

common people—comp. ch. ix. 16, x. 19-21. His friends only

venture to utter, indefinitely and timidly enough, their slightly

defensive ayccdog, which we do not interpret, with Baumgarten

Crusius,—A benevolent, friendly, well-wisher of the people ; but

with Von Gerlach, following the Hirschberger Bibel—An hon-

ourable and true man.^ This was saying but little in itself, yet

as a protest against the charges brought against Him, it was

much. Listening hypocrites, speaking well of Jesus, in order to

sound His disposition, are not to be thought of among the o-^^Xoig,

and after the parallels w^hich we have referred to. The accusers

betray by their tov oyT^ov that they speak as taking the position

of the rulers, and speaking on their side. These speak openly

enough, and the following clause does not intend to signify that

all speech about Him, whether for or against, was only a yoy-

yuaf/bog, for we only can be said to speak 'Trccppyjaicc as it regards

the unsuppressed feeling of the heart. For Him no man ven-

tured to speak openly for fear of men ; and Schleiermacher

preaches well upon this text against the " most culpable weak-

ness and guilt of the people around Him in our Lord's days."

The people who were attached to Him feared the Jews (comp.

chap. ix. 22) ; even as His enemies again feared the people

when they would carry into execution their Z^yjrsTv ccTTOzriti/cci,

Matt. xxi. 46.

Into the midst of this mutually restrained Z^riruv zoci yoyyvZ^iv

our Lord suddenly and unexpectedly entered, as fearless as pru-

dent. T?? soprjjg f/jSfXovff'/jg (Vulg. with precision die festo

mediante) does not necessarily mean the fourth day of the festal

week, but, generally, during the interval between the high fes-

^ As Lampe quotes Gualther : Non tarn contemtim, quam invidiose.

Ubi tandem latet ille magnificus suarum virtutum ostentator—^? Cur non

nunc prodit in publicum ?

2 There is no question but that it may mean this. Yet in Neh. vii. 2,

which has been referred to, the LXX. read ci'hYi&-k for ^t?^?.
^'^".
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tlvitles of the first and last day. The sudden and unexpected

appearance, manifesting the utmost confidence in them, gave

Him for a while the protection of the surrounding people : for

He wisely chooses the time of His working, neither precipitately

involving Himself in danger, nor holding back with undignified

caution. ^
Fikenscher imagines that His appearance had some-

thing of a miraculous character, considering the shortness of the

time since His later departure from Galilee ; but this we leave

altogether undecided. Suffice, that He appears in the temple,

and takes His place in one of the side-rooms appointed for the

purpose, and began as usual to teach. That is, on this occasion

and at first, without any direct personal witness, but, as it w^ere,

with the general design to expound the Scripture. The Jews

marvelled, which must ever be the first influence when He
speaks. The Gav(jjdZ^ziv does not imply, as Lange and many
others have imposed their meaning upon it, that they contested

His right openly to teach, and charged Him with presumption

before the people;^ that would have been expressed in a very

different way. Certainly we must not suppose, further, with

Lampe, that this was the first time of His entering the temple I

No, even these Jews are constrained to bear involuntar}^ testi-

mony to His wisdom, though they afterwards, like those at

Nazareth, give it an iuAadious turn, by their malicious question

as to whence He obtained it ; while their conclusion in reality

destroys their premises, and the true answer is contained in the

question itself. " The supposition that man can learn only from

man" is not merely, as some one has said, a " Galilsean folly,"

but a Jewish one also, as we here find, and it is, indeed, the com-

mon prejudice ofthe learned. " How is it then that ye good people

have never known, that there are many things which a man must

not have learned, in order to know them otherwise than if they

had been learned I" (Kleuker.) Learning, that is, according

to the signification which it bears here, and which it ordinarily

bears, that of the human school and accustomed discipline of

learning, such as was common in the Lord's days.^ That Jesus

^ Neander : Not being trained He was not justified in undertaking public

instruction. Bruckner : A new method of stirring up enmity at'ainst

Jesus, His qualification to instruct being impeached.

2 Nonnus quite correctly : ilf^covi rex^iJ'
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had undergone no such scholastic discipline, and that this was
generally known and admitted, is a very important testimony,

or ^'biographical datum." How, and in what way, the Son liad

indeed learned, is not a question which we can enter upon now.

Luther's translation—Wie kann dieser die Schrift^ How
knoweth this man the Scripture f has been needlessly corrected.

Liicke thinks, and Lange confidently follows him, that ypdfjj-

fjjaroCf without /spa, could signify only letters or literature,

learning, as in Acts xxvi. 24. Others regard this as settled by
the absence of the article, which, however, determines nothing.

Bengel in his German New Testament has it—How is this a

learned man, having never yet learned? And Fikenscher, too,

feels constrained to translate—the sciences, like the Vulg. literas.

If, however, the (Mtjja&rizojg might seem to include a reference to

this more general sense, it yet remains quite certain that among
the Jews learning in general and Scriptural learning were one

and the same (Acts xxvi. says nothing against this, see ver. 22)
—the Lord had certainly not given in the temple any " specimens

of erudition," but a most surprising and simply profound under-

standing of Scripture ; and, finally, the Evangehst himself, ch.

V. 47, uses ypdijji/jccru, for the writings of Moses. Consequently

Luther may be quite right, in company with the Peschito,

which has translated it by Ni2p (the Book). And the son of

Sirach knew no other ffo(pid, wisdom or science, than that of a

fypafjjfJbaTSvg, and desires for its cultivation leisure from every

other avocation, the freedom from business in order to exercise

himself continually, exercise such as Tug Tizrm applies to his

own craft, Ecclus. xxxviii. 24-27. That is, indeed, the human
rule and requirement for every one of us

;
yet there are excep-

tions to it even among ourselves, and it is a mischievous prejudice,

which has been too much fostered by the monopolising learned,

that learning is essentially necessary for such a believing com-
prehension of the word of Grod as suffices to obtain the kingdom
of heaven. Against that the Lord's word now testifies, inas-

much as He not only refers back His own doctiine to the revela-

tion of the Father (which, indeed, was for Him in another sense

the school of human learning), but also at the same time indi-

cates to every sincere follower the internal, practical way to the

cnly true apprehension of the same doctrine.
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Yer. 16. What our Lord elsewhere terms His words, His

word, or testimony, He tlds once designates by the expression

hihaXyj : taking occasion to do this, in order that He may thus

meekly place Himself on a level with all other hi^ocffxovreg and

hihdffzockoi, when 'hihay/j is spoken of according to its contents,

and system, and method. When in the well-known passages of

the synoptics, which, indeed, are not strictly analogous or paral-

lel with this in St John, we find astonishment excited by His

hlccyji (Matt. vii. 28, xxii. 33 ; Mar. i. 22, 27, xi. 18 ; Lu. iv. 32) ;

when (Jno. xviii. 19) Annas inquires concerning the hiha'y/i of

Jesus ; and the disciples. Matt. xvi. 12, are warned to beware of

the hltxxyi of the Pharisees—the word is to be taken in the same
sense according to which the Lord's teaching is placed among
the manifold doctrinal systems and hlaazaXiai, Matt. xv. 9, of

the day. Thus He enters into the midst of the teachers and says

—
7} hf/j'/j hibay^Tj. But in the same breath He places His doctrine

in direct antithesis to all that might be called gi;raX//^ara or dcoj-

p?]f/jara civ^pcuTraov—ovk 'icrriv \[Jj7j, is not Mine. We may say

that this paradox not only exhibits to us the origin, but has re-

ference to the substance of His teaching, its most essential and
specific subject and theme. For now that 'Tricfrig has become
again a y]Joij(rig, and Christianity a system of doctrine, it cannot

be too emphatically or too persistently inculcated that the Lord
Jesus teaches no new thing in the world : He neither gives to the

heathen philosophers new theorems as such, nor to the Jewish

Scripture-wisdom altogether new precepts, promises, and revela-

tions. The new in His doctrine, that which indeed makes all

new, consists in this, that He testifies Himself to be in His own
person the Fulfilment of the entire Old Testament, and His
kingdom to be the realisation of all right knowledge and true

desire in the whole world.^ From the first appeal to the old law

of love made new in Him, to the predictions of the last things,

in w^hich He only seals and confirms and closes the ancient pro-

phecies ; and through the entire circle of that revelation of hu-

man and Divine things with which He responds to the seeking,

questioning speculation of the heathens, big with the word and
notion, but never bringing forth the thing and the reality—

^ Dietlein in his -writings against the school of Baur maintains and de-

velops tliis most excellently.
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everywhere and throughout all there is the one great

—

Iam He!
Thus far His doctrine is one with Himself, and the acceptation

of that is one with the tkjTSvsiv in His kyoj elf/jt, (Ch. viii. 24.)

As in ch. viii. 2Qy 28 He says before the Jews, and as in ch. xiv.

24 He says before the disciples, so He says now here—That

which I speak, and teach, and testify, I speak under the com-

mission, and by the authority of the Father iv/w hath sent Me.

He is indeed as the speaker no other than that great Prophet

promised in Deut. xviii., but only again as the only-begotten of

the Father, to whom alone the words of God are given in an

essential, pre-eminent, and exclusive sense:— hence all other

prophets and speakers in the name of God were only imperfect

types and forerunners of tliis true Prophet. If the Jews had

never considered and applied in this case that which held good

with regard to the old prophets—Who is his father or his mas-

ter? (1 Sam. X. 12, comp. Amos vii. 14, 15), but desired only

a fjbccv^dveiv after a human manner, then is the Lord's answer

most abundantly decisive :—So little is Ji^ doctrine derived from

human instruction, and learned humanly by Myself, that it is

not in any sense according to your notions the product of My
own study, investigation, or thought—but no other than the

revelation to My mind of Him who sendeth Me to speak to you,

and Himself speaketh in Me and by Me.

Ver. 17. He who is of God, heareth and understandeth the

words of God ; he who is of the truth, discerns and accepts all

that which the personal Truth Himself brings toman and speaks

as the fulfilment and realiljEition of all those truths which were

extant among men before His final testimony came. For this

no such learning is necessary as can be acquired only within the

limits of the school, or by the hard discipline of study ; the

Father revealeth it to the babes who are willing to learn of His

Son, to learn for the direction of life and action, and for their

righteousness as sinners before God. That which was long ago

expressed by Sirach's son (Ecclus. xxi. 12)—He that keepeth

the law of the Lord, getteth the understanding thereof (o (DvXoiff-

coov vofjjov fcccrazpccTSt rov hvo'/jfjjccrog avrov, zal (rvvreXeicc rov

(t^GJDOV zvpiov (ToOtay according to the ancient word in Job xxviii.

28)—finds in this utterance of Jesus its full and most distinctive

expression. Here does the Lord protest against the Trpr^rov
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'\^ivlog of all learning, gnosis, philosophy, speculation of pre-

sumptuous and blind men ; and assures us that there is no such

thing, nor can be, as pure thought, no such investigation as is

independent of the heart's disposition and the will's direction, at

least in regard to His doctrine, and the things which pertain to

the will and revelation of God. He sets out with that position

which Schiller once so scornfully repelled as " ins Gewissen

schieben"— '^ the laying it all on the conscience," and admits no

other evidence than that a posteriori, springing from an inward

moral experience, where alone is the veritatis cum pietate vincu-

lum. It is the will of man which is concerned, there lies the

lack and the hindrance; faith, and progressive knowledge in

believing, is also an act, springing from the sincere willing to do

the Divine will ; unbelief and the ignorance which follows it, is a

crime to be reckoned against those who love and who work a lie.

Oh that this catechumen-word could pervade even our orthodox

theological science, so that our (jjZfjja^riKorzg might first come to

that true ypdif/jf/jDcrcc eihevoct which coincides with the " herme-

neutics of the New Testament writers" as taught by Jesus, and

then arrive at the true " teaching with authority" for others ! The
Lord does not say at the end of His testimony—Ye have not un-

derstood Me, or apprehended My meaning; but—Ye would not

!

Where, however, the iav rig ^sXyj is at one wdth the dsXfjf/jOc rou

hov, a sure, and inexhaustibly increasing yvuGiTc/j is promised.

But what is this will of God, which the Lord assumes to be

already known to every one to whom He proposes His own
doctrine'^ There must indeed be a manifest criterion for this

recomm.ended criticism of Divine revelation. The doctrine of

Christ does not present itself to the world and the human heart

unprepared for and unmediated. And His own saying incon-

trovertibly attests that Pie does not demand a blind submission

to it as an absolute 'Tra^otbo'^ov and ^avfjucc—true knowledge

never could come in this w^ay. Thus when the old dogmatic

finds in it at once only the promised internal testimony of the

Holy Spirit,^ and then in a strange circle which must always

^ As Ebrard also incautiously writes, "but they should first seek to do

tvhat He says." And Theremin (Abendstunden, last ed. S. 392) discerns

here the mystical " testimony of immediate intuition." Neander, confirm-

ing Schott and Liicke> maintains against this—the will of God cannot Jiere
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be a stumbling-block to all who are upright and intelligent,

makes the knowledge of the truth of Jesus dependent upon

the doing of His doctrine—it is evidently erroneous, inasmuch

as it just overlooks the mediating instrument, to which our

Lord's word here especially refers. The " will of God" is

hers certainly not (as in ch. vi. 40) the law of faith (thus

Lampe concisely !)—the doing of His will is by no means the

VTrazori TridTZcog, when the azorj has gone forth

—

TriffrevBre.

For then the Lord would only say—He who only believes, will

believe ! A " believing in experiment," which wretched Pietists

(in this worse than honourable Rationalists) impute to the

people, means nothing ; to experiment upon it is a wicked-

ness which tempts God, and destroys the sense of truth in us.

Thus we never may pray in experiment whether it will avail,

never may follow Him on experiment wdiether He will ap-

prove Himself our guide. The Lord's word knows nothing

of all this. But He lays hold of an established fundamental

principle to which He makes His appeal, proceeding from which

every sincere person will and must come to the believing know-

ledge that the doctrine of Christ is from God, and then

afterwards go very much further. The old and most excel-

lent M. Fr. Roos of Wiirtemberg hits the point well and

simply—" no man is so ignorant in religion, as to know nothing

of the truth ; and no man is so disquieted by religious doubts,

as not to perceive anything which he must feel to be the revealed

will of God. Now Christ says, if any man will do His will as

far as he already discerns it, he shall know," etc. (Christl. Glau-

benslehre, S. 7, 8). This will of God is manifestly revealed "in

the law and the prophets, and in our own conscience," as Yon
Gerlach .comprehensively remarks. For Israel in the law, to

which therefore in the closest connection ver. 19 refers, and in

the prophets' preaching of repentance and faith which rests upon

the law. But also for all heathens there remains a consciousness

of God, which maintains its inviolable place in the practical

be understood as the will of God now first manifested in Christ, but only

the will of God as far as the Pharisees might even i^ their position have

already known it ; thus the willingness to do that will is the subjective

f)oint of union in every man generally to which the objective evidence and

conviction attaches itself.
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conscience as a li'/caico(JjCi rov &iov (Rom. i. 32).^ And this is

enough ; for the doing of His will is from beginning to end the

great and immovable essential in coming to God, and in the

living knowledge of His name through fellowship with Him.
" He who deals with his religion as a science merely, which he

may indeed understand but will not practise (just as many are

learned in geometry yet never measure a field), will never come

to God aright."

Once more, the one great desideratum of humanity is the

actual performance, the perfect fulfilling of the law, and this the

grace and truth of Christ alone can bring within the range of

possibility to man. Yet the Lord does not say

—

If any man do.

^' It is not of doing itself that the Lord first speaks, but only of

willing ; if this is pure and simple, there follows (through the

strength of Christ) the ability to perform." (Albertini.) But

the result in the case of all who hunger and thirst after the

righteousness of a known or unknown God is that they first

embrace with joy the words of Christ concerning justification

through grace by faith, He becomes their consolation and gives

their conscience rest; then follows in the accompanying new
birth the reception of His strength, which confers upon the will-

ing the perfect and absolute doing. This is the testimony that

Christ's doctrine is of God which is alone possible to every one

at the beginning ; and this increases with increasing holiness in

ever-progressing internal experience which approves its true

divinity. The Lord speaks here, as the words run, more of the

beginning of faith. Richter's Hausbibel says excellently :
" ver.

17 is the least degree of, and the way to the testimony of tlie

Holy Ghost, not this itself in its fulness." We add—He who
will f/o, will learn to believe ; he who deals earnestly with the

Law first, will gladly embrace and fully understand the Gospel.

But then when the doctrine is discerned and acknowledged to be

of God, its whole fulness is entered into and explored ; then re-

sults, as the Lord says to His disciples, ch. viii. 31, 32, t\\Q follow-

ing of Christ, the participation of His Cross and Resurrection,

the doing the wdiole truth in works, performed through Christ

from and in God.

^
.
Clirysostom : iuv rig spxarvig y1 tov fiiov koct dpsT'h- That is better

than Grotius : qualemcunque voluntatem sibi revelatam.
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Yer. 18. Or whether I speak of Myself! To this opposing

hypothesis the Lord appends that other demonstration, which we
denominated above the external evidence afforded by His low-

liness. But what is the relation between this and that intermal

experimental evidence which discerns through the inward feeling

of need that what He offers is the true nourishment of the soul ?

In a certain sense both are united and their force is blended, for

here His person and His doctrine are one : the doctrine makes
on every sincere soul, which would honestly and willingly be

taught to do God's will, the impression of an offered Righteous-

ness ; while the Person legitimates Himself as trustworthy and
true in all His testimonies and promises. Nevertheless the former

is to be presupposed in order to the latter ; for only he who is

himself sufficiently sincere to be willing to do tlie will of God,
will in his own humility be able to apprehend the lowliness of

the Son whom the Father hath sent. Thus the evidence is quite

rightly made to proceed from the internal spirit of every man
who is to be convinced ; and only in the susceptible does it pro-

ceed from without inwardly. The deceivers impute to the Lord
deceit, the presumptuous presumption ; but the sincere who will

admit the influence of His truth into their souls, discern at once

in the divine and pure humility of this enforcer of Truth, so

utterly free from every taint of human vanity, the ineffaceable

and incontrovertible seal of certainty. Thus we may say that the

Lord goes on in ver. 18 to explain the process of the " shall know"
in the honest heart :—he who in inward seeking and longing is

ready to know and to do the will of God, and he alone, will be

externally convinced by the humility of the meek and lowly one

;

because he will be able to recognise in that the pure seeking of

God's glory. Moreover, the Lord in these words only calls to

their minds and adapts to the present occasion, that which He
had said at the feast of Purim, ch. v. 41-44 ; and we may there-

fore refer to our exposition at that place. The former clause

—

that he who speaketh (teacheth) of his own, assuredly therein

must seek his own glory, is undoubtedly true, as constantly

attested by all rightly understood and deeply investigated expe-

rience : consequently, the second, which is the converse and
antithesis of the former, must also be true. It may be, and it

has been said, that this proposition is not capable of universal
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application, and that the Lord designed only to refer it to Him-

self, as ver. 16 and ch. v. seem to demonstrate. It is supposed,

apart from Him, to be conceivable that a man in a lesser sense

sent and commissioned of God, that is, a prophet, a teacher,

might with fundamental sincerity seek the honour of God, and

yet err and be untrue through human infirmity. This is as-

suredly true, but the Lord is not here speaking in any relative

sense ; but lays down a simple antithesis, which declares that

no error is from God but must be of a man's own. Thus it

remains an abiding truth that anamartesia in knowing and will-

ing, in doctrine and life, is one and inseparable : consequently it

is only to be found absolutely in that one Holy One whom the

Father hath sanctified and sent into the world ; and can be pre-

dicated even of apostles and prophets only within the limits and

measure of their mission. Even they were not in their whole

life free from error, because they were not free from sinfulness

;

only in their official function as discharged orally or in writing.

Every error is in its very nature presumptuous and self-seeking

;

as the dictum of Jerome defines it in its highest degree—Omnis
hgereticus est animal glorise ! But then even in the case of

apostles and prophets the sanctity of their personal life is no dis-

tinctive (however co-operating) criterion and evidence for the

truth of their doctrine ; but the concert of that with the complex

whole of the revealed word of God and the testimony of the ac-

companying Holy Spirit. Thus, though the Lord is laying down
a position which is really of universal application, it is obvious that

in the very nature of the case He Himself alone can sustain per-

fectly the test of this most rigorous criterion. Who besides Him
could dare to stand forward and give warranty for His whole life

down to its minutest detail—Behold Me and learn of Me, for I

am meek and lowly of heart ? He only is absolutely free from

taint as " seeking the glory of Him who sent Him," and there-

fore aX'/j^^g, because no occasion, or possibility of deceit exists

for Him. Only in and upon Him is there no ahtztcc : not merely,

that is. His cause is righteous—but ahizicc is the comprehensive

idea of sin (in will, in aim, in deed) and error in knowledge

;

with the full meaning of afjuccprta in ch. viii. 46.

Yer. 19. The expositors who would make this the beginning

of a new discourse; have most assuredly failed to discern the full
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meaiiing of all which has gone before. Now follows a reference

ex opposito in illustration of what has been just said. Jesus

understands and teaches the word of God, expounds the Holy

Scriptures with a faithfulness of truth which must convince and

overcome every man by its first influence, because He lives in

the most entire and selfless obedience to the Father ; but what

kind of students of the law and expositors of Scripture must they

be who wonder at His words and can moreover contradict them?

They know and study the law, they glory in it as pre-eminently

given to themselves—yet will they not keep the law! Therefore

they can only speak about it, surround it with their subtilties,

and make it the object of disputation; their impure minds cannot

lay hold of its inmost truth, because they are ever seeking refuge

from its keen meaning in subterfuge and bye-paths of error. The

law was to Israel the first and most immediate portion of the

will of God, ver. 17. These further w^ords again go back to ch.

V. 45-47, and are to be understood according to the fundamental

meaninor which we there endeavoured to disclose. It is well

known that once in seven years the whole Law^ was read before

the people at the feast of Tabernacles, Deut. xxxi. 10-13. This

alone is enough to establish a specific reference in our Lord's

words to the festal solemnity ; wdiether, as Bengel thinks, this

public reading occurred at the present feast, we must leave to the

chronologists to determine, if they can.-^ The Lord says

—

Moses

gave you the Law; not God by Moses, simply because the former

was the manner of speaking among the Israelites, and because

the Holy Scripture itself significantly so speaks, for example in

Deut. xxxiii. 4. When He goes on to charge the whole people

represented before Him at the feast, in this universal way—None
of you keepeth the law, we must understand the law and the keep-

ing of the law in a general sense, and not limit it to the specific

example which follows. Just as Stephen afterwards in the Spirit

of Jesus charges the self-same people (Acts vii. 53) with not

fulfilling the law which they had received, inasmuch as they did

not penitently acknowledge its requirements, but hypocritically in

the name of the law rejected that Gospel for which it was the

1 Sepp (iii. 50) has even calculated, in his way, that during the course

of our Lord's public teaching, the entire canon of the law was read through

in the synagogues.
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design of the law to discipline and prepare them. And just as

there Stephen couples with this their shedding the blood of the

righteous (his own forerunners), the Lord Himself now speaks :

— Whi/ go ye about to kill Me ? He who thinks of a trespass

on their part against that single precept—Thou shalt not kill! is

far from rightly understanding His meaning. By the rejection,

hatred, and final crucifixion of Jesus, Israel did indeed break

both tables of the law, deny to God His honour, hate their brother

in hatred to God, instead of loving him in the love of God (ch.

V. 42) ; and utterly refused to be loved themselves. Their enmity

against the Hol}^ and Just One, ripening into murder, is no other

than the final and consummate outbreak of their opposition to

the truth which He testified to them, and of their hatr^.d to the

will of God, or that law as the living exhibition of which He
stood in their presence. Let the emphasis of the little word r/,

so keenly penetrating their consciences and revealing the ground

of their contradiction, be moreover observed:— r/ or hiari (JjZ

Z^riTUTZ ccTOZTsTvcci ; Whei^efore am I, in My truth, lowliness, and

sanctity, so hateful to you violaters of the law ? Wherefore but

because ye will persist in refusing to do the will of God ?

So boldly and yet so simply does the Lord speak, with such

majesty of meekness does He condemn, that the heavy inculpa-

tion may be regarded as at the same time the lamentation and

request of His love—Let it be no longer so with you, act ye not

thus. He brings out into light what was crouching in the dark-

ness, and lays bare to them the secret impulses of their iniquity.

A renew^ed contradiction on the part of the people gives occasion

to His second discourse, wherein, after having been speaking of

His doctrine, He justifies the works, that is, the miracles wdiich

confirmed it, out of their own law, and in the very matter con-

cerning which they had made the law a pretext against Him.
The Sabbath-heaHng at the former feast furnishes an obvious

and appropriate example, for its offence was yet remembered and

still exerted its influence. He had blended them all together as

unbeheving and disobedient, not keeping the law^, and yet not

urged by their consciousness of sin to faith in Him ; and it was

not without perfect right that He ascribed to this people in com-

mon a murderous spirit and intention, already revealing to them

what would come of their enmity, and what presently after-
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wards was its actual result. There was in them an internal

principle of enmity which their leaders might work upon ; else

the whole body of the people could never have been transported

so far as to utter their " Crucify Him I" against the Righteous

One, their benefactor, the worker of miracles, the great w^tnesi

to the Truth ! But now for the present the greater part of this

people, especially the Galilsean visitors at the feast (see, for the

distinction, ver. 25 afterwards), were neither privy to the am-
bushes of the rulers, nor were they altogether conscious of the

full extent of their own enmity to Jesus ; hence they protest

wildly against what seems to them an insane accusation, and

show by that same boisterousness of what they themselves might

be capable. Speaking w^ith dogmatic precision, this ^(/jfjjoviou

'iyjiv is something different from (jjalvia&ai (for wdiich distinction

and the transition from one meaning to the other, we may refer

to Matt. X. 20) ; yet then, as now, such impetuous expressions of

scorn in the mouth of the people (ch.viii. 48 introduces another

element in addition) might easily become synonymous, and lose

their preciseness of signification.^ Thus Jesus has here the same

measure dealt to Him as the Baptist at last had, according to

Matt. xi. 18. It is not in harmony with the simple record of

the Evangelist to suppose that they were the same ensnaring

opponents who thus directed the thoughts of the people

;

since he describes their words as the immediate and impetuous

ansiver which they made to the Lord's words. And equally

irrelevant is the paraphrase: "that He was tormented by a

demon o£ disturbed mind ; ajlxed idea which had mastered Him
and made Him believe that His life w^as in danger," or that " a

spirit of morbid dejection had put this fear into Him."^ This

notion may be regarded either as the result of a modernising

tendency, or as in harmony with that older view of Scripture

which is found in 1 Sam. xvi. 14, xviii. 10; but it will not har-

monise with the lai(j/oviov h/ziv of the time of Christ.

^ The Greek laiuoyxv, insanire^ gives no evidence on tliis question,

scarcely containing an analogy which would be suitable in relation to Jews.

2 Thus Lange, who adds further—" The frivolous people in the crowd

easily jumped to the conclusion that Jesus was a morbid disturber of their

peace, coming to interrupt the joy of their festivity. " But we must be on our

guard against these poetical incursions upon the letter of the narrative text.

VOL. Y. B
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Yer. 21. The Lord does not return tlieir contumely, but

answers their violence by an all the more serene elucidation of

that which He had deliberately and solemnly said ; turning,

now as ever, their interruption to the account of His continuous

apologetic testimony. It was a notorious fact that the unfor-

gotten miracle at the pool of Bethesda had occasioned an unabat-

ing ^ocvfJjdZ^stv, a wondering excitement which was generally

associated with a condemnation of His Sabbath-breaking : it is

to this that He now appeals, and speaks to the contradicting

people of no less than theiv -^oXav, ver. 23.^ Kleeand Baumgar-

ten-Crusius understand this " marvelling" quite rightly as a
^•' being offended ;" but it must not be overlooked, how prudently

the Lord begins with the lightest and most gentle expression.

(But we cannot hold with Teschendoriff—Ye ivondei^ed all of jo\i

at the first, till some came and imposed upon it the crime of Sab-

bath-breaking ! for it stands in the Present

—

dccvf/jdZ^BTS.) The
Lord says h spyoVy one worh^—what then is the antithesis of this ?

Some take it to be the many much more glaring violations of the

Sabbath on the part of the people, in comparison of which they

suppose that our Lord apologetically terms His own violation a

very slight and isolated case.^ But, on the one hand, such an

even momentary and hypothetical admission (quite different from

chap, xviii. 23 or Matt, xii, 27 w^ith if) is quite beneath our

Lord's dignity ; and, on the other, we see that it is not His design

to charge the people with manifold breaches of the Sabbath,

—

He rather concedes in ver. 23 their punctilious exactness in its

observance. In the subsequent words of chap. x. 32 we have the

true antithesis, and His meaning is—All My other many good

works lose their value in your estimation and are forgotten, as

soon as one of them becomes an offence ! Thus the h I'Troi'/jcrcc in-

volves a certain irony, but of the gentlest kind—" Be it so, I have

only committed this one breach, and now let Me speak of that."

^ It is contrary to the strict connection of the whole in St John's account,

to assume (with Olshausen) that another similar intervening occurrence is

here referred to.

2 Fikenscher says—" Ye should be reasonable, and if I have committed

an error (!) ye should not condemn Me on account of one only : for where
is the man who has never transgressed the law, and how often have ye

done it yourselves ? How httle does your sinful record wonder at Sabbath-

desecration."
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Vers. 22, 23. He so speaks of it as to make it the occasion of

introducing a new and surprising analogy out of the law, to

illustrate the collision between obligatory acts of benevolence in

the healing and preservation of human life, and the external,

rigorous observance of the letter of the Sabbath ;
—-justifying, as

He frequently does. His own exaltation of the one over the

other. Tlie hid rovro is by most of the ancients (Euthym. like

the Yulg., and similarly Nonnus ov xccptv) referred to what
follows; but even in that case it should not be placed just as it

is in the middle of the sentence (as in Luther's translation), for

it then has no meaning ;
^ but the meaning must be supplied

(Winer § 7, 3)—Therefore know ye, therefore I say unto you.

(It was reserved for Glassius to say that ^;a tovto often, like

1^7, means attamen !) But this seems to us forced, and we pre-

fer the construction—like Meyer's "ye all wonder daivb, on

that account,"—which connects the words with davfJudZ^srs, in

common with most of the moderns.^ Liicke adduces proof

from profane writers that ^ocvfJjdZ^uv, though seldom, yet some-

times, occurs with hid (not, indeed, in the Sept., but in Mar. vi.

6 ; Rev. xvii. 7, we find it) ; and Baumgarten-Crusius remarks

that the h is made more strongly prominent through the hid

TOVTO.^ It is at least a similar construction which we have in

St John's y^aipziv hid, ch. iii. 29. But more difficult and more

important is the decision of the true meaning of the entire

discourse concerning circumcision on the Sabbath ; a matter

which is far more confused than cleared up in most of our com-

mentaries.

1 Alford, indeed, sees " an appropriateness of meaning in ver. 22

with the ^icc Toi/ro, which it has not without it. Moses on this account

gave you circumcision, not because it is of Moses, but of the fathers,

I.e., it is no part of the law of Moses^ properly so called,—^but was

adopted by Moses, and thereby becomes part of his law." But l« rou

Mco'iiaeag would not then be repeated by name—^for this manifestly indicates

2i parenthesis. [The repetition of i>c r. Mav. ear. does not necessarily imply

a parenthesis : John constantly uses these formal repetitions : this in answer

to Stier.—Alford.]

2 Beza, Griesbach, Knapp, Lachmann, Liicke, Klee, B.-Crusius, etc., and

Theophylact among the ancients.

^ Which answers AKord's objection which demands 3;' eci/ro for the con-

struction with dxvf/A^iTi.
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Much first of all depends, indeed almost everything, upon the

view which is taken of the interjected ov^ ori» We cannot ima-

o-ine that our Lord could mean thereby " an undervaluation of

circumcision, as a mere legal form, not introduced by Moses, but

through tradition of the father
s.''''^ The sacred sign of the cove-

nant of promise given before the law was holy as such even to our

Lord for His age ; and He cannot speak of that as a mere " tra-

dition" of the fathers, which God had Himself appointed to Abra-

ham.^ Thus in Acts vii. 8 this covenant stands significantly be-

fore and above the succeeding law. As to the question wherefore

Jesus did not mention Abraham, but the fathers, Lampe has

already said : " To us it is most befitting, that Jesus should not

place man in opposition to man, Moses to Abraham, as if Abra-

ham's authority was superior to that of Moses. He rather com-

pares the Mosaic and the pat7iarchal economies. Not persons,

but the prerogative of dispensations, is concerned." Does the

parenthesis, then, rather express the precise opposite—Moses

gave unto you circumcision, as establishing more firmly an an-

cient and holy law % Not so, Kling insists against Liicke,—the

observation is intended neither to elevate nor degrade circumci-

sion, but only to correct the inexact form of expression which

followed the popular usage. But such punctiliousness we can

scarcely reconcile with the Lord's dignity, not even when
" speaking with people wdio had been impressed by His know-

ledge of ypa/Z/^^ara." ^ If the more exact expression had no

meaning of its own, the Lord would not have attached so much
value to it as to append it. But a new difficulty arises, when
w^e consider the question of circumcision being placed above the

Sabbath as an older ordinance ;* for Luther's inconsiderate mar-

ginal gloss is altogether vague—" keeping the Sabbath is a law

of Moses, circumcision is a law of the fathers, and they come

^ Thus Baumgarten-Crusius, and Hezel before him.
2 Hence Hezel more cautiously at least-

—" from father Abraham, as an
hereditary custom (appointed for him, indeed, by God in his time)."

2 Not that they doubted, but they wondered at it as a thing proved.
* Bengal :

" By this clause the dignity of circumcision is exalted, in re-

spect to the Sabbath, than which it is older, and therefore entitled to take

the precedence." And Lange speaks with similar want of exactitude of a

precedency of circumcision over the Sabbath-festival.
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into collision ^Yith one another." If Moses had taken circum-

cision into his law as an ordinance derived from the fathers, he

had also incorporated the Sabbath from a still older original,

even from Paradise. How then does circumcision take prece-

dence of the Sabbath ? It was indeed older than Moses, but

the Sabbath was older still ; thus is the later placed above the

earlier? The solution of the whole appears to be this—that

the Lord is not here speaking immediately of the paradisaical,

patriarchal Sabbath, but of the Mosaic, that is, of the Sabbath

as a total cessation from all work rigorously established in the

law, and fenced with its strict sanctions. So says Grotius cor-

rectly : circumcisio est antiquior rigido otio Sabbati per Mosen
imperato. And now first we understand the Lord's words to

say—that even this Mosaic T\'2vh'0'h'2 ^bJ?n^^^ on which His op-

ponents laid stress, could not possibly have been intended by

Moses in so rigidly exclusive a meaning, for Moses could not

contradict himself. Therefore it runs

—

Moses gave unto you

circumcision, that is, he adopted without scruple the command
given by God to the fathers " on the eighth day" (Gen. xvii. 12 ;

Lev. xii. 3) ; the same Moses who imposed upon the Sabbath

(also in existence from the beginning) its new strictness. Con-

sequently ye see that circumcision as ordained of God before the

law is quite in harmony with the renewed, albeit externally more

rigorous Sabbath law ;

—

consequently, that your present rigour is

ungrounded, and places you in contradiction with yourselves and

your own habitual fulfilment of the law in the article of circum-

cision. Did God forget the Sabbath, when He spake to Abra-

ham of the immovable eighth day ? Or did Moses scruple at all

on that point ? In this view the Lord's words proceed simply

enough : ;cai h ca^^dru TrepiTSiMZTS, that is, " Thus in your

practice the Sabbath and circumcision go on harmoniously to-

gether.^ Ye neither think nor say anything about a violation of

the law in this matter ; but in ^'our habitual practice ye take

care that the whole law of Moses, which in itself is one, includ-

ing the precept of circumcision on the eighth day, should be

^ The corrected translation should mend this. Luther's nocTi oder den-

nocJi beschneidet ihr

—

nevertheless ye circumcise—confuses the whole, as if

there were a contradiction with what preceded. In the Hebrew New Testa-

ment (London, revised by Eeichardt) it stands quite correctly "it.""?'-
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ISkept inviolate : that the Sabbath precept is not thereby broken

self-evident from the same MosesJ'—Thus it is evident how un-

necessary and incorrect is the forced translation of /va fjjTj "KvOJj

which we find in Bengel (and then in Semler, Paulus, Kuinol)
—^Ita ut non solvatur, salva lege ; as also in the Bibles of Seller,

van Ess, Allioli—Without violating or transgressing it.

Thus far, it seems to me, all is clear. Bat now for the con-

clusion a minori ad majus, or the contrast between the circumci-

sion of the ocv^pcoTTog and the making whole of the oXog di'dp^'^rog

—how is this intended by our Lord ? At the first glance there

are but two antitheses which present themselves—between the

healing and the wounding, and then between the entire making

whole and the only partial wounding or purification. As it

regards the former, which Kling adopts and would connect with

the latter, our unbiassed judgment, with all respect for the excel-

lent Kling's general remarks on St John, must protest against

it : for no man shall persuade us that Jesus in a public festival

discourse would regard circumcision, contrary to all theocratical

propriety, " only in its external form and operation !" Our
inmost sentiment revolts against this ; for it is in vain that we
seek anywhere in Scripture for a passage (apart from the mater-

nal complaint of Zipporah, Ex. iv. 25, capable, however, of an

altogether different interpretation) which brings into view the

wounding and painful side of the Trspirofjjy]. No, the circumcising

of a man is here in the meaning of our Lord an act of benevo-

lence, a deed of love, as we discern in the very word Xafjjf^cc-

vziv. We are therefore referred to the other contrast, since the

cikog cannot possibly be meaningless in the text. Is then the

o\ov clv§pa)7:ov (a or the whole man, the latter being doubtless

intended as furnishing an example for the general position) to

be taken as the opposite of the gV fjuskog which was cut off", as

Tholuck, Iless, Winer, and others think ^^ We protest once more

against this, and this time icith Kling, for that would be too ex-

ternal. Rabbinical, and petty a manner of speaking with respect

to the sacred act " which did not purify one member only, but

consecrated the whole man." Are we then to give up all notion

of a contrast, and regard it merely with von Gerlach as a juxta-

^ Circumcisio, quae est in mio ex 248 membris hominis, pellit sabbatum,

quanto magis totum corpus hominis. Tanchuma p. 244, 1.
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position of the two Sabbath works in their equal significance for

the heaUng of the entire man ^^ This will not help us, for why

then was the oXov added only in the second, and not in the first,

instance ? I see no alternative left but to accept the interpreta-

tion which Bengel and Olshausen represent, though it has been

much controverted :—that the Lord now speaks in addition of

the well-known and striking conversion of the healed sinner

;

emphatically including this result (intended in all His dealings)

in His every ivhit whole (ch. v. 11, 15). This altogether har-

monises with our exposition of ch. v. 6 and 14.^ Thus it is—The

whole essential man, body and soul ! This must ever be the

ultimate aim of all the good deeds of the Saviour ; and it is quite

w^orthy of Him, and quite appropriate to the general theme, that

He should point to this His high end and aim in connection with

that one miracle in which it had been attained. He thereby

says, moreover, wdiat would otherwise be wanting to their most

perfectjudgment of the matter {ob zar^ o-^iv, ver. 24) :—Is it of

no moment to you that a soul has attained salvation before your

eyes through My good deed ; do ye not appreciate the making

whole of the entire man

—

that highest end to ichich the law, cir-

cumcision, the Sabbath, and all the institutions of God, for ever

tend, as the design to ichich they for ever point ?

On the contrast which still remains with the preparatory cir-

cumcision wdiich certainly referred also to the healing of the soul,

Bengel speaks so excellently that we will transcribe his observa-

tions in full :
—" It is not the whole body of the man, which is

opposed to the part circumcised ; for a consequence, in the case

of an admission, does not proceed from less to greater, in this

way. It is lawful to circumcise a part, therefore it is lawful to

cure the whole body. But it is the whole man, body and soul,

ch. V. 14, whose healing is a benefit much greater, and, so much

more becoming the Sabbath and sanctioned by the law, than the

external act of circumcision regarded by itself, or even circum-

1 Similarly Brandt's ScbuUekrerbibel :—His healing was at least as im-

portant a work as the circumcision of a child.

2 This is not too subtle a meaning for the appreciation of the Jews (as

Alford objects), but would be quite intelligible. Nor can we give up our

conviction, that according to ch. v. 14 the full conversion of the healed man
is intimated.
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cision, even though it should be regarded as a sacrament. For

circumcision is a mean : healing of the soul is an end." We take

the latter of these suppositions, for we have already rejected the

" external act regarded by itself." We do not say altogether

with Olshausen (though not denying its relative truth) that cir-

cumcision related, like everything in the Old Testament, only

to the capf . Still less can we concur with Baumgarten-Crusius,

contraiy to that profound estimation of the Old Testament which

we must ever assume in our Lord's words, in understanding it to

mean—Ye circumcise that the law might not be abolished, in the

external interest of a mere form !^ For our Lord neither thinks

nor speaks in this disparaging way, of the vofLog and 'Trsptrofju^.

But—The circumcision imparts to the child (here, too, a pre-

liminary allusion—not a oKog dvdgco'Trog) the reversion of the

grace of God which will make him whole ; the typical sign.and

promissory seal of future salvation, of that heahng of the whole

man in body and soul to which the foreskin stands opposed as

the sign of our inherited sin and depravity ; but what I have

done and effected by so doing, is the realisation and fulfilment of

the typical sacrament. This may probably have been Augus-

tine's meaning in his contrast of the signaculum salutis and salus

itself.2

We have but little to say, after establishing this true and

elevated meaning, concerning the external seeming violation of

the Sabbath by work in each case. There may be some truth

and force in what is urged as to this point—that while Jesus'

healing was effected by a single word alone,^ the whole work of

circumcision, especially including the binding up and precau-

tionary measures for healing, was attended with considerable

labour. The Rabbinical rule, which is generally quoted incor-

rectly, runs thus : nni^'n ns nnn int^^sn^ rh^D. But with Lancre

and Klee (following Cyril) to refer the making whole to that

(if it is permissible to care for the healing of a circumcised per-

1 Ebrard approximates to this when he makes the contrast

—

ritual observ-

ance and good deeds.

2 B.-Crusius does not quote specifically, and we cannot refer to the

^ The Lord's lowhness allowed Him not to say expressly—I spoke one

word only, rise and be whole !
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son)—is altogether a perversion, since the discourse is simply

concerning Trspirsfjumv and 'prepirofjuj^v Xci[jj^dmv.

Finally, we must decidedly reject the notion which Lange,

referring to Winer's Worterbuch, admits:—that Jesus herf. also

contemplates the primitive purport of circumcision in its bodih^

medicinal use apart from its typical design, then drawing a

parallel between it and His " making whole." Ko scriptural

theologian will yield to Hezel's assertion, that the first and im-

mediate design of circumcision was medicinal. Even Michaelis,

whose ]Mosaisches Recht is usually quoted here, says at the out-

set most pertinently that its first design, and that which God
most expressly explained, was to be a sign of the covenant; and

only afterwards does he diffidently intimate the possibility of a

subordinate medicinal end, independent of this symbolical pur-

pose. As Lange indeed goes on to say—the higher signification

did not exclude the lower aim to make sanitary provision for

the people's good. Let him think of it as he will ! The opinion

of the Jews, as Philo shows, went to the same point, though at

most they only regarded it as a subordinate meaning of the

Divine purpose—and even then with less reference to physical

purity than to the requirements of fruitfulness. These allusions,

however, are so far removed from the obvious design of a dis-

course which is strictly popular, and which is merely adduc-

ing analogy from the plain fundamental principles of the law,

that we hesitate not to deny them altogether. Our own expo-

sition, which is, we hope, more in harmony with the dignity

of our Lord, and more theocratical in its tone, will be found

sufficient.

Ver. 24. This simple sentence scarcely needs a word. Kar'

o-^tv is, as Wetstein has shown, good Greek; and it may cor-

respond with the Heb. D"'3ai' and D''J2 \^m. We incline to pre-

fer the latter (in the place of '^V n^^pp), since the words refer

not merely to the appearance of the thing condemned, but (and

this marks the progress of the appended thought) to the hated

Person in whom it is condemned. It cannot, indeed, be proved

that o-^ig may thus simply stand for 'jr^oGco'Trov. Li any case

the Lord refers to such passages as Deut. i. IG, 17 (where

'TT^oaojirov)—then Isa. xi. 3 (where kut^ ttiv Ict,^'/)—finally

Zech. vii. 9, ;ip//a/a htfccciov xpmTS, The article in t^v Ctxcciuv
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fcpiciv^ expresses very plainly such ?. comprehensive reference to

the precept of their neglected voujog which commanded in vain

a righteous judgment.

The third discourse of our Lord, following the others in con-

tinuous progression, was occasioned by another interruption and

colloquy of the people among themselves: emboldened by His

public appearance and testimony, they raise more undisguisedly

and more sincerely than in their previous yoyyv(Tf/jog the great

question whether He icas the Christ or not. Since, however, no

really right motive impels them to this, but Pie is constrained

rather to declare that thei/ both know Him and whence He is,

—

He must continue to utter His testimony against their perverse

rejection of His Divine mission as the result of that unbelief

Avhich judged " according to appearance."

The people previously had refused to allow that any one was

seeking to kill Him, and those who spoke might not. have know^n

thereof; but now, when He has brought to their minds the much
condemned Sabbath miracle, certain inhabitants of Jerusalem

bethink themselves—Yea, this is He whom our Rulers have since

that time been plotting against ! (We perceive that Jesus was
far from being known personally to all; many beheld and heard

Him for the first time in this feast.) His bold and fearless public

speaking in the temple, which no man dared to prevent even by
the protest of a Xgg/g/v, certainly not by any intervention of

force, extorted from this people the bold question—whether He
were actually the Messiah ! This sounds at first more than the

previous timid attribution of ayoL^og^ but it is nevertheless a

lower tribute, and bespeaks a less worthy feeling as its source.

For they are under a wretched restraint; their own knowledge
is made dependent upon the question whether the rulers in very

deed knew and acknowledged Him. Miserable people, bound
down to this slavish subjection; how far are they from that inde-

pendent conviction which the Saviour had promised to every

^ Braune makes the refined remark that probably Mcodemus after-

wards, ver. 51, referred to this word, which he had heard and laid up in

his heart
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sincere soul ! How strangely in contrast with His yvcoazrai, ver.

17, is the inquiry

—

[jAi'TroTZ aXrfioJq 'iyvuaciv, still worse—no

sooner have they put forth their very bold, and almost ironical

question, than they are abashed at their own temerity, and

would atone for their curiosity by retractation. They will be

guided in all things by their rulers ; and give their own judg-

ment in submissive conformity. They change their note—" Yet
how could this be ? The Christ when He appears will come in

mysteiy, and His origin be unknown : but we know all about

this man. His origin, father and mother !" Thus we see that

their seeming previous ignorance of Jesus, who in ver. 25 is first

recalled to their minds in connection with the recent miracle,

was not the pure truth : they know this man, whom they so

slightingly treat in His presence with o\jroc, and rovrov, in their

way very well ; and this must come to light yet more and more.

The whole proceedings betray nothing but insincerity on their

part, and the utter want of all keen and penetrating earnestness

of spirit. As inhabitants of Jerusalem, who hang upon the lips

of their rulers, they have the watchword ready

—

o'ih(z[Mv ; as

proud dwellers in the capital they look down with supreme con-

tempt upon His Galilgean origin (comp. ver. 52) ; yea they have,

over and above, a little confused semblance of learning to bring

to light. It is probable—for the positive tto^v Iffriv in their

antithesis almost intimates as much—that they know by name
father and mother, as they in Capernaum did, ch. vi. 42 ; but

they think they know the birth-place, and suspect nothing about

Bethlehem ; see afterwards vers. 41, 42. Suffice that whatever

they know tends only to confirm the unbelief of their hearts.

Their half-knowledge on both sides, both as to this Jesus and

their expected Messiah, like all half-knowledge, does nothing

but confuse and lead them astray. We have, as Liicke rightly

observed, no perfect and reliable account of the opinions of the

learned in that age, and still less of the popular notions, concern-

ing the Messiah ; it is therefore a hopeless task to attempt to

illuminate by Rabbinical erudition wdiat must be left in obscurity.

We see, indeed, that many afterwards admit the Galilagan to be

the Messiah, while the chief men, again, in direct contradiction

to 2 Kings xiv. 25, and Nah. i. 1, know nothing of a prophet

risino; in Gahlee, nor think of the Messiah in connection with
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Isa. ix. 1, 2}—Thus much seems to be clear, that they have a

certam indefinite, distorted notion of the higher, miraculous

origin of the Messiah ; and oppose this to the notorious human
origin, as they suppose, of Jesus.

In general this chapter exhibits to us a strange mixture of

contradictory demands, opinions, expectations, frames of mind,

and tendencies ; the desire to know without any accompanying

intelligence, secret hate and secret fear, in strange counterpoise

and conflict, agitating the minds of all. But in the midst of all

He stands who is the Light of the world, uttering His luminous

words, with an answer, ever new yet ever the same, for the con-

tradiction of all ! Thus it is now for the third time.

Yer. 28. With profound sorrow in His inmost heart, but yet

for the truth's sake with unavoidable irony. He concedes to them

their miserable oihocfMV ; He, however, as meekly as perse-

veringly, repeats the unwearied oihcc of His own testimony, that

He is from the Father. Their colloquy concerning Himself in

His presence has become so tumultuous that He is constrained,

contrary to His wont, to gain a hearing by crying aloud into the

midst of the multitude ; but the Evangelist carefully appends

his own ^ihdffzcov, in order that we may not misinterpret this

pcpccZ^Bi'j as the unseemly utterance of injured feeling or passionate

zeal. Many would regard the first clause as a question ; that so

the irony may be obviated, which Richter regards as beneath the

dignity of Christ.^ But our exposition has detected and justified

so much that is ironical, such passages as Matt, xxiii. 31, to wit,

that we find no need of any such evasion, even if it did, as it does

not, harmonise with the KayLiZ at the commencement. Nor can

we any more understand the direct sentence as an actual admis-

sion that they were rightly acquainted even with His human
origin, and in a certain sense knew Him and His TroSiv (as

Liicke, v. Gerlach, Richter, and others think)—for in ch. viii.

14, 19, He speaks quite otherwise. Such a concession in His

question, condescending to their false point of view, appears to

us much more unbecoming than the mournful and lamenting

irony which Flaccius and Calvin, with many others, have dis-

1 It is taught even in the Sohar, tliat Messiah the King will manifest

Himself in Galilee. In Gen. fol. 74, col. 3 ; and in Ex. fol. 3, col. 3.

^ Bengel assures us—^ironia nunquam usum invenias Dominum ?
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cerned in tlie words—Yea, ye know Me, and from Avhence I

am !^

On the following clause, which contains other thoughts amply

illustrated already, there arises only one question,—whether the

aXr}dmg be on this occasion equivalent to the akTjdyjg of ver. 18,

or whether we must adhere to its general meaning in St John's

^phraseology. Grotius understood it to mean—It is My true,

essential Father, wdio hath sent Me, which was contained, in the

"TToOsv ; but no one will defend such an interpretation. Tholuck

—He is a real and essential God, not the imaginary God of

your thoughts. Similarly Brandt—The true, living, and hidden

God. And Olshausen thinks that here the cckT^^ivog dsog, as He
essentially is, is opposed to the imperfect, notional knowledge of

Him which the Jews had. Liicke and Lange interpret it—My
true Sender. But all this appears to us too artificial, not popu-

lar enough for this simple testimony to the people ; and w'e would

suggest, as a philological refinement, wdiether then the article

should not have preceded. Comparing ch. viii. 26, xix. 35 ;

Rev. iii. 7, 14, xix. 11, we hesitate not to translate, wdth Eras-

mus

—

verax ; for wdiich many from the most ancient times till

now have declared themselves. (Cyrill., Chrysost., Euthym.,

Theophyl., and among usLampe, B.-Crusius, etc.) Kling very

soundly develops the thought that as it is deceitfulness wdiich

would be contrasted in the arbitrary and presumptuous a^r

Ifjjccvrov, consequently the antithesis would require a mission

from one who was true. But this truth arrogated for God is

not to be understood in the sense of Nonnus' addition

—

e/nzcc

TTOfJij'Trrig ; or, as Cocceius and others interpret it, of the fulfil-

ment of the promises through the mission of Christ, for this is

quite foreign to the present subject. That which follows shows

us the right method :—because they know not the true God,

know not His truth, or Him in and according to His truth,

therefore they also know not Him whom this true God had sent.

Thus w^e have the same testimony which constantly recurs in

various forms—He only w^ho knows and acknowledges God in

His already revealed truth, either will or can believe in Christ

!

Quite parallel w^th this is ch. viii. 54, 55 once more. Thus the

^ Glassius unhesitatingly places this passage in his chapter of irony.
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token of the ^fessiah which they insisted upon holds true, but

also it is approved in their own case, and in a very different

sense from theirs.

Yer. 29. This is the strongest, most simple, and concentrated,

closing testimony of the whole discourse ; coinciding with that

of vers. 16, 17. It is of little significance whether or not hs is

genuine ; though without it the expression would be still more

direct and positive, and its most direct assurance w^ould be

entirely safe from every contradiction. Before this o]§ci of the

Divine-human self-consciousness of Jesus, all the confused con-

flict concerning it which agitates the Christian w^orld now, as the

Jewish then, must melt away. But His knowledge of God in-

volves a twofold consciousness—which in this verse, as every-

where, we should be careful not to overlook or lightly pass over

—

His knowledge according to His eternal Sonship of a pre-existent

sheet 'TTccpci hov (eh. viii. 58), and His knowledge of His being

sent into the w^orld as man, of His being come from the Father

or from heaven. The former is a necessary presupposition for

the latter, which is unimaginable without it. Hence here the

'irap avTov zlfJA clearly responds first to the ^a/^og oi'^ars ; and

then the KayMvog (ja aTriani'kiv to the 'Trohv sifi>i.^

rURTHEE WARNING TO THE UNBELIEVERS :—YET A LITTLE

WHILE A^ I WITH YOU !

(Ch. vii. 33, 34.)

The Evangelist paints by strong though delicate touches the

historical process of the enmity which was excited against the

Lord ; he does not forget the human procedure in his contem-

plation of the hour and power of the Divine counsel ; and

delineates the background of Christ's person and word wdth the

pencil of a master, uniting art and nature, the most suggestive

^ Here, then, we have the correction and supply of de Wette's deficiency,

who could contentedly declare, on ver. 28, that the Lord did not ascribe to

Hunself in opposition to them, a supernatural origin^ but only a '"'Divine mis-

sion.''' What Apostle or Prophet, with "Divine mission," could ever say

—

I am of God I
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composition of the whole being blended with tlie plainest truth-

fuhiess of detail. In any other treatise than this of ours much
might be written upon this subject which would tend to reassure

many in their confidence that the historiography of the Holy

Ghost is a great truth, and the criticism of its modern enemies

only a lie. Yet, in simply adhering to the icords of Jesus, we
are vindicating most strenuously the Gospel itself; since even

here they shine forth as beams of hght upon the dark back-

ground.

Ye know not God! Yet He hath sent Me to you ! This simple

and elevated declaration exerts a twofold influence:—some would

have laid hold upon Him at once, if their daring had been equal

to their will ; many, on the other hand, begin to entertain some-

thing like faith in His plain and boldly repeated assurance.

These latter reply to the objection, which had been urged in

ver. 27, by a bold question ; the weakness and imperfection of

their faith, however, is exhibited :—not so much by its avowal

in the form only of question, as by its dependence (so contrary

to the method prescribed in ver. 17) upon miracles^ and those

as valued by their number. At this point it is announced to the

Pharisees, the ruling party in the council, by their spies, how
matters are going in the temple, and what a tone of mind and

feeling the bold words of Jesus had excited among the people.

It is improbable that just at this festival-time they were holding

a sitting in the n^jn rq'^7 ; we should rather suppose that they

met by concert in reference to this express occasion. Suffice

that the first official mandate is now sent forth against Him
;

officers are sent to take Him in the temple. But the Lord goes

tranquilly on to speak yet once and again, until His hour has

come. The seventh chapter now sets before us specifically two

more discourses, in which He warns the unbelieving against a

neglect of the day of grace, invites believers to come and receive

out of His fulness, which will then be opened up and stream

forth in all its abundance when His enemies shall imagine that

they have put Him away for ever. In both discourses He speaks

of the same, ever more nearly approaching, catastrophe of His

lo^aZ^iG&ai. The avrolg of ver. 33 is rightly to be rejected, but

even if it remained it would not imply that what follows was

spoken to the officers sent, but that the Lord spoke further to
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the mixed multitude composed of enemies and friends, yet with

special reference to His enemies, and with reference to that

measure which was not concealed from His knowledge.

Ver. 33. The Lord has an accurate knowledge of His own
time, and therefore speaks thus definitely

—

srt [Jbiz^ov yj^ovov. He
attaches His words as He proceeds to the former rov TTif/j-^ccvTci

(JA ; but now adds the v'Trdynv, upon which Grotius pertinently

remarks—renunciaturus legationem, quasi dicat, videte, quo-

modo tractandus sit vobis legatus. I will render account unto

God of the result of Isly embassage to you His rebels ! Mean-
while, in connection with the warning against rejection and ne-

glect which is here so prominent, there is manifest the same sup-

])licating exhortation rather to believe, which is expressly added

in chap. xii. 35, 36 ; while in chap. viii. 21 the full declaration

recurs with yet more rigorous warning. Mg^' V(i,^v slfJbi

speaks yet of offered mercy within the limits of the unexpired

day of grace. They would and they will remove Him out of

the way, put Him to death—but they will only thereby send

Him back to the Father from whom He came ; rather it is He
Himself who will freely and voluntarily go when His hour is

come.

Ver. 34. And now He goes on to say—Just then, when ye

shall think that ye have put Me away and destroyed Me from

your midst, will ye first begin to seek Me, but then in vain. It

is not as if He would intimate that when they might think they

had seized Him, He would elude them. And can the Z^rjrsTif

which He here predicts, be the same malicious and crafty Z^rjrBTv

with which thay now lay in wait for His life? (As Origen

thought, and Grotius, with others among the moderns—Your
enmity will then touch Me no more.) Most assuredly not, for

that is so obviously to be understood of itself, that He needed

not to say it ; the Lord makes reference not to His own salvation

and security against those men, but to their own rejected and

mocked salvation, as a comparison with ch. viii. 21 manifestly

shows. Olshausen rightly remarks, against that very inappro-

priate view, that the ovy^ svpyjasTe must correspond with the fjusff

vfjbojv sif/jt ; and that the distinctive Z/jrfiffers (ja of ch. xiii. 33

leaves no doubt of the good sense in wdiich the Z^yiTiiv here is to

be understood, as meaning to seek and long after with ardent
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desire. If, with Liicke, we regarded the whole saying as a mere

formula of amplification applied by St John himself, in which

the Z^riTzlv is without any specific meaning,-^ our exposition would

be simple enough ; but we very much doubt the propriety of

assuming any such difference between the essential utterances

of our Lord and the Evangelist^s style of reporting them. The
right interpretation, as acknowledged by Tholuck in his later

edition, and before him represented by Luther and Lampe, is

very obvious and plain to the truly practical understanding

:

hence the annotated Bibles (Berlen., Hirchb., Brandt, v. Ger-

lach, Richter) are all agreed upon it. Ye shall seek Me, that

is, as I truly am, and would now be to you, a Messiah, a Sa-

viour from sin and misery—but after My rejection ye shall find

none.^ Lu. xvii. 22, 23 is strictly parallel. The fundamental

idea is also the same with that of Prov. i. 21—28. If unbelief

despises and neglects the time of offered mercy, there follows

in righteous judgment the period of its hardening, in which

strictly speaking it can- no longer seek in a right sense, but,

bereft of faith and light, grasps aimlessly nothing ; and it is this

perverse, never finding, hardened, and ineffectual seeking of the

Jews, continuing to this day, that our Lord here predicts. This

is not merely " its prophetic undertone," as Lange thinks, but

the most essential meaning of this word, besides which it has no

other. Isa. viii. 21, 22, finds in this its consummate fulfilment,

compare Amos viii. 11, 12.

In the. following clause an equal emphasis must be laid upon

the ov Ivvaa^s, which testifies in general that man cannot by

his own power penetrate whither Christ leads His believing

people, into heaven where the Father is. This holds good in a

milder sense for the disciples themselves tarrying behind for a

while, ch. xiii. 33—36—on the other hand, however, our Lord

promises to His servants and followers at the end—Where I am,

^ So de Wette :
" after the Hebrew manner the seeking here means

only the not finding, the mere fact of not being present ; with all your

seeking ye would not find me." Grotius :
'' si me quseratis, non com-

parebo."

2 Rauh :
" because they would continue to seek in that Messiah what He

never could be to them." Quite correct, apart from the strange connec-

tion which He would estabHsh with tlie withdrawal after the miraculous

feeding. (Deutsche Zeitschrift, 1850. S. 279.)

VOL. V. 8
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there shall they also he! ch. xii. 26. Thus we have in a new-

parallel and in a new connection the ottov d(/j] syoj of this pas-

sage, which is thus,—and this has its force,—the standing ex-

pression of our Lord. Thus we must not be led astray by the

circumstance that in ch. viii. 21 and ch. xiii. 33 ottov V'^OLyu

takes its place; for this gives another application only to the

words, coinciding with the idea which is here also previously

expressed by a preliminary VTCayoo. We may not therefore read

gT/>t/; here in this one place, contrary to the usage of the entire

New Testament;^ but adhere with the Syr., Vulg., and Luther

to the s//>t//, in connection with which we would with Euthym.

supply rorg.^ Where I ilien am, where I shall be after My de-

parture, which through your rejection will be to you an entire

and absolute going away—ye shall not be able to come, with all

your half penitent, half persistently perverted seeking and en

deavour. And has not this been fulfilled in Israel even to the

present day? Yet not only in Israel, but in all who pass by

and neglect the Lord's word in ch. xiv. 6 ;
yea, even to the

faithful who have found and possess Him in their hearts, it re-

mains true, that they also must wait upon the earth until He
shall come and fetch them home where Himself is.

Pfenninger represents his excellent Zephonias as writing to

Severus concerning the discourses of this chapter thus: "Thou
seest what eternal contradictions are here—or, I would say, seem

to be here. Now the people will make Him their King, and

He eludes them and departs from them. Now He declares

Himself to be the Messiah, and to have come down from heaven,

then again He represents Himself as suddenly going away.

Now they are laying snares for His life, and He removes Him-
self as one afraid; then He puts forth in the temple, and in the

^ As in some MSS. which Scliottgen's Lex. accepts; as Nonnus, trans-

lating ohvaa-, as Theopliyl. expresses it, though probably in an inexact

quotation; as the Ethiop., Copt., and Arab, versions read. H. Stepban.,

Casaub., Ludov. de Dieu, and Beza prefer tbis reading also; and, finally,

Bengel himself decides for it, on account of tbe parallel vTruya^ adducing

two passages from tbe Sept. and some from classical authors to establisb

tbe prosaic propriety of eifi.4.

2 Tbat is, supply it in exposition; in wbicb, nevertbeless, as tbe Lord

tben spake, tbe emphasis of tbe essential present is significant (wbicb

Alford erroneously regards me as forgetting).
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very neighbourliood of the council-chamber of His foes, the

boldest pretensions, knows Himself to be in jeopardy yet remains

standing there, no man daring to lay hands on Hiin. Ah, who

shall solve all these mysteries to me, O Severus!" This is a

good representation ofthe state ofthingsprecedingHis co^aZ^sadat.

But when after the llo^dadn the solution of the mystery is missed

by so many who behold it, what shall we say of their unbelief?

What shall we say to that criticism, which takes otFence at and

scorns the " Johannaan Christ," even as His enemies did then?

Let us mark, however, with reverence, with what sublime eleva-

tion this Christ, with all His " contradictions," stands before us

for the contemplation of all who truly believe on Him

!

Among the Jews of that time, as St John records, all else was

absorbed in bitter mockery, for they had no apprehension what-

ever of a " going to the Father." Whither then will His journey

be, that we should not reach Him ? They think perversely of

their Z^Tinlv as His enemies, and say in their hearts (as Teschen-

dorfF paraphrases)—In Palestine there are no ways not open

to us ! But—will He go into oilier lands ? For it is evident

that place and not people is here intended, as the residence of

their people was the great point in all their notions of geo-

graphy; and the expression htccffTopci raJv *'EXkfjVooi^,^ is not

the same with the oiccffTapei/rsg themselves. Those who (hke

Hezel) interpret the words simply—to the dispersed Jews, or

even to the Gentiles—take away their critical point and force.^

Their mockery takes this turn at once :—will He, since His pre-

tensions succeed not with us, carry them to the Gentiles (Syr.

«s;n^ impios) ? Thither we should not follow Him, indeed P

It must remain matter of doubt whether they speak thus as

having marked His promises even to the heathen ;* thus much is

1 As Salmas. rightly perceived ; and the Peschito has "=.

2 It is altogether erroneous to understand the Hellenists in both places, as

Meyer and B.-Crusius do (after Calv., Scalig., Lightf., Hammond), for they

are never termed "'E'KT^riuss. In the Xew Testament iKKvivsg are invariably

the Gentiles as opposed to Jews.

3 Yer. 36 then only means—or if we do not thus understand Him aright,

what does He say or mean in His unintelligible words ?

* Neander tliinks it " a point worthy of note, that their anxiety to make

Him a heretic was founded upon a dawning presentiment^ excited by many

of Christ's intimations, that His teaching was destined to be universal.
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certain, that the Evangelist gives us this saying as an uncon-

scious prediction of these Jews, in which they are forced to utter

their own condemnation.^

INVITATION TO BELIEVERS : PROMISE OF THE STREAMS
OF LIVING WATER.

(Ch. vii. 37, 38.)

Ver. 14 began with the middle of the feast, and the connec-

tion is clear down to ver 31. About ver. 32 we may go on to a

following day, but not yet the last, of the feast. The officers

(whose return ver. 45 may retrospectively refer to a former day,

but possibly may not) have not laid hands on the Lord—some

had mocked against Him, others had murmured for Him, and

there it rested. The Lord now on the last and most festal day

of the feast pronounces His great promise—obscure to those

who heard it—and the notification of the particular feast-day

gives us an unmistakeable intimation that, besides the Scripture

w^hich was appealed to, there was in His words a reference to

the customs of the feast which might lead to a correct under-

standing of their meaning. Else why was this definite state-

ment of the time inserted? This was sufficient for Jewish

readers ; and as it regards futurity it pleased the Holy Spirit to

leave something for Christian investigation. And that investi-

gation has almost universally determined that our Lord spoke

thus strikingly of the streams of living water, because a sym-

bolical ceremonial of pouring out water belonged to the feast of

tabernacles, and has just preceded His words. We have, more-

over, the entire Tract. Succa in the Babylonish Talmud ex-

pressly devoted to this feast, and Dachs and Cramer have pro-

fusely illustrated it from Eabbinical materials.

The feast of Tabernacles had degenerated in the lapse of time

^ Rauli :
" We cannot but liear now, as in the similarly ignorant pro-

phetical word of Caiaphas, even in the midst of their malicious mockery, a

truth which annihilates the mockers themselves."
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into a tumultuous harvest-rejoicing which closed the feasts of the

year in carnal merriment after the solemn clay of atonement : its

symbolical meaning had been fancifully carried out, and over-

laid ^^^th many customs which destroyed its true intention. This

went so far that heathens, such as Plutarch (Symposiac. lib. iv.

quasst. 5, with a marvellous array of evidence ; compare, however,

the contradiction in Tacitus hist. lib. v. cap. 5) could discern in

this 0vp(TO(popicc and zpocTr]po(popiOi, of the Jews a Bacchic festi-

vity. The 'ycparr,po(popicc of Plutarch gives at any rate a sure

testimony concerning the custom of that time, as reported by
the Rabbles and called by them nn^itJ^n JT'B nnpb^ (Joy of the

drawing water), and concerning which they said :—He who has

not seen this rejoicing, has never seen yet what true joy is. For,

on each of the seven days, early after the morning sacrifice, a

priest drew water with a golden pitcher from the fountain of

Siloah at the foot of Mount Zion.^ This was borne in pompous

procession and jubilant music ^ through the water-gate into the

Temple, and poured out on the western side of the altar of burnt-

offering. There was no wine mixed with it (as Lundius and

others say) ; but wine and water unmixed and in separate silver

vessels accompanied. Nor was "part of it drunk," as Hess

%\uthout any genuine authority asserts, but the water was poured

into a pipe conduit which carried it below out of the mountain

again. Spencer (de Legg. Hebr. rit. iv. 2) and Lakemacher
(Obss. phil. 1 pag. 18), derive this usage with very great impro-

bability from the heathen libations ; for we find as early as 1

Sam. vii. 6, comp. 2 Sam. xxiii. 16, something of the same kind,

and points of union with Old Testament symbolism generally

are not wanting in this matter.

Whether this r\'2.'^y^ took place on the eighth day, as Lun-
dius and others say, is, to say the least, doubtful : see Liicke

in his commentary. We find it, indeed, mentioned in Tract.

Succa, though only as the unallowed and solitary opinion of

Kabbi Juda Hakkadosch, that it was done every day of the

eight. The eighth day was originally only a kind of after-feast,

^ According to Jerome on Isaiah, not of Mount Moriab.—see Winer to v.

Raumer.
2 Hence Nonnus speaks of x^poaroi; hprvi.
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as the last feast day ofthe year. According to Numb. xxix. 12-38,

the number of the sacrifices diminished gradually throuo-h

the seven feast-days from thirteen to seven bullocks, making

altogether seventy ; and on the eighth an additional bullock was

offered. Yet on this day, also, there should be an nn^y, which

much-contested word is interpreted by the LXX. l^ohiov, by
the Vulg. collecta, by Luther Versammlung ; Jun. and Tremel-

lius, and Michaelis Suppl. interdictum {scil. laboris) ; but the

Eabbis explain it as the end of the feast, or (as if nnvy, coMMtio,

detentio) as the holding on of the expiring feast, and detention

of those who celebrated it.^ This last harmonises with the

assertion of Gesenius, and with the interpretation, to us most

probable, 'Travriyvpig. It is, however, certain, that in process of

time the eighth day attained a distinctive and pre-eminent signi-

ficance. It was said that the seventy bullocks were offered for

the seventy nations of the earth (a traditional hint of the pro-

phetical symbolism of the feast of Tabernacles, not to be de-

spised) : but now on the eighth day the Lord invited His ow^n

people Israel to special and confidential joy.

On which day was it that Christ spoke the words now before

us, or which does St John signify by the ic^^ar;? ^f/jspcc Tr\

f/jSydXr} '^.—The ancients^ decide for the seventh, which was

called, on account of the Hallel seven times sung ^?n'^ ^^jyK^in :

and on which, according to the fable of the Rabbis, God deter-

mined how much rain should fall during the year. But of late

nearly all critics, following Lampe, decide for the eighth. We
prefer the latter view, though very little is affected by it, and

certainly is not attainable. But not the latter view because of

what is said in ver. 53, that every man w^ent unto his own
house, and consequently no longer to the tabernacles : for this

verse, or at least the day referred to in it, is itself very uncertain,

since ver. 45 may introduce a subsequent event. But because

St John cannot be regarded as speaking with legal exactness

in the word gopr^, in which he rather embraces popularly the

whole of the festivities ; and the name applied in Tr. Succa

to the eighth day, which was equally kept sacred—niD Di''

^ Abarbanel : tsi-^rr inis aa O'^bt'i'T^a Maty^ i'n2S>'>i see Buxtorf. Syn. cap. 21.

* Buxtorf, Lightfoot, Cocceius, Vitringa fil., Reland, etc.
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in ?\^ I'l^in^in, seems to suit the description of the Evangelist

better than that fc^JT i^jyti^in. Still, it is not exactly as Liicke

puts it, that we must either accept E. Juda's single authority

as to the pouring out of the Avater on the eighth day, or, sup-

posing that Jesus spoke on that day, renounce any allusion in

His words to the preceding seven days' ra^^i::^. We hold with

Lange on this point, that there is more fitness in supposing the

circumstance over before its signification is pointed out. But
we demur to the ingenious explanations which, without any

Eabbinical traces, he inlays into his exposition; such as that

the temple-mountain having no spring of its own was typical

of the insufficiency of this temple-service ; and that the outlying

and oft-despised fountain of Siloam, Isa. viii. 6, was therefore a

symbol of the prophetical Spirit ; that on the close of the

eighth day, and after the drawing of water was concluded, the

sense of deficiency, calling to mind the promised issuing of waters

from the temple itself (Ezek. xlvii.), took possession of people's

minds, and that our Lord founded upon such feeling His pro-

mise. All this is very beautiful, but it is too far-fetched and

uncertain a foundation for the Lord's words, which need no such

elaborate introduction.

Thus much, however, is historically certain (if the Talmud is

to. have any authority for the time of Christ) that in connection

with the drawing of water, prayer was offered for rain at the

seed-time; that not only was the great Hallel sung, with its

close of most important though oft unrecognised Messianic pro-

phecy (Ps. cxiii.-cxviii.), but also, in all probability, Isa. xii.

3, a passage which in many ways has been referred to this feast.

Further, as the tents brought the journey through the wilderness

plainly before the mind, so the remembrance of the water mira-

culously supplied would not fail to be understood. Finally, and

it deserves careful notice, the Rabbins, amid much other fanci-

ful reference, have expressly referred this water to the outpour-

ing of the Holy Ghost} On the whole, St John's reference of

this cry of our Lord to the feast as apprehended in its joyful

close, is plain enough : it suits very well the prominence previ-

^ Maimonides quotes this as an ancient opinion. Compare also the pas-

sage in Sepp iii. 57, " They draw up the Holy Ghost in that water."
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ouslj given to tlie law, and tlie light subsequently mentioned

ch. viii. 12, to which there was also something analogous in the

usages of the festival. It is in the great condescension of His

love that the Lord does not disdain to base His words upon the

true meaning of a ceremonial self-chosen, and of Divine service

which Israel offered to God in carnal and thankless festivity.

That which He had earlier spoken by the still well of Jacob

in Samaria, He now publicly announces to all Israel on the

great feast-day. It is the same long-forbearing invitation with

which His new revelation closes in Rev. xxii. 17. Ifciny man
thirst—this is His unwearied cry of solicitation—and were there

not some who yielded themselves to its influence ? The less

effect His word had upon those who heard its dying echoes then,

the more evident is its reference to futurity, the more plain its

prophetic impress for time to come. And if He perceives in the

usages of human invention the foundation of a prophetical mean-

ing, it must evidently be through tracing it up to congenial truth

in the sacred canon—hence we see the plain necessity for the

following fca&ooi siTev r} ypoi(p'/j.

But where do we find in Scripture that of which the Lord now

speaks? It is not a literal quotation; and it was a very narrow

though well-meaning notion of old time that it was to be referred

to some lost or Apocryphal book,^ though Bleek to our astonish-

ment has revived it. (Whiston speaks of a lost passage.) It is

an intolerable sophistry, and declines the question altogether, to

take glcrs in this place ^^with the meaning of commanding."^

Not much better is the opinion of Euthym., Chrys., Cyrill.,

and Theophyl., who allow the citation, but refer back to pas-

sages in Scripture which speak of faith.^ We feel that the

very point and distinctive force of the sentence is in " rivers of

1 For it not only merely did not consist with " our Lord's wisdom as a

teacher to use any other than the canonical medium " (Llicke)—^but there

is a real ground of distinction between the canon and the Apocrypha.

2 Heinsius in Arist. Sacr. p. 406. Fresenius Predd. herausg. von v. Meyer,

S. 449. Yet Fikenscher revives this
—" He who ielieves in Me, with such

faith as the Holy Scriptures require, and not such as the lying hps of men

proclaim it."

^ Surenhusen wiU have the saying to refer both to what preceded and

what follows. Rus defends the first connection of Kocda; with TncTivav.
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water shall flow," and that this must be found in Scripture. But
where ?

According to our convictionj which is based upon the fact

that the New Testament citations are never to be held as merely

general, such promises and invitations as we find in the prophe-

cies of Isaiah are not quite sufficient to meet the case, although,

as we shall see, they may converge into a general citation. Such

are Isa. Iv. 1 (Ho every one that thirsteth, come ye to the

waters!); chap, xliii. 20 (I give waters in the wilderness, and/
rivers in the desert, to give driyik to My people. My chosen !)

;

chap. xliv. 3 (I will pour water upon him that is thirsty, and

floods upon the dry ground !) Still less applicable is the foun-

tain opened for sin and for uncleanness in Zech. xiii. 1, which

is for washing and not for drinking ; or the womb of the morn-

ing, Ps. ex. 3, which Keichel, the expositor of Isaiah, brings

forward,—see upon chap. Iv. 1. Although the former places of

Isaiah aptly enough speak of drinking and flowing waters, we

find wanting some " Scripture " from which might have been

taken the "shall flow," and if possible also "out of his belly;"

indeed we should desire it to stand in some relation to the festal

drawing. And we are met by that significantly repeated pro-

phetic promise of a fountain and stream which should in the

Messianic future flow from Jerusalem, from the holy mountain,

or properly from the temple itself—in Joel iii. 23, Zech. xiv.

8 (where it is expressly D''TrD)D l^Vl)? and particularly Ezek.

xlvii. 1-12 where the figure indeed changes its application,

but in Eev. xxii. 1, 17 is taken up again. Now that which is

thus promised as a thing new, and in the future, to the temple

(to which in the type the water must be brought with toil),^ and

in figurative allusion symbolizing the new spirit and life, might

be most appropriately referred to by the Lord during this festival

when the typical water was being fetched up from the valley

^ For it is hard to believe what lias been said concerning the secret water-

treasures of the mountain on which the temple was built (see, e.g., v.

Eaumer's Palastina, who even brings the above prophecies into connection

with them). Sepp, indeed, has much to relate about them, ii. 208. But

afterwards in Vol. iii. 53 he has forgotten that, and contradicts himself by

the true assertion that there was no fountain of living water in connection

with the old temple.
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to the temple. But who and what is in the consummation the

new temple, the new Jerusalem become one great Sanctuary ?

We say rightly indeed—the church of the Lord, particularly

regarded in the final perfection, to which the prophetic words

point forward.^ But only in the church as a whole, as far as

the Lord Plimself fills and pervades His church, and pours forth

from her the streams of His unexhausted blessing:^ the same

cannot possibly be attributed to every individual Ticrrsvcov as

such (though the Lord uses this language expressly), as we
shall hereafter see more at large. On the other hand it is

Christ, in His own most sacred person, yea, according to Jno.

ii. 21 His body, which is the true temple of God (let this be

carefully observed at the outset !) consequently He may rightly

be regarded as referring to Himself, even as He proceeds—If

any man thirst let him come unto Me and drink. Are we not

to be quite prepared to hear Him go on—from 3Ie flow forth the

promised streams of living water ! In effect we can only thus

understand the ccvrov, and thus find a citation which collects

together in one many several passages of the Old Testament :

—

these Scriptures all speak of Me !^

But, in order to this, we must receive a punctuation of the pas-

sage, which is opposed to nearly all ancient and modern exposi-

tion, but which, as often as we recur to it, appears to us more

and more certainly to be the only correct one. It is, indeed, not

quite unknown to the learned, though by them little esteemed

;

it seems particularly (and this to us only serves as a recommen-

dation) to have enforced itself in the domain o£practical under-

standing, and in quarters independent of each other. This is

reason enough, if it can be established, to oppose it to a univer-

sal learned tradition. Let the passage be thus disposed :

—
'Eav

1 We do not deny, indeed, that in the last days (Isa. ii. 2, 3) this pro-

phecy will have a more literal fulfilment. The Lord thought also of the

Jerusalem which should bless the earth in that far-distant futurity, while

He looked upon the then Jerusalem before Him : but He fixes our thoughts

upon the more near and obvious meaning for the immediate future.

2 Even this must not be so pressed, in the style of Schleiermacher, as

to substitute the Church for the Lord! (Schleier. Homil. iiber. John
ii. 51.)

^ The Peschito has, instead of ^ ypoi(pi]^ the plural snrs.
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7ig ^/ya, i^y/M^Qi) ^rpog (JjS, za) 'jriviToo 6 ttkttcvcov sig \[jA' zaScog

eiTrei/ ri 'ypci(p'^' TOTccms z.tX. " And let him drink thereof who

beheveth on Me ! as the Scripture (concerning Me) promises,"

jtc. This is far from being, as Liicke says, no more than a

mere proposal of Bolten. Bengel is disposed at first to regard

this new punctuation as plausible, but afterwards considers it as

harsher than the received one ; we cannot think it, however, at

all more harsh than the Nominative absolute with the interjected

Kadojg sIttsv.^ The Berlenb. Bibel refers to " many" who thus

read. Reitz, in his notes to Goodwin's Moses et Aaron (5th

edit. p. 294) proposes this as the resolution of every difficulty.

The Strassburcr edition of the New Testament of 1524 has this

punctuation. J. J. Eambach has developed it in a very con-

vincing manner in a Whitsuntide sermon upon this text,^ which,

though bearing marks of deference to the prevalent taste of the

age, is very vigorous. He further quotes for this view Triller,

Untersuchung etlicher Oerter des N. T. i. 344 ; A. H. Francke's

Pfingstprogramm von 1724 ; and J. E. Pfeiffer's Dissertation.

Thus this exposition has not been w^ithout its favourers and

advocates. Even Heumann adopted it at an earlier period,

though he subsequently laid it aside again. Roos quietly ex-

pounds it in the same way as far as the sense is concerned, with-

out any polemical object or any defence of its grounds : he

obtains the same meaning by another construction and ellipse,

in itself, however, open to the objection of being artificial :

—

*• He who believeth in Me, willfind Me to he what the Scripture

^ AKord has recently protested against this, expresses Ms surprise that

any one accustomed to the style of our Evangelist could for a moment sup-

pose this construction possible, and characterises kuI '^luira 6 '^larevuyv as

harsh beyond all example. After having renewed our investigations into

the connection of the whole passage, we find the language and the meaning

of this reading so imperatively required, that we are still constrained to the

acceptance of a phraseology—nor is this without example—which is cer-

tainly singular. But it would be better to refute the strong gTOunds of

our opinion, instead of adhering so tenaciously to the one objection of a

harsh and strange phrase. TTe shall give further on our reasons for placing

Tivira at the beginning of the sentence, which makes, as we think, every-

thing clear

!

2 See his Auserlesene heilsame Worte des Herrn Jesu. ii. Theil JenA

1731. S. 75. " Jesus als die Quelle der lebendigen Wasser."
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has said concerning the Messiah^ Die Lehre Jesu Cliristi, iieue

Aufl. S. 12, 118, where, in connection with this we find, S. 119,

the thought hazarded that the Saviour would teach the Jews

how to understand aright the meaning of the word Messiah—
" He, fi'om whom the Spirit proceeds." But whenever the

learned commentators have occasion to mention this exposition,

however obtained, of the avrov, it is rejected immediately with

some peremptory note of unsuitableness, without any attempt to

prove the assertion.-^ I shall give my reasons in its favour

;

reasons which will have their force in proportion as my readers

are disposed to deal faithfully and rigorously with the clear say-

ings of the Holy Word.
1. The Scripture declares invariably no other than that the

Lord Himself will give the living water, and refresh His people

with it : that from Him or (which is essentially the same) from

His Temple (house, seat, congregation, body) the ;rora/jOo/flow.^

Hence Bengel's keen penetration into the Scripture cannot avoid

referring the avrov to the Messiah (" this is the fountain out of

whose abundant flow believers receive") ; but then he goes on

to say :
—" The believer is compared to the Lord Himself of

believers, concerning whom the promise treats." Now this com-

parison is to our own mind exceedingly unhihlical; and it is a

remarkable circumstance that greater exception has never been

taken against a phraseology which would be without a parallel

^ Nosselt (Opusc. iii.) institutes a false comparison witli cli. xiv. 12, and

would refute the above construction very summarily by saying that it is

contrary to the context and to Greek usage—^which says nothing. His

inane interpretation of doctrine may indeed be said to be contrary to the

context and to Greek usage. Mtinchmeyer thinks my exposition (not mine^

however, distinctively) harsh in spite of its plausibihty ; but that is matter

of taste. But when he lays stress upon the assertion that the receiving

of the Holy Ghost is never exhibited by the figure drinking, one can

hardly beHeve his own eyes. For is not this the case here^ upon any sup-

position? Whence does the behever obtain those streams, ver. 38, but

through the drinking of ver. 37, which again is substituted in ver. 39 by

receiving ?

^ Even Sepp (iii. 53) is involuntarily driven to this most obvious thought,

though without entering upon the exegetical problem :
" Christ declares

Himself to be the Temple of the Kew Covenant, from which the streams of

living water flow into the heart of every believer^ for the alleviation of all his

thirst."
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anywhere else in all the Scripture.^ For there is a very diffe-

rent meaning in the passages (which Nosselt also quotes) Jer.

xxxi. 12 ; Isa. Iviii. 11, wherein the souls of the redeemed are

likened to a garden rich in water (properly, watered, nn) ; or even

Cant. iv. 15, where the bride {i.e. again the entire church !) is

a well of living waters. Passages such as Prov. xvi. 22, xviii.

4 (which have also been alleged), employ a phraseology which is

outside our present range, beyond the prophetical circle with

which we here have to do. We found occasion to remark upon

Jno. iv. 14 that it is not he who drinks that is said to become

a spring, but only the water within him ; the discourse there was

not concerning any streaming forth upon others. Could the

passage Isa. xii. 3 (to which the Lord must have referred in

His mind) understand in nj^K^Ti ""iTO—believers ? ? Accordincr

to the usual reading He must almost necessarily have so inter-

preted it; yet in Eev. vii. 17 His Spirit explains it otherwise,

speaking only, even in the fulness of consummation, of their

being led to fountains of water. In Rev. xxi. 6 the Lord only

gives to him that is athirst, of the fountain of the water of life

which is His, which indeed is Himself; and in Eev. xxii. 1 the

final stream proceedeth, as we might have expected, out of the

throne of God and of the Lamb, but not from the Blessed them-

selves. And shall we here assume streams to flow from every

individual believer? In the light of this general view of the

analogy of Scripture, the words of our Lord and His quotation

cannot to our minds be reconciled with the current interpretation

attached to them.

2. But now, on the other hand, the KOi\iu, w^hich is too often

overlooked, throws another ciitical element into the question.

What does this signify in this place ? It has been very gene-

rally assumed, and expositors have cried out with one common
consent, that Koikia like the Heb. |t2n or D''j;^, is sometimes put

for the inward parts, and so far the heart or the soul. This ob-

1 Jul. Miiller (Deutsche Zeitschrift 1850, 11) reposes calmly upon " this

immeasurably great and blessed promise" given even to the " least" of be-

lievers, and seeks in it as an undertone the general truth, that the operation

of the Spirit of Christ uses as its instrument the influence which men exert

upon one another. This latter point may be admitted, so far as it goes

;

but here much more is said than merely that

!
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servation is very ancient/ and is continually applied without

examination or challenge to this passage. In Wahl's Lexicon

it stands

—

Iz rJjg zoiKiccg avrov i. q. \% oajtov, Wesley inter-

prets—his inmost soul. Van Ess translates

—

aus dessen Inner-

stem! from his inmost being. This application of the phrase

may be conceded in many Old Test, passages,^ although in none

of them could y}\>^ or ^^l be substituted simply. Let us look

carefully, for example, at the distinction in Prov. xx. 27, where

our modern Magnetism might point us to a right understanding

of the |pn"nnn. Compare again the same antithesis in Ps. xxxi.

10—tJ^'sii in itself, and the corporeity penetrated by it. Even in

such passages as Prov. xxii. 18 (of which there are scarcely any

other) there is a similar reference. But how can we understand

such a phraseology to be used in the New Testament without

any occasion

—

so material a figurative expression for the soul or

inmost personality P This is the greatest difficulty of the com-

mon exposition, though it is generally passed over very lightly.

Hence the various endeavours to find points of connection for

it.* First it is sought, and rightly, in things from which water

issues, and on which the com.parison here certainly rests. But

the belly of the urn or amphora with which the water was drawn

is certainly inapplicable to the case, though Surenhus. and

Schottgen, with Bengel, and Eichter, following the Hirschb.

^ On a very inappropriate passage, Job. xv. 35, and disturbing the en-

tire j^^ure, Olympiodorus says

—

Koi'hictu^ o'hov ro hrog x^P''^'^ <Pr,ai', kocI otvrYjV

J/vx'^f- Gregor. Magn. fables :—quia, sicut proles in utero concipitur, sic

cogitatio in mente generatur, et sicut in ventre cihi, ita continentur in

mente cogitationes.

2 Only let the quotations be cautious ; and not, for example, Ecclus. xix.

12, where the bodily figure is plain enough, as is the allusion to Ehhu's

words; or Job xxxii. 18 itself! It is true that in Ps. xl. 9, ''?^. -"ira ap-

pears to be almost equivalent to ^f"?=
—^though we would not decide so

quickly upon this point as Beck does (Bibl. Seelenlehre, S. 65), but think

there is something distinctive in that passage.

3 For all are wiUing enough to substitute " personahty," even of those

who chng to the old interpretation—comp. e.g. Nitzsch prakt. Theol.

i. 172.

* From a feeling that it is insufficient in itself, and cannot stand alone.

Hence we find Nosselt saying

—

'^ KotKix is either i.q. animus like, c?.'?, or

(if this is not enough)

—

pars pro toto hominel^'
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Bibel adopted this view: for so petty a reference weakens the

abounding idea of the TrorafjjOi. Therefore Hezel preferred the

" reservoir of a spring." Gieseler comes nearer the mark (Stud.

u. Krit. 1829 i. S. 138), w^hen he elucidates it by Ik TTJg zoiKiag

TOv opovg ; von Gerlach follows him, and Olshausen should not

think this too far-fetched, for, as the water which w^as drawn

and poured out flowed through canals out of the mountain again,

just so, according to the Scripture, should one day the water of

life flow forth from the living temple.^ Indeed, we do not alto-

gether reject the reference supposed by Dopke^ to the rock in

the wilderness which gave forth water (which at the feast of

Tabernacles would be obvious enough) ; inasmuch as in typical

intimations like this the various types hint at each other and

are blended together. Following this view v. Gerlach and v.

Meyer cite 1 Cor. x. 4. But Dopke perceives more clearly

than these others that that allusion would tend to strengthen

the interpretation which refers the passage to Christ Himself,

Suffice that the expression does assuredly contain " a reference

to corporeity,^^ to an actual receptacle in which the waters are

contained and from ivliich they come, in direct contradiction to

Klee's arbitrary and bold assertion, that zoiAicc is descriptive of

that which is profoundly hidden and internal, in the very depths

of the nature of spirit ! ! That wdiich encloses and contains the

water in the type, is, according to the Scripture, the temple and

its mountain; which again must be regarded as that which the

rock w^as in the wilderness—and in its fulfilment— ?

3. But this corporeity, thus understood, is not to be regarded

as the entire human personality of eveiy believer, as the avrov

here distinctly individualises him ! This would not indeed be

as the Scripture hath said, but against its constant testimony

where the streams of living water are spoken of. Even if w^e

could regard an Apostle or any other mighty instrument or

witness for God, as resembling Christ in being a source of spirit

1 The fountain of Siloah, of which Olshausen thinks, did not spring

from the temple-mountain, as we said above; and it has no apphcabihty

here, although chap. ix. 11 directs us to its significance as already existing

in the Old Testament.

2 S. 242, whom Hartmann follows—^Enge Yerbiudung des A. T. mit

dem Neuen, S. 641.
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and life to others (though this is against the propriety of all

Scripture, as we have seen)—yet even then we must shrink

from asserting the same of every 'iciarzvcov^ who has just come

himself to drink of that living stream, and must ever continue

to drink.^ We maintain that the Lord could never have in-

tended to say that;^ although many in all humility have so

understood His words, without thinking of all the consequences

of their interpretation. Augustine, for example, seems to feel

the impropriety of representing the Holy Spirit as thus flowing

from the believer, for he has chosen to extricate himself by

reducing and enfeebling the meaning of the Evangelist's

words:—Quid est fons et aqua viva? Benevolentia, qua vult

consulere proximo? Baumgarten-Crusius takes away the

essential spirit of the text when he interprets—" his soul will

evermore derive from the depths of that fountain refreshment

M\di consolation!^^ But is this exegesis ? It may be something

like the meaning of ch. iv. 14, but has nothing to do with this

passage.

4. But now let us look at and understand St Jolin^s authentic

interpretation I This spake He

—

not ofthe Spirit which His own,

or His Apostles particularly, shoidd pour forth, or communicate

again to others—but which they that believe should receive from
Him. It is of no importance whether the aytov, rejected by

Grotius, Mill, Bengel, Lachmann, and Tischendorf, be genuine

or not ; and Liicke's scruple, about the interpretation of the com-

ing of the Spirit, springs from a view which does not scripturally

understand either the sfjusKkov, or the ovttcj yap ^v, or the gSo|-

mdyj ; and is consequently altogether ignorant of what St John

and the entire New Testament mean by the Spirit first given by

Jesus at the Pentecost. One is almost ashamed to point out to

him that even the Old Testament speaks of the Spirit as water,

and as water poured forth : Isa. xliv. 3 allows no hesitation on

that point. But the difference between the New Testament Spirit

^ Liicke :—That at the moment of believing the streams of living water

begin at once to flow

!

2 Least of all to the people then before Him, from whom He desires a

first coming that they might believe on His word ; and so that, according

to the Scripture, the stream of life might flow forth for them to drink as

believers.
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and the preparatory Spirit of the old covenant lies not merely in

its greater fulness, nor even in its permanent indwelling ; but, that

which proceeds from the glorified God-man is on that account

something specifically different and quite new, concerning which

it might be said with perfect propriety before the glorification of

Christ, " that it was not yet with us as a gift."^ The glorification

of the Lord is in truth not merely " the exhibition in all its clear-

ness of the entire series of all His doctrines and miracles" (as

Hezel says) ; but it is that perfect penetration by the Spirit, and

that glorifying into Divinity, of His human nature, His flesh and

blood, which was the fruit of His whole work of self-humiliation

and redemption, both as His own reward and for our salvation

;

and which ch. vi. so amply expounded. Or can we suppose that

the Evangelist here knew nothing of this truly mystical idea ?

Here, where according to the simplest view of the whole passage,

and giving it all its grammatical and historical due, he most evi-

dently makes it dependent upon this lo^r/Z^za&ai that as the Lord

Himself said according to the Scripture, the promised streams

should hereafter flow from His body, the true temple and the true

rock ! Let it be observed, moreover, how after the Eesurrection

the Lord in His final promise already shows by a symbolical

action that He now breathed forth the Spirit which they w^ere to

receive. This has indeed a different meaning from that which

Swedenborg, who so marvellously rationalises the mysteries of

Scripture, says—the Divine in Christ flows forth from the human.

This utterance holds good in all that fulness of meaning to w^hich

ch. vi. directed our thoughts. Triller (quoted by Rambach),

rightly spoke of an aqua viva e Christi corpore profluente. His

|D2 is in truth now the ox^rog (as Hesych. interprets it), the

independent spring as well as the imparting channel of the

'TTVSvfjjCC, as all profound perception has admitted from the

beginning f the true <7rXfipcdfJja, of which Jno. i. 16, after ver.

14 speaks, coinciding with Col. ii. 9, without any necessity

for our distinguishing between the notions of St John and St

Paul.

1 "Which is intended by the gloss o£oo^li/6v, accepted by Lachmann and

expressed in the old versions ; as the oodiu^ stt ccvrovg, uvroig found their

way into many MSS. as explanations.

2 Irengeus spoke of Christ as Trjjyij tqv '7rviv(Aetrog.

VOL. V. T
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5. Finally, the arrangement of the words which we have pre-

ferred gives us the true gradation, which is sustained by practical

experience, from thirsting to drinking,—as Rambach has well

developed it in his sermon. The order of our salvation proceeds

from thirsting as a condition in us ; the coming is then the test of

sincerity and earnestness in that thirst. In this coming, in this

state of having come, to Him, faith first becomes sure and con-

firmed ; and he only who is come to the fountain with full trust

and confidence, can and will drink thereof.^ This is then " the

fourth or the lowest st^p, as it were, to the well of Divine grace,

from which we draw and drink." Yes verily, the Lord places

the 'TTivirco in emphatic opposition to the mere drawing and

pouring out again, witnessed in the festal rite ; from which the

poor people went empty away. And therefore there belongs to

this 'TTivWco a subject which is yet to be distinguished, to whom
it is made a promise. That is, the second Imperative passes over,

as it often does, into a promising Future. And if we thus un-

derstand it, we have finally—and what more can we say?—

a

reason given us in the true meaning, for the supposed harshness

of the construction:—the 'TTivirco must come first, as being the

emphasis of the promise, before the condition which follows it.

We VfOxAdi paraphrase the whole for further enforcement of

our view. " Are there not then, among you joyous guests at

this feast, any thirsting souls who are not satisfied^ with all this

ceremonial and typical procedure, this commemoration of ancient

facts and wonders (the true meaning of which prophesied, how-

ever, of a great futurity), who long for righteousness, for Spirit

and life ? Whosoever feels this true thirst, let him now come

—

as long as I am with you this is My invitation

—

unto Me I With
Me alone is the true water of life, soon will Igive it. Then shall

every one, who has become a believer in Me, drhik to his full

satisfaction, in a sense very different from your present beholding

merely the water poured out. For, if the Scripture speaks of

^ Believing and drinking are not one and the same here, any more than in

ch. vi. It is not, as it has been translated—^bibat eo ipso quod in me credat.

We understand it very differently.

^ Schleiermacher understands the Lord to say here :—he who thirsteth

cannot satisfy himself by the memorials of old usages and ancient wonderful

works of God.
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streams of livincr water issuino; forth from Jerusalem and the

Temple—quite different from your well-meanmg though petty

drawing water from the valley, by which, however, ye are

reminded of the prophetic word—that is spoken of Me and My
body. My entire Person, and specially My humanity. In all

those passages the Messiah was referred to, who is Myself, and it

is as if it were said—The streams will flow out of His ]'02, to

water the earth, and to give drink to the people."—And now we
cannot but hope that all who are one with us upon the funda-

mental postulates of Scripture, will feel how natural and how
necessary is St John's o^vn comment upon this most mysterious

saying (most expressly contrary, as it is, to the more recent exe-

gesis, which admits no distinction between the life imparted to

faith before, and that imparted after, the day of Pentecost) :

—

But this He spake (His sirs like the sItts of Scripture) as a

promise and a prediction for the future ; at that time some 'ttkt-

TivovTzg were called and collected together, but these and all

believers who were afterwards added to them, received or drank

afterwards the streams of the Holy Ghost, which through His

glorification were poured out in abundance upon all who be-

lieved.^

The results of this first festival discourse of Jesus, both as it

respects the common people and the rulers, are exhibited by the

Evangelist in a succinct manner, and in their precise order.

The contention among the people concerning Him becomes

stronger, and the enmity of the rulers, still restrained from

exhibition in act, becomes yet more manifest. Many of the

people think that He is the Prophet, some think that He is the

Messiah Himself; and ignorant that these mean one and the

same, their misunderstanding confusedly contends. Others again

oppose these latter on grounds which they deem irrefragable,

since he is a Galilsean, and not from Bethlehem and of the seed

^ I find, to my great satisfaction, that Steinmeyer has declared his ap-

probation of the exposition here maintained (Beitr. zu Schriftv. ii. 123,

129.
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of David,^ The schemes of His enemies are still under restraint,

but their enmity manifests itself all the more fiercely. And that

in two ways : first directing itself against the unprejudiced testi-

mony of the returning officers^ and then provoked by the well-

founded objection of one of their own council in their midst.

With a " marvellous admixture of fear and of courage " (as

TeschendorflF well says) these servants testify to the power of the

words of this man, through the influence of which their hands had

been restrained. But this is at once repelled with hateful scorn,

though afterwards the shadow of an argument is adduced : they

allege, to wit, the universal unbeliefofthe rulers, and contrast with

them the ignorant populace, designated by an emphatic word of

contumely which gives vent to the envenomed bitterness of their

hearts. At that point Nicodemus quite unexpectedly answers

both : for he shows that there is one ruler at least who dares to

speak for Jesus, and that the people who attached themselves

to Jesus did not thereby break the law, but rather the high

council which condemned a man without hearing Him or in-

vestigating His deeds ! This is gentle enough as an avowal of

"believing in Him," but amply significant as referring to all

His works (ch. iii. 2), and His equally memorable words; it

is indeed a icell-grounded objection in the mildest and most

courteous form. But so evil-minded are these wicked men,

that they repel their colleagues' words, even as they had those

of the officers. First of all comes their hasty opprobrium, which

stamps all intercession on His behalf as the abhorred connection

itself. Here the wise and lofty rulers, having probably just

found out this cry "of Galilee!" are at one with the ignorant

and despised mob, ver. 41. When they add their reasoning

upon the subject, and give what they think their valid reason

{search in the Scripture, looh in his life), their argument is alto-

gether destitute of foundation, and blindly contradicts the most

^ On many accounts Jesus did not lay open claim to descent from

the entirely obscured lineage of David—among which Hess reckons His

reference to His brothers. Can we suppose Him to have made His

public appeal to that circumstance, and related everywhere His birth

at Bethlehem ?—He Himself aimed to awaken faith in quite another way,

although these external circumstances would be of great service to sincere

inquirers.
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certain history—to say nothing of the Messianic prophecies in

Isaiah.

HIS JUDGMENT CONCERNING THE ADULTERESS.

(Ch. viii. 7, 10, 11.)

Repeated and yet more distinctive discourses of our Lord now
follow, in which He defends His own testimony to His Divine

mission and its great ends, His human sinlessness and His Divine

dignity ; reproving more severely than eve?' before the sin and

unbelief of His enemies. But these discourses which commence

with ver. 12 of the eighth chapter, appeared to be prepared for

by an occurrence of the early part of the day following the fes-

tival •/ an occurrence which put the Pharisees especially to

shame, and with which the discourses seem -here and there to

have points of connection.

And is this a mere illusion in the present text of our Gospel ?

Is the section of the woman taken in adultery St John's or not ?

A true tradition intercalated afterwards, or a mere apocryphal

legend ? We cannot evade giving our answer to this question,

and will therefore, with reference to the design of this book, give

it as concisely and clearly as possible :—concisely for the learned

who have at their command the whole apparatus of disquisition

on the subject ; but clearly we hope for the unlearned who would

desire to know our own opinion and its grounds.

The facts of the case, which give rise to contention, may be

thus stated, without any bias or prejudice. Several manu-

scripts, and some of them very important, such as the Codex

Vaticanus, are ivitJwut the entire passage, chap. vii. 53-\dii. 11.

Some others have it with notes of suspicion or rejection. In

others the entire section stands after chap. vii. 36—after chap,

viii. 12—at the end of the Gospel—and even after Luke xxi.

38. It is not found, further, in the old versions :—not in the

Peschito (at least in the ancient codd.), in the Philox. Syr. it

is at least only doubtful, just so in the Copt, and Armen. ver-

^ See how all hangs together through the links of ver. 30 and ch. ix. 1.

But it was a Sabbath, ch. ix. 14.
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sions, while the Gothic and Arabic (Sahidic) have no know

ledge of it at all. And it was originally not noticed in Nonnus.

Again, we have no reference to it in the fathers—Clemens

Alex., Origen, Basil, Chrysostom, Cyril, Apolhnaris, Theodore

of Mops., and even Theophylact ; among whom Origen, Chry-

sostom, and Theophylact are distinguished commentators upon

this Gospel. Tertullian and Cyprian do not mention the his-

tory at least ; and the interpreters in the Catena make no allu-

sion to it. All this is historically true, and yet Liicke's expres-

sion is premature and too strong, that this section first became

an integral portion of St John's Gospel in the fourth or fifth

century. It would be more correct to say cautiously, instead,

that it often is wanting before the time of Ambrose, Jerome,

and Augustine. For it must on the other side be acknowledged

as an authority which has a retrospective validity, when we read

in Jerome adv. Pelag. lib. 2 cap. 17 :—in multis et graecis et

latinis codd. invenitur locus de adultera muliere etc., and when

we find some Scholia appealing to ojpp^^a/'a avriy^aipcA in its

favour. Even the Ital. and Vulg., and the Apost. Const. (I. 2.

24) have a knowledge of this narrative ;^ and according to the

testimony of Eusebius (III. 39) there was even in the E'jay/s-

Xiov Ka§ *E|3pa/oy^ a passage extant, which can hardly be any

other than this. Finally, it deserves to be carefully observed,

that there was afterwards an almost universal adoption of the

section into the Gospel of St John ; and among the numerous

codd. (more than two hundred) w^hich contain it, is the im-

portant Cantabrigiensis, which once had weight as the repre-

sentative of the y^oiVYi szho(Tig. Thus the historical result which

lies before us, so far as our already discovered materials reach, is

the remarkable fact w^hich demands explanation—that in very

early times the narrative of the adulterous woman was either

wanting in the Gospel of St John, or was found in a different

place. If no preconceived view affects our decision of the ques-

tion, and no critical bias disturbs our condemnation of it, no

more than this can be assumed, or need be acknowledged.

^ And this is of no small moment, even if it is reckoned an interpola-

tion, in establishing its early existence and recognition, and the tradition

which handed it down, even though not decisive for the passage as origi-

nally in St John.
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We are not disposed to attach any importance to the fact that

the Cod. Alex, is generally included among the Manuscripts

which omit the section ; for, it is generally defective, and exhi-

bits a chasm^ of the whole of this Gospel, from ch. a^. 50 to ch.

viii. 53 ; nor to its omission in the defective Cod. Ephrsemi which

similarly leaves out the whole from ch. vii. 3 to ch. viii. 34 : it

is more to our purpose to show that its exclusion in many of the

fathers cited above, or their silence concerning it, may be

accounted for on various orounds. For the sake of brevitv, how-

ever, we appeal to the decision of Ebrard, who is no uncon-

scientious critic,
— *' the external testimonies against its genuine-

ness are altogether insignificant.^^ Now though Olshausen or

any other should aver the investigation to be settled and closed,

the case is not so utterly hopeless if there is any room for such

a critical assurance as that.

The immense variety of various readings (arranged as they

have been in three main recensions of the text), would neces-

sarily be the result of the uncertain and capricious nature of the

question, and are less an argument against the section, than a

concomitant circumstance. The question wherefore the narra-

tive has been omitted or displaced, was answered pertinently

enough by Augustine and Ambrose :—That a fear of misunder-

standing or abuse or an ascetic scruple concerning its morality,

induced men to ignore the very remarkable absolution of so gross

a sinner. They who are not contented with this, place them-

selves under an obligation to answer a preliminary question of

still more significance—whence and upon what ground did any

ever presume to interpolate in the Gospel of St John such an

unauthorised and unattested narrative *? Klee says boldly that

" it is, generally speaking, easy enough to account for its ab-

sence in many of the Codd., if it had been originally in the text

;

but the converse is utterly unaccountable, how it should ever

have crept in, if it had never been there,"
^

1 The relation of the space of this chasm, as to whether it -^ould be suf-

ficient to have contained this section, is hardly to be decided. But we
may with Ebrard deduce from the chasm as appearing in three other Codd,,

that " consequently the matres here read the section, which the copies ven-

tured to omity
2 3r " this narrative has so much in its favour, that it might be a hur-
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But let this be enough, as our book does not profess to enter

into critical disquisition, to show that we do not form our deci-

sion without adequate perception of the true conditions of the

question. What shall we say more ? Even Liicke, one of the

most determined opponents of the passage/ refers the verdict to

the instance of internal criticism, and sums up the whole in

terms not stronger than these :
" documental criticism has ample

reason, if not for denying the Johannsean authenticity of the

section, yet at least for doubting it in a high degree. Internal

criticism gives absolute sentence against its genuineness."^ Now
this is enough for us ! Liicke finds as the result of subjective

internal criticism that " the phraseology and manner of narra-

tion are not St John's, the contents are harsh and improbable,

the connection with chap. vii. 52 neither exegetically nor histo-

rically clear"—but we may be permitted to give another result

as approved by exposition.

For, we are in fact not so compliant as to content ourselves

with its mere liistorical trutli^ which might, however, consist

with its spuriousness in St John's Gospel. The narrative in

itself was assuredly not such as could have been invented, it

exhibits no trace of having been apocryphal, betrays no marks

whatever of fiction ; on the contraiy it is throughout, and espe-

cially on the stooping down and writing upon the ground, as

original as it is in harmony with the spirit and mind of Jesus.

If any man fails to discern that, we most confidently deny to

him the capacity of estimating the value of internal criticism in

matters that pertain to Scripture. Hence many of those who
oppose its authenticity in St John attribute it to a well-

grounded and genuine tradition. Even Hezel cries out in his

enthusiasm, upon ver. 7 :
—" Yes, in this saying the true and

undoubted spirit of Jesus breathes !" Lange too confidently

assigned the occurrence to the dubious questions in the last

week, induced by its arrangement after Lu. xxi. 38 ; though he

afterwards (iii. 622) determined to treat it in its true position in

dred times omitted through all kinds of scruples, rather than have been

once admitted in its true character if spurious." So Rennecke, die Lehre
yom Amt der Schltissel, Malchin, 1845, S. 28.

•^ With whose decision AKord is inclined to coincide.

2 To which Semler also appealed for his argument against it.
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St John because it seemed to him to harmonise well with the

feast of Tabernacles. Olshausen (whose dry pertinacity in

many particulars we are well acquainted with) stands almost

alone among the orthodox in adhering to an unqualified suspi-

cion of its historical truth. The entire body of the several dif-

ficulties which he has alleged, and which are designedly placed

in the strongest possible light, will be softened away in our sub-

sequent exposition.

We hold, and hold fast with the utmost confidence, the assur-

ance that this contested section is St John's.^ All that has

been brought forward in disproof, fails to convince us of the

contrary. The phraseology which has been detected to be

foreign to St John's, admits of various explanation. It is partly

found in those oLTra^ Kzyofjjzvci which, it is well known, often

mock criticism, and are to be found in every section of Scrip-

ture which deals with a distinctive subject {avKfjjdprj^rog, s7g

fcahTg, opdpov, y.adiaag, 'Troig o Xaog) ;—it may in part be the re-

sult of that variation in the text which has been the singular

fate of this passage (such as the frequent li instead of St John's

6\)v) ;—and for the rest it is simply of no importance, as in the

case of the TOpsvsa^ai and '7rcipayin(Tdcci with sig, or when the

fyp(Z[Jj[jjurs7g of the Synoptics are introduced—one cannot see

why they should not^—or that St John should record that

^ Euthymius expressed liis suspicion, grounded upon the MSS. only

with a Zio (pocivovTBCi Tsrupiyypci'Trrot. kocI '^potrd'/iKi^. Erasmus, Calvin,

and Beza, lightly doubted. Then we have as opponents, more and more
decided— Grotius, Clericus, "Wetstein, Semler, Griesbach, Paulus, Weg-
scheider," Schulz, Tittmann, Schott, Knapp, Lachmann, de TTette, Feil-

moser, Credner, Hase, Meyer, Hitzig, Tholuck, Olshausen, Bleek, LUcke,

Keander, Wieseler, Lange, Luthardt. Yet Liicke returns to the original

expression—" that the Johannsean authenticity appears to be irretrievably

lost." Among its defenders stand (not to mention the treacherous Schul-

thess) since Lampe, Mill, "Whitby, Heumann, Bengel, Michaehs, ^Matthiii,

Scholz, Hug, Klee, Storr, Dettmers, Staiidlin, Kuinoel, and most recently

Ebrard. (Hitzig on the ground of a special hypothesis.) Niemeyer also,

in the Charakteristik (Xeue Aufl. i. 329), maintains most confidently from

internal evidence the Johannaean genuineness of the narrative.

2 Baumgarten-Crusius, who does not decide rightly, himself reminds us

here that " there is indeed no other narrative in St John of that kind of

legal questioning which belonged especially to the ypa.y.y.ocril;.'''' Briickner

tries in vain to invalidate this by a weak allusion to ch. 5.
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Jesus taught without specifying what— forgetting the strict

parallel of ch. vii. 14. Much also has been said of the general

lack of reference and point, of the interruption of the connec-

tion, and of the unnatural, disjointed sequence of the narrative.

We shall see hereafter that ch. vii. 53-ch. viii. 2, must in any

case be genuine, and that this connection must be established at

the outset. But then the 'ttolKiv XccKstD of ver. 12 will badly

connect itself with the Wi'baaKiv, while ver. 2 has the appear-

ance of explaining the scene of a specific and new occurrence.

Is it not strictly in the manner of St John, to append continu-

ous discourses to occurrences which gave occasion for them, and
form their substratum, as we find in chs. v. and vi., and again

afterwards in chs. ix. and x. ? And is not the woman's sin

strictly in harmony with the unbridled pleasure of the festival,

which furnished occasion for many such like excesses ? Still

more, we find throughout the eighth chapter a distinctively

heightened animosity of His opponents—quite natural after the

shame put upon them in the early morning. Even if we should

not concur with Beno;el in discernino; an allusion in the w^alkin^

in darkness to the sin of adultery (but why not?)—yet the allu-

sion in vers. 15, 16 (I judge no man. My judgment is true) is

so palpable and obvious, that some of our more recent critics

strangely enough reverse the matter. Weisse thinks that the

narrative was veo^y aptly interpolated as a comment upon ver.

15, and Lange adduces the same thing as a motive for its inser-

tion in this place ! This is ample testimony that such a refer-

ence really exists. Yet, again, how natural is the strong and

emphatic reproof of vers. 21, 24, after this occurrence—Ye
shall die in your sins ! Have not the holy zealots been con-

strained to acknowledge themselves as sinners under the same

condemnation of death ! Finally, it is incomprehensible to my
simple eye, that any believing critic should have failed to take

into his consideration the significant contrast between ver. 7

and ver. 46 of the same chapter. He, before whom no man
dared to declare himself ccvocfJbccprTjrog, asks on the self-same

day—Which of you convinceth Me of any aiJbCipria, ? In fact,

this one most simple trait of sublime connection, so entirely in

harmony with St John's whole exhibition of the Holy One in

the midst of an evil w^orld, throws a hundredfold weight into
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the conviction that the history of the adulteress was not after-

wards patched into the Gospel by unwarranted hands.

Many manuscripts which omit the following narrative, yet

contain ch. vii. 53, and ch. viii. 1, 2 ; and those critics who
have hence declared these verses at least to be genuine (Wieseler

among the last) seem to us to view the matter more correctly

than those who find in them nothing but difficulty and embar-

rassment. For to make the tcoKiv o'\)v ikakriaz of ch. viii. 12

follow immediately upon ch. vii. 62, without any transition or

historical introduction to a new scene—as Luthardt does to our

surprise—appears in the highest degree foreign to the manner of

St John ; to establish this we have only to refer to the Apostle's

constant wont in his transitions, and his customary method of

giving a narrative setting to every new discourse. We find in

this a tolerably plain indication that the section was not origi-

nally interpolated, but that it had been omitted ; it appears to

us as if this omission had begun now here and now there, and

that the omission of these three verses with the rest was the

result of inconsideration and misapprehension. It is often but

uselessly questioned whether in ver. 53 the Sanhedrim or the

common people is intended. As we simply read it, the s%,a(TTog

includes all the people, but pre-eminently indicates the members

of the council ; for some result of their stratagem and treachery

we naturally expect as an inevitable conclusion. But the Evan-

gelist, in his pregnant manner, gives a formula which explains

the internal procedure by the external, and seems to say that the

whole came to no result, that there followed no new command
to take Jesus, and so forth ; but that their business being un-

accomplished, and their designs so far abortive, all (on that day,

that is, the day last mentioned, ver. 37) disbanded and were

broken up, the high council and the common people. The words

do not refer to any departure of the strangers.

E/V "^ov olzov has been regarded as a phrase not used by St

John, and indeed some Codd. have g/V Ta i'5;a, but it may well

be allowed to stand for once to strengthen the contrast, that

Jesus who had no house either in Jerusalem or anywhere, went
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to the Mount of Olives.^ The return of the people in the inter-

val to the inert quiet and security of their dwelHngs at the con-

clusion of the feast, is intended to be contrasted with our Lord's,

as it were, homeless way of spending the short night, who is

early in the morning on the scene again. One cannot well see

why what is recorded in Lu. xxi. 37, 38 may not now even thus

early have taken place ; it might have been the Lord's ordinary

custom from the beginning to leave the brilliant misery of the

city every night, that so He might compose His sorrowful and

interceding heart, and collect His energies for new labours of

love ;
preferring for his resting-place Bethany and the Mount of

Olives^ the scene thus consecrated by many preparatory prayers

for His final humiliation and exaltation. But that criticism,

which has not sufficient simplicity of faith to inteiject and inter-

line such gracious hintings of the Holy Ghost, finds itself at a

loss in this pregnant and comprehensive statement.^

The Lord has determined, as everything here shows, to oppose

His enemies openly and persistently ; and, as the Light of the

world, to accomplish that which His brethren desired, but in

His own way. He knows that His hour to suffer in silence is

not yet come, and that their hour to hear is not yet past. There-

fore, after all that had past, He is early at His post, with

equanimity and zeal still continuing to teach? He comes first,

then come naturally all the people to Him. If the previous day

had been the last of the proper feast, it must not be supposed

from that, or deduced from ver. 53, that all the pilgrims at the

feast had come back into the country again, and that the temple

would be left em^ty after such a festal week. The very suspense

as to whether Jesus would remain, would keep many back ; and

^ Alford's objection, tliat " Jolm never elsewhere mentions the Mount
of Ohves" (not even in ch. xviii. 1), has no weight. If the text is other-

wise approved, our simple answer, without any suspicion or wonder, is

—

that St John here alone mentions the Blount of Olives. [Stier omits all

allusion to this habit of the Evangehst (that of giving explanations when
he introduces new places) which alone gives weight to my remark. Alford

2nd Edit.]

2 We shall find on ch. x. 22 a further elucidation and justification of this

remark.

^ It is just because this is the meaning, that nothing is said of the con-

tents of His instruction—as at ch. vii. 14.
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when it was said that He was ah'eady in the temple again, a con-

course was soon gathered. Kaog instead of oyj^oq probably was

used to suggest a diminution of the number, since it was no longer

composed of the masses who attended the feast ; this expression,

farther^ is rather descriptive of Israel in whose presence their

Messiah was speaking, and with a certain contrast to the subse-

quent Scribes and Pharisees. Compare in this Gospel ch. xi. 50,

xviii. 14. They whom those had scornfully designated o oyy^og

ovrog^ St John here mentions designedly with a more appropriate

designation.

It is clear that those who brought the woman into the Lord's

presence are neither the legal Judges (the three-and-twenty who,

then holding their session, left their seats and came to Jesus, as

Hess^ Pfenninger, and others suppose), nor zealots who interpose

in the matter. On the former supposition, it is incomprehensible

that they should have remitted the question to Jesus as a higher

tribunal, and that they should afterwards have set free the guilty

person at His instance; and it is equally inexplicable that Jesus

skould have rendered the execution of the law dependent upon

the innocence of its ministers. He terms them, indeed, in ver.

10, accusers and not judges. And by the so-called zealot-law,

in itself a very questionable point, they must at once without any

delay have stoned the woman. Consequently, we must regard

them as private individuals of the learned caste who had made
themselves extemporary accusers, having heartily entered into

the scandal, and regarding the occurrence as a welcome oppor-

tunity for laying a snare in the presence of the people, to entrap

the Lord. For that, as Ebrard well remarks, was just the ques-

tion at first, whether they should adopt a judicial procedure, and

take the legal course with the woman, or not. Lange thinks it

improbable " that the Pharisaic party should have even in ap-

pearance constituted Him a theocratic judge, at the very time

when they w^ere holding a session (were thought to be holding)

in order to effect His capture ; and were adopting every possible

expedient to low^er Him in the estimation of the people." Quite

right, if they had been consistent and thoughtful and cautious in

their enmity; but the Evangelist has described them otherwise,

as we might obviously have supposed. The poor woman must

be made a handle of, that they may pursue the suddenly con-
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ceived suggestion of their malicious hearts, and involve the Lord

in entanglement and shame ; whether this device might be frus-

trated does not enter their thoughts, for their excited frenzy

pauses not to think.

Ai^ci(Tza,Xs—thus courteously do they address the Lord, as

then sitting in the seat of instruction. " This ivoman now standing

in the midst was taken in the very act^ of adultery, and Moses

in the law commanded us (Israelites generally) to stone such "

—

thus is the case stated without any obscurity. Here is the

major and minor of the proposition, and then for the conclusion

comes the hasty question—But what sayest Thou ? But before

we notice the element of temptation in this question, we are met

by an objection to the authenticity of this narrative strangely

derived from the difficulty of reconciling the stoning with the

law of Moses. This difficulty is indeed forced upon the passage,

it does not really exist ; we might simply appeal to the Mos.

Recht of Michaelis and his father's dissertation,^ where the

matter is perfectly settled. In Lev. xx. 10, and Deut. xxii. 22,

we do indeed read only of death; but in the latter chapter, vers.

21 and 24, we find "stoning" literally prescribed for some

specific cases. Even if this points to a distinction in the punish-

ment in the several cases (which we cannot suppose, as there

could be no reason why the betrothed woman, as such, should be

more severely punished), yet we may well suppose that those who
were then speaking would not bear in mind the accurate distinc-

tion ; or, as Lampe says, it might have been intimated by the

Totoivrccg that this was one of the cases for which stoning was

prescribed. We are convinced, however, with Michaelis, our

scribe in the Mosaic law, that Moses, who only recognises two

kinds of death—stoning and the sword—intended the former for

every species of adultery. The later rule of the Talmud, though

earlier in the Mischna,^ that wherever DID simply is expressed,

^ ^E'Trxvrocpapa is the terminus forensis, referring originally to theft

(Hesych. o It' uvru ru K'Ke/^/nocri evpshlg^ 'in Kxrex^^u uvro)^ but subsequently

and in a wider signification. Philo (see in Lampe) uses the same expres-

sion for the sin of adulteresses. The man indeed departs, and, as generally

happens, escapes free.

^ De poenis capitalibus in sacra scriptura commemoratis.
^ Hence also Pseudo-Jonathan on Lev. xx. 10.
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strangulation^ the easiest kind of death, is to be understood, is

altogether foreign to the law of Moses, which knows nothing of

strangulation as a judicial punishment. It is perfectly plain to

all who are not disposed to be captious, that the HtO'' fiiD must,

according to its connection and general usage, be no other than

stoning. Michaelis admirably supports this position by his per-

fectly sound interpretation of the strictly analogous passages

in Ex. xxxi. 14, xxxv. 2, compared with Numb. xv. 32-35.

The ancient custom of burning, obviously only the dead body,

which occurs in Gen. xxxviii. 24, has nothing to do with this

matter. But Ezek. xvi. 38, 40, xxiii. 47, are again quite de-

cisive for the " law of adulteresses" in general ; nor is there

anything "uncertain or obscure" to us in their allusion. And
Kimchi's much-appealed-to note, in which only the n^D^D^C^' ^^

can be urged, actually presupposes the IJ''p^?n UT\ as the LDQ'kJ'p

n^at^jpn; and only designs to explain how in addition to

the stoning the death by the sword was intended. This single

passage, constantly appealed to, should be understood by the

preliminary words in ver. 38 (which scarcely any one has re-

ferred to) ; upon which the same Kimchi gives a disquisition

upon the D"'pQ*ki^'p \:i^, that of the adulteress, and that of the

woman who shed blood. Jerome's assumption, finally (on

Jer. xxix. 22, 23), that stoning was the death mentioned in

the history of Susannah, is well-founded^ though it is not so

expressly mentioned in our Greek text. We close this mat-

ter by adopting an observation of Baumgarten-Crusius, that

stoning was the only current Jewish punishment of death

(although it might be unjudicial) ; for which he appeals to

Acts vii.

Moses commanded us, who are now under the compulsory

bondage of the Romans, to punish such culprits thus :—in this

we have already^ an intimation that the decision for which they

asked was not one self-evident, and that their inquiry was not

uncaptious. Olshausen, who is disposed at last to discern in the

^rg/pa^s/f merely a " well-meaning desire to gain information,"

has strangely entangled himself in the presumed difficulty which

^ Besides a perfectly haxmonious explanation of the difficulty generally

found in Tii^h.
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is alleged. If Jesus exonerated the woman, as tliey expected

from this friend of sinners whose mildness they knew, and whose

many sayings concerning publicans and harlots they had heard,

then would He, the Messiah, contradict the law of Moses, which

assuredly it should be Plis duty to sustain against the Romans,

aftd which they therefore expressly mentioned first. But if He
yielded His assent, and bade them go and stone her, He would

commit again a twofold offence. In the first place, He would

(as Ebrard says) " offend against the laxity of morals, and the

general moderation of the age,"^ and thus make Himself by His

new rigour hateful to the people, especially as deviating from

His general gentleness; but we would not press this too much,

for it is not the main consideration. He would offend, as His

words would be maliciously interpreted, against the Roman pre-

rogative to decide upon every sentence of death, whether legal

in the law of Moses, or not. The Romans did not punish adul-

tery by death, and even though they might allow validity to the

country law of the provinces, yet both their practice and that of

the Jews had become most negligent and careless upon this

offence. All is perfectly harmonious, when these crafty ones

hypocritically bring their embarrassment to the solution of His

wisdom, as if the miserable woman excited their pity on the one

hand, and on the other hand they attributed to Him a judicial

authority over Moses. But what sayest Thou ? Wilt Thou in

Thy well-known benevolence take her into Thy protection, and

publicly maintain Thy opposition to Moses? Or wilt Thou
counsel such rigorous justice as is now generally disused, and

found among so many sins impracticable 1 Finally, what is Thy
utterance upon this case, one of many constantly recurring, in

which we come into collision with our Gentile rulers—what

sayest Thou as Messiah on that question ? This last is undoubt-

edly the pith of the whole. And now looking back, is there

anything incomprehensible or unhistorical in all this ?

The Lord, in His wisdom and sublime repose, opposes to their

impetuosity a sileiit though eloquent reply ; that their thoughts

and their consciences might recover their composure, before He

^ Comp. upon this Sepp. iii. 64, according to whose account even the

application of the test of the bitter water which caused the curse (Numb, v.)

had been abohshed.
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expressly uttered anything with His lips. He stoops down, as

He siiSy^ and writes with His finger dg rriv y?v, upon the ground,

delineating letters upon the dust or upon the stone. This is

certainly, as most expositors say, first of all, an '^ expression of

indifference or disregard."—He acts as if inwardly pondering,

and unconscious of their presence. Similar demeanour in simi-

lar circumstances may be paralleled by many remarkable pas-

sages in the classic writers. But we would not say that it was
" a gesture of most supreme indifference;" nor can we allow

that as exhibited by our God it could be " a mere expression

of repulsion, of indifference, of determination not to reply." If

the Lord adopts any such expedient He attaches to it a deeper

significance, and we adopt the note of Meyer—" but this de-

meanour had probably a profound meaning." If the questioners

understood it, as they indeed might, at first
—" He will not

engage with us in the matter;"—or even—"He must first

reflect upon it, and ponder awhile"—yet would the writing

upon the ground soon give tliem something to ponder, and speak

to their reflection. We will not revive here the tasteless and

crude speculations which have been hazarded upon this writing

of Christ,^ or upon what He might be supposed to have written ;
^

but we may say at once, that in common with most thoughtful

people, we discern in it something profoundly suggestive, a pre-

paratory reply hinted to His interrogators in act. And this

mute hieroglyphic is so various and manifold in its suggestion,

that we can only do justice to its full meaning by exhibiting the

individual possible meanings in their progression, leaving to every

one to choose for himself that which approves itself to his mind.

But we must .preliminarily reject the notion of Michaelis as

too trite and unmeaning an interpretation :
—" It is already

written in your law, as ye yourselves say ; wherefore then put

the question to Me?"* Eather than this, it would seem more

1 Mark, once more, tlie connection between ver. 2 and ver. 6.

2 Among which we do not reckon Bengel's saying—Once did God writ€

in the Old Testament ; once Christ in the New. Eeflect upon the parallel

of the Law and the Judgment

!

^ Scarcely the answer given in the 7th verse, as Sepp confidently ex-

plains !

* More severely must we condemn the marvellous notion that Christ

VOL. V. U
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natural to expound it—God has written other things than that

both in His law and in your consciences ! It is significant that

He writes Himself, and the interpretation has been carried fur-

ther—"I also can write, even as Moses could !" (Jo. Kupert.)

If that sounds too striking, it may be varied thus—" Ye bring

this sinful woman before My bar—ye know not, and will not

beheve it, but it is nevertheless true, that before My judgment-

seat all persons will finally come, and every question be finally

adjudicated. How, what, and on what principles, I judge, is

already wTitten, is already recorded
!

" Reference has been here

found to the books. Rev. xx. 12. The Old-Testament expres-

sion also obviously occurs to the mind, that those who departed

from God should be written in the earth. (Jer. xvii. 13. This,

however, not simply meaning, as Hitzig thinks, the passing

away into forgetfulness, like those who are blown away as dust

;

but expressing a significant contrast to the name being written

before God in heaven.) Or w^e may give the thought this turn :

—" If this floor of the temple, if this whole land, could speak

—

what would it record concerning all of you, and what would still

have to be recorded of you !" And this gives a very pertinent

meaning; comp. Isa. xxvi. 21; Job xvi. 18.^ Stoop down,

rather, with Me, and read the sin of your whole people, and of

all mankind—this is the first and best thing that you can do,

when such an offence is perpetrated. Finally, this leads us back

again into the most general interpretation :

—

'' Oh, how much
could I say concerning you, how much could I reveal and

condemn, which I would rather now bury in silence—constrain

Me not to speak !" Thus, as Baumgarten-Crusius says, this ges-

ture almost intimates what is afterwards said

—

ri [/jS ^s/pa^srg,

V'Trozptrcii ',
and this "Let Me rather keep silence!" coincides

most simply with that first intimation—" The matter concerns

Me not, I will know nothing of it judicially !" Thisy which is

would here give them to understand that the Mosaic law was abolished J

" Could He ha,Ye.kept silence if He had believed in the continued validity of

the Old Testament and its writings?" -So Hugo in his Predigtsamm-

lung !

!

^ But not with any more specific allusion^the woman's sin is an earthly

offence, not pride. For the writing applied to the complainants ; aud the

ground points to the abyss to which pride is referred bacJc.
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assuredly the most obvious raeaninor of His act, is vindicated by

the repetition of the same gesture after the brief utterance which

He gave. Only we must hold fast this, as the kernel of the

paradox, that the Lord, even while He seems to decline all

interference, designs to reveal to them, at the same time, His

own secret knowledge and judgment, with respect to which

there is no sin and no guilt which does not most deeply concern

Himself.^

The most ancient interpretation was expressed in the gloss,

which some MSS. contain, of TrpoffTTOiovfMvog or also (jjjj Trpoa-

'7roiov(Mv.og (avrovg) : but this in itself is hard to be explained.

As TrpocjiroiZiG&cii generally bore the meaning of simulare, this

v^ould seem to intimate no more than that He did not actually

write anything :
^ or conversely, that He did actually write.

But we might (with Baumgarten-Crusius) explain it, according

to the same meaning of the word, that He did not appear as if

He heard; or, appearing as if He heard not.^ Further, as

'TTpoaToiovfJbat also signifies—^I assume, arrogate to myself, Bengel

interprets it—id negotii ad se nil pertinere significans. And
this w^e should be inclined on the wdiole to prefer.

Yer. 7. But when, probably after a fitting pause, during

which the attention of the waiting people must have been

stimulated to the highest pitch of eagerness, the tempters per-

sisted in demanding His reply, the Lord gave it to them like a

peal of thunder in their ears ! If they had interpreted His silent

writing as a mark of absence, how fearfully were they surprised !

But that seems scarcely credible ; we may say with more prob-

ability that with " beating hearts" they insist upon the answer,

in order to preserve their consistency before the people. How
must their hearts have throbbed now, when with one little word

of sacred severity He rends their snares, and turns themselves to

confusion ! They would terrify and entangle Him with the laiv,

when they unseasonably and perversely endeavoured to extract

from Him one of His judicial decrees against a gross and public

delinquency. With the same law the Lord connects His

1 According to a clause added to ver. 8, He wrote suo; sKxazov rug

2 So Euthymius : 'TrpoaSTroturo ypaOetu si; rviu yriV.

2 Euthymius proceeds : x«i ^>? 'jrpoatxiiv oh tMyov.
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answer, yet adds something to it in His supreme authority,

which was derived from the inmost spirit of the whole law, and

thus approves its propriety to their own consciences. According

to Deut. xvii. 7, it was the right and duty of the witnesses to cast

tlie first stone (comp. Acts vii. 57)—and of this prescription the

Lord reminds them by rov Xi%if. But He does not expressly

presume that those who brought the w^oman and the complaint

were actually the witnesses, for that was not specially contained

in their x,aTHKr,(p&r} ; but He substitutes another meaning of the

law, as unexpected as it was convicting. Ye act as if the law of

Moses, that such should be stoned, was not addressed simply to

the appointed judges, but to all the people, and, therefore, also

to you : then will ye at once take precedence in its execution ?

I have nothing to say against that, but to impose the little con-

dition, which before God is inexorable in the case of all self-

assumed complaining, condemning, and punishing—that ye

yourselves be not in the same condemnation ! The Lord lays

it down in the broadest way :—there may be one, though it be

but one, among you without sin ; let him cast the first stone,

and then may the others follow him ! What severity against

these miscreants, who were even then probably feeding their eyes

upon the woman as she stood there, in the apparent admission

and concession of this reply ! May not this, too, be called

Irony ? These hypocritical holy ones have spoken from their

serene elevation of rag roiuvrocg,—the Holy One does not let this

pass, but asks them with the gentle but deeply piercing word

—

Are not ye actually such 1 He takes care not to say :—he who is

not such as she, who is without this or similar sin^—although

this was included ;—such an appeal is seldom understood, and for

the most part misapplied. He says in the most general term

avafjApT'/jTog, " without sin," for sin in the strongest sense is ever

the same ; and He takes occasion to say, for all future time, a word

which was designed to exert an eternal influence upon men's

judgments. He gives the simplest and most elevated utterance

to a truth vrhich all men feel to be true, that no one sinner may

dare to condemn another, intruding upon the sole prerogative of

God, exercising with a human wdll His own authority. (Rom.

ii. 1.) We cannot but think, in connection with this, of that yet

more horrible adultery of which unfaithful Israel had been guilty
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against their God ; and may consider that the Lord (as in [Matt,

xxii. 21) pointed to the fundamental sin of the people also, as the

reason that the judicial sentence of Closes had not remained in

acknowledged exercise. But all this is our own deduction from

the Lord's words, such as may indeed have risen to the minds of

those who first heard them, in their subsequent meditation : at

the time itself the great matter to them was the answer, which

repelled the unauthorized haste of their complaint, and held up

to their view their own sinfulness.

So that they could not charge Him with invading either the

law of Moses, or the prerogatives of the Romans : themselves,

indeed. He had very closely touched. They were now neither

the Judges nor the witnesses called before the bar, but priv^ate

persons answering for themselves. Thus while He detracts

nothing from the typical warning law of condemnation, but ratlier

most earnestly points to its authority as Divine and not resting

upon sinful man,^ He treats the case presented to Him in a

manner which their folly little calculated upon, neither juristi-

cally nor politically, but as a Zihd(Jzci\og from the universal moral

point of view.^ His word is so simple, so obviously true and

self-intelligible, drawn so directly from the depths of man's con-

sciousness of right, of that law written in the conscience which is

the foundation of all positive ordinances, that we might suppose

that every man might have seen its propriety or uttered the like.

And yet He alone has spoken such a saying in all its sublime

simplicity of conviction ! For while He disclaims all earthly

judicial functions. He in the same words exercises His office as

the present Searcher of hearts, and the future Judge of all ; nor

did He utter a word before He had by His mysterious writing

made deep allusion to the secrets which were known to Himself.

With what absolute knowledge of man's being does He first pre-

pare their hearts, before He pronounces the words which pene-

trate and pierce those hearts ! Who can tell whether these

1 Roos' remark is quite inappropriate—For adulterers to condemn adul-

terers is a justice which stinks in the nostrils of Jehovah !

2 As xseander says :—He takes the sin out of the domain, foreign to His

function, of external judicature, into His own distinctive province of

morahty. And OlshaiLsen's fourth objection as to the invasion of official

forms of judgment is abundantly refuted.
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presumptuous ones, if He had given them this appeal as the

immediate answer, would not have begun to discuss and try to

moderate the meaning of " without sin"—even like our modern

expositors ? But now, in the solemn stillness brought to some

kind of consciousness and reflection, they are incapable of any-

thing but dumb surprise, they justify the words, and go away

profoundly abashed. The Lord stooped down once more, and

left it for them to decide w^hether they would cast the first stone

or not. He had not expressly accused any one of them. But

accused and convinced by their consciences,^ to which the Lord's

word had made so solemn an appeal, they utter their silent

though sufficiently loud, avowal of their own guilt. Olshausen

enumerates this susceptibility of the Pharisaic heart as one of

his historical difficulties ; but we take leave to say that their

consciences are aroused by the power of the word of Jesus.

There are not wanting instances enough, in which men only

relatively pure have had power to call up a sudden response to

their earnest words even in the hardest and most mahgnant

hearts—^but what was the Divine power which went forth with

the voice of the all-holy Son of God at this hour ! There w^as,

moreover, in His plain and calmly spoken word, such a tone of

absolute truth, and accompanied by a glance of such searching

judgment, that neither a Caiaphas nor a Judas could have with-

stood it. He did not continue to fix His eyes upon them, being

very far from desirous to take pleasure in their humiHation before

the people, but rather being grieved that their IttiuAvziv had

enforced from Him this revelation. But all their daring is gone

—no man presumes to declare himself without sin—many a man

is fearing lest, by answering Him a single word, a second and

more fearful thunderstroke should fall upon himself, in the in-

controvertible and yet more specific revelation of his own secret

shame. Suffice that they gradually steal away, one after the

other, and even the eldest or most elevated first. Nothing is

said of a " withdrawal in formal order." The eldest have

weightier burden on their consciences ; and it would be quite in

keeping with St John's phraseology if we so understood the

^ Thus the connection of profound meaning gives its sanction to this

clause, ^vhich is sometimes omitted.
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Tpzff^vTSpoi, comp. 2 Jno. 1, 3 Jno. 1.-^ Nor is this opposed

by the sojc; rojv layjcrcov (doubtful also in itself), for this, as Klee

pertinently says, belongs properly to the ccp^ccfMi^oi—till the last

were gone out. The words do not specify a departure of the

ichole people, as Fikenscher thinks ; but the woman remains Iv

(/jZffco before the people, as previously, ver. 3. The [jjovog refers

manifestly only to the accusers ; describes Jesus as the only one

with whom the sinner had now to do, and whose sentence upon

her was now waited for by all.

That the adulteress continued to stand there, instead of steal-

ing away also as in decorum bound, is of itself intimation enough

of that penitent feeling which expositors have generally lost sight

of, and which the Lord's word to her not only presupposes but

proves. The anguish of death is past, but the bitterness of con-

science is almost stronger than that. Alas, the poor woman had

been driven by a very different thirst from that of which Jesus

spoke in the feast, into the slough where His mercy now finds

her ! What will He say unto her ? Is He also not without

sin ? Will He, who, in His first word, mentioned the first

stone of Moses' obligation, now in His final adjudication contra-

dict Moses—or confirm his decree? She stands and awaits

her doom.

Vers. lOj 11. We might say at first that the Evangelist's

narrative, and the Lord's word itself, seem to run as if He had

not expected, even as He had not seen it, that the silenced com-

plainants would all go away ; but it would be more correct to

say that He did not actually expect such an influence of His

word. This appears to us the simplest meaning of His question,

which de Wette boldly terms " inappropriate." Yet this ques-

tion has a solemn preliminary meaning for the woman herself

—

seest tJiou ? Behold the effect of conscience ! Then rises a

further significance in the second, transitional question—Fear

not the judgment of sinful men, who have, indeed, no right to

condemn thee ; but thou art amenable to another judgment

—

before God ! To this she is constrained to reply ; so that,

rescued from her amazement, she utters one little word which

^ Thus "we cannot say witli Sepp, that the entire section bears no traces

of the peculiarities of St John's style

!
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speaks her own self-condemnation. And now first comes—and

with what profound foresight to obviate all misunderstanding

and perversion—the negative absolution now before His own
tribunal. ]\Iildly and graciously, with self-concealment propor-

tioned to the majesty with which He must exhibit His dignity,

He utters the word

—

Neither do I condemn thee I Might that

for an instant be regarded as meaning—on the same grounds as

they condemn thee not ? No, for we well know His meaning :

He alone is without sin. He is actually the supreme and final

Judge of all whom external law either condemns or absolves,

and in whose inmost hearts He sees the secret sin ; but He is

not come 7iow to judge or condemn, His mission is to preach re-

pentance and forgiveness Himself, and to cause it to be preached

to the end of the world. Just so far as we also have become by

His grace sinless and guiltless, w^e also accuse and condemn not

others, but forgive—forgive, however, because w^e have been,

and that we may be, forgiven. Moreover, this rule of the king-

dom of God, as it is acted out in relation to the present circum-

stance, does not stand in any opposition to the unaffected

ordinances of civil punishment:^ it only assumes that in the

real theocratic institution even temporal punishment, which is

not a matter of rigid and unalterable fixedness, may sometimes

be relaxed ; as, for instance, David and Bathsheba were not

stoned. Certainly if a dehnquent, absolved and washed (1 Cor.

vi. 11) by the grace of Christ, falls not into the hands of the

civil ruler, he is not bound to inform against himself and deliver

himself up.

Let it be well noted, in addition to this, that the Lord says

no more to the woman than that now, in His own person as He
has been appealed to, and as being neither her accuser nor Con-

stituted a Judge upon earth. He includes Himself among the

others w-ho condemned her not, and does not condemn her Him-
self. He leaves it to her faith, either then or subsequently

awakening, to interpret this saying which had fallen from His

lips as an assurance of the grace of God in the forgiveness of

her sin : but He does not expressly and directly declare it. He

^ If the woman had been punished according to the law, Jesus would

obviously have done nothing to prevent it : this is abundantly testified in

the question which had preceded.
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does not say now, as on other occasions—Thy sin is forgiven thee !

or—Go in peace ! Certainly He says nothing which could shield

]ier from the urgent demand of the Mosaic law, the " bsretXaro

rag roiavrag AidofooXsTadcct^' of which, though unspoken of, is

yet left suspended over her head. Assuredly, those Christians

of the first age who suspiciously repelled a history so gracious,

so instructive, and so affectingly blending warning with conso-

lation, were too tenacious and too indistinctly acquainted with

the relation of the grace and truth of Jesus to the Jewish and
every other penal code ;

—

one only most weighty utterance con-

cerning which we have in this memorable saying. Rieger says

with perfect truth in his New Testament, that " the Lord deals

with the sin in a style of judicial severity, which, though con-

cealed, is more decisive than if He had uttered the harshest

sentence of condemnation to death against the woman." This

is most conclusively affirmed by the last word, the warning con-

dition of which alone gives validity to the ovlik lyoo gi zaraKpivoij

and the TOpsvov—pcai fjjrjzert af/jdpravs !

Indeed, as Pfenninger says :
—" That which inveterate sinners

do, the Merciful One applies to the salvation of corrigible trans-

gressors. Jesus has ever made the most envenomed wickedness

of incorrigible sinners, occasion for the most gracious exhibition

of His mercy towards sinners who are susceptible of amendment."

This is true, but so also is what he goes on to say—" this history

gives us a lesson of loarning as well as of encouragement ;" and

we would add—for the righteous as well as for sinners. Would
not this woman be more profoundly and salutarily punished by
this merciful judgment of Jesus, than if she had suffered with a

murmuring heart, unprepared by this gracious discipline, and
resenting the severity of the punishment for a fault committed

under the pressure of strong temptation— the penalty of stoning

itself! We may indeed conclude by the irrefragable position

—

that he who effects a cessation from sin, accomplishes more than

all human law and judgment can do. And this is the glory of

the Lord's superiority to Moses, the revelation of which is an

essential design of the Gospel of St John.
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BRIEF CONVERSATION ENSUING—JESUS THE LIGHT OF THE
WORLD ; HIS VALID WITNESS TO HIMSELF.

(Ch. viii. 12-19.)

The Lord once more, on this the day after the feast, takes

occasion from the circumstances which had occurred to utter His

testimony concerning Himself, and with a new word : the un-

belief, however, of His enemies rejects a testimony which as

being His own they account invahd. He repHes and defends

Himself, and a colloquy ensues which goes on to ver. 19, and is

the shorter predecessor of that more ample colloquy held on the

same day, and which occupies from ver. 21 to the end of the

chapter. The connection is plaiu enough to us ; but Liicke, after

rejecting the thread of connection with what precedes, complains

of the want of it, and groundlessly insists on placing the 'ttccXiu

CUV several days later. We certainly gather that the festivities

were just over and yet fresh in men's minds, from the refer-

ence in the new word " light" with which the Lord bears wit-

ness to Himself, to a usage of the feast just over ; even as in the

case of the water in ch. vii. 38. This remarkable additional coin-

cidence cannot be explained as accident, except in the spirit of

wilfulness.

There was originally, on the evening of the second (not the

first) day of the feast, a peculiar festive illumination observed

;

according to Maimonides it was repeated on each of the remain-

ing evenings, and the pleasure which the people would take in

such things renders his word very probable. Li the court of the

w^omen, where the yocZ^o(pv}MZiov, ver. 20, was, thus on the spot

where the Lord was now speaking, there stood two colossal

golden lamps, which were ascended by steps ; their light, kindled

after the evening sacrifice, diffused its brilliance, it was said, over

the whole of Jerusalem. With childlike merriment (Jno. v. 35)

they held a dance with torches around these luminaries, in

which the most reverend men, even the High Priests them-

selves, took share ; with, as we m ^y suppose, the liberal accom-

paniment of shouting and singing on the part of the people. The
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meaning of this symbolical rite was similar to that of the pouring

out of the water, with which the account of that ceremony places

it in connection. The people had indeed forgotten its signifi-

cance, but its meaning was there, and that manifold ; it had

reference most obviously, partly to God's former mercies to

Israel, and partly to His merciful designs for the future. The
water poured out at the feast of Tabernacles reminded them of

the rock in the wilderness, and the brilliant light reminded them
of the pillar of fire which guided them : but even as the water

spoke also of the fountain which should pour forth its streams at

the Messiah's coming, so also did the light speak of the promised

shining forth of God out of Zion. It is not improbable that

there was even a more distinctive reference in the evenincr iUu-

mination to the promise of Zech. xiv. 7 ; since in the fourteenth

verse of that chapter that time is specified as the feast of Taber-

nacles for all people.—It was not indeed into the midst of the

tumultuous whirl that Jesus sounded forth His testimony—

I

am the true Light ! (Liicke need not protest so vigorously

against what no man would be likely to assert). But it is suf-

ficiently obvious, nevertheless, that He does refer to the festival,

though past ; for the minds of the people were full of the ideas

\connected with it, long after it was over. Even if the gorgeous

illumination occurred only on the second day of the feast, yet

an allusion to it would fall in with the people's thoughts readily

enough ; the lamps were not yet removed, and in their near

neighbourhood the Lord now spake.^

Ver. 12. If He had merely said—I am the true Light ! He
would have adhered closely to the allusion of the feast. But
this would have been equally inappropriate as in the case of the

water ; and as He there pointed further to the Scriptures, so He
does now, though without expressly naming them. The refer-

ence to the extinguished light of the feast was only the point of

connection for the sublime word which He goes on to speak, and

which reaches beyond into the Mesaianic j^rornises ; but between

these two there lies a thu'd point serving as the transition, which

many expositors have regarded as the essential point of the pas-

^ Tescliendorff erroneously regards the lamps as being prepared for

lighting, when the Lord speaka.
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sage. Tt was, according to ver. 2, early morning and before

sunrise, when Jesus began to teach in the temple ; the woman,

taken overnight, was probably brought immediately before Him,

as soon as the thought had occurred to the minds of the Phari-

sees. Meanwhile the sun has arisen, at least it is full daylight

—and why should we hesitate to think that the sun's rays

gloriously lighted up the golden and marble magnificence of the

temple ?^ That ro (pcog rov /iofffjjou is the sun, the light of day

(as in Heb. "li!^ is used—see the Lexicons), we find in ch. xi. 9,

10. Again, it will be seen in our quotations presently, that the

Prophets speak of the light of the Messiah. Hence we may
abstain from the foolish contention whether the Lord means this

or that ; and take, after the analogy of such figurative language

with its manifold meaning, all meanings together which obvi-

ously harmonise. The first thought was—See now the glorious

light of day, surpassing all illumination, more than the extin-

guished blaze of these festal lamps P But what God's sun is to

the earth, that—and 7nore than that am / to the whole sinful

luorld, as the Scripture says concerning Him who was to come.

Liicke bids us distinguish (p^g rov z6(T[JjOV as corresponding to

the (p^g l&vojv of Isa. xlii. 6, xlix. 6, from the (poijg rov zoafj^ov

TOVTOV of Jno. xi. 9 : but we must be allowed to suggest that

the expression of the Prophet is also a similitude taken from the

sun, as is proved in the Old Testament by Isa. Ix. 1-3 (Hnr,

'^^r.' "^^"jO? ai^d Mai. iii. 20 {n\r\)i ^^^), and in the New by Lu.
i. 78, 79. There we have united in one, what he would wish

us to distinguish. Who can popularly preach this saying (and

in such style did the Lord here speak !), and expound the full

harmony of the thoughts which cluster around the idea " Light

of the world," without turning his mind to the enlightening,

guiding, warming, hfe-engendering Sun ? Let it be observed,

further, that in ch. ix. 4, 5, the antithesis of dai/ and JiigJit

precedes the utterance of the same expression ; as in ch. xii. 35
the darkness of ensuing night is threatened to fall upon the un-

believing.

1 Have we not here something like a probable hnk between the section

generally thought spurious and the connection of the Gospel ?

2 "Why this allusion to the extinction of the Hght should be "by no
means harmonious," it passes our sense of harmony to say.
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If the Lord's hearers, especially the opposing Pharisees who

forthwith lift up their contradiction, had rightly " searched and

looked" into their prophecies, they would have been able to

discern in this testimony of our Lord, as far as it referred to Isa.

ix. 1, 2, an answer to the question whether the Messiah should

come out of Galilee. The Lord, who knows their ignorance,

does not directly specify this; but He rather makes prominent

tlie great fact of the calling of the Gentiles, which Isaiah had

announced in passages better known ^—and we cannot but in-

voluntarily think of that former question in Jno. vii. 35.

We may reasonably, moreover, decline to enter into any fur-

ther development of the whole profound meaning of the (Icog as

applied to Jesus, and as corresponding to the meaning of the

great expression in St John's Prologue, ch. i. 4, 5, 9. We con-

tent ourselves with pointing to the fact, that all things wdiich the

Evangelist has comprised in his, so to speak, philosophical pro-

logue, approve themselves to have been actually derived only

from the Lord's own testimony to Himself. We have found

the " all things were made by Him " in ch. v. 19, 20; and shall

find the " was in the becrinnino; " in ch. xvii. 5, as before that

and more distinctively, in ch. viii. 58. It is a false theology

which would assume the ideas developed by the Apostles to

have been derived from any other source than the words of Jesus

as explained to their minds by the Holy Spirit (ch. xiv. 26,

xvi. 14). And that is also a false exegesis of St John's Pro-

logue, which declines to recognise in it the preliminary avoLx,i-

(pc/Xc/Jco(jig of the entire series of Christ's testimonies throughout

the entire Gospel. Thus we take the " light of the w^orld " as

the Lord presently supplements it by " light of Zz/e"—w^ithout

forgetting its connection with the festal rite, the natural image,

and the prophetic word, and independently of all these—in all

the depth and fulness of its speculative meaning as a tJionght

expressed in the form of a figure ; and the philosophical unfold-

ing of which passes beyond the domain of immediate exegesis.

We understand according to chap. i. 4-12 that He who has

hitherto testified to Himself as the source and giver of life, can

^ Tliis was quite suitable to the place, ver. 20. Locus ipse gazophylacii

erat medius inter subdiale, in quo erant Judsei, et subdiale, in quo erant

alienigenas. Grot.
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now only mean that (paJg aKr,&ivov which proceeds from hfe and

causes Hfe, and is essentially one with the Zfiorj} Indeed this

word penetrates so far and extends so widely, that we mnst

deduce from its right apprehension the consequence—that

wherever in this dark world light had ever been, it was Him-
self and His preparatory witness and influence which caused it,

before His coming in the flesh poured forth the full flood of

radiance. For zofffjjog in its universality of meaning stretches

over all time as well as over all space. The eifjji has already

the full meaning of eifjbt in ver. 58.

That we might have in one W'ord, so to speak, the entire dog-

matic and morals of Christianity comprised, the Lord appends to

the lyo) sifjji the promised result and consequence of that faith

in Him which approves itself in act. He is the Light, and it

is for us to follow that Light. For a Light points the way of

action and walk, as men follow a lamp carried before them—as

the Israelites in the wilderness followed the pillar of fire, the

guiding presence of their God. We cannot but discern a direct

reference to this latter circumstance, which stood in close con-

nection with the feast of Tabernades, though it naturally springs

in a general sense from the figure itself.^ The reading ^rspi-

'TTocT'/jaTj (Vulg. amhulat), which Lachmann accepts, appears at

the first glance not so pertinent as the promising Future : yet

we prefer the former.^ We prefer it partly because the general

and comprehensive expression perfectly corresponds with the

kycif 6if/ji which w^as 7iot merely meant of the now beginning

futurity; and partly, because then the reference to the adulteress

M'hich Bengel and others have discerned, is finely and beauti-

fully justified.'* Carnal sins are preeminently works of night

1 This is, indeed, much more than in J. v. Miiller's well-meaning trans-

lation :
—" I am the key to all the mystery of this world : to him who fol-

loweth !Me, aU is clear." Quite true, but we must not forget Hclq following

!

- And, indeed, as Lampe observes—potius per oppositionem, ostendendo

praestantiam antitypi, qui non solum Israelem, sed omnes gentes mundi erat

illustraturus.

^ The Fut. is a correction on account of s'ls;.

* Alford thinks this allusion very improbable, as out of character after

His previous treatment of her, and because the accusers would not be so

soon present again. I do not assert the latter myself, but according to ver.

2, many people had been witnesses of the whole circumstance. As it re-
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and of darkness ; and such had this adultery been. How ob-

viously and simply does it run, if the Lord were speaking

immediately in view of the preceding occurrence :—he who
walketh in that daylight of truth and of life which ever doth

and ever hath proceeded from Me, doth not the works of dark-

ness, like that one out of many which hath just come to light

and been reproved. Thus "He Himself secures His dealing

with the sinful woman from all perversion"—as Rieger remarks;

and thus He wisely obviates any misapprehension ofHis " neither

do I condemn thee." Yet this is but an adjunct and subordinate

idea; and the " darkness" retains the fulness of meaning which

its antithesis to " the light of life " imparts to it, and in which

we must refer it already to the final dying in sin, ver. 21, as to

the original source of evil from heloiu, ver. 23, the dark abysmal

element of all human and murderous lie from the devil, ver. 44.

Thus the entire chapter stands in one great connection, while

the contrasts between the not-apprehended light and the dark-

ness, between the truth spoken in vain and the malignant un-

belief, the offered eternal life and death, more and more sharply

and nakedly come forward into prominence. Finally : he who
follows the Lord walketh no more and will not walk in dark-

ness, because (this is the meaning of ccXkd) he will have the light

of life : and that does not mean, as superficially interpreted,

whereby to direct his steps as it goes before him (semper habebit

suum in usum); but as Nonnus expounded it correctly

—

h/^&jv

6[jjO(poiTOV Iv avrZ Zjyjrjg kT^Xanog <pdog i(jj'7rzbov. The light is

in us, as the life is in us : He who exhibits the light before His

people's steps dwells in His own, even as the Father who giveth

and directeth to Him dwelleth also in Him.
If the Lord had at the very beginning thus uttered His un-

legitimated I, instead of introducing Himself by the Baptist's

continuous preaching of repentance and the kingdom, and then

by the Sermon on the Mount, and then by all thatwe have seen

continually following—then, indeed, men might have objected,

gards the former objection, His treatment of the \voman was, as we saw,

severe enough, certainly not positively absolving ; and, in any case,

a continued testimony against these sins incident to the feast (only

one example of which has come here to light; was certainly quite in

place.
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even still more strenuously, to His witness to Himself. But

now their objection springs from malignant unbelief alone, wliich,

unable to deny the shining of the light which had long been

around them, can only cry—Thou bearest witness of Thyself!

They have thoroughly studied out the word of our Lord's own

lips, ch. V. 31, to retort it upon Him on the first occasion; but

they have probably only heard, in its true sense, the commencing

words of His utterance—/ am ! It is sometimes said that their

daring goes beyond the bounds of all possible justice, in that

they declare the unsupported testimony to be therefore not

true ; but we see in this only the Lord's own word retorted upon

Him, for He had used the expression in that former passage

;

and (kXyj^rjg is equivalent to jOS^p, or confirmed, trustworthy,

credible.

Ver. 14. The Lord, ever ready with the right answer, gives

a reply to their perverted quotation of His isolated saying ; and

in such a manner as to direct their thoughts to the twofold

meaning of that saying, as it must be rightly understood. The

word in ch. v. had declared that as the Father bore witness for

Him, so also He essentially bore witness in Him (consequently,

" of Myself" in that passage w^as only equivalent to fjjovog, as an

individualised man)—and the Lord now applies it on the other

side, according to which it is equally true to say :

—

And I testify

in the Father, with the Fatlier. For both, in themselves and in

their testimony, are but as one, ch. xiv. 10. Hence He answers

first by responding to their contradiction in an immediate counter-

assertion ; giving the grounds of it afterwards. These are based,

first, upon the nature of the case itself, alone in its kind ; and

then upon an appended reference to an analogy out of the law,

partly used in accommodation, partly in irony. The argument

for the validity of that witness to Himself, which was the only

possible witness in this case, is twofold :—theper/^ci consciousness

of Him who came from God and goeth to God, in contrast with

the ignorance that now confronts Him (this is the essential,

internal evidence itself)—and then the convincing expression of

the same in the unselfish, 'pure love to sinners, which doth not

judge after men's manner ; again in contrast with their carnal

judgment. Ver. 16 gives the conclusion from this in such a

manner, that instead of His witness, the right judgment which is
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indeed ever contained in it, is substituted—I judge, speak,

testify not kir If/bavrov in your sense, that is, not fj(,6vog. To
which may then be appended, with the strictest connection, the

ordinance of the law concerning tlie two witnesses.

It is ah'eady understood that, in the process of our Lord's

words, the " if I bear witness" is not said conditionally, as Gro-

tius wrongly understood it :—" although there were no testi-

monies of prophets, no testimonies of John the Baptist ; even

if I were the first and the onlv one who declared these thinss

of Myself." For, we found in chap. v. the fundamental idea

expressed, that all preparatory testimonies had been both the

Father's witness, and the self-testimony of Him who had been

from the beginning He who was to come into the world, the

Light that enlightened men. Can then the truth, as opposed to

error, do anything else than bear witness to itself, and offer itself

to acceptance ? How could it be approved or certified by any-

thing independent of, and external to, itself? The unapproved

and undemonstrated presumption lies rather in the petulant op-

position to that truth. All argument for it is at last only the

bringing into nearer application, and rendering more and more
impressive, the claims which can assert themselves. Augustine's

saying is well known, and quoted by almost all expositors

—

Lu-
men et alia demonstrat et se ipsum. Testimonium sibi perhibet

lux, aperit sanos oculos et sibi ipsa testis est. The Berlenb. Bible,

after saying, in hke manner, that " all things have their reasons

implanted in them, else could they never be approved," goes on

to strengthen the thought in its own nervous way :
—" If the sun

or the day could speak, and should say— I am the sun ! and it

were replied—No, thou mayest be the night, for thou bearest

witness of thyself! how would that sound? Argue it away, if

thou canst !" Still more pertinent is Lange's excellent remark :—" The question was one about His own personal consciousness,

of which only Himself could bear witness." But we would add

that, even among sinful men, it is only self-testimony that avails

for internal matters, 1 Cor. ii. IL He who is accused, and has

against him the strongest apparent evidence of others' testimony,

may assert his own innocence with such truth as the judge can

scarcely withstand ; the witnesses of a sin hear or see only the

external part of it, the int'^rnal degree of guilt can onlv be avowed

VOL. V. X
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by personal testimony. How mncli more does this hold good,

where impersonated Truth and Guiltlessness confronts, and

exhibits Himself to, a world full of lying and guilt !—The Lord

takes now His decisive ol^oc from chap. vii. 28, 29, 33, and we

may recur to our remarks upon ver. 29. He who is not con-

vinced by the pure and unqualified expression of the human con-

sciousness of Jesus concerning His Divinity which we find every-

where, but especially in St John's Gospel, because his darkness

luill not be subjected by this light, will not yield to all other evi-

dence and testimonies ; for, they all rest upon that foundation

for their validity, and by the rejection of that are perfectly

neutralised. In the " whence I came and whither I go" we are

not to seek a mere circumlocutio legationis (Grot.) or the " divine

mission in its two aspects" (de Wette) ; but it penetrates much

deeper and gives us first His coming from God in His eternal

nature or personality (the mystery of the Incarnation, that He
was not begotten of Joseph), and then the coming glorification

of the humanity which He had assumed, after and by which the

former would be demonstrated. But ye—thus does the Lord

now explain the irony which He had employed in chap. vii. 28

—know neither the one nor the other ;
^ ye cannot of course

know it of yourselves, nor will you believe on My—the only

possible—testimony. Even spx^f^^ch " I come," instead of " I

came," in the repeated sentence, is a designed variation ; for the

Lord alone can essentially know the tiK^ov, while the others were

only required to recognise the present manifestation in the au-

thority of Him who sent Him.

Ver. 15. Witnessing leads alway to judgment, for the sake of

which it is borne ; and is in itself fundamentally a judgment,

which is again only the acknowledgment of a true testimony to

be confirmed in execution. There is never a [jjccprvpsiv which

does not include at the same time a Kpimv ; the Lord had just

declared Himself the light of the world, and thereby had imputed

to the world darkness without that light. The presumptuous,

deceptive witness which sinners may bear to themselves or others,

^ For the ^ ttov instead of again >ca,\ 'kov seems preferable to us even on

account of the variation ; and especially as the ittv v-ttoc/u to which it

gives the more prominence, becomes, in vev. 21, the specific text of a new
discourse.
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is only per catachresin or preparatorily per liypothesin called

here a testimony, for it is in reality not such at all ;—and just so

it is only the judging out of the truth which is in perfect accord

with love, that may be termed a real judging ; and this again is

as such inseparable from the testimony of truth which is borne

by earnest love. And so we must not regard our Lord as de-

claring directly and without limitation

—

\yoj ov pcplvco ovhha:

the limitation, however, is found in nothing else than the con-

descending, protesting comparison of His judgment with that

which may be termed the judging of sinners. When "judging"

is forbidden to our carnal mind, we cannot fail to perceive in

the use of the word with respect to us, a severe o^v[Jjco(iOi/ ; as is

expressed both by St Paul and St James—2y rig si 6 zpivuVj og

%,pivitg; (Rom. xiv. 4 ; Jas. iv. 12.)

Kara r^v ffdp^cc exhibits the norm of this pseudo-judgment

;

but we must understand this in that pregnant fulness of mean-

ing which scriptural expressions often embody, but which our

expositors will not recognise for the ending of strife :—it is both

the objective and subjective norm, since both concur in the

reality of false human judgment. Meyer's note is concise

enough—" carnally, after the appearance, and in human pas-

sion"—which just expresses the meaning of the word. The

Lord, in this retrospective discourse, means first of all the same

as that which in ch. vii. 24, He termed zccr o-^iv, and which

Euthymius explains—-rpoV (Mvov to ^ccivofMvov (^XiTOvrsg.^

Liicke urges the article in t'^v adpaa in favour of the objective

norm (we cannot see, however, why it should not designate the

norm generally ; and, moreover, point out the strong contrast of

their condition and of their views, comp. ch. vii. r7}V h'/ccciav

fcpifftv) ; but Baumgarten-Crusius protests against this,^ and will

admit only the subjective carnality of their prejudiced judgment.

The truth is, that both coincide in the expression ; and exegesis

will never reach a satisfactory solution of this or anything else,

while it persists in separating " after the flesh" what the Spirit

of God joineth in His phraseology. The Lord assuredly intends

^ Nonnus : ilaopoavn; iy.'^u jiporost'^ix ^op(P'/}u.

2 On the strange ground, that the Lord would not be likely to attribute

to Himself in St John's account, an " insignificant manifestation," externa

si^ecies, aupB, in this sense.
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the zpmtp which His enemies had dared to exercise upon Him-

self (although His words are capable of general application, and

especially may have allusion to the case of the adulteress) ; but

we cannot doubt, also, that now (when His own censure is

becoming more and more rigorous) He means something more

than merely zocr' o-^iv (else wh}^ not have repeated that expres-

sion), and does in fact lay bare the secret wickedness of their

hearts who judged. The jjride and the hatred of the carnal

mind are the true cause why their judging does not penetrate

and take account of the internal principle of action in Him whom
they judge ; he who does not look into his own heart, cannot,

would not, and will not look into the secret heart of others, so

as to go no further in his sincere judgment than a diffident self-

knowledge will allow him.

Nothing seems plainer to us/ than that the following clause

is to be completed thus :

—

Like you^ after the flesh in the sense

in which ye judge (so Cyril interpolates) I judge no man.

Augustine and many others have inserted a modo or vvv—"I do

not yet and/o?' the time being ;^' but this confuses and damages

the impressive meaning of His words. We saw at ch. iii. 17

(where, indeed, zpivstv stands in a different sense from this, for

Tcarazpivsiv, in itself legitimate), that even there such a limitation

of the meaning would be inappropriate ; and this ov zpim we
find in ch. xii. 47 still holding good even at the last day. As
there :—"It is not the design and aim of My redeeming coming,

to condemn ;" so here :
—" It is not in My Divine Will, to judge

as ye do ! I do not in truth make this My end ; I have no
pleasure in it, nor could I in My truth and love I"^ For the rest,

» Although Miinchmeyer declares it impossible

!

2 There is a certain truth even in Lange's startling interpretation of the

supplied ov Kocroi T'/iu axpKoe, (which agrees with Cyril, see Liicke) :—The
essential being of man is never despised or rejected by Me, My judgment
and condemnation hes only against the sad distorted caricature which man
has made of his own nature. Therefore I contemn not the entire essential

man as such ; but have a higher esteem of human nature.—^But it is not
correct to make this specific point the gist of our Lord's pregnant expres-

sion, and besides that, it may be easily exaggerated into error, as follows :—
" Hence the Lord would never anticipate the essential, proper judgment,

which God wiH consimmiate through the matured relations of men's sin and
punishment, but wait for the Father's judicial administration, etc !" Does
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we discern that the manner in which the Lord passes from

witnessing to judging, and repudiates all judging Himself, pre-

supposes a specific reference to something else ; and we cannot

avoid thinking of the sinful woman wdio had just been judged by

sinful men, but whom the Lord had dismissed uncondemned.

This case is, in the Lord's view, as notorious and much talked

of, known to most of those who then heard Him. Though those

who had gone out may not have crept in again to listen (not,

however, impossible)
;
yet the Lord might impute to these Jews,

as a whole, what some of them had done in this specific case.

"Fe judge"—says the Lord—"falsely and carnally concerning

others, and even concerning Myself; but I, as ye have seen,

judge no man in this manner,^ yea, not even yourselves ; but

tell you only the truth in love, as it concerns your ignorance

and what I have to teach." How glorious is this outbeaming

of the light of Truth, this uncensorious, affectionate testimony

of truth in the midst of this people of Pharisees ! And what an

evidence in this outbeaming of the " speaking truth in love," of

the internal clearness of the Divine consciousness in the mind of

this Son of man ?

Ver. 16. This conclusion follows from vers. 14 and 15 together;

for unrighteous judging z(x,7ci adpfccc can proceed only from lack

of humble love,—to which point what follows immediately ad-

dresses itself,

—

or at most from want of clear consciousness in

the truth. But this latter in the case of sinful men has ever its

secret ground in the former defect; in the Lord, how^ever, we
see the two things exhibited in the perfect unity of their reci-

procal influence—the love which judgeth not at all, and the

truth which cannot but judge. His—Neither do I condemn

thee ! itself puts the susceptible and unhardened conscience to

the deepest shame, and is the mightiest judgment against sin.

In Him is fulfilled in the highest sense of the w^ord, what the

not the Son everywhere and always judge with the Father, even now ? And
does He not utter even here a preparatory and warning judgment^ in order

that He may not hereafter judge and condemn ? Is not this essentially His

present >cpis/£iu Troiurce;— ? See in this chapter, vers. 24, 26, presently after-

wards.

^ Humanly, capriciously, prematurely, proudly—^with / like yours, inde-

pendently of and without, God. So that the .wo'yoj may be supplied from

rer. 16, if rightly understood.
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Apostle says of the condemning and reproving nature of light,

Eph. V. 13, 14. Had the presumptuous accusers of the woman
taken exception specifically to the gentle word which He had

uttered ? It is most amply shown, in any case, why the Lord,

drawing now the conclusion of His first argument, adheres only

to the once-mentioned ;cpivsiv, and substitutes it altogether for

the fjbaprvpsiv. He thereby tells them that He well knows the

spring of their contradiction; that it was the judging element-

in His testimony which excited their hatred and opposition.

Their contradiction was provoked by His testimony to Himself

as the light reproving their darkness, as the Saviour reproving

their sin :—and their contradiction is against the truth. For

even as zpicrtg His (JMpTvpio^ is self-declaratory, self-evidencingly

ak^dfjg. We cannot here adopt the reading aXyjdtvr;, however

appropriate the idea which it would suggest ; for the conclusion

must coincide with the original assertion, ver. 14 ; and the word

reminds us emphatically of ch. v. 30 (in connection with ver.

31), where it was said—^ pcpifftg ri If/ij^ hizaioc kffriv. He who
sendeth approveth Himself to be present with and in Him who
is sent ; the Father leaveth not His Son alone, in His words,

His judging, and testimony, any more than afterwards in His

sufferings (chap. xvi. 32) : to prepared ears and prepared eyes

the Father reveals Himself in every work and every word of

His Son ; for in His obedience, and from His revelation, the

Son doeth and speaketh all things. We might at once trans-

late, with de Wette and Stolz—"I am not alone He who
judgeth ;

" but we prefer to leave it indefinite, for the force of

the general expression extends further.

Vers. 17, 18. He who is the absolute Truth in God, may
thus by His high prerogative exempt Himself from the obliga-

tion of being subject to the challenge and to the rules which

bind sinful men : but if it is required of Him that He legitimate

Himself by these human rales. He can do no other than accom-

modate Himself to them in lowly humility mingled with some

measure of necessary irony. In chap. x. 34-36 we shall once

more, and for the last time, find an impressive example of such

all application of the subject in hand. Such reference to a

lower analogy must, in proportion as it ill becomes the higher

relations which condescend to it, expose the folly which would
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place them in juxtaposition, and require such analogy to be

drawn. It is to exhibit this folly that our Lord, thus constrained,

submits Himself to the human standard : using the irony of

lowly love, which is essentially different from that of wrath.

The tone and meaning of the whole are distinctively exhibited

in the striking saying—in yoiu^ law ! Here the reference is

possibly continued to the occurrence which had just taken place,

when it was said with such proud appropriation, ver. 5—Moses

commanded us ! But that would be only a side-glance, the

Lord's meaning extends to the apprehension of all the people.

The remark of B.-Crusius is in the highest degree incorrect,

that this expression " belongs to the point of view under which

our Evangelist regarded Judaism and its foundation, as abolished

and obsolete things !
" We cannot think for a moment of any

undervaluation of the Lord on the part of Jesus (for it is He
who speaks and not the Evangelist) ; we know full well, that the

law was to Him, even to its slightest tittle, a thing not passed

away, but rather to be fulfilled by Him, even to the end of

time. The specific prerogative of the two witnesses He recog-

nises and honours in thus quoting and applying it ; even as He
confirms it anew for His future Church in Matt, xviii. 16.

(Comp. too 2 Cor. xiii. 1; 1 Tim. v. 19.) But it is a rule neces-

sary and valid only for men, on account of the distrust with

which among sinful and fallible mortals every individual testi-

mony must be received. This is the meaning of the insertion of

oLvdpojTrcfjv in the indefinite citation ; and vf/jsrspci> is to be taken

ivith this. The Son of God who comes not under this necessity,

oeing beyond the reach of that distrust with which fallible men
are regarded,^ at first places Himself beyond the obligation, and

protests against the application to Himself of a law intended

only for sinful men. But then He condescends to proceed in

sacred irony:—But if ye will persist in measuring Me by the

standard, then must I and My Father be the two
;
yea the God-

man Himself may reckon as the requisite two men! Beza's

first words w^re altogether correct—"Ego, inquit, qui loquor,

sum geminus. In uno hoc duos habetis." But he goes on, not

^ Thus Olshausen is quite incorrect in saying that " u'jdpo)'7:oi is herQ

merely equivalent to pei^onalities,"
<
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SO correctly:—"Me hominem damnatis, sed sum etiam filius

Dei, atque hoc modo testor de me, et pater quoque de me testa-

tur." For the lyco, concerning which the whole discourse here

treats, is assuredly not the eternal Son as such, but the Son of

man come in the flesh and bearing witness to Himself, to whom
God giveth witness, Acts ii. 22. And this witness of God con-

firming the truth which was already evident in itself, the Lord

reckons as the lacking concurrent testimony of a second man.

We may refer to all that was said on chap. v. concerning the

testimony of the Father.

Yer. 19. There are many who think with Augustine,^ that

the petulant inteijection of the Jews referred to a human father;

and Gualther (in Lampe) dilates thus strongly upon this notion:—" They receive Him with mockery, because He would oppose

a poor, common, artizan, and one who probably was no longer

alive, to the most sacred and most learned college of the Phari-

sees and Scribes." But we cannot think, after so many discourses

of our Lord concerning His Father in Heaven, that the Jews

could ever have represented themselves as understanding Him
of an earthly father. They knew full well, nor do they deny

that they understand Him to refer to God as His Father ; but it

is this very thing which gives bitterness to their question. Klee

says excellently—" that the question was not well-meaning and

child-like, but scornful and malicious, is perfectly plain from the

connection
;
just as the somewhat similar question of Philip after-

wards, chap. xiv. 8, approves its simplicity of intention by a refer-

ence to the whole context." Yes, verily, although there (chap. xiv.

7), the Lord was constrained to say the same thing to His dis-

ciples which He now replies to the Jews ; yet was the desire of

Philip something very diiferent from the cutting mockery which

returns, after the Lord's argument was closed, to the first assertion

again—Thou still bearest witness to Thyself! Still alone as a

presumptuous and deceiving man I Luther rightly understood

them as meaning to say—" We hear not any testimony oif the

Father!" Or stronger:—We know well that Thou speakest of

God who should testify in Thy favom* as Thy Father. But we

^ ApoUinarius also in the Catena, who would prove it from the ttov suit-

ing that idea alone.
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know not the " Father," that is not our God (see afterwards ver.

54)—where is Tliy Father ? Whence hast Thou to bring Him ?

" Swift with this testimony that we may hear it !" We cannot

precisely say that they thereby " denied their Old Testament

faith, the faith in the invisibility and omnipresence of God '

but instead of that w^e may say that they deny their own ears

and eyes, and will not discern the immediate manifestations of

the living and true God present before them. For they cry out

as blind, who say that they see (chap. ix. 41), demanding of the

Light of the world then shining before them—Where is Thy
shining ? What reply can the Lord make to this contradiction,

but mournfully to return into the same circle of demonstration,

which lay at the foundation of the whole discourse in chap. v. ?^

There is no knowledge of God as the Father of Jesus Christ

to be derived from any other voice or form than His own : He
is known, as before, only through His Son. For the Father

testifies of Him, only as He testifies in Him. He who rejects

the Son shows on his part that he know^eth not the Father, and

will not know Him. Thus is the reproof of chap. vii. 2^^ 29,

enforced from Him in yef stronger terms :—see afterwards

ch. viii. 37, 43, 47, bb. The not hiowing is their heaviest con-

demnation ; as appears once more in ch. xv. 21, xvi. 3.

The Evangelist by his emphatic rotZroL rd prjijjccrcc gives ms
own observation of the mighty judicial influence of these con-

demnatory words, and presupposes, as we see, that the people

were eager once more to lay hands upon Him, as in ch. vii. 30

after a like discourse.

But His hour was not yet come ! The mention of yuZ^o^v-

'kdziov'^ is intended to indicate that Jesus thus spake openly, in

a much-frequented place, as Nonnus rightly paraphrased it.^

^ On the oiu see note on chap. v. 46.

- See upon Mar. xii. 41. In the court of the women, where the treasury

was, and thence bearing this name.
^ In the well-considered addition

—

oV'to'^. tcAAo* ttoix.i'Kx l?)px (phoui^t
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FINAL AND CONFLICTING CONVERSATION ; THE DYING IN THEIR

SINS ; BELIEF THAT I AM HE ; TRUE FREEDOM ; THE CHIL-

DREN OF ABRAHAM AND THE CHILDREN OF THE DEVIL
;

CHRIST BEFORE ABRAHAM.

rCh. viii. 21-58.)

This is the last great conversation witn the Jews, in wliich

will be exhibited the most rigorous conflict and opposition.

Ever the same and yet ever connected with something new, His

lyu Sifjji is the sublime and peaceful answer to all contradiction.

But He also condemns their sin with ever-increasing and more

open severity, discloses to them its devilish source, denounces

destruction upon the unbelieving, and promises to those who
believe eternal life. Without sin as to His humanity, from the

heginning as to His Divinity, He confronts the children of the

Murderer and the Liar ! There is an unbroken connection, for

every rejoinder and every advantage gained by His word is im-

mediately taken up and pursued by the Lord. He continues

unweariedly His XaXuv Tsp/ ccvtojv (ver. 26), until the stones

are actually the first time taken up.—His prophetic warning in

ver. 21 gives occasion to, and opens, this entire colloquy, which

we may preliminarily resolve into four parts. The first is the

gentle reply to their taunting mockery, and is an explanation of

His first saying—I am come down from heaven, to redeem from

perishing all who believe in Me ! That saying, however, is at

the same time reuttered with yet more severity (vers. 23, 24).

The second is occasioned by their wicked urgency for the direct

expression of the Messiah-name : in it He discreetly and re-

servedly expounds and enforces His testimony, opening with

the mysterious and humbling declaration of what He has to say

and to judge concerning them, and appealing on account of their

ignorance and blindness to the future. Yers. 25-29.—The

third great branch of the conversation embraces two subjects :

—

first, the promise which graciously discerns at once the begin-

ning of faith in many

—

freedom from sin through the truth in
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the words of Jesus (vers. 31, 32), and then the defence which

was immediately rendered necessary by the redoubled objection

urged by the outbursting Jewish pride. (Vers. 33-47 whicli

we shall soon set forth in fuller detail.)—The fourth part,

finally, contains the last and more express assertion of His

Divine honour and dignity against the contemptuous giving

back of His own words by the Jews in ver. 48. It closes with

the strongest, most open assertion of His Divine Being against

the most embittered animosity (vers. 57, 58).

Ver. 21. Certainly on the same day, though after a short

interval, Jesus begins to continue His testimony to Himself, in

the presence of the same hearers in the main (as ahroig plainly

shows) who had heard it just before. Ouv expresses a result

of their not having laid hands upon Him ; in consequence of

this He can thus itaXiv address Himself to them.^ The Lord

now turns to the second critical topic of ver. 14, to His vtcu-

yiiv : He repeats the warning which had already been given,

eh. vii. 33, 34, but now impressively appends the yet more

severe words—Ye shall die in your sins I It is obvious to

remark that reference should here be made to the frank silent

confession which His enemies had already made, vers. 7-9, that

none of them was without sin : we have already said above,

that the condemnation of these sinners and servants of sin,

w^hich commences with ver. 21, and pervades the entire remain-

der of the chapter, appears to us to be based upon this founda-

tion of confession laid early in the morning.

/ go My loay ! What this mearfs and what it involves, we
have seen already, on ch. vii. 33. Lange's notion that the Lord's

design is to make His approaching departure from the feast a

symbol of His final departure from the people generally, accords

well enough mth his harmony, wiiich makes the Lord now
depart. But we think with many others that He remained in

Jerusalem or its neighbourhood until the Dedication : besides

w^hich this insignificant link is otherwise altogether unnecessary

;

we can well enough understand how it was that He should come

to speak more and more sadly and w^arningly concerning His

* Ver. 20 thus demonstrates the connection, and does not, as Klee says,

indicate a breaking off of this discourse, and the coniinenceinent of one

totally different.
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departure, even if tne obvious connection vs^ith ver. 14 were

wanting. The Z^'yjTyjffsre (/jS by no means signifies (as we have

already shown on ch. vii.) any malicious snares that they would

lay, but is the ground of the immediately following warning

(thus explaining the ovz svprjffsre of ch. vii. 84)—that they would

then find no Deliverer from sin and death ! The dying zu rrj

af/jCcpTta is incorrectly and superficially viewed, if the h is taken

for propter ; so also in Ezek. iii. 19, xviii. 26, xxxiii. 9, 18 (where

Luther so translates) S:i)V2, v^y^, Dni are to be understood in

the deeper meaning.-^ The solemn expression, well known to

all who heard it, may be considered as partly referring to these

and similar passages ;
partly, as recalling the awful and preg-

nant report of the chronicle upon Saul, who exhibited in his

final self-destruction what was the guilt of his whole life—n»*1

VV'O^ b^i^f. (1 Ohron. x. 13.) The Singular af/tjccprioc is signi-

ficant, and is to be distinguished from the more simple Plural

into which the expressions fall in ver. 24. Sin is regarded as in

its deepest principle a unity, a whole, just as it is viewed in ver.

34 ; but this most concrete of all things must not be unguard-

edly reduced to a vague " in abstracto." Many from the earliest

times have interpreted it as if unbelief were the one sin unto

death, the deadly sin which plunges into destruction ; but this is

an anticipation of the Holy Spirit's gracious and sharp convic-

tion (ch. xvi. 9), and is inappropriate here, where the Lord, ver.

24, op]30ses to unbelief the many afjuapriai which only by faith

are to be removed. Bengel's keen observation is correct, that in

this first saying the emphasis falls upon the sin, in the subsequent

repetition of it, upon the dying in their sins. In sin will ye die

away, ye will retain and carry it with you even to death and

doom ; that is, now for the first time—Not free and delivered

from it, inasmuch as ye have rejected Me who offer you this

deliverance. Ye will die in a state of sin, tainted with sin

(Euthym. ver. 24 cyvs^o/^/Si^o/), or, yet more distinctly—sunken

and overwhelmed in your evil and wretchedness, which can only

issue in death. (Nonnus has afterwards on ver. 24 poetically

1 Zeller (Beugg. Monatsbl. 1851. Nr. 4) shows the great difference be-

tween dying in their sins and because of their sins—with an excellent

illustration from the two crucified thieves. Both die because of their sin,

but only one in his sins.
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but sound, ^vcfdsf^irjg kyzvfJbovzg.) We must be on our guard

against giving this warning of Jesus too political an application

to the downfall of the nation as a whole. That was indeed the

great historical exhibition of what was signified ; but the remark

of Baumgarten-Crusius is quite correct, that in the three synop-

tic Evangelists the last warning discourses of Jesus refer more

to the fate of the people, but that in St John the warnings are

pointed to their individual persons as such. Certainly in ch.

viii. the latter reference is most evidently marked.

The interruption of the Jews at this point does not in the

slightest degree enter into the meaning of the solemn words, but

clings to the repeated VTrciyoj, and without daring to utter itself

directly to Jesus any more than at ch. vii. 35, 36. It is full of

infatuated mahgnity, being much beyond their former question

of ignorant curiosity, which might have had misunderstanding as

its foundation. But this descends to the most rabid and common
scorn. They are obliged to show that they understand Him to

speak of an absolute departure to the other world. They are

fully conscious of themselves seeking to kill Him ; yet they per-

vert His words and ask—Is this voluntary going away from us

intended to mean tliat He (in despair of escaping us) will kill

Himself? It must be remembered, in connection with this, that

among the Israelites, unlike the heathen, there existed a peculiar

abhorrence of suicide. If the quotation usually made from Jose-

phus (de Bell. Jud. 3, 8, 5) does not represent the popular sup-

position precisely, it nevertheless is so far applicable as to suggest

the malignant o'ttov which their bitter thoughts referred to the

VTrdyziv of the self-murderer

—

thither v{q cannot come, we the

devout children ofAbraham shall not indeed follow Him there !

Omitting this thought it would have been too obvious for denial

that they would in death assuredly follow Him into Sheol. (1

Sam. xxviii. 19.) So that there is a ccbrig ff/CorisuTSpog to which

they now consign the Lord, as they had before sent Him to the

Gentiles

!

Ver. 23. If the Lord on that former occasion forbore to break

silence with regard to their misapprehension. He will now speak

out all the more plainly on account of their malice ; for He will

not at this feast permit His mouth to be stopped. He will not re-

frain His lips. (Ps. xl. 9.) But what an answer does He give,
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which passing by their scorn, bears yet more strenuously and

clearly its full testimony ! (Hence again siTrsv instead of ccprsx,-

pi0j^.) What He now utters—Ye are from beneath, I am from

above—is amply and at once demonstrated in His serene and

peaceful words as opposed to their audacious malice.-^ Yea verily,

if no faith in them form through regeneration the bridge of tran-

sition, they can never come to the place whither He goes, and

where He already is in His true being as it regards His original

:

they cannot even come to the right understanding of His plainest

words, words which lay hold upon their consciences, and touch

them where man must ever be touched, by appeal to sin and

death ! There is a gulf fixed between, as between above and

below—heaven and hell. Or may this last contrast be regarded

as too violent, and inapplicable here ? We can scarcely believe

that it is. It is clear of itself, and is demonstrated by the suc-

ceeding statement, that ra zoi^roj and ra dvco must mean some-

thing quite different from the previous saying of ch. iii. 31. But
in this succeeding sentence the Lord evidently descends and

softens His expression, since He says no more of Himself than

what holds good also of those who believe in Him—they are not

of this world. (Ch. xv. 19, xvii. 14, 16.) If thus the two state-

ments are not parallel, and ifHe had signified by His dvcj Heaven,

according to the analogy of all His other discourses concerning

the place He came from, then must the antithetic scoctco neces-

sarily, to our apprehension, refer to the extreme opposite of

heaven (Matt. xi. 23). We know very well that in other places

the earth alone is the corresponding opposite of heaven, and in

similar phrase, for example Acts ii. 19 ; Ex. xx. 4, etc. But

this does not prove that the -ycdrcj standing absolutely here (which

must not be overlooked) means, as Bengel thinks, only ex terra.

And all the less as this, as a phrase indicating place simply, in-

volves nothing essentially evil, as we may learn from the words

of the Baptist, ch. iii. 31. Ye are earthly-minded (or merely low

minded I)—is a meaning which falls far below the character of

sharp contrast which pervades the whole chapter. If the follow-

^ Tescliendorff's interpolation is so far very good—" That wliich ye now
say troubles Me not!" Sclileiermacher—" The Lord answers their dark

and confused sayings as if He had not heard them ; He calmly pursues His

former discourse."
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iiicr member of the verse is to be regarded as a descent and soften-

ing of His words, then must tlie \x. toov Kara) of the preceding

have asserted something much deeper than merely \z rov zoaiMov

70VT0V. Fikenscher writes :
" if the Greek phrase could be

established from the New Test. I should be inclined to expound

it from hell ; the antithesis with heaven would be then more

definite." But the Old Testament must be sufficient for the

interpretation of the phrase, though we have even in the New,
Eph. iv. 9, KCiTcorspcc fjusp'/j ryjg yrjg manifestly for Hades, what-

ever the new exegesis may say in opposition. For he who does

not discern this meaning in the corresponding j^xn ni*rinn

(Ps. Ixiii. 10, comp. Iv. 16 ; Ps. cxxxix. 15 ; Ezek. xxvi. 20,

xxxii. 18, and even Isa. xliv. 23, in spite of a false and superfi-

cial interpretation) must be altogether wanting in the power to

read aright. This is our full justification for maintaining that

the Lord now already points in this zdru (as His discourses com-

monly prepare their own way) to that which, in ver. 44, is more

plainly announced. (Nonnus : viJAlg nprspioio zarrjXvhg \(jt}

Qspedpov—Erasmus in his paraphrase, ab infernis.) This alor.e

corresponds entirely with their di/ing in their sins, which cannot

here refer simply to bodily death ; thus in their case as in His,

whither they go is conformable with whence they come. Finally,

let the deep intimation be observed as it is an actual reply : Ye
are the self-destroyers, who will cast yourselves into tlie abyss of

despair, because ye will remain in those sins which spring from

the abyss.^

Yer. 24. As it regards the repetitions of this chapter, and

generally of all St John's reports of our Lord's discourses, which

certain critics denominate " tedious," Ebrard has well said :—
" the contradictions of their errors must necessarily consist in

ever-recurring repetitions of principles, as their objections are

^ These words have been even connected with ver. 6, according to the

interpretation of the writing upon the ground which was mentioned above,

but we may soieij leave this uninvestigated. Miinchmeyer opposes my
view ; and comparing chap. iii. 31 (which, however, is inappHcable to the

case of these Jews) sees in this Kxra only " earthly," involving no blame

;

with an advance in the meaning afterwards—ye are of the icorld!—But I

can only reply as above. Indeed, to say without any argument " I do not

so understand it, but otherwise," is the undoubted right of every censor,

but nothing is thereby corrected.
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ever, with all their differences, the same in their reality." But

we would add two observations to this : first, that the nail which

His testimony with its repeated strokes would fasten, is fixed in

their heart and conscience, not in their understanding ; and

then, that this very circumstance exhibits the patience of our

Saviour's love in a manner which never can be sufficiently ob-

served.—Moreover, there is never any pure repetition, not even

here, as we have already seen ; the a-TroGavzicth precedes now
with more strength, and the plural afjjccpriaig comes home more
convincingly to their actual life. If ye believe not—this is cer-

tainly what was intended in ver. 21 ; but it is now first made
prominent against all misunderstanding, as the condition and

the limitation of the threatened death. We detect here already

the self-same utterance which at the close, Mark xvi. 16, leaves

only damnation to the unbelievers ! The lyaj elf/jty standing

absolutely here and in ver. 28, is of special emphasis. Of this

we may first of all, and with great propriety say that its predi-

cate must be supplied from all the previous sayings of our Lord,

which are concentrated in this one declaration—I am the

Redeemer from sin, and from dying in sin.^ (Comp. also Mark
xiii. 6 ; Acts xiii. 25 ; Jno. xiii. 19.) This, after so many plain

testimonies, was manifest enough. Yet it seems to us, and to

many with us,^ that there lies in the background of this most

dignified, though reserved expression of our Lord's absolute self-

testimony, a disclosure of His innermost being and nature. For
it is God alone who says unconditionally concerning Himself—

/

ajn He—I am what I am, the great and only «^n ''JX (Deut.

xxxii. 39 ; Isa. xxxiv. 16, 17 ; Jer. xiv. 22 ; Ps. cii. 2S, espe-

cially Isa. xliii. 10, 13, xlvi. 4, xlviii. 12, hence X^n alone

has become among the Arabs a name of God). The Peschito

seems by its emphatic t^Ji^T XJN to express the same, and we
shall presently read in the sublime and mysterious words of

ver. 25, a very apt analogon to this ly^ slfjjtj the "i^ipn added

to the ^?in ^JX out of Isa. Hi. 6.

Ver. 25. It is their desire, as they impetuously and angrily

press upon Him, that He should now expressly say, which He,

^ Not absolutely here—the Messiah !

^ Storr, for instance, liber den Zweck Johannis, S. 200 if.
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however, does not— gya; sifjjt 6 "Kpiffrog ; this is confirmed by

a comparison with ch. x. 24. But the demand is more violent

and mahcious now than it is in that chapter, w^iere they bring

it before Him in a more diffuse manner than in the keen and

pointed question which they here hastily interject. The decisive

answer is assuredly sought now, as it is expressly said ch. x. 25,

2Q, not hy faith which is prepared to hear and receive it, but by

unbelief, which, obtaining that answer, would use it as a van-

tage-ground for further opposition, contest, and accusation.^ The
answ^er which is introduced by eiTrev (as in vers. 21, 24) does not

therefore directly reply to them ; it rather retreats and repels at

first, for His calm and equable spiht cannot be induced by any-

thing to go beyond the limits of wisdom and love. There could be

in His case no such thing as a constrained or extorted revelation

of Himself.

But how are w^e to understand the word which He so calmly

opposes to their precipitance ? It would require a volume itself,

to do justice historically, philologically, and hermeneutically to

the exposition of a passage which has been confused even from

the earliest times ; or to follow w^ith our corrections in the foot-

steps of misconception playing around its truth. We may thus

much presuppose, with consent of all, that t'^v apx^v is to be

understood adverbially ; and o, ri with diastole.^ Consequently,

1 Baiimlein (Stud, und Krit. 1846, 2) goes too far when he supposes that

the question required no answer, but that the scornful av preceding signified

—who art Thou then, that Thou darest thus to speak to us

!

2 The principium and qui of the Vulg. can scarcely be explained. Augus-

tine's application—" Hold Me for, term Me the dpx'/i,^'' is not admissible on

any grounds. Bengel, not knowing otherwise to escape the difficulty, read

on as in a parenthesis, and connected the tvj oipyj/iv with the follo'W'ing

•KoXha. sx^, thus making the whole one complete, independent sentence

;

but scarcely any one (besides Olshausen and Brandt's Bibel.) will agi^ee

with him. He cuts the knot when he says—non facile distinctio ulla plus

molestise peperit exegetis, quam punctum post hoc vfili/ ; and places a

comma instead. The Lord's meaning would then be :—^At first (or princi-

pally) because I speak mth you, I have much to say concerning you, etc.

Mitium sermonis ab judicio infidehtatis vestrse, nunc magis etiam quam

antea, jure possim facere, prius quam cetera promam : sed non tarn tristia

de vobis, quam salutaria de me constanter dico. Olshausen allows the o, n
to remain in this connection—what I now say openly to you. He removes

altogether the responding s/^/, and places it as consequential in ver. 2Q—
VOL. V. y
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illjji must supplement rriv upx^v as the subject, and the predi-

cate of this g//^/ lies in the o, r/ zoci 'ka'KaJ v(jjiv, which, however,

evasively contains in some sort an answer to the Tig. But the

critical and transitional meaning of the adverbial t^v ci^')(/iv is

itself contested among tlie philologists. We agree on the whole

with de Wette (see especially in the Stud. u. Krit. 1834, 4, 924),

who has gained a clear insight into the whole passage, much
clearer, indeed, than Bengel and many more recent expositors,

and very ably refutes the false acceptations of it. Ttiv ap%^v,

originally equivalent to h ap%5 or i| o^p%^^, in the beginning,^

passed by easy transition from the relation of time to the quality

or relation of the thing concerned, just as in iiherhaupt, essen-

tially, from the very beginning, radically. This is quite correct

;

but we must not make the distinction too broad, and reject the

signification " first, first of all," for this very naturally adheres to

it still, when relation to something else arises. The signification

prorsus, omnino (Euthym. and Chrys. oXag) must be given up

if it is sundered from any idea of relation to other things, and

made into a mere " assuredly," and synonymous with a/^^i^, as

Liicke regarded it.^

But now for o, ri. First, we must rigorously protest against

the frequent acceptation of it which interprets—omnino ar im-

primis is sum, quern me esse vobis dico ; id sum, quod loquo?',

i.e. dico vobis. So Erasmus : Primum sum quod etiam dico

vobis. (Yet he is more distinct in his paraphrase, which might

be compatible with the truth—in primis, quod et loquor vobis.)

So Glassius : quod vobis annuncio et inculco, nempe lux mundi.

So also Luther in the first edition : eben das, was ich euch sage.

(Even his subsequent translation

—

Erstlich der, der ich mit euch

rede, does not hit the point precisely, and does not justice to the

0, r/, though we shall see that he explains the sense rightly.)

So Grotius very much limiting it : hoc ipsum, quod me hoc ipso

tempore esse dixi, ^.e. lux mundi. So even Schleiermacher

—

*' before all, that which I tell you." Against this interpreta-

tion—I am that which, or I am He whom, I give Myself out to

thus I am your solemn Monitor ! Similarly of late Baiimlein, who jDlaceg

the answer yet further in the sequel.

1 Sept. : Gen. xh. 21, xliii. 18, 20 ; Dan. viii. 1 for rhryr^^.

2 Just as Flacius had it—ophiasis continens seriam asseverationem.
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be,^ even allowing that o, ri would bear that sense, de Wette

utters a well-founded protest, when he says that XccXit'j (which

Grotius vaguely referred to 7?D) signifies speaking in respect to

the matter or form of the discourse generally, and is never used

of saying any individual w^ords. To refer t'/jV apy^fjV to the fol-

lowing sentence (with Tholuck, and many otliers, especially

among practical expositors)—" I am that which I have declared

Myself to be from the beginning," or—" that which I have

earlier told you," is, in spite of the apparent parallel ch. x. 25,

so "violent a transposition" (as Klee says), that we are compelled

to give it up.^

Is then the difficulty to be solved philologically, or not?

Liicke has in desperation marked out a course which appears as

a most unhappy way of escape from its pressure. He takes (in

company, indeed, with some ancients) the whole clause as 9

question, o, ri being ichey^efore ; and regards Jesus as indignantly

asking—"Why do I still speak to you, who are so little inclined

to hear and understandf And he gives the question, further,

a tone which would say—" generally, I know not, wherefore I

yet speak further to you!"^ Apart from the suspicious turn

given to the Tcai, we cannot but wonder that Liicke's " Christian

consciousness " did not recoil from such an outbreak of indigna-

tion on the part of Jesus. His patient answer in chap. x. 25,

which is quoted in favour of the above, is something altogether

different from what would be here a reiterated passionate reply

to passion. It is most unseemly to think of any such thing

in connection with Him, whose undisturbed serenity here and

everywhere stands out in perfect contrast with the tumultuous

excitement of His foes ; for then would He not have main-

^ Hess :
" We are now where we ivere hefore. I miglit have mucli to say

concerning you," etc. Berlenb. Bib. :—It comes back to what I have akeady

said to you. Klee : Truly, what I said to you

!

2 Nonnus: o, ri 'jr&p v^lv II dp-/,Yig oapi^ou. The recent London Heb. N. T.

scruples not to translate : n-'-i-s^'a as^'^s -initts ^rs nt ; but even then it should

be '^^175?? or a2"3 '^'s.yp -i-rs ns n-'x-s^'a.

3 Whether Euthymius leaned that way, is very doubtful. His words

—

o'ha;

cri Koil "hcthco vfuv^ TTspirroi/ kariu—ccucc^ioi ya.p sars 'Truurog "Koyov ug Tritpuareti

—^may be understood other^vise, especially on account of the preceding

iKhilTF-lKOO TO pVi(A».
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tained even that triumph of equanimity over His enemies which

the Missionary must exhibit to the Hindoos. This would per-

vert the inmost meaning and spirit of His sublime reply into

a petulant and abrupt ending of the controversy; quite out

of harmony with the unwearied patience which renews in ver.

26 the appeal, not speaking of theniy but still testifying o^ Him-

self as the Sent of the Father, thus continuing to answer their

question.^

But it is time now to give conclusively the true meaning, as,

with more or less distinctness, it has been in later times per-

ceived. "I am that which I speak !^^ Is not this as simply

harmonious in the phraseology, as it is internally true ? True,

indeed, in a most profoundly internal sense, so that the great

mass of interpretations has been constrained more or less closely

to graze it. Thus " the zcci expresses the correspondency of

the ehcci and "kaXilv^^ as Llicke himself says ; and that with an

emphasis which is the pith of the whole.^ " The zui serves to

establish an identity between that which Jesus speaks, and that

which He is. The meaning of the words is—Ask not after what

I am. Give ear before all things—before ye form any concep-

tion of Me, and give Me any name,—to My sayings, and under-

stand from them with unbiassed susceptibility to the truth, Who
I am !" (de Wette). We. confidently ask, whether anything

can be more appropriate to the connection ? Draseke :
—"Only

let Me be to you what I can approve Myself to be, as I now
stand before you. I ask you—Wherefore understand ye not

My speech?" (ver. 43). Luther himself hit the meaning in his

comment, better than in the text of the translation ; not so much
in the words which we shall afterwards quote with v. Gerlach,

^ "WTiicli last Baumlein in his protest against this expositionmakes strongly

prominent.

2 The late v. Meyer wrote to me that he thought this o, ri Kctl a Grsecism,

and one expression—^id quod, idem quod, quodcunque. He quoted in

favour of this a passage from the Poemander of Hermes Trismegistus

—

6 Si

Tlot,u,a,'jhpyig ky.oi' ^Evuomi^?, (Pmi-i rvju 6icx,y ruvrrrj^ on kxI (read o, r; x.oci^

fiov7\.ira,t ; Poemander vero ad me : Intellexistine, ait, hoc spectaculum,

quidnam sibi velit? Which observation is at least a memorial of the

fundamental and many-sided learning with which he investigated Scrip-

ture.
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as in the marginal note :
—" I am your Preacher : if ye rightly

believe that, ye will well know who I am, not otherwise." ^' 1

am before all things He who speaketh to you ; He who now
speaks, and w^iom ye will one clay know. (Yer. 28.) Seek the

name and the essential substance of My whole being only in the

entire whole of My sayings : in them My being reveals itself,

and it is one with themJ'

And now the '^Jirst of air or
^'
first" ^ obtains for itself that

true and impressive meaning which v. Gerlach thus expresses :—" First of all, that is, before any specific name which I might

attribute to Myself in answer to your question, and which would

not make My nature more intelligible to you, / am that which I

also speak to you." He sums up the full meaning of this great

word in the most profound manner :
—" Seek not the knowledge

of My person independently of My revelation of Myself, espe-

cially in My words.—/ am that which I speak.—He is the collec-

tive-substance of all His sayings ; in His words He reveals

Himself perfectly as the Word who created all things. The
doctrine of Christ is nothing which lies out of, or apart from.

Himself; He Himself is altogether Teacher, altogether Revela-

tion, His doctrine is Himself. Every one therefore errs, who
would form to himself a notion of Christ before he has given heed

to Hjs words ; no name, no definition can supply the place of a

living progressive apjorehension of His worcl'^ This is quite in

harmony with Luther :
—" He will not do them the honour to

say who He is. For if these perverse Jews will apprehend

God, and what God is, by their own wise thoughts, if they will

picture Him to themselves, and form their own notion of Him,

they must not be told and cannot. No good would come of that

—He will not be known by man's understanding, but only

through His wordV But we must make this fundamentally

sound by adding

—

and this is His most essential name, that He
is He ivho speaketh, the Woi^d, or that His I is one with His say-

ings ; and thus in His own manner, and under the semblance

^ TVTdch Baumgarten-Crusiiis rejects, because Jesus would be nothing

beyond what He here intimates ! Similarly Liicke—because Jesus vrsisjij'st

of all the Saviour, and not the admonisher of the Jews ! Is it so ? "Was

He not before all tilings the >^6ycc—was not the setting free from sin effected

by His word, as He Himself presently says (vers. 31, 32) ?
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of declining or refusing it, He has given the plainest and most

perfect answer to their av rig u. Thus did His wisdom give

them a mystery for their after pondering, the external and most

obvious tone of which was—" hear Me only, instead of asking

about Me !" while its internal and profound meaning was—" I
am the WorclT^
And, indeed, the Word from the beginning. And may not

this too lie latent as the undertone of rriv a^y^riv'i We cannot

but think so, and find in this the reason of the prominent place

assigned to this remarkable expression. Triv h^'^jiv means in its

most obvious acceptation—now, before all things, for you ; but

then the fundamental reason of that is involved and included in

the same w^ord—from the beginning of all things, literally before

all, I am what I speak, the Revelation, the Revealer of Him who
essentially is. (Cyril, among the ancients, Lampe, and even

Fritzsche, refer it to the beginning of all.) We discern in it,

moreover, a very significant prelude to ver. 58 of this same

chapter. In the preface to this entire work we made allusion to

the prophetic passage in Isa. lii. 6, which Meyer has adduced,

in connection with Jno. i. 1, to illustrate our present passage :

and beg now to refer our readers to what was there said. Christ

is, in His primitive unoriginated Being, more than the Messiah

of the Jews, yea more than the Saviour of sinful men : He is

the "iH'ip simply g| ccp-^/jg, in whom alone, and that in absolute

perfection, the eycu zI(JjI of God is uttered and revealed. Let

the similarly profound passage (Ezek. xii. 25) be also collated

;

in which after the nin^ '•Jj^ follows the essentially connected

"inns "iti^'^JI n^? iH'i^i, which does not only mean—what I say shall

stand, but is the perfect parallel of r\]r\^ -lt^'^5 T\^7}\?^ (Ex. iii. 14).^

The lyoij stfjjt of om' Lord's words (ver. 24) approached closely

^ Flacius, who has dilated upon this passage sub voce principium, quotes
" quidam ex recentioribus " who thus understood it—illud ipsum verbum
sum, quod loquor vobiscum, quia Christus est verbum Patris, vidt in

verbo cognosci. He regrets this, however, but calls it an interpretatio

multo planior quam ceterse omnes superiores, neque ullum verbum detor-

quens.

^ Which we have interpreted in another place (in our heb. Lelu-ge-

baude, S, 269) :—One only, the Great and only One, is wlio He is, as He
is, and because He is : that is, all His attributes and perfections are only
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this definition of God ; and in perfect consistency witli this we
are to understand the present words :—Before all other things

which may give Me designation, / am, essentially and originally,

that ivliich I speak : My whole discourse alone reveals My being,

which has its outgoing in that.

We should, in conclusion, observe specifically how here the

view of de Wette, shrinking from this full interpretation, is

deepened and defended from the perversion of a superficial appli-

cation. Even the Rationalists concur unanimously in saying

that—we must only hear Jesus and receive His doctrine ; He
requires no more than this, nor assumes any other prerogative.

But this doctrine of Christ, again, is nothing independent ofj or

apart from Himself ; if He is heard in truth, it w^ill be further

found that all His Xc/Xziv speaks of His sTva/, is entirely filled

and penetrated and pervaded by that. So far as this goes, the

explanation—I am He, and I am that which I give Myself

out to be, what I have said to you concerning Myself, is in-

cluded, and follows necessarily from it : provided only that it be

accepted in its profound internal significance. Lange says

truly : " the o, rt zai T^akS) is not, as de Wette would have it,

to be referred merely to the spirit of the doctrine of Jesus, but

also to His declarations concerning His own Person." Who
then would dare to exclude or efface this, except the disin-

genuous Rationalists, the Friends of Light—or its enemies ?—
who would efface the spots of fanaticism from the Light of the

world !

Yer. 26. Scarcely has He uttered this brief and profound

reply—evading their question and yet most conclusively answer-

ing it—than He proceeds, in patience and love, to add to it a

further elucidation. Ye must before all things hear ivhat I
speak ; and in this is contained also, ichat I am :—such was the

new, not yet expressed, disclosure of His meaning. But this

conclusive saying is very significantly combined with all that

had preceded :

—

And what I speak and testify, is first of all and

preeminently concerning yourselves, a reproof of your sins : for it

is only for your sakes, for your salvation (ch. v. 34) that I speak

the expressions of His being, which has its ground in itself. Existence is

His essence, and all the possible forms of tbe primitive root ""n are but His

one perfect name.
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of Myself. The lyoo eifjji is spoken, in order that ye may believe,

and not die in your sins ! We must undeniably think of the

unexpressed antithesis TTspi Sfjuov in connection with the expressed

'TTspi VfJbojv ; but it is harsh and incorrect to understand the

\a\ziv and zprniv in this passage merely of His testimony con-

cerning Himself "as if in contrast with their false notions." The
discourse takes up again the thread of vers« 16 and 24. Your
sins are many ; I have so many things to say of your unbelief

and disobedience that I must still begin again to speak of that,

and must have your earnest attention while I speak of your own
sins, before ye can apprehend who I am. By that, and that

alone ; by submitting to be judged, and to see your sins in the

light of My truth, can ye come to a right knowledge of Me.^

And w^e may with more propriety say conversely, that in the

XccXm vf/j7Vf ver. 25, this was preeminently intended, though not

alone ; for the shining of His light, reproving the darkness, testi-

fies convincingly of Himself, and teaches first how to under-

stand His cry—I am the Light. The 'i')(ji) is absolute and

direct, and is not to be understood as many understand it—

I

might have much to judge concerning you—or, I have the matter,

and the right, and the power, and might jxidge you if I would

—

so that there must be supplied—^But I restrain Myself, in order

to spare you. We see plainly throughout this chapter, that the

Lord did not, even as we might suppose that He could not,

spare them in any such manner ; He did not, nor could He,

withhold any of that condemnation which was due to their

blindness and folly. For what effect could that have ? The

restraint and suppression of the full truth would be only a with-

holding of the wholesome discipline which is the most powerful

incentive to faith. Thus the aXkd of the subsequent clause must

have an altogether different meaning ; and the clause itself is alto-

gether opposed to the meaning which we have condemned. But,

He that sent Me is true : how could that suit the idea—^But I

say not all for your condemnation, which I might have to say V

^ "Unbelief demands tliat everything should be calmly and clearly proved

to it, without any threatening vehemence. But there is no vahdity in proof

which does not awaken the conscience." Rieger.

2 Such expositors give it then this turn :—but He remains true to His

merciful promises : or—He will in His own time bring the truth to hght,
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Liicke is perfectly right in interjecting something of this kind :

—This pleases you not, ye contradict all that I say—ye ever

turn away precipitately from the words which rebuke your sin,

to the barren question—Who art Thou ?—but this ^ly judgment

of you is nevertheless true, as already said, ver. 16. / cannot

and may not spare you—that is plainly involved in the words.

For the Father who is true commands : as I hear from Him, I

speak. His speaking is under the same law as His working,

ch. V. 19. lHavra XaKoj appears to us preferable to "hkyco here,

as in ver. 28 ; although the latter might indicate the accessory

notion of every individual TJcyziv in this "kccksTi^ Tspi avrcov. E/$

Tov zocf[Jbov (comp. r^ x,oa[jjU^ ch. xviii. 20) is neither the same

with ^rpoV, nor with \v tZ) KoayjO)^ x^aroi rov ;c6(T[JjOV, against the

world : but we regard it with the Berlenb. Bible

—

into the ivorld,

comp. Lu. xxiv. 47, Mar. xiii. 10, zlg 'jrdvTa rci Wr/j. " A more

lively expression of diffusion than the dative." And w^e find in

Bengel :
" Concise word, i.e., These things which were before

unknown to the world, I have brought into the world, and speak

in the world, in order that they may be dispersed by My wit-

nesses throughout the whole world, which, though now alien

from the faith, will, whether ye believe or not, believe in time

to come. Your contumacy restrains Me not." This is a very

appropriate enlargement of the first -rsp/ v[JtjOJV, and involves the

deep truth, that the Lord spoke Plis severe words in all earnest-

ness to those who immediately heard them, in order to bring

them to a wholesome acquaintance with their sinful selves ; but

that He at the same time spake those words over their hard

hearts and heads into all posterity and into all the world. Thus

does He perfectly discharge His Father's commission, speaking

forth boldly and persistently the truth which He had brought

from above :—assured that every word will in due time find its

right hearer, and that none will be spoken in vain. It was of

this parrhesia of our Lord's words that Luther thought, when

he translated

—

before the icorkL Here we find the full solution

of the question, why our Lord so profusely poured out His doc-

trine upon these hardened Jews, whose condemnation He fore-

etc. All this is artificial, contrary to many parallel sayings, and oppose;! to

the connection here.
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knew : we think while we read them, how brightly shine now
through all the world the words which fell there upon darkened

understandings ; and how convincingly those judicial words

which were then despised are now exercising their judicial in-

fluence upon the consciences of men.

The interposed remark of the Evangelist, ver. 27, see77is to

contradict what was said upon ver. 19 ; but the ov?c zyvuaoLV

which He Himself, in amazement at such stiff-necked infatuation,

testifies against them, does not assuredly mean that they had

altogether failed to understand that Jesus in His 7r2fjj'<pccg spoke

of God. The rov 'Trccripa will rather say that they persistently

refused to understand, they would not discern (quite in unison

with the word of Jesus, ver. 19) that He testified the God
who sent to be in truth His Father, and consequently that He
Himself was the Son of God. The gloss rov diov is quite cor-

rect, if thus correctly understood, but not if the emphasis is laid

upon hog- The Evangelist interjects the mention of this, which

refers less to the circumstance of the moment than to the stiff-

necked blindness of these hearers generally, in order to lay the

foundation for the words which follow, in which the Lord now
proceeds to promise a universal roVs yvojazcrh for the future,

with regard to that lyo^j slf/jt which He had almost in vain uttered

to the world.

Vers. 28, 29. The lifting up here solemnly referred to, is pre-

eminently the public exhibition, and universal proclamation, and

glorification, of our Lord, m orde?' to His being known ; but it in-

dicates at the same time specifically, as the Evangelist remarks

himself (ch. xii. 32), a lifting up in death, as is incontrovertibly

proved by the words—when ye have lifted up the Son of man !

Many times afterwards did He tell them what they desired to

inflict upon Him, and what they would inflict upon Him—His

death. Here then we have the retrospective answer to ver. 22.^

But the crucifixion^ as it took place through the development of

^ Even Schleierraaclier understands the expression of the Cross according

to the common phraseology of the people, and says :
" If it had been to

them an uninteUigible expression, the Lord would not have employed it.

"

Lange's supposition (iii. 627) that the Jews might have simply misunder-

stood the Lord as referring to His elevation to His Messianic throne, is alto-

gether unintelligible to us in the connection of tliis chapter I
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circumstances before Pilate, through the clamour for Barabbas,

and so forth, was at this time a thing so improbable and in-

credible to the Jews, that we may accept what Pfenninger puts

into the mouth of his Zephonias :
—" Among us the lifting up

is a current expression for crucifying. But that could have no

meaning here—for it would be madness even to think of his un-

dergoing that at the hands of our rulers. The man doth nothing,

and never will, which might involve him in a shadow of accusa-

tion before the Eoman tribunal."—When, then, the Lord pre-

dicts as the consequence of His being lifted up, that is, after His

glorification effected through the death of the Cross, that all

who now misunderstood Him will know who He is ; we must
make three reflections upon His words, if we would understand

them aright in their fulness of meaning. First, that He in-

cludes in one word both the knowledge of Himself through

voluntary repentance, and the instrumentality ofjudgment—the

latter commencing with historical judgment—through the testi-

mony of the Holy Ghost (ch. xvi. 8-11) and the victory of

His church. Secondly, that orav and rorz stretch forward into

the futurity as beginning with His lifting up, with the same
meaning as the a-rapr/ spoken before Caiaphas (Matt. xxvi. 64).

Thirdly, that according to ver. 2Q, the Lord addresses these

Jews as the representatives of the whole x,o(j(Juog^ and thus means,

in the fullest sense—The world will and must first crucify Me,
and then will the world know Me.

Ho^ then does the sequel correspond with this ? Lampe
could find no connection, and therefore very harshly proposed

to supply to the zai in both cases a " porro dixit" and " iterum

dixit
;

" as if the Evangelist quoted two unconnected utter-

ances in addition. It is impossible to accept this, and the con-

nection is not so very far to seek. The former Kai hangs in

continuation upon the oti^ and gives a repeated exposition of the

ly^j Bff/jt ; the second indeed, commencing a new sentence, ad-

joins an independent announcement. The first clause we are

well acquainted with already, and needs no further illustration :

—excepting just to remark upon the intertwined -ro/s/i^ and

XccABiV (in relation to both ofwhich equally a^r' hfjjuvrov is denied),

as well as upon the profound condescension of the use of ehiba^s,

(Comp. upon ch. v. 20.) Thp second clause contains a very
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natural conclusion ; intimating the reason of that before-an-

nounced victory in death—the might and power of the Father

never failing Him to the last. The a(p^KZ refers not directly to

the future, but embraces the whole extant period since His send-

ing into the world^ passing onward to the great futurity. The
Aorist depends on Trsfju-ipccg, as Winer remarks, but not that we
should think of the " act of sending and of the ovz kcpiivai as

one," nor as if He would say :
—" The Father left Me not alone

upon the earth, but promised Me when He sent Me His constant

presence and help." But the a^rjzs belongs also to the continuous

(JjZT Ifjuov IctTiv, and embraces the whole period since His mission,

for the confirming on with a ^ai'rors follows. (Bengel points

to this latter evidence.) That which was said in ver. 16 is now
repeated, and with a further consequence deduced from it :

—

he-

cause He w^ho sent His Son dwelleth in Him, showing Him all

His works and teaching Him all His words, as the Son who ever

did that wdiich was well-pleasing to Him

—

tlierefoTe is He also

xcitli Him in the sense of helping, can never disavow or fail Him
whom He hath sent. The Aorist is here actually a convincing

Preterite, according to Lynar's paraphrase—He hath never yet

left Me, even till now, as ye see. The Lord Himself speaks in

His humility almost the same word which His apostle afterwards

used, Acts xxvi. 22. "Have ye yet been able to take Me?
Behold, I stand before you all, and still bear My witness in the

strength of God !" But it is, finally, intimated

:

—And lohen My
hour cometh, when it will be permitted to you to lift Me up—
even then, when He should most fearfully be left alone, His dis-

ciples forsaking Him (ch. xvi. 32), Israel rejecting Him, the

world knowing Him not, the Father would not leave Him alone.

Hence it is evident that this clause cannot depend upon the

yvojaiah on ; but is parallel with it as the ground of hope and

promise. When the Lord thus once more, as often previously,

but now in the most lowly possible expression, points to His own
holy life almost (for the 'TTccvTors as spoken by Him could be

true of Himself alone) b ofJuotMfJban of all holy men doing the

things which please God, as manifest to the eyes of all the world,

—we cannot but perceive a new contrast with vers. 7, 21, 24,

and a preparation for ver. 46 in this same chapter, where the

Holy One 2^l<^ces Himself in opposition to all man^s sinfid race.
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The mediating transition will be plainly manifest in vers. 34,

35, 38.

Tnus composed and dignified, thus keenly penetrating every

interlocution of the excited masses in the midst of whom He
peacefully stood, thus meekly, moreover, and confidingly, did the

Lord on this occasion utter His solemn words. After St John

had at first, ver. 27, observed of those who heard them that they

Gvz sypcuaav, he very gladly goes on to say, that amid the fluc-

tuations which the Lord's words excite in this vast sea of human
spirits, TToXXot ST/Wsycaj^, and indeed already slg avrovy for it

was the actual commencement of that, though with equal pro-

priety it is immediately exchanged for the mere ayr^, in order

to interpret precisely the character of this beginning. This faith

arising through the word {ravrcc avrov "koCkovvrog) was some-

thing more than that first mentioned in chap. ii. 23, 24, more

than that of chap. vii. 31 ; yet as being a sudden impulse and

excitement it is something less than that recorded in chap. x.

42 as the result of a comparison of His words and works, and

the testimonies of John and of Christ.-^ A certain sincerity and

truth lay in this undoubtedly weak beginning, though it did not

hold out ; otherwise the Lord would not have proceeded to found

His remarks upon it. It is altogether inappropriate, and out of

harmony with the profound spirit of this Gospel, to ask in what

way these initial believers evidenced their T/crs^s/v, or to pre-

suppose that they expressed it in words. It must ever be re-

membered that our Lord was inwardly conscious of every, the

slightest impression which His words produced, just as He felt

^ The notion of Lange, wMcli has been before referred to, supposes that

they had given a Chiliastic meaning to the Lord's last words, and had un-

derstood them in the Jewish sense :
—" so then we must first begin to act

as if we would exalt Him, and when He sees that He can reckon upon us He
will openly announce HimseK !

" "So that through a m'mmderstandinfj

they had become his partizans !
" We see, in chap. xii. 31, that tliis lifting

up sounded very differently in the people's ears. And this chapter does

not speak of people " who seemed to have come to faith in Him," for the

Evangehst in his account of them, and the Lord in His own words to them,
both regard this beginning of faith as true and earnest.
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that virtue had gone out of Him on another occasion (Mar. v.

30 ; Lu. viii. 46) ; and our own analogous experience should

confirm this to us, since we, His feeble servants, have some faint

consciousness of the reception of our words, and can mark if they

are repelled. The Evangelist either concludes very natm-ally

from the contents of the following discourse, that it referred to

these TriTTiarwy^oTCic, or by the profound attention which he

gave to the progress of the colloquy, he at the time perceived

this turning-point in its application.

Yers. 31, 32. The o\)v teaches us significantly how our Lord,

with the most gracious and earnest solicitude to obtain hearing

for His words, discerned and entered into this movement among
the masses ; it shows us that He directed His sayings to those

who had become only disposed to helieve^ marking them out by

the vfjjsTg, although they were not so separate from the rest, as

that He could regard them as a distinct company, and externally

turn towards them. The gracious allurement of their faith is at

the same time a test of it, for He knows well what there is

in them ; His words are to be interpreted by the critical If—ye

will, indeed, not continue, ye will soon turn away again from Me,
when I proceed to point out the first true step to real disciple-

ship ! There is, as Kling says, in the f^miv b tu "koyu-, a cer-

tain uvc/j h 7M "koyu presupposed ; but this is so weak and in-

distinct that only His rich graciousness recognises it, and that

same grace says enough for warning and further instruction."

We continue in the word, when we permit the word to continue

in us, that is, to seize and penetrate us, according to its nature,

yet more deeply, and find a permanent place in our souls (ver.

37, yjjo^Ziv) ; for in this case there is the constant mutual influ-

ence and co-operation between the word and faith (Heb. iv. 2),

between the power of God and the will of man. Comp. ch. xv.

7, with respect to the disciples, where, however, b If/jOi is a

^ Not, however, as Olshausen maintains, that the most insincere per-

son experiencing the power of God against his will has, through the pene •

tration of the Logos into his nature, this beginning in himself— (the devil

only being entirely free from the Word of God). For this takes away
the distinction between these behevers and other men, and overlooks the

critical point of a responsive voluntary action already presumed in the
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deeper expression than this preliminary h raj Xoyco. Yet there

is an actual gi/, and Seiler's translation weakens its force—if ye

hold firm to My teaching ! So de Wette is not strictly correct

:

—if ye continue in My doctrine; for "Koyog has a more internal

significance : the instrument of the truth which maketh free is

the power and life of God. With another reference, rather to

the acknowledgment and firm maintenance of the dogma, St

John (2 Ep. ver. 9) speaks of (jjhuv h rri hi^ocx^r, rov Xp/^rroy.

This hihay^T] is not here recognised as such, but just the succeed-

ing aXfjhia. The most important and critical point here is,

that every single w^ord of Christ, in the internally felt power

and truth of which we continue, involves, brings with it, and

draws after it. His entire word and testimony in all its complete-

ness. We saw, when considering ch. vii. 17, that this present

promise of our Lord presupposes more, and takes a step further

in advance, than the promise then given. There, the sincere

will to do the legal will as revealed in the preparatory revelation

was the condition in order to faith in the Divine truth of the

word of Jesus ; this commencing faith is here presupposed, and

must be again followed by a sincere icilling and doing in the

persevering, and deeper penetrating [mvhv. We may not strictly

say that this f/jsvziv already includes practical obedience ; it is

rather the faith which is advancing towards that knowledge to

w^hich the freedom of the inner and outer life is first promised.

The first word of the promise Icrs connects itself very well with

the circumstances of the occasion ; yet it is almost equivalent to

the s(TS(jds of ver. 36, for the aXrjdajg which is there added involves

an implied contrast, as if they scarcely were disciples as yet,

indeed, were not at all. Hess :
—" then shall ye deserve to be

called My disciples !
" For, in strict truth, the idea of ybad'/irrig

—which must be kept sacred from abuse and too precipitate

assumption of its dignity—involves a persistent, increasing

f/jccvddvstvy which leads to an essential yivojffKZiv ; and it is there-

fore much more than the fleeting impulse of a 'prtffrsvstv which

may be transitory, and which only in condescension to the germ

enclosed receives the name.

The word of Christ, as the word of God, is assuredly the truth

(ch. xvii. 17), yet this full expression makes evident the present

transition from the single word embraced to the persevering
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learning and acceptance of the whole of that which had been

embraced by the words h rco Xoyco. There is therefore, and

there must be, a difference, and a gradually developed contrast

between "koyoc and akrj&sia^ for the whole word when known

becomes then first the truth to us, in that profound and compre-

hensive sense in which St John and our Saviour use the expres-

sion. The truth of God in Christ, which sets man free from

error and from sin, which redeems and brings him salvation

!

The fulfilment of the law and the prophets through the grace and

truth which appeared in Him! ch. i. 17. And as the yvMdidCc

connects itself with the tots yvafffza^s of ver. 28 which it takes

up and repeats (and which had then awakened their beginning

faith), it is certain that ort syo) eifj^t is included, as the crown

and fulness of the truth.

In this declaration of our Lord, the two great words " truth
"

and " freedom," which through the lie of Satan are ever pervad-

ing the world with false excitement, and stimulating to evil the

whole life of man, are brought back to their fundamental element

of truth—which, indeed, remains in them as incentive to good

even in their perversion. Truth for his knowledge, freedom for

his action, man ever seeks with inextinguishable right : but the

only truth is in the Word of God, since, the manifestation of

the Son, the Word of Christ ; and this alone makes men oPTcug

kXsvdspovg. The Lord afterwards ascribes the making free to

the Son Himself, while He now first imputes it to the truth

recognised and felt in His word; but we must not therefore

dogmatically deny the distinction, and say that in the former

sentence He also referred to Himself the personal Truth, accord-

ing to ch. xiv. 6.^ For there does remain a distinction between

the truth which is to be known as such, in opposition to all errox^,

and the concrete position which is contained in this abstraction,

that this truth personally presents itself to us in Christ, and

will live in us. Nor is it to be overlooked that the knowledge

of the truth proceeds in a gradational manner : as much truth

as there is, so much freedom is there. All freedom which is

1 As the old commentators (e.g. Chrys. Theoph. Euthym.) after tlicir

not very discriminating manner; and many of our modern systematising

expositors.
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based upon delusion, and moves in an element of falsehood, is

unreal, yea, is no other than the most shameful servitude. This
is of itself a word of inexhaustible import,—shedding its light oi

all sides,—which the Lord cries to the erring world : that on!

the truth can make men free, is the everlasting causal-connection

between the two great words. Wouldst thou first be free, in

order that thou mightest in thj independent freedom investigate

and seize the truth, where truth is not to be found—then is this

an inversion of the right way ! Further, as faith and abiding in

the word precede the knowing,^ so again the knowing precedes

the being made free ; yet this psychologically necessary priority

in the gradual growth so entirely involves a living mutual action

and reaction between faith and understanding, life and act, that

one might almost say with propriety,—Only those who are made
free, or are being made free, will livingly comprehend the truth.

Lampe :—" Although knowledge goes before in order, yet that

precedence is so insensible that no point of time can be distin-

guished. Whence we understand how the Saviour, while He
makes the liberation come after the knowledge, does not sub-

ordinate one to the other, but co-ordinates them as two great

effects of celestial truth in the heart of man." That sin cannot

be overcome by " mere knowledge," Julius Miiller well shows.

Doctrine of Sin, Yol. 1, p. 188 (Clark's For. T. Lib).

In all this we have presupposed in the Christian reader a right

understanding of the meaning of sABvhpc^asi : it remains, how-

ever, that we indicate what is the amplitude of its meaning in

connection with (itjrfiiia. We must not yield to the rash and

precipitate folly which is too prevalent in exposition and would

everywhere level at once all difficulties, and be misled into re-

garding this freedom in ver. 32 as merely freedom from the

bondage of sin, in the sense of ver. 34. Merely freedom from

sin ! it may be cried—Is not that full and absolute freedom ?

Assuredly, in its innermost principle—it is the point from which

it starts and to which it aims : every imaginable freedom in

truth begins with emancipation from the service of sin, and none

^ Augustin : Non quia cognoverant, credidemnt, sed lit cognoscerent

crediderunt : credimus enim ut coguoscamus, non cognoscimus ut cre-

damus.

VOL. V. Z
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can be altoiretlier free but those who are altocrether sinless. Yet

the idea of freedom (for ver. 32 is spoken with most rigorous

reality of idea, and not in a vague and supposititious manner)

embraces the extinction of all slavery which is the penalty of sin,

and bound up with it. First of ally even, and especially^ as the

sequel teaches, freedom from the uf/jocprdmv of knowledge,

deliverance from the bonds of all error and delusion, w^hicli

may hold our souls under its influence. (Ps. Ixxii. 14, Tjino

D?Dn?Di, not to be translated, indeed, with Luther, but yet referring

to Tim ni?D1?D, Ps. X. 7, HDID^ -jh, Ps. Iv. 12—see my Comm. on

Psalms.) The Lord speaks with a tone of invitation to all the

world, coming before Him with the consciousness which is, for

example, expressed in Cicero's paradox

—

ort (Jjovog 6 Go(pog

2Ae'jdc()og zou Tag appojv hovXogy with which is connected the

^a^ (TTrovhocTog sXzvhpog of Philo. He further speaks to the

sincere among the Jews, who feel the Tnvfjjcc which they had

received to be no more than a TrsUf/jDc hovXsfag sig (pS^ov^ wdio,

without the true vlo&zaia, sigh under the yoke of the law ; free-

dom from this also must be contained, consequently, in this com-

prehensive word, which meets every feeling of bondage of every

kind with appropriate promise. We therefore do not dogmatise

incorrectly when we discover in this word of our Lord the germ

and root of the full and expanded apostolical teaching concern-

ing /r^gJo??! in Christ, even including Gal. v. 1 and Jas. i. 25.

For the becoming free from sin takes place in truth only as the

becoming free from the law of sin (Rom. viii. 2)—according to

Tholack's deep and true comment, who suggests here what most

others omit in the consideration of that passage. The fi-eedom

from the law, absolution from guilt, and the transformation of

absolute command into an internal and free impulse of the will

in thankful love, produces first actual freedom from sin. " He
who believes the Divine ukrjQua., that God elects us sinners,

doomed and deserving to perish, to be children in Christ, feels

within him filial love arising in return, and freedom from all

desire of evil."

Finally, there belongs to the yoke of the law something more;

and that is, the analogous subjection to the pupillage and guid-

ance of man, which in Israel was closely connected with God's

law. This pervades the whole world and Christendom itself:
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—whether it exhibit itself under the sanction of the name of

God, or assume its own proper name, being the dominion of the

ap')i^ouTsg Tov z6(j[JjOv, rov Xccov, ruv pckrjpotjv. He who attains to

freedom in truth through the word of Christ personally and

immediately apprehended and appropriated, is emancipated from

all human ordinances of dogma or discipline, from all servile

homage to genius, from all predominance of human leaders of

the blind (see ch. vii. 26), as well as from every political yoke

borne only under constraint. And because all these voices

more or less speak lyingly of freedom, the Lord opposes to them

all His own strong Truth, by His r^ Koycu tco i^jOj. This whole

saying is an impressive and important text for preaching upon

festivals whether of the Reformation or the Constitution. In

the year 1847, Stolle, the missionary, preached with perfect

truth and seasonableness, in Berlin, that " if all the Jews were

kings they would be but slaves—and if all kings made all Jews

free, they would not yet be free." The Berlin Zeitung showed

little acquaintance with the word of Christ, or faith in it, when
it complained of " this provocative to fanaticism among the less

instructed of the community !"

Yer. 33. These poor iriTCiaTZVKorig soon come to the end of

their faith ; when freedom through the truth is explicitly an-

nounced to them, they pervert the precious promise into con-

tumely^ and turn away in their pride as those who were already

free ! Let this distinctively testing word, wdiich the Lord gives

here as a type and example, be applied to many who are true

helievers, and it will be found that the same result will follow.

Such a consequence is only too natural. We understand the

simple and plain words cc'7rs!cpidrj(rcx,v abr^ as uttered by no other

than the same men to whom Jesus had just spoken ; nor have

w^e the slightest difficulty in reconciling ourselves to this. The
notion that at this point others take up the word appears to us

forced and unnecessary, though we have great respect for those

who maintain it.^ It is a twofold objection against which the

^ More anciently Heinsius and Lampe, then Tholuck and Liicke ; as also

Schleiermacher in the Homilies, who says that the Evangehst did not suffi-

ciently distinguish one from the other in this miscellaneous multitude.

Ebrard regards it as so obvious that there was no need for John to say that

they were not 'Trtanvovrsg who spoke now. Of the same view are Wesley,
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Lord has now to defend and define the word which He had

spoken : ticofold actually, although the objectors urge both in

their unity. They will persuade themselves that as Abraham's

seed they have never been properly in bondage, they will lay

the emphasis on AhrahawHs seedy from which it would neces-

sarily follow tliat that seed needs not to be made free.^ But

the Lord in His reply carefully distinguishes the two things

which v/ere so closely interwoven ; He begins with what was in

reality the second objection, and rebuts that vers. 34-36, then

in ver. 37 turns to \\\q first. And here once more He critically

and defensively distinguishes between the acknowledged, un-

contested external meaning of this claim, and that other mean-

ing, according to which the genuine children of Abraham must

necessarily be also the children of God. Scarcely had He
gently signified this than they break in, ver. 39, with their

renewed assertion ; constrained by this, and again by another

such violent interjection ver. 41, He hesitates not to advance

His convincing condemnation to its ultimate severity, ver. 44.

But He does not close with this ; He returns, vers. 45-47, to

the original and milder utterance—Ye are not of God !

That which the Baptist, Matt. iii. 9, had already denounced,

reappears here ; for, the theocratic national pride of the Jews
was all the more deeply rooted in proportion to the real pre-

eminence which God had assigned them, but which they had

lyingly perverted. For, the corruptions of the holiest things

are the most hard to be healed. An endless variety of the ex-

pressions of Jewish pride may be brought forward from more

ancient and more modern times, all tending to show that these

children of Abraham deemed themselves the lords of the earth

by the hereditary, inalienable prerogative of race, and all mere

Eieger, von Gerlacli, and Eichter among practical expositors. The last

says, " now answered, witliout being questioned, the unbelieving spokes-

men of the crowd of hearers." So the Berlenburger—" now come some

others and put in their shrill cry." But is this latter ccTrsKpi^iaeAu uvru—^?

Should de TTette translate it
—" some answered him? " Brandt's Bibel says

rightly, on the other hand, " when Jesus says something which, being

misunderstood, offended their self-love, they soon show by their contradic-

tion that they had not the right kind of faith in Him."
^ In Lampe's words—we are already free de jure and are so also de

f&cto.
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variations of the tlieme—Dm D^D^^p \:n h^iV] bb. But after God

had done so much to humble these kings by servitude, they

being at this very time subject to the Romans ; Jww could they

say that they needed not to be made free ? Lange seeks to

remove this difficulty by an acceptation of the words never to

our knowledge suggested before. They had, he thinks, clearly

observed that Jesus would speak of freedom in the spiritual

sense, and had, therefore, themselves also designedly passed

over to this sense, in order to constrain His avowal, that even

in this the matter concerning them was not spiritual slavery

We never, they would say, yielded ourselves up to any man in

the s'pirit of slavery I They had ever been free from error, and

even in external servitude had always been inwardly the free

sons of God in the house of God ; they therefore needed no de-

liverance into freedom through the truth, however much they

might need redemption, through the power of the Messiah,

from the Eomans !—^Ye cannot but wonder if other expositors

will fall in with this view ; for ourselves we cannot ; since such

a subtle transition to the mediately apprehended spiritual lan-

guage is opposed to the notorious Jewish mind. Besides which,

the Lord's solemn answer with His ccf/b'/jv would in that case

have directly met such effrontery—(we know what Thou mean-

est, but we are by no means the servants of delusion or of sin !)

—to say nothing of the ovhivt in their specific language. We
think most certainly, in common with all other expositors, that

they rather perversely passed by the word truth, and clave to

the stumbling words make you free. In some slight degree they

heard and marked that the Lord spake of something spiritual

and internal, but not enough to enable them to understand the

deep words concerning " knowing the truth," and to fix their

thoughts u]3on this great word ; they therefore revert in uncon-

scious evasion to the external sense ;^ the Lord's k'ksudipovi'

seems to them a discordant note, too injurious a word to express

the Messianic deliverance which they had longed for, and alto-

gether suitable to slaves. " The same men who were wont to

chafe against all subjection to the heathenish yoke of the Ro-

^ According to the uniform analogy of almost all such answers in the

Gospels

!
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mans as a disgraceful servitude, now feel their theocratic pride

aroused, because the Lord describes them as servants who must

be made free." (Neander.) Thus is the natural man without

any fundamental apprehension, even when under the influence

of strong seeming emotion ; if the salvation is brought home to

him which he greatly needs, and wdiich is freely oflPered, he finds

it altogether needless, and repels it with foolish petulance and

boasting.^

Liicke's opinion is more worthy of notice :— Since it was im-

possible that the Jews should have utterly forgotten their past and

present political subjection as a people, we are driven to the sup-

position that they referred the Lord's words, not to the common
political freedom of the nation, but to their individual civil free-

dom ; and they might intelligently and honestly say that they

had never served any man as slaves. Similarly Teschendorff

(who makes some evil-disposed persons, standing by, the speakers)

—" the more feelingly they resent their present political bondage,

the more anxious are they to establish and make the most of

their individual freedom, at least." Similarly Hess :—They had

never, however, sunk into slavery—remarking further that " this

was probably a soliciting hint that they would rather hear Him
speak about political freedom." This view, even with this last

doubtful modification (which is not, however, like Lange's), would

be fair enough in itself; but the (rTrspfJua 'Af^pacc[jj with its

pre-eminent emphasis too evidently embraces the idlole people as

such (with which the present individuals incorporate themselves

by their laf/jiv); and in this connection the (jjTjhzvl TCOJiton^ as

an implied necessary consequence must assuredly go back to the

very beginnings of this seed of Abraham. We hold therefore

with Kllng, that the denial of proper hovXetoc is uttered in rela-

tion to the entire history of the people. It is, further, as impos-

sible that they could have forgotten their bondage in Egypt, and

Babylon, and so forth, even for a moment, as it is that they could

have meant (as Bengel thinks)

—

We, at least, have never been in

^ And this Jewish boast the German-Catholic Dowiat took for his text,

as a word of Scriijture, as an " old but ever new word" (3 Oct. 1845 at

Offenbach)—called upon the Elbe and the Rhine to echo his greeting to his

people—" we have never been slaves to man !
!" Yerily there is no martyr

hke Scripture 1
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siith bondage as our fathers were subjected to. For this last

notion is contradicted, as we have said, by their evident assump-

tion that no seed of Abraham could in the nature of things ever

hovXsvsiv. Thus they fall into flagrant opposition to the humble
and profound lamentation of their fathers in Holy Scripture,

such as Ezra ix. 8, 9 : Nehem. ix. 36 ; Lament, i. 1, v. 8*;—but

we must not convict them therefore of the madness of impotent

lying, as Augustine does.^ For their proud language only means
to say that the temporary oppression which their people had at

times endured, the slight supremacy of foreign rulers which did

not aflPect their national character, but left them the appearance

of independence in the enjoyment of their own laws and their

own worship, had never reduced them to the degradation of per-

fect slavery :^—that they had ever been, and had ever felt them-

selves to be, in spite of everythi-ng, the noble and unsubjugated

seed of Abraham in the sight of God ! (Lange : " they no

more acknowledged their subjection to Rome, than later Rome
acknowledged the temporal authority which contradicted her

hierarchical views." That is freedom in the theocratical sense,

but not on that account in the spiritual.) It is at least doubt-

ful whether they then thought of that prohibition of their God,
so careful of their honour and dignity, which rendered it im-

possible that any born Israelite should become a bond-slave to

his brother Israelite. But it is very certain that, blinded by their

pride, they speak very inconsistently, for it was their constant

expectation that the Messiah should free them from the Roman
power ; and this is to be explained by the spirit of contradiction

into which the half-heard and obnoxious word t7mth had thrown

them. A promise of deliverance from bondage in another con-

nection and not made dependent upon the knowledge and per-

severing abiding in His word, might probably have extorted a

voluntary admission of their bondage, and been received with

gratitude.

Ver. 34. The Lord's calm, lucid truth gives His first answer

1 " Is not this the people which made bricks in Egypt ? How did God
then for ever remind them that He had led them out of the house of bond-

age ? Were your fathers slaves, and are not ye ? How is it then that ye
pay tribute to Caesar ?" etc. See in Klee.

^ This is the truth in the former exposition.
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to their confused thoughts, and this may be viewed under a three-

fold aspect. He speaks directly of the true slavery in the com-

mission of sin ; and then through a very significant but com-

miserating and reticent transition (embracing the ideas of slavery

and sonsJiq? in their several relation to God)j He places in oppo-

sition to that servitude the true freedom of the children of God

—

who alone are also the true children of Abraham. In 'TTOiciiv Trjv

af/jupriciv the article is of strong significance ; and in connection

with it the ttoiojv involves more in its meaning than HK^X, and

the whole expression is made equivalent to the Old Testament

1).?"^]^^? BpyoiZ^o[j(jSvoi TTJv oci/ofjtjiav. (Comp. 1 John iii. 4, 8, 9.)

Thus it is not he who at any time, or sometimes, yet sins ; but

who in obedient villanage of submission performs the deeds of

that sin (as above ver. 21), against the lusts and the accomplish-

ment of which the law, and his own conscience, and the personal

experience that it is ruinous, still testifies—who consequently

lives and walks in habitual contradiction to himself. He is

verily and indeed the servant of sin ! And in the full sense of

the subsequent apostolical teaching in Rom. vi. 12, 16, 20 ; 2

Pet. ii. 19. Liicke was not justified in hazarding the assertion,

that throughout the Old Testament the idea of slavery to sin

never comes forward, near as it lies in Gen. iv. 7. For this very

Gen. iv. 7 (comp. Ps. cxix. 133) is plain enough ; and in the

typical manner of the Old Testament we have it spoken of (to

say nothing of the secret promissory meaning of Ex. xx. 2),

where Ahab, as one example, is represented as having sold him-

self, in and by Jezebel, to do evil before the Lord. (1 Kings

xxi. 20, 25, to which, as we think, Rom. vii. 14 expressly looks

back.) And who then, in the meaning of the prophetic Spirit,

are the prisoners and slaves of the strong man, Isa. xlii. 7, xlix.

24, but the slaves of sin and of the devil ? Oh that our theolo-

gians would purge their eyes when they come to the Old Testa-

ment ; and look at it with at least as much clearness of vision as

the Jews did, who developed from it their own Rabbinical doc-

trine, sometimes so deep and so true I In the Sohar in Exod. fol.

48 col. 192 it is said concerning the wicked, n^nitn Dinn in''t^

nun ninn nnyD—he is under the power of his wickedness, as the

slave under his lord ; and many similar passages Wetstein

has accumulated upon this verse. And the heathen, too, were
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deeply impressed with the slavery of sin, so that Lampe has

adduced many analogous sayings out of their writings.^ Thus

the Lord utters here a declaration, in His own plain and un-

ambiguous and impressive words, wdiich lay unexpressed in the

heart of the entire Old Testament ; and one too which is re-

sponded to most incontrovertibly by the consciousness of all

mankind. But we must not soften and qualify His w^ords to

mean that he who continuously practises sin, makes himself by

so doing gradually and surely more and more the slave of sin.

No, he is actually such already ; as is shown by his doing that

which he himself is constrained to term sin. " In every act of

sin there is a bondage." That is, in every individual act of sin

1 perform the sin which is known to be such. And what must

be the slavery of a life spent in habitual acts of sin ? But here

we may appropriately observe, wath Olshausen, that in this an

enslaved better I in men is acknowledged and appealed to ;

though it must not be overlooked, on the other hand, that the

slavery of this inner man is declared to be original, and clinging

to his humanity by nature.

The addition r^g o^fJuapTia^ we regard as absolutely genuine

and essential ; it necessarily belongs to the definite explanation

ofour Lord's answer, in which He cannot be supposed to continue

the abstract mode of speaking hitherto adopted. It may be said

that ver. 25 immediately afterwards makes prominent the abstract

ideas of oovXog and viog ; and Baumgarten-Crusius thence main-

^ Seneca : Vides autem, quam malam et noxiam servitutem servitiirus

sit, qiiem voluptates etc. Ostende quia non servus sit. Alius libidini

sendt, alius avaritiae etc. Nulla servitus durior est, quam voluntaria.

Stobaeus :

—

Ovhls sT^svdspos kxvrou fivi xparai/. Aov'hsvuu 'Tros.hai xo^T^^Trunpov

vj rvoa.vvotg. Plato : Tuv rulg eclaxpoi'^? iTfidufiioctg STrt^csipsovrau i'htvGipo'j

f^r^iucc uoini^s. TcJy yoip rov; rri tvyjh oovTiOVs KiKTYifiiuau 'Tfo'hif fiscpvrspov

olroi osaTTorxi; roig KccrccvoiyKoi^ovat tuvtcc oovT^svcvaiu. Cicero : Quis neget

omnes improbos esse servos ? Arrianus : BovTisah Qiu af/,ctprccvouTig ; ou

(irjv7,6c/.id(X.. OvOilg Toiuvu ocy^ocpravajy ihtii^ipog kari. Epictetus : E?^£vdspicc

Kcil oov'hsix, TO yJu dosr^g ovof/.u, ro o£ KocKixg. And much else similar.

2 Klee—" it appears to be a gloss." Baumgarten-Crusius :
—

'' Mill, and

more recently Tholuck, have regarded it as omission. But we doubt not its

spuriousness." Von Gerlacb will have it read—Every one who committeth

sin, is a slave. Neander quotes and expounds it, as if the matter were quite

settled, without rr,g ufiocpriag. Briickner defends the addition, on account

of preponderating authority.
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tains that " it would be exceedingly hard if the Lord had used

the name of servant successively and immediately in relation to

servants of sin, and servants in relation to God ! But this ap-

parent difficulty is not thus to be removed, for IXwkpoi m ver.

36 assuredly proves that in ver. 34 hovXog 7jjg afjjccpriag must

be intended, and not here already servitude in relation to

God. The whole passage would be disturbed, and would lose its

popular clearness and its conscience-piercing force, if the slavery

of sin is not regarded as expressly coming forward first. The
Lord's design was to speak graciously, and with mitigated se-

verity concerning truth and freedom ; as if He might presume

upon their apprehension of His meaning. But their proud

folly, as He indeed expected, traverses His purpose, and con-

strains Him to proceed, " If ye will not otherwise understand,

or have not yet understood, I must recur to My former severe

and solemn words, in which are included all My speaking

and judging concerning you (vers. 21, 24)—Ye commit sin,

and he who committeth sin, is no other than the servant of

that sin !"

Yer. 35. No one has yet—it seems to me—clearly appre-

hended the subtle and profound connection in which these ivords

are interwoven with the preceding. The greater part pass over

the difficulty, as if it had no existence ; others speak largely about

it without fundamentally removing its weight. It lies in this,

that suddenly and abruptly the figure is deranged, and the ab-

solute hovXog is viewed in an entirely different relation. Just

before, sin was his master ; but now God is represented as such,

retaining and bearing with him in His house. How then can

Jesus be intelHgently understood in so speaking 1 We might

supply the clue thus :
—" He who is the servant of sin, thus being

generally in a slavish spirit and condition, will moreover in rela-

tion to God be regarded as no more than a slave
; yea, he is a

false apostate, serving the Lord's enemy in the Lord's house."

This is very true, but we must seek for the deep reason wherefore

the Lord omits this profound and weighty intermediate thought,

although it is presupposed for the right understanding of His

words. His discourse, hitherto so clear, seems suddenly to pass

into obscurity, through a twofold, yea, threefold, swift transition :

—from the servant of sin to a servant in a quite different relation
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Cwliich is not even expressed as such) ; from this servant to the

contrast of the son ; and finally to the rights of servantship and

sonship in the house. We think that we can perfectly under-

stand this strange manner of speaking by a reference to the

relations of those who first heard the words ; and that they will

be seen to have been to them perfectly intelligible. The rela-

tion to God was not expressed, but naturally taken for granted,

in a controversy with Israelites ; it was the essential foundation

npon which they built their proud CTSp/y.a ' A(^pacc[Jj ; for that

assuredly meant no other than—" We are the dear children of

our God (Deut. xiv. 1} ; Israel was His first-born Son delivered

from Egypt, before all the nations of the earth, and we should

not be declared to be slaves who must be set free." When the

Lord contradicts their assumed freedom by a reference to their

true and fearful bondage to sin, His gentleness admits for the

present, what in ver. 37 He even confirms by olhcc, that they as

the seed ofAbraham stood in a certain peculiar relation to God;

but He denies that this is the free relation of children, by de-

claring that they are the servants of the Lord, abiding as such

in His. house, and occupying His land. This is true of the

people as a whole, according to their own words ; yet are they,

again, only servants of the Lord on the assumption and expec-

tation, and under discipline to that end, that they learn to do

the ivill of God, and not the works of sin. As a servant of

sin even the Israelite cannot in the issue remain a servant of

God and member of His household ; and this applies to the best

among them, so far as he is not yet free from this other master,

God's enemy. Here is consequently shed a clear and penetrat-

ing light upon the entire Old-Testament economy of God's deal-

ings with this seed of Abraham as a whole : either that relation

of servant leads to something further, and this title of God's do-

mestics—not essentially befitting sinners indeed, but vouchsafed

to them in God's grace and forbearance—leads those to whom it

is attributed to the possession of that true freedom and sonship

which was its designed end ;—or the inner contradiction must

finally explode itself, and issue in the sinner's being cast out.

All this may be easily taken for granted in our Lord's quick

words. We should all find it easy enough, if we could only

transpose our thoughts into the fundamental ideas of the Old
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Testament ; these ideas were very familiar to those at least who

then heard our Lord, and therefore He could thus concisely and

comprehensively speak to them. It would, moreover, almost

appear, that the certain obscurity that pervades His saying was

intended to cast down the presumptuous im.petuosity, which

would prematurely regard His words as understood ; and thus

to transform them into reflecting and pondering hearers, showing

them that there were depths in the relation between servitude

and freedom, as He treated these things, which they must not

suppose that they could instantaneously fathom. If they had

entered into His words with docility as ^of^jjra/. He would

probably have followed them up by explanations altogether dif-

ferent from those which they enforced from Him by their

mahgnity.-^

We may assume it impossible for any one to deny that the

whole clause concerning the servant and the son in the house,

abstract as it may appear, must be immediately referred to the

household or family of God. The words are uttered with this

conciliating generality, thrown out, as it were, like a preparatory

enigmatical proposition, in order to avoid outraging their feel-

ings at once by a positive declaration ; nevertheless they enter

directly, and most impressively, into the concrete relations of

those who heard them. It has been thought, because sig tov

alojva, thyh is also the terminus of the law for enduring slavery

(Ex. xxi. 6 ; Deut. xv. 17), that ov (jjivziv is an allusion to the

setting free in the seventh year (Ex. xxi. 2), and the year of

Jubilee (Lev. xxv. 40 ; Deut. xv. 12) ; but such an allusion is

most inappropriate here, for that coming out of the house was a

good thing which led to freedom, but here a casting out is hinted

at, a " dismissal to that alien master" (who will then pay his

awful wages !). Liicke gave that view the preference, because

ov f/jsvstv in his opinion must express something lying in the

^ The forgotten Eationalist Hezel gives here the sense, in a very fair ap-

proximation at least :
—" In such most vricked posture of mind are ye slavisli

Jews. Now. think—^the servant has a hard lot. His master can cast him
out, when he sees that he is no longer of use to him. Now think of God !

In any case (I would say instead

—

at hest^ as ye are the servants of sin) ye

are His servants. Since ye serve sin, God can no longer tolerate you in Hia

house," etc.
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idea of the ZovXog itself; but it is plain that he has not under-

stood the whole passage according to its theocratic meaning, be-

cause he adheres to a specious abstraction. On the other hand,

the allusion which he thinks too far-fetched, is the right one :

—

namel}'', to the casting out of him who was born of the bond-

woman unto bondage, of Ishmael who showed the slavish mind

of enmity against the real son of the house (Gen. xxi. 10). So
that in fact the typical interpretation given to that event by the

Apostle Paul in Gal. iv., is here already hinted at by our Lord.

We can scarcely understand how Liicke could allege against this

allusion, that the example would not correspond, Ishmael being

at the same time a son of Abraham ! That very fact reconciles

the whole, for were not these Jews also the seed of Abraham
according to thejlesh? (Liicke's error arises from his persisting

to regard this transitional verse as an independent and general

position.) ' To this Calvin too, and Cocceius and Lampe have

found subordinate allusion ; and Bengel gives its foundation

very correctly when he says

—

quia de Abrahamo qusestio est.

On the other hand, we agree with Liicke, in opposition this

time to Kling,^ that the article before the first vlog as before

hovKog makes these nouns generic. Else, in addition to the

sudden transitions already remarked upon, there would be a

fourth ; and that would be indeed an abrupt leap from the figu-

rative and historically convincing contrast, before it had been
fully set up and established. The Lord manifestly speaks first

of all hy^othetically of a son in the house of God, who should be

neither a servant of sin, nor stand in a hypocritical proud rela-

tion to God, not even in the relation of a servant to the master

of !he house who was estranged from perfect obedience. If there

he such an one. He will say, he has the family right and right

of inheritance to remain in the house for ever, he will assuredly

not be cast out !^ And this opens up to us, finally, a very re

^ '^^Tio is disposed with Lachmann to alter the punctuation, putting
a full stop after the first cclaux, and thus connecting more closely the
two clauses with viog. The ovu is supposed to prove the identity of the
vlog in both clauses- But son is first used generally in contrast with ser-

vant, and then the words make a transition to Him who is such alone in a
pre-eminent sense.

2 What Euthymius says of the right of inheritance in the son, not in the
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markable reference, in wliicli not onlj the stg rov ul^va finds

its reason and ground, but even the whole expression oi (jjimv

iv r? oIkic/.. The Lord, to whom everywhere and always the

deep-meaning and prophetical sayings of the ancient Scriptures

were close at hand, speaks in the words of the twenty-third

Psalm ; and not merely as using its accidentally coincident

words, but as a citation giving its genuine, spiritualised sense,

educing its inmost kernel of meaning. David in Ps. xxiii. assures

himself of abidincr in the house of the Lord D^D'' "niN^, that is,

assuredly, here equivalent to Dpi^p, even after his passing through

the valley of the shadow^ of death ; and tliat is an Old Testament

expression of faith and hope in the filial mind to which the

Lord might well refer, especially as this w^as a well-known and

universally applied Psalm. But still more ! Just as the Lord
here sets out by assuming the possibility of their being sons of

God in the theocratical house as opposed to servants in that

^house, in order to set forth Himself in the second o vlog as the

One only Son, in whom this hypothesis is perfectly realised

—

so this citation is found to be chosen in perfect harmony with

this design, since these preparatory sonships and filial hopes of

the Old Covenant, never in themselves altogether freed from

the sen'ile spirit, were essentially no other than typical prophe-

cies of Him, the true and pre-eminent Son. Consequently, He
appropriates to Himself this Davidlcal Psalm (which remarkably

follows on Ps. xxii. !) as such a prophecy. And this, finally,

in its background would involve, to the Israelite who weighed

the words which were thrown out for his after pondering, a

similar reference to the victor}- over His enemies as found in

Ps. cx.^ '' Put to death the Son, send Him down to the ^aHey
of the shadow of death ! He feareth not. His God will spread

a table for Him much more glorious than that spread for David,

will anoint His head with oil, and give Him an abiding place in

another, heavenly house, the essential house of God, for ever-

more." For, with the casting out of the servants the entire

slave, is very good ; but wlien he refers the ooly.o; to Moses in contrast with

Christ (as also Cyril, Chrys., Theophylact, and recently Klee) he mingles

something quite inappropriate.

^ The reader who possesses my commentary on the Psalms may consult

what I have further written upon this subject there.
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earthly economy will be broken up, the new and heavenly house

will be established in its place, to which this One perfect Son

will translate, and in which He will receive, His hidden ones.^

What marvellous fulness of intimation and reference in the

words which are usually so swiftly disposed of!

Yer. 36. The inferential ouv, which Kling regards as proving

that the viog must be absolutely the same in both clauses, is to

be resolved, according to our view of the passage, into the inter-

mediate thought :

—

'^ Since, as I continually testify—and ye were

willing to believe !My testimony a while since—/ alone in fulness

of truth am the Son of the heavenly Father, the Father of your

household and your God (ver. 29)—^}'our sole emancipation as

servants of sin, and therefore servants of God doomed to be cast

out, must and can proceed only from Me." The Lord here

speaks assuredly of this as the act of His prerogative which sets

free and declares absolved from bondage. "No hovXog can

make another free, or make himself such. In order to the

setting free of another it is requisite that a man should be free

liimself. This involves the idea of the Son—He alone can have

the authority actually to emancipate the §oz)Xo/." (Kling.) But

when Grotius refers to the in Grsecise quibusdam civitatibus,

forte et alibi usitata aOiK(po&iaia, the right of the Son to adopt

others as brothers, he presses the forensic application too far.

This is then the starting-point, but it must of course be under-

stood that the merciful declaration of freedom is also an actual

setting free from sin, the evil master ; else the former clause

would still retain its force. Thus if the Son shall make you

sons ! In the eascrh, finally, the Lord gently but decisively

returns back into a direct application to themselves ; and the

full answer which they deserved—Yet are ye not free I is made
parallel with the previous ysvTjffsah which they had rejected.

But with the ovrcug He rebukes for ever all lying outcry of

being or being made free ; and prepares His own way for

^ Hengstenberg on Ps. xxiii. refers to the house not iLade -vnth hands,

the churchy where the children of God's household ab''-i; for ever, after the

d'3solation of Matt, xxiii. 38. But we make more prominent the reference

to the vpper house, for -w c take it to be closely connected with the J^';;;?":?

(in which Gesenias with the LXX., Chald., a^jO Kimchi, recognises the

^0-
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returning to the former objection^ and establishing a distinction

of ovTcog shai in connection with the " seed of Abraham."

Ver. 37. Now, first, can this original protest of the Jews be

rightly set aside. The Lord has never failed to admit that the

Jews as such were, and had been, from the beginning, through

the gracious calling and election of God, in His house ; and

He now repeats this admission with oihccy which, as here

standing, signifies—" As ye hear Me say, I know it well and

allow its full force. But with all that—what kind of people

are ye ? Rebellious servants, who would cast out and put to

death the one true Son of the house and of your Lord !"

Tholuck expresses his opinion decidedly that those who sought

to kill Jesus, could not possible/ be the same who had previously

believed in Him—and very many feel constrained to regard

this as full evidence of a change in the persons addressed.

But we cannot see any reason wh}^ our Lord should not, in

spite of that evanescent and indistinct impulse of faith which

did not, however, restrain them from at once uttering their

proud protest against His salutary proinise, mingle them again

indiscriminately in the general mass of the people whom He
now addressed, and whose more or less conscious enmity He
had again and again revealed to them with this strong expres-

sion of its prospective consummation.^ And wherefore do they

hate Him ? Because He bears the testimony of His truth

against their sin; because His word, instead of finding welcome

in a believing acceptance, can find no place to lay hold of them.

Thus negatively gentle is the Lord's word at the first, the posi-

tive and severe on follows afterwards in ver. 45.

XiypsTv does not, as Liicke observes against Kling, mean
originally, or, indeed, ever, merely to have place—but always

involves the idea of movement, extension in space, the filling it

up. Hence every translation which is limited to the former

notion must be rejected as inadequate :—such as the locum

hahet of Erasmus, or the frequent correction, so called, in many
editions of our Bible, of " hat nicht Statt," or the London Heb.

translation of New Test. DD3 DiPD f^ ''inni'. The frequent inter-

^ "Throughout the whole of St John Jesus sees His death before Him,

and carries His hfe upon the point of every word, towardis Jerusalem. The
iiisue showed Him right." Herder.
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pretation "proceed, go" (Matt. xv. 17 ; 2 Pet^ iii.. 9 ; Wisd. vii.

23), does not so much suggest the idea of having room, as ot*

making room ; according to Tholuck's locum facioy sciL mihi,

ocGupo. The finished emphasis of the word as developed from its

etymon is thus actuallypr^ss forward, advance, TrpozoTTSiv. We
should not, however, invalidate this by applying to it the standard

of ordinary human phraseology, as apprehended and estab-

lished by philology alone ; for we always find that the tendency

of that is to lower the emphasis,—thus Eisner and Kypke regard

feliciter succedere, proficere as all that is meant. (Lampe ; non

procedit. Liicke : Since it does not find that entrance or that

progress among you, which as the word of truth it should find.)

In that case either zlg uf/jag must have been in the text ; or the

Iv VfJbiv, if not harshly put instead of that,^ must be translated

with Luther—and Liicke thinks it the least doubtful translation

—among you. On the other hand we say with Baumgarten-

Crusius—" The connection of the passage points too definitely

to the inner life of the Jews, and the hindrances which lay in

that." And is not all simple enough as before understood?

To make room, to press forward, advance, spread around

(Schleiermacher well says, " to seize, place, and plant its roots

within them ")—is an expression which indicates the active in-

fluence and operation of the living word in its independent

energy ; thus not merely a penetrare, but a capere too. Luther

felt this, and therefore translated, following the true sense, fahet

(fasset) nicht,^ grips not ; only that he should have continued

—in you. Olshausen's remark that "the previous idea of motion

must be followed by the corresponding idea of rest, which latter

as completing the former, must be held fast in the kv
"—points

very properly to the fact that the end of the %iyps7;/ is certainly a

[jAvsiv in us ; but we think that it is the influential progress of the

word which is here significantly alluded to, and not as yet its

abiding, consummated indwelling.^ Klee more properly says

—

^ Grotius has curtly vadere and h pro ug. Konnus not mucli better—oy

yoip iuog itori [/,v6Qg tg vfcsrip'/jv Cppiyct "hvi/si.

2 Lange yet stronger "does not force itself into you"—better than, a

few lines further, " rebounds without any saving influence."

1 Bengel has a pregnant antithesis between the passivity of man, and the

activity of the word—homo manere debet (ver. 31), sermo capere.

VOL. V. 2 A
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" The word is already witldn them through hearing, but it does

not penetrate deeply into them. The Lord designedly and ex-

pressly puts it conversely, not

—

Ye embrace not, hear not, under-

stand not My words (as follows, ver. 43) but—My living word

seizes you not, attains not place of influence, progresses not into

your souls. Obz iiTrs^i/' ov %a;pg?rs rov "Koyovy ocXTC ov xupzi 6

i(jboc 7s.oyog h vfMu, to v-^yjkov avrov rcov hoyfjuocTcov kTrihsizPv-

fjbsvog. Chrys. On which Kiee remarks—" The blame of this not

entering rests not with the doctrine, than which there is nothing

more effectually penetrativej but with the Jews themselves."

That is perfectly true, and where the word of God itself cannot

press in and prosper in the soul, and accomplishes nothing, the

guilt of withstanding must assuredly be great indeed. As
Origen alleges—5/a rovTO ov xoo^zi^ on avsTirrjhstoi ^roi zar

ou(TiCiV, 71 Tcccroi yvojijbriv. This, however, which those who were

thus rebuked must themselves have inferred, should not be

translated instead of the clause itself, which as an o^vfjjijpop

points to it

—

Ye are worthless for My word.^

Ver. 38. What preceded was the undeniable, visible fact—
Abraham^s seed and the Son of God do not feel in concert, there

is between them no peace and friendship ; or, still more plainly,

these children of Abraham hate Christ with murderous hatred
;

instead of giving His words, full of grace and truth, place in

their hearts, and allowing them to exert their full influence

there. All this is in the secret consciousness both of Him and

of them. That they seek to kill Him (even if only meaning that

He was their aversion unto death, and would yet be more so,

when He earnestly pressed home His words) they knew very

well, and He also knows it ; and just so. He knows that His

w^ord does not lay hold of their inner being while He speaks it,

nor can they deny it, but give the plainest proof of it wh-en they,

being more penetratingly addressed, bound from it and turn

against it in opposition. Then these things are undeniable,

palpable fact, on which both parties are fundamentally agreed.

And from this the Lord drawls the equally undeniable conclusion,

going straight to the original source of this :
—" Consequently

^ The Pescliito, misunderstood by Lampe, in t""^^^ TF^* **' ''^^^-'^ would

just express that dusTrnviosioi • comp. pso, sufficere, Matt. xxv. 9.
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ye must have a father who is opposed to My Father. That

tather cannot possibly be Abraham, the friend of God, whose

glory was to be the type of a man walking before God in faith

and obedience. Your rejoicing in this your forefather is a false

rejoicing, since ye are in spirit children very unlike to him."^

We cannot say with regard to the verse generally, that the

Lord here, as often elsewhere, uses the speaking and doing in

the two clauses of one sentence, interchangeably; for He is

literally referring to His own words, and to their acts. What
the child has ever seen ivitlt his father, in his society, he doeth

naturally and gives testimony of it in his own conduct :—this

general position would come out into yet stronger significance,

if the (JjOV and the v^Jjojv could be proved spurious. Assuredly,

there lies in the contrast something like an ironical juxtaposi

tion—We follow our father on either side, but assuredly not

the same !
^ He who cannot discern the true spirit of such an

irony, misapprehends the fact that the sublime serenity of truth

as triumphing over the contradicting lie must ever be connected

with a certain irony. On the other hand, there is gentleness

enough in this manner of expressing Himself, which only at

first hints its meaning. The ovhevt hihovXev/CUfJAv might have

been responded to by the direct mention of Satan, whose lusts

they do while they willingly bear his yoke ; but he is merely

hinted at, and that as a father instead of Abraham and God.

And finally, Tapd rco '^rccTpi is milder than the subsequent 1%,

70V 'zarpoc.

Yer. 39. His hearers proceed to give evident proof that they

will not, and that they cannot, hear ; that His word makes no

progress in their hearts : instead of remarking and pondering

the penetrating and convincing words of Christ, they hold fast

their own wilful declaration at the first—Gur father is Abra-

ham ! We do not think, witli Lange, that they are here enter-

ing keenly into disputation ; but rather that they reutter their

1 Tract. Kidduscliin in Deut. xiv. 1, 2 says—As long as ye act as children,

cliildren ye are ; and no longer.

2 The '/iKQVdXTi which Lachmann and Tischendorff substitute in the latter

clause, would almost destroy the point of this analogy ; and we cannot

otherwise accept it. It appears to have arisen from the idea that the seeii>g

in connection with Satan's works required qaahfication.
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former words in mere obstinacy, and without any direct refer-

ence to what Jesus had said, further than the word -rar^p which

they lay hold of. This one expression they throw back upon

Him, as proudly as ignorantly :—What dost Thou mean by Thy
two fathers ? Let Thy words leave us alone in possession of

our true father, as the seed of Abraham !^—But the Lord does

not leave them alone ; He pushes His words, in unweariable

and imperturbable earnestness, yet further. The vijjzig TTOislrs

of the former verse He now dilates upon, vers. 39-41, and

proves them to exhibit evidences of a very different disposition

and derivation from that of Abraham. When, hereupon, the

Jews leave their Abrahamic parentage, and lay claim directly

to that of Gody the Lord is constrained in the severest terms to

convict them of being the children of the devil, vers. 41-47, and

by a two-fold series of inferences which w^e shall more carefully

examine in due time.

We are not inclined to enter at large upon the question of the

various readings here—the substitution of effre for rirs, the omis-

sion of ay, and the preference of TotsiTS ; the hypothetical form

in the received text is the only correct one, since the wv hi

which follows is manifestly the minor from which follows the

conclusion in ver. 41.^ On the other hand, we join Olshausen

and Kling (and earlier Origen) in maintaining that the rizva
is here to be distinguished from c-rgp/Z/o; ; the latter was indeed

conceded as true after the flesh in ver. 37, but rifcvcx, (genuine

children like their father) is denied in ver. 39. Eom. ix. 7 is an

illustrative parallel of this distinction in the phraseology, which,

though it is not directly founded upon the lexical origin of the

words, harmonizes well with the true distinction of the syno-

nymes. Mark how the Lord, who elsewhere bases everything,

like His Apostle Paul, w^on faith, here also lays stress, like James,

upon the evidence of ivorhs I He Himself recognises and dis-

tinguishes the works of Abraham!
Yers. 40, 41. The opposition of their spirit and acts to the

^ " Be it so, the children are like their fathers : our father is Abraham,
if the distinction is thus made,—judge Thou, who Thy father must be !

"

Similarly Bamngarten-Crusius—" They care not to know who may be His

Father ; only their father is Abraham."
^ lioisin as Imper. would altogether disturb the sense.
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faith aud works of Abraham, exhibits itself in a threefold pro-

gression. They would kill a man

;

—more than that, one who
has told them the truth (understand—^just on that account !) ;

—

finally, the truth as derived and transmitted from God. Both

the fact and the reason ofthe Lord's representing Himself meekly

to be a man, in the presence of such as are now incapable of

receiving the declaration of His Divinity,^ are perfectly clear ; as

also that His words point to the fearful truth which is undis-

guisedly announced in ver. 44, of the Satanic and Cainite

enmity in man against God, the unity and progressive conse-

quences of the spirit of lying and the spirit of murder.^ We
must not, in the following clause, weaken rovro into tale quid,

nor make ovk I'TTor/iffSv
—" that would he not have done in similar

case!" But the roi;ro impressively combines the whole accu-

sation in one, and the ovfc iTroiriGiv is said ironically and per

fjjZtco(Tiv :
—" the holy patriarch, whose piety ye rightly glory in,

acted in his faith and love towards God and man, in a manner
very different fi-om this." The rigid conclusion should now for-

mally run—"consequently ye are not the children of Abraham."
But it goes still further than that, even to the other "father" of

ver. 38. Twice is this father left unmentioned,.for the sugges-

tion of their own minds.

And they might very well understand this manner of speak-

ing. The prophets had been accustomed to point the apostate

seed of Abraham to an origin consistent with their spirit and
mind, e.g. Ezek. xvi. 3. They were very well acquainted, too,

with the father and author of all evil, the great enemy of God
and man. They appear actually now to mark whither our

Lord is aiming ; but they designedly retreat before His meaning
even while they seem to press more closely upon Him in con-

tradiction. Their entering, so to speak, upon another subject

of argument is indicated by the Evangelist's ovv. Thus enforced,

they let go the paternity of Abraham ; for, at least abstractly,

^ Nonnus has in his way interjected

—

ovre yccp y^^/ IqkZ kk sf^f^ivon.

2 Schleiermacher :
" This is a profound mystery in human nature, that

incapacity for the truth and opposition to it invariably glide into enmity
against those y>^ho bring the truth." Yes, verily, a mystery going -beyond
human nature

!
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the proof is too clear that unresembhng children have no right

to value themselves upon their progenitor ; but, instead of that,

they insist now upon being the children of God ! Thus they

understand^ the Lord to be speaking of spiritual paternity;

consequently their words now concur with His meaning, and

consequently TTOpnicc is not to be understood otherwise than

spiritually. This expression should not refer our thoughts to

Ishmael, for Abraham's connection with Hagar was not fornica-

tion ; but rather to the hated Samaritans (see afterwards ver.

48), that spurious, bastard race—as Klee suggests, following

Theodor. Mopsu., and Theophylact. For they mean bastards as

resulting from the adulterous connection of the Jewish people

with/alse gods; retaining a distinct remembrance of those ancient

passages in which this was denounced against their fathers as a

crime. Ex. xxxiv. 16; Lev. xvii. 7 ; Judg. ii. 17 ; Hos. i. 2,

ii. 4; Isa. i. 21, Ivii. 3; Jer. iii. 8; Ezek. xvi. 15, etc. To
these false gods they oppose the One true God, from whom it is

their Pharisaic pride to assert that they had never departed since

the captivity; and this seems the simplest meaning of ha 'Trarspa.

"Not, one father with Thee; but we all have one father."

So explains Baumgarten-Crusius ; but we doubt w^hether the

Scripture-intelligence of these speakers would go so far as to

refer to Isa. Ixiii. 16. Lange views it otherwise; referring the

former clause still to Abraham, and regarding the second as

introducing the additional 'relation to God, asserting that—We
and Thyself have (despite Thy words) one and the same Father,

God!^ But this is not so plain as the obvious reference of

'Tropvsia to idolatry ; and we may illustrate it by the words of

Philo, quoted by Liicke : TroXvdsog hi 6 \z Troppr/g, rv(p}JjrTajv

^ " They had understood before ; but now would no longer appear to de-

cline the argument, and evade the spiritual apphcation." (Ivlee.) In the

sense of disputation, of course ; the thing itseK they certainly evade.

2 The former would be—" TVe are not supposititious children imposed

upon Abraham." But still they feel that the lash is not removed—they

feel themselves to be at a disadvantage merely as Abraham's sons as opposed

to the Son of God—especially as they are conscious that He justly charge?

them with departure from Abraham's mind. They leave therefore, in their

confusion, their own position of hereditary prerogative, in order to arrogate

His loftier position to themselves. " As they could not finally deny that

He was hke themselves a son of Abraham, so they thought that He would
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^sp/ rov akri&TJ Tarspa, fcc/j lice rovro TroXkovg kv& Ipog yoviig

atviTTOfMvog.—Suffice, that they are urged by the spirit of con-

tradiction to arrogate to themselves the prerogative of freeborn

children, exhibited now first in its truth by Jesus ; and to call

their God (as the usual phrase runs in the Old Testament, see

ver. 54) with all their sins their Father. Comp. Mai. ii. 10

>vith Mai. i. 6.

And now the Lord is constrained by their boldness to refer

openly to that father whom He had twice hinted at without

express mention. He does this in the closest connection down
to ver. 47 by two series of arguments. The former proceeds as

before; God's children must love God's Son (ver. 42)—but ye,

on the other hand, do not even know or recognise Mi/ speech

(ver. 43)—consequently ye are the children of the devil ! But
this conclusion itself is in ver. 44 shown in a threefold form.

Ye do the lusts of your father—for he is the original murderer,

and a liar utterly without truth from the beginning

—

every such

liar^ therefore, hath him for a father ! (which must be prelimi-

narily noted for the interpretation of Tar;Jp aurov). The second

argument goes backwards in its order :

—

je believe not the truth

(which position, laid down in ver. 45, is convincingly established

in ver. 46)—but he that is of God, heareth God's words—con-

sequently ye are not of God (Quod erat demonstrandum ; at the

same time a qualified and gentle return to ver. 38).

Vers. 42, 43. Once more the same deductio ad absurdum,

differently applied. Previously it was—Ye hate and seek to kill

Me ; now it is—^As the children of God, ye would for ye must

love Me, the Son before all others, the express image of your

Father ! Ye would be constrained to come to Me with the most

joyful acceptance of My claims, as having come from the Father

and come unto you I This is the abiding and decisive protest

against the Rationalism which honours the All-father and sets

Jesus aside; against all who imagine that they believe in God
and think to be His children, while their cold, loveless, or un-

friendly relation to Christ makes it plain that their faith in God

not be able to deny to them that they were, equally with Himself, children

of the one Father, God." Acute enough, but I fear too subtile for this

text.
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and their filial presumption are based upon a wrong foundation.

Before it was—My word seizes you not, does not lay hold upon

and influence your spirits; now it is stronger and in perfect

contrast with love—Ye know not, ye receive not, ye understand

not and will not bear even My speech ! AocXici is here more

decisively distinguished from.Xoyo^ than in ch. iv. 41, 42. The

XoiKovf/jSvog Xoyog as such, the KuXsTv of which, in its perfect

consonance with the matters spoken of, perfectly intelligible to

the mind which is in harmony with those matters, was not un-

derstood by them, has reference to the tone and manner of His

speaking. His essential style of expression; KocXtd is therefore

here almost equivalent to idioma, dialectus, as in Matt. xxvi. 73,

comp. Cant. iv. 3. Sept. for ^^HD. Ye understand not "the

mother-tongue of God's children "—although ye should be

accustomed to it in the whole Old Testament, and would have

been perfectly familiar with it, if ye had been in the true and

proper sense of the Old Testament the genuine children of God
and of Abraham, Every God-fearing man, when the Spirit of

God begins to speak, hears Him speak in his own tongue:^

—

this preparation of spirit is the fundamental condition for hear-

ing and understanding aright ; and where it is wanting, all the

highest words are spoken to the wind or into deaf ears. Love

understands^ even desire perceives and anticipates the meaning.

And if we would understand our true position, we must not

scruple to apply this highest hermeneutical canon in the confusion

of the church of the learned and unlearned. " He who wills

not to understand the thing, will find the words in which it is

clothed uninteUigible," (Fikenscher.) Whatever perfectly

harmonizes with our fundamental views and opinions is at once

understood in its expression and tone. " Whoever takes objec-

tion to the expressions and utterances of Jesus, is not at one

with the mind and the heart of Jesus." (Braune.) Moreover, it

is to be understood that this XaXid which those born in God's

house will recognise, is not to be applied merely to the external

^ And this is the inmost meaning of the Pentecost miracle ; the mockers

understand not the language, but, being themselves the drunken, hear

only a confused babbhng. See Isa. xxviii. 9-14, a passage which is to be

thoughtfully pondered and compared.
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use of language (and this is the truth of Lange's protest against

this view); but is to be viewed spiritually as referring to

those fundamental ideas, those essential truths, those eternal

promises, which are spoken by God to the mind and heart of a

man, and the tones of which he at once catches and compre-

hends. The two foci of the speech of Christ, protested against

by the false Jews as Galilaean or Samaritan, and now by false

Christians as Jewish—in which revolves the purest and most

consistent consummation of all speech which had ever been cur-

rent and intelligible in the true house of God, as heard in the

Saviour's voice, are

—

sin and grace. He who understands in

his heart these two words, which no human Lexicon (though

ten times better than Schleusner's) can make perfectly plain,

will not be at a loss in any of the idioms of Christianity, will not

be baffled even by the hard saying of " the eating and drinking

of the flesh and blood." But the ov yivcuffzsiv r;Jv "kaXmv avrov,

which is too evident in many expositors, makes it clear that in

that essential point they are not sound.^ The following clause

with on is by no means to be carried over to ver. 44 (as Hezel

does, to avoid a presumed tautology); nor must it be included

(with de Wette) in the question—Wherefore understand ye not

My speech, (so) that ye cannot receive My words ? But the

Lord answers the why, which so keenly penetrates their con-

sciences, in their stead (as again in ver. 46) :—I will tell you, I

must reveal it to you, because ye cannot in your fundamentally

evil mind and will.

This ov hvvaah fowns the final transition to the final charge,

by laying the foundation of that fearful conclusion that they are

of the devil, of him who never stood in the truth, who never ad-

mits the word of God into his being. Though Xoyog is more

than XccKtd, yet on the other hand cczovBivis less than yivojcrzuv ;

and the point of the sentence lies in this 'TrXozfj, this change of

the expression. Those who ought at once to have recognised

His speech as the tone and idiom of the house, and to have been

^ Now, after that Christ has appeared, we may, by the Old Testament

rightly understood, and by Heathenism placed in the right relation to it,

construe a priori the language of the last and perfect Eevealer of God's

will to man; and thus, as it were, theanthropologically reconstruct the

vocabulary and style of Christ. A good problem for an Apologist.
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taught its meaning b}^ the mstinct of love,

—

hear not, understand

not that which is plainly spoken in that speech !
^

Ver. 44. And now is plainly uttered the final word of thun-

der, penetrating their hearts, whether it find hearing or not,

with its flash of conviction, disclosing the secret principles of

their sin. "Your unlikeness to Abraham shows that ye are

not his true children
; your want of susceptibility to the word of

the Son of God, whom you fight against, shows that ye cannot

possibly be the children of the same God ; your likeness to him
^vho w^as a liar and a murderer from the beginning, the spiiit of

contradiction and hatred, the false antigod—demonstrates your

actual origination from Mm ! This is the other father whom I

meant !

" Tov 'Trar^oc is without doubt the true reading, and

the omission of the article is to be explained by the ambiguity

of the idea of a father of Satan. AiKJDoXog must have the

article, and rov '^arpog in connection with it seems to say—The
devil is the father for you, your father, of whom I have already

twice spoken.

One of the most important verses in the New Testament, says

Braune, containing an utterance of the highest moment, is this

saying of Jesus concerning the Devil, one which goes back to

the first prelusive intimations of the speech of God in the begin-

ning of His Book, and which all should understand and will

understand, in proportion as they rightly understand the first

chapters of Moses. We might expect of an age which has be-

come so rational, that it w^ould be rational enough no longer to

apply the idea of accommodation to this dogmatic discourse of

our Lord concerning the personal character and works of Satan

—a testimony so unforced, and yet so overwhelming in its con-

demnation of the representatives of the people of God. Fur-
ther, w^e might be justified in imputing to the age conscience

enough to abstain irom declaring that in this testimony concern-

ing the Liar, the Time Witness has Himself been deceived, or

involved in theories untrue.^ But the otherwise acute Baum-

^ Assuredly we must regard hearing as preceding knowledge ; but it is

overstrained to translate with the Berlen. Bible—^Ye can or ye will not
even give heed to Me, wiU not let Me finish My words.

2 And we might suppose that a genuine Philosophy, ^^'hich has its base
in conscience as the surest consciousness, would have conscientiousness and
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garten-Crusius is blind enough to say—" In this apphcation

especially (vers. 45-47), it is clear that the figure of Satan is

used only as d^ figure—the conclusion, ver. 47, almost avoids and

leaves out the frightful figure !
! " This is as vapid as Hezel's

words long since—" The spirit to whom ye ascribe all evil, in-

spires you with all that ye speak and teach ! Christ speaks the

language of Jewish theology "—which is an apt illustration of

ver. 43.'

Not iroizirz now, as in ver. 38, but ^sXsrs to/s/V. Even
Winer has no hesitation in saying that this is emphatically

—

Ye will, ye are determined to do. This points indeed to the fear-

ful purpose mentioned in ver. 40 (hence the following hv&^o,)-

'TTO'/CTOvog) ; but the generalised tone given to the sentence, and

which is the ground tone of the whole verse, says with deep sig-

nificance—That which ye do as the slaves of sin, and from the

paternity of the Devil, is not the less on that account inexcusable

and voluntary, as the accordance of your will with that which

has become and still becomes, devilish. Thus it is not, as we
too frequently hear—the 'poor, and wiched children of Satan !

That is the " servitus voluntaria" of Seneca, of which Augustin

writes : Anima miro quodarn modo- sub hac voluntaria quadam
ac male libera necessitate ancilla tenetur et libera. Ancilla

propter necessitatem, libera propter voluntatem : et quod magis

mirum magisque miserum est, ideo rea quod libera, eoque an-

cilla quo rea ; ac per hoc eo ancilla quo libera.^ That is the

psychological mystery, and at the same time the manifest /ac^ of

reasonableness enougli to acknowledge wkat Martensen quotes from Daub :—" How oft both in life and divinity the observation is turned away from

the Devil as a person, and he is explained away as a phantasm. Yet does

the sincere inquirer ever come back to the truth, and find himself constrained

to make his personal existence a fixed object."

^ In an excellent though forgotten book, Historia Diaboli by J. G
Mayer of AYiirtemberg, we find the same argument :—dicta Christi, qui in

capitali illo loco et primario, in gravissima sua objurgatione—coram ipsis

declarat : vju,s7g k. r. "K. Fac, hsec locutum esse Christum, nee tamen esse

diabolum, personam—sed fictum, commentitium, imaginarium, qiix, qualis,

quanta ohjurgationis inanitas! Fac, ad pravas Judasorum hvoi'xg se adcom-

modasse Christum—quae agendi, dicendi, objurgandi ratio erit illius, qui se

ipse d'h'/j^ituv profitetur

!

2 And such self-chosen slavery to Satan these liars have previously termed

their freedom !
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that evil, the opposing character of which ever goes onward in

the children as in their father. And the remark of Origen

applies to this dsXztv—that the internal will of itself without its

external accomplishment, is sufficient to constitute children of

the devil ; for they also w^ill what he wills, accomplish his lusts.

The iTridvf/jicct correspond to the ^sKeiv ; and even in the Devil

they are specified as the internal principle preceding his works

and words, his murder and his lies. But the plural shows the

endless unrest, the measureless and boundless impulses of this

central principle of iniquity.

And now as to the av^pooTOxrovog, by which this fearful

\zzivog is at once characterised! There have ever been two

interpretations ; one of which now predominates, though the

other is not without its defenders. Origen, Chrys., Aug.,

Theophyl., understand the seduction of the first man into sin,

which plunged him into bodily and spiritual death ; with them

agree Luther, Calvin, Tholuck, Olshausen (to mention only

leading names), with Paulus, Kuinoel, Meyer, Frommann. On
the other hand, Cyril referred the expression to the first histori-

cal murder of man in its common sense, to Cain's wicked act

under the inspiration and in the spirit of the devil. And then

strangely enough Cain himself (like Judas) is the ^id^okog here

;

and is opposed to Abraham as the spiritual father of the Jews.

With this agrees his reading at the end of the verse

—

x,0(,&oog

zal 6 'TTocT^jp ccvTOv; thus—^ye Jews derive your origin from

Cain, as he was the first son of the d^vil !^ In this form no one

could accept this exposition ; but, modified in such a manner as

to make Satan referred to as the instigator of Cain's murder,

Doederlein, Nitzsch,^ Liicke, de Wette, Schulthess, Kling,

Kostlin, Reuss have adopted it. We could not indeed agree

wath Olshausen's unqualified assertion that this reference to the

1 Epiphanius paralleled further Judas with Cain, and others the future

Antichrist. A Jewish fable gives a caricaturing echo of this truth, mak-
ing Cain the offspring of Sammael's commerce with Eve. Hilgenfeld finds

here a father of the devil, the Demiurgos, the God of the Old Testament I

Nonnus thus seemed to read the kxI 6 ttut'kp avrov, for he has

—

-^ivarrig ocvrog

e'(py, -^sv^yifiovog kx, ytvervipo;.

^ In the well-known treatise, theol. Zeitschrift von Schleiermacher, de

Wette, und Liicke, 1822, drittes Heft. The other view was maintained

against Nitzsch by Barth and others.
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isolated fact of an external murder superflciallses the whole

thought. For Cain's murder is, as being the first, no isolated

fact, but in the significance of a primitive record, the prototype

of all following murder. (Comp. on the significance of Cain at

the fountain of human history, Augustin. Civ. Dei, lib. xv. cap.

5, 7.) We fully admit that an allusion to Cain is quite in

keeping here, and that the whole context forces it upon us. The
typical parallel between the righteous Abel and Christ, the

curse-stricken, outcast Cain and the Jewish people, is based

upon a deep foundation ; but the various aspects of this question

we decline entering upon now. We must protest, however,

with all earnestness against the opinion that this is the only

thing to. which our Lord alluded ; nor can we consent to ex-

clude all reference to the original Fall of man.

Euthymius has united the two views, and with a very proper

sentiment ; Nitzsch's complaint that he has done this in a very

awkward manner, applies only to his placing Adam first and

Cain afterwards.^ The truth is that our Lord refers all those

who are now in a satanic spirit lusting after murder, to the first

type of all who are of the Evil one, to the first murderer in the

likeness of the great murderer—just as we find in 1 Jno. iii.

10—12, which parallel must almost have the weight of a com-

mentar3\ But in this very reference he intends to direct their

thoughts further back to the Devil himself, whose mind a-r*

ap-X/jg lusted for the death of n:an, and consequently to the cor-

ruption of man, of which indeed Cain was born. The exposition

which refers it directly to the Fall is not indeed false, but fails in

not perceiving the immediate point of connection in our Lord's

discourse, through which it goes back as an inferential conclu-

sion to the ruin of Adam.^ In 1 Jno. iii. 8, we find he that com-

mitteth sin generally, standing before the allusion to Cain, and

this is Adam ; now if Adam's first-born son was of the Devil,

we may assume that the same Devil had already wrought his

Tou Tcparov oivQpoyTrov Krsivocg^ rou ^ Ahu/it. Avros; yoip ocvrw tou docuotroit

'TToae^iuWiv. "Elree, kocI to'j viou ccvrov "Afis7\. dvihuv' cci/ro; yoip kxI uvz^

TOU a^iK(^ov KotiV WccyktjTriQi Kivvjaxg ra (^Uva. Similarly does Theod. Herac-

leota connect them.

'This Kling is somewhat disposed to admit, see Stud. u. Krit. 1836.

3. S. 669. note.
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mischief upon the father of such a son. It is a very arbitrary

assertion in which Baumgarten-Crusius takes refuge, that in

avdpajTTOZTovog aT h^xyjg there is no more reference to an indivi-

dual occurrence intended, than in \v t/j ccKrjdsicc ov^ sffrrjzBP—
and that therefore the former is to be referred neither to the Fall

nor to Cain's murder ! No, the Lord reminds them evidently of

the fact indeed of the first murder ;^ bat it is His design to point

back to one earlier than that, on this occasion luhere the character

of His whole discourse generally/ consists in His leading their

thoughts to ultimate and most spiritual principles. This of itself

seems sufficient reason for not interpreting the whole solely of

Cain. Lange well protests against the alternative between the

two expositions. '^ The passage manifestly goes back to the Fall,

and seizes the murder of man as effected by Satan, in its actual

origination. But since Cain's act first brought it to an open

manifestation, this also must be regarded as included in the

reference to what Satan did at the beginning." This is incor-

rect only in the order of reference, like Euthymius : it should

be,—" The reference to the first manifested murder is included

in the allusion to its deeper root and principle."

Nitzsch and Liicke misapprehend the profound and compre-

hensive nature of this spiritual discourse, when the former says

—" To involve the first perversion of man, is to interrupt the

internal parallelism of its consecutive thoughts," and the latter

—

" the Devil was doubtless a murderer of man in the spiritual

sense,^ as he brought sin into the world, but this thought dis-

turbs the Connection, since spiritual murder could not here be

alluded to in reference to Christ." Excluding this, the refer-

ence to their intention to kill Christ would be much too strongly

emphasised ; for it only furnishes a point of connection for a

^ "With Nitzsch :
" to a definite primitive historical fact, which bore to

the murderous lust and activity of the devil, the relation of beginning and

first external manifestation." Jul. Miiller remarks truly that the narra-

tive of that brother's murder contains not the slightest hint of a seducing

influence exerted upon Cain"—and refers Nitzsch to the similar etTr ccpx^is

of 1 Jno. iii. 8. But neither must it be forgotten that the murderous mind
of Satan broke out in Cain after a most special manner, and, as it were,

became inoirnate.

" In the sense, that is, of the book of "Wisd. ch. ii. 24 ; comp. with ch. i.

12, 13.
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perfect and exhaustive cliaracterisation of Satan, the true and

complete historia diaboli. And then—as if in the Scriptures the

spiritual meaning was not always the fundamental meaning

!

as if here, and amid the circumstances in which He spoke, the

Lord would characterise Satan in so transcendently significant

a manner, merely in connection with an accomplished bodily

murder. The exclusive reference to Cain, we are now com-

pelled to say, weakens the Lord's great utterance, which pene-

trates to the true ap')(/i of sin and i'^sa of the devil.

The essential point in the work of Nitzsch, already quoted,

raises not so much an exegetical as a dogmatic question ; it is

not so much a defence of a special exegesis, as an attack upon a

dogma which the opposite exposition establishes, or the scriptural

view of it which is held by others. Hence, he places " the rela-

tion of this description to the debateable facts in the Scriptural

primitive history of man, regarded in itself," among the critical

points which must be settled before the " connection of our

Lord's discourse." Nitzsch concedes that " the sin which caused

mortality is itself a kind of dying," that the Fall is in a sense

death,

—

hut cannot reconcile it with the New Testament teach-

ing that the tempter whose guilt entered into it should be ex-

hibited as a murderer." Wherefore not? It would require,

indeed, a treatise longer than his own to confute all the deeply

pondered arguments of such a man ; that being impossible we
must attempt briefly to supply its place. He is in a certain

sense right, that Adam, man generally in him, did not icholly

die;—'^ that the enemy may be said rather to have made an

assault upon man's life, than to have entirely and finally

triumphed over it." But after all, is not such an assault, even

without success, an actual murder in the judgment of God ? Is

not the Z^riTziv or ^iKziv TToiziv reckoned as the accomplished deed ?

Is it not on that account that our Lord speaks in such precise

and measured terms of the I'Tn^VfJUtaig of the Devil, before he

mentions the fact by which he became an actual and manifest

ai'dpcuTrozroi^og'^, Here we have united, to use Nitzsch's own
words, " the murderous inclination and energy, with the begin-

ning and open announcement of it."^ But when he goes on to

1 His System, § 117, renders it doubtful whether this estimable writer

designs to modify his views as expressed in that treatise.
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maintain that " in the exposition of the Adamite Fail the New
Testament does not involve the question of spiritual death or

murder"—we must be allowed, in the name of the New Testa-

ment quite otherwise understood, to utter an entire contradic-

tion. His error is partly in laying too much stress upon the

result of the av^pcoTrozrovtcc, too little upon the design con-

templated in it ; and in adhering nevertheless too closely to

bodily " mortality."^ The state of death in sin which Christ

and His apostles ascribe to the natural man, independently of

the intervening grace which never left him from the beginning,

is regarded as " having reference not so much to a lost and ex-

tinguished life, as to a life not yet attained." And here we
have the dogmatic point of divergence between our respect-

ive views of the Scriptural doctrine. The one makes Adam's
sin rather a checking of development, or a diverting it into

the way of grace through sin ; the other, which is ours, regards

it as a Fall in the strongest sense of the term,, out of a life in-

fused of God into the " death" which is inseparably identical

with " sin."

We appeal once more, on behalf of this latter view as applic-

able also to Adam, to 1 John iii. 8, as also to ver. 15 of that

chapter, since Adam, who had no brother to hate, did at least in

hatred instead of love repel and proscribe to judgment the wife

given to him as a helpmate. Gen. iii. 12. We hold confidently

to the assurance, that Christ, in the full meaning of the doctrine

derived directly from the Old Testament as we find it in Wisd.

ii. 23, 24 compared with L 11-13, terms Satan a murderer

^ Asserting it to be contrary to sound religious feeling to term that hurt

of mortality an dv^puTroKTovix, whicli had been only mediately inflicted upon

man by Satan, and which by intervening grace had been estabhshed as a

law and transformed into a benefit (quite correctly, s^'^'fs Gen. iii. 15).

But it is still more contrary to our exegetical feehng that Christ's words

should be restricted here to the mere external manifestation of bodily death

and murder. The words ^'^ and dotvccrog are scarcely anywhere, that is,

when dogmatically used, denuded of their spiritual reference. It is a very

false view, which even Jul. MiiUer upholds, that it is not spiritual but

bodily death which the record of Genesis iii. and the subsequent use of it

in the New Testament, derive from the faU of our first parents ! Bodily

death would assuredly signify nothing, and would not be truly death, if it

had not its ground iu death spiritual.
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from tlie beginning ;^ that He does, indeed, introduce this in

connection with a more immediate reference to Cain, but re-

gards this Cainite murder typically, as pointing forward to all

individual hatred and actual murder in the future, and in its

backward reference as the first achieved result and fearfully

speedy manifestation of the lust of Satan—of his desire, that is,

so to ruin and destroy man spiritually, as that he might like

Satan himself manifest and confirm by murder his own internal

death. It is not that the " devil bears the guilt of all the in-

dividual results of death in the world," as the good Roos impro-

perly says; but he bears, according to his own design and deed

in the first attack upon humanity, the guilt of that great and

most essential Fall into death, out of which God saves and re-

stores to life, as Adam, Abel, and Seth, so also all who are penitent

and believe. We appeal against Nitzsch in favour of this mean-

ing of avdpcoTTOZTovog to the universal type of scriptural teaching.

As von Gerlach says : " It is never expressly made prominent

in Holy Scripture that the devil seduced Cain and such as he to

commit murder ; but it is even said that death entered into the

world through the devil's lie—Ye shall not surely die."

It is now time to examine more closely the accompanying

words. And first the tjv (for which we must not with Klee read

gcr/), the sound of which indicates that the Lord is pointing

backwards from the avd^ooTTOzrovia which startled His hearers :

—See, this was he ever, in this he fully betrayed what he had

been and what he had lusted for from the beginning ! Further-

more, the aTT ccp'/zig, which does not directly mean—" this was

his first act, to murder man ;" nor is it to be interpreted as simply

an ap^/^cciov, occurring between the creation and the deluge

—

" that first murder, in the beginnings of history, was his work."

But it means here as in Matt. xix. 4—from the beginning of

known human history, from the time when men were for him to

murder, since he first—who already before existed, ^j/—appeared

and attacked the human race.^ The cct' ap%?? c^/O/Ofpravg/, 1

^ Comp. the passage quoted from SoLar chadascli, according to whicli the

"'-'^"dL' '•^'73 whose children the wicked are, killed
—

'7*"^;?

—

Adam and all sprung

from him.

2 Not, assuredly,—from the beginning of the creature ; as Lampe assent-

ingly quotes. Nonnus : ll&'rg Koay.ov 11 oipx^g TsrgAsfXTo di^ii'Kioy. From

VOL. V. 2 B
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Jno. iii. 8, is spoken witli the same reference to men, and that

which is known to man; pausing before the dark portals of

the first preadamite fall of spirits—through which, however,

we shall see that our Lord gives us here a dim yet impressive

glance.

" The world is a den of murderers, under the Devil's rule. If

we would live in it we must be content to be guests, and in an

inn where the host is a knave, and over the door of which is the

sign—To Murder and Lying. Christ Himself set that mark over

the door, when He said that he was a murderer and a liar. A
murderer, to destroy the body, or liar, to ruin the soul. This is

his business, this is what goes on in his hostelry." These words

of Luther may serve to introduce the next expressions, though

we are not to regard him as being rigorously exegetical in apply-

ing murder to the body, lying to the soul. We should rather

say that the lie, which is first negatively the not standing in the

truth, then positively the bringing forth in speech and act of its

own, is the deeper and earlier internal or spiritual principle of

all corrupting and destroying act, the most essential sinfulness

of sin. Inasmuch as .the o^v&^wTrozrovioi^ indicates an external

manifestation in act, there must correspond to it and causally

precede it, an internal condition ; and it is this of which the Lord,

looking further back, proceeds to speak.-* It is scarcely a delu-

sion, that we regard this -i^svar^jg in immediate connection with

the avdpcoTrozrovog as referring to the first lie revealed in the

primitive record, the great fundamental lie of the deceiver.^ By

which that strange doctrine would follow which makes Satan fall imme-

diately on his creation. Comp. Aug. civ. Dei. xi. c. 13. See the right

view, agreeing with our own, in Hofmann, Schiiftbeweis, I. 377, 378.

^ Jul. Miiller (I. 195) differently expounds this dichotomy. " The

He is the cowardice of selfishness, hatred its proud overflow. But both

mutually develop themselves ; hatred springs from lying—from aversion

to the truth comes rage against him who represents it ;
hatred begets

lying ^ because it finds it needful for the accomplishment of its ends."

Quite true. But Christ here places \psZlo; in evident contrast with the

divine dy.'^dsix^ as the inmost and first principle of evil. Comp. Nitzsch

System § 105, where, strangely enough, the dictum classicum of Jno. viii.

is unalluded to.

2 It might be hard to find in Cain's history a positive and evident illus-

tration of the lie ! But in a spiritual sense it is true that Satan did not so

much murder Abel through Cam, as Cain himseK by the lie which misled
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lying to murderj was the Enemy's lust and first act—thus did he

encounter man as the only object of his attack between the in-

accessible angels and the evil spirits who shared his fall. But in

this, finally, he revealed himself as one who had become a liar

out of himself contrary to the truth of God in which he must

have been created ; his lying contradiction to the word and com-

mandment of God exhibits him to us as one who had already

Tallen from the truth of God, in a previous beginning beyond the

kpy/j of men.

And does the Lord then really intimate this ultimate fact?

Does He give us in this oyp^ zarriKiv a definite utterance (more

definite and explicit than Lu. x. 18) concerning the fall of

Satan? That is, may we translate with Luther

—

er ist nicht

bestanden; with the Yulg. non stetit, i.e., non perstitit; with

the Eng. vers, abode not; and the Dutch en is in de waerlieyt

nlet staende gebleven?^ The philologists forbid it, because of

the Greek idiom according to which 'iarriza has only a present

signification ; indeed, the. older Greek fathers acknowledge this,

and their judgment has its weight. And Mayer (Hist, diaboli

p. 164)—non tam lapsum quam statum diaboli describia Christo

putes. Neander regards Christ as giving here the definite idea

of Satan, as the spirit estranged from truth and goodness, " lie

and sin having become his second nature ; he stands not in the

truth, and can find no resting-place there." Nearly so BengeP
—Non assecutus est statum in veritate; and after him v. Gerlach
—" he finds no footing, no resting-place in the truth, because his

liim to kill Abel. See in 1 Jno. iii., •where tlie murderers are exMbited as

being in death and miirdering themselves ! Thus did Satan, too, vM to

destroy the second Adam ; that is, his enmity, hardly tempting His love,

would have cast Him out of His life in God.
1 A writer, who outwits himseK, perverted this in his Yersuch einer

biblischen Diimonologie, as follows—" The views of him and his power

have never been founded upon truth. Ovk 'iariif eiT^T^ducc h xuto^^ there

is no truth in the Devil and in the Jewish notions concerning him."

See this contemptible criticism in Mayer Hist. Diaboh, p. 149. The

existence of the idea is an argument of the existence of the reahty,

for "Satan could be invented by none but Satan." (Daub, Judas

Ischarioth, H. 411.)

^ Who, moreover, incorrectly supposes—hoc comma cupiditatem homicidii

memoratam non antecedit, sed soquitur.
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inmost being is alienated from it." This would make his case

parallel with that of these his children, who seem at first to be

'ZSTTKTTBVfiorsg, but do not stand fast in the word of truth and

cannot give it place in their hearts. Bengel's view, as we see,

has a certain bias towards the past sense ; and in Lange this is

still more marked—"he did not take his stand in the truth;" or

in Beck (Lehrwissensch. I. 255)—"one who did not establish

himself and take his position in the truth of life." What can we
say better than Olshausen's words—" We must be driven to a

view of the words very similar to the ancient interpretation of

Satan's apostasy ; and this admits of a grammatical vindication.

"K(TTr];ca has the signification of enduring^ as Liicke and Tholuck

acknowledge. The declaration ' He abideth not in the truth

'

does not, indeed, explicitly assert his fall, but contains it

impHcitly. Only that the fall of Satan is not so much regarded

as an isolated fact, but as a continuous conduct and state."

This last point may admit of doubt : Nitzsch admits that the

ovy^ zarriziv " points to a fact apart from the history of the fall,

and out of the domain of history generally." The expression of

Jude, ver. 6, is more direct

—

^y/j TJ^pfjacci^rsg r^v IocvtoJu ap-x/jv ;

and Nonnus may be thought to have arbitrarily altered and

added to the words 7iere—ovh' m GsaybM [jji(jjvzv akri&zirig ^sottbi-

Oiog ; yet we cannot but trace in the origination of that use of

the word which is too much pressed on the opposite side, the

notion of abiding in a former fixed place.^ And if we take this

root of the expression, this zarriZi indicates an apy/j in which he

was created in the truth, who now stands ovk h ccX7]dsicc ; infer-

ring in this great mystery the lapsus from the status.^ Instead

ofmany passages which have been unfoundedly quoted, we would
point to Acts xxvi. 22, where the sarrjza with the ay^pi must be

interpreted—/ have held firm and continued. This is certainly

something other than the mere ovz lobuAvsi, ovk ava'^avzTai of

^ Hence Sept. for -i^y, Nahum i. 6 ; Mai. iii. 2.

2 So that Martensen (Dogmatik i. 224) simply says—" this heginning of

his fall it is which the Lord here hints at when he sajs that the Devil did

not abide in the truth." And again (S. 227) he shows that " father of

the He" can only signify an intelligence, a personal self-consciousness. We
do not, however, understand father of the he, but of every liar as being the
first—which conies to the same thing.
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Euthymius, or the "relation of an eternal centrifugal repulsion"

in Klee.—Thus we escape at least from the undogmatical and

Tintheosophical rigour of the Present/ which would make the

Lord only say—" he falleth ever away from the truth," and only

characterise (according to Liicke) the thicof/jCi of the Devil as

being an eternal falling away, without any intimation of that

first fact of original apostasy, which must be presupposed to any

unbiassed apprehension. Such a rigorously present description

or characterisation, cutting off all reference to an originally good

created character, would tend t-o open the way for the great

Manichgean error, or serve as its apology. But the Lord could

not so speak ; and therefore introduces the aXfjdsia of God in

connection with the abstract possibility of Satan being in it and

it being in him ; and further, gives us in the ov')(^ sffTrjzs, as we
cannot but apprehend, a positive allusion to an original actual

being in this aX'/jhicc on the part of this present '^psvaTyjg.

As he now is, and as he has been from the beginning of our

history, it is said of him

—

ovx. sartv aXri&ua Iv avroo. Spoken

of Satan, this has an infinitely deeper meaning than when it is

said of unfaithful men (as in the passage sometimes compared

1 Mace. vii. 18)

—

ov7t sffTti/ h avroTg aXj^dcia; or (as might

nave been more aptly cited) in Deut. xxxii. 20, Dn |^&5"^^i', there

is no truth in them (Sept. TTiffrig), no sincerity corresponding to

truth and which may be relied upon. The change in the form

of expression gives us this meaning :

—

because he abideth not

and hath not abode in the truth, therefore the truth cannot be

in him; just as previously in vers. 31 and 37. For the truth

is here, in the second as in the first clause,^ the objective truth

of God, not the subjective sincerity of the crt-ature ; the latter is

only included as the ground of the subsequent lying, since it

follows as the necessary consequence that from him in whom the

truth is not, there can proceed no truth ; he cannot speak it but

lie only.^ Hence it follows at once, that we must take the on
not setiologically but syllogistically. Thus did Augustin regard

it (de civ. Dei, xi., c. 14): Subjecit autem indicium, quasi

qusesissemus, tmde ostendatur, quod in veritate non steterit. So

1 As Liicke repeats it against Martensen : Deutsclie Zeitschrift, 1851.

2 Altliougli Liicke and many others deny this.

^ As his deeds everywhere bring death, so his words breathe out lying.
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Calvin, Beza, and Lampe ; the latter appealing to Glassius

this undeniable use of on. It is according to Piscator an argu-

mentum ab afFectu, nor do we find in it anything " forced."

He is in fact, as all his deeds and words from the beginning

show, bare of all truth : this is the evidence of an o'j% S(TT'/]ksv,

of a faUing at his beginning into that condition from another

;

and so " not " is almost equivalent to " no longer." But the

k(TTiv h avTM should not be weakened, as Hezel weakens it

:

" Truth was never any matter of his—and never is—nor is it to

be sought in him !
" But this most internal truthfulness makes

the transition to the Iz tmv Ihluv in this compact and strictly

connected series of positions.

" When he speaketh the lie "—can therefore by no means be

an admission that he sometimes may speak the truth ; for here

the well-known saying holds true—If the devil speaks the truth

that is his foulest lie. But the XocksTv ro -ipsvhog in connection

with orav recognises his abiding, systematic, and sole manner

of acting. It comes out of his own^ he acts and speaks thus be-

cause he cannot and will not do otherwise, because he is essen-

tially a liar. But the explanation—" consistent with his cha-

racter"—is not enough: nor is de Wette's translation—"in

his proper kind." The individuality or personal self-character

of this creature sundered from God, and opposing himself to

God, is here declared to be the element of lying and sin, in which

he was not created, but into which he had fallen. Could the

Lord speak more plainly to understanding ears and attentive

minds? Could words have been chosen more precisely adapted

to distinguish between the Devil himself, and his deluded and

enslaved children ? For in their case as such the lie is not so

absolutely and wholly their own, self-chosen element ; they have

become subject to it through the deceitfulness of Satan, whom
alone no predecessor had ensnared and led astray.

Finally, there are two methods of expounding the last word.

The greater part of the commentators, ancient and modern, re-

fer avrov to "^pevhog;^ and Nitzsch pronounces this necessary.

This -^ziZog is either found in the distance of the previous clause

(as by Glassius, referring to Acts viii. 26, where, however, avrri

^ Martensen was named before. Also Daub, Judas Ischarioth I. 203.
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does not apply to the way but to Gaza) ; or, less harshly, with

Winer is regarded as latent in the concrete -^psvcrr'/jg, and brought

forward again as its abstract in a manner the converse of Rom.

ii. 26.^ This would suit very well, but we cannot see the neces-

sity for it ; the reference to '^pBvffT'/jg itself, which Llicke regards

as more obviously grammatical, is certainly not more harsh,

when we take into account the very concise and unusual cha-

racter of this discourse. The difficulty is simply that of taking

this word, the predicate of the Devil, immediately as an abstract

or collective term—the liar generall}-, or every liar. " We may
hesitate to say which is the more difficult sense of the two "

—

true enough.^ Lticke finds nothing inappropriate in construing

TTocT^p with the abstract -^zvhog ; but we think it very unapt in

this connection, where the aim and gist of the whole discourse

is to evince these men to be children of the Devil. Oetinger's

words are very pregnant: Satan has not only spoken but be-

gotten the lie—but still TTotrri^ must here have reference to per-

sons, in order to lead back to ver. 38. We have already in our

general analysis shown that the conclusion following upon the

strictly logical process of the whole argument, must be—" Con-

sequently ye are children of the Devil—ye, who oppose to My
truth the lie of which ye are conscious in your hearts, with

enmity against Myself which stops not short of the desire to kill

Me." Thus the connection demands this sense. (Bengel : et

pater cujusvis mendacis.) Meyer and Lange hold to this;

Baumgarten-Crusius modifies it somewhat after the example of

Erasmus' ejus rei—of such like, but with personal reference to

'^ivarrig ; thus—he who lies is his son. Let it be noted how

graciously the Lord pretermits at the close the direct address

!

Vers. 45, 46. We have already pointed out the retrogressive

character of the argument here which strengthens itself by most

emphatic repetition. The Lord majestically opposes His own

\yoj, as of one r^v akrfizia]i "ksyoju (mark the subtile change—not

'koKojv), to the archliar and all his progeny. Not to believe ^m,*

^ So Erasmus—^pater ejus rei.

2 At any rate De Wette is not justified in declaring the reference to

•^ivarng impossible.

^ This believing Him is the lower degree as in ch. v. 46, x. 37. Comp.

the Baptist's words, ch. iii. 36, where we have both at once, and on \y^V^r-\y
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and because, not orav but on, He telletli them the truth, is on

their part a wilful opposition after the Devil's manner. And
then comes the sublime and so much contested evidence that He
speaketh the truth, derived from His sinlessness as exhibited be-

fore themselves and challenging their l'ks'y')(^2iv 'TTSpi af/jOcpTtagl

The history of the exposition of this word presents us wdth a re-

markable phenomenon. The apparent obviousness of the mean-
ing as derived from the connection deluded most of the ancient

expositors ; but in later times they have penetrated with general

consent to a deeper and more appropriate interpretation of our

Lord's meaning.

Because afjuccpria, stands in contrast both with the preceding

and subsequent ccX^^eia, it was thought impossible to evade the

conclusion that the meaning must be—^Who can convince Me
of error ? Thus Origen : rd Tisyofj^im ^fjuaprj^fjuem ; and Cyril

with more definite and express opposition. So Calvin, Beza,

Melanchthon, and alas Bengel too: me errare et a veritate abesse!

And thus interpret, as we might suppose, Wolf, Kypke, Morus;

Fritzsche also against Ullmann (who incorrectly appeals to 1

Cor. XV. 34 and Tit. iii. 11); Strauss too of course; and even

J. V. Miiller, putting it in the worst form—"Can ye pro/'*-

against Me any error in My conclusions? " ^ Tholuck makes
the pertinent remark that if this had been His meaning the Lord
w^ould in this connection have opposed 'ipsvhog to the truth.

Many, from Cyril down to Fritzsche, have interpreted it—de

fraude; ^ as may be found literally in a lexicon of the New Tes-

tament. Lampe tries to extricate himself by the vague and
insipid observation :—a/^oapr/a hie latissime est accipienda pro

Roos excellently comments :—He who believeth not the Son, as a Teacher
who tells Jiim that he should believe on Him.

^ Brandt's Schullehrerhibel decks out this view to the utmost by laying

the stress upon the i'hiyx,u—^who can demonstrate that I am incorrect, that

I am in error ? They never in theu^ contests with Him adduced any proof.

But this would be still more doubtful, since it is well known that among
the contentious the judgment as to suflaciency of reasons is altogether ob-

scured. Christ may challenge sinners to convince Him of any sin ; but to

demand from them ^jroo/against the truths even hypothetically, is altogether

vnseemly.

^ Baumgarten-Crusius speaks strangely of a deception of the people,

wtiich arrogated a higher meaning to itself !
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quocunque defecta morali, etiam levissimoy nee solum pro vitio

in factis, sed etiam pro errore in verbis—according to Jas. iii. 2.

Fikenscher comes independently to the same conclusion :
" Jesus

represents every defection from the pure truth as a sin against

God!"
But at the very outset, as Lucke protests—"How feeble would

it sound, if He had asked : Or do I speak any untruth, is

there any error which ye can allege?" Especially after having

by 071 maintained that He spoke the truth !
^ Moreover, how

utterly does that interpretation forsake the Scriptural meaning

of aiJja^Tia in this chapter, as found throughout the whole Gos-

pel, the entire New Testament, and all the Scriptures ! St John

must, in consistency with his phraseology, have set down '7i-\dv7i

or -^l^ivbog. Have we not in ver. 34 a/joapr/a in contrast with

the truth
J
which makes free from sin? Has not the Lord just

been showing how falseliood and sin are connected together, as

derived from the Devil? And are not in His own case the two

things essentially and necessarily connected, that He did no sin,

and spake only truth,—just as in all His testimony to Himself

He always combines together His '^raifiv and Xsys/v? Kling

makes a further objection to Liicke's view : " He makes the

sense to be, that the only thing which would justify them in not

believing Him, woidd be the possibihty of their alleging and

proving Him to be a sinner ; since He could lay claim to their

acknowledgment of Him as Christ, only on the supposition of

their trusting in His moral purity." This Khng will not allow,

since the truth which w^as disbelieved was not His declaration

concerning His ow^n being, but His complaint of their sin ; and

he therefore substitutes :—" I challenge you to point out any

defection in Me from the path of the Divine will, and thus to

make it plain that I unrighteously oppose Myself as the true

Son abiding in the house to you as the slaves of sin." This more

definite reference may admit of discussion, but it does not touch

the main point that afJuapTicc means sin, and not error, over-

sight, or wrong conclusion. But we do not altogether echo

1 Compare Ullmanii's vindication, Stud. u. Krit,, 1842, 3, 674 £f. De
Wette brings forward a sound reason why uuxprix, hke dliyJcx,^ ch. yii.

18, cannot be error. According to that supposition, faith would be the

fruit of reflecting test.
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Luther:^ " Christ here graciously demands of them the cause

wherefore they do not believe, since they can find nothing to blame

either in His life or in His doctrine. His life is unblamable, for

He says—who can convince Me of sin? His doctrine is also un-

impeachable, for He says—Thus I tell you the truth," etc. But

the great point is this^ that the sinless life is made valid 'proof of

the truth of the doctrine ;^ and this itself is a great and profound

truth which penetrates and convinces every conscience, and to

prove which in this place, where it is so dogmatically asserted, is

beyond our present province. See in addition what was said

upon ch. vii. 18.

Undoubtedly, this does not assert directly the absolute sinless-

ness of Christ, since men as such, and especially these His

enemies, could not look into the heart ; and the most unimpeach-

able external life might yet conceal sin visible to God. But in

the wdiole treatment of this question in later times, much stress

has been laid upon the truth that CAmf could only have uttered

such a challenge, in the perfect consciousness of His own sin-

lessness before God. In truth. He speaks it absolutely and

definitely and solemnly ; He does not affect before men the

semblance of sinlessness ! From *any other lips than His own,

such a declaration could be sincere and permissible only when
referred to external sins which may be alleged; but when He so

speaks it would be nn if there were in His mind any reserve of

sinful consciousness ; this very word would be sin ! He who does

noifeel this is not to be argued with; and we wonder at Ullmann's

patience in discussing the points with those w^ho are If hpihiccg.

What humility, once more, appears in this dignity! He sub-

mits to be rebuked by these sinners, if they can convince Him !

comp. ch. xviii. 23.^ As the Holy One of Israel (Zeph. iii. 5 ;

^ See his sermon in the collection of Niethammer.
2 Assuredly thus, and not conversely, as Teschendorf? (Nikodemus, S. 118,

119) labours to maintain, in order to reconcile exegesis with dogmatics: -

Where there is no defection from the truth, there it must be concluded that

sin does not exist ! In that case, as de Wette says, faith would be the fruit

of reflective test ; and even in us as certain a criterion for such testing of

truth-speaking, as the conscience certainly is for the sin-rebuking truth of

the Holy One.
^ Where, however, the kxkcj; or kuT^Z; touches the sinfulness of His so

answering, not the untruth of what was said.
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Deut. xxxii. 4), He stands and waits their accusation. We are

to suppose here a subhme pause to intervene. He has put the

question and is silent. They also are silent; their slanderous

spirits have not a word to allege in His presence. His question

was redoubled :
" Am I a sinner ? If not a sinner, hut True,

wherefore, wherefore believe ye not Me ? (Who hath bewitched

you, that ye will not obey the truth ? Gal. iii. 1. The answer

comes fi'om 1 Sam. xv. 23—The Devil as the arch-deceiver
!)

Yer. 47. He then takes up the word again : " I will answer

for you to the second question, since ye have answered the first

by your silence. What I have said to you is true, and it is now
the only answer—He who is of God heareth the words of God

;

therefore ye hear them not, because ye are not of God. The

sublimest argument of God's speaker confronting unbelieving

men, and in the simplest possible words ! It is the condensation

of all His sayings in this chapter from ver. 14 downwards

;

specially a final conclusion repeated fi-am ver. 37, but repeated

^ji the gentle negative form—not of God. The Evangelist cites

this great decisive Word for all the future of the world and of

the church in his first Epistle, ch. iv. 6.

The Jews are smitten by the truth which fell upon them from

the lips of the sinless Son of man ; and should have been over-

come by the most gentle tenderness with which His rigorous

truth opposes their sin ; by the profound humility with which

the Son of God confronts their pride. But they do not yield as

vanquished ; they do not sink into silence ; but rather begin in

good earnest now—to revile and blaspheme. St John here

mentions " the Jews,^' otherwise than in vers. 33, 39, and thus

indicates that they are not the TTS'Tnffrsvfcorsg who now take up

the word, but the most malicious and virulent who represent

the mass. The raising of objections is at an end ; and the

arrogant men who had been listening for a while in restrained

vexation, now come forward, determined to retahate in yet

fiercer invective the contempt which He had cast upon the seed

of Abraham. And their words are the delayed answer to ver.

46—but what an answer do they give ! What contradiction of

sinners is here (Heb. xii. 3) ! The two words of scorn which
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they give vent to have a manifest allusion to the Lord's two in-

culpations, and this gives them their distinctive meaning. Thou

hast—not the devil, but a devil. This is, indeed, the current

formula provided by their vocabulary for madness by possession,

especially of the evil spirit of pride : but the word here has not

the same meaning as in ch. vii. 20, x. 20. " Thou art a fool,

or fanatic " would be much too little ;
" Thou art possessed by a

spirit of pride " would also come far short of the meaning, after

" Samaritan." They deepen their emphasis just as the Lord
had done—not from Abraham, not from God. Perfectly to give

back His second reproach would have required—" Thou mayest

Thyself be of the Devil, his son and not the son of our God !"

But neither their accustomed phraseology, nor their present

daring, extends as far as the utterance of such a w^ord ; they

content themselves with hoctf/jOfiov 'ix^iv, intending it to signify

this much, at least :—Thou who speakest thus art more likely to

be in league with Satan. Thus they cast Him out of the fellow-

ship of the God of Israel in the latter w^ord ; even as in the

former they had cast Him out of the fellowship of Israel.

For it is obvious that this is wdiat they mean by Samaritan, a

term far surpassing in contemptuousness the formerly used
" Galilasan." Thou art a heretic—" one who knoweth not the

God of Israel, and denieth Israel's orthodox faith." ^ This w^as

the term of foulest scorn which they could apply to any indivi-

dual, and nothing but lai(JjOViov 'ix^tf could follow^ it. The later

Jewish writings abound with the most extravagant expressions

of this kind, which we need not now quote ; and Eisenmenger
i. 633, 634, has shown that the Christians were afterwards called

Cuthites (D'-^n^iD from nniD, 2 Kings xvii. 24), this word being

equivalent to D''^iX^ The point, however, of their mahcious
daring lies in the question placed before both words of reproach,

and which He was to answer with yes

—

ov fcaXag "ksyofJbsu ; this

may indeed be softened, with Bengel—cum aliqua adhuc formi-

dine horrendam contumeliam pronunciant ; as if the question

betrayed some lingering uncertainty. But we prefer to give it

rotig.

2 The Talmud says, e.g. (Tract. Jebamoth fol. 47)—a Cuthite can be no
witness ! which is very pertinent to this passage.
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m its rigour with Grotius—nonne merito inter nos dicere sole-

mus ; or with Baumgarten-Crusius

—

Have we not said rightly ?

This last interpretation suits, strictly speaking, only the second

calumny which had been before uttered ; but in their wilful rage

they apply it to both—as if it had been a long settled question

with them, that He was a Samaritan !

Jesus now begins the last part of this colloquy by asserting

against the ccTifJbciZ^siv of their reckless scorn, the honour which

was laid upon Him by the Father, including His own Divine

dignity, in such a manner that their three contradictory words

are gently but mostly clearly replied to. He answers their first

word in ver. 48 by the three precisely corresponding clauses of

ver. 49, and then in vers. 50, 51 His most condescending

patience vindicates the testimony which He had borne, by de-

claring that He spake it not for His honour, but for their salva-

tion. Their second rejoinder, vers. 52, 53, which springs from

the word with which He closes, He replies to in vers. 54-56,

taking their objections in their backward order. This requires

Him, finally, to place Abraham, who was dead, in his true rela-

tion to Himself, the Giver, according to His Divinity, of eternal

life.

Ver. 49. The answer in these words advances backwards to

its climax : and this must be carefully observed for the light

apprehension of its individual expressions. Thou hast a Devil
—1 have not a Devil I Thou art a Samaritan—/ honour My
Father ! Say we not rightly

—

Nay^ ye do dishonour Me I How
luminous, and how full of repose is this reply !

" Oh that

men would learn from the Lord Jesus how, in tranquil re-

pose in the will of their heavenly Father, to defend the truth."

(Rieger.)

But what gentleness too—the more daring and insolent His

opponents, the more mild and humble is He ! This " / have not

a DeviV^ is the type and model of all future reviling not again

—1 Pet. ii. 23, comp. Acts xxvi. 25. But He does not go on

to say—And I am not a Samaritan—for two reasons. Lampe
gives us one in a graceful though subtle form—cum jam inter

Samaritanos haberet, qui in eum credebant. Or, as we may
put it with more precision—How could He take this name of

mockery, which involved in contempt a people called to salva-
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tion, upon His lips ; and by repelling it sanction the injustice

done to those, many ofwhom He had already treated with grace?

See, with what most scrupulous care His truth and His love avoid

entering for a moment into the impure element of their polemi-

cal language !^ To our minds there is another reason which also

has its force. The repeated retort

—

No, it is not as ye say

!

would have given the appearance of excitement and passion to

His reply. Instead of that, He passes over into the style of

teaching and vindication—I honour My Father ! Liicke well

says—" For I announce only His word, and His truth," and

therefore am no heretical teacher of error, such as ye would

describe Me by the word Samaritan. In the gently maintained

assertion of the Present oCKkot rif/boj, however, it is at the same

time declared—"I cannot speak otherwise, 1 must speak to you

as I have spoken for the honour of God ; I must testify against

your God-dishonouring sin and lie, and similarly assert the truth

for My own person,^^ So that it is both : I only indicate God's

honour against you—"I justify Myself only against invective,"^

and this only because your insult lights upon the Father in Me
His Son. Thus it is not in the madness of pride, but in obhga-

tory obedience, that I discharge the duty of My mission. But ye

(the same antithesis as in their 7j(jj{lg and av !) say not TtaXoJg

what ye say, but dishonour—one might expectMyFather or God,

but instead of that

—

Me ! For the accusation that they denied

God His honour was already included in the previous clause

;

and He is constrained now further to intimate " that the Father s

honour and His own are one and the same thing"—as Luther

here says. In deep sorrow, which is one with gentleness. He
utters this ; for His pure Divine consciousness resents humanly

the insults cast upon Himself and His Father. ^ A.ri(Jj(xZ^ziv has

a softer meaning here than e.g. in Luke xx. 11 ; for the Lord, or

St John according to His meaning, prefers the general indefinite,

and, as much as might be, negative word ; says not ovzibiZfiTZ or

XotlopBirs, but abides by the pure antithesis of His nf/joiv. The
reading rjrffJbocffocre (which the Yulg. and Erasmus adopt) has

^ The explanation of Roos is not enough ; to wit, that He did not reply-

to the imputation of being a Samaritan, because His adherence to the Jewish

worship was a sufficient vindication.

^ Which alone Baumgarten-Crusius makes prominent.
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no external grounds of support : and it would refer the Lord's

protest, which is urged against their disposition and life gene-

rally, too specifically to the particular words of invective which

they had used. Finally, the Kai between the second and the

third clause belongs to the consummate peacefulness and mild-

ness of the w^ords of His victorious benignity. It is not to be

resolved as

—

Although ye dishonour Me, this does not prevent

Me from honouring the Father ; nor is it to be interpreted as a

more severe accusation

—

And nevertheless ye revile Me ! But
it is designedly a simple and, which points out the threefold

gradation of the reply, and declares that all is even so in spite

of their contradiction.—Choose, ye contradicters of this day,

who will not honour the Son as ye honour the Father, believ-

ing His own testimony—take 3'our choice in the dilemma of this

chapter. Whether are the Jews right, or He ! There is no

third and intermediate opinion imaginable. He who does not

worship in Jesus the Son of God, and yet does not perceive in

Him a hcLiiJjOviov teaching error, and inspiring Him with fanatical

presumption, has not thought deeply upon this chapter, has not

heard and read its sayings to any purpose.

Yers. 50, 51. This calm assertion is followed by a renewed

and unwearied appeal, which, while strictly connected with what
precedes, introduces a new justification, warning, and entreaty.

The justification is the already often vindicated absence of

self-glorification ; the warning points to the future judgment

;

the entreaty returns this time too into an offer of eternal life

!

Even as every sincerely pious servant of God would be at the

utmost remove from presumptuous and self-assuming error

and fanaticism, so Jesus also sought not His own honour—not

although but because He knows that the Father hath honoured

and will honour Him. Tjtitojv still refers most assuredly to r^v

Vo^civ^ and reminds us of chap. v. 23. The Father's will is, that

men should honour the Son, and therefore bears testimony to

Him (chap. v. 31, 32) ; but on that very account He will one

day demand it of those who now refuse. (Deut. xviii. 19, ""^JJiJ

'iByo KhlK.) All these significations of Z/ir{iv are wrapped up in

one great idea ; but the last (as e.g. 2 Chron. xxiv. 22) makes
the transition to the x^pivcov. But we are not to make ho^av

again the complement of this latter word, for this would be con-
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traiy to the language ;^ but rather—God My Father will jiidr/e

in what concerns Me, between Me and you, in regard to your

arifjjaZ^SiV. And here it is perfectly natural that, without con-

tradicting chap. V. 22, the judgment is in this case left with the

Father;^ for the Son of man humbly places Himself as one

party confronting His slanderers before the tribunal of Him who

will judge rightly, and to whom He commits His cause, as any

other righteous servant. (Ps. xliii. 1.)

We are not to understand a pause between vers. 51 and 52

;

but the strictest connection subsists,—as we have shown before.

I seek not Mine own honour in all the words which have

provoked your wrath, but your salvation, your deliverance from

death I Entirely in the sense of chap. v. 34. Do not judgment

and eternal life belong to each other in this passage as in that ?

God will judge them who persistently refuse to honour Me by

believing My words, in the day when He makes manifest My
glory ; but I would save you from this great evil, and pluck you

from the hands of the liar and the murderer} The gracious

promise, uttered so often before, stands here in reminding con-

nection with vers. 21-24 of this chapter. The Lord begins

again to attract and beseech them : it is as even Lampe says a

novum tentamen gratise.* The rripiiv of ver. 51 iy^i'^, Sept.

rr,pziv and (pvXdffffSiv) has been by some inappropriately limited

to those believers who are to be presupposed as having alread}^

accepted and admitted His words. Hence Teschendorff: "The
Lord here turns away from His opponents, to those who had

exhibited faith in His word." But such a distribution disturbs

^ But not with Allioli, uniting the two absolutely,—^there is One that

seeketh and judgeth.

2 Not in the sense of the words of a Rationalist—In all the dogmatic of

Jesus God remains ever the Judge.

^ So httle fellowship have I with Satan, who promise and give life. This

allusion, remarked upon by Augustin and Beza, is safer than the question-

able observation of Bengel. Epiphanius makes the Samaritans to have been

—Sadducees

!

* It is by no means unnatural (as de TVette thinks) that Jesus should

make this sudden utterance to those who were radically unsusceptible.

" After a pause, and weary of strife," He is regarded as having turned again

to the behevers of ver. 31. TVeary of strife, indeed,—^we have nothing to

say against that ; but not weary in His seeking love.
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the profound unity of the whole, and misses the essential point,

that the Lord does not turn away from these His enemies, but

begins again in His compassion to utter promises to them. Trj^uv

means generally, to pay respect to His word, hence to perceive

and admit its meaning, and give it proper regard : it includes the

whole obedience of faith from its first admission to its full confir-

mation. So we find it in chap. xv. 20, and there we have its

best parallel. 'Eai^ rig as in chap. vii. 37. If (even among you)

any man yet sincerely marksMy word, lays hold of it, and retains

it ! For it is very certain and self-understood that 'koyov T'/jpuv

does not here mean keeping the commandments in act ; but the

living word of Christ is the seed of divine and eternal life,

which being sown is to be kept in the heart until all its fruit is

borne. He who bears this within himself will not and cannot

in the essential meaning of the word, die !^ Chap. xi. 25, 26,

dilates most copiously upon the great thought, and pursues it

into its full meaning ; here for the first time in this Gospel the

negation of death as a positive promise of life occurs in a new
phraseology, that of not '' seeing death ;" although chap. v. 24,

vi. 50, 51, 58, had most obviously prepared the way for it. In

chap. vi. the resurrection stood in connection with the not dying,

but the intermediate death of the body was still acknowledged

;

now, however, the expression is much more strong and absolute

—shall not see death, that is, not know death at all as such. See

Ps. Ixxxix. 49, xlix. 10, xvi. 10 ; Luke ii. 26. Thus this great

promise denies the being of death in dying itself f and in pro-

portion as the eye of faith can behold and penetrate this word

of Christ, and the soul can hold it fast, believers in Him pass

through all the bitterness of bodily death, and all the final anguish

of the soul, without any dread of ultimate condemnation, fearing,

indeed, no more evil (Ps. xxiii. 4)—and thus '' in the act of

dying feel not and see not death." Kieger : " As he who walks

towards the sun, sees not the shadow behind him."

These Jews, indeed, cannot apprehend all this, for they know

' For spiritual and eternal death is essentially such, physical death

is only such figuratively. Let ver. 51 «how what Jesus thought of iu

ver. 44.

^ The emphasis lies upon dotvetTo; ; not upon iig rou uiuuoe.^ as it has been

explained—mortem in seternitatem, j.e., mortem seternam !

VOL. V, 2 C
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not what 0dmrog essentially is. They pretermit the answer as

a whole, and take offence at the least paradoxical word of it,

instead of pondering the Lord's meaning. Thus they swiftly

discover that this word is sufficient proof of the foul charge

which thej/ had just brought against Him ! The vvv lyvojx.aiLZVy

manifestly more than the previous ov ^ccckcog Xsyo[JbSv; they

seem to admit, half in self-betrayal and half in seeming conde-

scension, some uncertainty in their previous allegation : but now

they can maintain—It is clear, at least after this, that we were

right ; this leaves no more doubt ! In bitter stiflfneckedness

they will adduce to the last their father Abraham; and now

associate with him for strong proof and confirmation all the pro-

phets too. They, certainly, all kept the sayings of Gody and are

not the less dead on that account ? Are Thy sayings more than

those ? When they repeat His words, the meaninglessness of

which they exhibit, as it were, for His own acknowledgment

that He knew not what He was speaking of, they use tasting in-

stead of seeing ; and this, though not a designed perversion,^ yet

is, as Lange remarks, a designed intensification of the word.

They use, in order to signify bodily death, the expression which

obviously makes prominent the special bitterness of dying ; an

expression which does not, indeed, occur in that sense in the

Old Testament, but is very frequent in the Kabbinical writings,'^

and was ordinarily used even in the time of Christ to designate

death, see Matt. xvi. 28. When they thus limit the word to its

exclusive reference to bodily death, they falsify the saying of

Christ by misunderstanding it ; for the believer may, indeed, in

that sense experience the bitterness and sting of death (as the

Lord Himself did pre-eminently for us all, Heb. ii. 9)—and yet

through this death, which he sees not and knows not as death,

pass into higher life. Art Thou greater than our father Abra-

ham? Thus do the 'loy^a/o/, whose boast is to know, speak

with the same spirit of folly as in ch. iv. 12 the woman of Sa-

maria. The ocrrig, which is certainly genume, has in its full

emphasis the " fuller meaning" which Baumgarten-Crusius

would require ort to express. T/W azccvTou \jrv] 'TCoiitg is, after

^ They did not pervert the truth by the change ; for he who seeth not

death as something frightful, tastes it not as anything bitter. Eoos.

^ Without necessarily requiring any allusion to a cup or goblet.
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all that lias passed, much keener than the similar formula, ch. i.

22. There it is still questioning, but here it is condemnatory

too ; comp. ch. v. 18, x. 33, xix. 7.

In vers. 54-56 the answer travels backwards through the

objection, just as before. What makest Thou Thyself^ Answer

:

I honour not Myself in any such self-assumption (ch. vii. 18, v.

31) as would be indeed aft ovliv, like all lying self-commenda-

tion of vain man ; but My Father honoureth jSIe ! The same,

whom ye vainly call your God, and yet know Him not. Vers.

47, 42, 19, ch. vii. 28, 29. Art Thou greater than Abraham'^
The answer does not go at once and prematurely enter into that

question, but asserts :—I know God as My Father, I hold fast

and fulfil the word which He has given Me as My commission.

Finally, Abraham is dead—no, I say unto you, Abraham
liveth, although he is dead, and knoweth now, in the joy of

eternal life, of My manifestation, which once in his lifetime he

longed and waited for.

Yer. 54. Ao^dZ^cov (ja embraces all in one, which had been and
still is spoken of. It is also equivalent to hQ^dast, as the 'icrriu,

parallel with ver. 50, shows : He will one day assert My honour.

But it is here, first of all, as an answer : zoo^aas [m, He has

bestowed upon Me the honour which in word and deed I must
bear witness to and maintain ; He has imposed it upon Me as a

commission that I, for the sake of His honour in Me, should

represent Myself to the world as what I am. This is then the

Xoyog ccuTov of ver. 55. If ye knew Him, ye would also know
and acknowledge Me ; but ye say only that He is your God.^

Almost all expositors glide rapidly ovei* the most weighty assur-

ance given here, in which Jesus declares His Father and the

God who revealed Himself in Israel, though by Israel He was

not truly known, to be the same. He thereby protests, as against

all Gnostic distinction between the Demiurgus and the New
Testament God, so against all the Rationalist or semi-believing

misapprehension of the Old Testament which prevails in our own
day. The consequences which are to be deduced from this one

saying of Christ extend much further than many are willing to

^ The response by their ^f<.ay is incorrect. Jesus is very far from

taking their lying words into His lips, and retorting them, as they had

done mth His.
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follow them ; are such as many show themselves unwilling dis-

tinctly to realise. If " God the Father of Jesus Christ" be

actually one and the same with " Jehovah, the God-King of

Israel" (to use de Wette's words), this gives of itself ample

assurance that He could never in old time have essentially-

otherwise revealed Himself than in after time. We should

carefully maintain and keep inviolate the historical and econo-

mical distinction between the Old Testament and the Christian,

the failure in w^hich has betrayed Zinzendorf, for example, into

much confusion : but we should be still more careful that we
do not regard the Old Testament as a collection of Jewish books,

and deal with them as we deal with the literature of any other

people, just as if there were no New Testament to reduce all

which God has spoken, to one vast, comprehensive, and con-

nected Revelation. The same God who spake to the fathers

before He finally spake in His Son, and in whose progressive

revelations no appearance of contradiction can be supposed ever

to have been permitted, must have in some degree announced

the glorious and perfect future in the preparatory imperfection of

every age, and given it more or less to be known. The Chris-

tian expositor, therefore, of the Old Testament has not the task

imposed upon him to become a Jew again (impossible as that is

in itself!), and to reproduce the twilight of intelligence wdiich

before the great Fulfilment w^as all that could \asit the souls of

men in those ages. His province is to inlay and interweave the

great explanation which Christ has given of all that the God of

Israel, who is His Father, meant to say from the beginning

;

thereby becoming himself more and more assured, in this way
of faith leading to knowledge, that after all he has not in reality

inlaid anything into old Scripture, but only expounded and
opened their original and true meaning.^ This is not to abolish

the true distinction which subsists, but only to reveal the true

unity subsisting in their difference. As there is no Chnst or

Messiah but He of whom the prophetic word bore witness, even

so there is nothing essentially Christian, which could possibly form

1 According to Lu. xxiv. 27 and 45, the disciples did indeed understand
in the prophetic Scriptures more than the writers of these Scriptures were
themselves conscious of

; but nothing more than what the Spirit of Christ
in them had spoken from the beginning.
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a "pure and ])erfeci contrast with anything actually pertaining to

the Old Testament.

And here, finally, the biblical theology of the Old Testament

must shake itself fi'ee from another inveterate and ruinous evil,

that of confounding two distinct things—that which proceeded

directlv from God, the Father of Jesus Christ, and that which,

in their half intelligence, their misapprehension, or their entire

perversion, the Hebrew people constructed out of it. The same

sentence of our Lord, in which He declares that this people's

God was His Father, imputes also to this people an ovk zyvojKaTZ

avTOV—and not referring simply to this present generation, but

to their similarly unbelieving fathers. (Acts vii. 51.) Indeed,

according to the measure in which faith was wanting, a lack of

knowledge was necessarily involved even in the case of the sin-

cere. We know that the people, as the people of a calling and

election, were akeady furnished with all that was needful ; but

that the people misunderstood and perverted the word of God as

well as their own way, is manifest from their own historical and

prophetical archives, which exhibit as a whole that great con-

flict between the Holy One of Israel and His called ones, which

at length at the manifestation of Christ reached its fearfnl cli-

max. Even as that " Christendom" which. has been gradually

formed among the nations and through the ages, with all its

dogmas and ecclesiastical constitutions, is far from exhibitino- in

its purity all that was given unto man in Christ ; so still less

must we think to find in the so-called " Hebraismus " or the

" predominant faith " of this people, the ^Joyia rov dsov which

were intrusted to their unfaithfulness. (Rom. iii. 2, 3.) This

is undeniable, as it respects that supreme crisis when Pharisaism,

called orthodox but perverting the essence of the Old Testament,

crucified the Messiah ; and why may not the same fmidamental

distinction be applied to all these ages

!

Thus indeed most assuredly " the idea of the Supreme God,

the Creator of heaven and earth, was limited and restricted by

the popular notion of the national God of the Israelites."^ But

the Lord condemns as a lie the false element of particularism in

this, when He says—Asysrs on Gzog vfjjojv Ian; the truth in it,

^ De "Wette erbaul. Erklar. der Psalmen, S. 15. Only not in the holy-

books themselves, in as far as and where they contain the Xoytx rw dtov !
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as connected with God's special covenant. He in the same words

confirms. He does not protest against the 0sog vpijcuv uncondi-

tionally, but against their Xsysiu. He might have said—He is

indeed you?' God as I am your Christ, only not in the sense in

which ye appropriate, without understanding the word. Yea

more ! This misapprehension in its lesser degree, and not having

lost the reality of fellowship with God, was foreseen in man's

weakness and in its time borne wdth, by God Himself; just as

Christ endured- the Jewish limitation of His Apostles' notions of

the Messiah, until the final opening of their understandings.

But the full intelligence of Scripture came to them through the

Risen Saviour and His Holy Spirit ; and it perfectly harmonises

with the words which He spake unto them while He was yet

with them. (Lu. xxiv. 44-47.) The God of Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob (as He is soon termed at the outset of the apostolical

history) is not, because He entered into the fellowship of election

and covenant with these holy patriarchs, therefore the isolated

God of these men and their seed after the flesh; Abraham
rather understood Him aright as the Judge of all the earth (Gen.

xviii. 25), and knew that the goal of the special covenant was

the salvation and blessing of all the families of the earth. Again,

the peculiar relation of the people of the covenant to the same

God who is also the Father of Jesus Christ, is far from being

abohshed in the New Testament (see Acts iii. 25, 2^)-, yea,

rather. His own prediction confirms it even to the end of the

days, and gives us to expect in the great futurity the full deve-

lopment of both covenants in one, the new covenant returning

back again into that wdiich was of eternal validity in the old.

The Lord utters it as an o^vf/joopoPy containing both a severe re-

proach and a meek lamentation :—Ye know not your God, and
your Xsyeiv concerning Him perverts the unknown truth into a

lie
; ye know not how graciously this God of your fathers de-

clares Himself through Me and My w^ork, as your, and your

children's God

!

It is, more particularly, not merely the moral substance of the

law, as coinciding with the natural law in the conscience, which

is the indispensable foundation of the Gospel's forgiveness and

salvation from sin, but the testimony concerning the guilt and

ruin of the natural man before this holy Law. The history of
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tlic Fall at the beginning of Scripture (to which, therefore, ver.

44 in our ch. necessarily pointed), the progressive factual con-

firmation of which the history of Israel, by the prophetic Spirit^

of God was intended, when viewed aright, to exhibit ; then the

Laio itself condemning this sin, in connection with its propitia-

tory economy which brought no propitiation (Heb. x. 2-4); thus

the revelation of sin and death pervading the whole Old Testa-

ment is the most essential preparation for the Redemption ;—so

that the Lord's saying in ver. 51 must necessarily be hailed by

every true Israelite with the joy of Abraham or Simeon (comp.

also Lu. i. 79), as the coming time. From the Book of Job to

Malachi—the fall and redemption, nature and grace, are the

true great fundamental truths which the ancient Scriptures

everywhere presuppose and announce. Their practical misap-

prehension was the reason that the Jews did not know and un-

derstand Christ; the same, at least in a lower degree, is the

cause of much exegetical obtuseness concerning the unity of the

Old and New Testaments—as will be seen presently in ver. b^.

Ver. 55. The conscious knowledge of God which Jesus pre-

dicates of Himself, and which did not come, or was not taught to

Him as to us from without, but sprung from His essential unity

of nature with the Father, is expressed in this oT§a as far trans-

cending the sense of any lyvuKun, This He must testify, be-

cause He bears witness to the truth, and is the truth. I cannot

say ovK oiZa—let it not be taken wrong that I avow Myself be-

fore you to be what I am ! Thus almost in tones of entreaty

He asserts Himself; yet it is impossible but that this pure truth

should at the same time condemn these liars.—I cannot, because

I am not, and can never be, xchat ye are! "OfJbOiog vfjulv may
be more verbally correct than vfjjouv ;

yet the former arid bet-

ter authenticated word might be designed to give that specific

emphasis which Bengel seizes ;—then should I be of your kind,

that is, a liar. (Even de Wette—hke you, a liar.) But ye are

liars in that ye now and generally speak of God as being your

God for your father Abraham's sake, while ye know Him not

as Abraham knew Him. Olshausen finds a difficulty, too favour-

able to Socinianism, in our Lord's saying of Himself

—

rou Aoyov

^ By means of the historical writers of the Bible, as a-'j^i-K^ a^s'^a?.
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rov dsov rrjpAf ; but we discern in it, on the one hand, the human
fidelity of obedience of the Son of man who exists in and with

the Son of God, the profound truth of which only the old one-

sided theology misapprehended; and, on the other, we have

shown already that this Xoyov r^jpcH signifies in its most obvious

connection the fulfilment of His commission to bear this testi-

mony. (Comp. the broXj^, to give up His life also, chap. x. 18,

xiv. 31, with the broXT^y Tt e'lTo) aat riXaXriffu, chap. xii. 49.)

It is His severe task, but His bounden duty, to fulfil this com-

mission faithfully, even in contest with such contradicters as

these ! Thus in the use of such expression the Lord condescends

to our level in (£k7i^iiaLy though not in the -^zv^og (hence in chap.

XV. 10

—

7to!.&oj<; syMToig IvroXdg rov 'Trarpog fjbov TST7]pi^x,cc) ; but

Bengel's fine distinction must not be forgotten, that while we
must Jirst receive and retain the word, in order to come to the

perfect knowledge of it (vers. 31, 32)—He places His othcc be-

fore the rj^po).

And here we may pause for a moment to consider thepractical

teaching of this whole colloquy, as it is a symbolical pattern for

our Lord's servants' disputing witness in all ages:—As the

Gospel for the Judica me Deus Sunday in Passion time, it fur-

nishes an inexhaustible text. Suffer thyself to be reviled ! If

the charge have any ground of truth in thee, who art not without

sin, aggravate not thy sin by reviling again, by denying the

truth in the slightest degree before God, or by permitting thy

love to fail before another's wrath. Seek not thine own honour;

else may thy God seek out thy disgrace and judge thee as thou

deservest. But, on the other hand, sin not by denial of the

truth which thou knowest before God. Recede in everything

which concerns thine own person, but in nothing which affects

thy God. Keep silence, instead of justifying thyself, in every

case in which absolutely no more is involved than—thine own
honour.^ But where the truth is concerned, and the bearing

* As Melancthon took until the next morning for reflection, in his dis-

putation with Dr Eck. The latter taunted him—This is not to your honour,

Phihp ! When Phihp rephed—We have not to do with our own honour, but
with the Lord's. (Comp. Matthesius, die 12 Fred. v. Luth. Leben.) Great
word

! Would that it were written in letters of gold over the professorial

chairs in many of our academical halls.
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testimony against the liars for their own salvation, let not thy

mouth be stopped, and let not thine heart be led astray : speak

out until they take up stones, with the same meekness and firm-

ness combined as thy Lord's ! A high art is this ! and a most

pressing duty ! A task committed to us, as to Him, as our

business in the world; but which only by His Spirit wdthin us

we can perform

!

Ver. 56. If we have not been altogether mistaken in our

observation upon the distinctly and pervasively negative tone in

the three answers to the three objections (here as in ver. 49), it

will now shed light upon this obscure verse, and determine thus

much at least—that it contains a protestation against the assump-

tion that Abraham was dead. But because in the ordinary

meaning of the word to w^iich the Jews clung, he was incontro-

vertibly dead, we must have recourse to the supposition that

our Lord would set the true meaning of His promise uttered ver.

51, in the strongest light, by an assurance which apparently ex-

presses the general paradox, but in reality solves it :—" Abra-

ham lives yet, though he is dead ! He so lives in the enjoyment

of the reward of faith, that he is not properly speaking dead,

and that is My meaning !" Further, because the objection oi

the Jews had also improperly opposed Abraham and the prophets

as living and dying without Jesus, to those who were in after

time to become immortal through His (not God's) words—it is

the design of our Lord, whose answers are still precisely pertinent

to the questions they reply to, to show that Abraham's faith

while he lived, and its reward after he died, had direct reference

to Himself as the Expected of the fathers. Thus much, it

seems to me, we may assume a priori (if the expositor may use

such a word), from the connection and consistent sense of the

whole, for the meaning of the following retrospective saying,

even before we have read it. If anything could disturb my
clear conviction, it would be the mere historical fact that most

expositors both in the older and the later church have failed to

take this view. And are the words themselves so very obscure ?

Assuredly not, they are the simplest and most common expres-

sions :—rejoicing in the thought of seeing what when seen gives

yet greater joy (the contrast being very express), on the one

side ; and the day of Christ on the other, which no one familiar
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with the Scriptural and Jewish phraseology can hesitate to in-

terpret aright. What causes then the obscurity, in which so

much expository vision has seen erroneously ? We cannot but

think that the 'Trocpepfjbyjvevstv in this passage is simply the result

of the general assumption that the thing itself is not to be believed!

There are many who address themselves to its exposition with

the foregone conclusion that to make the passage teach Abraham's

experience of Christ's life after his death, is too bold a theory to

be tolerated : and in consequence they interpret it otherwise.

This is the first and most obvious meaning of the words ; and

those who deny it must do so under the influence, more or less

unconscious, of that assumption.

Even Abraham,

—

your father, as ye call him again and again,

and as I in the beginning (ver. 37) admitted him, and still admit

him to be, in respect to your derivation after the flesh—bears

witness for Me, whom he waited for, and in w^hom he rejoiced

;

but against you, who in that respect are altogether unlike him,

who neither understand aright the hope of his lively faith, nor

know concerning him what he is and enjoys now that he is

"dead."^ In My day he rejoiced by anticipation, that he should

see it—this cannot possibly indicate anything but the manifesta-

tion of Christ in the flesh. When afterwards in the New Testa-

ment the day of Christ refers to the reversionary hope of His

second coming, the distinction is made perfectly clear ; but

here, where we are carried back to Abraham's time, and the day

of Christ is made the goal of a hope which afterwards had its

fulfilment, it must necessarily mean that which the Jews gene-

rally designated as xy^m nin"* in the most comprehensive sense,

and especially, of course, the then present days of His life in

the flesh. So in Lu. xvii. 2Q we had the days of the Son of

man in connection with the rji/jspccig N^Jg ; and previously, ver.

22, fjjiocv rSjv ^fjuspoDu manifestly referring to His first manifesta-

tion in the flesh vainly wished back again. (See on this our

1 The second, and not merely practical reference (intimating to the op-

ponents how little they resembled ilieir fatlier) which Chrysostom observed

upon, is not, as Liicke thinks, too far-fetched, but enters into the spirit

of the whole colloquy. But we should hesitate to agree with Klee that

a contrast is hinted between Abraham's joy and their endeavour to extinguish

His day.
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exposition.) Thus does the Lord immediately after this dis-

course, and echoing its thoughts, explain Himself in ch. ix. 4, 5,

where He says : As long as I am in the world as Light, it is

day ; soon will the night come. And this is very significant, as

it adds to the profound and comprehensive discourse as a whole,

the new thought that the time of Christ is the longed for time

of Light, the consummation of all the prophecy and promise of

the preliminary starshining and twilight: (comp. 2 Pet. i. 19).

Therefore it is called here the day and not the days.^ Further,

the recent expositor Lange is perfectly right v/hen he bids us

distinguish, as in perfect contrast, the joyful hope and expecta-

tion of Abraham resting upon the promise that he should see

the day of Christ, from the seeing itself.^ Similarly Ebrard :

" The Old Testament gives us no such contrast in the life of

Abraham as that between the waiting for the day of Christ, and

the actually seeing it." Such a specific crisis of vision as might

be reckoned to be a fulfilment of his desire, and as distinguished

from that desire, must, if the Lord were here speaking of a

matter of history, have been on record, so that the Lord might

appeal to it as something well known. If Ihzlv is compared

with the 0ico(i7](Tyi of ver. 51, it still can be no other than an

actual living in and experiencing ; the zoc) sBb, however, must

be unconditionally taken in the same sense as the im 'ihrj.^ If

we compare Matt. xiii. 17, and Lu. x. 24, which form a very

important parallel, we find that the true seeing, which brings

with it joy, can have place only in the very days of Christ.

There as here the Lord witnesses the truth, so decisive for the

1 Hence also it is clear that it is not just the hirth of Christ which is re-

ferred to, as Ebrard and Lange think.

2 But we cannot see why Abraham as the father of the Jews should

be distinguished, in contrast, from Abraham as the Seer of the day of

Christ ; the unity of the one Abraham hes at the foundation of the whole

discourse

!

^ We must not introduce into this rtyaXhi 0,00,70^ by a pregnant con-

struction, any idea of wishing (as Grotius too confidently expounds the

n^o^p)
; the main point is a confident watting for, which by anticipation re-

joices ; as Nonnus simply gives it

—

Ihlv rr/ccKhixo dvfii^. The hcc does not

stand instead of or;, for the object of the joy, bu'^ defines this to be in the

assured and promised future:—He rejoiced in this, that he should see.

Lampe : quod visurus esset. Comp* chap* i* 8«
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unity of the Old and New Testaments, that all the faithful

of former times hoped in Him, and waited for Him ; even as,

according to 1 Pet. i. 10-12 did the collective prophets, whom
the Lord does not now include, in order that He may the

more definitely single out their father Abraham. We have

here the evidence that the Lord attributes to Abraham (hke

the Epistle to the Hebrews, and even yet more plainly) a pro-

found understanding of the Messianic aim of all the promises

given to himself.^

And now Abraham hath actually seen, with greater y^ccipsiv,

that day of Christ, the expectation of which itself had been to

him an ccfyocKkiacrdai ! This cannot, according to the reasons

which we have already assigned, have been a vision which took

place in Abraham's own lifetime, and not in the time of Christ.

The acute Schleiermacher assures his hearers that the Lord here

spoke of nothing more than what took place in Abraham's own
time, and of nothing more than the promise which wtis given to

him ; after which promise he rejoiced that he should see My
day. But this most incomprehensibly omits the following words
—Aiid he saw it I Equally inexplicable is Kurtz' rigid adher-

ence to the solution by Abraham's theophanies. No, the Lord
does not mean—if we may mention the leading errors of expo-

sition—the manifestation of the Son of God amontr the three

guests at Mamre,^ nor the birth of Isaac at which Abraham
laughed,^ nor Isaac's restoration from death, Heb. xi. 19.* Nor
is the view correct which predominated in a later age, and

which understands it of a sjnritual lorospective view of the day of

Christ (the Toppcodsp ihovng zoct a(r'7rGC(jd[jjSvot, Heb. xi. 13)

—

^ In connection with whicli we need not have recourse to the Jewish

notion that God had specially revealed to Abraham the entire futurity of

all his seed ; and especially the Messianic times. Still less are we (with

Baumgarten-Crusius) to include "the idea, that the old fathers referred the

Messianic expectation to their own times !"

2 Gen. xviii. 10 being then emphasized—I will return unto thee ; and ex-

plained of a mysterious visit accompanying Isaac's birth, as a pledge of His

future incarnation! So Moldenhawer, but also the Hirschb. Bible, and

Hess in the Leben Jesu.

^ So e.g. Ernesti ; and also the Berlenb. Bible

!

* So Grotius, with many of the fathers. EuthjTP.ius says most arbitrarily

—
'/lf<,spxu ctiiTOv 'hiyii rY,v rov ajocvpov.
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even specifically, with some, the great day of revelation in judg-

ment. Lange's position is incontrovertible, that all prospective

vision, all prophetic vision (even Roos' "extasy not recorded by

Moses"), must be contained in the first clause. Yet Origen,

Augustin, Chrysostom, Theophylact, Erasmus, Luther, Calvin,

Beza, and so forth, maintained this interpretation, which has

become the common tradition. Even Bengel went so far astray

as to apply it to the anticipation of the day of the Lord's glory.^

Olshausen lays much stress upon the connection with ver. 58,

from which it would necessarily follow that the Lord spoke of a

seeing in the lifetime of Abraham. But, however specious this

sounds, it is much more important that it disturbs the more

necessary connection of the previous sayings of Christ, according

to which Christ would establish the fact ofAbraham's not being

dead. The connection on the other hand with ver. 58 is not so

very strict, since the new, and bitter, and blind objection of the

Jews has intervened; and the Lord now places His eternal and

Divine nature in opposition to this, as we shall see. Sufiice that

it is altogether inadmissible to place the za) uhz in Abraham's

life upon earth.^

The only sound interpretation we most positively assert to be,

that the day of Christ is, as Cyrill. declared, o Trjg eTn^'/ifjJccg

avTOV zutpog ; and thus that Abraham's seeing that day in his

1 Diem majestatis Christi, qui dies omnia Christi tempora, etiam in oculis

Abrabse, prsasupponit. Alii sunt dies carnis Christi, alius Dies Christi

ipsius et giorise ejus. Vidit diem Christi, qui in semine, quod stellarum

instar futurum erat, sidus maximum est et fulgentissimum. Et quia hunc
diem plane vitalem vidit, mortem non vidit. Sic Judseorum instantia re-

tunditur. (?) Non tamen vidit ut Apostoli, Matt. xiii. 17. This strange

interpretation is reproduced in an English Irvingite work, with special re-

ference to the restoration of Israel.

2 Not, finally, as Baumgarten-Crusius resolves it. He first makes a very

proper remark as to what must have been involved (" thus I quickened

Him,—^this being in the connection, that the patriarch himself had re-

ceived life from Him")—^but then weakens this down to a figurative

life, the refreshment of his soul in the midst of the longing ungratified

expectation. And with all such Rationalism as this must fall the mystical

interpretation of a joyful *' birthday of Christ in the heart "—see in the

other^vise beautiful little book of G. H. Schuberth, die TFiederkunft des

Herrn, Petersburg 1820, S. 222. Thus does faith graze the limits of in-

fidelity.
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living condition must be placed after his death. This was first

^

clearly and definitely stated by the Jesuit Maldonatus : Cum
dicit vidit, baud dubium, quin eo modo vidisse dicat, quo videre

dixerat tantopere concupivisse. Non autem concupiverat sola

videre fide, quia fide jam Christi diem videbat. Vidit ergo

diem Christi re ipsa, quem ad modum et ille et patres omnes

videre concupierant. Quis enim dubitet Abraham et cseteros

patres, qui cum eo erant (sive ex revelatione, quam in hac vita

habuissent, sive ex revelatione, quam tunc, quum Christus

venit, habuerint de ejus adventu) non ignorasse Christum venisse,

etiam antequam ad eos post mortem veniret. In favour of

this declare themselves Lampe, Mosheim, Kuinoel, Tholuck,

Liicke, de Wette, Meier, von Gerlach, Lange. And it may be

hoped that this will always be accepted now as the simple and

straightforward interpretation of these plain words : for even

the Socinian distortion (which Tittmann accepts)—Abraham
would have rejoiced, had he survived to My time !—rests upon

an admission of the direct and inevitable meaning of ihsTv rrjif

rifjApav. Moses and Elias at the Transfiguration teach us that

for the fathers in blessedness, but waiting in blessedness, even

intercourse with Christ manifest upon earth was possible and

actual, especially in the case of those wdio occupied a theocratic

and prophetically significant relation to Him. And may not

this hold good o^ Abraham, so far as that the g]$g x.ou sxccprj shall

be accepted from the Lord's lips as an actual truth, just as the

words run ? Yea, we are disposed to regard the mere ex re

relatione non ignorare (which we have placed in a parenthesis

in the quotation from Maldonatus) as saying too little; and

would prefer to understand an actual intercourse, though secret,

between Abraham and Christ. For although we must decline

any deeper penetration into this hinted mystery, yet we cannot

but say that the past tense seems to us to refer to some special

historical period, which as such was already past. In any case

the Lord gives a sublime assurance that He was privy to the

actual joy of Abraham at His manifestation in the flesh, as the

object for which he had while in the flesh waited with the joy

of hope.

^ That is among those known to us. Certainly this view has not been

altogether wanting in the chiu'ch of any age.
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What a word for these Jews ! They understood it, as we see,

so far at least, that this Jesus standing before them brings His

own day into immediate conjunction with Abraham. To them
it evidently and convincingly said

—

If the Messiah is come, cer-

tainly father Abraham will know, and have some experience of

it. And as this was so plain to them, the confidence with whicli

Jesus announced it would have been evidence enough, if they

had been disposed to hear and to feel. But noxo (though not

in ver. 52, concerning the tasting of death) they maliciously,

whether consciously or unconsciously, pervert His words in order

to make them appear absurd. Abraham hath seen Me—Thou
hast seen Abraham ! These two things are very distinct, since in

the former Abraham's continuance till the days of the Son of

man is alone presupposed (which they believed, but had alto-

gether lost sight of in their reference to death) ; but in the latter

Jesus, and, as they regard Him, a mere man^ must have already

lived in the time of Abraham ! B.-Crusius discerns here a

second perversion ; as the Lord had not said that Abraham had

seen Him, but His day. Quite right, but the question still arises,

whether the Lord, who would not speak too plainly of these

secret things, might not have intimated in those words the actual

seeing of Himself. In such things there is often much more,

and more wonderful mystery, involved than obviously appears in

the words ; of this we have a symbolical example here, for the

Jews in their misapprehension pervert the Lord's w^ords into

what they think an absurdity, viz., that Jesus would make Him-
self to have seen Abraham—and this is after all strictly correct

!

For though not this man Jesus, yet this I in Him, was, accord-

ing to His higher Personality now united with humanity, be-

fore Abraham, because before all creatures ! They measure His

time by the half-century not expired— and He is the eternal

lAm!'^

1 Grotius: certe nondum semisacularis es. This seems most simple,

eighteen centuries being between Him and Abraham. It is not neces-

sary to resort to any proverbial reference to the year of Jubilee, or the

time when the period of actual Levitical service ceased. We need not

think of any premature old age, or any marred appearance (as Clem.

Alex. comp. A^avasor de forma Christi) ; of any misundei-standing of the

Jews who inferred, either from His irdt^vTzi^oia, (EuthjTiiius) or from the
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Ver. 58. What the Prologue had declared, ch. i. 1, 2, is here

asserted as the testhnony of the Lord Hhnself. Dorner re-

marks that the critical idea of His pi^e-existence, which St John,

in harmony with St Paul, places in the forefront of his Gospel,

in contradistinction from the Synoptics, is nevertheless not

altogether wanting in the Synoptics themselves ; and he is

quite correct. To the passages which he adduces (Matt. xi.

19 ; Luke ix. 49, Wisdom—Matt. xi. 27, the Son who alone

knoweth the Father), we take liberty to add Luke x. 18 and

Matt, xxiii. 37, according to our exposition of it,—without men-

tioning many other consequential inferences elsewhere to be

deduced.

It remains nevertheless true, that only in St John are to be

found the literal, and plain, and express testimonies of Jesus

Himself concerning His existence before men, and before the

created world. This passage, ch. vi. 62, and ch. xvii. 5, are the

three great texts, which only wilful and blind sophistry can

pervert. The Socinians (like the ancient heretics, qui homi-

nem dicebant Jesum prsecognitum et praedestinatum, qui ante

adventum carnalem substantialiter et proprie non extiterit) have

made the being before Abraham a quasi-existence in the Divine

appointment and predetermination ;^ and many not bearing that

name resort to the same refuge, though sometimes idealistically

disguised:^ but with such people there can be no exegetical

contest, and we can only point to the hycuj which, connected

with the sif/ji, cannot signify any decree or counsel concerning

this I, but just this personal hycj Himself, about whom the

solemnity of His spiritual devotion, that His age was greater. The con-

clusion to which Irenseus comes is historically remarkable—that Jesus was

actually above forty years old; and the ancient reading, forty instead of

fifty, evidently leaned that way.
^ If not actually with Socinus : Before Abraham became ^l&raAanij'that

is, the father of the people !

!

2 B.-Crusius, comparing Rev. xiii. 8 ; 1 Pet. i. 20,—thought of and

decreed, that is, essentially and virtually I was already in being! De
Alette : pre-existence, but of course only in an ideal sense ! Schleiermacher

:

Before Abraham hved, I was He upon whom aU truth was based, to whom
every glimmering of hope had reference ; from the beginning have I been

ine promises
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Jews were speaking, in the identity of His personal self-con-

sciousness. Uph 'A/3paa/a» ysvicrdat does not mean antequam

esset (for which Grot, refers to ver. 33, ch. xx. 27, i. 6, 30 ;

Acts vii. 38, xiii. 5 and elsewhere)—but antequam nasceretw,

as Erasmus has it. (Comp. Nonnus, ;rp/v y^vog 'i(ryjv.) Most
assuredly, as de Wette admits (who rejects the idea of being

born or becoming in any sense), the yznct&ai in this brief and

pointed discourse forms a contrast, as a being introduced into

time, with g/Va/—a contrast which Bengel finds most undeniably

in such passages as Mark iv. 22 ; Acts xxvi. 29 ; 1 Cor. iii.

18. And the Syr. translates in the future—n^ln^? ninj N^ny.

For Christ now goes altogether beyond His former words ; the

ignorance and the wilfulness of their objections admit of no

explanation; the gulf between Him and them has become too

great for any conciliation ; and the Lord therefore overwhelms

all their contradiction by a conclusive word, which is not so

much a continuation of the preceding argument, as a sudden

flash of revelation from the depths of His own eternal conscious-

ness. That He should have finally spoken thus is not to be

wondered at, on the supposition of this eternal consciousness

abidincp ever with Him : rather Is it wonderful that He should

have ordinarily and as His rule restrained it so much. Thus

here, too. He restrains Himself; and does not go on to say, as

afterwards in the prayer to His Father

—

Trpo rov rov ko(T(JjOv

ehc/j ; though this ^p;V yeviffdai, in antithesis with His own

slfM, could mean no less than this, comp. Ps. xc. 1, 2 ; Isa.

xhii. 13. To degrade this siuJ into a Present used for an

Imperfect,^ is altogether inapplicable, especially in connection

with the yevsadcci. Consequently, w^e must adhere to it that the

Lord asserts of His own I, the same whose higher nature He
had indicated to them before in ver. 25 as going forth in the

AccXiTvy a timeless being before the becoming, or coming into

existence, of Abraham, and not only so, but as a necessary con-

sequence of its universality of expression, before all created being.

Thus He testifies of Himself, as His Spirit afterwards speaks by

Paul, Col. i. 15-17, who terms Him the 'TrpoororoKog ^ac^^

^ To "wMcli Grotius bends the \ya> -Tri'Koy of Xonnus; but the Syr. to

whicli lie refers has the verb substantive "rc^s quite plainly.

VOL. V. 2 D
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?cTi(jioog, zcct avTog e(rri Tpo TrccvToov} He distinguishes His

yivvyiQTJvai (of which ch. v. 26 gave testimony) most rigorously

from yiyovkvai', and utterly rejects every ^v org ov?c tjfJjrjVy

His Being going back into the Divine eternity. This eycu zlfjji

incontrovertibly includes in itself the Divine i^^n iJi^ ; in the

sacred idiom this essentially present Being as opposed to becom-

ing, could not be otherwise expressed than by the T\^J}^ or '^t^'^5 iTn^^

m^ which is the name of the self-revealing God in Ex. iii.

14. This gives the (mIZ^jv rov ' AjSpaa^, from which ver. 53

the discourse proceeded, but which is now in sublime dignity

omitted, its most appropriate and transcendently sufficient

answer.^

As, according to ver. 56, His appearance in the flesh appears

to be the longed for goal of all Old-Testament promise ; so now

His eternal Divinity in a definite 7i(Jjipa, incarnate, appears as the

original fount of all revelation and creation. Learn from this

the relation and the unity of the Old and New Testaments ! And
learn from this how to adjust and understand aright the saying

of Lactantius, which, although connected in him with an imper-

fect Christology (see Dorner S. 785), is not in itself heretical,

scarcely (as Cellarius thinks) dangerous :—Christus docuit quod

unus Deus sit, eumque solum coli oportere, nee unqiiam se ipse

Deum dixit: quianon servasset fidem, si missus, ut Deos tolleret,

et unum adsereret, induceret alium, prceter unum, (Institt. 4,14.)

For He assuredly could not announce Himself to be a distinctive,

second^ God, and therefore, as He stood before men uttering the

specific lyo) of the eternal Son, He could not directly say

—

lyoj

hog ilfjji. And this not merely because it would be necessarily

exposed to a blasphemous misapprehension, but because it would

be in itself no more right than to say

—

kyu sif/ji 6 Tccrfip. On
the other hand, I and My Father are one—bespeaks the true

Divinity of Jesus Christ, and it is this which He everywhere

avows ; so that according to ch. xvii. 3, the Father as ccvro&iog

may be called 6 (juovog aX7}dmg Aiog, although in a very different

1 In the Pastor of Hermas, Simil 9, 12, antiquior omni creatura.

2 Whereof Grotius now says rightly—quod ipse innuere quam prsedicare

mavult.

3 The phrase of the schools

—

hvrspo; kog—^is an altogether unsuitable and

dangerous one.
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sense from the heretical [jjovcurarog of Arianism. This gives rise

to no tritheist error, nor is the honour of the Father thus invaded

by the Son, who is God only from and in and with Him—nor

does it contradict the truth that the Son was nevertheless before

the world ?cut ioiav ovalag '7r5piypa(p'^p w^ith the Father. The

apology " contra eos, qui dicunt Christum nunquam se in Evan-

gehs aperte Deum dixisse " (on which Peter of Clugny wrote,

see ISTeander's Bernard S. 186) requires to be very carefully

handled, lest the truth underlying the error should be denied.

But instead of worsldp follows

—

stoning. Such was the issue

of all the Lord's sayings, after they had reached this climax !

Not because He abased their father Abraham, as many think

(how did He? by the ys^so-^a/?), but because they rightly

understand the arrogation of Divinity, and the assumed jSXac-

(p;?//;/a (chap. x. 33) of His words. Where did they at once

obtain these stones ? An idle and petty question this, which, how-

ever, as it has been put, may be answered out of Joseph. Ant.

XX. 8, where the building of the temple is recorded as going on

in the time of Christ, and Ant. xvii. 9, where an instance of

stoning in the temple is narrated. Stones w^ith which the visible

temple was being built are to be cast at the comer stone of the

Old and New Covenant ! To understand in the a'/ps/v a going

to fetch them, disturbs the whole aspect of the sudden crisis,

especially in connection with the lzpv(^ri which is its immediate

result.^ Jesus hid Himself, and this is to be regarded as similar

at least to Luke iv. 30. We are not to take IzpOf^T] as adver-

bial in conjunction with zat e^fjkhv, as Glassius does, making it

occulto exiit; it has itself the strong emphasis, and means in re-

lation to the pressing eagerness of these His assaulting enemies,

much more than the s^mvasv of chap. v. 13 (although it at the

same time allusively anticipates the meaning of chap. xii. 36

—

" He had now spoken enough, and therefore withdrew or hid

Himself from them I")^ To interpolate, instead of the conclu-

1 Out of this Teschendorff constructs a marvellous scene. "They at once

ran to fetcli stones. And in tlie midst of tliis confused tumult, when every-

one was blindly shouting, pushing, and running hither and thither, it was

easy enough for Jesus to escape unperceived. So that when they came with

the stones, the victim of them had vanished !

" This is certainly making

the most of the simple ^puu ovu.
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sive xcct l^fjXhv—" And then when the tumult had passed away

—presently afterwards," is a total violation of St John's style

;

and hence Winer himself prefers to allow that the Evangelist

records a miraculous a(pocvt(TfJb6g. But the nin^ £2n''rip_*l_ of Jer.

xxxvi. 26, may after the sublime word of ver. 58 be attributed

to Jesus Himself.

To translate with Hezel—"He sought to hide Himself "

—

must be repulsive to every mind which has, as Winer says, " a

sense of the character of the Gospel." Lticke regards His
" safety as having been effected in a natural way by the pru-

dence of Jesus," and makes Him to have sought concealment
" in a house favourably disposed ;" ^ and Lange suggests that

"the faithful were probably on the spot and encompassed Him
about"—but we must take liberty to say that while such an

external procedure is not to be utterly denied as impossible, it

seems to us altogether needless to suppose it. For St John cer-

tainly makes no mention of it, does not distinguish thus between

the miraculous and the natural, but refers His " safety" alto-

gether to the l;cpv(^7] as the result of the putting forth of the

Divine power of Jesus.

Is the additional clause, omitted by Griesbach, Lachmann,
and Tischendorff, genuine or not ? It may have been taken up
from Lu. iv. 30, and the Trap^yev may have been derived from

the immediately following 'Trapdyci'v of ch. ix. 1. It is signi-

ficant, however, that the Peschito translates in full— l^nrii:^Ii l?j;i

?li^\. For ourselves we would retain the latter part of it with

Bengel, who vindicates %,at 'Trccp^'/ev ovrcog because the x,ou

'TTccpdyajv presupposes it as being a mere repetition ; because the

similar zai in both cases explains the omission of the former

;

and, finally, because without it the whole chapter too abruptly

closes, while the ovrcjghas in it a special concluding emphasis.^

On the other hand the literal similarity of hsXd&jp hd fjbsffov

with St Luke, is suspicious ; he who added it was anxious to

^ And hence it is accounted for that St John omits to add Ms usual ovTra

i'hri'hvhi 9] uoa, ocvrov.

2 Lampe well explains it : Id ergo vult Evangelista, Jesum (1) non
instar fugientis prsecipitasse gradum, sed placide deambulando ex templo

descendisse—(2) illiun Judaeos tanquam incurabiles mahtiae suae re-

Uquisse.
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provide against any misunderstanding of the concealment, but

the Evangelist's 'Trccpfjysv does this quite sufficiently.

After their first astonishment, the Pharisees (as Teschendorf

on this occasion well enlarges) might boast of their perfect vio

tory, and pride themselves on having driven Him from the field

—not indeed with their stones but with their arguments ! In

spite of their own consciences they might mockingly cry—He
had many things to say of us, but at last He could only fly! He
left their blinded pride in possession of this seeming victory.

This was the beginning of His submission to His reproach and

His cross ; but it was likewise the beginning of their deserved

judgment, of His devotement of them to their doom.

THE MAN BORN BLIND. ANS^VER ON THE CAUSE OF THE EVIL.

WORKING BEFORE THE NIGHT COMETH. THE POOL OF
SILOAM. HIS MANIFESTATION AS THE SON OF GOD.

(Chap. ix. 3-7, 35-37.)

St John gives us now in his Gospel the last public and great

testimony of Jesus concerning His own Person and salvation
;

that is, in the more restricted sense which suits this Evangelist's

plan. Although the Lord continues down to the end to testify

of Himself by work and word ; although He exhibits Himself at

the grave of Lazarus, before many Jews in the neighbourhood

of Jerusalem, as the resurrection and the life ; makes His public

entry in the midst of hosannas, and utters, in the hearing of the

people, His final words to the Greeks, to ch. xii. 37—yet all this

is of a very different character from that of the great colloquies

and discourses which end with the tenth chapter. Let the

reader compare them and judge for himself! And all that

which the Synoptics record of the period after the Feast of

Tabernacles and the Dedication, and especially of the final

week, from the first prediction of His passion, Matt. xvi. 20, 21,

down to the woes denounced upon the Pharisees, has an alto-

gether different stamp, being uttered to the disciples and indivi-

dual men, or in answers to public questionings, being partly in

parables, and partly at the close in explicit and open reproofs.
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But His testimony and proclamation, as it were ex professo

that He was the Life-giver, the Giver of blessedness, the Son, in

whom is the Father and who is in the Father—comes to an

end with the tenth chapter, and therefore ch. x. 38 indicates a

great preliminary conclusion.

All that chs. ix. and x. contain, down to this conclusion,

forms but one section and connection. The Lord bears witness

to Himself:—in relation to the now sufficiently illustrated

influence of His coming, as the Light, through which the blind

are made to see, and those who see are made blind ; in relation

to the design of His love, not willing this latter, as the Good
Shepherd who knoweth His sheep which hear His voice, and

layeth down His life for all ; finally, in relation to His Personal

Nature as such, as One with the Father. What He had spoken

after the Feast of Tabernacles, and at the Dedication, John con-

nects closely together, even as the Lord Himself had done. All

these discourses have for their historical occasion and startincr-

point the miracle performed on the man born blind, to whom
He reveals Himself as the Son of God, the self-evidencing and
3'et rejected Light that hath come into the world.

It was certainly not upon a following day, but immediately

on His way from the temple after ch. viii. 59, that the Lord
saw the man born blind. For even if the previous 'Trocpyjyiv is

not genuine, the zai Trapdycuv, ch. ix. 1, must in St John connect

itself with what immediately precedes ; it might have been in

the Synoptics a general and indefinite initial formula.^ The
man sate as a beggar, according to ver. 8 ; and therefore very

probably not very far from the temple, as the manner was. It

was natural enough that the disciples should presently gather

around the Lord after the tumultuous breaking up: but it excites

objection in the minds of many that the feeling and tone of

mind which must be supposed in Jesus and the disciples on this

occasion, is out of keeping with what is immediately recorded.

But we are not to suppose that our Lord was in any kind of

excitement ; and it is most obviously improper to regard Him as

in haste to make His escape. He had not been provoked or

^ Even de Wette, who objects to the same day, because Jesus is here too

calm (after the flight !), is obliged to confess that fisrcc tuvtx is wanting.
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embittered, though deeply grieved ; nor had He lost for a

moment the profound and unbroken repose which is conspicuous

throughout the previous chapter. His departure, therefore, was

not flight ; but a withdrawal from the aggression of the people,

before the hour of God's counsel was fully come. Why should

we suppose Him ever indisposed or rendered incapable of looking

in kindness upon the poor and the miserable, among whom He
finds His way ? And would He pass by one who might by His

mercy be more readily won than those hardened enemies from

whom He turned away? It is from the Lord's seeing the un-

happy man, that is, from His lingering, sympathising regards

fixed upon him, that the whole narrative takes its rise.-^ At
this point the disciples ask their question, and the objection

seems more specious when applied to them ; for it may be thought

that the interest here exhibited in the profound problem of the

relation between sin and suffering, is inconsistent with the state

of mind in which they would leave the excited scene. Yes, if

we take the question in its isolated form as here given ; but

might not such a question as this have been prepared for long

before in their thoughts ? And now when a critical case pre-

sents itself, and they see their Master calmly and sympathisingly

contemplating it, as if nothing ungentle had transpired, it ap-

pears to us rather significant and natural, that they should share

His tranquillity, and direct to Him the question which we read.^

Moreover, we are not to suppose that our record contains abso-

lutely all, and that these words passed with such rapidity
; ques-

tions like this were generally prepared for by observations within

their own circle. Pfenninger has imagined the development of

the inquiry thus. Judas began—His parents must have heavily

sinned ; Thomas replied—Or God foresaw great sin in Mm •

John adds—I know not what to think thereon ; Peter finally

breaks out—^Master, tell us who—? This is poetry and not

^ "We may compare this gracious looking upon the blind beggar now,
after the scenes of ch. viii., with His beholding the poor widow, Matt. xii.

42, after the woes and parting denunciations of Matt, xxiii.

2 My feeling altogether revolts against Lange's notion—^unsupported by
any shadow of evidence in the text—^that the disciples, still terrified by
the thought of the tribunal of heretics, asked, not for the sake of the

answer, but to warn their Master not to have anything to do with this child

of sin.
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exegesis, but exegesis must leave room for such a supplementary

imagination. Whence did the disciples know that he was horn

blind ? Either they were already familiar with him, lying ©n

the way to the temple ;^ or he had begun, as they drew near,

his accustomed cry—Take pity on one born blind. We need

not trouble ourselves to explain how it was that he did not

earlier apply to the Helper of the miserable, or was not be-

fore brought to Him by others ; we never find that no objects

of misery were left unhealed—see Matt. xxi. 14 at the close,

and Acts iii. 2. Such people as these are ofttimes altogether

shut out from what is passing in the world. Pfenninger in-

vents again as follows :— " Seek out the Prophet who has

already healed many blind people ;" to which advice he re-

plies—" Alas, good Sir, I was born blind ;" and the rejoinder

then is
—" That alters the case, then patience till the kingdom

of God!"
The disciples themselves think of no healing. The slight and

indirect intercession which some have understood in these words

has but a very slight foundation ; hence others have regarded

them as meaning—" Wilt Thou have anything.to do with a man
who bears in himself so special a curse for sin .?" We agree

neither with the one nor with the other, but regard them as led

by the Lord's pondering regard themselves to contemplate the

man, who having been born blind must remain blind to the

end. But this obligation, which they regard in their '{vex, rv(pXog

yBDvyj^Ti as a Divine purpose, is very mysterious to them ; and

since the Lord cannot, or rather may not, cure such connate

defects, they would receive from Him at least some solution of

the mystery. It seems to us that St John designs to show that

the Lord's repose so far communicated itself to them, that they

could take this as a fitting time for their question ; the very

contrary of Lange's supposition, who thinks that " in their ex^

citement they had fallen back into the common popular habit of

thinkino;."

^ If he liad sat there for any length of time, Jesus might have observed

him before
; but that is not said, and He did not always look round upon

every one as He passed. Schleiermacher assumes, far too boldly (to serve

a purpose) that Jesus had probably often seen this unhappy man, but had

passed by without doing anything for him.
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They do, indeed, speak according to the popular notion, for

they had never risen out of it, and therefore could not fall back

into it ; the Lord had appeared, also, to confirm it sometimes,

as in the case of the paralytic and the impotent man at the pool

of Bethesda. Thus they remain in the undisturbed supposition

that special sin is the cause of special evil ; and that the poor

man was an instance of this, being most fearfully born ku

afJbaprtccig, as the Jews malignantly say, ver. 34. But instead

of, like these, imputing this with an uncharitable oXog to the

man himself who was thus born, they go astray upon the mat-

ter of the specific guilt of the sufferer, and hence their question.

The or is simply to be explained—This man himself, or since

ice cannot imagine that, his parents? And this means, again,

—

And has he been forced from his birth to suffer such misery,

without any special guilt of his own ? Consequently they were

constrained to ask the first question, and the only possible

answer to it which could float before their minds, was that which

Pfenninger gives as the most simple and obvious—The fore-

seen sin or sinfulness of his life, punished beforehand. In this

we agree with Tholuck ; such anticipation of punishment,^ in

the administration of God, who knows the future in its begin-

ning, is not so meaningless or unrighteous, especially when

contemplated in the modification which von Gerlach gives

—

" since all earthly punishment involves even as recompense a

transition to redemption from itself, God suspended the punish-

ment before the sin, in order to abate the virulence of its out-

break, and to awaken all the more keenly the sentiment of con-

trition," It is in this spirit that men so frequently make the

common remark that it was well for such an one that he had

such and such infirmity, else what would he have been ! This

is much more admissible than the previous notion of von Ger-

lach, that the Or is not to be so rigidly taken as a dilemma, but

that a common hereditary family sinfulness is spoken of. No, in

that case the answer would have been long before given in Ex.

XX. 5—but of that the disciples are not thinking, because the

personal affliction appears to them so grievously severe ; and

1 Compare Esau's rejection, which itself afterwards makes manifest bis

reprobate spirit.
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the problem which they propose lies evidently in the dilemma of

this either—or}

Thus might we despatch the question, the right understanding

of which belongs necessarily to the apprehension of the answer

given ; but we must briefly allude to and reject those mystifica-

tions which we by anticipation have declared to be needless.

What necessity is there for supposing that the disciples thought

(as Liicke, with Lightfoot and Keil, assumes) of his sinning in

his mother's womb ? This, however, could only be tolerated, if

they are withal supposed to have further thought—But this

also is not imaginable ! But it is a gratuitous and forced hypo-

thesis that they thought of the pre-existence of souls (as Cyril

supposed), or of a metempsycliosis, as since Beza's time so many
have imagined. It is now pretty generally admitted that this

heathen philosophema is not to be attributed to the Jews, even

of the time of Christ. True, the later Rabbins meddled with

this notion, and have many vapid babblings thereupon—such as

that the soul of Nabal even entered a stone, and that the builders

of the tower of Babel passed into mill-wheels, and the like.

The pure Jewish Cabbala itself knew nothing of metempsychosis

at first (there is no trace of it in the book Jezira) ; and the later

only teaches the Gilgul (niK^S^ h'^'h} rotatio animarum) and Ibbur

(i^3V gravidatio, praegnatio). As to this latter distinction, ac-

cording to w^hich a previous soul possessed or entered into a

soul already bom, thus signifying a double personality, compare

Eisenmenger ii. 85-88. Deep thinkers may have their own

thoughts about this last, which in itself is not so meaningless f
but the Gilgul is opposed by the a^ag of Heb. ix. 27, and by

the entire Old and New Testament, which knows nothing of

it at all. Hence the Jews were utterly unconscious of it,

until this dogma came to them from the Oriental-Egyptian-

Pythagorean-Platonic Syncretism ; consequently we have no-

thing to do with it in connection with our passage. The passage

in the Book of Wisdom (ch. viii. 19, 20) which is often thus

^ In a certain sense and degree Euthymius is right in understanding :

—

Neither is reconcilable with our notions, the one drives us to the other,

backwards and forwards ; help us to a right decision !

2 See Meyer's Blatter fur hbhere Wahrheit iv. 263, 264.
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expounded, admits of another most simple interpretation ;^ and

that which is adduced from Josephus is palpable misconception.^

Finally, to put the extreme case that among the learned this

heathenish doctrine had begun sporadically to show itself—what

did the blessed disciples know of that P
Yer. 3. The Lord gives a twofold answer to the question—in

word and act. He removes the dilemma of the present case by

an ovrz—ovrz ;
points forwards to the works of God to be mani-

fested ; and then immediately by an act of healing gives palp-

able evidence that this man was not born blinxl in order that he

might sit in darkness till death, but that he might see the light

of God in a special and most glorious manner. When Strauss

asserts that the Lord's saying refers only to this individual case,

while elsewhere, as in chap. v. 14, and Matt. ix. 2, the general

Jewish notion is confirmed, he simply forgets that those two were

also specific cases. But there was a truth in the Jewish notion,

which brings it into accordance with the entire Scripture, and

was only rendered error by an overstrained application to indivi-

dual cases ; and this the Lord cannot and will not deny. It is

an abiding truth that sin alone is the ultimate cause of all evil as

it regards the human race as a whole,* and hence also as it re-

^ Although Buddseus Instit. i. 2, 32 adduces this (with the spirits of ch.

xvii.) as teaching the 'Trpovxctp^tg animarum, and Jul. Miiller (v. d. Siinde

ii. 100) presupposes this as acknowledged. See, against this, the protest in

Schmieder's Vortrag iiber das Buch der Weish. (Berhn 1853), S. 9, 10.

The viy.Yiv in ^araZ^eZism rather than contrast with 'iT^xycou is not to be urged,

as the Trulg connected with it (certainly not the pre-existent soul !) shows.

'KvCpv'/ig is weU known to be used of the soul, its good gifts and talents ;
thus

a " noble nature" in body and soul, but which requires the grace of God in

order to iyKpurno!,. The dyu^og o)v is only opposed to the sao/non. See thu

translation in Kleuker's salom. Denkwiirdigkeiten :
" Ich war ein kind von

guter Art. u. s. w."
2 Antiqu. 18, 2 ; and especially bell. jud. 2, 12, where, as well the duot-

^iov'j as the 'inpov GUfA.cc in spite of the f^srccfiociuay certainly means no mort;

than resurrection and glorification.

^ The folly of attributing this to them convicts itself in Isidor. Pelus. (see

Liicke) who makes them say

—

qvto;, cj; (pocatu "^T^.'^-zivsg, «j o/ yoytig ocvtqv,

cog (pctaiv 'lofSoc/o;.

* Schleiermacher :
" That aU the evils of life are bound up with sin,

is a connection of thought which the human mind has never got freo

from." In the midst of all the delusions and folhes of heathenism, the
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i^ards the connection and transmission of evil between parents

and children, in which the unity of the race consists. It is as

true that the misdeeds of the fathers are visited upon the children,

according to the words of God Himself and the history of all

families and people, as on the other hand, that the assurances of

Deut. sxiv. 16 ; Ezek. xviii. 19, 20, protest against perverting

this fundamental principle of the Divine government by dis-

pensing with all reference to personal guilt, or by making the

evil involve eternal consequences at once. Rieger's remark,

again, is perfectly true, that we may not make our Saviour's

utterance a universal salve ; or regard it as a release of all

parents from all participation in the guilt of their children's

external or internal transgressions. " Our conception and birth

is the channel through which sin and death continue to pervade

the world of mankind ; and in which the original heritage of evil

in body and soul may ofttimes be greatly increased. No human
judgment can impose the penalty of this upon any man, but

neither can he shake himself free of it, until he has received

his justification from Jesus Himself by the testimony of His

Spirit." Grotius had a strange notion, based upon the men-

tion of both yovug^ that the disciples thought of a violation

of the law of Lev. xx. 18, from which violation bodily defects

often sprung, in the opinion of the Jews. Assuredly these

questioners did not go so deeply into the matter ; but as it

regards ourselves there is a general truth involved in the remark

of Grotius, that children may and do inherit in many cases cor-

ruption as the result of wickedness in sexual commerce, and

therefore that in many particular cases the lips of Omniscience,

and even the consciences of the sinners, might say in this most

specific sense—The parents sinned, and therefore the child is

born thus.

But as it regards this present case the Lord denies any specific

sin on either side as entailing this penalty ; and with such an

earnest decision as manifests His own superhuman penetration

into all its circumstances. Of course, it must be understood that

idea of guilt as the source of evil has lain deep iu the universal conscious-

ness of man.
^ This may be, of course, without any detail—either one of the parents

or both.
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He does not exempt them from having sinned generally.^ " Nei-

ther hath this man sinned—that is, more than those who are not

Wind ; nor his parents—that is, more than those who have

seeing children." (Beck, christl. Reden i. 208.) Still more

obvious is it that even in the rejected supposition that the dis-

ciples had thought of any transmigration of souls, the Lord's

expression ovrz ovrog rifj^aprsv does not by any means imply

that He admitted and confirmed such an idea.^ For the case

here is very different from that of Lu. xxiv. 39, where the

'TTVivfjjCC as the subject of the position is admitted as something

actual, and the belief in incorporeal spiritual appearances is

confirmed ; if the question had been here put—Did he sin before

his birth ? the answer would signify—That could he not, and ye

are right in thinking that an unimaginable thing.

But what is the solution which the Lord gives, of the general

difficulty which is exemplified in this peculiarly mysterious case ?

First of all. He does not appear to enter at all into the general

question—contrary to His wont, to deduce from specific cases

general principles. He restricts Himself to this particular case :

—" God's design with regard to this man is this, that His works

should be made manifest in him, inasmuch as I shall make him

an illustrious witness, both in his physical and spiritual sight,

to Myself as the Light of the world." But this answer (quite

parallel with ch. xi. 4) contains in itself a universal principle

too ; and we rightly apply it to the many who were possessed,

especially in the time of Christ, in whom should be illustrated

the casting out of devils by the finger of God. But in the

plural rcc 'ipya there is involved a hint of transition to its uni-

versal applicability in all similar cases. What then is its mean-

ing as a solution of every Job-mystery ? As we understand its

warning and hortatory meaning, it is this—Ask not with too

much subtilty, ye children of men ;
penetrate not with blind

* Hence Chrysostom : He did not simply say

—

ovrs i^fiocprsu, but adds—
hoc Ty:pAoV ysvv/i^fi. Not giving this as a reading necessarily, but as an

exposition.

- Tliis is stated with precision, because there is more belief in this trans-

migration, and more tendency to hunt for it in Scripture, than is gene-

rally thought. Schubert deals well with these subjects in his Geschichte

der Seele. S. 621 ff.
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curiosity into the backward abysses of the connection between

guilt and evil, as if ye could, or as if it were necessary that ye

should, bring into the clearest light what is deeply hidden in

the mystery of God ! But look forward, rather, in waiting hope,

to the coming works of God's restoring, evil-removing power

and love !
^ This is the Theodicee, in fact, which God Himse] f

exhibits, and will sooner or later everywhere approve it; all

history bears evidence enough to this to induce us to remit

confidently to the same God all that still remains obscure.

Fikenscher : "If God has been sought and found in misery, the

end of affliction has been gained. To investigate further, be-

comes not the children of God; uncharitably to sit in judgment

upon others, is all the more sinful, as short-sighted man knows

nothing with certainty, and should think much more of his own
guilt than of others'." Beck (a. a. O. S. 209) :

" Invade not

the business of God's majesty— that of sitting in judgment I

Thou mayest and thou shouldst co-operate with the Supreme

Father in an altogether different business—that of correction,

benevolence, and restoration !"

Thus the loorks of God are primarily His healing, delivering

works f and if we rightly understand the sj^irit of the word of

Jesus, as well as the spirit of the typical act with which He
accompanied it, we shall ourselves, in our own sphere, and accord-

ing to our best ability, work unweariedly these works of God
upon the miserable around us. And if any one appear to our

thoughts to have been, through grievous guilt, born to special

wo, we shall have this answer ready for all over-curious inquiry

—He is also so afflicted that we may take pity upon and help

him, or comfort him at least. But, withal, the universality of

this designedly comprehensive utterance furnishes another and

final meaning ; for the worhs of God, which will all be manifest

finally, are very manifold. Can God not heal and help even in

connection with the heaviest guilt, the soul for the sake of the

salvation of which He so often leaves the bodily evil unrelieved

—then are we led to the conclusion, that misery in its connection

with sin will one day be manifest as a loork of God, that the

^ Comp. the beautiful sermon of Nitzsch, Lechste Auswahl S. 60.

^ Nonnus : 'ipyx hov ysuirvipag d'hi^iKUKoio.
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most singular "freak of nature" will be connected with the

hand of the faithful Creator ; and that there will be also made

manifest those various operations of God's Providence, working

secretly and mysteriously under these afflictions, which have

been ever leading to salvation and life. Just as on the present

occasion the poor blind man, beholding the Son of God and

teaching the learned, declared plainly the secret blessing of his

past blindness.

Yer. 4. Advancing now further, the Lord declares more ex-

plicitly what works of God He more especially meant—the works

of healing and salvation which He was Himself to accomplish

in the world. To effect these was His mission ; and fie must

accomplish them all in the sacred obligation and unalterable

counsel of pitying love. Therefore there is a work of God to be

wrought upon this blind man. Many think that there is a

reference here to the fact that it was the Sabbath—Although on

this day My enemies would not permit the works of God to be

done. Ebrard sees "a glimmering of this;" but to. us the Sab-

bath does not seem to be referred to at all, or at least to be taken

up into that greater day for working, of which Jesus here speaks.

That His own earthly lifetime is meant, the end of which was

not far distant, appears evident from the iojg, and the reference

to ch. viii. 56, and the explanation which follows in ver. 5, and,

finally, the parallel of ch. xi. 9, 10 where the period of His un-

hindered working is most plainly indicated. This is clear enough,

but makes it all the more obscure, in what sense He could oppose

to His own period of working the works of God, a night; and in

what sense He could apply that expression in His own case. The
simplest and quickest way of despatching the whole saying is of

course to understand it as a common proverb :
—" Every man

has his day's work, no one can work in the night." This would

mean—I shall not cease to work in the world until I can work no

longer ; for a faithful Ipyccr'/^g ends only with the ending of the day.

Quite right, but as soon as we look deeper into the matter, and

seek to find, as we should do in all our Lord's words, the deeper

significance of this application to His own Person, we cannot but

regard the nigJit as something strange, as also the emphatically

universal—org ov^eig ^vvarai IpydZ^stj^ai. The absurd com-

ment of Paul us, who takes this as referring to that particular
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day, and makes the Lord say that the night was coming when

He could no longer effect the cure, has this spark of truth in it,

that it was actually drawing on towards evening, and the Lord

drew His illustration from that circumstance—The day of My
great work is declining.^ But chap. viii. 56 gives us already

the occasion of the saying, and this therefore is unnecessary ^

nor does it modify the question as to what the night is which

approaches for Jesus. What else can it be than the time of

His death, which is opposed to the time of His life ? From this

another interpretation does not divert us—" the time of grace and

the time of the power of evil"—for the latter or the hour in which

the^might of darkness bound His wonder-working and healing

hands (Luke xxii. 53 ; John xiv. 30) coincides with that of His

death ; and, moreover, it is too expressly said oral/ h too zoafjbo)

Of, ver. 5. Baumgarten-Crusius, indeed, expressly declares

—

"Day and night cannot possibly signify here life and death:

there would be something strange and heathenish in the words,

and quite inappropriate to the person of our Lord, especially in

St John's Gospel, since only after the death of Christ was His

true spiritual might put forth." But when He opposes the vv^

of ver. 5 to the " time of His immediate divine energy or saving

power," which is the period of Christ's life, it comes precisely to

the same thing ; and furthermore, the Lord Himself is certainly

included in the ov^sig. Heathenish it is not assuredly, but

Jewish and Scriptural, that a man can work only as long as he

lives in the body upon earth ; and the Lord's words thus echo

the sentiment of Eccles. ix. 10. And under this rule and pro-

cess of human activity Christ as the Son of man assuredly stands.

It may be said, indeed, that His work then began again at once in

Hades, the great work of opening the prison house and preaching

to the dead :^ the night, in which no man can work, could put no

restraint upon Him ; when He entered the darkness it became
day, when He entered death it became life. And it is assuredly

^ So von Gerlach. :
" It is probable that the day was then declining, and

He must hasten the cure ; this might give Him occasion to remind them all

that His great work to enlighten the world, was connected by God's coimsels

with certain definite periods."

- Zeller im Monatsblatt—" We might say that He there performed His

night-work."
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true that it was His resurrection and exaltation which began a

more glorious day ; so that it may be conversely said,

—

No man
besides Himself could ever before work the works of God, but now
first they proceed in their true and great accomplishment through

the power of the Spirit in His Apostles. All this is by no means

denied ; for the Lord is very far from saying literally that the

entire period from His death to His return w^ould be the night.^

(This has not even relatively an objective truth, for see Kom.
xiii. 12 ; 2 Cor. vi. 2.) The truth of His declaration, and its

application to Himself, lies in this, that now in the days of His

flesh, including His death as the final and consummating act of

His victorious life, the foundation was laid for all future w^orking

whether below or upon the earth, for all the glorious sequel of

the development and spread of light and life through the power

of the Holy Ghost. The hours of His day of life were thus

truly counted out to Him, w^herein to perform the duty of the

hours; for every word which He spoke in the flesh, every

act which He performed for a testimony to the world, during

this seedtime for the future glorious harvest, was one living

grain of corn more which should spring up in the harvest of the

Spirit. As He, according to His own designedly used expres-

sion, is the Light, it could not befall Him as it did the admonished

unbelievers of ch. xii. 35 ; He abides ever the Light in the

profoundest darkness which may close around Him, He con-

tinueth ever to work even as His Father worketh ever ! Yet

is that subsequent working distinguished from the preceding,

even as the harvest is distinguished from the seedtime ; and in

that respect His great redeeming working day is comparable,

though under transcendently different conditions, to the working

day of every man's life. He can therefore regard the critical

period at which His foundation-laying work is ended in death, as

men regard it ; and term the liour of death which awaited Him
(though not including any subsequent state of death /), in har-

mony with human feeling, not unknown to Him, concerning

living and dying,

—

a night which breaks ofi^ His living day. It is

^ As Miiralt in v. Meyer's Blattern iii. 361 comments ; whose exposition,

with all its ingenious though perilous consequences, we cannot now enter

upon.

VOL. V. 2 E
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a subtle, though not insignificant observation that the article is

not prefixed. The night ofdeath comes to all men in its more rigid

sense ; and also for Me, there comes, in a certain sense, though

differently to be understood, such a night. The conclusion then

passes into the universality of a proverb

—

such as that of which it

is said that no man can work in it. Thus does His saying retain its

deep fulness of truth ; and the condescension of its use here ap-

pears in this, that by it He speaks pre-eminently of His humanity

and the accomplishment of the works of God within the limits of

prescribed time ; looking away from and omitting His eternally

uniform working as God. It is natural that the attempted stoning

should lead His thoughts more deeply to ponder and dwell upon

His impending death. Thus, thinking of that glorious day which

He will open up to His servants for their working in His Divine

power, it was His gracious design to represent Himself to them

as a type of the faithful redemption of the time of human life ;

this designedly symbolical sense of His words explains to us their

peculiarity of structure, as well as the origination of the reading

ri(/jag instead of g^s.^

Ver. 5. In explanation, as already said, of the Lord's meaning

in the word day, comes now the intimation of the great distinc-

tion between His own and every other man's day of life. After-

wards in ch. xi. 9, 10, the Lord speaks yet more condescendingly

in a manner which holds good only of others ; and leaves it to

His disciples to make its much modified application to Himself.

But He could not have there spoken as He did, if He had not

previously testified what is written here. Others see the light of

this world, there is day and light for them through the gift and

working of God ; but He bears the light in Himself, He is the

light. He makes the day of the world as long as He is in it.^

Thus His words redeem themselves and obviate all possible mis-

apprehension. And thus it passes further—for it is ever the

1 This as it were lamenting epxsrxt uv^ may be taken in its especial re-

ference to unhappy Israel^ for whom He so gladly performed individual

works of blessing, at least ; a long night was to come, and has come,

upon this people, since the Light of the world was cut oif . But I doubt

whether the xoV,ao.c of the following verse would harmonise with this view.

- On account of the otocj we agree with KHng (Stud, u, Krit. 1836),

against LUcke, that it is ^< long as.
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Lord's pleasure to speak thus comprehensively in words chosen

to include every reference—into a promise of that specific work

of God v/liich was now to be accomplished upon this blind man.

Bodily and spiritual enlightenment, quickening, and deliverance

are always embraced together in the view of the Spirit ; the one

not only points to the other, but leads to its attainment. Thus

the Lord yields to His own mercy towards the wretched man,

and is ready as ever to perform the acts committed to Him of

the Father; however well He may know that the Pharisees

would be as much hardened against this miracle as they had

been against others, and that the night of darkness was not yet

to be broken by His miracles—even though the raising of

Lazarus were among them. (Comp. Luke xiii. 32, 33.) He
can do no other, for He is the Light of the world ; He shines

forth in His majesty like the sun in the heavens, without keep-

ing back one ray on account of the darkness which was ad-

vancing from below.

Vers. 6, 7. How may we suppose the blind man to have

listened when his ears caught the sound,^ so different from what

he had been accustomed to hear—" Neither hath this man sinned

nor his parents!" That works of God, long destined to be

wrought upon him, were now to be accomplished ! When the

man of God, who so spake, called Himself the light of the world,

his whole soul assuredly cried out—O God, whose works towards

sinners are so marvellous, send light even for me !—His over-

hearing the conversation upon his own case took the place of

any other preparatory address to himself; so that we may sup-

pose, in harmony with our Lord's conduct towards him and his

own obedience, that there now existed in his soul the beginning

of that faith wdiich his healing required. We have already

given some explanation at Mar. viii. 23, vii. 33, of the applica-

tion of the spittle, the external and symbolical accompaniment

of the miracle ; but let it be further carefully noted how St

^lark and St John accord ! The adherence to a human cus-

tom, that of occasionally, and especially in diseases of the eyes,

^ And this regard to the listening man was part of the reason why the

Lord, without entering farther into the question, turned the answer at

once into a promise.
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applying saliva as medicinal/ is the smallest part of the question;

more important is the analogy with the Old-Testament miracles

as always linked to external means, from the tree at Marah to

the salt for the waters of Jericho ; but most weighty of all is the

fact that here only the humanity of the Lord Himself appears as

co-operant and instrumental. We shrink from believing (with

many; Hess, for example, and more recently Baur) that this

was intended, as being something like work, to assert that the

Sabbath was the proper time for such an act ; for any such

positive design seems to us altogether opposed to our Saviour's

uncaptious feeling for the day, and the general humility charac-

terising the whole miracle. After He had given the man some-

thing for his faith to lay hold of in the clay upon his eyes,^ He
sends him, as a further stimulant to his faith, and as a duty for

it to discharge, to the pool of Siloam
;
just as Elisha had sent

Naaman to the Jordan, 2 Kings v. 10. Certainly not merely

to "wash" away the clay, which may be supposed to have

wrought the cure;^ and still less are we to suppose (with Neander,

and the Berlenb. Bible, resting upon sd/^cczag, ver. 37) that the

man could already see a little, sufficiently for the purpose of

going.** But it was that the blind man, like him in St Mark
whom the Lord led away from the public road, might go into

the undistracted solitude of God's works to look around him

first. One leading him by the hand is obviously to be presup-

^ See the instances in Olshausen. Dopke pushes this too far, speaking

of the " common operation."

2 Thus he had eyes ; not as Nonnus fables in his detailed description of

their creation. He makes the man come into the world as fipsipo; duof^/xccrov
;

and the application of the clay, twdce recorded, he explains

—

duspo; sTrXotasv

ofz/Lcoe.^ that is, SK yfiog dvhpoyovoio.

^ Very dangerous, at least, is the use made of it by Tersteegen (Leben

heiliger Seelen, I. Band 5 Kap. am Ende) speaking of the " good Armelle,"

—the Lord purified her by means of the sin and temptation which she be-

came sensible of. Though Grotius, too, saw in the clay the impedimenta of

the natural man which were to be taken away ; and Lampe thus dilates

upon it :
—

" The sinner must first feel his misery, as coming from the earth,

and made manifest by the Lord's words ; must leave the temple and the

law," etc. If the clay must contain any such-like allusion, it would rather

be to the blindness which the Lord used and turned into blessing.

^ As counterpart of this, we have Bahrdt's exposition—^Wash thyself

there diligently, and thou shalt be in very few days fully restored 1
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posed. An important point remains to be noticed, and it is one

that is very generally overlooked altogether. The Lord (like

Elisha) refers the man away fi'om His hand and His word to

the Divine powers and energies which are everywhere really

flowing forth in nature, but especially for Israel in the holy land.

And in exhibiting this great miracle to the Jews, He orders it

so that it seems as if their " refused w^aters of Siloah " had

wrought the cure.^

The Evangelist's parenthetical etymology points our attention

to the significance of the sending to Siloam. This is certainly

not to be explained away as a gloss (it is not found in the Syr.

and Pers. translations, because in them the word was self-

explained) ; though Liicke, " in spite of all manuscripts, will

regard it as an ancient gloss of an allegorist, and never be per-

suaded that it is St John's!" It is neither trifling, as a token

of its unapostolical origin, nor is it verbally incorrect (Strauss

asserts both) ; but it is to be understood by every mind which

enters into the whole character of this Gospel, though its ex-

position may involve the uncertainty which attends all their

dimmer intimations. Undoubtedly Tyh^ might originally mean

a "spring," or rather "aqueduct" (as Stolz here translates !)

;

and so far fall in with the variation n^C^, Neh. iii. 15, comp.

NViD, 2 Chron. xxxii. 30. But this does not interfere with or

hinder the prophetic use and interpretation of the name, which

begins already in Isaiah. As it respects the passive signification

of the form, the first sense in w^hich it could be taken w^ould

doubtless be—" outpoured waters," or " waters sent." But the

obscurity of the Hebrew development of forms makes this doubt-

ful ; and we may be permitted to refer to our own Lehrgebaude

thereupon.^ Even as this was a fountain sent or given of God

^ Similarly, only with too much emphasis, Lange brings it into connec-

tion mth the feast: "The spring of SUoam was at this feast the third

great word ! Thus He brought the sanctuary of the Jews into co-operation,

and exhibited the co-operation of Jehovah in an evident manner before

them."
2 The form "<^? § 37, Nr. 9, which through the resolution of the Daghesh

and the lengthened syllable, becomes ^'^-7., corresponds with this—see the

examples in the note. We find in the nomen verbale the construction of

the participles especially into these varying forms which § 93, 4, 2, speaks

of—see the examples in the note upon the letter S. Even a nomen infiniti-
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(vvliich man could do no more than conduct) and streamed forth

out of Zion, so is there in a higher sense a water sent from above,

the renewing power of the Holy Ghost, the power of the Spirit

from on higli. When the Lord, having in mind the old inter-

pretation of the prophets, significantly said—Go, wrtsli in the

pool of Siloam (y^ays vi^^cci zlg—comp. ver. 11), that signified

most pertinently—'•' to the water, which bears the healing name,

the Godsent water !
" But when St John expressly points his

readers, ignorant of Hebrew and that old interpretation, to this

true meaning, it is for us to compare what the Spirit of Christ

has further taught, and what our humble investigations may
suggest: to despise and reject as spurious, in spite of all manu-

scripts, what we do not understand, is not consistent with our

principles. The Lord of glory may sometimes act, and His

Evangelist offer a comment upon it, in a manner beyond our in-

stant comprehension. To our humble apprehension, the Lord

connected together two designs. He would refer Israel, as we
have already said, by this prophetic symbol, to the well of sal-

vation which already to faith flowed in their midst, and which

was only refused by unbelief; but then also He would shadow

forth for the new futurity of His church, how He would send

believers after His own first anointincr to the washino; and first

fully illuminating bath of the Spirit—the true Baptism} But

inasmuch as the Spirit is one with the Lord, even as the Son is

one with the Father, Christ Himselfremains the essential Siloam,

who sends from Himself to Himself; and this may be involved

in the masculine a'7n(rTa'k[jAvog which the Evangelist uses. Thus
there is here no conflict between the conducted water and the

sending of the Spirit, nor between Israel's fountain of grace and

the fountain of Christianity, nor between him who is sent to

the one and him who is sent to the other—all is here united in

the typical fulness of meaning. All who are truly versed in

Scripture, know that such teaching in such symbols is the ear-

nest and frequent method of the Spirit, and find nothing trifling

or unworthy of it ; nor will they take objection to that method

vale like '^Tij is to be resolved passively and concretely, see § 95, 5. Hitzig

gives the right view, upon Isa. viii. 6.

^ "Which allusion to Baptism, Schleiermacher himself (in his Homihen)
makes prominent.
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as exhibited in our Lord's own words.^ It remains, further, to

be observed, that the Lord does not, Uke the ancient prophet,

prescribe a sevenfold washing, but one only; as also that the

blind man obeys with a more childlike faith than Naaman did.

} ielding to the proud objections of his own reason.

The subsequent investigation and rejection of the miracle, as

an attestation to Jesus, is thus minutely detailed for its manifold

instructiveness and significance ; and for the sake of placing the

fact fully and luminously before us in its historical truth. The
narrative vindicates itself and tells its own tale by its exact marks

of characterisation throughout—though only to unprejudiced and

attentive ears. And inasmuch as the narrative exhibits the

motives of our Lord's words to the restored man, vers. 35-37,

and gives us the right principle for their interpretation, we must

not pass on without at least a general glance at it.^

The investigation of the miracle—evident as the hght of the

sun—was conducted first by unprejudiced common people, and

afterwards by prejudiced and hostile Pharisees : hence a directly

opposite conclusion is the result in the two cases.

The Jii'st investigation proceeds in three questions. The first

asks about the healing generally—Was not this man (who now
sees) once blind ? and the decision of that point comes from the

healed man himself, vers. 8, 9. The second question follows

—Hoio did this healing take place ? and receives also a simple,

pertinent answer, vers. 10, 11. The third, naturally arising

—

Where is this w^onder-worker ? remains ungratified, ver. 12. It

results that the matter is brought before the Pharisees, that is

before the judgment, ver. 13. Assuredly a veiy unbiassed people,

1 Bengel's view (accepted by de \^'ette as St John's meaniug) appears to

lis too stiff and external,—^that Siloam must have been so called from an

tiquity, because Christ -would in due time send this blind man thither ! Ais

Euthymius : -jr^ooso'/jAoy to ^sAXov, rou d7ri<jTot'KyAvo'j iKU rors rv0y^6v. And
Nonnus: vofjp oTiyj^ouAnoio 'Trpoa'jvf/.ou tx, aio 7rofA7:r,;. Not to mention the

reference to Shiloh, Gen. xlix., in Grotius, and other perversions.

- It scarcely needs to be mentioned that we are not obhged to think of

the same day, but that the whole may be regarded as continuing through

several days.
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who receive tliis " I know not " and bring it at once before the

caste whose motto is " We know "—without any further design,

either for or against Jesus.

Now follows the second investigation of the attested miracle

by the prejudiced party, and the rejection of its testimony to

Jesus. In ver. 14, the Evangelist prefixes the note that the day

was the Sabbath, and yet Jesus had done it ! intimating that no

other than what followed was to be expected. The process of

the whole embraces five questions.

First, the same proper question again—How did the healing

(already attested) take place ? But the simple repetition of the

tale gives rise to a discussion about the person of Jesus, for the

faith of some present already ventures to reveal itself, vers. 15,

16.

The second and disjointed question refers to the wonder-

worker, but in a different spirit from that of ver. 12, and hence

—What sayest thou of Him ? This receives a terse and sound

answer, ver. 17.

The third question goes back some steps, and should have been

the first. Unbelief is frightened at Jesus, and gropes into the

evidences—Surely he could not have been blind and now sees ?

He is confronted with the parents, who, fearful instead of thank

ful, refer them to the son!^ vers. 18-23. There stand they,

ashamed and rebuffed, but do not commit themselves.

The fourth question exhibits a stupid cunning, which would

intimidate the restored man into a denial of Jesus (this man—as

they scornfully say) ; it is answered at first with much modesty,

and referred again to the evident /ac^, vers. 24, 25.

The fifth question, finally, begins in profound embarrassment,

but receives a bolder answer, and one which challenges faith

in Jesus on the part of the questioners, vers. 2^, 27. The
result is simply that the innocent truthfulness of the man's in-

controvertible testimony for Jesus is turned against himself, in

the bitterness of scorn. The restrained enmity to Christ bursts

forth in all its violence ; although it condescends to what seems

to be reason for its conduct, vers. 28, 29. This is still more

boldly refuted by the healed man, provoked by their folly, who

^ Who could, indeed, as soon appears, speak very weU for himself 1
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teaches them to apply an admitted principle to the present

case ;—but the investigators cast out the witness to truth ! vers.

30-34.

The unbiassed party had been content with the simple and

assured answer of the healed man himself—/ am He I Their fol-

lowing question springs from the mere eagerness of curiosity

;

but the reply is very well-considered, relating as simply as pos-

sible the circumstances which had occurred. He therefore says

(though thinking as in ver. 17) without any dogmatism

—

a man,

and so on. This means—More I cannot say about the how

;

judge yourselves whether this man has not healed me in the

power of God! How artless is the word

—

Iiuentj as if a matter

of course ; and that in regard to a matter which (agcording to

ver. 32) was a thing unheard of in the world ! In general let

it be remarked how terse, concise, and pertinent are the first

replies of this honest man. Ver. 15 is yet briefer than ver. 11

;

not only, it is probable, in St John's narrative—for the man,

questioned again, presupposes the knowledge of the circum-

stances, which they are inquiring about.-* He adheres to this

character in vers. 17 and 25 ; until at last in vers. 27 and 30

he waxes earnest and eloquent against the provocation of their

obstinate rejection of the truth.

In ver. 15 (let it be noted !) the Tr&ig ccuif^Xz-ipiv presupposes

the truth of the circumstance brought before them. But in

ver. 16 follows a most perverse influence! In ver. 9 the diver-

sity of opinion is removed by the man's own simple affirmation

;

but here the ayjaiJM is thereby excited, because the liars divert

the question. They say

—

this man; just as the healed man
had said before, feigning themselves unacquainted with this

Jesus ! They J'eply? however, by their " TLot of God,^^ to the

inward declaration of their own consciences simply; for the man
had not said this. (Comp. chap. viii. 47.) Because He keepeth

not the Sabbath day :—this sounds right enough generally,

^ Therefore not namiDg specially either a man or Jesus, but—He put,

etc. (For the man had observed the enmity intimated in ver. 14 as hkely

to be provoked.) Hence clay is placed first—that was all which was to be

seen, the whole of the Sabbath work! Finally, the incontrovertible kccI

/3A£7r<y, in the emphatic utterance of delight which one before blind would

feel.
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but contains two malicious and insidious errors. It was not the

Sabbath ordained of God which was broken, but the substituted

Pharisaic Sabbath ; the not keeping is asserted as if the habit

of Hfe, while this was a special case, with special circumstances.

The others are not certain of the common people mingled with

them ; for \z tojv ^uptffcciMV embraces the aXXoi as well as the

Ting. Hence we must assume that there were several Nicode-

muses among these judges, who bring with them and interject

their very honest ToJg hvva-Tcct.

Yer. 17. They could not, in their embarrassment, have pro-

posed a more stupid and inappropriate question. That which

thei/ are summoned to decide, they prematurely ask this man to

tell them > so that the instruction he immediately gives them
comes as the answer which they themselves sought. At once he

says, briefly and plainly

—

He is a Prophet ! (In this he is as

prudent as modest, for he knew from his parents that the ques-

tion was whether this man was Christ.) What else could they

expect ? This makes them pause in their impetuosity, and they

reflect. Certainly such would be the necessaiy inference ; it is

better for us if we can, not to believe what was done, not to be-

lieve the man himself on whom it was done. (Contrast with

vers. 9, 10.) And now tliey cautiously make inquisition of his

parents^ concerning the matter, to guard against all deception ;

but their concerted excommunication^ has already begun to react

upon themselves, for no one will answer these questions, who can
elude them. " He is old enough, ask him !" This declaration,

which is at the sametime somewhat ironical, sends them back to

the original convincing testimony. They then feign themselves

to be more mild, and begin to act hypocritically. The holy

formula of Josh. vii. 19 they pervert in their own way; arrogate

the glory for God, while they mean themselves, in opposition to

God.^ "We know that this man is a sinner " is in striking con-

» Xot necessarily, as Ebrard thinks, aged beggars themselves.
- It is doubtful whether the several stages of excommunication existed in

the time of Jesus
;
but the avyirikiuTo indicates sometliing official, for which

time enough may be supposed. Be it observed that they do not venture to

attack Jesus Himself, but His confessors. Another decree, directed against
His own person, had not yet been matured.

^ Give God the honour ! That means only—Tell the truth, acknowledge
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trast with cli. vili. 46. This examination and sentence was

designed to overpower the poor common man ; it was his place

to acknowledge some deceit in the matter—for that was the drift

of the whole, though they dare not with all their infatuation

openlj say this, even as they could not have actually thought as

much in their own minds.

Yer. 25 exhibits in the first ovk o/oa a pure and genuine

humility, though without any of the parents' fear ; it, however,

involuntarily passes into irony ; for the good man maintains his

own knowledge of the matter, which was quite independent of

their authority ; nor is he to be brought to call his benefactor a

sinner. With his incontrovertible gV oil(x>, the utterance of which

is rightly taken as a model for all who have been enlightened

through Jesus, he stands, like the impotent man (Acts iv.), as a

manifest type of the future church of Christ in the presence of

the w^orld. He has from the beginning been a pattern, speak-

ing in brief and precise words in reply to the questions which

were put to him. And even now he avoids the reproach of ver.

34 ; modestly evading, and pointing them to the undeniable fact.

But w^hen these inquisitors, thus driven in a circle, return again,

ver. 26, to the beginning of the matter, his patience gives way

—

he begins himself to put the question, not proudly and bitterly

(as Liicke says), but keenly enough. Will ye also be His

disciples— like others, to wJiom I have told the tale? This is not

spoken in true earnest, but is as much as to say—Are ye indeed

such enemies to Him ?
^

Now breaks out, on the other hand, their icrath. Mrj^ocfjj&jg

CsKofJjZv—thus does their whole being madly cry out in self-

condemnation before God's judgment. M.ccd'/jrrig Iziivov, whom
we had well-nigh stoned already as a Samaritan, a possessed, a

blasphemer of God—the very thought or mention of this is to

them scarcely less than XoihopeTv, They put the question

—

some error or deception, submit to an infallible authority ! Xot, as Kon-
nus inserts, Thank God, icho lias liealed ihec, and iiot this man ! For the
heahng is sujpposed not to be a fact.

^ Braune seems to us to do the blind man a double injustice, when he
condemns the bitterness of his words. He who had so long and so patiently

submitted to inquisition, is not now suddenly become bitter ; the artless

reply which bursts forth at last is altoijethcr natural and unblameable.
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truth answered them

—

thej scorn and reject it at once ! As
with the people at Capernaum so now, Moses is fled to as a de-

fence—that Moses who cried out against their sins and wrote

about that future Prophet whom all must hear or be cut ofl".

The disciples of this Moses they term themselves, even while

their unbelief is involving them in his denunciations—but as to

Him, whose gracious and significant Jesus-name (expressed in

ver. 11) they never once took into their lips, they had known

before that He was a sinner ;—such an one, however, as had con-

tinually convicted them of their sins, but whom no man could

ever convince of sin in Himself ! And now thei/ know not His

'PTodsv IdTiv ; as He Himself indeed had told them—because they

knew not God. They fly for refuge to the longpast speaking of

God with Moses, against whom, however, they rebel as their

fathers did ; thus vainly endeavouring to escape from the present

which oftends and penetrates their eyes and ears. They have no

thought of the meaning of Siloam., the water of God's power now
become as that of Bethesda !

We know not ! And because they know not, therefore none
of the poor sheep of these wise and good shepherds is to dare,

under ban of excommunication, to know. But the blind man,
standing before them, sees now : so much he knows ! The Son
hath made him free in order to his knowledge of the truth,

before he knows and can name the Son. Neither contempt nor

entreaty can move him to fear or submission. In the extreme

impatience of his holy indignation against their suppression of

the truth, and yet, unlike these scorners themselves, still thought-

ful and modest, he says : 'Ev yap rovrco &av[jijOiaTov lariv—in

all this matter there is this one thing marvellous, the greater

miracle of the two, that ye know not I ^ Your becoming blind

shows as strangely hardening an influence of this Jesus your
opponent upon you, as in my case on rvcpXog m apri (BXstm.

Thus have we something like our Saviour's final decision by
anticipation here ! And now the seeing man begins to lead and
to teach the bhnd, lays down the universal position, the truth

* Thus we understand the words in the sense which the other reading
fu yxp rovTo would only render more definite. And Nonnus was quite

right
: rovro yap kari ro 6ouif/,oe, ttoT^v rnrT^Uv—your ignorance is a greater

wonder than my heahng !
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well known in Israel for which he asserts the oihccfMU of all, in

order that he may then in vers. 32, 33, through the case in

hand arrive by the soundest logic at a certain and irrefragable

conclusion. He takes it for granted, in his fundamental sense

of truth, that Jesus, though he had not seen or heard Him do

so, had asked in pi\iyer the power which healed him ; and thus

anticipates what this same Gospel afterwards declares for the full

understanding of all the miracles of our Lord, ch. xi. 41. It

has been said that the position of ver. 31 is not of universal

force, but only in the application here intended ; and it might

further be added that it is the expression of simple and erring

Judaism. But it is better to say that it is the pure truth ; and

to be understood in a very scriptural sense, indeed like many
similar sayings in the word of God. Job xxxv. 13, xxvii. 9 ;

Ps. xvii. 1, xxxiv. 16, Ixvi. 18, cxlv. 19 ; Prov. xv. 8, 29, xxviii.

9 ; Isa. i. 15, lix. 1, 2, etc.

These unrighteous judges end the matter by casting hiFi out.

The seeing man is decreed back, by those who finally deny

away his seeing, to the supposed curse of his blindnep.s ! The

oKog means (like ch. xiii. 10) the entire man as he was born ;^

but here the hihdd/CZiv shows that it meant further—blind in

body and soul ! By this k^s(iccXov s^cu, which is first to be

understood in its literal sense, he became an antoavvoLyuyoq^

although (which Klee needlessly contests) he had not yet con-

fessed Jesus to be the Christ.

Vers. 35-37. The matter is swiftly spread abroad. Jesus hears

of it. (Here we may interpose days, or one day at least.) The

Good Shepherd seeks His poor sheep cast out by the wicked

ones ; the Son of God will reveal Himself to him who, for His

name's sake, is reviled and evil-intreated of men ; and He rejoices

against the whole host of the Pharisees over this one mendicant

soul whom He has won. We may be assured that the good

man himself would long to see the man of God, who was called

Jesus. We can only account for his not hastening to Him im-

mediately after his cure, by calling to mind his first tumultuous

amazement on recovering his sight, and the strangeness of all

objects through which he must make hi3 unaccustomed way.

^ Theophylact : Trac ctuSoarro: Ik yevsTr^;.
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The wondering neighbours surrounded him at once with their

investigations, and after tliat he was led away to the Pharisees

;

so that in him there had been nothing wanting. Dost thou

beheve in the Son of God ? This remarkable question has been

turned by some into a direct form—" I see thee to be a true

Israelite, who believeth in the Messiah—and the Person, in whom
thou hast already believed as a prophet, is He—thou hast ap-

proved thyself a dependent and confessor of Him, who is not

merely a prophet, but the Christ Himself!"^ But it appears

evident through this whole Gospel (see especially ch. x. 33, 36,

xix. 7) tliat viog tov kov was not even to the learned, much less

for one of the common people, equivalent to XpiffTog; and
Liicke was not justified in reproducing the old assumption of

the " popular sense" of this formula. How inconsistent in that

case would be the fact that Jesus should forbid (like the Sanhe-
drim) His disciples to announce Him as the Christy and Himself

constantly and carefully avoid that name—all the while persist-

ently testifying that He was the Son of God.

This therefore does not satisfy. It is manifestly our Saviour's

purpose to reward the honest and unfaltering avowal of this

man, who had known and confessed Him as a prophet and as

of Gody by guiding it to its fullest consummation. But how is

it that He ash after this very faith ? This will not be difficult

of apprehension, when we remember the transitional, helping

sense of this gracious question. It may, indeed, sound at first

as a most suggestive and prompting inquiry—BeHevest thou

already I But then it passes over into another meaning : Art
thou not now ready to believe, if thy Healer now fully reveals

Himself to thee—as the Son of God ? Lampe : Tune ille es,

qui propter fidem in Jesum, quem dicunt esse Christum, acerbi-

tatem nostrorum magistrorum expertus est ? An tu post has

molestias etiamnum in filium Dei credis ? Quite right, down to

the last word, which we would substitute, as its interpretation,

by

—

credere vis f

The questioned man understood all this very well. He natu-

rally recognised Jesus at once, though He had not seen Him

^ Hess. So Teschendorff—" Thou hast witnessed a good confession ; tiou
believest on the Son of God !

"
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when lie was healed, by His never-to-be-forgotten voice ; and it

was impossible for him to think that He would refer him to any

other than Himself. He feels the meaning of the question.

But because " Son of God " is a -word which goes beyond his

previous knowledge, he remains true to his incomparably self-

possessed and tranquil character. He does not think, however,

or ask about this new dogmatical term, the inmost truth of which,

indeed, had been already almost expressed in his anticipating

TapC4 hoV') ver. 33 ; but his answer in itself is quite sound :

—

I know not yet the Son of God, and how can any one believe on

a Person unknown ? Yet he does not utter this last directly,

but proceeds at once to a zod rig kffri ; which involves as much.

His reply is affirmative and believing by anticipation, it promises

faith as soon as Jesus shall say who He is. It means as much as

—Art Thou Thyself He ? And then comes the answer—/ am
He I going beyond ch. iv. 26. This distinction conferred upon

him, the honour of hearing such a word, superabundantly com-

pensates him for all the contumely he had endured. Thus there

are many who have received much grace from Jesus, but know
Him not yet perfectly, though they boldly avow what they do

know in faith ; but there is a full revelation awaiting all such,

and the Lord gives here a symbolical type of all such cases.

Eemark, finally, that the Lord in His grace does not say at once
—^I am He ; but places first

—

Thou hast seen Him ! This He
speaks in sympathy with his new power to see ; as it were en-

tering into his own joyful ccvsf^'Ki'^Lcc and aprt f^XiTTcu, vers. 11,

15, 25. Thou who now canst see Him while thou hearest Him
who speaks to thee ! It is certain that the icupuKug in the

physical sense signifies his seeing at the present interview—even

when He was asking thee if thou believest in Him;^ but it is

further probable at least that the Lord has also a spiritual mean-

ing :—Thou knowest Him, yea in thine implicit faith thou hast

already acknowledged Him, without knowing Him by this name.

Thus the Lord's words most strikingly pass over into what fol-

lows, ver 39, concerning the seeing of the blind.

^ Certainly he liad not seen the Lord before at his healing. Nor can we
limit it to Teschendorif's sense—" Thou hast beheld Him already, in the

healing power which came to thee ! " tliough this has its truth in the sub-

sequent and additional spiritual sense wlrich we assert.
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LAST PUBLIC TESTIMONY OF JESUS CONCERNING HIS PERSON
AND WORK. THOSE WHO SEE BY FAITH ; AND THOSE WHO
ARE BLIND THROUGH UNBELIEF. THE HIRELINGS AND THE
TRUE SHEPHERD.

(Ch. ix. 39-X. 18.)

We can scarcely suppose that Jesus " in the public way" an-

nounced Himself as the Son of God, and received this man's

worship. It is not recorded whether His disciples, or any of

them, were present ; but even this is not probable. Ver. 41 re-

quires us to assume an interval of time, and a change of place,

between vers. 39 and 40 ; but after that all is strictly connected

down to ch. x. 18. The incident just recorded, with its conco-

mitant spiritual enlightenment of the blind man in order to his

faith, and its. manifestation of the blind infatuation of the un-

believing Pharisees against Him, gives the Lord occasion calmly

to exhibit, and gives Him words to illustrate, the contrast between

faith and unbelief, which constantly and for ever separates men
from one another. His smitten opponents still lurk in the way,

and answer Him once more by a reckless challenge. He an-

swers them, at first, by a direct, explanatory confirmation of His

words ; and then appends a parable which exhibited the wicked

pastors of Israel in their true character, while it gives to all who
still hear His voice a final great testimony concerning Himself.

And in this light it must be viewed in connection with its con-

tinuation at the feast of Dedication down to the utterance of

ver. 30, and its vindication down to ver. 38.

Ver. 39. This saying is addressed to the disciples, and m-
tended to set them right upon all that had transpired ; the result

and issue of which is, according to the Lord's wont, comprised

in one pointed and easily remembered expression. Even if this

blind man had not at once come to see in order to faith in the

Son of God, the Lord might still have spoken as He does ; for

He allegorises continually, pointing from every outward appear-

ance to its indwelling significance ; and His example may en-

courage us to do the same, in spite of the warnings of a cold
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sobriety. But on the present occasion His doctrine has a literal

fact for its base. The Lord beholds shadowed forth in this

occurrence—and beholds it not in scorn, but in sorrowful indig-

nation—the consequence of His coming into this world.^ Inas-

much as this result^ in the relation between light and darkness,

between divine truth and man's perverseness, is a result foreseen

and necessary, it may be stated in the much contested ha to be

purposed and aimed at ; although it is self-understood that the

Light of the world, in its first and original design, would rather

make all men see, and would blind none. JLpffJjO, (a form

which, as contradistinguished from zpi(Tig, chap. iii. 19, embraces

rather the eflPect and result) is assuredly not simply equivalent

to distinction, but signifies an actual judgment, since it must be

right and well-pleasing to God that His truth should be con-

cealed from the wise and prudent, for their deserved punishment.

(Matt. xi. 25, 26.) What is said in IMatt. ix. 12 of the whole

and the sick, amounts almost to the same: there as here the

sense must be supplemented

—

in thei?' oivn eves ; in this passage,

then, those w^ho know themselves to be blind and those who

regard themselves as seeing. It corresponds with St John's

peculiar selection of the discourses ; and the expression refers

here preem.inently to contemplation as knowledge.^ We are

spiritually by nature horn blind, and to know and confess this

our blindness is our first and sole seeing ; out of this the grace

of the Lord can brincp a full restoration of sicrht—and this is the

kernel of the word in its relation to the occasion wdiich gave it

birth. The being made blind, however, as happening to those

who are essentially blind already, is partly an ironical expression

for remaining blind, and partly points to the further truth that

unbelief tends to increasing blindness and hardening. The rigid

antithesis will scarcely allow us, with Tholuck, to subdivide the

second clause,—they are made blind, either in their own eyes

when they waken up to self-knowledge, or in their more con-

summate blinding. For the former is already more rightly in-

i ToZtou here is used with a distinctive empliasis, and can be better felt

than paraphrased.

2 The remark of Drusiiis, that in the Rabbinical writings the wise are

termed "fvlTE, see Buxtorf. Lex. may be a uselessly learned reference, yet

there is something instructive in it, comp. also Ex, xxiii 8 with Deut. xvi. 19.

VOL. V. 2 F
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dicated in the first mcmlier as (DXzTr&iv ; and those who supposo

themselves (oKiTTOVTSg cannot return back as such into a saving

bhndness—this is the xeiy judgment denounced !

The question of ver. 40, which bursts forth from their offended

official dignity, is certainly not uttered in such scornfulness as

would say—" Are we then, witli our sound eyes, blind—bodily

blind ?" Nor are we to regard them as " acting as if they sup-

posed that Jesus was speaking of physical blindness alone."

(Fikenscher.) O no, they understand the Lord full well : they

note, at least, that He describes fhem, in opposition to him who
now sees, as blind ; and indeed as heing made blind I (which is

much more than Olshausen's—" He speaketh against us !" such

generality being here not to be thought of). But they go on

proudly, betray what they have noted, and have neither time

nor inchnation to dissemble. Consequently, it is most obvious

to understand—Are we then already become blind in Thy light ?

And it is not to be alleo-ed against this that the answer of the

Lord is not immediately pertinent to that ; for He really desires

for them only that proper blindness which might be healed, of

which His own w'ord had spoken, instead of that evil incurable

blindness denied by themselves. The only thing which could

tempt us to understand them as referring to themselves alone the

first fjy/j
f^yJs'Troi^TSc, would be the zai as interpreted in connection

with the proud official rjfjjSig—Are ice also blind, like the ignorant

people, so that Thou must make us see too ? But we think that

this is not even to be appended to the meaning—making the

sense : How meanest Tliou this of us ? Are we still blind—or

become totally blind ? For in these words, which immediately

seize upon the Lord's, their rv^pXoi can only retort His rv^Xot;

and they are too insolent to let such a word pass their lips, even

in scorn, as—Must we then also become Thy disciples (ver. 27)
that we may see ? When the faction of Korah spake unto

Moses—Wilt thou put out the eyes of these men ? there was at

least the evidence of their senses that he had not led them into

the good land, but had killed them in the wilderness. But here

shone the Light of the world with His brightest effulgence, here

was the last and greatest sign undeniably before their neverthe-

less denying eyes :—and even then they ask—Meanest Thou us ?

Are we then also blinded f
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Ver. 41. Then does the Lord press them more severely with

His word, and makes their daring X57S/V their inexcusable sin.

Jf ye ivcre blind—cannot possibly nov/ be regarded, contrary

to the connection of the previous discourse and their own ques-

tion, as ascribing to them any actual seeing} Kuinoel gives it

rightly,—If ye held yourselves, understood yourselves to be,

blind. Glassius also maintained the same, because the antithesis

of the second member required it. The comparison with eh.

XV. 22, 24, tends to confuse, for the thought is there quite

different, and viewed under the other aspect of the question.

As we have said, the sincere soul sees in this light its blindness

;

and that of itself is a measure of seeing which is salutary and

admissible. " Ah that ye thought and said—AYe are blind,

heal Thou us ! Then would your sin be soon removed by the

knowledge of the truth ; then would ye at least be saved from

the sin of wilful and lying unbelief!" The Lord explains their

question—"Are we blind?" by their saying, " We see !" Li

this word, however, there lies the greater sin of infatuated

enmity : comp. Wisd. xiv. 22. This is the sin 0^ unbelief, which

luill not see or become seeing ; and for this ch. xv. 22 is a cor-

rect parallel.^ De Wette contends against this on account of

the f/Avii, according to which aujocpricc would be only their pre-

sent sinful condition, as ch. viii. 21, 24. But to his view is

opposed the OL';s av Br/jrz of the first clause ; according to which

the a[Jjapria here must be tlie sin which is added to all the for-

mer, which hinders forgiveness and healing, and which is the

sole condemnable sin here referred to. And the fact that this

1 As Cyril in Lampe. Hezel :
" Since ye have understanding enough, ye

confess and feel it yoiu'selves !" OLshaiLsen :
" If there were wanting in

you all capacity to know the divine," and so Liicke. Similarly Neander :

Te have more knowledge and perception, use it only aright. This does not

apply, nor does von Gerlach's :
" They were in a certain sense seeing, but

this should have served to show them that in a higher sense they were

bUnd." For Christ attributes to them in no sense a /3?ifc^£/>, He rather con-

demns their >,&-/£ tu on (ixi-Trofisv. The analogy of sick and whole does not

suit ; for if the Pharisees were in a certain sense the whole, and on that

account the more sick, yet that certain sense in which they were whole, was

only

—

in imagination

!

2 "No man is bhnder than he who will not see, and this refusal to see

Las here an interest at stake." Kant, liber die Buchmacherei, S. 20.
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guilt, as consisting in their infatuation and obstinacy, remains

m its very nature, is unpardonable, and not to be healed as such,

gives its keenest edge to this discourse ; and places these words,

essentially speaking, on a level with the word concerning blasr

phemy against the Holy Ghost. "E%s/i/ afjjccpriccv stands for

guilt not merely in ch. xv. 22, 24, but also in ch. xix. 11, in the

same sense as here.^

The beginning of parables which is intimated with regard to

the Synoptical arrangement of discourses in Mar. xli. 1 (see our

exposition. Vol. HI.), begins somewhat earlier both for the blind

rulers, and the common people at large ; yet St Mark Is so far

right as this TrapoifJbta is not distinctly a Tapaf^oXT], as we shall

show more fully. The connection of the unbroken discourse is

not far to seek. That ^' ive alsd'^ of official pride, signified—we
also, the leaders and the pastors of the people ! The Lord now
speaks, with a gracious intention to awaken some of the better

,

disposed to self-knowledge and healing by an exhibition of their

blindness,—I will now hold up the mirror to you, and show you
what kind of " shepherds" you are, and who alone is the true

Shepherd ! It is an Idle and needless supposition that His words

were suggested by the neighbourhood of the place where the

sacrificial sheep were kept, or anything of the like kind (such as

Neander's view of a flock in the field). The occasion itself was

quite sufficient introduction to one of our Savloiu-'s current

similitudes ; and the Pharisees versed in Scripture must have

thought, as soon as He commenced, upon such places as Ezek.

xxxiv. and Jer. xxlli.—many of them indeed probably upon
Zech. xi. So that the Lord utters this equally profound and
gracious similitude, which reflects light upon the past condition

of Israel as well as upon the great future of His new flock, for

the good both of the learned and the common people ; taking it

from the Scripture for the one, and from common life for the

other.^

^ Jul. Miiller improperly maintains " that it indicates only the actual

fact of sin, the u^aprxvuu or 9]/^ccprr,yJvcn.'' (i. 238).
2 This is the only time that in detailed, parabolical exhibitions animals
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The central point of the whole is the Lord's testimony to Him-

self as the good Shepherd in the highest sense of the word.

First, however, He speaks preparatorily, vers. 1-6, concerning

human shepherds generally, anticipating and paving the w^ay for

vvdiat follows : He then, ver. 7, speaks clearly of Himself in His

lyd) elfjbt, but at first only as the t/oor ; He then designates the

shepherds as also sheep, who must first go in through Him, and

(with the sheep) go out
; from this follows, finally, ver. 11, the

plain declaration, that One alone. Himself, is both the door and

the shepherd of all shepherds and sheep alike. The beautiful

text has been much obscured, and its exposition has been very

much perplexed, by the failure to apprehend this simple develop-

ment: either the whole has been regarded as one continuous

^apa/SoX^, every separate sentence coming under the same

general interpretation, or all connection between the first and

second part has been, on the other hand, effectually severed.

We shall therefore strive to give, yet more precisely, a glance

over the whole which may adjust every part.

—

I. Concerning the true and the false shepherd generally,

—

yet so as that the latter does not merit or receive this name at

all—in order to a transition to Christ Himself, who is in the

fullest sense the Shepherd. The fundamental difference, or the

entering in to the fold through the right door, vers. 1, 2. The

difference as to the result, or the leading out of the sheep :—the

true shepherd (as the consequence of the former) is admitted by

the keeper of the door, is acknowledged by the sheep as their

shepherd, and leadeth them out, going before them as they fol-

low him : but the stranger they follow not, from him they

flee. (Vers. 3-5.)

n. Medium of the transition, coming out more definitely

—

concerning Christ as the door, which must signify no less than

the only Chief-Shepherd. First—the door to the sheep, for all

true under-shepherds—I am the door, and whosoever comes in

before Me (independent of, besides, -rpo \(i)Ov being opposed to

h' Ifjijov), is a robber ! (Vers. 7, 8.) Then more comprehen-

occur ; the distinction, however, between this and the fuhle is strictly main-

tained, since the animals appear in their own nature, and besides that only

in their relation to man.
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sively—I am the door in general, both for shepherds and sheep.

(Ver. 9.)

III. Consequently I am the true and the good Shepherd in the

sole and supreme sense ! This is now fully exhibited as the

object to which the introduction tended ; first, however, in a

previous contrast, then absolutely, and without figure, in plain

words, and passing into prophecy.

1. In contrast with the enemy and his servants.

a. The first contrast with the thief, has regard to the

design and result:—the thiefwills to destroy, I will give

life, ver. 10. (In the German, vers. 10, 11. Here

begins preparatorily the abstract discourse.)

h. The second contrast with the hireling and the luolf in

regard to their relative lehamour ; in which the hire-

ling, however better in other respects, is like the robber,

and all who are not shepherds are regarded as con-

federates of the wolf, and servants of the enemy. I

give My own life for the sheep (the prophecy already

begins), but tlie hireling leaves their life to the wolf
J
ov

uAXzi avroj ttsdi tojv T^io^drojv. (Vers. 11-13.)

2. Christ the good Shepherd described independently and in

Himself. The figure is continued at first, but gradually

recedes, and then at last the words are plainly and expressly

spoken. Tims there is first the mutual knowledge and bond

of love between the Shepherd and His sheep :—asserted in

itself ver. 14, then more fully described in its gTound,

expression,, and final aim, vers. 15, 16. Then is clearly

declared the death and resurrection of the Son of God, by
which He approves Himself the great and good Shepherd of

the sheep, of the men who are to be, and suffer themselves

to be redeemed. (The close of the whole testimony in the

l)lainest assertion and prophec}'.) This is the good pleasure

of the Father, or the wise counsel of His love ; but it is also

the voluntary expression of the love of the Son ; and thus

it is, in the sense of ver. 30 afterwards, the commandment
or commission of the Father to the Son. (Vers. 17, 18.)

If expositors had not been so generally indisposed to make or to

discover the arrangement and plan of these discourses, they would
not have been so much at a loss with this interwoven '^'ccpoi^JUicc
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and [jjCcpTvpfci. Lampe, for example, does not generally contemn

or neglect formal systematising, but his arrangements are rather

stiff and logical than organic developments of the sense ; hence

he falls into the error which was so common among the Fathers,

and prematurely refers everything in this paragraph (vers. 1-6)

to Jesus Himself.^ In consequence of this, the whole and entire

fulness of meaning is more or less dissipated by forced applica-

tions. Nothing can be plainer than that he who entereth in at

the door cannot be properly as yet the door itself, although every

shepherd, being what he ought to be, points to the One, true and

ideal Shepherd.

Vers. 1, 2. As soon as the Lord began to speak of sheep,

they who were addressed in His hiyco Vfjulv must have per-

ceived His aim, and thought in themselves—These are the

sheep of God's pasture (Ps. c.) whose shepherds ice are I The
article r^y avKf/V presupposes this ability to apprehend His mean-

ing, and indicates no less than if it had been said—God's sheep-

fold, Israel. Av/^tj, we need scarcely remark, signifies a fold or

inclosure under the open heaven—Heb. i6^Jp or nnp, Chald.

tirin^Sfn, Micah ii. 12. That is not the pasture itself, or the

space enclosed, but the external demarcating bound, such as

Israel alone as a people possessed in their Theocracy (ver. 1 6).

A thief asks not for the door, cares not if it is shut ; he leaps over

and in, wherever he can ; see Joel ii. 9 ; Jer. ix. 21. We can-

not understand what Llicke (3 Aufl. S. 406) means by saying

that the door and the porter have no distinctive import in the

paraboHcal theme ; nor how he precisely interprets them, for he

does give an interpretation, and does not deny the subsequent

application to our Lord. The door may certainly, at the outset

of the investigation, be intended to intimate the true calling, the

authorised and valid appointment to office in the church of God
(the opposite in Konnus

—

gzo/^jtiv iTrrjXvaiTjv), and so primarily

the external true vocation to appointed function in the theocratic

economy: and thus the casus oUiqid of the interlopers into

office of that age were by anticipation condemned.^ But if the

1 As Xeaudcr also decs, and in part Sclileicrmacher.

2 Semler : Ilia descriptio videtur tangere istonim temporiun pravitatem

:

pontifices et Synedrium utebantur variis artibns et adjumeutis, lit propositum

suiim consequerentnr, etc.
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Pharisees were disposed to rest there, ver. 7 would enlaige their

views. The external ordinance, however right, may be lacking

in internal fitness, in the true calling and entering, that is,

through the Chief Shepherd, in His name, and through faith in

Him. The shepherds of that day entered in without humble

and genuine faith in the God of Israel, without a true perception

of tlie fundamental point of Israel's doctrine; not as the ministers

of the expected Messiah, and as preparers of His way in whose

person God Himself would be their Shepherd. They came

rather with vain imaginations and gratuitous delusions of a false

God and a false Messiah ; consequently in reality they made

themselves the door, they came in their pride and prejudice

among the sheep in their own way, that is, hXkdyjiQiv in opposi-

tion to the right door ; and that, too, under the name of shep-

herds. But the Lord declines to give them this title, and

chooses one more suitable to them. (Comp. Matt. ix. 36, yjYi

g%oi^ra TTOif/jSvoc.) Similarly does He deal with the beautiful

designation of the sheep. It might appear at first that all Israel

was referred to, all who were embraced by the inclosure of the

theocracy, but ver. 3 shows us that this is not the Lord's inten-

tion. He now signifies only the susceptible, those w^hom He
foreknows, as the proper object of the pastoral office ; those who
through unfaithfulness were scattered. It is essential to the

whole discourse that this should be accurately noted, for it is

made evident by vers. 8 and 16, and 26 ; and is also in the in-

stallation of Peter, ch. xxi. 15-17, which refers back to ch. x.,

incontrovertibly proved. They are the rerocyf/jsvot dg Z^cotiv

atcumv, Acts xiii. 48,^ or the '•nx DnpiE^n |Kj:n •'»Ji; Zech. xi. 11,

comp. upon Matt. x. 16. They are true sheep, in their genuine

nature as their types exhibit themselves : he wdio does not dis-

tinguish the voice of the Shepherd, and follow him to pasture, is

no sheep but a goat (Matt. xxv. 32), however he may seem to

be in the flock. Luther says of sheep, " this simple creature has

this special note among all animals, that it quickly hears the

voice of the shepherd, follows no one else, depends entirely on

him and seeks help from him alone, cannot help itself, but is

shut up to another's aid." Yea, such as are after this sort, are

^ But this must have no predestinarian application : see our Ausleg'ing

der Eeden der Apostel, Th. i. S. 380.
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the sheep and they alone ! The poor sheep is unprotected,

exposed to the danger of wandering, weak and infirm in going,

and so forth, but yet tractable, docile, and patient. " It is so

created as to require of necessity a shepherd,^ and can never do

well except under his protection and care." (Fresenius.) There

is much in all this which may be superciliously laughed at as

trifling, bat which finds its full justification in the accordance of

scriptural and natural symbolism.^

Ver. 3. The porter in the similitude is a servant whose pro-

vince, according to ancient custom (Mar. xiii. 34), was to remove

the wooden bolt from within, and guard the door which was

generally but ill secured. We cannot admit that there is nothing

in the interpretation which can correspond to this expression

;

more especially as it directly leads to a new and critical point :

—

he who enters through the door, is thereby known and acknow-

ledged to be the right ; he only therefore can^ properly speaking,

enter in. The opening on the part of the porter, and the hearing

on the part of the sheep, are correlatives ; and the dvpcupog is thus

also a keeper of the sheep, who stands in close connection and

concert with the '7rot[/j?iV. The porter and the Shepherd know
and understand each other full well! Whom then must our

interpretation make the former ? This will compel us to pene-

trate that preparatory undertone of meaning which we have

already attributed to this first section. The shepherds here are

indeed under-shepherds ; but the singular which embraces them

all, as well as the one door through which they enter, indicates

that every under-shepherd must come only as the representative

of Him w^ho is essentially the true Shepherd. This it is to

which the porter belonging to the door has its true reference. It

is not (as Fikenscher, with good intention, says) that Jesus is

' This lias been literally true, from the time of Adam and Abel. The

domestic sheep is a legacy of paradise. The beasts generally are not tamed

from an original wildness, but appear rather to have lapsed into ^vildness,

just as this alone is the truth with regard to man himseK. Comp. Andr.

Wagner. Gesch. der Urwelt S. 498.

2 Steinmeyer says truly—"There is no similitude in nature which so

aptly exhibits the dependence and essential helplessness of man." But

more than that, none better exhibits what his docility and devotion to Ids

helper and guide should be.
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door, and porter, and shepherd, all in Himself— for why then

are vers. 2 and 3 in distinctive juxtaposition ? Nor is it, as

according to Bengel, God the Father who opens an entrance for

Christ, and all who come in His name ; for Tholuck is quite

correct in his view that such a ministry would be inappropriate

to the Lord of the flock.^ But it is, according to the opinion of

antiquity, the Holy Ghost, the guardian of the Church, who
opens the door of the Kingdom of God, co-operating with the

Redeemer and Plis Shepherd-office. It may be said, in the

comprehensive sense, that the Spirit of God opens everything

that is hidden in things pertaining to man's salvation ; hence

Origen (in his epistle to Gregory, Philocal. c. 13) promises the

reader who knocks at the door of Scripture, that this porter will

open to him its hidden mysteries. But wdiat is it that in this

case He opens ? Obviously, first of all, the door of the fold, the

fold itself. But what does this mean ? We must go deeper into

its meaning and not be content with the mere freedom to preach

and to call (the door of the woi:d, Col. iv. 3 ; 1 Cor. xvi. 9 ; 2

Cor. ii. 12) ; for he who does not reach the sheep themselves, to

however little purpose, cannot be said to have entered in to them.

Now, as this opening of the door is the preparation for the hear-

ing of the sheep which follows, we must understand that the

opening of their hearts is also intended. Acts xvi. 14.^ For
although in another point of view the hearer himself must open

to the Lord (Rev. iii. 20), yet must this be through the influ-

ence of Divine grace. Of such as close themselves against the

good Shepherd, conspiring with the thief as the stolen property

already belonging to Him, or anticipating the figure, cast them-

selves under enchantment into his jaws, the discourse is not 7ioiv

making any mention. ' These are not sheep of the fold as here

intended : with them the Shepherd, seeking in the desert, has

to do, but not the Shepherd as He is represented coming into the

fold and leading His own to pasture.

—All now proceeds according to consistent and well-grounded

^ Not to mciitio]! other interpretations, whicli rest upon a false liistcrical

basis, sucli as IMoses or John the Baptist

!

^ With M'hich again Acts xiv. 27 corresponds, and teaches us how mani-
fold are the comprehensive applications of this " opening of the door " in

Scripture.
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order^ according to the natural course of things in the shepherd's

duty in the East, the spiritual pastoral operations strictly cor-

responding. Preaching in general is no other than the calling

of individuals, and finds its consummation in the special cave

of souls : the leading out to pasture requires then the going

before in his own life and example. For as Steinmeyer says

—

"he who cannot guide himself, but is contented with calling

others, may be a teacher or even a counsellor, but is worth

nothing as a pastor,^^ No pedantry shall deter us from interpret-

ing the w^hole thus ; else should we oppose that most living and

blessed exposition which the Spirit of the Lord has never failed

to give of these words in His Church. The whole resolves itself,

at last, into the profound and gracious close—the sheep know

the voice of the Shepherd ! The reading (pcovii lowers the sense,

and is wanting in the living force of ;ja>i£7wdiich suits the ovof/^ccy

and makes it manifest that the sheep are intelligent souls. Not

only in the ancient Bucolics and Idylls of poets, but even in our

times and in the West, shepherds are found to give the literal

sheep distinctive names. But the calling of the redeemed by

name has a very profound significance in the similitude, com-

pare, e.g. Isa. xliii. 1, xlix. 1; Ex. xxxiii. 12.^ The Lord knows

and calls by name the souls which are His, just as He knows

and names the host of heaven, Isa. xl. 2Q ; Ps. cxlvii. 4.

And this is in a sense appropriate to every under-shepherd,

though perfectly and absolutely true only of the one Chief-

Shepherd.

The calling by name is an evidenre of mutual knowledge,

and this again is an evidence of the right of propriety, exhibiting

the confidential familiarity and fellowship of possession ; hence

the emphatic rd 'ihia. Lange (following the ancient view, in

which the Hirschb. Bibel and Richter concur) understands by

these Ihioig " His own sheep in a peculiar sense. His own elect

and beloved ones, already acquainted with His voice," whom
then the residue of the flock rush after ! But this rends the

unity of the whole figure, and is contrary to the very letter,

^ Sometliing very much more, because referring to the individual, than

Schleiermacher thinks, who, with his customary infehcity, finds here no

other " prophetical word " than such as gave Hia jKoj^le Israel a name
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which exhibits the sheep as without distinction knowing and fol-

lowing the shepherd. We hold with Bengel—omnes sunt pro-

prise, coll. ver. 12, sed hoc epitheton magis congruit cum appel-

latione nominatim facta, quam cum auditu. We have already

said, moreover, that IIkz only gives the ground of their being

called za,T oi/offjcc.^ It is an equally false interpretation of the

leading out, which regards them as led away from the rest : for

how should these be left in the fold without pasture, who yet are

His sheep, who have heard His voice, that is, according to vers.

6 and 8, have acknowledged it in obedience ? The interpretation

which, based upon the rejected notion that Christ is here imme-

diately and alone the shepherd, considers them to be led by Him
out of the Old Testament into His new church and dispensation

(so Lampe), is entirely perverted. We may surely call this

exegetical trifling: but do not lay ourselves under the same

imputation in making a remark wdiich may represent the inner-

most sense of the expression, viz., that the avKr} is only the ex-

ternal constitution of the church for the protection and repose

of the flock, but is not the pasture itself, and, consequently, that

they must be led forth to the fresh, free pastures of God, instead

of being left to the too much prized dry provision of the penfold

(or church) !

Ver. 4. Whether ra i'^/a TrdvTCi is to be accepted with Lach-

mann and Tischendorfi" in the repetition of the words, we must

leave undecided; certainly it gives an additional emphasis—He
leaves none behind! ^Y^z^oKKziv is manifestly the same with

the mere s^aysiv, as we remarked before on Matt. ix. 38 ; the

Sept. uses it for ^?''Vin, 2 Chron. xxiii. 14, xxix. 5, 16. Any
stronger meaning derived from ficiKkuv w^ould contradict the

genius of the passage, for the meek sheep are supposed to re-

cognise their names, they already know the voice, and are so

tractable that the shepherd needs only to go before them. This

going beforey moreover, points already by anticipation to Him
who is the one great leader, in the full sense of the word

;
just

^ It may be thought better, with Liicke and Baumgarten-Crusius, to

say, that each individual shepherd distinguishes his own division of the con-

gregation of folds under many shepherds. But however true to the figure

this may be, the Lord does not pursue it so far, but adheres in His whole

description to the one, true Shepherd.
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as the knowing the voice reverts to ch. viii. 43- In relation to

this, Oetinger (in his Evangelien-Predigten S. 365) remarks

that the voice of the true Shepherd, which is heard in every one

of His servants, is no uncertain sound, but brings its clear evi-

dence. We fully admit this, and add that it brings its full power

also, so that sincere souls perceive by their understanding, on

the one hand, the rational evidence of fundamental truth, and,

on the other, feel in their hearts the experimental and quicken-

ing power of the word. Both are strictly connected ; indeed,

the latter, in many cases, predominates in the instinct of the

sheep, not yet developed into full intelligence. And this may
be the true point of distinction between the hearing of the voice

by all, and the understanding of the name given by the better

trained. Let me be pardoned for saying that this 'TnzpoifjJcc,

this sthvTJjov of the kingdom of God, is itself like a solemn and

earnest melody played upon the shepherd's pipe, and cannot be

fundamentally understood without something resembling a

" playing " upon itself.

Ver. 5. The stranger is an immediate transition from the

o'lhaat to which it is linked. The same no-shepherd and in

truder is thus indicated who was before named a thief and a

robber; but he is thus differently described in order that his

various methods and degrees may be observed. Ver. 1 laid

down the principle in its generality, that in his true character,

as the ^
AfJjTjv

'
A(Jjr}v impressively aims to show, every one falls

under this judgment who enters not by the door ; . but the

ccKkorpiog now more definitely states this, and under two aspects.

In severity—And this thief would pass himself off as the shep-

herd, calleth also the sheep. !More gently—Or he knows not

that his presumed pastoral care is in reality a robbery and de-

struction, he regards himself in judicial bhndness as a shepherd,

without any deliberate and intentional malice in his coming.

This is as the hireling appears afterwards, although more gently

regarded. The plural rcov uXXorpim seems to indicate such

variety in the cases, while the singular Tfjv (pcovTjv combines them
all again. It is as if the Lord would say :

—" Are ye Strangers,

unauthorised ones, not conscious of the false basis on which your

office rests, to wit, that ye come not through the door—then

mark it in the result : do" ye reach the simple souls, who are
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God's true Israelites? Are ye known and acknowledged by

these true sheep, with whom 3^our office should have to do?"

Casting our glance forward into Christendom, we find here once

more (as in Matt, xviii. 17-20), in the words of our Lord, the

deep-laid principles of the Apostolical, now called Presbyterian,

constitution of the church. The flock must be asked—Wilt

thou have this shepherd? But it must be the true flock, and

not the mass. Yea, the door-keeping Spirit of the Church, who
watches over, not only the entrance into office generally, but

the special entrance into hearts also, must be the supreme arbiter

of the Shepherd's voice. Oh that some of our ordained and

inducted pastors would press the inference upon their consciences

—The sheep know me not, then am I not yet rightly ordained

and installed ! But how is he, a stranger, to know the sheep,

ix^ bond, i.e. mala fide pastor, ^w^ (lQiecti\\Q\v "protest" in the

midst of the goats' uproar of applause, who welcome every re-

lease from the fold ? The true sheep will not fail to announce

themselves! Even in the most wicked time (such as this to

which our Lord refers), there will not be wanting a blind man
restored to sight who will oppose the proud " ive know " with his

" one thing /know ! " What this case exemplified, and ver. 8

shows to have taken place in the past history of Israel, the Lord
predicts as an invariable rule for all futurity

—

ov fJb^ azokov-

O/jdcoffiv,^ aXXd (pzv^ovrai—as Llicke says, they will not indeed

follow, but certainly flee ! The latter strengthens the former

;

if the strange voice persists to call, it terrifies them altogether

away. So that this fleeing from the stranger is not only per-

mitted as conformable to nature, but it is commanded and ever

made a mark of the sheep. The patient, helpless sheep do

nothing more to the intruder ; but they reserve themselves for

the true Shepherd, and wait for Him, till He comes to investifirate

all.

The parenthetical observation of the Evangelist, ver. 6, is to

be understood and modified in the same way as ch. viii. 27.

That He meant concerning them what He spake to them, they

fluled not to observe ; but because they would not, they did not

^ Lachmann dy.oAov&Tiaovaiv^ wHcli, liOTvever, betrays itself as a coiTec-

tion.
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fully jyerceive or understand rtvcc r,v. It was to them as if spoken

Iv TrapoiiJjiaig, cli. xvi. 26. As it regards the current assertion

that St John here calls 'TrapoifjJcc, what tlie Synoptics term

Trapcil^oXyi, it is not, despite its universality, strictly true. True

it certainly is that the hellenistic phrase for feo does not always

rigidly distinguish these two synonyms (they occur together

Ecclus. xlvii. 17); hence we find, Lu. iv. 23, '^ccpa^oX'/j employed

for a single proverb. And there is a natural reason for this, the

figure and comparison being common to both (Nonnns has here

STTog TTapdrpoTrov) ; and proverbial language, including the illus-

tration of universal truth by an individual type, has ever for its

foundation figure and comparison. Yet we doubt \Gry much
whether St John would have given the name 'Trapoifj/iag to such

TCipa(^oXccg as the Synoptics record, if he had narrated them.

The difference between the two is not to be so rigidly pressed

as it is by Quinctilian or Erasmus; for orators and poets may
use transitional forms, just as living nature exhibits them, which

defy the elaborate system atising of theory, but do not disturb

the true and real distinctions which exist. The discourse of our

Lord on the shepherd and the flock would then have been only

a parable, in the established sense of that word as the other three

Evangelists have exhibited it, if it had run in continuous narra-

tive :—there were certain sheep in a fold, and thieves and stran-

gers came,—then came the true shepherd—and when the wolf

broke in, he laid down his life, and so forth. The mere 'Tccpoifjjiccy

sharply defined, we have in Matt. ix. 36; here it is the simple

foundation of the similitude—the shepherd and his sheep. But
this foundation of proverb is, to say the least, so amphfied after

the manner of a parable that a continuous narrative is silently

intimated; and thus we have a medium between parable and

proverb of profound and manifold significance which may serve

as a storehouse of materials for many parables. St John, there-

fore, does not term it simply 'zrapa/3o>.^, but an amplified 'Trccpoi'JACi.

And even the -TrapafooXcii of the Synoptics so far approximate to

this intermediate character, as that they often exhibit, not single

and definite narratives, but figurative sketches of what is occur-

ring at various times and in various ways. See my Exposition

of Matt. XX. 1-16, Vol. iii.

Ver. 7. We find the same feature here, as we have seen in
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the parables : the Lord sets out with explaining the similitude

which was not understood, in its fundamental and starting point

—What is then the door ? He does not, however, adhere to a

simple interpretation, but develops and continues the figure.

The assertion that a new^ similitude, without any connection with

the former, is now to be expounded, plainly contradicts the kya;

sifjbi of vers. 7, 9, 11, 14. The Lord speaks now more plainly,

because they would not understand. He terms Himself the door,

not one of many through which men as shepherds may reach the

sheep; and thus progressively deepens the first meaning of ver.

1, as we said before. Entrance into the fold, and such ofiice in

it as had been well-grounded and justified in its results, had

from the beginning been through Him alone ; for He, as the

Chief-Shepherd of His people and Angel of the covenant even

before His coming in the flesh; as the Perfecter of all fruit-bearing

influence and object of all true faith and faithful teaching ; as

the future Messiah, in wdiom the God of Israel reveals Himself;

He and He alone Jiad been this door to the sheep, even as He is

ever such under the more plainly revealed new covenant. But
this obvious sense has not given satisfaction; and many, because

in ver. 9 jj ^ypa stands absolutely, have denied it altogether, and

substituted—I am the door for the sheep, ^ thus translating rcov

Tpopdrctjv ver. 7. And what shall we say of this ? Assuredly

the Lord is, generally (according to ch. xiv. 6), the 0upoc rov

Tccrpog, the accessus ad Patrem, and also the ohog or 0vpcc T?jg

Zpjrjgy but does He include this in His meaning here ? It is, in-

deed, to be subordinately understood, but not as the direct mean-
ing ; and thus, as Tholuck sees, w'e must resolve the strife for a

one-sided exposition. In vers. 7, 8, He terms Himself, con-

formably with the figure, the door to the sheep, through which

the shepherds must come to them ; in ver. 9 He extends the

idea of the ^6pa, so that shepherds and sheep ahke must go in

and out, finding pasture for themselves and others, only through

"^ Thus Van Ess briefly, and Seller by paraphrase—^tlrrough whicli the

sheep enter in. Thus Chrysostom, Augustine, Euthymius, Nonnus (Traz/Soxoc,

il^l 6vpYi TTpoliocTou '7ro7^vx,ocvhog ocv'Kyjg), Maldonatus, Lampe, and recently

Fritzsche. Steinmeyer preaches upon it—Christ is the door to glory^ which
is, in any view, one-sided and artificial, for the fold and the pasture are

certainly not first in heaven.
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Him ; in ver. 1 1 this entrance effected by Him into salvation

and peace, life and abundance for all, is stated of itself and in-

dependently. Let this deepening development be well under-

stood, as our summary exhibited it at first ; the second follows

from the first, and the door thus becomes evidently the one, and

only Shepherd}

Ver. 8. Our preliminary glance showed how we dealt with

that much-contested exegetical problem, the interpretation of -rpo

kfjjov.^ Certainly all who lay any stress upon internal criticism

and the unity of connection, should be agreed in discerning in

this expression an antithesis to 5/' SfJjOV) ver. 9, or, what is equally

incontestable, to hid rTJg dvpccg, ver. 1. Any other sense must

necessarily be wrong. Kling is quite correct in affirming that

the mere idea of time, ante me (that is, before I came !), disturbs

the whole figure, because it effaces all reference to the door.^

We must add that this interferes with the relation of the whole

discourse to the future church of Christ, w^hich is as much con-

templated in prospect, as Israel's past is viewed in retrospect. (A
point of view for the whole, which, as far as we know. Herder

alone has done justice to.) The thieves and robbers come as cer-

tainly after Christ as before Him. Consequently, we cannot con-

cur with the common meaning of -rpo; and the many qualifications

of it fail to stand the test, since the Lord does not surely intend to

reject all the teachers and guides of the people who came before

His own appearing.'* It is manifestly false to lay stress upon the

rik^ovj making it bear the meaning of a self-authorised coming,^

^ As Neander also admits—^the door of the penfold in a twofold sense,

for the sheep and for the shepherds. So that He Himself is the door^ and

this distinguishes the true Shepherd xar' l^ox'^y. This is not " obscurity"

Cas de Wette protests) but profundity.
'^ The reading which omits it has no value, evidently only leaving out a

difficulty. Yet Roos lays hold of this, and thinks that Jesus having said

" All that ever came !" reserved the conclusion in His own mind, which,

however, may be easily understood.

^ Steinmeyer :—that we are not to think of the mere process of time, the

last Prophet has most plainly told us, ch. i. 15, 27.

^ As Marcion, and such as he, apply it.

^ As Euthymius, Jerome, Theophylact. This last says :—Il^oV^g? kocI

TYi ciKpi(iiixrvig Ag'IgcJs* oaoi 7fh6oi/ <Priah^ dJ'.y^^ ov)C «'0'0' d'Tnara.'hrisoc.v, Stein-

meyer concisely explains it that to come before Jesus Ls to come in their

VOL. V. 2 G
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for Jesus uses the same riKdov in ver. 10. Concerning Himself,

consequently, it is not in this word, but in the crpo hf/jov that we
must seek their error. To understand both, when united, as in-

timatinfx that all are referred to who had ever made themselves

Messiahs, or had given themselves out to be the door, is to con-

tradict the expression itself as well as all history.^ Their history

knew not any pseudo-christs in number sufficient to be spoken

of as Trdi'reg Zaoi^ nor can this limitation be established in the

connection of the words ; so that our most recent and unfriendly

critics are obliged to impute this to St John as an anachronism.

" They are not true and. false Messiahs who are spoken of, but

true and false pastors of souls." (Ebrard.) The Lord is dealing

with false and corrupt shepherds ! If this is admitted, then can

the ante me be maintained only by restricting the whole question

to the time of our Lord—all w^ho have come recently, and just

before Myself^ We are told that " Jesus might say this, gene-

rally, of the Pharisees of His time "—namely, that they were

thieves and robbers. But we cannot think that the Lord w^ould

have used words so liable to be misunderstood as TrdvTzg offoi,

when there were some exceptions, however few ; besides which

He Himself admitted in vers. 1-5 that there had been, and still

were, true shepherds who entered in at the door. Thus ri>Jov is

not to be pressed down to a tempus iDvceteritum proximum, for it

belongs to the interpretation of the preceding figure, which em-

braces all time in its application. And certainly, to supply a

restricting and damaging clause, as Nonnus does

—

'TrcivTsg offot

'Trdpog Tik&ov VTrozXi'TrTOvri 'Tre^iXco, is altogether inadmissible.

We are thus shut' up to one exposition of the preposition which

enters into the spirit of the whole figure. Now it is evident, first,

own name, to come after Jesus is to testify of Him, to prepare His way,

and engage in His service ; but we may reasonably ask—^liow does this

appear ?

1 Altliougli F. J. M. HeKerich, in his Predigten S. 3G4, repeats this after

antiquity.

- Bengel artificially pressed the eiai into this service, and thought :

—

verbum subsequens, ugi\ smit, in praesenti, indicat, '^a^ov, venerunt, acci-

piendum esse de tempore praeterito proximo. Liicke adheres to this, with-

out naming Bengel (wliich he seldom does) ; and Ebrard follows in the

same track :
" Jesus terms Himself the first (of His time), who truly cared

for the common people."
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that Ifjjov is equivalent to ryjg Oupocc, for this follows from the hi

Ifjjov: consequently for ow\: interpretation 'tt^o g/Z/Ot) is perfectly

equivalent to ;rpo TTJg ^vpag. But what does it mean, to come

before the door, in sensu temporis ? This has seemed to many

unintelligible, and they have therefore preferred to render it

—

" pass % the door," thus making Tpo bear the sense of prseter,

beside, daneben, aKKayJhv. (Camerarius— qui ostium vitant.)

But this cannot be accepted, at least in this form ; nor is " in-

stead" better, as Lampe, Wolle, Wolf, Tittmann, Schleusner

assert, corroborating it by Euripides.^ A certain combination

of the two, indeed, will not be found altogether groundless by

those who know how to appreciate the force and fulness of mean-

ing which, in the original construction of language, belongs to

the frepositions^—a domain of inquiry not sufficiently cultivated

by our philology, wdiich is too micrological and forgets the philo-

sophy of language.- The original unity of vor and fiir in the

German [before and instead of\ should teach us to regard a pre-

cipitate, self-obtruding "instead" as possibly involved in the ^rpo;

and, in this sense, Jno. v. 7 has been appealed to,
—" another

steppeth in before me, instead of me, pusJiing me aside "^ The

language would, generally speaking, allow this : but then we

should be brought to the false Messiahs, which cannot be ad-

mitted ; and, further, the living person of Christ would be too

directly substituted for the door, thus too abruptly losing sight of

the figure. If the Lord were speaking merely of Himself with-

out similitude, this would give a pregnant meaning :—the shep-

herd must enter in as following Me (Jer. xvii. 16, ^'''jn^? '^?'*))

not before Me, that is, not push his way in without Me or alto-

gether instead of Me. But we maintain that kfjuov must perfectly

coincide with ^vpccg ; the doory however, does not come (so that it

^ So the Hirsclib. Bible, though hesitatingly: "passing by Me, yea,

taking My place." So Lange, also ; but see afterwards.

2 Olshausen is not right in saying that this meaning of the preposition

has been abundantly refuted. We shall bring some evidence from the

context.

3 So Lange :
" who came not as My forerunners, but as superseding Me,

into the fold." So Kling :
" going before Him, they obtruded themselves

into this territory"—while men should follow Him as the Uciny and raovinj

dvpot,.
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is not to be filled up by—" before I came or come"), but Christ

was the door of all the shepherds, appointed and really such long

before His own actual coming. We must not too much restrict

the many-sided development of this figurative discourse, and con-

found too hastily the shepherd of ver. 11 with the door as such.^

It is, indeed, true that ^rpo sensu loci, ""psp or ^JS bv, may pass over

into a prce or 'proeter. And for this we might appeal to the ?y

"•pS of the first commandment, Ex. xx. 2, Sept. 'ttKyiv, Onkelos

^30 *13, Luther neben mir,—and to Gesenius' de prsestantia, prse,

cf. Deut xxi. 16. But to apply this meaning here would be to

abandon the figure of the door, and to think only of the Lord

Himself, before whose view those who came would make them-

selves as great as, or greater than Himself !—What then is the

truth, after all this refutation ? Our view and translation holds

somewhat with that of Camerarius—qui ostium vitant, and

takes the proeter as beside or aXXa%o^2i/ ; but also with that of

Eisner

—

ante januam. We think that rik&ov 'prpo T)jg 0vp(xg does

not mean—"they went by or passed beside the door:" nor

—

" ante januam abierunt" since the spy^Sff^cci is not a going away,

but a going in. What is it then ? They went in, before they

came to the door. They broke in precipitately and prematurely,

just as thieves and robbers do, before they had taken time even to

seek the door? For this they sedulously avoid, on account of the

vigilant porter ! We must leave it to the judgment of the reader,

whether this may be ^po rrig Qvpag, and, figure and interpreta-

tion running into one, irpo kf/jov ; to us it appears plainly con-

formable both to the word and the matter, though certainly very

concise. If we are disposed noiv to make prominent the em-
phatic e^jbOVy it would be,—" Before they sought and found Me
as the door, before they came to Me in order to enter by Me,^

which would then be the counterpart of that other,—Before I

came into the world or to them.^ And we think that this alone

^ This is seen in the mystical interpretations given by some :—They who
came before Me, that is, before I came to them and into them, before My
inspiring influence took possession of them.

2 Here we are at one mth von Gerlach. " This difficult expression is

best explained in closest connection with th^ figure:—If any man leaps into

the penfold, before he comes to the door, before the door."

^ This expression is one of the hardest problems for our revisal of the
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is the true sense of Tpo If/jov, as it makes the Lord the door for

all past time ; for the kyoj sifjjt embraces the whole of this time

past, just as in the parable of vers. 1-5. To it corresponds, by

a similar presentation of the great historical figure, the siffi in

the case of the thieves, as is shown by the yjzovffav with which

it is interchanged.

This fact, that the ti'ue sheep never belonged to the false

shepherds, never gave heed to their voice, w^as by no means true

merely of the time of Christ, but is attested throughout the whole

history of the flock and fold of God. Liicke understands no

more than that " the people in general were susceptible to the

voice of the Lord ;" but this itself we vei'y much doubt, nor can

we understand how the people in general were so hostile to the

Pharisees, fleeing from them, and not acknowledging them.^

The sheepj as w^e have already shown, are by no means " the

people in general," but those sincere and guileless souls w^ho

had ever known the voice of the Lord, the true Shepherd ; the

children of God already in Israel, even as the same expression

is used in ch. xi. 52, prospectively concerning the Gentiles, sus-

ceptible of faith.^

Ver. 9. Now first, as has been said, the meaning of the figure

" the door " extends or rather deepens into an almost identity

with " the way" of ch. xiv. 6. Yet only almost, since here it is

not so much the access to the Father, as obviously to the pas-

turage of life, to salvation. Kling's protest against Olshausen

is too harsh, since the latter only fails to exhibit clearly w^hat he

really means. In this parabolical discourse, which moves freely

popular German translation. If the easily misunderstood vor mir must not

remain, that no common reader may understand it of time ; and if a paren-

thetical explanation (nicht durch mich) is not allowable ; nothing remains

but the terse and too concise mir voraus gekommen, that is, not waiting for

Me, precipitate and rash, before they came to the door.

^ Sepp maintains " that the people's respect for the priesthood at that

time had entirely departed "—^but the entire history of the Gospels shows

the reverse ! Jno. vii. 26 : Acts iii. 17.

2 Steinmeyer misses his way here, understanding by the sheep the

people at large :—To follow, without joy or approbation, but with the

secret sting of conscience, and with a perpetual protest in their hearts,

was not obedience! Compare the very different teaching of Rom. ii. 8.

vi. 16.
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and livingly from one to another figure, there are two bye-paths

of exposition which must be avoided. We must not prematurely

let go the figure, and press onwards at the wrong place to the

tiling signified ; nor must we too one-sidedly restrict the many-
sided application of the figure itself. The solution of the diffi-

culty of the ninth verse lies in this, that every other (under)

shepherd besides the One, through whom as the door he must

enter, is himself a sheep, and when he becomes a shepherd, is

such only as one of the flock going before the rest. (As in Acts

XX. 28, by the b c^, in the midst of which and not over which,

the overseers appointed by the Holy Ghost are made one with

the flock.) This thought forms the process of transition to a

generalisation of the whole, so tliat He who is the door now
appears as the one sole Shepherd of all the pastors with their

flocks.^ As Erasmus hit the meaning well : non est salutaris

aditus in ecclesiam, nisi per me, sive pastor esse velis, sive ovis

;

similarly Hess expresses himself (though prematurely on ver. 7).

No man can enter, whether as shepherd or sheep, but by Me.

The transition to this extension of the subject is indicated in a

threefold progression :—by the indefinite Iciv rig which only

seemingly applies to the shepherd as shepherd ; by the aoj^rjffZ'

Tai which at once makes him one with the sheep, and finally,

and most plainly, by the going out and finding pasture which is

added to the going in. Thus, the going in and out here is not

merely the proverbial n&5^*J ^5U of Deut. xxviii. 6, Ps. cxxi. 8,

which indicates secure walking, living, and working (though

connected with that), but (just as in Num. xxvii, 17, 21, this is

applied to the pastor's office) the leading out of the flock after

the entrance in such wise as that the shepherd himself belongs

to the flock. Thus the vo(Jjy}v evpiffzziVf which is parallel with

the (TcoZ^eadat, is not merely the "official blessing," though Liicke

compares 1 Cor. iii. 15, which, however, does not apply its

(ru&ri(jirai merely to office ; but he shall find pasture for himself

and the sheep, he shall save himself and them that hear him.

(1 Tim. iv. IG.)

^ These "subordinate ideas" (rather fundamental ideas) lie not beyond
the range of the parable, as Liicke says, but essentially icithin it. Cannot
the door in the midst be regarded, in the actual figure^ as the passage for

the sheep to their pasture?
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Ver. 10. We have already seen tliat tliief and stranger were

fundamentally one, though not absolutely the same ;
just so is

it now, w^hen the tliief (we must add in thought—and robber)

recurs in the original antithesis, with which the discourse set

out, though it now proceeds further to speak of the hireling and

the wolf. See the analysis already given. The article in o

pcXsTTrjg primarily belongs to the parable ; but, inasmuch as the

unity of the contrast is by it more impressively exhibited (One

true Shepherd, ver. 11, and, opposed to Him, One thief), it

already contains a transition to a plain disclosure of the deepest

mystery of the matter. As in all the shepherds the One Shep-

herd is manifested, w^hether as represented by them or approving

in them His presence and work, so also the manifold thieves are

only types and ministers of the thief and murderer, whom we
already forecast in these words ! Those who are termed in Jer.

xxiii. 1 D''V"'SO^ S''1?^P have no other design than that of selfish-

ness : and here we have the JVa xXi-^ri immediately following

upon the ySki'TTTVig. But they are not content with the milk and

the wool, they desire to feed themselves^ to eat the fat and to kill

them that are fed (Ezek. xxxiv. 2, 3)—and with this the whole

shepherd-figure suddenly finishes its exhibition from common
life, and as the tertium comparationis the affectionate shepherd-

feeling which cares alone for the sheep, remains. This brings

out the touching analogy of man's protecting and solicitous love

for the lower creation, as it reflects the pastoral love of Jesus,

the highest expression of the loving-kindness of God. Yet the

common shepherd of ordinary' life will in the end partake of his

slaughtered sheep : and this is the ground for the charge in this

insufficient similitude,— Such shepherds are not shepherds, but

thieves for themselves ! Thus the Quff'/i follows quite naturally.

But are we to take the aTokiffr) which is added, w^ith Bengel,

as referring to the destruction of the pasturage % (In which

sense it should contrast with the 'Trspiffaov ly^iv^ We think not,

for the poor sheep remain the only object ; and the -rgp/co'ov be-

longs to the Zft)ri^ since the life-^a'i;^^ pasturage, which is one

^vith life itself, is spoken of. Thus the destroying strengthens

the killing ; not merely exhibits it as loveless cruelty, but passes

over into the disclosure of the wolfish mind in the thief, who
finds his sole pleasure in killing ! Baum.-Crusius distinguishes
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rightly " they kill for their own gain, and only for the sake of

killing." The best translation wonld be

—

kill and murder

;

both together being the ]^T\n\ of Zech. xi. 5. History shows

that the selfishoess of all self-feeding pastors has deepened into

such a malicious and destructive spirit ; even as that was in the

beginning the ground of all selfishness.

And now comes the plain impressive antithesis of lyoj yiK&ov—
One alone has life, in its most essential sense, to bring and to

give, and that is He ! The two words Zjut} and wspiOiffov, with

the emphatically repeated 'iy^cocriv include the whole fulness of all

the good which we have in Jesus Christ. (Philem. 6.) In

order that Z^ojfju ly^iv may not be taken too limitedly, or in a

negative sense alone—continue to live and not be destroyed,

—

the second expression immediately follows. Only where the

Lord is Himself the Shepherd, does the self-evident conclusion

follow—I shall want nothing (Ps. xxiii.), thus Jesus here arro-

gates to Himself a Divine power, and all-sufficiency ; but the

positive expression 'Tczpiaaov g;^s/v (which Luther has, unhappily,

somewhat enfeebled by " voile Geniige ") oversteps the Old
Testament "lp^^? >h, is even more than Jer. xxxi. 14. (The

fulness of My gifts, yet in Heb. only ^ynb^^ ""^^t^'ni^, enough.)

Vers. 11-13. The rendering "a good Shepherd" in our

ecclesiastical translation is only to be lamented and corrected.

The article, with its emphatic repetition, is primarily generic,

and, as belonging to the parable, intimates—a Shepherd, such

as He should be, the ideal of all shepherds (TtoCkog being almost

tantamount to ak'/idmg), in contrast to all false and wicked

shepherds, down to him who feeds his flock in hell ; see Ps.

xHx. 15, according to our commentary. But Israel had been

already prepared for this great shepherd-figure ; a Shepherd,

who should come, had been fore-announced ; and we will not

argue with those who would deny a reference in the word
of Jesus to that prediction. From the time when the shep-

herd Jacob spake the words of Gen. xlviii. 15 throughout the

entire Old Testament, the Lord God is exhibited as Himself
the Shepherd and Keeper of His chosen, His people—Ps.

Ixxx. 2, c. 3, xcv. 7, Ixxiv. 1, Ixxvii. 21, Ixxviii. 52 ; Isa.

Ixiii. 11 ; Ecclus. xviii. 13. But when the Messianic Futur*?

comes into view, it is promised that the Lord will come and
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gather His flock around Himself—Ezek. xxxiv. 11—16 ; Isa. xl.

11. Hence the ]Messiah, the servant David, is also called a

Shepherd (Ezek. xxxiv. 23, xxx\qi. 24). This is one of the most

gracious among the names which the Scriptures give to the Lord
Jesus ;^ and the early church, as is well known, took pecuhar

delight in representations of this figure.—The following clause,

as a transition to the plain statement and interpretation, must be

understood in a twofold sense. If He says, as a general declara-

tion, that a good shepherd, or every good shepherd, gives up his

life for the sheep (see 1 Sam. xvii. 34, 35)—yet does this great

word assuredly pass over into the prediction which presently in

ver. 15 stands alone ; more especially, as the lya tj/Jov and gyoj

sifjjt had abeady preceded. Bengel rightly observes that in this

last and highest expression of self-devotement, all else that be-

longs to the shepherd-feeling is involved and embraced

—

So dear

are they to Him I Most perfect antithesis of the killing and de-

stroying in ver. 10 :—He dies Himself, rather than allow them
to die, or become a prey to the wolf ! And in this the vicarious

sense of v'^sp is already prepared for and actually included,

though assuredly not in the juridico-dogmatical meaning. The
formula, peculiar to St John, •v//y)^^i/ ridivat (see, upon this,

Liicke), finds no perfect analogy either in classical Greek or in

the Septuagint : for it is neither the Homeric Trapccri^sa^cct, nor

the Latin animam dejjonere in Corn. Nep., ponere in Propert.

spiritum deponere in Valer. Max., or Cicero's ponere vitam ; nor

is it even the Heb. DSIi D'D: tm, riGkvc/j Iv X^^Ph though this

is connected with it. It proceeds certainly from " a laying aside

or laying down," hence in ver. 18 the taking again corresponds;

but to go no further than this (with Liicke, who even compares

the laying aside and taking again of the garments, ch. xiii. 4,

12) is quite out of the question, as it would most unseasonably

weaken the emphasis of the offering of His life. Thus the laying

down is rather a casting away, a voluntary devotion of the life
;

or, as we might properly substitute—a venturing or staking life

for the salvation and deliverance of the sheep. This deepening

of the meaning follows from the closely connected VTsp ; and Isa.

1 As they are given, with ahnost too great fulness, in A. H. Francke's

Christus der. Kern heiliger Schrift, § 64.
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liii. 10^ is a correct parallel, although we cannot certahily say

that the Lord directly referred to it. And the Peschito has

here the same word, DND n?^D3, also translating y^gp by rhn

—instead, as Matt. ii. 22.

Dopke quotes from the Bava Mezia fol. 93. col. 2. fol. 106.

col. 1 a similar parable concerning a hireling who left the sheep

in peril, in contrast with Moses, who, according to Ex. xxxii.

32 offered his own life for the sheep, Jalkut Rubeni fol. 108.

col. 3. We need no such parallels to help our understanding of

our Lord's words, as they spring out of the matter which He
speaks of. He extends now finally the contrast of those who are

not shepherds in such a manner as to include all, and even the

best are now set over against the true Shepherd ; the shepherd-

love is distinguished as a great characteristic from everything

in common life. The strangers, who call like the shepherds,

were, above, the beginning of this transition ; but now, every

(JjKJ&utoc, hired servant, who exercises the office of shepherd for

wages from the Lord of the sheep, is even as a stranger :

—

he is

not a shepherd, although so called, and, in ordinary life, rightly

so. It is not to be forgotten, that in ancient times even rich

proprietors of large flocks were themselves pastors of their

flocks, yet, of course, needed under-shepherds too : and these

latter might and ought, with true shepherd feeling, to take care

of the flocks for their master as if they were their own. But
the jyarabolical idea of the hired servant passes over into that of

the mercenary, as in ver. 13—or/ (JAa&MTog lari in the true,

and worse sense of the word ! By this it is not said that every

under-shepherd, serving for proper and necessary wages, must
have in his heart an ov (jjiXzi uvtcj 'Trepi raiv 'Tr^iO^aTuv ; but, in

the spiritual and deep apprehension of all these relations, it is

intended to be said—that a servant, who loves the sheep as his

own (here, at the same time, feels himself related to the sheep)

is essentially the shepherd ; while, on the other hand, the lords

or possessors of the sheep (jn'^.^jip, Zecli. xi. 5) by false dominion

alone will kill and destroy them. Finally, in the issue, as the

^ Altogether missed by the LXX. The ^"^n is not the second person,

but *rp3 is a significant nominative and accusative at once, in order strongly

to emphasise voluntary self-consecration. Even RoBenmiiller resolves it

into
—

"'"i'ts a^rr) 'ess as
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Lord \Yill correctly assign everything its place in the interpre-

tation, the Jdreling is not altogether or from the beginning a

stranger ; for the door is open to him, the sheep flee not from

him, he has led them forth and protected them until

—

the icolf

cometli. Then, indeed, when the fearful cry, well known in

shepherd-fables, is heard, or when, as here, he seetlt the wolf

—

the test is applied which finally distinguishes between shepherd

and not-shepherd, in the keen and penetrating sense of this

TTCipoifJjicc. He who had hitherto protected them, now leaveth

the sheep, which fly not from him, but rather fly in tumultuous

fear to him for protection ;—but he, ouz ojv ':toi[Jj^v, fleeth him-

self, and prefers to sacrifice the life of the sheep rather than his

own. Thus is the hireling such an one as '' without any evil

intention, but also without any love, does the work of a shep-

herd." (B.-Crusius.) He is, or appears to be, at first better

than a stranger—but when the test is applied, the " evil design'*

of selfishness becomes manifest, and he leaveth the sheep at last

to the essential robber of the fold}

And that is the V/olf in a pre-eminent and fearful sense ! "We

find, in Acts xx. 29, and Matt. vii. 75, loolves mentioned and men
meant (comp. Zeph. iii. 3),—but such in this parable were the

thieves and robbers ; the wolf here is beyond the circle of evil

shepherds, he is the perfect antithesis of Christ, the one good

shepherd ; consequently, he is a personality opposed to His,

—

the

great enemy ! Not merely " every enemy of the theocracy"

—

to establish which Liicke resorts to a most inappropriate abstrac-

tion, " the testing danger, every anti-theocratical power," finding

no trace of the Devil here. We, for our own part, regard all

abstraction as contrary to the spirit of the living figure, and

])lainly see, in the whole process of the parable, in which the

sheep from the beginning are exhibited as needing protection

against the wolf, this great robber of the fold coming, Lampe
opposes this interpretation, on the ground that the ignorant

hireling could not know and see that it was the wolf of hell

coming—^but this might be regarded as questionable in many
cases in the application, and, furthermore, the similitude is not

1 "Wliat Elee adduces from Augustiu, S. 282, in favour of the hireling,

does not fit the circle of ideas in this similitude.
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to be too literally pressed. To the eyes of the hireling it may

appear often to be " dangers" and " persecutions" simply, but

the Lord, speaking of them, names the wolf alone whom every

one ought to be supposed to know who would assume to be a

shepherd. To this point tended the second description of the

thief in ver. 10, so that we may carry our interpretation a little

deeper :—the wolf is a thief, and every thief is already a wolf,

like unto him as being his agent and confederate. And now
comes the lamentable picture of a flock devoted to destruction :

the wolf tears and eats what he can, the remaining sheep he at

least scatters, so that the flock exists no more. Yea, still more,

" the wolf is the most havoc-committing animal on earth ; when

he comes (fully) into a sheep-fold, he first bites all the sheep to

death, and then begins to eat." (Herberger.) The infernal

wolf, finally, has most insatiable jaws ! And what of the hireling

called shepherd ? He fleeth, that he may not be also devoured,

and says

—

salvavi animam meam I Properly speaking, he thus

becomes himself a wolf after his kind.—Here the parable reaches

its highest point, and breaks off; and the words which follow are

in plain language. For as, in actual life, it can scarcely be

regarded as absolutely imperative upon a shepherd to fight with

the wolf, but rather, like the poor sheep themselves, to fly and

save at least himself—so, in the interpretation, strictly speaking

the stronger one alone can contend with the enemy. Even the

best under-shepherd must often take care of himself, and commit

the rest to the chief shepherd ; he can do no more than in his

strength sacrifice himself for the contest. So that everything

drives us to the centre of the whole, to the \yoj BtfJUt 6 'Troif/jfju.

Yers. 14, 15. The Lord still remains in the same similitude,

in as far as He still speaks of shepherd and sheep ; but the funda-

mental idea of the figure is already plainly brought out, and it is

this—the mutual knowledge and the bond of love between the

Shepherd and His sheep. Thus there is in the distinctive expres-

sion rd IfJbci the first plain indication that there are false sheep,

as there are false shepherds ; but this already passes beyond the

circle of ideas hitherto contained in the parable. The discourse

is not of merely knowing in the ordinary sense ; we must not,

however, be misled by the apparent contrast with ov [JUsXei into

interpreting the yivojffKZiv as if it meant "caring, protecting,
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curare.^'* This is not permitted (as Liicke remarks) by the

evident connection with vers. 3, 4, and still less by the following

y.aOcog yivoj(jyM} It is evident that this saying contains the

essential theme of the whole discourse, and that as such it must

be interpreted in the sense of 2 Tim. ii. 19. Yea, the Lord

knoweth His own, and even before they know Him He sees in

anticipation their faith and their following of Himself, and

because He does see it He calls them; it follows from His

knowing first that it can afterwards be said

—

yivijaKO^jai vtco

Tojv 1(Jjouv, comp. 1 Cor. viii. 3 ; Gal. iv. 9.^ The knowing is on

His part the acknowledgment and acceptance of His love ; on

our part the consciousness of being loved awakening love in

return. As the Son of God, which now must be spoken plainly

out, Jesus knows and acknowledges His own ; for He sees them

coming, receives them and loves them as given to Him by the

Father (ch. vi. 37)—yea, as the sheep of the Father, w^ith whom
He is one, see afterwards vers. 29, 30. We shall take occasion

to consider, upon ch. xiv. 20, xv. 10, xvii. 8, 21, the profound

sense in which our fellowship with Jesus is likened to His

I'ellowship wath the Father; Lu. xxii. 29 must be brought into

the comparison, as also for the mutual yivooCKZiv between the

Father and the Son (Matt. xi. 27).

Therefore, because He, in the unity of the Father's love,

loveth the objects of His redeeming grace. He layeth down His

life for them ! Again, hy this is He known by His own to be

the good Shepherd ! This reciprocal meaning lies in the zcci.

Let the present ri^r,(jji be well noted, spoken prophetically to

the enemies wdio stood before Him ready to execute their purpose.

Because His -^vxrj, like His capl, is life, the sheep should

receive life from Him, strictly speaking, through His death ; in

the foundation of the v'ttz^ there lies the true substitution. The

1 Can the Son be said to care for the Father ? Hezel translates, " I care

for the Father's honour, the fulfihnent of His will !" Erasmus improperly

severed ver. 15 from ver. 14—" as the Father knoweth Me, I know the

Father!" To what purpose this aimless parenthesis? Still worse, in

relation to ver. 15, is Semler's pro&are for yivaaKsiu.

2 Augustin: Aliquando se ipse nesciunt oves, sed pastor novit eas,

secundum ipsam praedestinationem, secundum ipsam Dei prsescientiam.

The aliquando here says too little, theprxdestinatio too much.
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good Shepherd, become a Lamb, surrenders Himself to the will

of the wolf, who cometh against Him in the person of the shep-

herds and sheep turned into wolves ; and here He points to Tsa.

liii. 7, as well as to the scornful rejection of the good Shepherd

in Zech. xi. 11-13. For the sheep :—these are, assuredly, His

own, foreseen as such, for whom alone His death becomes actually

available ; this restriction, which before, in ver. 14, and after,

in ver. 16, plainly recurs, cannot be done away with. (It has

been said that now we do not iind

—

3fi/ sheep, but—for all.)

This sense is not open to any objection, any more than the TSpt

toXXSjv of Matt. xxvi. 28, and the not praying for the world,

Jno. xvii. 9. It does not gainsay the great fact, that in another

and prior sense, He died for all the straying sheep. (Isa.

liii. 6.)

Ver. 16. The prophecy stretches forward ; its glance extends

to the widest and largest range of view which belongs to the two

great words " Shejjlierd and fold "—in order that from this eleva-

tion it may look down again, or rather descend to the depths of

the foundation of this salvation, the death of the Son of God.

Let it be observed, with what majestic clearness and fulness of

comprehension the Lord adjusts, and arranges from beginning

to end, the thoughts which shine through the figurative expres-

sions of this discourse, which issue from the depths of the sacred

anger and love of His shepherd-heart ! The prophecy stretches

forward ; here, as elsewhere, the calling of the Gentiles is ex-

hibited as the fruit and immediate consequence of the death of

Jesus upon the cross. Not only in ch. xi. 52 does the Evange-

list derive his perfectly parallel expression from this saying of our

Lord ; but the Lord Himself repeats the promise in the hearing

of the Greeks (ch. xii. 32). Malicious hearers might have mock-

ingly answered His beautiful words in ver. 14—" Yea, verily,

Thy sheep are a wretched little company in the land;" and the

Lord in His dignity anticipates and answers these thoughts.

The other' sheep are, assuredly, not (as Wolf and Paulus short-

sightedly interpret) the Jewish diaspora ; " o/" this fold includes

them already, as belonging to it, though not precisely in it ; all

Israelites regarded themselves as one great whole separated

from the heathen. It appears to ns probable that, now (it wao

too soon in connection with the l^uysi) the Ik gently indicates
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that the Jloch of Jesus cannotj and should not remain in this

fold (which indeed was broken up). Bengel's remark may be

received with confidence. It does not say, " out of or in another

foldy^^ for the heathens who were to be called, although already

foreseen rizva rov hov, predisposed to faith, were nevertheless

The Saviour knows them, and has them already as His sheep,

just as in Acts xviii. 10 He has already much people in Corinth.

We see that the discourse remains throughout faithful to its

original manner, which is, to enlarge and anew to interpret in

succeeding words the sayings which had been already used ; for

here again the yiv6j(S7iCt) to, \(Jjd is extended to apply to the fore-

knowing of all who should hear His voice, and to whom He Him-
self is not yet known. In Jer. xxiii. 3, and Micah ii. 12 (not to

mention passages which contain the same figure, but not so

plainly) a gathering together of the dispersed of Israel into one

flock, and one fold, was promised ; but this is here enlarged to

embrace all the peoples of entire humanity, as in Ezek. xxxiv.

30, 31. That the Son of God will in due time construct, for

the protection and government of these other sheep, an avXriy

though not such as that in the Old Testament ; yea, that this

new fold is to be only the continuation and consummation of

that already existing in the Old Testament,—is decisively de-

clared in the ayayziv, which Theophylact rightly explains by

^ Although the Gentiles may be asserted to have been in some sense

under a Divine "guidance," yet this did not place them in such a relation

to the theocracy that they may be regarded as having been only in another

fold:—"the great Proprietor of the flock having more than one ctyA'/j."

Kot a syllable of this is in the text. The emphasis must be made to lie

upon fold—not out of this fold ; not, as preachers are wont to say, out of

Ms fold ! Else how can we imderstand the hringing ?

^ The historically permanent type of this is the diaspora of the Jews

;

hence in the prophets the gathering together of the children of God is re-

ferred to by this expression. By an error of exposition, which cannot be

too severely condemned, the great Schleiermacher (Homil. liber John ii.

207) makes these other sheep all other men, and founds upon this passage

the doctrine of universal restoration. And this, too, in connection with

the following outrageous interpretation appended :—Because Jesus as the

Son of man knoweth all men even as the Father knoweth Him, and not

merely beholds all men as His own, but is (as being man) so one luith all

men as (in His higher nature) He is one with the Father I
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^vv(x,y(x>yilv (Glassius: vel 'TpocayaysTv) ; for the authentic in-

terpretation of St John himself, ch. xi. b2, runs— J'i^a avvaydyri

g/V 'iv. Lange's imagination plays him false when he says—In

the night time of the Old Testament there was a fold, but after-

wards in the day only a flock, no longer folded. Oh no, even

the New Testament has its external Christendom, its outward

exhibition of fellowship, its pastoral discipline and care. But,

as soon as the New-Testament church^ forgets its unaccomplished

mission ; and whenever an individual interim-church pharisaically

stands alone in its exclusiveness, this utterance of the great

Shepherd of the or of all sheep (Heb. xiii. 20) protests against

it, testifying for ever against all bigoted arrogation to one fold

of the privileges common to all—I have other sheep ! perpetually

crying, too, as an exhortation—them also 1 7nust bring in !^

This is a Must resting upon the love of Him who has given

His life for them—and in the unity of the Father, whose right-

eous love embraces the world, and all in it who should believe.

The Lord speaks of what His Apostles and their successors

do, as if it were done by Himself; the preached gospel is no

other than His voice, specially for all who are actually sheep,

who shall hear and understand the Shepherd's call. Great

Missionary Promise, with which His servants may for ever

confirm their confidence, and console their hearts, when met

by unbelief, even as the Lord Himself does, ver. 2Q—They
are not His sheep, even as He said. One fold, one Shepherd—
the great conclusion of this ^Trapoifjjioc, itself a concentrated pro-

verbial saying, but also formed upon the prophetic promise of

the one Shepherd, Ezek. xxxiv. 23, xxxvii. 24 ; the latter of

which passages had reference to the separation between Judah
and Ephraim, ver. 22, as the ti/pe of all future divisions among
the people of God. And the saying in Zech. xiv. 9 (which

evidently has a yet wider range of meaning) may be compared

^ Miinclimeyer discerns here quite correctly a "polemic against Missions

resting upon the basis of individual churches distinctively:"—the same

may be found in my Keryktik, § 47 (especially in the second edition).

^ To this point, that is, to church against church, we may refer the

apphcation of the incorrect emphasis—not of this fold ! The Lord does by
no means say, yivyic-erxi f^ioc o.v'Ktj—though the Enghsh translation cha-

racteristically enough confounds the distinction by its one fold.
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with these. This promise begins in its internal truth to receive

Its fulfilment even in the New-Testament age ; for the true

sheep see and hear no longer every man in his own way, but

all constitute, in separate folds, one great flock in one common
pasture. But all demarcations are finally to fall away, when
all are led to the living fountains of water in the new world

;

and one common eternal praise will redound to the one Shepherd^

whose name alone worthily closes all. When the elect are

gathered from the four wdnds ; when the 'TrKrjpoof/jCc rcuv l&vuv

has come in and Israel is restored; when the scattering of the

not destroyed sheep—the work of the wolf under a thousand

forms—is turned into its glorious opposite ; when the apostasy

has driven the saints in united patience and love close around

their saving and protecting Shepherd—then w^ill there be a pre-

paratory and still typical fulfilment of the great [jJa '7iOi(Jjvri^ sig

T0t[jj7]v. It does not merely intimate (though primatily it does)

the union of Jews and Gentiles;^ but the zlg h reaches to the

full meaning of ch. xvii. 24.

Vers. 17, 18. With the last 'TroifJbTjv the XocXsTv h 'Trccpoifjuioctg

altogether ceased, and He here already begins to speak to them
plainly of the Father. The last and deepest ground in the Son
Himself, which can be disclosed to us, is His relation to the

Father, His subordination and His oneness, together and in con-

cert ; this mystery, indeed, which can be apprehended by us

only in the words Father and Son, is itself in a certain sense a

Trapaf^oX'/j, The Fiord returns back to the central utterance of

His shepherd-love, that by which His sheep in Israel should

first come to a right knowledge of Him, and by which His sheep

without should also in due time come to know Him—/ lai/

down My life I^ He at the same time sums up in one the two

great truths which so marvellously follow one another in vers.

15 and 16, showing how their procedure is : I die and—I am
still the good Shepherd, calling and bringing into the fold other

sheep. Thus the solution is the death and resurrection of the

^ Nonnus narrows Ms interpretation to this meaning alone :

—

kxI fcloc

'^oi^uvYj hasrcci ocji<.(porspo}ds!/ kuo; rs'Kidovffcx, vo/htjoc:.

2 Moreover, He had not previously said—I am the great, the only, the

highest, the true Shepherd, or the hke, but—^the good,,the true Shepherd,

rightly quahfied for the exercise of that oflBce !

VOL. V. 2 H
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Son of God. The Father loveth Me—here is the true interpre-

tation of the previous yivaxrzst. But He loveth Me no other-

wise than as the Father in His compassionate love to the world

7iot sparing His own beloved Son, but giving Me up. We act

in perfect union (We are one, ver. 30)—I gladly fulfil the

^ood pleasure of the Father, for I in hke voluntary compassion

give up Myself. Because of this, even as in this and for this,

the Father loveth Me ! But now it must be understood that

the Son of God, dying so wonderful a death, cannot Himself

be holden of death (Acts ii. 24) ; that the Redeemer only sub-

mits to the enemy that He may thereby overcome him. Thus

the 'iva 'TToCKiv Ka^oj, is most assuredly and. essentially rzKiy/ov,

although many of the ancients scrupled at this ;^ see chap, xii,

24. Without the conscious design to overcome and redeem,

the death of Christ would neither be permissible nor possible.

Yea, we may truly assert " that to lay down life, in order to

take it again,—is in an analogous sense the great work of the

members, even as it was of the Head." Thus does the Lord

remind us once more of His first word, chap. ii. 19. To those

whose will is to, and who will, put Him to death, the Lord

litters His prospective testimony—" I will give Myself up to

your power according to the determinate counsel and fore-

knowledge of God ; I will not resist you." (Jas. v. 6.) With

force and compulsion, admitting no possibility of His eluding

or opposition, no one taketh {cc'ipu) His life from Him :

—

neither man, nor angel, nor he who hath the powder of death,

the Prince of this world, who, indeed, even now hath nothing

in this holy Son of man as such. He lays down and gives up

His life with the most perfect voluntariness, and with the

highest energy of doing in suffering ; as is witnessed throughout

from the faUing backwards of those who would lay hands on

Him in the garden (ch. xviii. 6) to that last Trapcc'^'/jC^ofjjCii ro

Tn^ivfJbci (JjOV—now wdll I die ! In this lies manifold evidence of

the Divine power and dignity of this dying man ; it is His

indwelling gfoyc/a as the Son of God, to die and to Hve again,

as He wills in the will of the Father.^ The second Adam has

2 B.-Crusius exliibits in Ms "may indeed" the repugnance of his con-

science to the rationalism of liis assertion
—" s^ovatec may indeed have in
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as such in virtue of His sinlessness the posse etiam non mori ; if

besides this the Son of God in this humanity should die other-

\Yise than voluntarily, in order to obtain life for Himself as the

Head of many members, in His death there would be neither

merit nor power of redemption, no cause for the love of the

Father. Beck, christ. Lehrwissenschaft i. S. 513-517, speaks

correctly and profoundly on this point.^ This commandment, to

lay down His life and tahe it again (from the Father's hand,

but with His own). He received from the Father. (Ch. xiv.

31.) Without this obedience, it would not be the atoninor

and redeeming aid of the Son of God ; but rather (to speak

fooHshly but with perfect truth) an unwarrantably offered, there-

fore not accepted, yea even sinful, offering for the sins of the

world.

Finally, let us observe that no sooner has the Lord, in the

highest climax of His consummated parable, assumed His su-

preme dignity and authority as the One Shepherd of all God's

sheep to be gathered by Him into one, than He retreats and de-

scends, with that temperamentum majestatis et liumilitatis which

is impressed upon all His sayings, into the obedience of the

Father again. As He must, even in connection with this sub-

mission, maintain His own dignity and power in the mighty sjoy-

alciv h/^ziv over His death and His life,^ He yet finally softens

this again on the other side by the expression which is designedly

emphatic, and—though in a different sense—alike true of His

the two follow-ing clauses a difference of meaning—My own power, and My
conceded, permitted power !

" That would be marvellous k'^^ovaioc^ and it

must then have run

—

ku\ k^ovsiuv \7j-<l/ofAxi rov Xu/i:7v uvrrju.

1 Where he rightly explains (1 Pet. iii. 18), "We must not interpret

6xvacra6ii; actpyj—put to death hy the flesh ; and no more should we inter-

pret ^cjoTTor/iOils ro\ 'Trvivf/.ciri—quickened by the Spirit, but in the Spirit.

This quickening in the Spirit follows from the Di\dne power in the self-

energy of Christ, even as the weakness which underlay the death of His

body rests upon His self-acquiescence

y

2 Here, as ever in the history of the Godman, we have the unity of

things other"s\-ise in opposition. "In other cases the commandment con-

cerning a matter takes from him who receives it, the power over that

matter ; but in Jesu^ it was otherwise. He was at once Lord and

Servant—one with the Father, and yet also obedient to the Father."

(Roos.)
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humanity and His Divinity, hroXrjV 'iXcc^ov—which therefore

none should dare to explain away or impair.

AT THE FEAST OF THE DEDICATION. EXPLANATORY AND EN-

LARGED REPETITION OF THE FORMER TESTIMONY : I AND
MY FATHER ARE ONE !

(Ch. X. 25-30.)

Though the intervening remarks of the Evangelist in vers.

19-21 especially indicate the conclusion and the result of what

had previously transpired, yet they give to the lyivsro 5g

—

xoci

'TTSpiSTrdrei of vers. 22, 23, the tone of an immediate sequence

and strict connection. And the substance of the new discourse,

so closely consecutive as it is upon the former, confirms this

impression. Thus it is impossible that the two months from

Tisri to Kisleu, which intervened between the two feasts, or even

a portion of that time, can be interjected here as having been

spent by our Lord elsewhere than in Jerusalem. We cannot

allow that He had entirely left Jerusalem, and, after many oc-

currences in Galilee during the interval, had returned to the feast

of the Dedication. St John assiu'edly does not signify this, and

it is his wont accurately to demarcate the Lord's visitations of

the feasts. That system of harmony which assumes His departure

and return, and interpolates here a whole synoptical section

of " Christ's final residence in Galilee," outrages all exegetical

feeling, and does violence to the words of the Evangelist.^ Tho-

^ How strikingly does it appear in Lange's words—" But Jokn transports

ns suddenly into the midst of the Dedication-festival!" He says, indeed

(HI. 679), that my arguments to the contrary have not convinced him,

and have not weakened the force of the opposite arguments. I have not

expressly argued on the point, not writing a harmony
;
yet it appears to

me that what I have said above is a strong argument—and not an asser-

tion merely, as Lange says, asserting like myself. Even Neander admits

that 2/ we hold to the representation of John alone, we must accept the

tarrying at Jerusalem ; but this does not " preclude further inquiry of liis

own." But we follow the text of St John, though he is only kept in doubt
by it.
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luck, Olshausen, Liicke, Schleiermacher, all feel this in common,
as Hess had before them, and adhere to Bengel's assumption, the

only one which is reconcilable with the Scripture—that Jesus

had remained, from the feast of Tabernacles to the feast of Dedi-

cation, in Jerusalem or in its near neighbourhood.-' This gives

us the longest residence of our Lord in Jerusalem, of which we
have any account ; and His persistent tarrying there is easily

explicable as the final experiment of His love in persevering

testimony against the enmity of the Jews. Very different from

this, and indeed almost inconceivable to us, would have been a

special return on occasion of this subordinate, modern, and little

frequented feast. Certainly tJiis would have been a very different

case from the earlier visit to the highly esteemed feast of Purim,

which, indeed, had its place in the Canon.

But we have already said that, as a departure and return

cannot be interjected between vers. 21 and 22, so neither can

the greater part of those two months. For the reference to the

former discourse in vers. 26, 27 (whether 7ca9ajg sIttov V(Jj1v bti

genuine or not, it is there in effect) will not suit so long an in-

terval : and it is more important to observe that, in St John's

order of thought, ver. 24 depends upon ver. 19, so that the

ayjaiJjCi \v roig ^lovhaioig gives the prospective motive for the

urgent question of these same ^lovhouioi originating in that divi-

sion. Consequently, we must assume certain intervals in the

section, chs. vii.-x., to be interposed at ch. ix. 8, 35, 39. This

might have extended to weeks, while the impression of the

miracle continued and increased, as we see that it did among
the people ; consequently, the first shepherd-discourse, as Bengel

says, might very well fall in the middle of the interval between

the two feasts, and then the connection of what follows is per-

fectly natural and obvious.

Instead of that uniting in one of the true people of God which

had been predicted in ver. 1 6, as the consequence of hearing the

voice of the Shepherd, a division arises among these Jeics as the

result of His word ; for, they are not His sheep ! A new evi-

dence that this expression does not always, and does not here

1 Thus we may see how the notice of ch. viii. 1, which it has been sought

to make spurious, is confirmed as an intimation which extends to all these

chapters.
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and in ver. 24, designate simply the Rulers and Pharisees :

—

see also ch. vi. 41. There, as here, the word designates in iU

connection the whole of the people generally, in the widesf

sense.^ Once more there is a division, as in chs. ix. 16 and vii.

43 ; but this time it arises upon His sayings, with which His

works are then brought into comparison. The enemies are

'TToXKoiy the well-afFected are merely aKkoi. Unbelief repeats

the only saying of ch. vii. 20, viii. 48 ; and we have already

said that hoctfjuoviov 'i^^iv and fjjamcf&ai may be regarded here in

their difference as well as being synonymous. Although the fol-

lowing

—

fjjTj hocifjuoviov hvvccrcciy may not (as Klee thinks) abso-

lutely prove that the expression is used in its proper and essential

sense, since the opposite view may cling tenaciously to the com-

mon usage of the time, yet is it obviously to be assumed that

such is the case ; and the argument that fjuocmffdai must be in

all cases regarded as the explanation of haif/jOPiZ^effdai is much
more certainly false.^ Two things had especially offended His

enemies in ro7g Xoyoig rovroig :—the reference to the Gentiles,

and the assumed prerogative to lay down, and take up. His life.

At least it would seem that the final impression upon their minds

resented rather what had just been spoken than the polemical

attack upon the wicked shepherds which they had first heard.

They do not only themselves recoil and turn away from what He
uttered, but they demand of others also, that they should not

continue to hear Him.^ The commencing /az^A ofthese hearers,

however, is not so easily cast down ; it compares the words with

the works ; first appealing to the collected, composed, and calm

testimony of the words themselves, and then to the concert and

harmony between the works and the words, as furnishing addi-

tional evidence of the reasonableness and truth of the latter.

They especially refer to the last great work performed on the

blind man, but the plural rv(p'k&jv embraces all similar works

^ Neander : It embraces under the common idea of ^lov^x7oi both the pre-

dominant party of Pharisees, and the multitudes from Galilee.

^ " Else must all forms of speech, used out of their proper meaning, de-

stroy the very ground from which they arose." Von Meyer in his Aufsatze

von den Besessenen (Frankfurt 1812), S. 50—a treatise well worth reading.

^ Strongly expressed by Nonnus :

—

^kyyof/.ivov ficchiviatv iadocTi rovrou

diXKuig—ol(ppovu roivrov "hsiTTiTS.
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which had preceded it. They who are j^cssessed (not merely

mad !) may do many things extraordinary, and out of the usual

track of nature, but not anything benevolent or healing : to open

the eyes of the blind is no work of the devil, but the work of

God alone. (Ps. cxlvi. 8.)

In the midst, and during the progress, of this contest concern-

ing Jesus, so exciting to the people, the feast of the Dedication

came on, which—as we now well know—was a feast of more re-

cent and human institution, to be traced up to 1 Mace. iv. 52-59 ;

2 Mace. X. 5—8. Thus we see the shadowy and dissembling

devotion of these Jev/s to their theocratic feasts and festivals

continuing ever to run parallel with their decline, apostasy, and

unbelief! The good Shepherd, the Lord of the Temple soon

to be desolate, remained there until then, and walked in it, seek-

ing and waiting for any stray sheep that might hear His voice.

Behold, I am with you yet !—thus did He by this walking pre-

sent Himself to their acceptance. It was y^zifjjcov—this is hardly

a mere chronological remark for foreigners, intimating that the

feast fell during the winter ; but it gives the reason why our

Lord sought refuge in SolomovUs porch :^ it was winterly and

foul weather, as in Matt. xvi. 3, xxiv. 20. Then came round

about Him, urgent and pressing, the Jews, as it were holding Him
fast (now must Thou answer us and abide the test !). These

Jews are to be understood with the same generality as in ver.

19, a mingled multitude of Pharisees and common people, but

now more especially the opposing party. To think of the

leaders of the people taking Him aside in such a public place

(as Lange seems to do) is to our mind quite inappropriate, and

little in harmony with the general scene. Since chap. viii. 25

the urgent desire to hear the plain declaration—" I am Christ
!"

has gone so far, that they now utter it themselves as assumed by
Him

—

If Thou art the Christ, tell us it out plainly and in literal

words ! The peculiar use of ai'pg/r rriv -^v^^'-^ has something of

obscurity in it, but the connection helps us to its right interpre-

tation. We find it in Euthymius (equivalent to avccprau), and

Grotius (equivalent to (itzrico^^iZ^ziv)—thus f/jSrsojpou TOtslv, dubium

1 After the pattern of the old temple. It is quite uncertain whether the

tradition is right which states it to have been a relic of the former temple

of Solomon.
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suspensumque animi tenere. This is quite in harmony with the

fact and the phraseology, as our modern expositors acknowledge

;

Erasmus substituted " suspendis" for the indefinite " tollis" of

the Yulg. JDe Wette opposes this (Stud. u. Krit. 1834. 4. 931)

and reduces it to " excite us to eocjyectation'^—but this is a

superfluous refinement and scruple. The straining their curiosity

and expectation is, indeed, the predominant idea, but not as

unconnected with uncertainty also. Lange interprets :
—" how

much they suffered under His mighty influence, while they were

refusing to allow their souls to be laid hold of by Him"—and

this is quite in accordance with his artificial application of the

whole, of which more will be said hereafter.^ For what is it that

these people here desire ? Are they disposed to believe, and do

they use the words with a good meaning and in earnest ? Then
would the answer be very different. Moreover the decree of

chap. ix. 22, had already been issued ; and further proceedings

against Himself were only suspended till they could .provoke an

express declaration from His lips—the only thing wanting. If

He now acknowledged Himself to be the Christ—what then ?

The T/a^g/v which follows, nevertheless, in ver. 39. The judi-

cial investigation and condemnation of blasphemy, as in Matt,

xxvi. 65. Lange's exposition, which regards the rulers of the

people as making a final experiment to induce Him to declare

Himself a Messiah in their sense, ready to be a new Judas Mac-
cabseus against the power of the Romans, seems to us fitly to

belong to his unexegetical Poesies.^ We cannot allow even an

1 It is incorrect to compare i-Trocipstv, LXX. 2 Kings xviii. 29, for s'^sn

(comp. Jer. xxxvii. 9) wliich the translators interclianged with K^-iyn
; for

that does not (as Tholuck supposes) signify " to keep in suspense." The
v'KOKhi.'Tmiv of Nonnus pointed that way, but cannot be supported. And
we must reject Bengel's (and Eisner's, whom Liicke refers to)—quamdiu
nos (quasi) enecas, exanimas ! Fikenscher indulges us with a curiosity of

exposition—" a,'ipiiv rviu '^^v^c'^u must have the same meaning as ver. 18, till

irhen then wilt Thou take our life ? They in mockery termed Him, from His
former words, the taker of life, and will have Him now predict to them till

when He would cause them to remain in death—tell us plainly when we die

that we may prepare accordingly ! The sItto!/ vfMv of the answer suits this

well." How far may weU-meaning exposition wander !

2 Lange's answer to this (iii. 649) is justly as severe as my words. But
why exchange comphments, when the unity of the faith in love is fully

assumed? I cannot bring myself, however, to perceive in the text a
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admixture of mockery and earnest in the dilemma to which they

might seem to fasten Him :—Now make preparation to take Thy
kingdom, or—We will not permit Thee longer to speak and act

as if Thou wert a king ! It is altogether untrue, as our Lord's

distinctive answer assures us, that their minds were in uncer-

tainty and suspense. Their perfect understanding that He had

said so already, is as obvious as their will not to believe it ; con-

sequently the hesitation, suspense, and uncertainty to which they

complain that He subjects them, is a petulant and hypocritical

taunt.

But the Lord gives a gracious and solemn reply, such as His

truth and His love in their combined majesty alone could give.

Let any one propose the question and receive the answer, and

feel the contrast ! He instantly repels the pertinacious unbelief

which the specious question cannot conceal from Him ; without

any indignant rebuke (just because they spoke in bitterness)

uttering the simple declaration of fact :—" Ye indeed believe not,

either My words or ^ly works, because ye are not My sheep

!

leave Me then alone, we have no sympathy with one another !"

But. then for the sake of others (those disposed to believe, ver.

21, some of whom were certainly present)^ He adds a most

gracious and yet w^eightier 'promise^ continuing the figure of the

sheep—and carries this to an extent of open avowal even beyond

that which they had sought, as to who and what He was

—

One

luith the Father! Thus their enmity does not cause Him to

falter in His appealing invitation, or to discontinue His testi-

mony and predictions, even to the end.

Yers. 25, 2^. The uttov vfjJiv standing first is itself a plain

Yes; the ;ta/ with the Present r/crsysrs means—" And (or but)

wdiile I say it unto you again, ye nevertheless believe not."

That is. Ye adhere to your unbelief, because I am the Christ in

a different sense from yours—be it so ! The mention of the

" Chiliast dLsposition to believe on the part of these Jews generally." As I

understand the entire history of Jesus according to the four Evangelists, I

am bound to conclude that this Jesus, just as He was, as He spoke, testified,

and condemned, could never be to the Jews in Jerusalem a persona grata to

tlieir expectation of Messiah, although this might have been the case among
the multitudes in Galilee. Lu. xix. 14 tells us—we will not have this man
for a .Messiah

!
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works in addition to the word refers manifestly to ver. 21. But

we must not emphasize My sheep, as if a distinction from other

sheep was intimated: for this would contradict the previous

'TTCipoifjJa, by the analogy of which we must emphasize. "Ye are

not My sheep, ye are not souls which are disposed to hear and to

follow. This fold (this temple) is of no avail to you !" Ka^^^?

21T0V Vf/j7v we cannot regard (with Erasmus, Casaubon, and

others) as a gloss, for the insertion of it would be unaccountable.

But when did the Lord say what is here referred to ? We need

not at once go back to ch. viii. 45, 46, or anything similar ; but

there where He had been speaking of His own sheep it had been

indirectly and per oppositum said to them that they were not of

the number. Here is necessarily the point of junction between

this word and the former. Expositors, and editors, and the

Codd. themselves doubt whether the clause is to be construed

with the former or the subsequent words : the question does not

much aflPect the sense, since it forms a transition in either case

;

but we prefer the former

—

^^ As I said lately^ My sheep hear

My voice; this do not ye, therefore ye are not My sheep." This

categorical declaration and rejection of our Lord opposes Lange's

assumption that He designed to attract these interrogators by

His promise.^ No, in the contrast between the true sheep, by

them vainly mocked and persecuted, whom He will protect, we
discern the condemnation of their continuous and obstinate enmity

against the Shepherd and the true little flock.

Vers. 27, 28. It is a good arrangement of these words, which

makes ver. 27 the preliminary repetition of the description of

the sheep, and ver. 28 the threefold promise which follows : yet

since condition and promise are strictly intertwined, as well in

Christ's word as in the reality itself, we may more properly re-

gard " / ktioiv them " as already anticipating the promise. To
hear and recognise the voice of the Lord as the voice of the

Shepherd is the true hearing, by which the sheep are known and

distinguished.^ (Comp. Jno. xviii. 37, and Rev. iii. 20.) To

^ He takes it in a political sense :—They would willingly trust themselves,

in common with the people, into the hands of Jesus, as against the hands

of the Romans ! Such a false view of the question leads to an entire per-

version of this so gracious, and so entirely spiritual, promise.
2 " One may hear the words of the Lord, without submitting to His voice.
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hear and to follow—these are the two great and all-important

designations of the character of the sheep as such ; but the

transition from the former to the latter is effected by the gracious

assurance of the Lord for the obedience of faith which comes

between them ; by this it is that strength is imparted for the

obedience of the life. That assurance is
—" I know thee, thou

art Mine!" This word is given to them by the Lord for their

consolation and defence against all the misconception and con-

tempt of their enemies, just as the man born blind had found it

;

then follows with a repeated and, which simply confirms and

corroborates it, the cumulative assurance. I give unto them—not

indeed the temporal good of such an earthly Messiah-kingdom as

ye have expected, but instead thereof what is infinitely better

—

eternal life I Mark, too, that it is the present tense hihcofjji, not

the future hdoff^j. Because that is a life concealed in God, " the

sheep in this world of goats may seem to be defenceless and

wretched" (Berlenb. Bib.)—but they are blessed by the grace of

their Shepherd with the assurance, notwithstanding, of eternal

security. The perishing or being lost (Matt, xviii. 13, 14, comp.

on Jno. vi. 39) is obviously parallel with the ap^ra^sc^a/, for

the hihcoze here, as in chap. vi. 39, is set over against both ;

there is, however, a difference, for (as Bengel rightly observes)

the former indicates rather the danger of erring from within

and through their own fault, the latter the danger from ex-

ternal force. They perish not, because they have and retain

the life which has been given to them ; and because the Son

knoweth them as His own, loveth and mightily defends them,

no man can pluck them from Him. Least of all can ye evil

shepherds do this, who cast them out of your synagogue, and

by so doing only drive them to Me ! This is the most direct

meaning, but it goes further, and extends to the wolf, whose

apTrdZ^siv had been already spoken of in ver. 12. Compare
the prophecies of Isa. xl. 10, 11 ; Ezek. xxxiv. 22, 25, 28.

Out of Mine hand, the power of the Strong One, anticipates

the ground of this assurance, which the two following verses dis-

close.

Ver. 29. My Father hath given them to Me—see ch. vi. 37,

The voice of the Lord is the spiritually quickening influence of His words

upon the heart of man." (Zeller im Monatsblatt.)
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39. He is greater than all, for 'Trdvruv is evidently masculine,

corresponding to rig,—He is above, more mighty than all ene-

mies, than all who have any power. If God is for them, who

can be against themP The truth that in another sense the

Father is also greater than the Son (ch. xiv. 28) has no appli-

cation to this passage ; for here the unity of the Father and the

Son is the truth which is to be plainly attested, and indeed it is

attested by this very evidence, that those who are given into

the hands of the Son remain yet in the hands of the Father.

In this passage promise and assurance predominate, but it must

be understood that they who are preserved by the power of

God, are, however, only preserved through faith unto salva-

tion (1 Pet. i. 5) ; and it would be a sheer perversion to give

the Lord's words a predestinarian force as denying the possi-

bility of falling away. They are secure if, and as long as, they

remain His sheep, that is, follow Him, and depend upon Him
according to His knowledge of them. If they cast oiF their de-

pendence upon Him, then, indeed, they perish, but not as His

sheep ; no enemy, in that case, has plucked them away with

mightier power, but they have destroyed themselves, and suffered

themselves to be plucked away. " It is a protection of omni-

potence w^orking outwardly from within, which is here asserted
;

not a guarantee against our own selves. The possibility of back-

sliding proceeding from ourselves is not excluded by such pas-

sages as these ; the freedom of man, who may anew engender

sin in his own soul, is not taken away in the condition of re-

generation." (Thiersch, Vorlesungen iiber Kathol. u. s. w. II.

Aufl. n. 164.)

Ver. 30. This great saying supplements and explains the

parallel words in ver. 16. We may thus supply the intermediate

thoughts:—"No man shall pluck them out ofMy hand! Or does

that seem too lofty a word ? Should I rather say—out of My
Father's hand ? Then I say this also, and quite truly ; but not

as if My power were not enough. For know, in fine, what I now
openly declare, and however little ye desired to hear it, that My
hand, and the hand and power of God are the same—/ and Mv

^ The ancient reading o and /asl^ou^ which is in the "Vulg., and follov/ed

by the Latin fathers, is entirely inapplicable.
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Father are oneP^ Another inappropriate collocation with chap,

xvii. 11, has induced many to speak of a unity of will, of disposi-

tion to love and protect the sheep, and then to argue from this

" that true unity of will must necessarily imply unity of nature."

But we can neither admit this last argument as incontestable,^

nor the premise from which it is deduced, that unity of will is

referred to.^ Epiphanius against Noetus (hgeres. 57, 10) has

^/a TO sheet h fjjici kvorriri dsorrjrog, %,ai b [jjtoi yucufjjyj zcci

IvvdtjAi, but we cannot see the propriety of this yvoffjuT], since

it is the hand or hvvaf/big, which is obviously, distinctively, and

indeed exclusively, spoken of, as the ovhstg hvuarat most abun-

dantly shows. There is no question as to whether the Son

and the Father might icill to suffer one of the sheep to perish

or be plucked away ; this injurious thought does not enter the

discourse, but (Mi%ct)V Trdvrcov simply means inightier than all

the power of their enemies. That is a marvellous [Mrd(iacitg

by which B.-Crusius resolves the meaning into :
—"for what /

do and what God ivills, is one !" But that the unity of Divine

poivery that is, of omnipotence, can rest only upon unity of

nature, is most evident and irrefragable ; if Christ had not been

God with the Father, but only man, it would have been most

injurious to the honour of God, to declare His own and the

Father's hand to be the same. It is to repel and silence this

very objection, that He adds at the close the personal h scrf/jsv.

Fritzsche may decree, in his faithlessness to the plain words—ut

vero unitatis nomen in hac disputatione nonnisi similitudinem

indicare potest ! Assuredly not so, for gV can signify by no pos-

sibility anything but h. Compare, further, with this, the words

of chap. xvi. 15

—

All that the Father hath is Mine! Here we
have an incontrovertible dictum probans for the Trinitarian

dogma, and Bengel's remark is as keen as it is lucid—per swniis

^ For in cliap. xvii. 11, 21, 22 there is a real difference between our union

with the Son, and the unity of the Son with the Father,—seethe last ex-

pression in ver. 26.

2 The interpretation seizing only this idea, as Novatian introduced it and
as adopted by the Socinians (which Teschendorff follows in his Xicodemus,

p. 135, though whether in his own person, or in that of Xicodemus, is un-

certain), is in fact not only one-sided, but essentially and utterly false and
inharmonious.
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refutatur Sabellius, per unum Arius. Although we can scarcely

establish an original neuter in the language of the country which

the Lord may have used, yet the Holy Spirit, through St John,

has strictly defined the Greek gV, and not zig} The Father and

Son are, indeed, h ovcrta, but not too vtozbiimw or t5} VTroffrd-

(TSi. (Orig. Selecta in Ps. cxxxv.) Not as Sw^edenborg teaches,

one person Deus-homo, of which the Divine is termed the

Father, the human the Son ;—not the Sabellian vIo'TrccTcop ;

—

not as if, according to Praxeas and Noetus, the Son might

have said, "I am Myself the Father!" But the mystery of the

personal distinction is as profoundly as clearly maintained—

I

and the Father ; We—in the unity of nature, are One. No-
thing more remains to be expounded here; let doctrine and

speculation seek to penetrate this great mystery, but let it be in

faith

!

ASSERTION OF THIS LAST SAYING AGAINST CONTRADICTION.

THE MANY GOOD WORKS. THE " GODS" AND THE SON OF

GOD.

(Ch. X. 32-38.)

Stoning is once more the reply to the most piercing and lumi-

nous words ofGod, spoken as they had never before been spoken

by man. That which is recorded concerning Moses the man of

God, who bore the reproach of Christ not only before the Egyp-
tians, but typically before Israel also (Ex. xvii. 4 ; Numb. xiv.

10), must have its fuller accomplishment, and unto greater

glory, in the Lord. Then, "stoning" was merely spoken of

once ;—now^ they take up stones, and, indeed, the second time,

bring stones with them. The repetition significantly rises in

force. In ch. viii. 59 it was merely ^pav,—they took up, in an

impetuous paroxysm, the stones which lay in the way, rather,

however, for symbolical demonstration than in actual earnest

;

and the Lord suddenly withdraws from them. But now Ij^ccff-

1 As the Heb. New Te£t. found "!^s necessary. Nonnus serves himself by
the paraphrase h yevog—which, however, is inadequate, and might have

been used concerning father and son among men.
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Ta(rav^ Avhich indicates a more deliberate and earnestly signi-

ficant rolling along of larger stones ; and the Lord — ? Peace-

fully waiting He stands still ! As it was fit, His patient love also

advances and keeps pace with their malice. " They seize the

stones, He seizes their hearts." (Berlenb. B.) The Evangelist

beautifully introduces His words wdth a'7rs%,pi07] ;—as if the inter-

jection of the stones was but a continuation of the colloquy, and

meets wdth this gentle response.

Ver. 32. His answer consists in a question which seeks to soften

their stony hearts ; and such is the sway which His words exert

over their excited souls, that the stones at first remain unused

in their hands, and are then laid down in order that they may
answer Him, He imputes to them the full and fearful guilt of

the act as if it had been accomplished ; and does not qualify or

abate the judgment pronounced upon it. This is not all which

"kt^oiZ^STS involves ; it further exhibits the voluntary submission

to it on His part, provided He only knew wherefore! He speaks

of the works of benevolence which He had showed them from

the Father, but seems not to be capable of reflecting upon His

own power to help Himself I will lay down My life—this He
had said before and now confirms it. But there is already indi-

cated in this question the evidence of His claim to be one with

the Father, the same proof from the ivorhs addressed to those

who disbelieve the words, to which He refers again in ver. 38.

And still we perceive majesty and humbleness blended ;—that

which He had exhibited to them, as the might of His own hand,

is no other than Ik tov 'Trarpog (JjOu, from the hand and power

of the Father with whom He was one, in whom He lived, and

from whom He received all things. For in ch. vii. 21 He had

made mention of that one latest work only at wdiich they had

taken offence, although that involved a reference to multitudes

of others ; but now He expressly mentions His mani/ works, and

vindicates them as purely TiaXa Ipya, deeds of benevolence, and

proofs of love—comp. vers. 25 and 21. I have not merely given

to your blind their sight, to your deaf their hearing, to your

dumb their voices,

—

-/MXoJq 'Travra '7rz7:oir,za, Mar. vii. 37. Is

it thus that ye thank your physician and benefactor, ye foolish

and infatuated people? There is an undeniable tone of irony in

this question, especially in the piercing 5/a ttoIov ; that is, which
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of My works has been so unhappily performed as to deserve the

compensation of stoning ? What has been the stamp and cha-

racter of ^ly acts that, aiming at benevolence, I should find this

the result? Answer Me this! But what lamenting sorrow and

entreating humility is at the same time in this irony !—Here

finds its fulfilment what was foretold in Ps. cix. 5—And they

have rewarded Me evil for good, and hatred for My love ! As
it is set forth afterwards in the apostolical preaching : Him who
went about doing good, and healing all who were oppressed

of the devil—tkey slew and hanged on a tree ! (Acts x.

38, 39.)

There is sufficient good feeling left, however, in these Jews,

to induce them to admit the series of good works which is thus

pressed home upon their souls ; they pause to contemplate them

for a moment, but only that they may subvert the merit of these

good works, and neutralise their own admission, by enforcing

the guilt of blasphemy. The world is commonly content with

the Divine works of the children of God, but their approbation

is always qualified by the requirement—Say not that they are of

God ! Make them not a testimony of truth in thee in opposition

to ourselves ! They are ready enough here to concede the ttoX/.u

and 'TrdvTot xaXot spya, and do not contest the toTov avraj^^

though they use the somewhat derogating Singular ; they do

not even contradict the \z rov 'prarpog, nor do they cry out this

time—All this Thou hast done through Beelzebub! But their

obstinate unbelief can discern nothing in all this to abate the

^Xci(j(p'/][jjia, which attributes to man a oneness with God , and

this IS what they now design to say. We have already on ch. v.

18 exhibited their meaning in this ; it is the final prelude of

the condemnation before Caiaphas, and the accusation before

Pilate.-^ This absolute abhorrence, however, of the union of

the Divine and human natures, of an incarnation of the Divi-

nity, of the human manifestation of the Angel of the Covenant

who is the Lord Himself, must not by any means be explained as

the true Old-Testament position. Our recent theology, returning

to the true faith, has here one final ^pevhog derived from Ration-

^ It is also, as Olshausen observes, another proof that XoKxrog ver. 24, and
viog Toy dsov now, did not signify one and the same thing to them.
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allsm to shake off, before it can in self-abnegation become per-

fectly one with the scriptural faith of their fathers, and with the

Scripture itself. Dorner, after a process of investigation which

contains much misapprehension of the Old Testament, comes

to the conclusion that " according to the Old Testament posi-

tion, it was an impossible assertion that a man teas God, or the

Son of God, in a sense not merely figurative, but actual and

metaphysical." Alas, if this be so, then it follows from this

impossibility that the outcry of (iXaff^'/jyjia, and the legal Xi0cc-

Z^stv as its punishment, were strictly justified ! Then were the

Jews, unprepared for this unheard-of Gccv(JjCC of the manifesta-

tion of Jesus, which contradicted the whole Old Testament,

—

not simply exonerated, but justified, when they thwarted the

wise counsel of God, and crucified the Lord of Glory. Then

was this Christ, who declared Himself the Son of God, not

properly He who was to come ! And was this theology alto-

gether unconscious of the consequences of such a view of the

Old Testament ? Dorner asserts still more plainly and boldly

that " the word Son of God (already) in the Synoptics, cannot

be referred back to the signification of this expression in the Old

Testament." (p. 79.) But how then does the Lord Himself^

refer it back to the Scripture which cannot be broken, to their

law ? How could He have done so, if the root and germ of this

testimony to His own oneness, the oneness of a man, with God,

was not to be found in that Scripture ? Or did He this in an

enfeebling accommodation, contrary to exegetical truth? He
might have appealed to those fundamental passages, acknow-

ledged by all ancient exposition, which in many ways indicated

the Divine nature of the future Son of man, yea, literally as-

serted it ; such as that in which He receives the all-holy, in-

communicable name Jehovah, Jer. xxiii. 6, xxxiii. 16; comp.

Isa. xlii. 8. But He penetrates deeper, as we shall see, and con-

descends to the level of the Elohim-title for sinful men, in order

to show how by that title the rigid contrast between man and

God, which false Judaism would urge against Him contrary

to the true understanding of Scripture, is already broken and

removed. Lange says much more to our satisfaction than

1 As nmch stronger, Matt. xxii. 43-45. Is not David's Lord, also, in

Ps. ex., at the same time—^man and God ?

VOL. V. 2 1
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Dorner with his well-meant but very dubious positions :
—" The

upholders of the arrested, retrogressive, and therefore corrupted,

Judaism, were hindered thereby from discerning the spirit of

the developed, glorified, perfected Judaism, in the (incarnate)

Personality of Christ. They would allow only such spiritual

approximations as those in which Jehovah, in strict contradis-

tinction from man, comes near to His people through Moses and

the Prophets—but never that God could become oneicith men."

But the entire Old Testament, in fact, labours towards, and

earnestly points to, this becoming one with man ; and the ap-

proximations which we have mentioned are founded upon this

great fact, and only through it are intelligible.-^

Yers. 34-36. In regard to the declaration concerning His

Divinity, which is thus enforced by stoning, He now asserts :

—first, with that pacifying, yielding concealment of His full

meaning which He so often adopted, that the form of speech

which He used, externally considered, was not blasphemous;^

and then, merging this accommodation in the great truth, in

vers. 37, 38, He exhibits the deep foundation of His assertion

concerning Himself in its very different meaning from the

phraseology quoted. As to the former. He lays dow^n before the

Scribes, accustomed to disputation, a word of Scripture as the

foundation of every phraseology which might be admitted in

Israel ; and after having in ver. 35 explained and confirmed it.

He applies this Scripture, by the common conclusion a minori

ad majas, to His own manner of expression, viewed also at

first only externally. This last, nevertheless, spoken with the

assumption of its deeper foundation—that He, sanctified of the

^ So very beautifully Lange, in words "with which, rightly understood^

we heartily accord:—''Here we learn that a golden thread of doctrine,

concerning God and man becoming one, runs through the entire Old

Testament ; the typical gods precede the true Son of God in the Son
of man." Liebner, too, more fully:—"The Old Testament idea of God,

in its full pecuhar definitene^, is essentially the preparation for, the germ
of, the expanded fulness of the Christian idea ; and is clearly to be dis-

tinguished from the notion of God which abstract Judaism held." (Christol.

I. 72.) Compare Martensen S. 275, and Xiigelbach's last work—Dcr

Gottmensch.

- " He cries peace into their stormy anger. Is it not written in your

law ? Xow what \\dll that mean ? would be their thought." (Braune.)
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Father, and sent into the world, was above all others that were

called Elohim ; and this leads to the exhibition of the works as

its demonstration.

It must not be overlooked, at the very outset, that He does

not repudiate for Himself, du'ectly and absolutely, the name
Giog—which, however, must have been His jirst word for their

pacification, and His own vindication from the supposed ^\aa-

(^TiUjIcc, if that name were not justly assumed by Him ;^ but that

He rather commences His maintenance and defence of this hog
sifjji, by an only analogous hot lars. But His words commence
with a pacificatory tone through the striking apparent harmo-

nising of their differences. Your general position—A man cannot

be called God without blasphemy—is false P This method of

replying strikes, and at the same time disarms ; it nullifies, while

it holds fast the offensive truth. It attaches itself to an admitted

point,

—

almost like the Apostle in Athens, who first allows the

validity of the poet's saying

—

Tou yap zai yv^og layJiv ; here,

however, there is the difference that the Divine Scripture is

quoted. And here we have once more that immoveable rj ypa^fj,

in a phraseology which superficial exegesis misunderstands, at-

tenuates, and would reduce to the level of heathenish forms of

speech ; but of which we shall be never weary of sa™g—" the

true inspiration-theory must rest upon that centre from which

this word sounds forth !" As we long ago said in another work"—" The Scripture—let many of om' more recent orthodox theo-

logians honestly test tliemselves whether they can simply repeat

this little word after the Lord and His Apostles." That is, when
taken in connection with the appended o'j ovpurcci Kv^^i/oct,

Its word down to every and each yiypccfjjuAvov and ysypocTTTai

remains a, law for ever for the rule of all man's words concerning

Divine truth ; to explain as false, to abolish or remove one word

in it, is a trespass, a punishable disobedience, just like the break-

ing of a commandment, ch. vii. 23 (or of the Sabbath, ch. v. 18).

And no more than the law is abolished by breaking its precepts,

can the Scripture in itself be broken, or proved to be false. It

1 In this case before His enemies, as afterwards before Thomas, who wor-

ships Him bv this name.
'^ Was not Moses also called a God to Aaron, Ex. iv. 16, vii. 1 ?

3 Andeutungen fiir glaub. Schriftverst. ii. S. 481.
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is the discipline of faith to submit to this fact ; to expound

Scripture with this absolute conviction, is the task of exegesis ; to

understand and to embrace this presupposition in faith, without

seeking a foundation elsewhere, is the fundamental object of all

systematic theology.^

" In your law"—this expression is in part to be received as we

expounded it on ch. viii. 17, but here more definitely,—" That law

which is spoken to you sinners, which obliges and binds you, and

in which ye make your boast in opposing Me, but which, as I

will show, is not opposed to Me, and the testimony to Myself

which ye have deemed blasphemous !" 'Nofjuog for a passage in

the Psalms, is not to be explained by the wider use of that name

for Scripture generally, but it is used with a special twofold re-

ference :—first, because (as we have just said) all Scripture must

be taken as the norm of all permissible and right language ; and

then, secondly, because the cited passage of the Psalm itself rests

upon Mosaic 'sentences, which are therefore themselves actually

at the same time quoted.

Who, then, are the hoi or D\ii'i< of the eighty-second Psalm ?^

Most assuredly not heathen tyrants, as a recent perverted

opinion imagines; for God never spake to them, and to them

He never assigned the title and dignity of His own majesty.

Nor are they Israelitish Icings preeminently or exclusively. For,

as we have elsewhere said, it is altogether a " new discovery,

that kings are in the Old Testament sons of God ; we seek in

vain for a single passage, in which a heathen king, or even an

Israelitish king, excepting David and Solomon as types of the

Messiah, received the honour of that name." Those who are de-

clared to be Elohim, or representatives and images of God, are

in this Psalm, as in the law of Moses, the Judges in Israel, which

would then include the kings, of course, in as far as they might

be said to judge supremely. For see it plainly stated in vers.

2-5 of the Psalm ! De Wette and Gesenius (in the Thesaurus)

groundlessly deny the personal reference of ^"^^^^^ to the Judges

^ Which would not, like Rothe recently, speculate as if there were no

Scripture. And not merely arrange the Scriptural views in prosegomena

by themselves.

2 Comp. here generally my Ausgewahlten Psalmen ii. 174.
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in Ex. xxi. 6, xxii. 8, 9, 28 ;^ for the parallelism in ver. 28, and the

Dnx of the Psalm (here sy^etvovg), prove clearly the attribution

of a title of honour to these official persons. / have said, Ye are

gods ; that is, should be so termed—this is manifestly in the

Psalm a reference back to the Mosaic passages, or to the installa-

tion into office with which this title was associated. In the

strono- words wherewith the Lord closes, the Xoyog rov hoD

which came to them, can similarly mean no other than that same

sIttcc, The w^ords cannot refer to the whole people of Israel (as

Ebrard says), for the ksTvo/ are already singled out as special

persons from the ^X rnv of ver. 1. And as little are prophets

and pious men meant,^ as having received a revelation from God

(Dn^'^X nin'' -lan ''n*^) ;—^but they are no more and no less than the

iuchnno-Jrulincp officers amoncr the people, to whom this name

might come and did come from above—"Ye shall be called

gods !" and de Wette rightly maintains against Olshausen that

here, in the domain of the Old Testament types and shadows,

there is not necessarily involved a real union of the personality

with God, corresponding with the name. For God, wdio has re-

served to Himself the prerogative ofjudging even these "gods,"

here first reproves them for their unrighteousness, and then goes

on to announce and predict to them :—^I have tridi/ named you

gods, hut not the less on that account shall ye die (in your sins)

like men ! We should not, however, go too far on the other

side, and regard the conclusion to which the Lord leads their

minds, as only meaning :
—" If the mere semblance of the name

is not to be treated with disrespect, should the thing itself, the

nature and the Word of God be so ?"^ For it is most certain

that wherever the name of an office had sunk into a mere lying

semblance, the abolition or resumption of that title is foretold

—

and sooner or later most surely fulfilled. It is just this wdiich

gives so much significance to the Lord's words—though over-

looked by most expositors—that He quotes a passage of Scrip-

1 According to them its meaning is just equivalent to
-J"";

^.=^7, Deut.

xix. 17 !

2 Bahrdt :—Sucli men as had become like God in tli^ir beneficence to

man !

3 Thus speaks Rudelsbach in the Predigtsammlung—Der Herr Kommt

i 455.
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ture which refers to these very Pharisees and Rulers of the

people to whom He Himself was so obnoxious ; at once conced

inor to them the theocratical dignity, and predicting its loss as the

judicial infliction of God. He does not expressly quote in detail

this wider subject of the Psalm, but these students of Scripture

would understand His allusion. We very often find in our

Lord's citations such a warning, threatening undertone in the

connection to which they silently refer.

Is it not written in your law, that God called you your

selves gods—^ye should well know what is recorded there, and

what follows from it. Thus the vfjSjv derives a new meaning,

which makes the gcrs of the quotation an immediate address

to those who then heard Himself : for though not all those

w^ho took up stones were leaders of the people, the speakers

of ver. 33 were such. Very far from true is it " that the

Lord applied this declaration to Himself in His need against

His embittered enemies, who would on the spot stone Him to

death." ^ Oh no, there is no question here of need, or of any

refuge in a quotation which itself would break the Scripture by

vaguely or incorrectly applying it ;
^ His peaceful word, ver. 32,

had already quelled the violence which would stone Him, and

reopened the controversy. But Meyer (Lichtbote ii. 181) has

given us a correct view :
—" Is it too high an assumption. He

said with that lofty irony which He often used in dealing with

their folly—Is it too much that I term Myself God ; what if I

show you out of Scripture that ye yourselves (sinners and false

judges !), that your forefathers (in office) are called gods? May
it not be allowed Me, to regard Myself as equally great with

them r
The allusion to these present D\i^t? in the congregation of

God, to whom He was then speaking. He does indeed wisely leave

in the background ; and turns His application and deduces His

conclusion, with reference to Iziivotg, those whom the Psalm then

addressed. There is now a twofold distinction and progression :

—His person is incomparably higher than they, and yet He has

^ The excellent Kleuker thus speaks in a manner unworthy of himself I

Johannes, Petrus, und Paulus als Christologen, p. 49.

^ As Sepp :—According to these words of Scripture ye could not fasten

any blame upon me, if I should sophisticaUy explain them !

!
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not plainly called Himself hoc, only vlog kov. As the conclu-

sion from this—How can ye designate hlasphemy the appropria-

tion of the more humhle name by the supremely higher ferson ?

Even in the Psalm \\hv \in stands parallel with DNi^X as its ex-

planation—this our Lord mentions not, any more than that

conversely His vlog hov is indeed equivalent to hog. But now

what a difference of persons—this He makes on that account

all the more prominent. Those—men, sirtful men, mortals,

upbraided with the denunciation of death, who only bore for

a while in common with many the name of God because a

word of communion had come TTpog avrovg, unto them. He,

on the other hand, is the One, through whom the Father speaketh

to the world. Himself the icord of God ! Those only tempo-

rary, transitional, typically clothed with their dignity, which

did not so cleave to their persons as that it could not be re-

voked and taken from them—He, on the contrary, one in

whom "Being and office are one!" (As von Gerlach ex-

cellently says.) They shamefully desecrated their office—He
as the true Son of God is sanctified of the Father : that is,

sanctified from His birth, rather before His birth sealed with

the impress of pure holiness of the Father (see on ch. vi. 27),

and, thus sealed, sent as the Holy One of God into an unholy

world !^ And yet He had not once said—I am God ! though

with infinitely truer right, and in a very different sense, it be-

longed to Him to say so.

This progressive and cumulative contrast of His person with

the lyMmg, should have saved every intelligent and conscien-

tious interpreter from so impairing His words as to make them

signify—that He merely arrogated to Himself Divine dignity

in the sense of a title, not aiming to be Beus vel filius Dei

dictitius I No truly, the XsyofJAvot koi in heaven and on earth

(1 Cor. viii. 5, rulers, gods, angels, in the widest sense, as the

first verse of Ps. Ixxxii. touches the limits of them all) are

only types and shadows which point to the one God, as to the

Father, so also to His true Eepresentative, essentially invested

» With Augustine and Beza to refer this viylciaz to the eternal genera-

tion, is inappropriate : Yet is it not a mere separation, as Jer. i. 5, and

Gal. i. 15, but appears to precede the dTrioni'Kiu si; rou yJafioit.
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with all His greatness and supremacy, our Lord Jesus Christ

!

The 03^3 li'i'V Ipi nm n^rhv^ of the Psalm, yea even the ^:2

D^^i?^^ and the D"'^N of the angels, is much less than the singular

nnx ^jn of the second Psalm spoken of the King of kings, the

nn simply and preeminently, whose wrath hurls into swift de-

struction. But this is assuredly the undertone of our Lord's

argument, that any arrogation of the 7iame of God was per-

mitted to me?L af all ; consequently that the phraseology of

Holy Scripture itself must be termed blasphemous, if all such

typical designation and dignity did not maintain its right and

truth as prophetic of, and an aspiration of Scripture towards, a

real communication of the Divine Majesty to human nature, and

oneness with it. Neander says quite correctly : "Christ sought

to prove it to their apprehension, that the idea of a communica-

tion of the Divine Majesty to human nature was by no means
foreign to the revelations of the Old Testament. If the gulf

between God and all things finite was infinite and impassable, it

must have been blasphemy in any sense to attribute the name
Elohim to mortal men." So far the Lord here gives to Israel,

to whom the ov hvvocrcct "kvdrjvat rj ypoc(prj still held good as an

irrefragable axiom, a profound proof for the existence of a God-
7nan, out of the inmost heart of the Old Testament. Every
fellowship of God with men, which went so far as to attribute

the Divine attributes and prerogatives to such men, presupposes

as a truth which should find its realisation, a real union of God
and man in the Person of Him who filled in Himself all offices,

who was to come and make all names into essential realities.

The Lord, consequently, here asserts the direct opposite of the

position of Dorner before quoted ; and expressly contradicts all

who are constantly talking about the " rigid, absolute antithesis

of God to all creature " in the Old Testament. As the despised

Berlenb. Bible so well expresses it :
—" He shows them that if

they knew the Scriptures rightly, they would not oppose God
and man to each other. Where is the foundation of offices upon
earth ? With respect to the office of the Messiah they are but

shadowy offices, and yet the men who hold them are termed
gods : God thei^ehy f7'om the beginning ivould accustom your people

to think beforehand of more than that.''

Vers. 37, 38. This whole argument from Scripture against the
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f^XciffiprjiJjtcc of ver. 33, and the contradiction of their assertion

ad oli^dpcuTog cov from which the TTOisTg (XBavrov follows of course,

—was, however, only hypothetical, for He only asked them :

—

'^ Supposed, that I am the Holy One, sanctified of the Father

and sent into the world. He who is actually so delineated, pro-

mised, and typified throughout your Old Testament—where is

then the blasphemy in My testimony concerning My oneness

with the Father?" Therefore the Lord spoke first of Himself

in the third person, and then afterwards passed over to the first

in His gl-rof. Hence it follows as a necessary conclusion

—

And
am I not He ? But in asserting this He still graciously con-

descends to them ; not demanding of them tliat higher and

better " belief in Him or His entire Personality, and especially

His ivord as its most spiritual expression and utterance," whicli

was found in those who were of God, and heard His voice.

With the utmost moderation, as it were. He admits it as an

unreproved supposition that they do not believe in Him : nay

more, He declares in the imperative—If I do not the works of

My Father, believe Me not f But by this He seizes them, and

holds them fast, leaving them no way of escape ; He simply

repeats His frequent appeal to the testimony of His works,

referring now in s/ hi TroiS) to their own tacit admission in ver.

33, in order that He may subvert and bring to nought their

falsely asserted independence of His good works, and His blas-

phemous words. The last saying which is given them for their

perception and faith

—

on h IfMo) o 'Trar'/jp, zdyoj h avrSi (or, after

Lach. and Tischend. Iv too Trarpi)—is the descending, and yet

true, explanation of the rejected h \g[Mv} I have not said—

I

and God : but merely—I and the Father ; have called Myself

the Son of God, in tke sense, assuredly, of the oneness of Divine

nature. Chrysostom :
—" I am no other than the Father, only

that I remain the Son, and the Father remaineth the Father."

' Therefore not, however, merely distinguished in the expression , so

that the Jews here, ver. 33, and in ch. v. 18, might have incorrectly re-

garded the Son of God, and equahty with God or being God, as one and the

the same. (Hofmann Schriftb. i. 116.) I confess that I do not understand

what kind of exaggeration of Christ's Diviuitv is here meant to be protested

against.
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Tlie result even of this utterance, received by that unbelief

M'hich was rigidly set against all His true words, and all His

good works, was the same as it had hitherto been : demonstrat-

ing the truth of our Saviours words (ver. 26). Once more

does St John record a Troi^jv (ver. 39), even as ver 19, and ver.

31. They have given up their design to stone Him ; but they

will lay hands on Him to bring Him to judgment and condem-

nation, and He—withdraws once more from their power, escapes

their hands ! Nothing more was to be done for them. Thus
the stern conclusion of His public life and testimony, ch. xii.

37-40, is already here foreshadowed and prepared for.

Then does the Lord retire to the scene of His first public

appearance, where the Baptist had prepared for Him, testified

of Him, and pointed the multitudes to Him. There He abode

;

as if to bring that early time back to the people's minds, and, as

it were, ready to begin anew with them the great work of His

life. The Evangelist records that with accuracy, inasmuch as it

serves his purpose as bringing back this preparatory conclusion

of our Lord's ministry to its starting-point in his prologue, ch.

i.6,7.'

Those who were in a sense believers, or inclined to believe

;

and who have been often mentioned as all together TroKKoi in

number, gather together around the Lord, having sought Him
after His withdrawal. The expression which they use, as ut-

tered before the approaching end, and therefore more significant,

may be regarded as prophetic, or as testifying in the name of

the whole people—John spake the truth. This is He I As Jews
they cannot indeed

, forget the miracles, yet are they half uncon-

sciously constrained to utter a great and remarkable truth to us:

—the last and greatest Prophet before Christ, who compelled

the whole people to an avowal of repentance, enforced from
them also the acknowledgment that the evidence of miracles for

the acceptance of Himself was not absolutely indispensable. (See
our observations on ch. v. 33.) The fulfilment of his—He will

^ Or was it -w-itlial (after Luthardt)—^in order to place at the close the
unbelief in the ample testimony of Jesus to Himself, in contrast with the
faith of those who had received the Baptist's direction to Jesus ? But we
have nothing here said distinctively of a faith which had been from the

beginnuig produced by the Baptist.
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come after me ! by His actual coming after was his one great

miracle or sign. (Deut. xviii. 21, 22.) All things that John
spake of this man—akT,&yj riv, that is, have approved themselves

true ; and faith now retrospectively sees the truth, with shame

for its unbelief:—Veritas est vera, etiam antequam agnoscatur

(as Bengel most pertinently explains this /iv).

May this be the result in the case of every one for whom this

prayer is applicable ; that He may be gathered into the little

company ibund in the midst of the mass of unbelieving people,

of whom the Gospel can say for their encouragement and joy

—

and many believed on Him !



(508)

POSTSCEIPT

During the publication of the first edition of this work on the

Words of Jesus, Lange's Leben Jesu was making its simul-

taneous appearance ; and consequently we had only the oppor-

tunity of an alternate transitory glance at each other's pages.

During the issue of the second edition, the same unfortunate

coincidence has occurred in the case of Luthardt's work on the

Gospel of St John. Reference has been made to this book no

further than to the end of the fourth chapter, for the press could

not wait for the issue of the second volume. Had it been other-

wise, Luthardt's name w^ould have often been quoted among
other representatives of exegetical view^s ; and many an obser-

vation commented on which cannot now be referred to in detail.

Such views of his as seem most pressingly to demand mention

may be alluded to in the way of postscript. Luthardt has copi-

ously referred to my Reden Jesu, and has thereby laid me under

obligation ; but there are many instances in w^hich I cannot

yield to his authority, or admit his corrections. It is needless

to inflict upon the reader the whole collective points of difference

between us in the section from ch. v. to ch. x. ; nor shall I enter

into the discussion of such points as his different arrangement

of a whole theme (as p. 2o, 33), or his modification of details

(such as p. 19, Of aKOvauvrig—p. 75, mockingly—p. 82 hia

Tovro—p. 85, Irony or question—p. 107 ra y^aroj—p. 158, 159,

those who see).—But the following points I must be permitted

to dilate upon, on account of the intrinsic importance of his w'ork

itself, as well as for the sake of the completeness of my own.

That the prosecution ofmy contemplation, upon ch. v. 19,20,

into the mysterium Trinitatis should be condemned (p. 12), as pass-

ing beyond the immediate meaning of the text and its exegetical

design, results from the fundamental difference between my re-

lation to theWord and that ofLuthardt as representing systematic
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university theology. Whatever the sacred Word speaks to our

thoughtful meditation abidingly exercised upon it, and to our

'^systematic theological thinking" quickened by its influence—

I

include within the range of pure exposition, as developing the

principles and exhibiting the kernel of the word of God, or in

scriptural language as opening the Scripture. Nor can I submit

to sacrifice the backgrounds of deeper meaning which unfold

speculative truth, to the system of historical hermeneutics, in any

such manner as that which Hofmann has brouixht into voo-ue.

As to this question, we cannot admit that in St John's Gospel

the doctrine concerning the Father and the Son is to be con-

fined within the rigorous bounds of the mere historical relation

and significance of these terms in the scheme of salvation, and

that no legitimate exposition can go beyond. If it is said that

the Son is " the man who came forth from God, and is come
into the world"—we maintain, on the other hand, that He is

God also proceeding, and who hath proceeded forth from God,

who hath become man, and is come into the world ;—as is most

expressly declared in ch. xvi. 28, xvii. 5. Luthardt's refusal to

admit " an eternal going forth within the Being of God," springs

from the arbitrariness of a restricted and prejudiced devotion to

a system. Just as certainly as the economical Trinity must be

developed in theology, all that is spoken concerning it must rest

upon the deeper foundation of the immanent Trinity ; we are

therefore necessarily referred to this innermost apphcation of the

term, and required to make it prominent.

Elsewhere, as at p. 15 (touching the zpiaig, ch. v. 22), the

question of the maintenance of a full and deep meaning beyond
the limits of the immediate and obvious meaning, is again dis-

cussed. For myself, I am firmly convinced that an " arbitrary

limitation " may be alleged against the narrow school-exegesis

with at least as much propriety as an " arbitrary extension " may
be alleged against me. And I am further persuaded that, as

time rolls on, and the injurious influence of our past and present

merely human school-commentators declines, as decline it does

and will, very many of the new race of school-theologians,

rejoicing in a living faith, will come to take a supreme delight

in exploring the depth and fulness of the Words of God.

Before deciding that the duvyjuZ^stv, ch. v. 28 (p. 23), be-
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tokened a merely unbelieving wonder, and not a state of mind

suddenly affected for good, I would suggest that in ver. 28 our

Lord continues His words with a somewhat more trusting and

elevated apprehension on the part of His hearers. Stiff-necked

unbelief is not represented throughout this Gospel as always

and everywhere confronting our Saviour and His discourses,

as Luthardt says. He is perfectly right in this general view,

but too strenuous in carrying it into the detail : for we perceive

occasionally the beginnings of faith, and fitful tendencies to

listen attentively, which our Lord's words excite; and these

must be carefully observed and estimated if we would under-

stand this Gospel aright.

At p. 27 there is a misunderstanding, as if Bengel and my-
self referred the article in 6 Xv^^og (ch. v. 35), immediately to

Ecclus. xlviii. 1. Bengel says merely—innuit prsedicta in V.

T. de Johanne—and that is my meaning, with which Luthardt

also agrees, " the light which should go before me." The refer-

ence to the passage as showing the fixed proverbial representa-

tion of the character of Elias is another point; but that we
have Xaf/jTrdg and not Xvyn/og results from the Holy Spirit's

principle of not carefully giving apocryphal quotations in their

literality.^

In referring ch. v. 37 still to the testimony of the works, and

thereby introducing that of the word first in ver. 38, I am
regarded (p. 30) as only making the matter more obscure. But
I confidently point to the parallelism between the fjusfjjOcpTvp'/j;cs

and the previous ghoj^ie of ver. 36. The Lord does not place

the witness of the works as " mediate " over against that of the

Scripture as immediate, but rather as the " most immediate

"

testimony itself of the Father (long present since the mani-

festation of the Son) ; and to this statement I must adhere.

Then follows in the second clause of ver. 37 the transition,

giving the grounds of the unbelief in the works, to the testi-

mony of the word; as it comes forward first, ver. 38, in rov

Xoyov avrov.

There is a misunderstanding also in p. 32, upon ch. v. 39,

inasmuch as I concur with Luthardt in saying that the Lord

^ My defence of the Apocrypha enters more fully upon this.
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educes the truth which still clung to the proud delusion of the

Jews in their bind and formal dependence on Holy Scripture.

If my entire remarks had been carefully noted, I should not

have been classed with Hilgenfeld against Hofmann, with whom
in the second edition I have stated my perfect concurrence.

In ch. V. 42, I must insist (against p. 34) that the love of God
in them, as the life, ver. 40, is primarily the love which God
sheds in us. This seems to me alone appropriate, much more

so certainly than " the due love to the God of Israel," which was

wantino; to them as " not Israelites indeed." The Lord's words

penetrate everywhere in this connection into the inmost, most

mystical principles ; and love to God is only found wanting as

the influence and result of GodJs own love.

The deep-thinking reader must decide whether (according to

p. 38) the definition "writings" in ch. v. 47 for the word and

testimony of Moses as opposed to the luords of Jesus, is a matter

of perfect indifference.

I cannot concede that in ch. vi. 51 (p. 59) the weight of

manuscripts preponderates for the omission of Jji/ lyd) hco(Tajy

against internal criticism. The declaration that this future

giving has no reference whatever to the death of Christ, arbi-

trarily contradicts the fundamental spirit and principle of the

whole discourse (which already in ver. 27 points to no other

than that in the hojcrsi).

The plain testimony of the text, ch. vi. 64, against the " par-

taking of unbelievers," is weakened (p. 61), in a manner as

subtle as that of Kahnis; an ''apparent^ unconditional, and in-

effectual influence of the eating and drinking" is spoken of: but

I must lament over this Lutheran prejudice, which hinders so

many excellent men from reading the w^ords in their simplicity.

It is a strange refuge to fly to, that " the possible cases of excep-

tion are not to be taken account of; " this will not cause us to

" lay down the weapons of our war against the Lutheran doc-

trine "—that is, will not constrain us to give up the plain words

of Scripture for ecclesiastical dogmatics.

I never asserted that the seeking of the Jews, ch. vii. 11, was

only hostile (p. 78), but connecting it with ver. 1, remarked

upon it as primarily hostile, and discerned in it the transition to

a general inquiry after the usual guest at the feast.
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In ch. vii. 23 (p. 84) I am not contented with the contrast to

the wliole man which is found in " the specific aspect of the body

as the agent of propagation;" and I must hold, with Bengel

and Olshausen, that not only must o\ov di^^pajTov refer to body

and souly but that in circumcision there was a promising sign

and seal of spiritual soundness.

I cannot understand why Luthardt, p. 89, takes no notice of

my many reasons against the common exposition of chap, vii,

37, 38 ; but must all the more urgently bespeak attention to

them again.

The view of chap. viii. 25, given in p. 110, 111, which reads

oV; and translates that, does not satisfy me, and indeed is almost

incomprehensible.

On p. 114, 115, 1 must observe, that those who reply in chap,

viii. 33 must be the toXXoi addressed before with vfJbsTg; and

that I cannot by any means think the continuation in ver. 37
" impossible," since those who fall back from the beginning of

faith might again be included in the turba 'promiscua.

Similarly, the remark upon ch. viii. 33 (p. 117), that the Jews

had interpreted the word truth (which they did not overlook) as

the "true relation to God," is harsh and constrained. How
would this accord with the knovnng of the truth ?

The protest against my exposition of chap. viii. 44 (p. 124)

springs from a misunderstanding; since the ttmth must in both

cases .be " the objective truth of God," when it is said that the

devil was not in it, or it ivas not in him. How the latter is only

the " ethical being," I cannot understand. It is with this as with

the "love of God" previously; but here Satan's not abiding in

the truth of God is rather the reason wherefore it did not abide

in him.

We must still maintain (against p. 142-144) that in chap,

ix. 4 Jesus speaks of a night for Himself, in which He can no

longer work as before ; this is plainly expressed in the words,

and not an addition of ours, for the " I must work " and " no

man can w^ork " plainly correspond. Thus the mere limitation

to day or night " for the world " has the plain text opposed to

it; and would not satisfy the "/or," which, although not spoken,

is plainly to be understood.

We will not contend about the more direct meaning of the
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Porter, ch. x. 3, as referred to p. 163. It is a matter of personal

feeling whether we will adhere strictly to the abstract idea in

these similitudes (here the opening), or strive to find a deeper

allusion; but I must protest against the assertion that no man
has a right to the latter course.

As to the 'TT^iO Ifjbov, ch. x. 8, Besser has assented to my ex

position; it must therefore be "conceivable." And what is

there inconceivable in the premature rushing in before the right

door is sought and found? That Christ speaks, between the

door of ver. 7 and the door of ver. 9, of His own Person as the

door, appears obvious; for, we cannot suppose Him to have in-

termediately dropped the figure. The view taken by Luthardt,

p. 167, 168,—placing Christ after themselves, preferring their

own persons to Him,—appears to us to depart from the whole

simile. And on account of this alone, not to mention other

reasons, it cannot be received.

We must leave it to every accurate reader to determme,

whether the apTrdZ^stv of ch. x. 28 (p. 186) can refer only to

spiritual powers which imperil the inner life, and not rather to

force from without, as here exhibited in specie of the wicked

shepherds, and with allusion to ch. ix. 34, 35.

As to the rejection, p. 187, of my trinitarian dogmatics in the

interpretation of ch. x. 30, I must refer to what has been already

said. I have asserted, and still assert, against Hofmann, that

the qualified and lov^er formula of ver. 38 is not strictly one

with that h laiMv.

That, finally, in ver. 35, the hoyog rov hov must primarily

mean the g]Va of the Psalm (resting again upon earlier utter-

ances), I did certainly assert; not, however, as intending it to

refer to the address contained in the Psalm (p. 192), but to that

which was quoted in this Bt'^a, and exhibited in it as an earlier

Xoyog—Ye are gods.

END OF VOLUME FIFTH

VOL. V.












